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Abstract 
This research provides the first in-depth archaeological study of a goldrush miners’ 
camp from the early 1850s and 1860s Australian Goldrushes in Victoria and New South 
Wales. Focussing on the Kiandra Goldfield, located in the Snowy Mountains of New 
South Wales, which was the scene of a major goldrush in 1859-1861, this research 
develops a picture of the nature of everyday life for the miners and businesspeople who 
participated in this event. It investigates the historical and archaeological evidence from 
the Township Hill miners’ camp (KTH), which was the main miners’ camp during the 
rush, through the lens of gender in order to arrive at a more nuanced understanding of 
the nature of goldrush social life. Specifically, as goldrushes were predominately male 
events, this research aims to bring the study of masculinity, which is a burgeoning field 
in Australian history, into the domain of Australian historical archaeology. The 
Township Hill miners’ camp, excavated between 2003 and 2004 by the former ANU 
archaeology fieldschool program, provides a unique opportunity to ascertain how men 
were behaving at this goldrush and how they were constructing and maintaining their 
masculine identities in this isolated and harsh environment. 
This research conducts a reanalysis of the ten excavated KTH huts and their artefact 
assemblages which demonstrates how the hut occupants behaved on a daily basis. 
Specifically, it utilises a distribution analysis and consideration of the proportions of 
items found within assemblages to demonstrate what cultural formation processes 
resulted in their deposition. Combining this data from the dominant artefact types within 
the assemblages allows a model of the waste management strategies used by hut 
occupants to be created. The nature of these strategies, as well as the functional natures 
of each hut assemblage, provides a wealth of data on the genders of hut occupants, as 
well as the gender identities they were attempting to cultivate.   
This research demonstrates that the Township Hill miners’ camp was predominately 
occupied by men, but featured a small population of women. The diggers who occupied 
the camp principally negotiated their masculine identities in reference to the ideal of the 
respectable digger, but they critically evaluated different characteristics of this ideal and 
adopted some at the expense of others. The small amount of evidence relating to female 
miners at the camp suggested that they too had complex feminine identities that could 
embrace respectability. Businesspeople on the other hand, negotiated their gender 
identities principally with respect to middle-class gentility and appear to have made 
  
v 
 
concerted efforts through conspicuous consumption to differentiate themselves from 
miners and demonstrate their social standing. In all, this research has found that the 
diggers who formed the core population at the Kiandra Goldrush were not behaving 
badly, and instead, considered themselves to be respectable and participated diligently 
in these events to further their dreams of independence and successful manhood.  
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A Note on Referencing 
The Harvard referencing system is used throughout this dissertation, except for 
Appendix 1 which contains a detailed historical account of the Kiandra Goldrush and 
utilises the Chicago referencing system. This change in referencing system was 
necessary for this detailed history as it was constructed using a large amount of primary 
historical sources. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Over the last twenty years archaeological and historical studies of goldfield life have 
increasingly sought to debunk the historical myth that goldfields were hyper-masculine 
places of toil, hardship, debauchery, drunkenness, and lawlessness (Bell, 2010; Bolton, 
2009; Fleming, 2011; Hardesty, 1988; 1994; 2010; Knapp, 1998b; Lawrence, 1992; 
1995b; 1998a; 1998c; 1999; 2000; 2003; Prangnell and Quirk, 2009; Purser, 1991; 
Quirk, 2007; 2008; 2010; Wright, 2008). These studies have used a social approach to 
examine mining settlements in order to humanise them and demonstrate how the social 
structures of these communities necessitated and sustained mining operations. In 
debunking this myth, they have shown that goldfield life was fully integrated into 
contemporary cultural life with large populations of women and children and 
conformity with Victorian ideologies, such as gentility and respectability. These were 
‘communities without a locus’: groups of families and individuals, bonded by shared 
goals, experiences, kin ties, friendship, and business relationships, who moved from one 
goldfield to the next and had their own traditions and culture (Douglass, 1998; Purser, 
1991:10-11). It is in this relatively cohesive itinerant community that family life and 
Victorian norms and ideals could prevail. However, the goldrushes which often marked 
the beginning of these goldfield settlements were another version of life altogether and 
something markedly different from normal colonial life.  
In this research, a goldrush (or rush) is defined as a sudden movement of people to a 
newly discovered gold strike, and refers to a distinct period of a particular goldfield’s 
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life (Lawrence, 1995b:4-5; Moore, 2000:135). The primary goal of this research is to 
extend the work on goldfield life and utilise a social, and specifically gender, approach 
to investigate a goldrush miners’ camp on the Kiandra Goldfield in southeast New 
South Wales (NSW).  
Throughout the 1850s and 1860s in NSW and Victoria there were countless speculative 
goldrushes to various localities in search of gold. Some of these were large, some small. 
Some were successful leading to the establishment of more permanent goldfields and 
others dismal failures. They resulted in the creation of a distinct class of men, who 
labelled themselves ‘diggers’, and travelled from rush to rush living a transient 
existence. Diggers have been described as ‘sojourners’ who often left their families 
behind expecting to send money back to them in the meantime, and then return once 
they had made their fortune (Lawrence, 1992:36). They are depicted as solely driven by 
the opportunity gold provided for quickly earning one’s fortune and independence. 
Considering the lottery that the goldrushes embodied this desired outcome was not 
achieved by the majority. Instead, some diggers grew to prefer the freedom this way of 
life offered and continually pursued it for this reason, with the limited hope of making 
their fortune. This transient existence was interspersed with periods of longer or more 
permanent settlement at different goldfields or towns when it was necessary to follow a 
different trade for a time; as dictated by personal fortunes or the absence of a promising 
rush. But whenever a new goldrush broke out there were always experienced and new 
diggers ready to join the rush, although whether or not these newcomers were able to 
handle the toil and hardship and become true diggers was another matter altogether.  
During goldrushes, when diggers were undecided about a field’s prospects, they often 
travelled to these localities independently, while their families remained at home to fend 
for themselves. Although, depending on the rush or the family in question, wives, 
children, female companions, or relatives could accompany diggers and form part of 
mining parties. However, generally goldrush populations were predominately male. 
This situation prompts the question of how becoming a digger and participating in 
goldrushes was considered socially and culturally in relation to the prevailing ideals of 
manhood and masculinity of the time. This question has been given some consideration 
by historical analyses of goldrush life (Goodman, 1994), but not within archaeological 
analysis of these events. Thus, much work remains to be done on this issue, which is an 
important one that can aid considerably in achieving an in-depth understanding of 
goldrushes. Cooper (2008:261) has posed three questions with regard to the 
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characteristics of masculinity that are especially relevant in this situation and can 
substantially aid in an exploration of the motivations of diggers. They are: 
 What kind of men did men want to be when they chose to become diggers?  
 How did they want to be situated in relation to their families at this time and in 
the future? 
 How did they measure themselves during their pursuit of gold and what was 
considered succeeding and failing as a man in these circumstances and within 
wider society at this time?  
‘Diggers’ or ‘miners’ in this research are defined as those individuals who at a goldrush, 
or on a goldfield, were actively involved in extracting gold (Lawrence, 1995b:5-6). 
These terms were historically used interchangeably, but were used only to describe men. 
This was despite the fact that women and children were also involved in mining, but 
usually only on a limited scale. At goldrushes it was common for women to accompany 
husbands, male relatives, or partners and act as tent keepers or cooks for mining parties 
and in this manner be part of gold mining, but not physically involved in the mining 
process. Despite this direct involvement, women are never considered as diggers in the 
predominately masculine accounts of these times; they are only ‘wives’ or 
‘companions’ of diggers. While in the context of modern day interpretations of mining 
life women fulfilling these roles at goldrushes are justly considered to be deserving of 
the terms ‘miner’ or ‘digger’ (Lawrence, 1995b:5-6), this interpretation causes some 
terminological problems for this research. To solve this problem, the term ‘miner’ in 
this research refers to any individual involved in extracting gold whatever their gender 
or age. In this manner the term ‘mining party’, which refers to a group of miners 
cooperatively operating on a goldrush, becomes a gender neutral term. The term 
‘digger’ then refers to male miners and the constructions of masculine identity and 
ideals that were built around this occupation. With these definitions a more accurate 
historical and archaeological social reality of goldrush life can be created that 
acknowledges that these events involved the participation of high numbers of men, 
along with varying proportions of women and children.  
Besides miners, three other broadly defined groups were usually present at goldrushes: 
Gold Commissioners and police who acted as the government representatives and 
businesspeople who provided a large range of support services for the other three 
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groups. Similar to the miners, these groups were predominately male. Government 
officials were all male, but might have been accompanied by wives, female relatives, or 
employed female domestic servants. Businesspeople were mostly male, and may have 
been accompanied by wives, female relatives, or employed female servants or workers. 
A constricted range of domestic businesses that could be associated with women’s 
traditional roles were often operated by women. These businesses included restaurants 
and laundries, but also ‘disreputable’ business roles such as prostitutes, dancing girls, 
barmaids, and sly grog shop keepers. Consequently, the term ‘businessperson’ refers to 
any individual who operated or was involved with a commercial enterprise at a 
goldrush. Businesspeople and miners formed symbiotic and dynamic relationships, and 
were dependent on each other for survival, and often lived within the same settlements, 
whereas Gold Commissioners and police had separate encampments. Nor were they 
mutually exclusive groups as group membership was quite fluid, with individuals 
changing professions from one rush to another as their fortunes changed or they sought 
a more reliable income (Lawrence, 1995b:6). Consequently, any archaeological analysis 
of miners’ camps needs to consider the possibility of businesspeople also inhabiting 
these settlements. As such, any examination of digger masculinity must also consider 
that of businessmen as they were closely associated groups and these gender roles were 
constructed in relation to each other. Diggers and businessmen principally participated 
in goldrushes due to the dreams and desires they associated with their ideal masculine 
identities. Therefore, the study of this facet of their lives is crucial to understanding the 
overall nature of goldrushes.   
Nineteenth-century masculinity is increasingly becoming a growing area of interest in 
history (Allen, 1987; Cooper, 2008; Downing, 2014; Hogg, 2012; Lake, 1986; 
McConville, 1987; Roper and Tosh, 1991; Tosh, 1999; 2005; Twomey 1997). However, 
it has not yet become a field of concern in historical archaeology (Kryder-Reid, 1994; 
Wilkie, 1998; 2001; 2010; Williams, 2008), although calls have been made for these 
types of studies within archaeology generally (Alberti, 2007; Joyce, 2004:90; Knapp, 
1998a; 1998b; Scott, 1994:11; Scott, 1997:8-9). Gender archaeology has over the last 
thirty years demonstrated how women are often an invisible category in archaeological 
interpretation and men an assumed, universal, gender neutral presence (Conkey, 1993; 
Conkey and Gero, 1991; Purser, 1991; Scott, 1994; Scott, 1997; Spencer-Wood, 1998; 
Wylie, 1991). Furthermore, it has displayed how gender is a dynamic process that is a 
fundamental structuring principle of human life and particularly how diverse, complex, 
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and fluid gender ideologies, strategies, actual roles, and relationships were in past 
societies. While gender studies have typically focussed on female gender they have 
highlighted the way forward and created the theories and methodologies by which 
similar studies can be conducted on male gender in a manner consistent with feminist 
principals and ideals (Alberti, 2007:71; Knapp, 1998a:32-33; Williams, 2008). 
Historical studies have demonstrated that it is possible to accomplish this task and 
produce a richer understanding of the past by examining both feminine and masculine 
strategies and identities.  
‘Masculinity’ is defined in this research as the traits, behaviours, beliefs, and 
expectations that are commonly associated with culturally and historically specific male 
identities (Alberti, 2007:73). These characteristics for men can be measured, possessed, 
or lost in different ways throughout a man’s lifetime (Alberti, 2007:73, 79). Therefore, 
masculinity is a relational social construct constantly being negotiated and redefined in 
relation to itself and femininity according to prevailing societal and cultural narratives 
and priorities (Alberti, 2007:77; Knapp, 1998a:33; Williams, 2008:55). Within societies 
there are usually divergent, multiple masculinities that are arranged and dynamically 
associated with femininities according to prevailing power dynamics, which in 
patriarchal societies have a dominant hegemonic masculinity (Alberti, 2007:73-74; 
Knapp, 1998a:32-33). This ideal form of masculinity, often described as the ‘way to be 
a man in popular discourse’ occupies a ‘natural’ position of social, economic, and 
political privilege and is used to marginalise and subordinate women (Alberti, 2007:74; 
Hogg, 2012:5; Williams, 2008:54). Overall, gender identities, including masculinities, 
can be seen as strategies individuals used to negotiate power, ideology, and family life 
in their societies. These identities had a firm basis in material culture and are, 
consequently, archaeologically visible and examinable. Ultimately, the study of 
masculinity is aimed at questioning the cultural foundations of maleness in past 
societies and understanding how masculine identities, and their discourses, were 
generated, maintained, and negotiated over individuals’ lifetimes (Williams, 2008:53). 
During the first half of the nineteenth-century British hegemonic discourses of 
masculinity were plagued by fundamental contradictions, tensions, and ambiguities that 
made it impossible for men to fulfil these ideals, leaving them uneasy and restless 
(Cooper, 2008; Downing 2014; Goodman, 1994; Hogg; 2012). For many men there was 
a distinct disconnect between what they were supposed to be and what reality allowed 
them to achieve (Downing, 2014:3). This hegemonic masculinity characterised men as 
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essentially active, courageous, persevering, ambitious, industrious, honest, virtuous, 
self-controlled, and regulated, whose ultimate goal was to gain independence and land 
to establish and maintain a family: to be breadwinners (Downing, 2014:6-8; Goodman, 
1994:157-161; Hogg, 2012:13-14). This ideal commonly required that men seek 
adventure: to make sure they remained active and prove their muscular virtues; to earn 
their fortune to gain their independence or to provide for their families. At the same 
time seeking adventure required that they endure suffering and hardship, which caused 
disruption to their lives, anxiety, and mixed emotions. The slow methods of 
communication only added to these anxieties and ‘unmanly’ emotions such as regret, 
loneliness, and homesickness, as well as fear of returning home a failure or as a stranger 
(Downing, 2014:49-50; Hogg, 2012:177). The hardships, isolation, and remoteness of 
adventures could also severely test men, leading to despair, loss of self-respect, and 
alcoholism and dissolution (Hogg, 2012:178). Nevertheless, acquiring the main aspects 
of manliness – muscular virtue, land, and independence – was the only means by which 
a man could achieve successful manhood, especially as only by being the head of a 
household and excising patriarchal authority over a family could a man gain esteem, 
status, and privilege in society as well as the right of political participation (Downing, 
2014:8, 150-151: Hogg, 2012:11, 13). However, volatile economic conditions and the 
regulation of land use and ownership made many of these ideals impossible to meet, 
leading to a constant state of anxiety and fear of failure for most men trying to measure 
up to them.  
These anxieties were more pronounced when families were involved and men were 
forced to leave them and expose themselves to numerous hazards, while at the same 
time running the risk of becoming long-term absent fathers. Men commonly valued 
their families and were grateful to their wives and children, but the relationship between 
men and families was complex:    
Families were the incentive to take risks and the reward for doing so, the 
reason for leaving and the reason for returning. That is the paradox of 
families. (Downing, 2014:150) 
Enforced separations could erode emotional ties, leading to drinking, dissolution, loss of 
self-control and respect among men, and ultimately abandonment of their families 
(Cooper, 2008:256). Drunkenness could offer a temporary escape from failure or 
despair for men, but could only contribute to the loss of respect that their families and 
society would feel for them, and the continued absence of steady work frequently led to 
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criminality, prison, or suicide. In times of economic hardship when it became increasing 
difficult for men to act as breadwinners and they became dependent on charity or female 
labour, they viewed themselves as having failed as men (Cooper, 2008). Society had a 
dim view of failed men and considered them worthy of little respect when they could 
not support their families whether because of unavailability of work or wasting their 
wages on dissolute drinking and gambling (Cooper, 2008). Overall, for most men 
during this period, masculinity was full of fundamental tensions, between ‘wandering 
and settling, freedom and domestication’ and ideas of domestic happiness and 
measuring up as a man (Downing, 2014:107). Masculine identity was constructed 
around the necessity of work and the longing for a more peaceful existence, and it is for 
this reason that the goldrushes were so attractive: by striking it rich a man could proceed 
quickly to an independent manhood free of the continued obligation to work (Goodman, 
1994).  
Within Australian historical archaeology there has been little examination of the 
contradictions that characterised colonial masculinity despite growing trends in gender 
studies, particularly those that focus on respectability and gentility (Briggs, 2005; 
Hayes, 2008; 2014; Quirk, 2007; Russel, 1993; 1994). On a small scale masculinity has 
started to be considered, but as yet no major research has been conducted on this topic 
(Fleming, 2011; Fredericksen, 2005; Lawrence, 1995b; 1998b; 2003; Lawrence and 
Davies, 2011:188-189; Quirk, 2008). Where masculinity has been studied, it has 
generally been in the context of localities where European women were absent, such as 
whaling stations, pastoral stations, or gaols (Lawrence and Davies, 2011:188-189). In 
the most notable study, Lawrence (2003) investigated masculinity in relation to 
questioning the Australian nationalistic bush legend stereotype. Lawrence found that in 
rural working-class communities during the nineteenth century, living conditions were 
based on Victorian notions of decency, hard work, self-improvement, and domestic 
respectability. In this context, a ‘real man’ was sensitive to his family responsibilities, 
acted industriously to be a breadwinner, and was morally principled, eschewing hard 
drinking and gambling. Even in isolated working-class communities men utilised goods 
associated with domestic respectability, such as ceramic tableware and teaware, glass 
drinking vessels, household furnishings, and items associated with personal hygiene. 
This indicates that in these circumstances men conformed to contemporary domestic 
ideals that were ultimately transcendent of gender, although they were likely expressed 
differently by men and women. However, in these spaces masculine identities were by 
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no means uniform and, instead, ‘were complex amalgams that at times emphasised 
dissolution and mateship’ but could also acknowledge domestic respectability 
(Lawrence, 1998b:13; 2003:220). Lawrence has begun to explore the nature of colonial 
masculinity and its contradictions between later masculine myths and actual 
contemporary tensions between adventure, earning independence, and domestic 
happiness, but there is still far more work to be done on this topic.  
On a broader scale, the few studies of masculinity in historical archaeology to date have 
demonstrated the complexity and multiplicity of masculine identities, as well as how 
they were arranged in hierarchical power structures. These studies have been conducted 
on all-male societies and have demonstrated that they created and maintained 
hegemonic, subordinate, and ‘feminised’ masculinities. While members of the 
subordinate masculinities could in time rise to become members of the hegemonic 
masculinity, members of the ‘feminised’ masculinities, who undertook unmanly 
domestic roles in these households, could never rise above this station. For instance, 
within the Zeta Psi fraternity at the University of California Berkeley campus the senior 
initiated classmen formed the dominant ruling masculinity; the uninitiated lower 
classmen the ‘sub-adult’ masculinity who cleaned and maintained the house; and 
immigrant Chinese and Japanese men who acted as cooks and servants a ‘feminised’ 
masculinity (Wilkie, 1998; 2001; 2010). In this hierarchical structure the senior 
classmen acted as the ‘adult males’ of the house and supervised, mentored, and 
disciplined the lower classmen in the less-manly tasks, preparing them for later full 
initiation and adulthood in the fraternity (Wilkie, 1998:8). The brothers of the fraternity 
constructed their overall maleness within this hierarchy by defining women as ‘other’ 
and reinforcing this distinction by parodying them through cross-dressing in skits and at 
parties (Wilkie, 1998:10). At the all-male religious community of the Reformers in 
Annapolis, Maryland, the priests and acolytes formed the hegemonic masculinity, while 
the lay brothers who performed the menial domestic tasks were characterised as a 
feminised masculinity (Kryder-Reid, 1994). Within wider social discourses in America 
and Australian during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries European men often 
feminised the masculine identities of other ethnicities, such as the Chinese, as a means 
to reaffirm their own masculine identities (Hogg, 2012:19; Williams, 2008:56). 
However, the Chinese had their own constructions of hegemonic masculinity based on 
their social and cultural ideologies of manliness (Williams, 2008). Consequently, by 
focussing on how these all-male societies function in terms of gender ideologies and 
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identities these studies have demonstrated that men create masculine hierarchies that 
can incorporate both masculine and feminine traits of wider society. This predilection of 
male societies is valuable to an examination of a goldrush settlement where similar 
hegemonic, subordinate, and feminized masculinities would be expected to be present.  
In conclusion, this research aims to extend and develop the study of masculinity in 
Australian historical archaeology by exploring how diggers and businessmen created 
and maintained their masculine identities and hierarchies during the chaotic situation of 
a goldrush. It also examines how gender actually operated at goldrushes by 
interrogating the male-biased historical accounts of the Kiandra Goldrush to ascertain 
whether this event was really as male dominated and masculine as it was purported to 
be. In this manner, it explores the gender systems of the Kiandra Goldrush and debunks 
its gender stereotypes through the historical and archaeological analysis of the field’s 
main miners’ camp. This research will show how, in this primarily domestic, but albeit 
transient, environment men and women lived and constructed their identities in relation 
to overarching colonial ideologies about masculinity and femininity. Ultimately, it 
examines the gender ideologies that dictated how diggers and businessmen lived their 
lives and how their actual gender strategies related to these ideologies. It also explores 
the relationship between them and contemporary feminine ideologies and actual roles at 
goldrushes and within broader colonial society.  
The mythology surrounding diggers and their way of life has, over time, become 
crucially important to ideas about Australian national character and identity, especially 
in relation to the Anzac Legend and societal notions of egalitarianism. Consequently, 
the study of these men has much to offer discussions about Australian culture and 
history.    
Despite the undeniable importance of these events to Australian history there are few 
archaeological studies of them mainly owing to issues with preservation: at most 
successful goldfields the goldrush phase has been obliterated by later development. 
Consequently, little is known archaeologically of the manner of everyday life at 
goldrush settlements, although there are rich historical descriptions from the early 
Victorian goldrushes.  
The archaeological remains within the Kiandra Goldfield located in the Snowy 
Mountains of southeast NSW offer an opportunity to investigate a well-preserved 
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miners’ camp during the period of its goldrush, 1859-1861. Located on Township Hill 
above the later established Township, the camp has avoided any serious destruction or 
disturbance post-abandonment. It was the focus of extensive archaeological 
investigation during the 2003 and 2004 archaeological fieldschools of the Kiandra 
Archaeological Project (KAP), which was run between 1995 and 2007 by the 
Department of Archaeology and Anthropology of the Australian National University 
(ANU) in partnership with the NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service. An in-depth 
and detailed analysis of the history and archaeology of the Township Hill miners’ camp 
allows a picture to be formed of the nature of everyday life during the Kiandra 
Goldrush.  
Life, Gender, and Masculinity at Goldrushes 
The rich documentary sources produced by the first Australian Goldrushes in NSW and 
Victoria provide a historical context of goldrush life for this archaeological study of the 
Township Hill miner’s camp. These diaries, letters, memoirs, drawings, paintings, and 
newspaper accounts vividly describe goldrush life and provide valuable information on 
how miners and businesspeople travelled, equipped themselves, housed themselves, 
structured their work and social lives and relationships, dressed, and developed and 
maintained a distinct culture. A detailed historical knowledge of these aspects greatly 
aids the archaeological interpretation of the Township Hill miner’s camp. The 
comparison and contrast of these different data sets provides a fuller and more 
embodied picture of goldrush life. 
Goldrush Life
1
 
Population 
Goldrushes were principally populated by men, with women and children being 
uncommon. For married diggers and businesspeople this was the result of them being 
unwilling to move their families to places that had an uncertain future; they could 
                                                 
1
 Sherer (1973) has been used in this discussion despite his account being a fake, contrived around S. T. 
Gill’s sketches, because it appears to have been well researched and contains much of the knowledge of 
life on the digging drawn from first-hand accounts in the British press (Goodman, 1994:131-132; Molony 
and McKenna, 1977). Molony and McKenna (1977:39) also suggest that Clacy (1997) was a fake account 
written to meet the same public need for information about Australia as Sherer (1973) following the 
advent of the Gold discoveries in the colonies. For instance, the discussion in Clacy (1997:44) about the 
cleanliness and order women could bring to a digger’s life and their tents appears to have been taken from 
Bonwick (1942:30) which was originally published in 1852. There appears to be several other instances 
of borrowing of parts of Bonwick’s (1942) accounts within Clacy (1997).  
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instead pay a quick visit, perhaps a matter of months, win their fortune, and quickly 
return home. Other attractions of the digger’s life included the freedom and adventure it 
offered, and the opportunity for healthy exercise (Bonwick, 1942:25). This life was 
more attractive to young men or bachelors, as married men (particular younger ones) 
often found the separation from their families difficult, and as a result valued the post 
office above all else on a field (Bonwick, 1942:25; Moore, 2000:93). However, for 
others the major attraction of goldrush life was the escape from domestic constraints 
and responsibilities it provided under the honourable cause of attempting to better their 
family’s prospects (Goodman, 1994:149-151, 167). Generally, wives were scarce at 
goldrushes with the majority of the female population being dancing girls, waitresses, 
barmaids, serving girls, matrons or operators of sly grog shops or restaurants; 
sometimes women also acted as companions for disreputable diggers (Bonwick, 
1942:29; Clacy, 1997; Duyker, 1995:65; Korzelinski, 1979; Sherer, 1973:39; Sussex, 
1989). Where women were present as wives or companions their role was usually as a 
mining party’s cook or camp keeper who was expected to undertake the majority of 
chores (Bonwick, 1942:15; Clacy, 1997; Duyker, 1995; Korzelinski, 1979:105; Sussex, 
1989; Tipping, 1982:29, 62). For women in these hard and isolated situations, with a 
lack of female company or support networks, life could be hard and stressful, especially 
when caring for children (Clacy, 1997:44; Duyker, 1995:84; Sussex, 1989:18-19, 104-
105). Consequently, when women were present at rushes they were tolerated by the 
largely male population when they carried out traditional roles, such as wifely duties, 
childcare, or domestic related business ventures such as laundries, or charity work 
(Moore, 2000:185-186; Tipping, 1982:18). However, it was not unknown for women to 
participate physically in mining, usually as part of family groups, and very rarely in all-
female mining parties (see Chapter 3).  
To efficiently mine for gold, diggers worked in parties of between 3-6 men who each 
had a verbally-agreed share of the expenses and profits of the venture (Fauchery, 
1965:53-54; Moore, 2000:35, 109, 157, 160; Sherer, 1973:176). When particularly 
difficult claims required it, several different parties could come together to form larger 
working groups (Korzelinski, 1979:80; Moore, 2000:182). Mining parties usually 
included an individual who acted as a cook and tent keeper, although party number and 
roles depended on the nature of digging on a particular field (Griffiths, 1988:287-288; 
Korzelinski, 1979:71, 106, 110; Moore, 2000:110, 159-160; Sherer, 1973). The role of 
cook and tent keeper was important due to the need to protect possessions from thieves 
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during the day and the efficiency having a dedicated cook provided (Korzelinski, 
1979:71; Moore, 2000:164; Sherer, 1973:59, 66). Parties were fairly fluid in their 
membership, with individuals leaving as their fortunes, relationships, or health dictated, 
and new individuals recruited to replace them (Fauchery, 1965:54; Griffiths, 1988:287, 
295, 307). Diggers exercised great choice about whom they worked and lived with, 
often leaving parties if they became too troublesome (Lawrence, 1995b:12). Steady 
working mates were chosen according to their work ethic and ability to co-operate and 
conform to the digger’s lifestyle (Fauchery, 1965:71). Party members could be kin, 
mates, or strangers met on the diggings (Moore, 2000:35; Tipping, 1982:29). A benefit 
to working as a party was that in the advent of injury or sickness a digger had some 
support and mates to provide for him while he regained his health (Korzelinski, 
1979:92, 106, 112-113, 120-121). Working in parties was essential to efficient, 
productive, and successful mining at goldrushes. Individuals who could not or would 
not work with others were required to make ingenious contrivances to mine by 
themselves (Bonwick, 1942:15). Alternatively, lone miners could prospect or fossick to 
earn a living, but rarely were they able to prosper from this way of life (Moore, 
2000:73). 
Culture and Society 
Despite being inherently transient, chaotic, and dynamic goldrush life had a clear social 
structure and codes of behaviour among miners and businesspeople. In this manner, 
these events had a distinct culture, based on its peculiar lifestyle and ethos. This culture 
developed because the cosmopolitan goldrush populations, which represented all 
manner of different ethnicities, classes, statuses, religions, and occupations, had to work 
co-operatively, or at least live in harmony, to achieve their ends (Fauchery, 1965:91-92; 
Korzelinski, 1979:55-56; Sherer, 1973:249; Tipping, 1982:26, 29). Thus, miners formed 
a fairly homogenous culture, with a set of acceptable codes and behaviours, to which 
individuals were expected to conform. Individual freedom - especially from authority - 
egalitarianism, co-operation, and adventure were the guiding ethos that was derived 
from the rich alluvial goldfields that could be worked independently by miners, and 
indeed were regulated to make this possible (Bonwick, 1942:25; Fauchery, 1965:54; 
Lawrence, 1995a:59; 1995b:10; Moore, 2000:12, 31). However, miners’ transient 
lifestyles and obsessions with winning their fortunes also gave rise to a certain 
restlessness and irresponsibility in terms of contemporary social conventions, leading to 
the characterisation of miners as vagabonds (Bonwick, 1942:29-30; Lawrence, 1995b:1; 
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Moore, 2000:60). Overall, participation in goldrushes helped to form a group identity 
among men, based on the digger ideal, due to the similar goals, desires, and ultimately 
ideologies they shared (Lawrence, 1995b:9). This shared identity and culture also 
resulted in diggers dressing, working, living, and eating in relatively similar ways, 
reinforcing the sense of a coherent group.  
Outside of this digger culture, a definite social order existed on the goldfields stemming 
from the government’s rule and management of goldrushes. Gold Commissioners and 
police, representing government authority, effectively comprised the ‘ruling’ class. 
However, businesspeople with their social connections and economic might also had 
significant political clout and influence when they banded together. In their capacity as 
government agents, commissioners had a wide variety of responsibilities maintaining 
law and order on a field. This included enforcing the gold mining acts and regulations, 
acting as magistrate, organising and seeing to the safety of the gold escorts, and 
operating as postal officers during the early stages of a goldrush before a staffed post-
office was established (Sherer, 1973:189). The police generally aided the 
commissioners in their duties by enforcing their decisions and otherwise prosecuting the 
rule of law and seeing to the safety of individuals and property. Their success depended 
largely on the nature of a goldrush, as well as their numbers in relation to the mining 
population. They were often forced to allow lesser crimes to go unchecked while they 
performed essential duties such as protecting the commissioners and gold escorts. The 
relationship between individual commissioners and diggers relied principally on the 
ability of commissioners to effectively manage mining affairs and their understanding 
of mining life, rules, and regulations. Too often the government appointed ‘gentlemen’ 
without adequate mining knowledge who would misinterpret or rigidly adhere to the 
regulations when in the diggers’ estimation they often needed to be adapted to local 
conditions (Moore, 2000:59, 65). Police were generally held in contempt by miners as 
they were perceived to promote the interests of the commissioners and businesspeople 
over the miners and would often be involved in undue prosecution of miners with 
relation to licences and sly grog selling (Moore, 2000:32, 81). 
Businesspeople formed an important element of any goldrush. In their pivotal role – 
feeding and equipping the mining population – they contributed significantly to 
determining if and how a goldfield developed. Some businesspeople regularly 
participated in mining life and would follow the miners from rush to rush. Others were 
opportunistic merchants and storekeepers from nearby towns who took advantage of a 
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close gold discovery by opening branch stores. They could lead a similar transient 
existence to that of miners, only remaining while it was profitable to do so. A definite 
symbiotic relationship existed between miners and businesspeople with a critical mass 
of miners required on a goldfield before businesses would appear. In time these 
settlements moved towards permanency if businesspeople felt confident enough in the 
goldfield’s prospects (Warren-Smith, 1991:17). If this critical mass of miners 
disappeared businesspeople soon followed. As a result of this relationship, storekeepers 
were not above fabricating or embellishing a field’s prospects in order to start a 
goldrush for their own benefit or fleecing miners of their gold by a multitude of tricks 
revolving around the weighing process during sales (Clacy, 1997:42-43; Moore, 
2000:153; Sussex, 1989:69-72).Therefore, despite their dependent relationship 
businesspeople were sometimes held in contempt by diggers. This relationship was 
further complicated because it was common for miners and lower-class businesspeople 
to move between these groups from rush to rush as miners sought a more regular and 
secure income and businesspeople were seized by the lust for gold (Fauchery, 1965:90-
94; Korzelinski, 1979; Tipping, 1982:54). 
Goldrushes relied upon a wide range of businesspeople to provide necessary provisions, 
products, services, and entertainments to miners. The most prominent trades were 
innkeepers, storekeepers, butchers, bakers, bankers, gold buyers, carpenters, 
blacksmiths, doctors, restaurateurs, auctioneers, druggists, and jewellers (Bonwick, 
1942:17; Griffiths, 1988:278-289; Korzelinski, 1979:48; Moore, 2000; Tipping, 
1982:61). To legally operate a business on the NSW goldfields a business licence was 
required that allowed the holder to operate for 12 months on any goldfield in the colony 
(Holme, 1861:8 November 1860). Depending on the enterprise a business might be 
carried out by the principal owners, or by employees, such as clerks or storekeepers of 
larger store chains or companies. Stores – commonly marked by a flag or handkerchief 
on a high pole – were the most important business on a diggings as they supplied items 
for any eventuality and bought gold (Fauchery, 1965:55, 69; Korzelinski, 1979:117-
119; Moore, 2000:152; Sherer, 1973; Sussex, 1989:26; Tipping, 1982:54). Butchers 
provided meat and blacksmiths provided mining equipment and repairs, with perhaps 
the latter making the most profit from their enterprises, even more than storekeepers 
(Bonwick, 1942:17; Korzelinski, 1979:48). Restaurants and other small food vendors 
were also popular as they provided hot meals, as well as coffee or tea, at times when 
diggers were too tired or unwilling to cook themselves (Clacy, 1997:42; Griffiths, 
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1988:282, 316; Sussex, 1989:47). Public houses were also popular as social spaces. 
They served as venues for public meetings, and provided entertainment in the form of 
drinking, as well as music and dancing especially on Saturday nights. Miners 
principally shopped in the evenings, on Saturday afternoons, or Sundays when mining 
work was not being undertaken (Korzelinski, 1979:68; Sherer, 1973:80; Sussex, 
1989:26). These practices often caused conflict and moral disagreements because of the 
tensions between businesspeople working on Sunday and the sacrosanctity of the 
Sabbath (Holme, 1861). Sunday shopping was a contentious issue since the government 
expected strict observance while miners pragmatically desired that commerce be able to 
be undertaken (Fauchery, 1965:63; Griffiths, 1988:281-303; Moore, 2000:154-155).  
Aside from the legal businesses, sly-grog or coffee shop tent keepers also operated on 
an illegal, but sometimes open basis, depending upon the sympathies of the 
commissioners and police (Griffiths, 1988:289; Moore, 2000:148-9, 160; Tipping, 
1982:44, 54). These establishments were a source of constant debate arising from their 
disreputable appearance and the common conception among respectable diggers that 
they increased crime, gambling, and misfortune (Moore, 2000:69, 147-148, 162; 
Tipping, 1982:44). Sly grog selling ranged from shopkeepers supplying shots to 
customers in the course of other business, to small establishments operating tent ‘bars’ 
(Clacy, 1997:43; Fauchery, 1965:56-57; Korzelinski, 1979:30; Moore, 2000:147-149, 
152; Sussex, 1989:37, 45; Tipping, 1982:44, 54). However, while respectable miners 
generally condoned or accepted the former type of sly grog selling they were less 
enamoured of the latter, since it would attract disreputable individuals, increase crime, 
and cause rowdiness and disturbances during the night (Carboni, 1855:24; Moore, 
2000:69, 147-148, 162, 165; Sherer, 1973:78, 164-5; Tipping, 1982:44). It was not 
unknown for sly grog sellers to poison or adulterate their products in order to drug and 
rob their digger clientele (Moore, 2000:148, 162; Sherer, 1973:78). Alcohol sold at 
these establishments included beer, ale, porter, brandy, rum, gin, wine, and champagne 
(Carboni, 1855:167-168; Fauchery, 1965:56-58, 72; Griffiths, 1988:276-318; 
Korzelinski, 1979:30; Tipping, 1982:54). Diggers considered the ability to consume 
alcohol after a hard day’s work or in cold or extreme weather as a fundamental right 
despite what government legislation said on the matter (Carboni, 1855:25; Fauchery, 
1965:57-58; Griffiths, 1988). Considering their hard working lifestyle, particularly for 
those who would consider themselves respectable, it was also paramount that alcohol 
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could be bought from somewhere near their tents, so that they could avoid travelling 
into town in the evening (Carboni, 1855:25).  
The Miners’ Life  
The miners’ day was long with work commencing in the warmer months around six in 
the morning, and continuing until dark, with an hour’s break for lunch (Fauchery, 
1965:63; Korzelinski, 1979:10, 56; Sherer, 1973:177). Digging was a monotonous, 
exhausting, hard lifestyle characterised by continual daily toil, hardships, and privations 
(Bonwick, 1942:8; Clacy, 1997:45; Korzelinski, 1979:72; Moore, 2000:64). As a result, 
it was often those men who were inured to hard work and toil, such as labourers, 
draymen, bullock-drivers, and sailors, who did well at mining owing to their strength 
and experience with this type of life (Fauchery, 1965:73; Sherer, 1973:184-5, 249, 338). 
The isolated and monotonous goldrush lifestyle was for many miners somewhat boring 
and this often led to intense excitement upon the arrival of news or vague rumours – or 
any distraction which would break the daily routine (Fauchery, 1965:73; Korzelinski, 
1979:55, 68, 115). Generally, miners worked Monday through to Friday with a half or 
full day’s work on Saturday, typically spent washing up the week’s pay dirt to provide 
funds for shopping or entertainment on Saturday or Sunday. Usually one miner in a 
party had the duty of minding the shared gold until Saturday when it was divided up for 
this period of rest and leisure (Korzelinski, 1979:84). Besides shopping, mining parties 
devoted Sundays to chores such as cooking, washing, cleaning, supply or timber 
gathering, and maintenance tasks, but they would also spend time relaxing, walking, 
and visiting friends and in particular the post office (Fauchery, 1965:63; Griffiths, 
1988:281-313; Korzelinski, 1979:68; Sherer, 1973:86, 177, 225). Occasionally, Sunday 
work could also include some small mining tasks such as the washing of built-up wash 
dirt (Griffiths, 1988:286, 292). Only particularly devout diggers spent the day reading 
the Bible or attending religious services (Griffiths, 1988:283-292). In contrast, 
disreputable diggers often spent Sundays drinking and gambling leading to rowdiness 
and debauchery (Griffiths, 1988:307; Moore, 2000:154). The downside to observing the 
Sabbath was that in the advent of rain or leaving claims unattended mining works could 
be damaged and progress on mining operations seriously retarded. Furthermore, 
dishonest individuals could steal gold and wash dirt from the unattended claims 
(Griffiths, 1988:292).  
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Mining claims were marked out on a variety of landscape forms, such as river flats, 
river and creek beds and banks, and hillsides and crests where a variety of mining was 
undertaken such as surface washing, sluicing, deep sinking, or tunnelling for alluvial, 
deep lead, or quartz deposits. The process of marking a claim consisted of measuring 
out the required space, marking the corner with pegs, and then making a small 
excavation in the centre (Fauchery, 1965:65; Korzelinski, 1979:44; Moore, 2000:22, 
110). To retain the claim a miner had to work on it for a set period every day otherwise 
it would be forfeited and liable to be ‘jumped’ – claimed by another miner (Korzelinski, 
1979:44: Moore, 2000:22). In the advent of a dispute among miners about claims or the 
methods of working them; Gold Commissioners could be appealed to for a verdict or 
the disputed matter could be settled by a fight or round of boxing (Griffiths, 1988:296; 
Korzelinski, 1979:47; Sherer, 1973:264). When fights got serious axes, pickaxes, and 
guns sometimes became involved (Griffiths, 1988:297).  
Historically, diggers are portrayed as indulging in three vices: drinking, smoking, and 
gambling (Korzelinski, 1979:74; Moore, 2000:24, 56; Tipping, 1982:44). Many 
contemporary accounts comment regularly on the prevalence of drinking and 
drunkenness among both respectable and disreputable diggers (Duyker, 1995:81-82, 99-
101; Fauchery, 1965:56-58; Korzelinski, 1979: 75; Moore, 2000:24; Sherer, 1973:13, 
76, 316; Tipping, 1982:16, 51, 54). However, there were several degrees of drinking. 
Most respectable diggers regularly indulged in social circumstances or privately, 
without being identified as drunkards, which was the label attached to those with a 
serious problem who were disreputable (Carboni, 1855:167-168; Duyker, 1995:99; 
Fauchery, 1965:57-58; Korzelinski, 1979:117, 142; Sussex, 1989:29-30). At some 
goldrushes it was a social norm for a digger to have a drink when meeting a friend and 
it was considered an insult if someone refused to partake when asked (Preshaw, 
1888:64). Social events, celebrations, and Saturday nights were particular times of 
drinking and drunkenness (Carboni, 1855:30, 54, 61; Duyker, 1995:99; Fauchery, 
1965:72). Consequently, teetotallers were a minority on the goldfields, and may have 
been more likely to be businessmen who had a genteel upbringing (Holme, 1861; 
Korzelinski, 1979:11; Sherer, 1973:13; Tipping, 1982:45). Commonly drinking led to 
social problems and individual ruin among diggers and their dependents (Carboni, 
1855:7, 24; Duyker, 1995:81-82; 99-101). Less common were women or wives 
indulging in this vice either along with their husbands on upon their own account, to a 
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degree where they would be considered drunkards and disreputable (Duyker, 1995:81-
82; Korzelinski, 1979:129-130; Sussex, 1989).  
Smoking, while a common habit among diggers, was not associated with social evils in 
the same manner as drinking. It was particularly associated with times of rest, 
relaxation, and personal meditation among diggers, such as the evening ‘yarn’ or story 
around the campfire, work breaks, or social chats with fellow diggers (Bonwick, 
1942:20, 24; Carboni, 1855; Griffiths, 1988:282-312; Korzelinski, 1979:56, 61-62; 
Sherer, 1973; Sussex, 1989:37). Claypipe smoking was the most common form, but it 
was not unknown for diggers to also use cigarettes or cigars (Fauchery, 1965:25; 
Korzelinski, 1979:10; Tipping, 1982:61). Generally, women did not smoke, or at least if 
they did, did not openly advertise the fact through the ownership of claypipes or tobacco 
and, instead, borrowed these from male friends or family (Duyker, 1995:33).  
Like drunkenness, gambling was firmly associated with the criminal or lower class 
elements of the goldfields by the respectable population and was seen as a social evil 
(Moore, 2000:165). It was a particular problem on Sundays when diggers were 
otherwise unoccupied, and took place in separate ‘gambling booth’ tents run by 
professionals who operated to fleece the diggers of as much gold and cash as possible 
(Moore, 2000:56; Tipping, 1982:44). Popular games included thimble trick or rig and 
two up (Moore, 2000:56-57).  
Due to the transient and unplanned nature of goldrush camps, miners’ health often 
became a crucial issue. Their unsanitary and unhealthy conditions, particularly the lack 
of clean water, and the poor diets, rough work and living conditions of miners 
constantly wore them down leading to injuries and illnesses (Bonwick, 1942:26-27; 
Griffiths, 1988:282-312; Korzelinski, 1979:113; Moore, 2000:180-181). Prevalent 
illnesses included dysentery, diarrhoea, fevers, scurvy, rheumatism, cramp, ophthalmia, 
and influenza (Bonwick, 1942:26; Carboni, 1855:9; Duyker, 1995:66-67; Fauchery, 
1965:52-53; Griffiths, 1988:295-317; Sherer, 1973:35, 191; Sussex, 1989:xviii; 
Tipping, 1982:45). With these levels of injury and sickness doctors, both quacks and 
professionals, found a steady trade on the goldfields (Clacy, 1997:43-44; Duyker, 
1995:66; Korzelinski, 1979:112-113; Moore, 2000:38-39). Nevertheless, it is likely that 
miners also self-medicated with patent medicines and other home remedies due to the 
cost associated with ‘professional’ treatment, and its limited availability (Duyker, 
1995:94; Korzelinski, 1979:112-113). Miners also commonly distrusted doctors and 
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quacks due to past experiences with unqualified ‘doctors’ and ‘surgeons’ causing harm 
and death among the mining community (Korzelinski, 1979:112-113; Moore, 2000:39). 
Respectable diggers often acted charitably towards the sick, injured, and unfortunate 
and would care for strangers and act to ease their suffering and find them help 
(Bonwick, 1942:26-27; Korzelinski, 1979:71, 96). 
Considering the unsettled nature of goldrushes there was commonly a significant 
amount of crime, at least until adequate numbers of Gold Commissioners and police 
arrived on a field. Theft among the tents, at the workings, or at businesses was a major 
problem for respectable diggers and one that they commonly attributed to former 
convicts (Griffiths, 1987:288, 309, 311; Korzelinski, 1979:84-86, 137-139; Moore, 
2000; Sherer, 1973:164-165, 316-317; Tipping, 1982:59). Respectable miners were 
often required to provide their own protection and were very harsh upon thieves or 
robbers caught in the act (Clacy, 1997:79-80; Moore, 2000:163; Korzelinski, 1979:86, 
138-139; Sherer, 1973:67, 234; Sussex, 1989). Murder also occasionally occurred if a 
robbery on a tent or stick-ups at night went wrong (Griffiths, 1988:287, 309-310). For 
this reason miners were often completely contemptuous of the commissioners and 
police who failed to protect them from these misfortunes or investigate these crimes 
(Carboni, 1855; Moore, 2000; Sherer, 1973:168). This was especially as police would 
often occupy their time trying to root out sly grog selling or licence hunting which were 
activities that regularly resulted in miners being fined and imprisoned at least 
occasionally unjustly (Fauchery, 1965:57; Moore, 2000:25-169; Tipping, 1982:44).  
Goldfield roads were busy, swamped by the flux of miners returning from or going to 
particular diggings, as well as the bullock and dray teams transporting supplies (Sherer, 
1973:173, 188). When travelling, the frequency of bushrangers and robberies often led 
miners to move in large armed groups for their own protection (Clacy, 1997:37; 
Griffiths, 1988:312; Moore, 2000:20, 160, 164; Sherer, 1973:170, 175, 230). Money 
and gold were secreted in many places on a miners’ person or in their equipment, such 
as in secret pouches or in claypipe bowls, in order to avoid being robbed even if they 
were caught by bushrangers (Sherer, 1973:138, 172). These potential hazards, as well as 
the costly public houses and coffee-shops that were often in league with bushrangers 
and were otherwise generally untrustworthy, also led mining parties to camp in the open 
and set overnight watches (Clacy, 1997:24-26; Fauchery, 1965:51; Griffiths, 1988:276-
318; Korzelinski, 1979:25, 27, 36, 61; Sherer, 1973; Sommerville, 1860:12-31 March 
1860). At overnight camps miners often slept wrapped in blankets or in slightly 
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sheltered places, such as under drays, beneath semi-erected tents, or within bushes 
which left them terribly exposed to insects and pests, cold weather, and rain (Clacy, 
1997:24-26; Fauchery, 1965:51; Griffiths, 1988:282, 286, 315-318; Korzelinski, 
1979:61, 88; Sherer, 1973; Sussex, 1989:58). Along with illnesses, travelling by foot 
over long distances also resulted in sore and blistered feet (Sommerville, 1860:24 
March 1860). When parties were camped on the road other individual travellers would 
often beg leave to use their fire, food or water, or sleep near them for the night and 
respectable diggers would assist those lost or unfortunate in this way (Griffiths, 
1988:283, 317; Korzelinski, 1979:32, 62; Sommerville, 1860:16 June 1860). The 
miners’ mode of travel was a sharp contrast to that of gentlemen who would ride from 
station to station on the route to a diggings and expect, due to the social conventions of 
the time, to be fed and put up for the night (Preshaw, 1888:49-52).   
Goldrush Masculine Identity: Respectable and Disreputable 
Diggers 
A spectrum of masculine identities operated at goldrushes, and a digger’s identity was 
judged in behavioural terms by his adherence to the ideal of the ‘respectable’ digger 
(Figures 1.1-1.2). This ideal formed the hegemonic digger identity (positioned at one 
end of the identity spectrum) and refusal or failure to adhere to its principles defined a 
digger as ‘disreputable’ and of a low character (the opposite end of the spectrum). 
Respectable diggers were characterised by a hard-working ethic, determination, 
quietness, friendliness, morality, loyalty, decency, bravery, honesty, generosity, and 
respect for women, children, and the family institution (Bonwick, 1942:28-29, 32-33; 
Clacy, 1997:28, 32, 43, 47; Fauchery, 1965:68; Korzelinski, 1979:70-71, 96; Moore, 
2000:25; Preshaw, 1888:59; Sherer, 1973:197; Sussex, 1989). Disreputable diggers 
were linked strongly with drunkenness, depravity, crime, villainy, fighting, wildness, 
thriftlessness, domestic violence, and particularly the ex-convict portion of the 
Australian population, and were expected to appear ill-kempt, unhealthy, dirty, and be 
foul-mouthed (Carboni, 1855:79, 90-91; Clacy, 1997:32, 43; Duyker, 1995:99-100; 
Moore, 2000:165-166; Preshaw, 1888:63; Sherer, 1973:164-165, 316-317; Sussex, 
1989). The Irish were also commonly associated with this disreputable masculine 
identity due to the perception that they commonly indulged in swearing, drunkenness, 
and brawling (Korzelinski, 1979:81, 90-91; Preshaw, 1888:58, 63). Commonly, both 
these masculine identities were also constructed against the masculinities of non-
Europeans such as the Chinese or Indigenous Australians, who were seen as effeminate 
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and were consequently grouped at the lowest level of hierarchical gender structures. 
Disreputable women were thought to share many of the traits of disreputable diggers as 
well as showiness, extravagance, slovenliness, unfaithfulness in marriage, an aversion 
to domesticity and motherhood, and an inability to perform simple domestic tasks, such 
as cooking (Clacy, 1997:50, 54; Sussex, 1989:28-124). In contrast, correct behaviour 
for respectable women was characterised largely in opposition to that of disreputable 
women and in accordance with ideals within wider colonial society of working-class 
respectability (discussed further below).   
Many contemporary authors linked disreputable diggers with all types of moral 
problems, including social deterioration and corruption, which they believed could and 
often did lead respectable, especially young, diggers and businessmen astray (Bonwick, 
1942:31; Preshaw, 1888:64-65; Sherer, 1973:164-165). Sly grog shops, gambling tents, 
and to a degree public houses were principally seen as the havens of these diggers due 
to the role drinking played in instigating undesirable or criminal behaviour (Bonwick, 
1942:31; Clacy, 1997:43, 50; Goodman, 1994:167; Sussex, 1989:27-28, 45-46). To 
prevent inappropriate behaviour (thereby avoiding losses to funds and time) some 
parties made agreements to abstain from drinking while at the diggings, but whether 
they were able to keep this self-control in the face of constant temptation is another 
question (Bonwick, 1942:31; Clacy, 1997:65). Generally, the proportions of respectable 
and disreputable diggers on a field varied greatly depending on its nature, such as its 
prospects or the number of Gold Commissioners and police. The general body of 
diggers was usually too mixed to be considered completely honourable and respectable, 
but it seems that in general contemporary moral standards were upheld at goldrushes 
(Bonwick, 1942:28; Korzelinski, 1979:57).  
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Figure 1.1: Edward Snell ‘Society at Bendigo’ Thursday 20th May 1852 (Griffiths, 
1988:299)
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Figure 1.2: S. T. Gill Diggers of High and Low Degree (Gill, 1982: Plates 18-19) 
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Besides the temptations of disreputable diggers leading respectable men, and 
particularly youths, astray it was also thought that the general nature of goldrush life 
was morally and physically corrupting and degrading (Goodman, 1994). For instance, 
the daily toil and hard lifestyle of digging without reward could lead to an oppression of 
spirits resulting in breakdowns, conflict, loss of self-respect, and the subsequent moral 
descent of a previously respectable digger into poor behaviour (Bonwick, 1942:31). The 
fear of failure and the social disgrace this would entail led many men to remain at 
goldrushes longer than they should to avoid the humiliation of returning home to 
disappoint friends and families who had often provided initial support for these ventures 
(Brand, 2003:260). Conversely, the sudden acquisition of wealth through a lucky strike 
could similarly result in debauchery and extravagance among respectable diggers, 
especially after long periods of hardship and privation (Bonwick, 1942:33). Separation 
from families and the disruptions and disadvantages this caused were also seen as 
contributing to the moral problems of the diggings and society in general through the 
possible permanent breakup of families (Bonwick, 1942:33; Clacy, 1997:72; Goodman, 
1994:151-152; Sussex, 1989; Twomey, 1997). Paradoxically, while goldrushes were 
seen to contain many moral pitfalls into which respectable diggers could fall and lose 
face, self-respect, and ultimately fail as men, if a digger succeeded and returned home 
wealthy he was seen to have a bright future ahead, full of independence, happiness, and 
greater opportunity for his children (Bonwick, 1942:34).  
The nature and appearance of miners’ living spaces were also considered clear 
indicators of their respectability or disreputability. Disreputable diggers’ tents were 
considered to be small, poor, untidy, and ill-kempt, while their occupants and female 
companions had equally poor manners (Korzelinski, 1979:90-91, 129; Sussex, 
1989:36). Other observers considered all male-occupied tents to lack cleanliness due to 
their occupants’ assumed unconcern with this facet of their lives or simply their 
inability to do better in the circumstances (Bonwick, 1942:24). Conversely, order and 
cleanliness, and subsequently kind-heartedness and happiness, were associated with the 
tents of families (Bonwick, 1942:25). In fact, for some diggers women were especially 
prized due to the upright moral influence and civilisation they could bring to diggers’ 
lives and dwellings, replacing filth, disorder, and domestic misery with cleanliness, 
regularity and comfort (Bonwick, 1942:30; Clacy, 1997:63). Furthermore, many 
observers and rush participants even saw the lack of a substantial female element, along 
with the transient nature of occupation, to be the main reason for the ‘rowdiness’ of 
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rushes and the ill-behaviour of diggers (Duyker, 1995:64, 66). Tents that featured ‘a 
swept floor, a bit of furniture, nicely washed plates, bright pannikins, a sheet to the bed 
with a clean counterpane’ as well as old carpet or sacks acting as mats or flooring were 
known to have been improved by a woman’s presence (Bonwick, 1942:30; Clacy, 
1997:44). However, it seems equally likely that the homes of respectable diggers 
without female company were well-kept, orderly, and tidy, although perhaps not quite 
to the same degree as those where women were present (Fauchery, 1965; Howitt, 1972; 
Korzelinski, 1979; Sussex, 1989; Tipping, 1982). 
An issue of masculine lifestyle at goldrushes perhaps not usually acknowledged is that 
for many men this would likely have been their first experience of daily cooking and 
providing for themselves (Brand, 2003:250). Perhaps this lack of knowledge about 
domestic practices explains some of the historical accounts of untidy, disorganised, and 
unhealthy lifestyles among diggers. It may also explain the predilection of some diggers 
and businessmen for eating in restaurants and public houses when their economic 
position allowed them to do so (Duyker, 1995:65; Sussex, 1989:25). Given this 
situation, when women were present in mining parties it is likely they shouldered the 
majority of household chores and cooking (Lawrence, 1995b:123). However, if a digger 
survived the rigours and initiation into this life and became an ‘old hand’ he was then 
self-sufficient and considerably skilled in such areas as laundering, carpentering, 
cooking, and baking, in addition to mining (Fauchery, 1965:62-63).  
Ultimately, considering the necessity of cooperation for mining success and a safe and 
protected life on the diggings a digger had many reasons for conforming to the 
‘respectable’ ideal. Successfully working a claim required a party, so a digger would 
need to attract and maintain partners in order to effectively mine. Being respectable, and 
advertising their honest, hard-working, and determined nature, would have made 
conforming diggers attractive mates to likeminded diggers. Together their chances of 
succeeding and staying safe and healthy at a goldrush were increased. In extreme 
circumstances diggers would also require credit from storekeepers in order to continue 
their work and they had a greater chance of receiving this aid if they were considered 
respectable. Social cooperation was also often required among diggers to deal with 
robbers and bushrangers and a good reputation would also help in this regard as being 
well-respected in the community would have allowed diggers to elicit more assistance 
in troubled times. In all these instances being seen as respectable among the digging 
community would have been vital to continued, successful goldrush life and 
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maintaining the hope of striking it rich, gaining independence, and being able to return 
home. 
Working-Class Respectability  
Outside of the goldfields, general working-class life also featured a division between 
those who were respectable and those who were ‘rough’ (Young, 2003:60). Generally, 
the traits of a respectable digger were similar to those of colonial working-class 
respectability. This class ideology was a result of middle-class genteel values of 
ambitious self-betterment, self-respect, and dignified productive labour reaching into 
the working classes where they were transformed to meet the demands of this class 
(Young, 1998:135; 2003:60). Independence, sharply contrasted against the shame of 
dependence and relying on charity, was the fundamental characteristic of working-class 
respectability along with self-control, a hard-working ethic, and social association with 
other ‘respectables’ (Young, 2003:60). However, in contrast to middle-class gentility 
the values of respectability were not as strongly tied to protestant evangelicalism and 
religion (Quirk, 2007:73). Respectability functioned as a method of class control, but 
conforming did have benefits such as ‘personal confidence, group prestige, and social 
advancement’ which encouraged individuals to adapt to this ideal (Young, 2003:60). 
Respectability is ultimately hard to define in terms of essential characteristics because it 
was a concept based critically on the behaviour of men and women and how their peers 
and society judged their actions (Briggs, 2005:1). However, particular elements 
included independence, moral integrity, temperance, or at least avoidance of 
drunkenness, politeness, self-control, decency, a tidy appearance (particularly on a 
Sunday), and having a clean and tidy home (Briggs, 2005:1-2). Ultimately, 
respectability was a socially defined concept that was communally and historically 
contingent.  
For men, being respectable required being hardworking, self-controlled, and sober, and 
above all a breadwinner who could keep a dependent wife and children and be a loving 
and gentle father (Briggs, 2005:3; Quirk, 2007:73; Young, 1998:135; 2003:60). 
However, being sober did not necessarily involve completely abstaining from drinking 
or giving up smoking, only avoiding drunkenness and unsightly displays of these ‘vices’ 
(Quirk, 2007:42). For women, it required conformity to the cult of domesticity and 
putting her family before herself having and maintaining a neat and clean home, caring 
for and nurturing her husband and children, seeing to the moral welfare and education 
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of her family, ideally not taking paid employment, and performing the symbolic labour 
required to establish and maintain a family’s respectability and the social connections 
this required (Briggs, 2005:3; Lawrence, 1999:136-137; Quirk, 2007:73). If a wife 
moved into public paid employment this was seen as an emasculation of her husband 
demonstrating that he had failed to provide for his family (Lampard, 2009:51). 
Consequently, throughout the nineteenth century married working-class women 
increasingly left the paid workforce and worked within the home because this was seen 
as the best way to improve the living standards of families and the productivity of 
husbands (Cooper, 2008:251-252). Thus, women increasingly laid claim to the home as 
their sphere, shoring up their status and bargaining power by excluding men from 
household cooking and chores (Cooper, 2008:251). However, men did not have to be 
family men to have desired a respectable identity. Most young single men were 
searching for an opportunity to gain independence, a good start in life, and perhaps the 
chance of making an early and good marriage. The goldfields offered them a chance at 
achieving prosperity and respectability, through the occupations of business and mining.  
Considering the working-class’ lack of capital, family (and particularly women’s) 
displays of respectability were more concerned with correct behaviour and cleanliness 
than the correct taste which was paramount to middle-class displays of gentility (Quirk, 
2007:73, 290). As such, being respectable was not as overtly competitive as being 
genteel and was, instead, far more cooperative and associated with class solidarity and 
community-building (Quirk, 2007:73). It was more concerned with forming friendship 
and support networks that could aid a family in difficult times than with social 
advancement (Quirk, 2007:31). However, these support networks were inherently 
exclusionary; for instance, women’s networks were often created deliberately to exclude 
women of different ethnicities or questionable morals who did not present a proper, 
respectable image (Quirk, 2007:72). While this exclusionary aspect of respectability has 
been shown for women’s networks it is highly likely that some form of this code of 
behaviour also operated in men’s networks and that part of the effort of forming these 
cooperative groups was to exclude those who were disreputable. As previously 
mentioned, respectability was keenly focussed on the home and the establishment of a 
socially acceptable domestic environment and personal appearance (Quirk, 2007:291; 
Young, 2003:60). At home this may have resulted in women maintaining aspirant 
standards inside, while unacceptable male activity, such as smoking and drinking, was 
‘banished’ to the outdoors (Young, 1998:137). Overall, respectable masculinity and 
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femininity were constructed and defined with relation to ideals about the home and the 
ideology of the ‘separation of the spheres’ where men largely occupied public space, 
and women and children private domestic space (Lawrence, 1998a:130; 1999:121-122; 
Quirk, 2007:28). While men freely moved between both spheres, a women’s 
participation in the public sphere was more constrained to issues and institutions 
connected with their domestic and moral responsibilities (Lawrence, 1995b:118; Tosh, 
2005).  
How did the idea of goldrush participation and male absence from home fit into this 
ideal of masculine respectability? Generally, in Victorian culture earning a fortune on 
the goldfields was an acceptable mode of self-help and not an abandonment of 
customary responsibilities, because it was meant to be temporary (Lawrence, 1995b:63). 
Nevertheless, there was a definite gendered response to goldrushes where men viewed 
participation as part of their breadwinning responsibilities, while women viewed the 
absence of men, and the uncertainty of income, as disruptive to domestic happiness 
(Goodman, 1994:151). For instance, the commonality of wife desertion and family 
destitution in Victoria during the goldrushes of the 1850s and 1860s demonstrates how 
often male absences turned into actual family abandonment (Twomey, 1997). The 
unease and concern society had about these women (and children) who lived without 
the protection and control of a male breadwinner were substantial. It highlighted the 
contradiction between the colonial economy, which often required absentee 
breadwinners, and the respectable domestic ideal (Twomey, 1997:25, 27).  
Wife desertion had critical ramifications for families and masculine and feminine ideals 
during this period. The phenomenon was initially explained as the result of the actions 
of selfish, careless, and restless men (Twomey, 1997:26). However, blame soon shifted 
to the colonial economy which did not provide ready access to land or agricultural plots 
on which families could provide for themselves and live a stable domestic ideal 
(Twomey, 1997). In this way, the solution to female and familial poverty was seen 
purely in re-establishing the prospects of men and providing them with the opportunities 
to be breadwinners and gain independence rather than offering any employment or 
rights to women (Twomey, 1997:45-46). This fact demonstrates how breadwinning was 
a core tenet of colonial society and respectable masculine identity, which trumped any 
nurturing or domestic responsibilities a man may have had (Cooper, 2008:246, 255).  
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Archaeological Approaches to Respectability 
In Australia, working-class respectability has been primarily investigated in urban 
situations (Briggs, 2005; Crook, 2000; Lampard, 2009), but it has been examined at the 
goldmining town of Paradise, in Queensland (Quirk, 2007), and at the subsistence 
mining settlement of Dolly’s Creek, in Victoria (Lawrence, 1995a; 1995b; 1998a; 
1998c; 1999; 2000). These studies have shown that the working-classes had their own 
values and culture which dictated their consumption and use of material culture. This 
material culture was used in turn to reinforce the personal and social identity of 
individuals within this class (Crook, 2000; Quirk, 2007). These studies have shown that 
there were varying degrees of adherence to, or interpretations of, the ideology of 
respectability depending on the ambitions, values, desires, and financial situations of 
particular individuals and families (Briggs, 2005; Lampard, 2009, Quirk, 2007). For 
instance, while most families generally adhered to the ideal of the breadwinning 
husband and stay-at-home wife, to earn necessary income for honourable ambitions, 
such as children’s educations, women could undertake work in the home, such as 
laundry, sewing, or taking in boarders (Briggs, 2005; Lampard, 2009; Young, 2003:61). 
However, women sometimes had to undertake this work due to the failure of their 
husbands to fully sustain them in dependence (Karskens, 1999:145). 
In these studies the archaeological markers typically used to investigate respectability in 
domestic homes are (Briggs, 2005:4-5; Lawrence, 1995b; 2000; Quirk, 2007:80-86):  
 Evidence of alcohol and tobacco consumption which can demonstrate attitudes 
towards temperance;  
 Evidence of household ornamentation and furnishing that can indicate the 
construction of acceptable domestic environments through conspicuous display 
by women; 
 Evidence of occupations such as laundry or sewing which can provide insight 
into the role of women in the home including whether they undertook paid work;  
 Evidence of clothing and dress that indicate attitudes towards personal 
appearance; 
 Evidence, including children’s playthings and educational items, which can 
show that people thought of  childhood as a period of innocence;  
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 Evidence of basic matching tableware which can indicate that meals were used 
as a time of family solidarity and bond building; and 
 Evidence of clean, ordered living using refuse management systems that 
removed waste from around households. 
These indicators have proved to be effective in giving working-class people a voice in 
their domestic environments and showing that they created their social norms for their 
own purposes (Briggs, 2005:14; Lawrence, 1995b). In order to use these indicators it 
must be recognised that respectability was a social strategy and a ‘dynamic, agent-
centred field of discourse’ among the working-classes used by individuals to achieve 
specific aims and goals (Quirk, 2007:64). Therefore, it was common that individuals 
would negotiate their gender identities with regard to different aspects of the ideal of 
respectability, and that they would value some aspects and neglect others in accordance 
with their morals, values, and ambitions. Consequently, how individuals interacted with 
all these archaeological indicators provides a glimpse into their own unique 
individuality.  
These archaeological studies have focussed on female and childhood agency with 
regard to respectability, rather than the agency of men. This is due to the assumed 
absence of men from the home environment and the perception that the development 
and control of this space was primarily a female role. As discussed earlier, men valued 
and participated in respectability and must have played a role in sustaining and 
spreading this way of life, including in the domestic sphere. It is impossible to fully 
understand the ideology of respectability and the everyday lives of the working-class 
unless male agency is also given a voice. 
There have been only three case studies of gender or respectability which examined the 
roles of men and constructions of masculinity at Australian mining sites. At Dolly’s 
Creek, Lawrence (1995b; 1998a; 1998c; 1999) utilised a gendered approach to 
investigate the social lives of residents, but her focus was principally on women, 
although some consideration of male gender roles and masculinity was undertaken. 
With regard to masculinity, Lawrence (1995b:119-120) noted two masculine ideals 
based on the historical studies conducted at this time: one that revelled in the freedom 
and ‘independence’ of bachelorhood and celebrated the excesses of drinking, smoking, 
gambling, and entertainment, and one that embraced domestic home life and saw those 
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men who accepted their family responsibilities as truly manly. This latter masculine 
ideal would result in both men and women contributing (in mutual dependence) to the 
creation of a respectable domestic life in such circumstances as the family-orientated 
diggings at Dolly’s Creek. However, the production of these domestic ideals was 
primarily the result of female labour, both social and economic. Ultimately, Lawrence 
(1995b:198) was only able to make few archaeology-based interpretations about how 
masculine roles functioned at this settlement. Based on that fact that all male clothing 
items found were from work-wear, she argued that masculine roles and identities were 
focussed on their occupation as miners, which would have consumed the majority of 
their time. In contrast, feminine identity was constructed around work and aesthetics, 
style, and fashion through the use of jewellery and more decorative fasteners 
(Lawrence, 1995b:198-199). Unfortunately, these observations based on only 
archaeological evidence of male clothing are fairly simplistic explanations of masculine 
identity that fail to take into account other elements of material culture and the historical 
evidence of distinctions drawn within mining communities. 
Fleming (2011:22, 29, 432-434) during her research on the Upper Murchison Goldfield 
in Western Australia also considered masculine identities, particularly with regard to 
labour, and she contends that male identity was likely centred on work and 
breadwinning. Again, this was based on the evidence that all the male clothing remains 
recovered were from work-wear, with no evidence of personal embellishment. Fleming 
(2011:423-4) also noted that the largely male occupants of these transient miners’ camp 
consumed large quantities of alcohol and tobacco and while they may have owned 
decorated ceramics, they did not otherwise decorate their tents. As such, these sites did 
not display any of the typical attributes associated with respectability (Fleming, 
2011:425). This led Fleming (2011:425-426) to postulate that respectability in this 
instance may have been re-invented or evolved to meet the demands of this arid 
environment, goldfield life, or late nineteenth and early twentieth century time period. 
For instance, the homogenous nature of material culture and a lack of conspicuous 
consumption were likely linked to working-class strategies of solidarity and the need to 
minimise differences between individuals where basic cooperation was necessary for 
survival. However, Fleming also argued that the limited evidence of respectability could 
be linked to the emergence of an Australian identity around the turn of the century. 
Consequently, at these transient miners’ camps manifestations of respectability and 
individuality were subtle and likely to have been reliant on behaviour and social 
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relationships rather than particular items of material culture, limiting their 
archaeological visibility (Fleming, 2011:427). Overall, Fleming has made some 
important observations about how men (and women) in transient circumstances may 
have interacted with respectability, but her examination of masculinity is limited.   
Quirk (2008:15-16) also examined masculinity at Paradise in the process of debunking 
the historical myth of these places being harsh, dissolute, and thoroughly masculine. 
She noted that while men originally arrived by themselves on the field to assess its 
prospects, they soon displayed conformity to prevailing Victorian attitudes about 
marriage and relationships after the settlement moved towards permanence. Soon after 
the town’s establishment, single men were concerned with achieving their 
independence, settling and finding brides, while married men acted to bring their 
families and establish them in comfort. As such, the men of Paradise valued marriage, 
women, and children as key indicators of masculine status. These men also largely 
eschewed drinking and smoking at least in their own homes, but Quirk (2008:18-19) 
does not directly discuss this situation with relation to the creation and maintenance of 
masculine identity. Unfortunately, Quirk’s exploration of goldfield masculinity does not 
move beyond some notation of historical trends into a full archaeological study of 
men’s lives at this town.    
Masculinity has been an under-utilised concept in archaeological studies of gender, 
respectability, and gentility in Australia. How men interacted with these ideologies and 
constructed their own masculine identities in contrast to femininities and other 
masculinities deserves further archaeological and historical analysis. Studying 
masculinity can provide further insights into many aspects of colonial society in 
accordance with the important role gender plays in human existence. Undertaking this 
research can also further understandings of contemporary feminine identities as no 
gender identities can be truly generated and maintained in isolation. However, the 
constriction of much archaeological research to family-occupied domestic environments 
makes the investigation of male gender and masculinities difficult as these arenas are 
typically thought to be the constructs of female agency. Consequently, the Township 
Hill miner’s camp, which is thought to have been predominately occupied by men, 
provides an opportunity to analyse a range of masculine identities in a domestic context, 
albeit a transient one.  
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The transient nature of the Township Hill camp is not a hindrance to this investigation, 
it is a strength. Considering that working-class respectability was primarily concerned 
with correct behaviour, adherence to or interaction with these ideals should be visible 
archaeologically in transient settings through how archaeological deposits are 
constructed. Historical discussions of goldrush life clearly demonstrate the presence of 
at least two hierarchical masculine identities – respectable diggers and disreputable 
diggers – that were identified by their behaviour, the nature of their living arrangements, 
and appearance of their tents. Therefore, the structural characteristics of 
idiosyncratically constructed huts and the orderliness and tidiness of their interiors and 
exteriors as demonstrated by how their archaeological assemblages were formed should 
give an indication of which masculine identities the huts’ occupants were trying to 
generate and maintain. The lack of formal waste management systems, such as pit 
refuse disposal, and their short-term occupation, allows this analysis to be accomplished 
successfully. Thus, it is hypothesised that the degree of order and organisation 
expressed in the construction, maintenance, and abandonment of a miner’s hut, as well 
as other signs of a hardworking and sober lifestyle will differentiate the habitations of 
respectable and disreputable diggers at Kiandra.  
Summary 
This chapter has demonstrated the need for studies of masculinity in Australian 
historical archaeology, which is lagging behind trends in Australian history in this 
regard. It has also shown that within the current focus on exploring and humanising 
goldfield life and demonstrating that it was conducted in relation to wider ideologies of 
gentility and respectability, little examination has occurred of the short goldrush phases 
of these settlements. Considering the importance of the goldrushes and ‘digger’ identity 
to Australian history and modern culture an examination of masculine identity during 
these events has much to offer our understanding of this aspect of our history. As the 
lives of miners and businesspeople at goldrushes were intrinsically intermingled, any 
study of one group necessitates the involvement of the other. Consequently, this 
research aims to explore constructions and maintenance of gender and specifically 
masculine identity of the diggers and businessmen who occupied the Township Hill 
miners’ camp (KTH) during the Kiandra Goldrush of 1859-1861.  
To this end, this chapter has provided an introduction to the nature of goldrush life and 
society and the type of masculine identities they created, as well as how these 
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masculinities related to other contemporary discourses of hegemonic masculine identity 
in colonial society. To thoroughly prepare the ground for an examination of the 
archaeology of KTH the following chapter discusses the material worlds of goldrushes, 
including the nature of settlement, transience, shelter, and miners’ and businesspeople’s 
inventories. This discussion will provide an in-depth context in which to interpret the 
archaeological assemblages from KTH. In Chapter 3 the historical context of the 
Kiandra Goldrush is outlined, especially in relation to the occupation of KTH, and 
constructions of gender and masculinity during this event. Subsequently, Chapter 4 
utilises this historical context to introduce the KTH archaeological program and 
summarises its primary conclusions about life in this camp. It also begins demonstrating 
how the gender identities of hut occupants are evident in their structural nature and 
archaeology. Chapter 5 documents the methodology used to re-analyse the 
archaeological material from KTH and to investigate the nature of gender and masculine 
identity there during the goldrush. Chapters 5 implements this methodology on the KTH 
artefact assemblages, while Chapter 6 interprets these results and draws conclusions 
about the nature of digger and businessman masculine identities at this camp. Finally, 
Chapter 7 presents the conclusions of this research in response to the questions posed in 
Chapter 1.  
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Chapter 2: The Material Worlds of Goldrushes 
The chapter explores the material worlds of miners and businesspeople at goldrushes in 
order to provide a rich context for the interpretation of the archaeology of KTH. It 
begins with an examination of goldrush settlements to demonstrate where miners’ 
camps were situated and how they were organised, as well as what other settlements 
were commonly found on goldfields. It then moves onto a discussion of transience in 
archaeological terms to demonstrate how this lifestyle has previously been identified 
and examined archaeologically. Finally, it describes the material culture commonly 
associated with miners and businesspeople: miners’ tents, equipment, dress, and the 
food they consumed.  
Goldrush Settlements 
Settlement Systems  
Gold discoveries were typically made in remote and inhospitable places, with no 
previous infrastructure that could aid in managing and accommodating a subsequent 
goldrush (Bell, 1998:29-30). Once gold was found, settlements and infrastructure had to 
be quickly developed, but considering the finite nature of mineral deposits, mining 
settlements were not expected to last long. Transience and impermanence were 
therefore the dominant characteristics of goldrush settlements and lifestyle (Lawrence, 
1992:36). For miners, living transiently meant that they used calico tents for shelter. 
These tents were appropriate for transient conditions for a number of reasons. Firstly, 
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time was a precious commodity for miners so the small time investment needed for 
erecting tents was a key benefit. Secondly, the unsettled nature of goldrushes meant that 
habitations often had to be moved quickly to new locations. Tents could be quickly 
disassembled and moved with the expenditure of relatively little time and effort. 
Thirdly, calico tents and the building materials associate with their use, such as wooden 
frameworks, guy ropes, and tent pegs, were inexpensive, reusable, and easily 
replaceable which ideally suited a transient lifestyle. Due to the combined focus and 
drive of the cosmopolitan population of a goldrush there was little effort or time to 
assert ethnic identity in this situation and, instead, goldrush culture enforced 
standardisation among its participants at least in terms of shelter type and form (Bell, 
1998:31-32). In these circumstances it is likely that diggers often acted more like ‘men’, 
‘bachelors’, or ‘young men’ in their lifestyle rather than according to ethnic traditions 
(Bell, 1998:38). Consequently, it is possible that camps and settlements were arranged 
more according to masculine identities and preferences than ethnic traditions. This 
possibility will be further explored in the archaeological examination of KTH.   
Following the discovery of gold a transient settlement would form that, like any 
settlement, changed over time. Some of these changes are consistent with a general 
pattern of goldrush settlement ebb and flow, but some changes were specific to 
individual goldfields (Carrington, 1959:17). Bell (1984:21; 2010) has proposed a four-
stage life pattern that a mining settlement might evolve through: establishment, stability, 
prosperity, and decline; however, most settlements would not transfer through all four 
stages. For instance, most alluvial settlements would have progressed straight from 
establishment, to a brief phase of prosperity, to decline as a goldrush boomed and 
busted. In the case of poor man’s or subsistence diggings settlements appear to have 
progressed from establishment through to stability, but without ever achieving any 
prosperity, before decline occurs.  
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Table 2.1: Mill’s (2011:44-47) alluvial mining settlement system model  
Tier/Site Type Number and Location Function Specific Characteristics 
1: Entrepôt One or more located adjacent to the ‘core-periphery’ 
boundary, but not within the peripheral or mineral 
extraction zone 
Serves as a funnelling point for a 
mobile population, material supplies, 
extracted commodities between the 
peripheral mining area and the core 
supply area 
Requires the necessary population, retail 
and wholesale outlets, financial channels, 
and storage and transportation facilities to 
perform this function 
2: Intermediate 
Transfer Point and/or 
Intermediate Supply 
Point 
A variable number depending on the particular length and 
means of transportation involved, and located along 
transportation routes either at transfer or break/service 
points 
Acts to transfer people and goods 
through the settlement system 
At transfer breaks, warehouses, storage, or 
docking facilities are required; at supply 
points services and resources necessary to 
feed, rest, and maintain people, animals, 
and machinery 
3: Central Distribution 
Centre 
One single town or city should be located at a transfer 
break positioned within or immediately adjacent to the 
mining district 
Acts as the central place for the mining 
district providing a wide range of 
general and specialised services 
Requires the necessary businesses and 
storage facilities; only in cases where it is 
located near the principal diggings should 
mineral extraction and processing facilities 
be present 
4: Secondary 
Distribution Point 
Depends upon the mining district size and transportation 
system as to whether this settlement type is present; if so, 
these are located at supply route transfer breaks 
immediately adjacent to diggings  
Acts as smaller type of central place for 
high yielding diggings sufficiently 
distant from the Central Distribution 
Centre 
Comprises a range of business and storage 
facilities in relation to the amount and 
diversity of these present at the Central 
Distribution Centre; mineral extraction and 
processing facilities may be present if 
situated near a diggings 
5: Extraction Camp Numerous, impermanent, and located at the end of the 
transportation system at those diggings separated from the 
Central Distribution Centre or Secondary Distribution 
Points; these sites are especially numerous during initial 
settlement and mining work (rushes), but over time tend to 
consolidate or coalesce into larger extraction camps 
associated more with large-scale (company) workings or 
mines  
Acts to extract mineral resources while 
also supporting the people and 
machinery necessary for this purpose 
Consists of one or more domestic units 
associated with structures, tools, and 
equipment related to mineral extraction or 
processing 
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At any goldrush there were several different types of mining settlement spread over a 
large area as deposits of different qualities were worked and support systems emerged 
to facilitate the dispersion and settlement of miners throughout the field. Mills (2011) 
has provided a model of alluvial gold mining settlement systems on the western 
seaboard of North America during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries that 
is generally applicable to Australian alluvial mining systems (Table 2.1). It comprises a 
hierarchy of five settlement tiers or types based on the role each plays within the larger 
resource extraction system (Mills, 2011:34). A particular goldfield will not necessarily 
contain all five settlement tiers and it is also possible for particular settlements to 
comprise multiple functions, such as central distribution centres being coalesced with, 
or located close to, ore extraction camps. Minimally a goldfield required one entrepôt, 
one central distribution centre, and associated extraction camps (Mills, 2011:44). This 
model contains a large number of supply settlements due to the common remoteness 
and lack of self-sufficiency of goldfields that require the establishment and maintenance 
of outside supply networks to regional, national, or global systems (Mills, 2011:37). As 
discussed above, goldfield settlement systems are prone to impermanence and 
fluctuations due to the rapid growth and decline cycles associated with resource 
discovery and exhaustion, supply and demand, technological changes, and 
improvements in transportation efficiency (Mills, 2011:38). Nevertheless, this model 
provides a good way to interpret and analyse particular goldfield settlements and 
understand what their functions would have been while at the same time emphasising 
the interconnectedness of gold resources to miners’ social networks (Mills, 2011:49). It 
also allows the modelling and analysis of different mining settlements investigated 
archaeologically in Australia and elsewhere and demonstrates how they can be 
successfully compared and contrasted. For example, Dolly’s Creek in Victoria was a 
combined secondary distribution point and extraction camp on the Moorabool Goldfield 
(Lawrence, 1995b; 2000). Paradise in Queensland was a central distribution centre 
(Quirk, 2007), while the sites along the Mundaring-Kalgoorlie settlement corridor in 
Western Australia were a string of intermediate transfer/supply points leading to the 
Kalgoorlie and Coolgardie Goldfields (Bolton, 2009).  
At most early Australian goldrushes a fairly typical settlement system developed around 
the area of the initial gold strike and the miners’ extraction camp depending upon 
whether it immediately declined following discovery or moved to further establish 
itself. Generally, once a goldrush occurred a central distribution centre would form to 
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supply the miners on the field. This centre typically formed along the main access route 
to the field, on flat ground unlikely to be auriferous, and at a distance from the main 
workings (Griffiths, 1988:278; Korzelinski, 1979:57; Sussex, 1989:20, 24). Government 
camps would often be situated within or nearby these business centres in central 
elevated positions in order to provide security and protection for the businesses, but also 
to be able to survey the field and protect themselves in the event of riots or disturbances 
(Moore, 2000:19, 24).  
Miners’ camps were typically separated from central distribution centres and 
government camps for a number of reasons. Firstly, they were usually situated on 
higher, dry ground on prominences or hill sides due to the perception that elevation 
brought light and dryness which was desirable for healthy living in these conditions 
(Korzelinski, 1979:113; Sussex, 1989:61, 96). These areas also provided ready access to 
firewood and water and allowed miners to maintain surveillance over their claims 
(Griffiths, 1988:312; Moore, 2000:36). Secondly, miners preferred to be settled at a 
distance from roads and central distribution centres in order to better maintain their 
safety and privacy (Korzelinski, 1979:70). Thirdly, business camps were often the most 
contested ground on a field, especially as a goldrush boomed, and miners did not wish 
to settle where they could be evicted or pestered by businesspeople claiming ground 
through business rights. Fourthly, if a goldfield entered the prosperous stage a business 
camp would develop into a town through the survey and sale of allotments and in this 
case miners would be unable to claim land on which to live within the town boundary 
through their miners’ right (Fauchery, 1965:59). As a field further developed and other 
strikes were made additional miners’ camps would appear, as well as secondary 
distribution points to support them if necessary, and intermediate transfer/supply points 
to transport miners and supplies to them. In this manner, goldrush settlements were 
characterised by dynamic populations that were constantly in flux as miners prospected 
and travelled across a field and between fields.  
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Figure 2.1: Eugène von Guèrard ‘Old Ballarat, as it was in the summer of 1853 to 1854’ 1884 (Tipping, 1982: Plate VII) 
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Figure 2.2: Eugène von Guèrard ‘Old Eureka Hills, Red Hill Flat, Gravel Pit, Red Hill, Warrenheip Hill’ (Tipping, 1982:66); note Central 
Distribution Centre on right along road and miners’ camps occupying the surrounding hill slopes  
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As a consequence of these development processes, a dichotomous settlement pattern 
usually emerged at central distribution centres with the main businesses on level or flat 
ground grouped around access roads and miners mostly occupying the surrounding 
hillsides or crests (Figures 2.1 and 2.2). Although this is not to say that miners’ would 
not occupy flat ground near diggings, only that more often they located their tents away 
from these areas. Contemporarily, miners’ tents were commonly described as being 
randomly situated on hill tops and higher ground, but also as being grouped in bunches 
in some areas (Figures 2.9-2.12) (Duyker, 1995:52; Fauchery, 1965:58; Griffiths, 
1988:278, 289; Korzelinski, 1979:38, 57, 109-110; Moore, 2000:97, 136; Tipping, 
1982:48). Archaeological studies have similarly found miners’ camps to be located on 
hill crests or slopes and be randomly scattered throughout mine workings with 
occasional groupings of two to four tent sites (Carter 2001; Lawrence, 1995b:133; 
1999:128; 2004:61). This random settlement pattern resulted from individual miners 
having different ideas about where to situate their tents, desires for privacy, space for 
outdoor activity, or the amount of Crown Land a miner could claim with a miners’ right 
(Korzelinski, 1979:38, 57; Lawrence, 1992:39; 1999:127). However, this randomness 
made it difficult for miners to locate one another within these camps and becoming lost 
within them when drunk or at night was common (Korzelinski, 1979:66-67; Moore, 
2000:97). Sometimes small camps or tent groupings were associated with separate 
ethnic groups, large mining parties, or several allied mining parties known from 
previous diggings or from home, and were the result of a desire for companionship and 
security (Bonwick, 1942:25; Griffiths, 1989:293; Korzelinski, 1979:120; Tipping, 
1982:40, 45).
 
It was not uncommon for mining camps to also contain some business 
tents, such as small stores or sly grog shops, whose owners thought being amongst the 
miners was ideal for business (Griffiths, 1988:289; Korzelinski, 1979:115).  
Following a goldrush a field could change in one of three ways (Lawrence, 1995b:4-5): 
1. It could develop further into a permanent industrial settlement as deeper leads or 
alternative sources of gold were found and extracted, increasingly through the 
use of improved technology; 
2. It could continue with a lower, subsistence-based population existing on low 
gold yields and other sources of employment after the initial rich gold deposits 
were worked out; or  
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3. It could be entirely abandoned if all the gold deposits proved to be shallow, 
limited and easily and efficiently worked out and exhausted.  
However, miners could respond to all these different eventualities with their calico tents 
by varying their nature and making them more permanent, while businesspeople could 
similarly vary the construction of their tents or build more permanent wooden buildings. 
Consequently, the degree of transience or permanence of goldfield structures has 
received much archaeological investigation and theorisation aimed at understanding this 
aspect of mining settlements.  
Transience and Permanence  
As transience was the defining aspect of mining life this concept has been central to 
archaeological studies of mining settlements. Most studies of transient settlements have 
found that there is usually limited evidence of ethnicity, class, gender, or status in these 
circumstances, as well as a certain homogeneity of material culture (Bolton, 2009; 
Fleming, 2011; Knapp, 1998b:5). Furthermore, they have developed robust strategies 
for identifying both transient and more permanent occupation at mining settlements. 
Brand’s (2003; 2011) study of the Klondike Goldrush (1899-1910) transient mining 
camps around the settlement of Dawson City, in the Yukon, Canada, provides the best 
analysis of the nature of transient settlement. He found that transient miners at Dawson 
City mainly occupied physically and socially marginal areas on the surrounding 
hillsides of the river valley around the edges of the settlement. However, their choice of 
these areas may have been linked to health concerns, due to the perception that living on 
the flood plain was unhealthy (Brand, 2003:251). The marginal situation of miners at 
this central distribution centre, located some distance from the extraction camps in the 
Klondike, was mostly due to their perceived and actual lack of commitment to the 
‘permanent’ community through their separate lifestyle (Brand, 2003:252-253). The 
participants of this goldrush were primarily cosmopolitan sojourners who were 
forsaking the comfort of home for a transient lifestyle due to a desire for social mobility 
(Brand, 2003:256). However, as mining companies monopolised the goldfields 
transience became associated with seasonal summer labour (Brand, 2003:256).   
On the hillsides the miners’ habitations were randomly scattered and comprised small, 
poorly furnished tents or cabins. The habitations appeared to be all-male households 
suggesting that a move towards permanence was associated with the presence of 
families (Brand, 2003:265-266, 268-269; 2011:206). Their artefact assemblages were 
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typically small and unvaried containing items innately functional and long-lasting. 
Brand noted two clear trends of transient occupation with regard to material inventories: 
a dominant focus on food preparation and consumption and an overall preference for 
items that were portable, practical, durable, as well as frequent item creation and reuse. 
Homemade items were particularly used to create cabin furnishings such as cots, chairs, 
benches, tables, and cupboards, as well as buckets, lighting devices, and food 
consumption or preparation items such as baking pans, cups, and colanders (Brand, 
2003:247-248, 263-264). The predilection for reusing items displayed a certain 
thriftiness and an unconcern with how the morphology of items owned by transient 
miners would be interpreted by others (Brand, 2003:248). It was also related to issues of 
portability as reused or homemade items were perceived as innately disposable and 
were seen as short-term solutions to particular problems that would not be taken with 
occupants upon departure (Brand, 2003:265). Cheap, mass-produced food preparation 
and consumption equipment was also perceived in this manner as items were frequently 
discarded in a usable condition by departing miners (Brand, 2003:265). Miners’ diets 
were found to be monotonous and based heavily on canned foods, with very few 
condiments being recovered (Brand, 2003:249-250). The basic nature of cooking 
evident in most assemblages also suggested that cooking on a daily basis was a novel 
and challenging experience for the men who formed the core of this camp, perhaps 
explaining their simple diets (Brand, 2003:250). Overall, Brand (2011:218) noted that 
this specific type of transient occupation was characteristic of the situation of miners 
living at a central distribution centre greatly distant from extraction camps. At 
extraction camps he expected a more ephemeral type of transience to be practiced that 
would also include features and items related to mining operations (Brand, 2011:219).   
Brand’s (2003; 2011) study relied on the work of Brooks (1995), who introduced the 
idea of anticipated mobility to the study of transient miners’ camps. Anticipated 
mobility argues that the most important factor (or motivation) for site formation and 
organisation is the intended duration of stay, rather than the actual period of occupation 
or social class of the occupant. Transient sites are then defined as being the homes of 
individuals who had no intention of making a permanent home on a goldfield (Brand, 
2011:205). Brooks (1995:39-40; Brand, 2003:25-26; 2011:205-206) developed four 
expectations for the archaeological signature of transient mining sites which Brand’s 
(2003; 2011) study confirmed. These expectations were that at transient sites there 
would be: 
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 Fewer artefacts in comparison to permanent sites due to the streamlined 
inventories of transients; 
 A limited range of artefact types in comparison to permanent sites with most 
being related to subsistence and work; 
 Minimal investment in house construction (and furnishing), and the frequent use 
of locally available materials; and  
 The presence of sheet refuse (discard of refuse in a scattered manner around an 
abode) as waste disposal, rather than designated rubbish pits.  
In comparison to miners’ transient sites the permanent sites principally associated with 
businesspeople were usually intended to be occupied for a much longer duration and, 
thus, a wider array of goods in accordance with Victorian values and lifestyles was 
present (Brooks, 1995; Brand; 2003:24, 26). These items included personal hygiene 
items, ceramic tableware, and architectural items (Brooks, 1995:115; Brand, 2003:26). 
Another trend of transient occupation not necessarily covered by Brooks (1995) is item 
reuse and recycling resulting in the creation of homemade items which has been noted 
to be a particular facet of later nineteenth-century and early twentieth-century transient 
mining settlements (Bolton, 2009; Brand, 2003:215; Hammer, 2011; Hardesty, 2003; 
Higgs and Sattler, 2011). This preference by transients has been primarily linked to a 
desire for thriftiness and economy in their lifestyles and was also likely linked to the 
need for a streamlined inventory.    
Gant-Thompson (2008) in her survey of the mining settlement patterns of the Kiandra 
Valley utilised the work of Brand (2003) and Brooks (1995) to identify the phases and 
extent of European and Chinese occupation on this goldfield. She designated two 
distinct approaches to settlement by miners within the valley, a transient one and a 
sustained (permanent) one. However in applying this approach Gant-Thompson found 
that she could only successfully identify transient and sustained approaches with 
relation to the European population, not the Chinese who were distinguished by their 
own settlement types and pattern according to the methodology developed by Smith 
(1997; 1998; 2006).
1
 European transient sites were mainly located on the sheltered 
                                                 
1
 This was partially because her survey of the Kiandra Valley omitted the Township Plan (see Chapter 3 
for further discussion) which was the location of sustained Chinese settlement during the later period of 
occupation at Kiandra (see Smith, 1997; 1998; 2006).    
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hillsides of the valley and consisted of random rubble huts with an average size of 
13.0m² which featured small artefact assemblages characterised by functional, durable, 
and portable items. A small number of transient commercial structures were also 
identified that were evident by their larger size and artefact assemblages that also 
contained ceramics. European sustained sites were located on the lower hillsides and 
valley floor and consisted of weatherboard structure platforms with an average size of 
34.7m² associated with chimney mounds and diverse artefact assemblages including 
ceramic and glass tableware and occasionally female and child-specific items. In 
contrast, Chinese structures were located in separate camps throughout the valley and 
consisted of huts without chimney mounds of an average size of 8.0m² that featured 
artefact assemblages containing ethnic Chinese items. In summary, Gant-Thompson 
(2008) found that that the model of transient occupation developed by Brooks (1995) 
and Brand (2003) largely applied to the situation at Kiandra and allowed the successful 
identification of these sites. In this manner, she has extended this model to central 
distribution centres associated with extraction camps.  
Bolton (2009) has explored the nature of transient settlement in her study of the 
Mundaring-Kalgoorlie migration and settlement corridor to the Kalgoorlie and 
Coolgardie Goldfields, Western Australia, occupied during the late nineteenth to early 
twentieth century. This was undertaken using a social approach which emphasised how 
individuals travelling, living, and working along this route adapted to the harsh, dry 
climate and isolation of this frontier zone. Along this route transient settlement was 
based on tent structures which were only evident archaeologically through the presence 
of stone alignments and copper grommets (Bolton, 2009:325, 346). Bolton (2009:315) 
found the material culture from these sites to be relatively homogenous and 
characterised by large numbers of cans and alcohol and aerated water bottles, but few 
ceramics, animal bone, structural material, or personal items, with limited, 
archaeologically recognisable item reuse. This reuse mainly comprised the modification 
of cans into salt shakers or billies, although they were also burned to extract the lead 
from their soldered joins (Bolton, 2009:292, 299-300). The supply of a limited range of 
goods to the settlements along the migration corridor effectively masked separate ethnic 
and gender identities at these sites by denying consumer choice to this transient, 
predominately male, working-class population (Bolton, 2009:304). As a result, the 
archaeological assemblages displayed little evidence of adaptation and innovation to the 
particular local conditions of the area (Bolton, 2009:307). Ultimately, Bolton 
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(2009:339-340) developed a model outlining the archaeological signatures of transient 
and permanent camps along the migration corridor (Table 2.2). Transient camps were 
ephemeral with few remaining structures and were dominated by practical and portable 
goods. Permanent camps contained more structures, infrastructure, and public 
institutions, a greater amount of ceramics, and a lower proportion of practical and 
portable goods. These camps were also strongly linked with the presence of women and 
children, who appeared to be the catalyst for a move from transiency to permanence 
(Bolton, 2009:342-343). Generally, Bolton’s work confirms the conclusions about 
transience drawn by Brooks (1995) and Brand (2003) and has extended the model to 
intermediate transfer and supply points and working camps, as well as highlighting how 
the presence of families related to ideas of transience and permanence.   
Table 2.2: Bolton’s (2009:340) Temporary and Permanent work camp 
characteristics 
Archaeological Evidence Temporary Camps Permanent Camps 
Metal Cans Many Few 
Ceramics Few Many 
Non-Essential Items Little/None Present 
Building Material Few Many 
Structures Little/None Present 
 
Lawrence (1995a; 1995b; 2000) investigated the balance between transient and 
permanent lifestyles at the subsistence mining settlement of Dolly’s Creek. She found 
that despite a transient lifestyle, families could still live in accordance with respectable 
ideals within the greater ethos of mining if they were willing to negotiate the balance 
between transience and stability. However, this negotiation still took place within a 
settlement organised according to the transient indicators developed by Brooks (1995) 
and Brand (2003; 2011) with the exception that pit refuse mechanisms were utilised 
instead of sheet refuse mechanisms. Habitations consisted of huts constructed of locally 
available materials, such as timber and stone, and were randomly scattered over the 
landscape due to the use of the miners’ right to hold small 500m² allotments for huts 
and gardens. Household assemblages were small and consisted of a limited range of 
goods, but this was by choice according to their ethos of dignified self-sufficiency 
(Lawrence, 1995b:21). Despite this intention of transience, portions of the settlement 
were occupied for a relatively long period of time, perhaps indicating the uncertainty the 
community felt as a whole about the field. Therefore, in managing their situation the 
inhabitants had to balance both comfort and potential for movement, resulting in a semi-
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permanent response that could result in repeated abandonment and re-occupation of 
sites usually by the same individuals (Lawrence, 1995b:32-33). In this situation luxury 
items that could be used to demonstrate working-class respectability were only acquired 
and utilised during periods of relative stability and due to the demands of transience 
were likely not transported to the next field (Lawrence, 1995b:174). Mass-produced, 
inexpensive luxury items were not easily portable and represented an investment in an 
ideal that was important for hut occupants, but they were not a major drawback to a 
transient lifestyle because if they were abandoned or broken during transport a large 
investment was not lost (Lawrence, 1995b:258-259). Their presence during periods of 
semi-permanence allowed elements of refinement, comfort, and respectability to join 
the traditional minimalism and functionality of transient existence (Lawrence, 
1995b:175). Lawrence, therefore, demonstrated a further dimension of transient 
occupation: if this occupation lasted for a longer period of time and moved to semi-
permanence, a greater range of material culture appears that is compatible with ideals of 
working-class respectability.  
These studies have shown that transience could be associated with many different 
settlement types and express itself in different manners in each situation. In the context 
of the mining settlement system there is clearly a spectrum of transience that operated as 
individuals travelled to a goldrush, camped for different periods at different points in 
the settlement chain, and finally settled at extraction camps for however long they were 
able to or until they succeeded or failed at mining. Brooks (1995) idea of anticipated 
mobility clearly functions in these situations with the nature of habitations at different 
points in the settlement system being primarily influenced by the intended length of 
occupation above all else.   
The Miner’s Tent  
The miner’s tent, made of light oiled calico, came in a multitude of shapes, sizes, and 
designs (Figures 2.1-2.13) (Fauchery, 1965:60-61; Korzelinski, 1979:57; Moore, 
2000:2). In size they ranged from small examples for one to two miners, to larger ones 
for hotels and stores, to gigantic examples for churches or circuses (Duyker, 1995:63, 
74; Korzelinski, 1979:90; Tipping, 1982:42, 61, 74). Typically, they were of a marquee 
style, with a distinct rectangular core and fly roof and an entrance at one end, but A-
shaped, tepee, and circular tents were also used. Their affordability, portability, and 
waterproofness made them especially suitable to transient lifestyles, as they could be 
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quickly set-up and dismantled. Tents could also be easily adapted to different situations, 
seasons, and climates, and formed a firm structural core that could be organically built 
around and evolved according to a miner’s needs using local available building 
materials. Therefore, tents could be both a transient and semi-permanent structure. Their 
only drawback was a lack of privacy as both light and sound easily penetrated them 
(Lawrence, 1995b:134; Sussex, 1989:20, 37).  
During warmer weather tents could be erected with no site preparation besides platform 
or turf clearing, a drainage ditch, and a basic timber framework which the calico was 
stretched over (Duyker, 1995:63-64; Griffiths, 1988: 304; Korzelinski, 1979:57; Sussex, 
1989:29, 34-35; Tipping, 1982:42). Typically, this framework comprised a cross-beam 
supporting the roof apex which was supported by two poles positioned along the centre 
of each short end (Figures 2.15-2.20). Fauchery (1965:60) describes the process of 
erecting this framework: 
We cut off three more or less straight branches, seven or eight feet long. 
One of them is placed horizontally and fastened at the ends to the top of the 
other two, which have been solidly driven into the ground. So much for the 
framework. We throw our canvas across the ridgepole, pulling it from the 
bottom and making the two sides even. With the aid of ropes and little pegs 
we fasten the four corners. Rear and front are closed at one and the same 
time by canvas left over or by leaves, and in less than two hours we are at 
home. Outside, our house looks like a white forage cap. Inside, it is only just 
possible to stand up in the middle.  
Further support for cross-beam frameworks was sometimes provided by lashing it to a 
nearby tree or a separate A-frame located a small distance from the front of the tent 
(Figure 2.4). More expansive supporting frameworks required smaller cross-beams 
along each side, additional roof joists, and one vertical and two diagonal pole supports 
at each end (Figures 2.5, 2.15, 2.18-2.19). Timber frameworks were usually lashed 
together, but may also have been nailed, with additional anchoring supplied by tent 
pegs, guy ropes, and timber logs laid along the interior edges (Figures 2.8, 2.11, 2.16). 
Providing sufficient anchoring was a vital part of tent construction as they were easily 
blown over during storms or high winds or washed away during floods (Griffiths, 
1988:305; Korzelinski, 1979:4-5, 10; Sherer, 1973:137; Sussex, 1989:29, 36). The main 
tent could also be provided with further shade and waterproofing by a fly roof that was 
set perpendicularly across its length and secured by guy ropes or in some instances 
poles (Figures 2.4, 2.7-2.12) (Duyker, 1995:63-64). Another method for providing 
shade or insulation was by covering the tents with boughs, leaves, or blankets (Griffiths, 
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1988:305; Moore, 2000:159). When living in tents miners placed a fire outside the 
entrance for cooking purposes and stored excess equipment close to the tent exterior, 
particularly along its sides (Figures 2.3, 2.6) (Korzelinski, 1979:38, 63; Lawrence, 
1999:128; Moore, 2000:136-137). Other features that could be situated around tents 
were dog kennels, horse shelters, and wash dirt piles so that this resource could be 
protected and washed at leisure if a tent was situated near a water source (Bonwick, 
1942:13; Griffiths, 1988:281-289; Korzelinski, 1979:47, 63; Moore, 2000:106-7; 
Sherer, 1973:181). Generally, it was rare that miners further demarcated the area around 
their tents with fencing and, instead, there was a common agreement that no one could 
erect a tent within six feet of another (Korzelinski, 1979:63).  
 
Figure 2.3: Edward Snell ‘Our Tent near the Eagle Hawk Creek, Sunday 5th June 
1852’; note tent framework style, exterior campfire and equipment storage 
locations, as well as wash dirt in left foreground (Griffiths, 1988:304) 
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Figure 2.4: Eugène von Guèrard ‘Woman by Tent’;2 note ‘A’ frame tent 
framework (Tipping, 1982:46)  
 
Figure 2.5: David Tullock and Thomas Ham ‘Golden Point, Mt. Alexander’3 
                                                 
2
 State Library of Victoria (SLV): http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/213128  
3
 SLV: http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/145392  
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Figure 2.6: S. T. Gill ‘Digger’s Hut, Canvas and Bark’ (Gill, 1982: Plate 15) 
Tents were ideally suited for summer occupation, but during winter, or more sustained 
occupation, additions for the purpose of security, weatherproofing, and insulation were 
required. These served to transform a tent into a hut, which was a more permanent form 
of miner’s shelter that served as winter, more permanent, or family accommodation 
(Duyker, 1995:38, 47; Korzelinski, 1979:60, 128-129; Lawrence, 1995b:32; Moore, 
2000:76; Tipping, 1982:19). During winter their construction was precipitated by 
miners’ health concerns leading them to move their tents to higher or sheltered ground 
and do everything possible to produce a dry and warm interior (Moore, 2000:104; 
Sommerville, 1860:25 April; Tipping, 1982:45, 48). Huts were commonly ad-hoc 
constructions, built using local materials such as wood, bark, canvas, blankets, clay, or 
bullock hides added to a tent (Moore, 2000:76-77). Initial construction comprised more 
serious site preparation which involved cutting a platform and surrounding drains, 
although sometimes this same goal was achieved by building a raised platform (Figures 
2.9-2.11, 2.13). However, fireplaces were the most important addition, which were 
made of available local materials such as stone, turf, sods, brick, tin, timber, boxes, 
barrels, sheepskin, or bullock hides (Carboni, 1855:xii; Duyker, 1995:64; Fauchery, 
1965:93; Korzelinski, 1979:60; Lawrence, 1999:128-129; Moore, 2000:76; Sherer, 
1973:260, 281; Sommerville, 1860:27 April; Sussex, 1989:24-25; Tipping, 1982:45). 
Their purpose was to provide both heating and easily accessible cooking facilities. 
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Fireplaces usually had rectangular hearths, made of stronger materials such as stone or 
stacked turf or sods, and small pyramidal chimneys made of lighter materials such as 
timber, casks, crates, tubs, or barrels (Figures 2.7-2.13) (Korzelinski, 1979:60; Moore, 
2000:76). They could also be large and circular or semi-circular when associated with 
hotels or constructed completely of stone (Figure 2.7) (Tipping, 1982:57). Generally, 
the construction and design of fireplaces varied considerably based on available local 
building materials and the building experience of miners.  
 
Figure 2.7: Eugène von Guèrard ‘Hotel Ballarat, Scotch [?] Commissioner of 
Camp, Dr Richardson’s Tent Ballarat 18 August 1853’;4 note the large semi-
circular fireplace on the ‘Hotel Ballarat’ tent 
Other additions could be made to huts to improve their insulation capabilities and 
waterproofness, as well as their levels of comfort and respectability. Exterior 
waterproofing could be provided by the addition of bark, tin, or other coverings to hut 
walls or roofs (Figure 2.6) (Lawrence, 1995b:156; Sherer, 1973:137). Interior insulation 
was provided by lining or cladding walls or roofs with newspaper, green baize, hessian, 
cardboard, wallpaper, or extra calico, as well as covering earthen floors with bags, bark, 
carpet, or matting (Duyker, 1995:52, 63-64, 75; Fauchery, 1965:93; Lawrence, 
1995b:156; Tipping, 1982:47-48). While adding to the respectable appearance of huts 
these interior furnishings also increased their privacy by limiting the amount of light 
and sound that could penetrate the walls. Another method of increasing hut insulation 
was by cutting hut platforms into slopes and constructing the fireplace at the upslope 
end to improve its heat-retaining properties (Figures 2.8-2.12). Raised foundation walls 
of stone or timber could also be constructed to provide further insulation and 
                                                 
4
 SLV http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/213051  
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weatherproofing, while also possibly increasing hut height (Figures 2.8, 2.17-2.18) 
(Sherer, 1973:281;Tipping, 1982:45). Occasionally, huts were also equipped with 
windows, with or without glass, in order to let light and air into the interior (Duyker, 
1995:63-64). All together these additions, along with a blazing fire, could provide a 
shelter for winter occupation that was ‘cosy enough’ (Duyker, 1995:75). 
When miners departed a field they swiftly abandoned their huts retaining, abandoning, 
or selling their calico tents, the hut’s structural framework, their equipment and 
possessions, and hut furnishings. A series of images by Eugène von Guèrard of the 
Black Hill French Camp drawn over a period of four months (November to February 
1853-1854) demonstrates how within a transient camp tents were turned into huts and 
then abandoned as the fortunes of a field waxed and waned (Figures 2.8-2.12). 
Throughout these images tents appear, hearths and ditches are added to some huts, trees 
are cut down, some huts change function, and sites are increasingly abandoned. When 
they are, the calico tent is simply removed from the wooden supporting framework, 
leaving this timber and the fireplaces behind to be scavenged by the remaining miners. 
Overall, these images indicate that this camp was occupied for no longer than four 
months and that during this time individual huts sites were occupied for shorter periods 
of time. Depending on when a hut was abandoned it influenced the amount of 
scavenging and the building material left to decay. Ultimately, all that remained at hut 
sites were their platforms, drainage cuts, and crumbling hearths (Figures 2.13) (Sussex, 
1989:60, 84).  
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Figure 2.8: Eugène von Guèrard ‘My Tent on Black Hill 4 November’; note fly 
roof secured by poles on right tent and higher foundation walls on left tent 
(Tipping, 1982:59) 
 
Figure 2.9: Eugène von Guèrard ‘Blackhill from my Gully, 7 November 1853’;5 
note this drawing appears to be drawn from the vantage point of the tent in Figure 
1.10: Yellow circle indicates huts visible in Figures 2.10 and 2.12; Orange circle 
indicates huts visible in Figure 2.11 
                                                 
5
 SLV: http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/213932    
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Figure 2.10: Eugène von Guèrard ‘French Camp, Blackhill: Boncoeur, Riqui [?], 
Urquhart, Meijou [?], Ed. Armand, Forceaux, Bellagier, James, 1 February 
1854’;6 Yellow circle indicates huts visible in Figures 2.9 and 2.12 
 
Figure 2.11: Eugène von Guèrard ‘Black Hill Store 7 February 1854’7 
                                                 
6
 SLV: http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/213049    
7
 SLV: http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/200420  
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Figure 2.12: Eugène von Guèrard ‘Blackhill showing French tents 13 February 
1854’ (SLV; Tipping, 1982:67):8 Yellow circle indicates huts visible in Figures 2.9-
2.11; Orange circle indicates huts visible in Figures 2.9 and 2.11; Red circle 
indicates huts visible in Figure 2.8 
 
Figure 2.13: Eugène von Guèrard ‘Late evening reverie Eureka 2-4 February 
1854’;9 note abandoned hut sites in foreground 
  
                                                 
8
 SLV: http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/213048  
9
 SLV: http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/213044  
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Tent Furnishing and Arrangement 
While illustrations of miners’ tents abound within goldrush documentation, sketches of 
their interiors are far rarer, but provide important information about the internal 
furnishings and use of space within huts (Figures 2.14-2.20). Areas within and around 
hearths were used for food preparation and cooking, drying clothing, or for relaxing 
close to the fire. Thus, hearth interiors could contain coal shovels or metal cooking 
equipment, while boots, food containers, cooking equipment, or wooden blocks used for 
seating or food preparation could occupy the space in front of these features (Figure 
2.14-2.17). Coal shovels could be used to manage hearth ash and coals, but also to dry 
out and clean gold, by baking it over the fire (Bonwick, 1942:14; Clacy, 1997:52). Food 
could also be hung from the mantle above the hearth for storage (Figure 2.14) or 
cooking equipment hung from chains to dangle over the fire (Figure 2.21). Fire was a 
particularly important resource for miners and care was taken to effectively manage this 
resource, such as covering coals with ashes during the day to keep a fire alive 
(Korzelinski, 1979:10). 
 
Figure 2.14: Henry Winkles ‘Fireplace’10 
 
                                                 
10
 National Library of Australia (NLA): http://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-139457670   
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Generally the space in front of the hearth and entrance was utilised as a work space and 
thoroughfare to the sleeping area in the rear (Figures 2.15-2.20). Cooking equipment 
and food containers were usually stored against the walls in this area, either in the open 
or beneath furniture, although they could also be stored in handmade shelving or on 
tables (Figures 2.16-2.18). The central area was then either an open space or was fitted 
with a table and bench or wooden block for seating (Figures 2.16-2.18). In particular 
cases some further organisation of items between storage spaces also occurred, such as 
glass bottles being stored along the wall in front of the hearth, while larger metal 
cooking pots were stored along the wall in front of the entrance (Figure 2.16). A wide 
array of small items were stored on top of wooden wall framing or anchoring, keeping 
them safe and clean by raising them above the floor (Figure 2.16). Alternatively, nails 
could be hammered into wall framing to create basic hooks from which items that 
needed to be kept clean and dry, such as guns, were hung (Figure 2.14, 2.18-2.19). 
Foodstuffs were also hung from high spots within tents or outside in trees to protect 
them from pests and dogs (Griffiths, 1988:294-295; Korzelinski, 1979:59). Lamps could 
also be suspended in this manner to provide lighting while in other cases candles could 
simply by stuck in the top of a bottle (Korzelinski, 1979:59). Mining equipment was 
stored directly outside the entrance, likely to offer some security for these important, yet 
dirty, items while also keeping them outside (Figure 2.16). At the rear of a hut cots were 
commonly laid lengthwise across the whole area (Figure 2.15) or along both long sides, 
with sometimes an item of furniture, such as a chest, positioned along the centre of the 
rear wall (Figures 2.16 and 2.19) (Duyker, 1995:74; Korzelinski, 1979:59). This 
suggests that more personal items and spare clothing were usually stored in the sleeping 
area or used as pillows or bedding (Korzelinski, 1979:59). Cots were used for both 
sleeping and sitting and, thus, eating, smoking, drinking, and other relaxing activities 
occurred on these pieces of furniture (Figure 2.14, 2.19) (Bonwick, 1942:20; 
Korzelinski, 1979:59). Sitting on the ends of cots was also a way to fit more individuals 
into the ‘sitting area’ of huts in the front section where other tables or seating might be 
situated (Figure 2.14).   
Interior furnishing was usually constructed using recycled wooden containers or rough 
timber, or a mixture of both. Barrels and crates were commonly used without 
modification to store items or as impromptu tables (Figure 2.14, 2.20). Crates could also 
be provided with rough legs to create raised shelves and planks of wood were similarly 
fitted-out to become rough benches and tables (Figures 2.17-2.18). Rough timber blocks 
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were also commonly used for movable seating, although upturned buckets were 
sometimes used for the same purpose (Figures 2.14, 2.16, 2.18) (Bonwick, 1942:20; 
Clacy, 1997:44; Korzelinski, 1979:59). Cots were made of a lashed timber frame 
supporting a mattress or blankets (Fauchery, 1965:61; Korzelinski, 1979:59), although it 
was also possible for mattresses to be placed on the ground (Figure 2.15).  
Rarely do miners appear to have utilised ‘professionally’ made furniture at goldrushes. 
Instead, they preferred to improvise their interior furnishing utilising ‘bush’ carpeting 
and locally available building materials, storage items they purchased for necessary 
provisions, or old equipment (Bonwick, 1942:20; Carboni, 1855:23, 95, 102; Duyker, 
1995:75; Griffiths, 1988:313; Korzelinski, 1979:59; Sussex, 1989:23-24). 
Businesspeople similarly built their own shelving, counters, and other internal features 
for their comfort and to display their merchandise (Fauchery, 1965:55; 91; Holme, 
1861:24-26 November 1860, 3-4 December 1860, 21 January 1861; Korzelinski, 
1979:130; Moore, 2000:152; Sherer, 1973:146-147; Sussex, 1989:37; Tipping, 
1982:54). For miners, this strategy allowed them to streamline their inventories when 
travelling, making this process easy and efficient. Improvising and recycling items in 
this way allowed them to deal with new situations and needs as they arose in an 
inexpensive and efficient manner. As such, miners’ material culture was either 
transportable or disposable. Creating furniture allowed miners to raise items off the 
ground and allow activities to be more easily accomplished, generally improving the 
level of comfort within these structures. 
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Figure 2.15: Edward Snell ‘Raining hard. Spell oh!’ 11th June 1852; possibly 
interior of tent shown in Figure 2.3 (Griffiths, 1988:305) 
 
Figure 2.16: Eugène von Guèrard ‘George Griffiths and Carle James Morgan 
Tent, Ballarat, 16
th
 July 1853’11 
                                                 
11
 SLV: http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/116218  
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Figure 2.17: Henry Winkles ‘interior of a digger’s tent’12 
 
Figure 2.18: Henry Winkles ‘interior of a digger’s tent’ No. 213 
 
                                                 
12
 NLA: http://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-139457773  
13
 NLA: http://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-139457876  
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Figure 2.19: Charles Lyall, 1854, ‘Two diggers resting in their tent’14 
 
Figure 2.20: Edward Snell ‘Interior of out Tent on the Bullock Creek’ Friday 
April 9th 1852 (Griffiths, 1988:291) 
  
                                                 
14
 SLV: http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/71809  
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Miners’ Material Culture  
Equipment  
Despite their transient lifestyle miners owned a fairly diverse range of equipment, both 
for work and domestic functions, which was constructed out of a limited range of 
materials: metal, timber, and glass. Much of this equipment was purpose-made, but a 
fair amount was also recycled from other items. Basic mining equipment included 
shovels, picks, crowbars, tin dishes,
15
 buckets, and cradles or long toms. Other 
additional equipment included: spades, puddling or wash tubs, sluicing forks, tin pans, 
iron wedges, wheelbarrows, mattocks, axes, hatchets, trowels, dippers, rope, hammers, 
sledge-hammers, chisels, adzes, sieves, and windlasses (Figures 2.3, 2.5-2.6, 2.15-2.16, 
2.20, 2.23-2.26) (Fauchery, 1965; Griffiths, 1988; Korzelinski, 1979; Moore, 2000; 
Sherer, 1973; Tipping, 1982). Particular equipment that could be constructed of 
recycled material included washing tubs built of sawn-in-half beer-barrels or brandy-
casks or dippers built of pannikins or wooden containers tied to a pole (Bonwick, 
1942:15; Fauchery, 1965:68; Moore, 2000:181). This equipment allowed miners to 
meet most eventualities at an alluvial field, such as excavating, moving earth and rocks, 
cutting and damming channels, and washing dirt to recover gold, and was readily 
available from stores and blacksmiths. More complex devices, such as cradles, toms, 
sluice boxes, or riffle boards, were likely assembled from ready-made supplies of milled 
timber and metal components by carpenters and blacksmiths. As mining work 
continually wore down the edges of mining tools, miners were forced to regularly take 
them to blacksmiths for resharpening; when digging through hard deposits this could be 
as often as two or three times a day (Bonwick, 1942:8; Korzelinski, 1979:48; Moore, 
2000:8).  
Another multi-functional, but mining related, item owned by diggers was the 
‘fossicking’ knife that was usually stored in a leather case attached to their belt in the 
small of their back (Figures 2.19 and 2.23) (Korzelinski, 1979:60-61; Moore, 2000:33; 
Sherer, 1973:107). Their mining uses included picking gold from clay or between 
cracks in rocks, removing gold from cradles, and scraping the bottom of their holes 
(Bonwick, 1942:10; Korzelinski, 1979:49; Moore, 2000; Sherer, 1973:284). They also 
                                                 
15
 Tin dishes were apparently 18” in diameter across the top and 12” across the bottom with sloping 
shoulders, being in total around 3” to 4” deep (Clacy, 1997:51; Moore, 2000:167). An alternative 
description has them being made of tin, copper, or wood and 15” in diameter at the top, 10-11” at the 
bottom, and 5-5 ½” deep (Moore, 2000:179-180). 
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served multiple domestic functions including carving meat, as cutlery, or as a bottle 
opener, as well as being used for protection (Bonwick, 1942:20; Moore, 2000:54, 160). 
Besides knives diggers also attached bags for gold, matches, tobacco, or claypipes to 
their belts or elsewhere around their person (Korzelinski, 1979:129). Considering the 
prevalence of crime on the diggings gold was usually kept on a miner’s person, 
although cash and gold could also be buried or hidden within tents (Griffiths, 1988:290-
307). Gold was commonly stored in leather or canvas bags, or any other small 
container, especially when taking it to the store or gold-buyer for sale or depositing it 
with the commissioner for the gold escort (Fauchery, 1965:59-60, 70; Griffiths, 
1988:307; Moore, 2000:67; Sherer, 1973:182). Matchboxes were also commonly used, 
especially as miners knew roughly how many ounces of gold the different sized boxes 
from each manufacturer held (Bonwick, 1942:14; Clacy, 1997:52; Fauchery, 1965:69-
70). To manage their gold, mining parties may also have owned a balance, which was 
an indispensable item for businesspeople, to weigh this resource for redistribution 
among the party members (Fauchery, 1965:70; Griffiths, 1988:288).
 
Another prized 
possession of diggers were claypipes that were treasured and curated as long as 
possible, leaving them black, stained, and far better for smoking because of their greater 
flavour (Figures 2.15-2.16, 219-2.20) (Bonwick, 1942:21, 24; Gill, 1982; Griffiths, 
1988:285-317). Tobacco was commonly stored in tobacco tins or boxes which were 
carried everywhere by diggers (Griffiths, 1988:309, 317). Another entertainment 
activity of miners around the fire at night was music and singing which varied 
according to nationality and could involve instruments such as accordions, flutes, 
violins, fiddles, harps, or cornet-a-pistons (Bonwick, 1942:22; Griffith, 1988:290; 
Moore, 2000:25, 126; Korzelinski, 1979:59, 110; Sherer, 1973:75, 239-240, 250).  
A miner’s basic cooking set consisted of a kettle or billy, tin pannikin, tin dish, cutlery, 
and frying pan (Bonwick, 1942:20; Clacy, 1997:25; Fauchery, 1965:55; Korzelinski, 
1979:60; Sherer, 1973; Sussex, 1989:25, 46; Tipping, 1982:44).
 
Additions could include 
bowls, baking tins, coffee-pots, camp ovens, and pots (Figure 2.16) (Korzelinski, 
1979:60; Moore, 2000: 20, 27, 36, 109; Sherer, 1973:56, 251, 254). Pannikins, that 
could hold a pint and a half of liquid, were an incredibly versatile item used to consume 
all manner of beverages, soups, and stews, as well as hold gold when mining, as could 
billys (Figures 2.23-2.24) (Bonwick, 1942:10; Fauchery, 1965:70; Korzelinski, 
1979:60; Sherer, 1973:115; Sussex, 1989:30). Thus, these items were carried most 
places and used at work, at establishments such as sly grog tents, and within huts 
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(Bonwick, 1942:21; Moore, 2000:69-70; Sussex. 1989:30). Tin dishes also had multiple 
functions, such as being used with pannikins to make the batter for damper (Bonwick, 
1942:21). As pannikins could effectively be used as a spoon it sometimes took the place 
of this item in miners’ cutlery sets which, instead, included the fossicking knife as the 
most essential item, and sometimes a fork (Korzelinski, 1979:60; Sherer, 1973:56, 254). 
Therefore, the most streamlined miners’ tableware set consisted of a tin pannikin, frying 
pan, and knife, with the frying pan doubling as a plate (Bonwick, 1942:20; Korzelinski, 
1979:60, 71). 
 
Figure 2.21: Eugène von Guèrard ‘Tent of Mons. Guillerault 14 November 1853’16 
Considering the lawlessness of goldrushes firearms were a common item among miners 
and businesspeople, although they were also used to shoot game to expand their 
monotonous diet (Carboni, 1855:59; Clacy, 1997:29; Fauchery, 1965:49, 53; Griffiths, 
1988:276-277, 288-289, 301, 308, 317; Korzelinski, 1979:25, 63, 66, 131-132; Moore, 
2000:20, 164; Preshaw, 1888:54; Sherer, 1973; Tipping, 1982:52, 60). The firearm 
types favoured included six-barrelled revolving pistols, single-shot pistols, carbine 
rifles, muskets, shotguns, and double-barrelled shotguns (Fauchery, 1965:53; Griffiths, 
1988:276-277, 288-289; Holme, 1861:4 December 1860; Korzelinski, 1979:139; 
Moore, 2000:164; Sherer, 1973). The greater kit required for their maintenance and use 
                                                 
16
 SLV: http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/200474  
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included barrels of gunpowder, bags of shot, and boxes of caps with some miners 
casting their own shot by melting lead in frying pans (Carboni, 1855:89; Griffiths, 
1988:277; Holme, 1861:24 December 1860; Korzelinski, 1979:87; Sherer, 1973:147). 
To maintain their potency and effectiveness, as well as to warn criminals that miners 
were armed, loaded guns were fired every evening and reloaded for the night (Bonwick, 
1942:24; Griffiths, 1988:286, 288-289, 290-291; Moore, 2000:137; Korzelinski, 
1979:64, 87; Sherer, 1973:81, 180, 182, 250; Sussex, 1989:20; Tipping, 1982:40). This 
process caused quite a scene as shots were fired for hours as different parties retired and 
it could be dangerous for neighbours (Fauchery, 1965:53; Korzelinski, 1979:64-66; 
Sherer, 1973:182, 250; Tipping, 1982:40). Besides firearms miners also armed 
themselves with cudgels or clubs (Korzelinski, 1979:62). To avoid accidentally injuring 
friends or respectable miners there was an agreed code that anyone visiting a tent at 
night had to call out and announce themselves, otherwise miners were free to shoot or 
attack anyone approaching or coming too close (Korzelinski, 1979:63, 86). Dogs were 
also valuable security measures and companions who could be left to guard tents during 
the day and would warn tired miners of approaching criminals at night, although 
businesspeople also hired bodyguards (Griffiths, 1988:276; Holme, 1861:6 December 
1860; Korzelinski, 1979:10, 61, 63, 122; Moore, 2000:20, 164; Sherer, 1973:174, 182; 
Sussex, 1989:29).  
 
Figure 2.22: Eugène von Guèrard ‘Aborigines on the road to the diggings’ 1854 
(Tipping, 1982: Plate IX) 
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Figure 2.23: S. T. Gill ‘Diggers on Way to Bendigo’ (Gill, 1982: Plate 26) 
A miner’s bedding usually comprised one or two blankets, as well as sometimes a light 
mattress or a waterproof possum-skin rug bartered from local Indigenous people 
(Fletcher, 1984:f61; Griffiths, 1988:281, 315; Korzelinski, 1979:110; Moore, 2000:2, 
67; Sherer, 1973:13, 96, 101, 174, 180). When travelling, this bedding was rolled into a 
swag which was the miner’s main piece of luggage, along with equipment and 
provisions such as calico tents, spare clothes, firearms, tin pannikins and dishes, cutlery, 
frying pans, billies, spades, axes, picks, and meat, bread, tea, and sugar (Figures 2.22-
2.23) (Fauchery, 1965:48; Griffiths, 1988:295-296, 307, 315; Korzelinski, 1979:60-62; 
Moore, 2000:20, 35, 116, 158, 170; Sherer, 1973:173-188, 254). Small, loose provisions 
such as tea, salt, and sugar were carried in linen bags, while other equipment could be 
disassembled and hung from belts or swags, swung over the shoulder, or carried by 
hand (Bonwick, 1942:2; Korzelinski, 1979:60-61, 63; Moore, 2000:158). Generally, 
there were two methods of equipping and provisioning a party on a diggings: travelling 
light and purchasing equipment and provisions, either new or second-hand, on arrival, 
or purchasing equipment in nearby settlements and transporting it to the field using 
mules, pack horses, carts, or drays (Bonwick, 1942:2; Fauchery, 1965:48, 50; Griffiths, 
1988:276, 282, 286, 315; Korzelinski, 1979:24-25, 74; Moore, 2000:19, 35, 40; Sherer, 
1973:180, 238, 254). Having a horse and cart on the diggings was a valuable 
commodity as it allowed miners to easily transport their equipment and supplies if 
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required and earn extra funds by carting materials (Griffiths, 1988:281, 300-301; 
Korzelinski, 1979:70, 89). Both of these approaches have implications for how the 
material culture of miners would have been curated, sold, discarded, bought, and traded 
from field to field and need to be considered when interpreting the archaeological 
remains of miners’ huts.  
Due to the necessity of travelling light when leaving a field, mining parties often sold 
their tents, furniture, mining equipment, and claims when departing as a way of 
divesting themselves of heavy articles and procuring extra funds (Clacy, 1997:65, 69; 
Griffiths, 1988:284-285, 308; Korzelinski, 1979:115; Preshaw, 1888:60; Sherer, 1973). 
This was particularly necessary for many parties as they often stayed on a field until 
their funds were exhausted and then had to rely on selling their equipment to provide 
funds for the trip home (Sherer, 1973:254-255). Auctions also occurred when miners 
had unwanted goods or equipment while their mining operations were still underway or 
while they were travelling (Griffiths, 1988:305-306, 309, 311, 317; Korzelinski, 
1979:88; Tipping, 1982:42). Consequently, new mining parties were often able to 
cheaply acquire necessary equipment on arrival if they were willing to deal with 
second-hand goods (Griffiths, 1988:284-285; Sherer, 1973). The acquisition of supplies 
and equipment in this manner was often necessitated by the highly inflated costs of 
provisions and tools on a field due to their remoteness, transport costs, and item scarcity 
(Fauchery, 1965:56; Griffiths, 1988:281, 297, 298, 306, 310; Moore, 2000:35; Sherer, 
1973:176, 178, 202, 235; Tipping, 1982:19). This reselling of equipment by miners 
must be taken into account by an archaeological analysis of material culture from their 
huts as a possible reason for any lack of intact items.   
Overall, the majority of miners’ material culture was readily transportable or disposable 
with miners’ culture also cultivating practices that assisted the cycling of usable goods 
among the community as mining parties came and went from particular goldrushes. An 
idea of the complete inventory a mining party might possess is provided by Snell when 
he describes the assets of a party that were to be divided due to its separation after a trip 
from Adelaide and two weeks on the diggings (Table 2.3).This list matches the basic 
inventory items discussed above, but also includes some medicinal items, as well as the 
provisions necessary to support a horse and cart. It also provides details on the relative 
amount of funds expended on travel, provisions, and mining licenses. In all, it sums up 
the above discussion and gives a good idea of what items can be expected to be found in 
the archaeological remains of miners’ huts.   
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Table 2.3: Mining inventory of Snell’s party with item costs (Griffiths, 1988:285-
286) 
Function Item Price (Pounds) 
Mining and General 
Equipment 
1 Tent 2. 0. 0 
1 Cask 1 Dipper 1. 10. 0 
1 Bucket 1 Dish 0. 15. 6 
1 Pick, 1 Shovel 0. 9. 0 
1 Pick 0. 8. 0 
Pick 0. 12. 6 
Cradle 2. 10. 0 
1 Tub, 1 Pick, 1 Bucket, 1 Dish 2. 1. 0 
1 Axe 0. 6. 3 
Matches 0. 7. 3 
Rope, Sewing Twine etc. 0. 9. 0 
Total 11. 8. 6 
Cooking Equipment 
Pannikins, Plates, Spoons, Tin Dishes 0. 12. 8 
Knives, Forks, Pannikins 0. 7. 6 
Camp Oven 0. 12. 0 
Total 1. 12. 2 
Provisions 
Beef and Mutton 0. 19. 4 
1 Bag of Flour 3. 16. 0 
1 Bag of Flour 3. 10. 0 
1 Bag of Oats 3. 0. 0 
67 lbs Sugar 1. 13. 6 
1 lb Soda 0. 4. 0 
¼ lb Tartaric Acid 0. 3. 0 
1 Rum Keg 0. 3. 0 
1 Piece of Cheese 0. 8. 0 
Total 13. 16. 10 
Health 
Eye Lotion 0. 3. 6 
Saltpetre 0. 0. 6 
Total 0. 4. 0 
Horse 
Horse 20. 0. 0 
1 Set Trace Harness 2. 0. 0 
1 Pair Hobbles  0. 5. 0 
Horse Shoes 0. 11. 0 
Horse Feed 4. 15. 0 
Total 27. 11. 0 
Expenses 
3 Persons Expenses from Adelaide 12. 7. 9 
3 Licenses 4. 10. 0 
License 1. 10. 0  
Total 18. 7. 9 
 Grand Total 73. 2. 3 
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Miners’ Dress  
Historically, diggers wore a fairly standard outfit with deviations from it starkly 
signifying new chums unacquainted with their ways or middle- or upper-class 
businesspeople and observers (Fauchery, 1965:72; Fletcher, 1984:96; Korzelinski, 
1979:21, 55; Maynard, 1994:173; Moore, 2000:80-82, 100-101; Preshaw, 1888:57; 
Sherer, 1973:45). This outfit comprised a combination of the following (Figures 2.24-
2.26) (Carboni, 1855; Duyker, 1995:30, 105; Fletcher, 1984:93, 96; Griffiths, 1988:289, 
292; Korzelinski, 1979:21, 30, 38; Maynard, 1994:169; Moore, 2000; Preshaw, 
1888:61; Sherer, 1973; Tipping, 1982:16, 26, 47):  
 blue, red, or striped woollen, serge, or flannel shirts, jumpers, or guernseys; 
  red, blue, white, or striped undershirts; 
  blue, grey, or black waistcoats;  
 brown or blue beaverteen, monkey, or pea jackets;  
 buckled leather belts, red scarves, or braces;  
 brown, tan, grey, blue, or yellow canvas, corduroy, fustian, or moleskin trousers;  
 sou’-wester, drab or green wide-awake, cabbage-tree, or Californian hats or 
black felt sombreros;  
 blue, red, black, or striped neckties or neckerchiefs;  
 socks;  
 boots, long watertight Wellingtons, or gaiters; and 
  long beards.  
However, the blue shirt was perhaps the most emblematic element of diggers’ dress 
(Fauchery, 1965:72; Moore, 2000:11-12). Another defining characteristic was their 
rough, overgrown, sunburnt, muddy, dirty, and often ragged appearance (Bonwick, 
1942:3; Fauchery, 1965:72; Korzelinski, 1979:38, 55; Maynard, 1994:174-175). The 
result of this conformity of dress and appearance among diggers was that, generally, 
only skin colour and accent indicated ethnicity or nationality and it was impossible to 
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guess a miner’s background or social standing (Korzelinski, 1979:55; Sussex, 1989:30-
31). However, within this homogeneity of appearance was enough variation for diggers 
to reveal some aspects of their identity, as Eugène von Guèrard displays ethnic and 
status differences in his illustrations such as the colonial, Californian, and new chum 
(Figure 2.23) (Carboni, 1855:13-14, 85).   
 
Figure 2.24: Eugène von Guèrard ‘I have got it’ 185417 
                                                 
17
 SLV: http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/107147  
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Diggers rarely completely undressed, with the most clothing usually being worn at night 
for warmth, and minimal washing or maintenance of clothes was conducted, usually on 
Sundays (Bonwick, 1942:24; Maynard, 1994:115; Sherer, 1973:150; Tipping, 1982:16). 
Regardless of whether clothes were maintained by diggers after several months they 
usually began to wear out (Griffiths, 1988:302). It is unclear to what extent diggers 
owned spare changes of clothes and if so this probably only included another couple of 
shirts and a pair of trousers (Moore, 2000:19; Sherer, 1973:175, 254). Boots could be 
reinforced with iron toe and heel plates, hob nails, or metal studs to increase their 
durability and purchase (Korzelinski, 1979:21, 38). After heavy usage they could also 
be re-soled and re-heeled (Tipping, 1982:66).  
Where women are mentioned in the historical accounts or illustrated by contemporary 
artists they are dressed in typical colonial attire. This included sunbonnets, hats, muslin 
caps, long-sleeved coats, cardigans, shawls, aprons, long dresses, petticoats, and shoes 
and socks or stockings (Figure 2.25) (Gill, 1982; Maynard, 1994:178; Sussex, 1989:41-
42, 44, 55). Depending upon their situation and occupations women could be 
fashionably attired or rough and ragged like diggers (Maynard, 1994:113). Businessmen 
on the diggings similarly appear to have worn the same attire they used elsewhere in 
colonial life and, therefore, largely dressed according to their trade (Gill, 1982). 
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Figure 2.25: Eugène von Guèrard ‘Black Hill figures’ 1854;18 note different categories of miner such as New Chum, bottom left, and 
Californian and Colonial, top right
                                                 
18
 SLV: http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/143669   
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Figure 2.26: Eugène von Guèrard ‘Black Hill sketches’ 185419
                                                 
19
 SLV: http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/200368  
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The Miner’s Diet 
The miners’ diet was monotonous and unvaried to the point that it drove many of them 
to distraction. It comprised beef or mutton steak, chops, or other cuts that could be fried, 
boiled, stewed, or baked, with damper or bread and tea (Bonwick, 1942:20; Carboni, 
1855:83; Clacy, 1997:50; Duyker, 1995:69; Fauchery, 1965:63, 72; Griffiths, 1988:277-
317; Korzelinski, 1979:61, 64, 67-68; Moore, 2000:36; Sherer, 1973; Sussex, 1989:25; 
Tipping, 1982:40). This same fare was had for breakfast and dinner, although more 
involved meals were often produced on Sundays such as plum-dough or a broth or soup 
(Bonwick, 1942:20; Korzelinski, 1979:67-68; Sherer, 1973:181; Tipping, 1982:56). For 
lunch most miners did not eat a proper meal and, instead, relaxed with a cold meal of 
bread, with perhaps cheese, as well as tea (Bonwick, 1942:21; Korzelinski, 1979:67-
68). The monotonous diet of mutton chops, damper, and tea was mainly the result of 
meat regularly being the cheapest food available on the diggings, with flour, sugar, and 
tea being affordable, while all other provisions, especially fruit and vegetables, were 
expensive (Bonwick, 1942: 22; Clacy, 1997:41-42; Duyker, 1995:55, 76). On this diet 
miners could go for months without vegetables and could become susceptible to scurvy 
and other illnesses (Bonwick, 1942:22; Griffiths, 1989:298; Korzelinski, 1979:113). 
Variety was added when miners hunted for game such as fowl, ducks, hawks, 
wattlebirds, cockatoos, magpies, crows, miners, snipe, quail, turkey, possums, and fish 
(Duyker, 1995:69; Griffiths, 1988:276-317; Korzelinski, 1979; Tipping, 1982:52, 60). 
Rarer luxury items which were occasionally consumed included imported preserved fish 
like sardines, meats such as cold ham, cheeses, fruits, and pickles (Clacy, 1997:41-42; 
Duyker, 1995:55; Griffiths, 1988:300-301; Sherer, 1973:80, 147). Other meals 
occasionally consumed, especially on Sundays, included oatmeal, mutton pies or 
pastries, soups, stews, barley, rice, potatoes, onions, currant dampers, plum duffs, plum 
puddings, doughnuts or doughboys, and batter puddings for baked legs of mutton 
(Bonwick, 1942:21; Griffiths, 1988:291-314; Korzelinski, 1979:32; Sherer, 1973:178).  
Water was also an important provision for miners and was normally carried in casks or 
stored in buckets at tents (Griffiths, 1988:286, 290, 302, 304). It was also often a 
problem on the diggings, with usually only a few clean sources being available, and 
sometimes miners purchased barrels of water brought from elsewhere (Korzelinski, 
1979:67). Tea was the most common beverage, especially in the evenings around the 
fire or during social calls, but coffee was also consumed, and both were drunk with 
sugar (Griffiths, 1988:281-282, 313, 316-317; Holme, 1861:1 November 1860; 
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Korzelinski, 1979:21, 62, 67; Sherer, 1973; Tipping, 1982:40, 56, 59). Other non-
alcoholic beverages consumed by miners included ‘effervescent powders’ mixed with 
water and sugar or lemonade (Korzelinski, 1979:121).  
When women formed part of mining parties they were expected to cook and provide 
meals and drinks for their husbands, companions, or relatives, as well as their digging 
mates in most instances (Duyker, 1995:54, 67, 68, 76). It is unclear to what extent most 
diggers could cook for themselves, but this generally appeared to depend upon their 
original occupations (Tipping, 1982:62). Consequently, if a party had a dedicated cook 
they could usually look forward to having regular, sometimes slightly more diverse 
meals, but if they did not have a cook meals were more basic (Bonwick, 1942:21-22; 
Korzelinski, 1979:21, 60, 68). Female cooks could provide numerous dishes on special 
occasions, such as Christmas, or regular deserts such as tarts, cakes, and rolls when they 
had the resources, or could gather berries from the surrounding bush, and were valued 
for their abilities and economy (Bonwick, 1942:22; Duyker, 1995:54, 69; Tipping, 
1982:62). There were also some ethnic differences in relation to meals that were cooked 
by different mining parties with apparently Continental Europeans being more inclined 
to have broths or soups than the British (Korzelinski, 1979:21, 60, 68). Nearly all the 
meals described by the contemporary authors were cooked over an open fire outside the 
tent, at camping spots when travelling, or within hut hearths. Bread or damper was 
baked in the ashes of a fire, on a washed heated stone, in a cast-iron camp oven, or 
simply bought from a bakery on the field (Bonwick, 1942:21; Clacy, 1997:25; 
Fauchery, 1965:72; Korzelinski, 1979:63; Sherer, 1973:17). The ability to gather wood 
unmolested and have a roaring fire whenever one felt the need appears to have been a 
most cherished ability by European miners (Korzelinski, 1979:68; Sherer, 1973:251, 
253). In contrast to miners, businesspeople with their greater economic resources and 
often greater access to imported goods had a far more diverse diet. William Holme, a 
junior storekeeper at the Kiandra rush, recorded a fairly staple list of foodstuffs sold by 
his store to miners, but he cooked a variety of meals for himself and had especially 
‘luxurious’ meals when he dined with his colleagues at the main store (Table 2.4).  
Generally, miners’ regular supplies were meat, flour or bread, sugar, and tea, with 
irregular supplies being oatmeal, oats, coffee, ship biscuits, salt, butter, cheese, bacon, 
onions, pickles, currants, potatoes, cabbage, and rice (Fauchery, 1965:56; Griffiths, 
1988: 281-317; Moore, 2000:27, 109; Sherer, 1973:178, 235, 251, 254). Fresh meat in 
nearly all instances was purchased from butchers or from stockmen or pastoralists while 
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travelling or on the outskirts of goldfields (Fauchery, 1965:72; Korzelinski, 1979:63, 
81; Tipping, 1982:59). Usually it was purchased in large quantities, such as quarters, by 
a party due to the important part of their diet it fulfilled (Clacy, 1997:51; Fauchery, 
1965:72; Griffiths, 1988:286-317). In conclusion, despite goldrush diets having been 
commonly described as monotonous there is some indication that where experienced 
cooks were present and supplies available there could be more variability in the meals 
consumed by mining parties and businesspeople. However, generally, the diets of the 
latter were more variable than the former.   
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Table 2.4: Food and cooking methods mentioned in the diary of William Holme, 
1860-1861 
Date Foodstuffs Mentioned (Items 
Sold) 
Meals Mentioned 
7/11 Flour Rolly Polly Pudding 
10/11 Beef, Bread Tea 
15/11 Beef Steak, Mutton Chops Boiled meat in zinc bucket as frying 
pan had broken 
16/11 - Beef steak pudding 
17/11 - Cooked coffee 
18/11 Rice, Flour, Sugar, Tea - 
19/11 Flour, Tea - 
23/11 - Roast beef and gooseberry (bottled) 
tart 
25/11 Tea, Sugar, Flour Rolly polly pudding, melted butter, 
plum cake 
29/11 - Boiled pudding 
30/11 Flour, Rice, Sugar, Tea - 
2/12 Tea, Sugar, Tobacco Bullock hearts, potatoes, and Plum 
Duff (boiled) 
3/12 Flour, Sugar, Rice - 
4/12 - Boiling a piece of pork and a tongue 
in a zinc bucket 
9/12 Peas Lunch: Pasty, Dinner: Roast beef and 
red currant tart 
12/12 - Rolly Polly Pudding with red currants 
13/12 - Sausage meat 
17/12 - Currant Scones for Tea 
23/12 Rice Sardines, red currant tart from bottle 
fruit, Tea 
24/12 Milk (first time in 7 weeks) Tea 
25/12 - Plum Duff and Tea 
26/12 - Lunch: Plum Cake, Dinner: roast veal, 
ham, tart, plum pudding, blancmange 
(pudding) 
27/12 Milk Rice pudding, arrowroot blancmange 
30/12 - Tea 
3/1/61 Potatoes, Sugar, Bacon, Butter, 
Raisins 
- 
12/1 - Plum Tart, Currant Cakes, Roast Beef 
13/1 - Tea with ‘marg’ on currant cakes, 
Dinner: Roast beef, plum pie, and tea 
14/1 - Tea 
17/1 - Fried sausage, raspberry pudding 
18/1 - Boiled mutton caper sauce and apple 
tart 
20/1 Bread, Tea, Sugar Tea 
22/1 - Oxtail Soup, Tea 
28/1  Roast Mutton, Gooseberry Pudding 
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Summary 
This chapter has reviewed the prominent historical accounts of goldrush life with a view 
towards exploring and outlining the nature of the material culture which would be 
expected to be associated with this transient life. This review has demonstrated the 
common nature of mining settlements, how mining life was dominated by transience, 
what shelters miners and businesspeople used in different conditions, what their 
common inventories were, what they wore, and what their diets consisted of. It has also 
defined the archaeological theory of transience which can be robustly utilised to 
understand the choices miners and businesspeople made with relation to their lifestyle at 
goldrushes. Generally, the historical accounts of goldrush life demonstrate that miner’s 
material culture was utilitarian, functional, transportable, or disposable in accordance 
with this theory. Consequently, this chapter has provided a rich context in which to 
discuss and interpret the history of the Kiandra Goldrush and the archaeology of KTH.  
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Chapter 3: The Kiandra Goldrush 
Despite the rich historical accounts available for the Kiandra Goldrush only limited 
historical research has been conducted on this important event (Gregors, 1979; 
Hueneke, 1987; Moye, 1959; Smith, 1997; Tait, 1977; Warren-Smith, 1991). 
Consequently, to provide a vibrant historical context for the interpretation of the 
archaeology of KTH a detailed account of the Goldrush has been written for this 
research (Appendix 1). It is based on the reports available in the two main contemporary 
colonial papers, The Sydney Morning Herald and The Empire, the extant copies of 
Kiandra’s own Alpine Pioneer and Kiandra Advertiser, two diaries, other government 
documentation, and later published memoirs (McAlister, 1907; Onslow, 1890; Preshaw, 
1888). Taken together this documentation provides a vivid narrative and understanding 
of the rush and how mining ebbed and flowed during this period, how the settlement 
developed, and what everyday life was like practically on a day to day, or weekly basis. 
In the context of KTH it enables the fairly precise dating of occupation and particular 
archaeological features to different seasons or months of the rush. This chapter outlines 
the principal events and themes of the rush as they relate to the formation of KTH and 
the lives and fortunes of the miners and businesspeople who participated in this event.  
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Kiandra 
Kiandra is located within the treeless sub-alpine Eucumbene River valley in the Snowy 
Mountains of southeast NSW at an altitude of 1400m above sea level. At the time of the 
Goldrush, and for most of its later occupancy, Kiandra was the highest settlement in 
NSW making its climate unique within the colony (Gregors, 1979:1). The valley floor 
comprises a rolling plain characterised by low hills and frost hollows with creek lines 
which broaden out to flats closer to the Eucumbene. These plains are colonised by 
grassland dominated by Poa sieberana and Festuca lawrencei and only on the upper 
slopes and crests of the hills flanking the valley is Snow Gum (Eucalyptus pauciflora) 
woodland present which also features clumps of Black Sallee (Eucalyptus stellulata) 
(Smith, 1997:71). Beneath this is an understory of shrubs and grasses dominated by 
Bossiaea and Kunzea muelleri, while Podocarpus lawerncei also occurs on basalt 
outcrops. The restriction of trees to the ridge tops of the valley is the result of the cold 
air drainage pattern of the area which also prevented agriculture from being undertaken 
in the Eucumbene valley (Smith, 2003:18; Tait, 1977:8, 10). This meant that any 
permanent settlement had to rely on outside supplies. At the time of the Goldrush the 
closest towns were Tumut, 90km to the northwest, Cooma, 90km to the southeast, 
Queanbeyan, 100km to the northeast, and Tumbarumba, 50km to the west (Figure 3.1).   
The sub-alpine climate of the Kiandra region fluctuates between high summer and 
extremely cold winter temperatures (Table 3.1). Summer highs are in the order of 30 
degrees while winter lows are commonly below 0 degrees and associated with regular 
snowfalls. However, on most winter days the daytime temperatures rise above freezing 
point meaning that snow does not lie undisturbed across the landscape for months on 
end, and instead, regularly falls and melts causing freeze/thaw conditions (Gregors, 
1979:2; Moye, 1959:71; Smith, 2003:18; Warren-Smith, 1991:24). The prevailing 
winds are from the west or northwest and often affected site choice as settlements were 
placed in the lee of hills where they would be protected from these winds during winter. 
Kiandra has one of the highest levels of precipitation in Australia with its wettest period 
occurring between May and October (Gregors, 1979:2; Warren-Smith, 1991:24). 
However, during the warmer months from December to March rain is common and 
snow falls not unknown historically. As such, the weather at Kiandra is characterised by 
sudden changes and variability which puzzled and frustrated the participants of the 
Goldrush.  
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Figure 3.1: Location of Kiandra (Farrington and Parkes, 2008) 
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Table 3.1: Mean monthly temperatures and rainfall at Kiandra (Gregors, 1979:2, 
100; Moye, 1959:71; Warren-Smith, 1991:25) 
Month Temperature (Celsius) Mean Rain and 
Snow Falls 
Mean Minimum  Mean Maximum Highest-
Lowest 
Points and 
Mean 
Days 
January 6.0 - 6.1 20.6 – 21.1 -4 - 31 340 (91mm) 7-8 
February 5.8 - 6.2 20.7 – 21.0 -3 - 32 274 (71) 7 
March 3.9 - 4.0 17.8 – 18.2 -7 - 27 370 (95) 8 
April 0.4 - 1.1 12.8 – 13.8 -11 - 21 447 (112) 9 
May -2.0 - -1.5 8.5 - 8.7 -17 – 19 531 (146) 11-12 
June -3.1 - -3.2 5.2 – 6.0 -22 - 15 703 (187) 14 
July -4.4 - -4.8 3.8 – 4.1 -20 – 12 633 (163) 14 
August -3.3 - -3.9 5.2 - 5.4 -17 – 13 698 (162) 14-15 
September -2.0 - -1.2 8.7 -12 – 21 593 (152) 13 
October 0.7 - 0.9 12.6 – 12.8 -9 – 26 605 (163) 12-13 
November 2.7 - 3.3 15.8 - 16.2 -7 – 26 409 (117) 9-10 
December 4.7 - 5.1 18.3 - 19.2 -7 – 29 464 (100) 9 
 
The Goldrush 
One of the main peculiarities of Kiandra is its location and climate which had not 
previously been experienced at any other NSW goldfield. The wildly varying 
temperature and weather had a profound effect on the fortunes and nature of the field. In 
recognition of this the following historical discussion is divided into seasonal sections 
in order to demonstrate the influence the alpine climate had on the rush’s development 
and what part it ultimately played in its failure.
1
 
                                                 
1
 This section is a summary of the information contained in Appendix 1 and, therefore, the only 
references provided are to the relevant section of Appendix 1 for each paragraph, except for where new 
information is introduced. Appendix 1 discusses the goldrush on a monthly basis from 
November/December 1859 to February 1861 and this chapter summarises this history to a seasonal 
account. Appendix 2 provides all the populations estimates for the goldrush over this period and is 
referenced throughout this chapter where a population estimate is provided.  
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Figure 3.2: 1860 Kiandra features and locations overlaid on 1944 aerial 
photograph (© Commonwealth of Australia – Geoscience Australia (1944))  
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Summer 1859-1860 
Serious mining of alluvial gold at Kiandra along the length of the Eucumbene River 
near its junctions with Pollocks Gully and Bullocks Head Creek by a few mining parties 
began in early November 1859 (Figure 3.2). The existence of gold in the Snowy 
Mountains and particularly along the Eucumbene River had been known throughout 
most of the 1850s, but attempts by local residents to advertise the presence of payable 
deposits did not begin until the late 1850s. This resulted in several parties attempting to 
substantiate these claims in late 1859 which led to a report of payable gold in late 
November and the beginning of the goldrush. Fortunately for the diggers already on the 
scene the discovery was kept quiet throughout December while local parties from the 
Monaro and Tumut regions, and principally the Tumbarumba and Adelong goldfields, 
continued to monopolise the discovery. By early January there were reportedly about 
30-40 persons doing well on the diggings, but after news broke of the discovery in mid-
January and the rush began, this number soon swelled to 300-400 people (Appendix 
2:544). A camp town had begun to develop on the field by this time and requests for 
Gold Commissioners and police to visit and establish order had already been made. The 
local commissioners thought that the field would only be a summer diggings as they 
assumed that over the winter the area would be inaccessible and impossible to provision 
based on the advice of local residents (Appendix 1:441-442). 
Over the second half of January the rush intensified based on reports that Kiandra had 
been proven as a payable field. By the 25th the population had grown to an estimated 
700-800 men and one female and by the end of the month 900-1000 diggers (Appendix 
2:544). Stores and butcher’s shops were beginning to be established resulting in meat 
and sly grog being plentiful, but other supplies were scarce and expensive. At this point 
mining works were concentrated on the rich shallow alluvial deposits within the 
Eucumbene, but were gradually beginning to extend along its banks and tributary creeks 
and into the surrounding ranges as serious prospecting commenced. Meanwhile in the 
press some reports were already warning miners of the dangers of heading to the 
diggings as the coming winter was expected to bring heavy snowfalls from March 
onwards (Appendix 1:444-445).  
During February these warnings increased urging miners to avoid Kiandra until the 
spring when undoubtedly a large rush would occur, but they did not prevent its 
intensification, which led the government to proclaim Kiandra as a goldfield on the 
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10th. Meanwhile, on the 1
st
, two Gold Commissioners from Adelong had arrived with a 
small police force. They found the population to be generally orderly, despite its 
cosmopolitan character, and were soon able to quell any mining disputes. However, 
they still expected that Kiandra would be abandoned by March, or at worst May, based 
on the advice of locals. The cold and inclement weather was already becoming an issue 
for the many ill-equipped and attired diggers who owned only calico tents and blankets 
for shelter while proper winter attire was unavailable on the field. Early in the month 
this weather gave rise to a small exodus especially after a storm levelled all the tents and 
mining apparatus. Despite this and the advice of locals some miners and businesspeople 
were already announcing their intention to overwinter by constructing huts and caching 
sufficient supplies and suitable clothes. This included the publican William Kidd who 
was in the process of erecting the first weatherboard building. While there were 
scarcities of supplies on the diggings early in February, with most miners subsisting on 
meat and tea, enterprising businesspeople soon cut a basic dray road from Cooma which 
allowed supplies to reach Kiandra. Other local interests also began to agitate for roads 
to be constructed by the government to the diggings especially to facilitate its easy 
evacuation prior to the onset of winter (Appendix 1:445-448).  
At this time a tent settlement called ‘Camp Town’ developed on the valley floor and 
low hills to the west of the main diggings along the Eucumbene River (Figure 3.2). It 
became the principal business centre and epicentre of sly grog selling, crime, and poor 
behaviour. Around it miners’ tents were scattered across the valley at a distance from 
the mining claims along the Eucumbene due to a lack of timber on the valley floor. It is 
unclear if early in February this included tents located on the hill sides, but by the end 
of the month a small settlement of over fifty tents had formed on ‘a high hill opposite 
the diggings’ that was likely Township Hill. This site was probably chosen because it 
was high, dry, and close to the only available timber. However, at this stage there is no 
association between this camp and the miners reportedly constructing huts (Appendix 1: 
448).  
Over the latter half of February the population continued to grow from over 2000 
people, with reportedly only three women, to 3000-4000 diggers (Appendix 2:544-545). 
However, an apparent shortage of payable claims, and a perception that it was too late 
in the season to begin preparatory work on new ones, meant that many new arrivals 
were not occupied or frequenting the sly grog shops. Rowdyism, gambling, 
drunkenness, petty theft, and robbery were reportedly rife, especially within Camp 
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Town. Mining at this point was still centred on the rich two or three mile stretch of the 
Eucumbene that the first arrivals had claimed, but was beginning to increasingly spread 
along the river banks and nearby gullies, but without the same level of success. By the 
end of summer several dissenting voices began to emerge within the generally positive 
press arguing that the field’s prospects had been exaggerated and that it would be a 
failure. Their argument was that there was only one payable spot currently being 
worked out by 200-300 lucky miners. On the other hand, the commissioners were 
reporting to the government that the field was rich and extensive and was certainly to be 
the scene of a large spring rush of between 25000 and 30000 miners (Appendix 1:449-
451).  
Autumn 1860 
Despite warning in the press advising miners against heading to Kiandra this late in the 
season the rush continued during March. However, on the field miners continued to 
depart, some in disgust, due to the coming winter and unavailability of payable claims. 
This exodus continued to generate conflicting reports about the field’s prospects with 
local businesspeople being more positive and miners uncertain and doubtful. 
Nevertheless, the commissioners still considered Kiandra to be rich and extensive in 
their reports, leading the government to invest in its future by establishing postal runs, 
improving the regional roads, constructing guideposts along them, and committing to 
building a telegraph line. Much of this investment was supposedly aimed at preventing 
a large loss of life when the miners fled the field following the first snow falls. 
Meanwhile, the continued exodus was resulting in as many leaving as arriving, 
especially on wet or cold days, and the population generally fluctuating and turning 
over. Additional spurs were two periods of heavy rain, in amongst the generally clear 
weather, early and late in March which flooded the river damaging and stopping mining 
operations, as well as flooding many miners’ tents (Appendix 1:451-454). 
Early in autumn, despite the uncertainty about the field’s future, a growing number of 
miners and businesspeople were preparing to overwinter, mainly in the former case 
because they had good river claims and were intent on staying to shepherd them. Thus, 
they began constructing slab, mud, and bark huts within the treeline on the adjacent hills 
in order to be close to water and firewood, and stocking them with supplies. At this 
stage the population was around 3000-4000 people, who consisted overwhelmingly of 
men, but by the middle of March it included a number of women and children with a 
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few intending to overwinter (Appendix 2:545). By this time the commissioners and 
police had decided to abandon the field on the first snow fall and, thus, it was the 
intention of the principal storekeepers and many of the miners to depart then. Among 
the overwintering businesspeople one large weatherboard public house had been 
completed and a second and several other business premises were under construction in 
order to be prepared and stocked for the winter (Appendix 1:452-453).  
Meanwhile, the commissioners were beginning to plan for the establishment of a 
surveyed township with their preferred site initially being to the south of Pollocks Gully 
in the current location of Camp Town. This settlement now comprised the principal 
businesses, amusements, and sly grog shops, with the butchers being located on the 
opposite side of Pollocks Gully. Around this business centre the majority of miners’ 
tents were scattered across the surrounding hills near the treeline, while the remainder 
were situated along the river. Camp Town was still the centre of drunkenness, fighting, 
gambling, and thievery on the field, especially at night. Unfortunately, the police force 
was too small to do more than guard the commissioner’s camp and protect the gold 
escorts. Sly grog selling, daylight robberies, theft, gambling, hustling, fighting, 
bushranging, murder, prostitution, counterfeiting, and horse and cattle stealing were 
reportedly rife. This situation incited the miners to lynch law, such as head shaving, 
stripping, and whipping of thieves, as well as a near lynching which the police were 
only just able to prevent. Subsequently, the law abiding, respectable, population created 
a Vigilance Committee and small volunteer police force to act as a watch and patrol 
until an extra police detachment arrived. They also petitioned the government to station 
police at Kiandra over the winter, increase their number, appoint a police magistrate, 
and have a lock-up constructed. This volunteer force along with extra police from 
Adelong managed to check the field’s lawlessness while two extra police detachments 
left Sydney for the diggings (Appendix 1:455-457).  
During March mining was still focussed on the rich payable stretch of the Eucumbene 
which was centred on the flat where Pollocks Gully met the river and stretched for a 
distance along it up and downstream from this point (Figure 3.2). It was variously 
described as one to three miles long, but outside of this area along the creeks and gullies 
gold was only found inconsistently. Provisions were now plentiful and moderately 
priced, particularly meat, with tools often being freely obtainable from departing 
miners. However, it still appears to have been difficult to survive at Kiandra without a 
payable claim (Appendix 1:454-455).  
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By April negative accounts of miners who had left Kiandra dissatisfied were beginning 
to appear in the press and lessen the rush. It appears that the easily won gold had 
allowed interested parties to vastly overstate the field’s potential. At Kiandra itself there 
was considerable uncertainty about its prospects with the continually arriving miners 
temporarily swelling the population, but soon leaving disappointed both by the field’s 
fortunes and the closing winter. Consequently, dissatisfaction and disillusionment with 
Kiandra continued to grow within the mining population, but not among the merchants 
or government who still thought fortunes could be made in the spring through the 
discovery of an extensive field (Appendix 1:457). 
Throughout the first half of April, in accordance with the commissioners’ 
recommendation, many miners left. This exodus was exacerbated by heavy rains, 
storms, and cold weather that flooded the river bed claims, destroying mining works, 
and flattening many tents. It was accelerated by the first snow fall and severe frost and 
ice on the 12-13th and further heavy snow falls, wind, and rain over the rest of April 
that kept the river flooded. The first snow fall exposed the disorganisation of the 
government officials at Kiandra and Sydney resulting from its isolation. Initially, 
following their orders, the commissioners and police began preparations to leave. The 
prominent businessmen initially also began preparations to depart but then sent a 
deputation to persuade the commissioners and police to remain until a government 
response was received to their petition asking for a detachment of police to overwinter. 
With this request they managed to persuade three policemen to remain by offering them 
quarters. However, while these events were taking place the government had already 
made a decision to station a permanent force of commissioners and police at Kiandra 
over the winter and build them proper quarters. It is unclear what led to this; whether it 
was the petition sent by the businessmen or accounts of the number of people planning 
to overwinter and the field’s lawlessness in the press. In any case, soon after the first 
snow falls the relieving commissioner arrived to settle the field’s indecision and 
restlessness, and he was soon followed by an officer from the Colonial Architect’s 
office tasked with building a Government Camp, and a police detachment. The 
Government Camp was to consist of a Commissioner’s residence, Inspector’s residence, 
separate foot and mounted police barracks, lock-up, stables, and courthouse and be 
located on the south flanks of Dunn’s Hill overlooking Camp Town and the principal 
diggings (Figure 3.2). Construction began immediately, while provisions for the winter 
were also being stocked. An advantage to the commissioner and police overwintering 
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was that they would be on hand when the spring rush of an estimated 20000 to 50000 
miners occurred (Appendix 1:457-460).  
The population in early April had grown to 7000 people across the whole field, with 
between 3000-4000 people at Kiandra where the lucky miners with payable claims were 
attempting to exhaust them before the winter (Appendix 2:546). However, snow and 
rain from the middle of April onwards flooded them and seemingly signalled the end of 
profitable work for the season. This caused the overwintering miners to being 
preparations, such as race cutting, to sluice the gullies and hill sides, which were not as 
profitable, but were the only operations that could be successfully carried out over 
winter. It seems that many miners remained to shepherd their river claims, but planned 
on doing whatever other mining work they could over this period to provide themselves 
with a living. Following the initial snow falls there was a mass exodus which reduced 
the population to an estimated 1000 miners by the end of April, but apparently only 
around 500-600 businesspeople and miners planned on overwintering (Appendix 1:460-
461; Appendix 2:546).  
Early in April, after businesses had begun to migrate from Camp Town across Pollocks 
Gully to the north, the commissioners and government surveyors decided to locate a 
new Township in this area (Figure 3.2). Located on the slopes of Township Hill this site 
did not have the same issues with flooding and inaccessibility for dray traffic as Camp 
Town. Kidd’s public house, the first constructed on the diggings, was also located there 
and it appears further businesses and permanent public houses soon began to establish 
themselves nearby. This development was probably caused by the establishment of the 
main miners’ camp on Township Hill above this nascent ‘Township’. The miners’ main 
route to and from the diggings every day lay through this new settlement allowing them 
to purchase supplies, or stop for entertainments, on the way home each day. This 
Township consequently developed around a crossroads: ‘Broadway’ running east-west 
between the miners’ camp and the diggings and ‘Telegraph’ street running north-south 
joining the roads from Tumut and Cooma (Figure 3.3). After the first snow falls 
building work intensified in the Township and Camp Town among the businesses to 
replace their calico tents, which offered scant protection from cold and rain, with more 
substantial weatherboard buildings. By the end of April 18 to 20 timber buildings in the 
Township were completed and around 60 to 70 were under construction and likely to be 
completed before the winter. The miners’ tents were still primarily located on the hill 
sides near the timber, but as the exodus continued these camps were thinning out except 
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for the fewer bark, slab, or log huts of the overwintering miners. Of these, those with 
the funds to stock plenty of provisions were storing foodstuffs within their huts and 
supplies of water and firewood near their entrances. Despite these precautions, the press 
was concerned about the miners considering the expected difficulties in supplying the 
settlement during winter, the high cost of living this would create, and their inability to 
pay these costs because they would be unable to work due to the weather. By late April 
the inclement weather was already hindering provisions reaching Kiandra. Since many 
storekeepers had put much of their stock aside for the commissioners and overwintering 
mining parties, there were almost riots among the remaining hungry miners (Appendix 
1:461-463).   
The improved gold yields of Kiandra during March and early April encouraged the 
government to increase the gold escort from a fortnightly event - that had run 
intermittently since February - to a weekly one. It also spurred them to further invest in 
the field by establishing a court of petty sessions and post office and undertaking further 
regional road maintenance to prepare for the spring rush. At Kiandra the continued 
exodus, as well as the creation of the volunteer police force, helped to curb the field’s 
lawlessness. The decrease of sly grog shops in Camp Town and the new Township as 
legitimate businesspeople bought them out also assisted in this cause, restoring order. 
Sly grog sellers were also departing because the commissioners and police were 
planning to clamp down on them once the principal public houses were opened for 
business (Appendix 1:463-464).  
By May, although there were still miners arriving, the general exodus continued to 
significantly decrease the population to 2000 people on the whole field by the middle of 
the month (Appendix 2:546-547). Of these, reportedly between 500 and 900 miners 
intended overwintering. The continued exodus resulted in tents and tools being freely 
available as miners tried to sell off their unwanted goods prior to departure. Elsewhere, 
plans were already being made by potential miners to begin journeying to or arriving at 
Kiandra in late winter or early spring so that they could be assured of getting good 
claims. With this level of interest there was still a great expectation among the NSW 
Government, press, and commercial community that Kiandra would become a rich and 
extensive field in the spring (Appendix 1:466).  
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Figure 3.3: First plan of the Township of Kiandra, 1862 (Moye, 1959:28) 
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A period of good weather early in May allowed the flooded Eucumbene to subside and 
work to resume, as well as preparatory work and some sluicing on the bank and surface 
claims. It also served to entice some miners to return and attempt to overwinter, 
considering the absence of the predicted severe snowstorms to date. However, colder 
weather, strong winds, rain, and occasional hail and snow from mid-May onwards re-
flooded the river, destroying mining works, and halting work elsewhere. It also 
destroyed and damaged tents and worsened the roads, leading to higher provision costs. 
These interruptions were increasingly frustrating the miners as the high cost of living 
required them to work to sustain themselves. These regular interruptions were making 
them doubt whether they would be economically able to successfully overwinter even 
though, when the weather allowed surfacing and sluicing, it returned good wages 
especially at Surface Hill where a rush occurred late in May. Consequently, many who 
had not made preparations to stay departed as they could not afford to remain if they 
could not work. At this time the commissioners were refusing to register any claims 
which meant that if miners wanted to secure them they had to remain and shepherd 
them. This decision was a major reason for the estimated 500 miners deciding to 
overwinter. To accommodate these numbers 30 or 40 log and bark huts had already 
been built and stocked with provisions, with more under construction (Appendix 1:466-
468). 
By mid-May the Township of some 20 weatherboard, slab, and bark businesses had 
superseded Camp Town as the main business centre. With its decreasing importance 
Camp Town now mainly comprised ‘shanties’. As the stores and public houses were 
completed they began storing sufficient supplies for the winter, while business at the 
licenced public houses was in full swing, resulting in the police coming down on the sly 
grog shops and forcing their closure. While the removal of these establishments may 
have lessened some forms of crime, theft, robbery, and horse stealing increased briefly 
during May with the departing population. Otherwise, the government officials and 
business community at Kiandra were advocating for improved roads, particularly to 
Tumut, to bring down cartage rates. Currently, work was underway to improve the road 
to Russell’s, the nearest pastoral station to the east towards Cooma, which could 
accommodate slow dray traffic in good weather, but most supplies were still being 
transported by packhorses. These complaints, along with those of the local towns, led 
the government to accede to expending some funds on the regional roads, as well as 
exploring other routes to the diggings. Worries about keeping adequate communications 
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open with Kiandra, especially as the mail run to Cooma was continually being delayed 
due to the poor roads and weather, finally spurred the government to vote funds towards 
the construction of a telegraph line. It would connect to the main line at Gundagai (via 
Adelong and Tumut) and allow rapid communication with the outside world if the 
settlement was cut off during the winter (Appendix 1:468-471).   
Winter 1860 
At the start of winter most of the rush population had departed leaving an estimated 300 
to 600 miners (Appendix 2:547). However, the reports of the severe weather in the press 
were not discouraging European or Chinese miners from journeying to and continually 
arriving at the diggings throughout June. They were being drawn to Kiandra because of 
reports and speculation in the press, mainly by businesspeople and government officials, 
that a rich and extensive goldfield would be uncovered in the spring. In amongst this 
clamour there were some dissenting voices arguing that the field was not large enough, 
or of a nature, to support the population of thousands predicted during the spring rush. 
They also warned that heading to Kiandra now, before the spring, was a dangerous 
prospect as it would be difficult for the storekeepers to provide ample provisions after 
the settlement became snowbound (Appendix 1:471-472).  
Over the first half of June the weather grew increasingly cold and changeable with 
overnight frosts and regular periods of icy wind, rain, hail, sleet and snow. These 
conditions led to some sickness and death among the population and stopped the 
settlement from being supplied by any means except packhorses from Tumut. They also 
stopped mining in the river except for short periods, so miners were mostly surfacing 
and sluicing the surrounding hillsides, particularly Surface Hill. This is likely to have 
included Township Hill as there was a report of a rush there that resulted in several 
claims being staked early in June. Otherwise, when miners were not able to work they 
were earning wages by assisting with building construction in the Township. During 
this time the absence of the predicted severe snowstorms encouraged more miners to 
contemplate overwintering and constructing huts and storing provisions to this end. This 
was fortunate as over the second half of June the weather became far colder, wetter, and 
frostier with regular rain and snow falls. This led to prevalent influenza, diarrhoea, 
dysentery, and rheumatism, as well as some deaths, especially among those who had not 
prepared adequate shelter. It also halted mining, except for race cutting and sluicing of 
some of the hill and riverside claims. Miners, and especially new arrivals, increasingly 
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turned to construction work for wages where this was available as the supplies of 
building material were mostly stopped by the bad weather. Other particular provisions 
were also in demand, but the essentials, such as flour and tea, were still plentiful 
(Appendix 1:472-474).  
Within the Township continued speculation drove competition for business sites and the 
construction of permanent wooden buildings. This increased to the point that the 
commissioners were forced to conduct their own survey to allocate allotments, road 
reserves, and a market square to keep the peace. At this point the main street was still 
Broadway leading to the miners’ camp on Township Hill where calico tents fortified 
with mud and branches were situated near the treeline. While this was the main camp at 
this time, there was another smaller one of 50 or 60 tents on New Chum Hill. During 
June a newspaper, The Alpine Pioneer and Kiandra Advertiser, established an office in 
the Township, but did not as yet commence publication. By the end of June mail runs 
were in operation to both Cooma and Tumut, but both services were regularly 
interrupted and delayed curtailing the flow of correspondence. However, by this time 
the Telegraph line from Gundagai was finally under construction (Appendix 1:474-
476).  
At the Government Camp construction was completed during June, although some 
further additions were made to the commissioner’s residence and lock-up to enlarge 
them. Meanwhile, the rule of the police and commissioners had limited the field’s 
lawlessness to only horse stealing and petty theft. However, there was some 
dissatisfaction among the miners about the decisions of some of the commissioners on 
mining matters which led them to discuss the formation of a local court early in June. 
Camp Town nearby continued to languish as the Township waned, especially as drays 
were finding it difficult to reach it across the surrounding flats. The first Chinese arrived 
on the field on 4th June and were followed by several hundred more, bringing their 
population to between 300 and 400 by the end of the month. Soon after their arrival a 
Chinese Camp was established on a hill fronting the Government Camp and they began 
reworking old ground abandoned by the Europeans (Appendix 1:476).   
During July the issue of the imminent spring rush continued to receive considerable 
interest among the public and in the press, but now two separate arguments about 
Kiandra were beginning to crystallise: the first contended by the newspaper 
correspondents, storekeepers, and government officials that a rich and extensive field 
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had been discovered; and the second argued by some miners that it was far more limited 
and confined to a small payable section of the Eucumbene that was almost worked out. 
However, by early July the population had again swelled to no more than a 1000 
businesspeople, between 800 and 1000 diggers, and 700 Chinese (Appendix 1:478-479; 
Appendix 2:547). 
Over the first half of July the weather deteriorated further, with overnight frosts 
increasing, and a snowstorm with thunder and lightning depositing four inches of snow 
on the 4th. It quickly thawed out the following day, but inconvenienced the miners by 
forcing them to remove it from across their tents. This weather regularly halted mining 
several days a week, encouraging some parties to leave, while making footing 
treacherous. It also caused illnesses, such as colds, sore throats, and influenza, as well as 
some deaths. Where mining occurring during this period, such as in Whipstick Gully 
where deep sinking was underway, or sluicing in the river bed, it was increasingly 
found that a large initial outlay and preparatory work was required to successfully work 
claims. The need for large parties or companies to work claims led to complaints among 
the miners about claim sizes and the difficulties in amalgamating claims (Appendix 
1:479-480).  
Winter arrived on the 15th, bringing snow, sleet, rain, high winds, and storms that 
dumped snow to an average of two feet across the diggings isolating it from the outside 
world. Consequently, provisions rose rapidly in cost, bringing poverty and starvation to 
some new arrivals, and firewood and building supplies shortages, although unemployed 
miners quickly began hauling firewood for wages. The severe weather profoundly 
perturbed a large portion of the population and persuaded many parties to attempt to 
depart on foot on the 24-25th during a break in the snow with only a few being 
successful. This trickle became a flood during a larger break from the 27th, as 
frightened and unprepared miners departed. As drays and packhorses could not travel in 
this weather several storekeepers contracted around 200 unemployed Chinese miners to 
transport supplies from Russell’s. They achieved this by hauling the supplies on foot 
through the snow using bamboo poles. As they began delivering provisions to Kiandra, 
some Europeans also started using sledges to transport supplies. Prior to this there had 
been some minor provision shortages, but there were no serious demands for essential 
food supplies. While there was illness among the miners from exposure to the cold and 
wet, there was only one recorded case of severe frostbite resulting from drunkenness. 
Illness among the population, as well as fears that in the spring many ill-prepared 
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miners would arrive worn out from the journey and unprepared for the climate, led the 
commissioners and business community to begin the process of establishing a hospital 
late in July (Appendix 1:480-482).   
With this severe weather mining was greatly hampered by snow drifts, flooding, and 
frozen water. After any poor weather the river bed claims were often flooded for days 
while the surfacing and sluicing claims were only hampered by the inclement weather 
itself. This disruption to mining work was worrying the miners, as without a steady 
income they were uncertain how they would survive the winter with the current cost of 
provisions. Many also simply did not want to have to outlay funds to see them through 
prolonged periods of inactivity. However, the weather did provide both good income for 
drawing firewood, as many people were utilising large fires throughout the cold, and 
leisure time which the miners used for snowball fights, boxing matches, and drinking 
and drunkenness. During this period miners were still constructing huts and stocking 
supplies for up to two or three months. If these huts were not reinforced or firmly 
anchored, high winds could blow them away or cut the calico to ribbons. Meanwhile, a 
short-tail bush rat plague was so severe that those sleeping in tents were covered by 
them during the night. This led some enterprising merchants to import cats to the 
settlement to sell to the affected miners (Appendix 1:482).   
These experiences of the overwintering miners during this period were eloquently 
described in a letter from an anonymous woman staying on the diggings:  
Kiandra 9th August 
We had no mails for three weeks, owing to the fearful weather – snow and 
storm. Since the 15th of July, the ground has been covered three feet deep 
with snow on the average, but where the drift is thirty feet it would terrify 
you. This day fortnight we had to fly from our tent near the claim, and came 
up here near a mile and a half, for it was no longer safe to remain. James 
had to get out of the chimney, as we were completely blocked in, the snow 
quite as high as the top of the tent; not a very pleasant situation to be in. I 
never will forget the walk here up to my middle in snow, and James trying to 
drag me through. I had a man’s pair of Wellington boots on. We had to 
leave everything behind; we were lent a tent until we could get our own, 
which we did this week, and a good thing too, as all night and this day we 
have a fearful hurricane, with a return of heavy snow. I was able, through 
the kindness of a lot of young men, to get a good part of my things brought 
to me. The poor fellows brought my bed and bedding on their backs through 
the snow, with pots, pans, and so on, everyone carrying a load; the rest they 
put in the cart, covered over until they can bring them. God bless them for 
their kindness! No horses can travel; it is the poor Chinese that fetch 
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everything on poles, and of course they charge very high. For a fortnight no 
cattle could be brought in for slaughter. It is no use trying to give you any 
idea of what it is, as you, or any person not seeing, would not credit it. For 
two nights before we left the river I never took off my clothes or had a 
candle out. We could get no wood there; but here we are on top of a hill in 
the midst of timber, so can keep a large fire. We have a grand chimney in 
the tent, built of sods, which is a great comfort, not having to go out to cook. 
For God’s sake tell everyone to stay away until a month or two. There is 
nothing doing, nor will there be for sometime, until the weather breaks up. 
My heart aches for new arrivals – poor fellows – perhaps with light purses, 
and everything so dear. … If I could have formed any idea of the horrors of 
this villainous place, not all the gold in Australia would get me here; and 
unless I leave my bones here, I will leave in the autumn if not before. I don’t 
think a single person will be got to spend a second winter here. I would 
sooner beg my bread through the streets of Sydney. You could not hear 
yourself speak during the roaring of the storm. I saw that eighty young men 
arrived at Twofold Bay on their way here - Lord pity them if they arrive in 
this storm. I have to stop, as I just got a great fright, a part of our tent gave 
way. Friday, such a fearful night as we had no sleep. While writing I am 
standing up. I shall remember the year 1860 as long as I live. We have 
hundreds of rats running over the very beds (Sydney Morning Herald 
(SMH), 17 August 1860:5).   
This letter provides a graphic description of the conditions miners overwintering in huts 
had to contend with. It also demonstrates that the miners banded together to aid each 
other and would especially come to the assistance of a lady in need. From the 
description it appears that this couple had remained on their claim along the river in 
order to shepherd it during the winter, but were forced to abandon their initial hut and 
flee to the main miners’ camp at Township Hill where they could gain the assistance of 
other miners.  
Within the Township construction work intensified during the first half of July as the 
businesspeople aimed to have their buildings complete before the severe winter weather. 
Thus, five public houses and around 20 other weatherboard buildings were completed 
prior to the major snow falls which stopped the stream of building supplies and halted 
construction. At this time, Broadway remained the principal street along which the main 
businesses were situated. Together the Township and miners’ camp were described as 
comprising 300-400 wooden buildings or canvas and wood huts in early July. Of these, 
the huts predominated and were located principally in the miners’ camp, but also to the 
north and south of the Township on the lower slopes, as well as along the river. 
Meanwhile, the townspeople were agitating strongly for the survey and sale of 
allotments to replace the current business licence system and enable permanent 
landholding and put a check on the current land speculation. This licence system, by 
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which occupation was the only means by which land could be held, was encouraging 
the building boom as businesspeople consolidated their claims. Early in July the 
commissioners marked out a road through Camp Town along which businesses began to 
locate and construct permanent buildings. At this time the Chinese Camp, perhaps 
situated to the south of Camp Town, was relocated further down the river because of 
complaints from the European miners (Appendix 1:484-486). 
In the surrounding region the snow effectively stopped most of the migration towards 
Kiandra, encouraging some to stop and wait for warmer weather, while others became 
disillusioned and headed home. The press also began to publish warnings to dissuade 
miners from heading to Kiandra, where there was no accommodation, it was impossible 
to work, and very expensive to survive, until the spring. Throughout July the mail runs 
were continually interrupted by the weather while plans were underway to construct a 
post and telegraph office prior to the spring. Additionally, the government was also 
making plans to increase the force of commissioners and police in the spring, as well as 
sending a road superintendent and overseer to improve the roads (Appendix 1:483-484, 
486-487).  
By August more negative reports about Kiandra were appearing in the press fuelled by 
the experience of disillusioned and disheartened miners who had been driven from the 
field. Despite these warnings, European and Chinese miners continued to flock to 
Kiandra during the month, especially after the weather began to clear. Thus, by mid-
August the population had increased to around 1900 miners, comprising at least 1200 
European and 700 Chinese (Appendix 2:547). However, many new arrivals were 
unimpressed due to the unavailability of payable claims and thus the first bout of 
inclement weather usually drove them away resulting in regular exoduses. Otherwise, 
the press was still convinced that a rich and extensive field would be uncovered in the 
spring despite murmurings to the contrary among the miners. This included the Alpine 
Pioneer which printed its first issue on the 3rd and was quickly accused by the miners 
of exaggerating the field’s prospects for its own benefit (Appendix 1:489-491).  
At the start of August the weather was cold and frosty overnight, but relatively fine 
during the day with an average of one to two feet of snow which was slowly beginning 
to melt turning into slush and mud. It prevented only lightly loaded drays and 
packhorses or sledges from reaching the settlement, while the majority of provisions 
and building supplies were being ported in by the Chinese. Further supplies arrived 
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once the weather cleared, but the mails and gold escorts were delayed for a couple of 
weeks due to the flooded rivers in the region. The storekeepers were becoming seriously 
concerned about how they were to feed the spring rush as the weather and bad state of 
the roads meant that it was exceedingly difficult for supplies to reach the diggings 
(Appendix 1:490-491). 
Following the fine start to August the weather became increasingly changeable with 
periods of cold winds, sleet, heavy rain, hail, frosts, snow, and fine sunny weather. The 
periods of inclement weather flooded the river, disrupting and damaging mining, while 
the sunny periods melted the snow across the field turning it to mud. When mining was 
possible sluicing was the principal activity at Surface Hill, Jackass Flat, Pollocks Gully, 
Bullocks Head Creek, and along the river (Figure 3.2). Surfacing or sluicing may also 
have occurred on top of Township Hill as it was reported late in August that miners 
were at work there, but without yet discovering a payable deposit. Elsewhere, shafting 
and tunnelling also commenced at Jackass Flat, Surface Hill, and New Chum Hill in 
search of quartz reefs which marked a departure from previous mining methods. 
However, with the exception of a minor rush to Jackass Flat after a quartz reef was 
rumoured to have been discovered, neither these works, nor the renewed prospecting 
had resulted in the discovery of another good payable diggings. Many miners declared 
that the original Eucumbene diggings were still the only profitable spot even with 
reworking and they were urging the press to warn people from coming to Kiandra as 
there were no available claims. At this time a dispute between the Surface Hill sluicers 
and river bed miners resulted in a confrontation between the commissioners and the 
miners. It sparked further complaints about the field’s governance and claims sizes and 
encouraged a portion of the digging community to attempt to establish a local mining 
court through a petition to the government. However, apparently ‘better class’ diggers 
were generally against this institution as it usually only provided power to ‘lower class’ 
diggers (Appendix 1:491-494). 
During August within the Township weatherboard stores, banks, and public houses 
continued to be built along Broadway, while around it several slaughter yards were 
constructed as premises for arriving butchers. There was a fierce competition for 
allotments and flurry of construction work in the Township and Camp Town following 
the fine weather early in August to complete businesses prior to the spring rush. 
Between the two business centres there was also competition for the location of the post 
and telegraph office, but ultimately the Township became home to this institution. 
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Considering the cold weather and the toll it was taking on road weary new arrivals; 
poor, hungry, unemployed miners; and those suffering from exposure in their huts there 
were also continued calls for the establishment of a hospital. Currently, those injured at 
work were forced to rely on the charity of mates, miners, and other members of the 
community to form a subscription to keep them until they recovered. However, in 
amongst all this construction there were no plans to build a church that could improve 
the population’s moral standards, although by the end of August there was a minister 
performing services in the Township. Agitation about these issues apparently led the 
principal storekeepers and police to stop Sunday trading at the start of September 
(Appendix 1:495-496). 
Following the severe snowstorms in late July the spread of miners’ huts contracted to a 
degree towards the main miners’ camp on Township Hill, possibly due to the exodus 
and the greater safety this location offered. Many huts along the river, as well as the 
camps on other hills, such as New Chum Hill, were abandoned. Since the Township Hill 
camp was in the treeline, the trees prevented snow drifts from forming over the miners’ 
huts, while also providing ready access to firewood, making it a far preferable location 
(Appendix 1:495).   
Throughout winter an issue that received considerable attention within the colony was 
the construction of proper roads to facilitate the spring rush and cheap and efficient 
supplying of Kiandra. To this end, the surrounding towns consistently petitioned the 
government for road improvements arguing that their routes were the fastest and safest. 
Agitation even began in Sydney to open a good road to Kiandra so that trade and gold 
flowed to the capital and not anywhere else. Meanwhile, at Kiandra the business 
community continued to petition and agitate for the construction of dray roads to both 
Cooma and Tumut. This agitation resulted in new road surveys, construction, and 
maintenance in order to provide a generally workable south road system. In July a road 
engineer was appointed to improve all the approaches to the diggings for dray traffic 
and early in August a road overseer arrived at Kiandra to improve the road to Russell’s 
at great government expense. The government also constructed police buildings at all 
the main settlements and stopping points along the main routes to provide safety for 
travellers and the gold escort. Businesspeople also began to prepare for the spring rush 
by constructing private punts and bridges, as well as numerous public houses and other 
businesses along these routes (Appendix 1:477-478, 487-488, 497-408).   
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Spring 1860 
During September it was still considered among the press, commercial community, and 
colonial government that as soon as the weather cleared there would be a massive rush 
to Kiandra. As the weather gradually improved and the roads dried and hardened first a 
trickle and then a flood of European and Chinese miners started for Kiandra. However, 
after arrival they often soon departed unimpressed with the field’s prospects or not 
having the preparation, funds, experience, or perseverance that was required for 
successful mining. So while the population steadily increased to an estimated 3000 
people in mid-September it was constantly in flux as miners arrived and departed 
(Appendix 2:548). Through this process Kiandra gained a bad reputation as departing 
dissatisfied miners acted to discourage those on the way from completing the journey. 
The newly discovered Lambing Flat goldfield, near Young, also began to draw away 
disappointed miners due to its lower cost of living and better prospects. To combat this, 
reports appealed for only patient, experienced, and prepared miners with capital to head 
to Kiandra, but generally the view that there were only a few, completely occupied, 
payable spots available began to dominate reports. Even the head commissioner stated 
that all available ground was occupied and new arrivals would need to prospect to find 
new payable diggings. Generally, it became increasingly obvious that commercial 
interests had inflated the field’s prospects, which now left its future uncertain 
(Appendix 1:498-500).  
During September the weather was extremely changeable alternating between sunshine, 
rain, heavy rain, high winds, hail, thunderstorms, snow, snowstorms, sleet, frosts, and 
cold winds. Mining was continually interrupted and dams and races damaged or 
destroyed causing uncomfortable delays, financial stress, and frustration among miners, 
and often the provisioning of the field was halted or delayed. The more severe storms 
also sent torrents of mud and water down Broadway through the Township and levelled 
tents and damaged miners’ huts. Mining matters, however, received a boost after deep 
sinking at New Chum Hill encountered payable deposits and sparked a small rush and 
further deep sinking and tunnelling. Consequently, this hill became the hope of the field 
although exploration of its deposits was slow and the business community were tardy in 
organising a prospecting association to fully prospect other parts of the field. A similar 
problem was encountered by miners who discovered a quartz reef at Surface Hill 
through deep sinking and tunnelling sparking a small rush late in September. After they 
exhausted their funds they could only convince the business community to invest a 
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small sum in further work to investigate the reef. Elsewhere, when work could be 
undertaken in the river good wages were being produced, even with reworking, and 
sluicing readily continued when possible. Particularly, on the 14th a surfacing party of 
four operating on Township Hill recovered 4 ounces of gold, including three nuggets, in 
a day and it was expected that this good return would lead to other parties beginning 
work there. Meanwhile, sluicing continued at Surface Hill despite the previous dispute, 
while the agitation among the miners for a local mining court gradually died as the 
process became tied down in bureaucratic procedures and the apathy of the majority 
won out. Otherwise, a large amount of prospecting was underway in the Snowy 
Mountains to the south of Kiandra in search of new payable diggings (Appendix 1:500-
501, 503-505).  
When possible throughout September construction in the Township and Camp Town 
continued apace, with the former increasing in size and the latter springing up again, so 
that the business community and government would be prepared for the spring rush. 
Within the Township construction on the post and telegraph office began late in 
September, while plans were also put in motion to construct a police lock-up and 
guardroom. This latter step was necessary as the Township had become the commercial 
centre, but was completely out of sight and uncomfortably distant from the 
commissioner’s camp, which had been positioned to survey and control Camp Town. 
However, crime no longer appeared to be a major concern, although there were nightly 
fights and brawls and some sly grog selling, gambling, and larceny in the Township, as 
well as dirt stealing and clandestine claim working at Surface Hill. Generally, within the 
Township and Camp Town businesses were multiplying and diversifying with alarming 
speed. Part of this diversification involved the opening of a dancing saloon and ball 
room at the Empire Hotel which was attended by several ladies and three dancing girls. 
However, there were certainly not enough female partners for the demand by the 
diggers on this occasion. Prior to the spring, women on the diggings had been rare, but 
by late September their numbers were growing so that there were usually a ‘dozen or 
two’ seen walking throughout the Township on a Sunday. Following the crack-down on 
Sunday trading many diggers had nothing to do but sleep or drink the day away as 
church services were still irregularly held and attended. Consequently, the leading 
businesspeople and commissioners started a subscription to support a clergyman and 
build a church, but it was poorly supported by the population (Appendix 1:502-503, 
505-506).  
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By October it was evident that the spring rush was not bringing anywhere near the 
number of miners imagined by the government and press during the autumn and winter. 
This left the population continually in flux with an estimated 3000 people present early 
in the month, but as October continued it decreased to less than 1200 (Appendix 2:548). 
This exodus, particularly of new arrivals, was still the result of the high cost of living 
and unavailability of payable claims that could by inexpensively and efficiently worked. 
Many miners en route were also being turned back by the news from departing miners, 
as well as by already having exhausted their funds. The Waygunyah rush, near 
Rutherglen, in Victoria from the middle of October also enticed a fair portion of miners 
away, even though reports declared it to be a storekeeper’s rush, before it subsided late 
in the month. Meanwhile, Lambing Flat was increasingly attracting miners to its more 
promising fields. Despite this continued exodus, the newspaper correspondents still 
considered Kiandra to be a good prospect and were certain that further diggings would 
be discovered that could reinvigorate the rush. In contrast, some miners were already 
calling the field a failure (Appendix 1:511-512).  
During October the weather was not as severe, but was still changeable, alternating 
between rain, sleet, hail, snow, storms, cold winds, and periods of fine sunshine that 
steadily increased in frequency, as well as temperature, as the month progressed. 
Inclement weather still regularly interrupted mining but generally finer periods allowed 
operations to improve. Particularly, shaft sinking and tunnelling were increasing in 
importance, especially at New Chum Hill. The commissioners acted to encourage 
exploration of the field’s deep leads by granting extended claims to those willing to 
undertake this work. Throughout October at New Chum Hill the sinkers continued to do 
well until the hill became flooded and it was necessary for further tunnelling to be 
undertaken to help drain its depths. During this process sluicing also commenced and 
increasingly gained in importance here. Elsewhere, sluicing continued with good 
success at Surface Hill, Jackass Flat, Whipstick Gully, Pollocks Gully, and in the river 
especially after the commissioners granted all water on the field to this work. Some 
sluicing also occurred on Township Hill where a party had been working ‘near the 
dams’ for some time and were making wages. Otherwise, the Surface Hill quartz reef 
was found to be not payable, while another quartz reef discovered at Jackass Flat was 
successfully worked during the month (Appendix 1:512-514).  
Considering the direction mining was taking, the commercial community finally 
decided to invest in the field’s future by organising and funding a prospecting 
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committee. Its first action was to commence further exploration of the deep leads at 
New Chum Hill and Township Hill. At the former, this involved tunnelling into the 
south side, while at the latter several shafts were to be sunk across its north side. 
Subsequently, an extended claim was granted to the party of Carmichael, Barry, and 
O’Donnell on Township Hill with work on the first shaft beginning on the 29th by eight 
miners who would continue night and day until the lead was encountered. The New 
Chum Hill tunnel was commenced around the same time by a party of nine working day 
and night and was the great hope of the field at this point (Appendix 1:514-515). 
Claim size continued to be a contentious issue during October as many miners thought 
the current claims were too small considering the investment and preparatory work 
required before the field’s shallow deposits could be exploited. As such, it was proving 
uneconomical for many parties to work their claims under the current regulations, 
especially in concert with the high costs of living and frequent disruptions caused by the 
weather. The commissioners had not helped this issue as different officials had used 
their discretionary powers to grant different sized claims across different parts of the 
field. Ultimately, these rumblings caused the business community to twice petition the 
government to increase claim size, particularly when the miners were abandoning the 
field for the Waygunyah rush. While at first the government argued that the miners had 
not bothered to establish a local court which would have allowed them to adjust claim 
sizes, they relented once the Waygunhah rush began and granted double sized claims to 
prevent the population heading to Victoria. Over the coming months the net effect of 
this confusion about claim sizes was continual claim jumping and fighting which 
resulted in most being worked in an unproductive manner and needing to be reworked 
again. Otherwise, the original local mining court bid ended unsuccessfully, but due to 
dissatisfaction with the rule of the commissioners, a second petition was organised by 
the prospecting committee late in October (Appendix 1:515-516).  
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Figure 3.4: ‘Kiandra in 1860’;2 sketch taken of the Township from the Camp Town area; note Broadway running uphill
                                                 
2
 National Library of Australia: http://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-135589341  
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At the start of October the fortunes of the Township and Camp Town were beginning to 
diverge rapidly as the former surged forward and began to achieve a respectable 
appearance. This included the construction of stone and timber walkways along the two 
principal streets as they were prone to turn to mud following wet weather. Broadway 
still remained the principal street demonstrating that the Township Hill was still the 
main miners’ camp (Figure 3.4). However, several tents and stores were erected on New 
Chum Hill following the rush there early in October. For the miners who had survived 
the winter in huts this experience was enough to convince them not to attempt it again; 
if they remained for another winter they would do so in properly constructed buildings. 
Around mid-October the telegraph line was finally finished and was rushed by the 
populace considering the quick communication it offered with the outside world. Within 
the Township women were also more in evidence, especially at the dancing halls 
associated with the main public houses (Appendix 1:517-518).  
Camp Town continued to languish as it failed to gain any government services apart 
from the hospital late in the month, but its location on the edge of Camp Town was 
primarily because of its proximity to the diggings and for health reasons. Its 
establishment was the result of the successful lobbying of the government by the 
community. The government agreed to provide some funds, the services of the clerk of 
works, Mr Kingsmill, and some supplies towards the establishment of the institution, 
but the community would have to fund its operation costs. To this end, the hospital 
committee threw several further successful fundraising balls and concerts throughout 
October. Meanwhile, an Anglican clergyman was dispatched to Kiandra late in October 
on the understanding that half his stipend would be provided by the Church and the 
other by the populace (Appendix 1:518-519).  
Despite complaints from the miners about the high cost of living, as October continued 
and the rush did not eventuate, but the supplies ordered by the storekeepers slowly 
trickled in, the market became glutted and prices fell. Likewise property and claim 
prices decreased due to the exodus, making it slightly easier for new arrivals to make a 
start at the diggings. Crime also further decreased with only small misdemeanours such 
as the sale of fake gold, theft, drunkenness, gambling, or fighting still occurring. 
However, sly grog selling was still prevalent and police attempts to stop it were not 
making a good impression on the miners. This was because they utilised undercover 
officers who often only brought convictions against honest diggers merely after a glass 
to warm them in cold or wet weather, or after a hard days’ work (Appendix 1:519). 
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By November the consensus among miners was that the rush had failed and that its 
prospects had been exaggerated by interested parties in the press, government, and 
commercial community. The principal reasons given for its failure were the existence of 
only one good payable spot, the unreasonably high cost of living, and a climate which 
was damaging to individual health and continually interrupted mining work. The exodus 
continued to decrease the population to an estimated 2000 to 3000 people by mid-
November and around 800 to 900 diggers by the end of the month (Appendix 2:548). 
As Kiandra’s prospects waned miners became increasingly keen to depart at the merest 
mention of a new rush, and as Lambing Flat flourished numbers were increasing drawn 
there. Early in the month the Waygunyah rush was also still drawing away some miners, 
but after it failed this flow stopped and some returned. Around mid-November the 
Crackenback diggings, on the Thredbo River to the south, was discovered, resulting in a 
rush there from the 20th onwards. This proved a boon for Kiandra’s storekeepers as 
their surplus stock could be sent there for a profitable return which was not available in 
the current glutted Kiandra market. However, this initial rush to the Crackenback died 
by the end of November, as the field was found to be of a limited extent, with some 
miners returning to Kiandra, but most heading to Lambing Flat. Apparently, many of 
the departing diggers were doing so because of the harsh living conditions and the 
prevalence of drinking and drunkenness on the field, which had left them destitute. 
During the severe winter weather many diggers had sought refuge in sly grog shops and 
public houses with their roaring fires and developed a thirst for hot grog that had only 
increased during the winter and spring and led to debauchery and drunkenness 
(Appendix 1:522-523).  
After the clearing weather of October, November brought a return to the changeable 
conditions of early spring. Over the first half there were longer periods of fine weather 
interspersed with colder periods of rain, hail, and snow, while over the second half rain, 
hail, snow, and storms were more common. Both fine and inclement weather had their 
drawbacks as during fine spells water supplies became a problem for the sluicers, while 
inclement weather always served to halt work and sometimes damage workings. At 
New Chum Hill the hill sinking, and increasingly the sluicing, were returning good 
results providing some hope for the field during early November, although as the month 
progressed, water at depth for the sinkers became a serious problem even though the 
lead was struck. Elsewhere, company mining was steadily taking over as capital and 
preparation became increasingly necessary to economically work and rework claims, 
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particularly in the river. This development was a great deterrent to new arrivals who 
were interested in small scale mining that required little start-up capital. Under this new 
paradigm, sluicing remained the main form of mining, working and reworking ground 
around the Township, at Pollock’s Gully, Chinaman’s Flat, Whipstick Gully, Jackass 
Flat, Surface Hill, and in the river. Otherwise, despite some good finds at the quartz reef 
at Jackass Flat the excitement about this area subsided (Appendix 1:523-526). 
During November the work of the prospecting committee continued to be the great hope 
of the field, as if the deep lead was struck at New Chum Hill or Township Hill it was 
thought that the exodus could be stopped and reversed. On Township Hill the first 
prospecting shaft was sunk on the east side of the northeast spur of the hill and 
abandoned at a depth of 55 feet after hitting bedrock without encountering the lead. A 
second was then commenced further around on the north side of the hill, but work was 
halted at 66 feet due to problems with water, although more promising strata were 
encountered. Thus, a third was begun further to the north and both shafts simultaneously 
worked in an attempt to beat the water problem. Late in the month this third shaft was 
down 55 feet and had encountered a promising wash that led to expectations that deeper 
down a payable deposit would be encountered. This possibility led several parties to 
begin shafts nearby in case payable gold was struck. On New Chum Hill work on the 
prospecting tunnel continued throughout the month without encountering the lead 
(Appendix 1:526-527).  
Meanwhile the Township was increasingly presenting a tidy and respectable appearance 
as construction work continued and new and varied facilities appeared. This included 
the completion of the post and telegraph office and the start of construction on the 
hospital. The Anglican Reverend also arrived mid-November and commenced Sunday 
services in the Township, but despite good intentions, a dedicated space was never 
organised for these services. The construction boom within the Township was being 
fuelled by the businesspeople’s faith in the goldfield and as the businesses there became 
more established a community began to develop. However, it still included few women, 
as most of the female population comprised dancing girls who were often assumed to be 
prostitutes by middle-class observers as the dancing halls were they worked were 
considered to be disreputable. A few, possibly more respectable, women were present in 
the Township as one woman performed at balls or concerts for the benefit of the 
hospital or the prospecting fund. Ultimately, the number of women had increased to the 
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point that one of the principal stores began advertising a range of ladies’ clothing and 
accessories for sale late in November (Appendix 1:527-528).  
Despite the declining population the Township Hill miners’ camp was still occupied as 
a digger’s horse was lost or stolen there early in November and advertisements printed 
in the Alpine Pioneer for its return throughout the rest of the month. Otherwise, there 
was enough mining occurring and miners on the field for the camp to still be mostly 
occupied, despite the failing rush. At this time horse stealing appears to be the only 
major crime occurring, probably due to the large number of departing miners, as 
otherwise the population was mostly orderly except for the nightly drunkenness and 
fighting (Appendix 1:528-529).  
While interest in Kiandra continued through September and October improvements 
continued on the regional road system encouraging businesses to settle themselves 
along these routes. However, some road sections were still in a dreadful state prompting 
many discussions and disputes in the press about which routes were the easiest and 
fastest. Apparently, the large amount of funds expended by the government on road 
improvement had been mismanaged and wasted, as dray traffic was still difficult along 
many routes, and supplies were taking an inordinately long time to reach Kiandra. At 
Kiandra, work on the road to Russell’s progressed slowly during September and was 
found to require more funds which were soon granted by the government and the road 
completed by November. Prior to this, drays could only reach Kiandra when the 
weather was fine, leading to a high cost of living and some item scarcities. Likewise the 
mail runs, particularly from the Cooma side, were regularly interrupted by flooded 
rivers and the poor roads throughout spring, even after the service was increased to a 
daily run in November. Once the road improvements were completed drays and 
American wagons were able to easily reach Kiandra and the supplies they brought soon 
glutted the market, forcing a decrease in the cost of living. On the other side of Kiandra 
improvements had been made to the Tumut road by early October, easing travel along 
this route, but not yet allowing drays to reach Kiandra from this side (Appendix 1:507-
508, 520-521, 529).  
Summer 1860-1861 
The advent of summer was not advantageous to Kiandra’s prospects as it brought a 
second sustained rush to the Crackenback at Kiandra’s expense. This was despite the 
arrival of more regular summer weather that throughout December was only 
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occasionally broken by rain, hail, snow, and storms, mainly early in the month. The 
outbreak of the Crackenback rush was particularly ill-timed and unfortunate for Kiandra 
as it was too distant to act as a central depot for it and, so, could not directly benefit 
from its discovery and prosperity. Its attraction for many miners was their weariness 
with Kiandra’s harsh weather and living conditions and their desire for a change and 
chance for prosperity elsewhere. Some miners acted rashly by selling out of good 
payable claims to head to the Crackenback as it was fated to fail late in December and 
encourage more miners to head to Lambing Flat. Before it failed it drew away a large 
number of miners from Kiandra, much of its surplus supplies, as well as several 
commissioners and police, decreasing the population to an estimated 1200 people, 
including 400 diggers, by the end of 1860 (Appendix 1:530-532; Appendix 2:548-549).   
With the increased fine weather mining expanded in earnest throughout December. On 
New Chum Hill mining shifted away from shaft sinking to profitable ground and 
hydraulic sluicing due to the flooding of the hill and while the results of the prospecting 
tunnel were awaited. However, by Christmas it had not yet encountered payable 
deposits, but hope was good that they would soon be found. Elsewhere, sluicing at 
Whipstick Gully, Jackass Flat, Surface Hill, Chinaman’s Flat, Pollocks Gully, and in the 
river continued to produce good yields. This was especially the case where extended 
claims were granted to companies to rework old ground. Otherwise, shaft sinking and 
tunnelling was undertaken at some of the gullies, Surface Hill, and Jackass Flat, but 
without success. On Township Hill work on the two active prospecting shafts 
continued, and perhaps another shaft was begun, but without success due to flooding at 
depths of more than 50 feet. By this point the funds allocated for this project had largely 
been exhausted, and although another concert was held to acquire more, the prospecting 
committee had to shut down operations on Township Hill without successfully 
encountering the deep lead (Appendix 1:532-535).    
Despite the continuing departures, the Township community grew stronger throughout 
December as races, sports, and balls were held and then a large carnival, sports, and 
evening ball on Boxing Day. However, reflecting the fields depressed state around two-
thirds of the crowd at these celebrations were Townspeople rather than diggers. With 
this community growth there was a report of a birth in the Township early in December, 
as well as increasing reports of the presence of women including wives and dancing 
girls. Furthermore, one of the stores continued to cater for women by stocking ladies’ 
clothing and accessories. Sunday services held in the Township or elsewhere on the 
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diggings were also getting good attendances during fine weather. Some construction 
was also still occurring, with the hospital being completed mid-month, but hardly being 
required due to the good weather (Appendix 1:532, 535).  
By January 1861, following the failure of the Crackenback rush, the exodus from 
Kiandra towards Lambing Flat continued including miners, some commissioners and 
police, newspaper correspondents, and many of the supplies meant for the spring rush. 
This diversion of much of the goldfields traffic to Lambing Flat led to the desertion of 
many of the businesses along the routes to Kiandra, and by the end of January the 
widespread perception among the public that Kiandra was a failure. At this stage the 
small Township community was still consolidating and held a series of horse and foot 
races as part of the New Year celebrations. However, the attendees were still 
overwhelmingly male, with drunkenness and ruffianism being rife, with only a small 
group of ladies being present. At this time the clergyman stationed at Kiandra was 
forced to leave as despite the previous promises of financial support, he had received no 
financial aid to allow him to stay (Appendix 1:537, 538-539).  
Despite the desertion of Kiandra its small mining population was still producing good 
gold yields. This population generally had fine hot weather throughout January with 
occasional thunderstorms and a single period of cold weather. Unfortunately, this only 
served to decrease the amount of water available for sluicing which retarded mining 
work except in the river. Otherwise, around mid-month a payable quartz reef was 
discovered at Jackass Flat and the prospecting tunnel at New Chum Hill finally 
encountered payable gold. The former resulted in a rush with the reef continuing to be 
explored and tested throughout the month. The latter did not result in a large rush as, 
instead, the prospecting party began to construct a race to help them work the deposit. 
These two finds were the field’s only hope at this stage (Appendix 1:537-538).  
February saw the remaining population, as well as the surrounding region, bemoaning 
and regretting the rush’s failure and the chance of prosperity it had promised. By this 
time it was clearly evident that the miners preferred the more temperate climate and 
better prospects of Lambing Flat to the difficult and harsh Kiandra. At this time the 
arguments against Kiandra were its harsh and changeable weather that prevented regular 
work, its remoteness that resulted in a high cost of living, the small extent of payable 
diggings, and the need for capital to effectively work claims. Consequently, the exodus 
of European and Chinese miners, and increasingly businesspeople, continued so that the 
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estimated population by the end of February was 500 people, including 200-250 diggers 
(Appendix 2:549-550). Following the anti-Chinese Lambing Flat riots at the end of 
January the majority of the commissioners and police at Kiandra were sent to Lambing 
Flat to help restore order. By the end of February half the businesses in the Township 
were closed and the settlement increasingly deserted. However, this was beneficial to 
the dedicated remaining miners as supplies were now below cost price as the 
storekeepers attempted to dispose of their stock. However, the Township did suffer after 
the mail contractor forfeited his run mid-month resulting in long delays. Otherwise, 
construction on a police station in the Township began during the month because of the 
obsolete nature of the original Government Camp. Following its desertion, the press 
gradually lost interest in Kiandra throughout February and ceased to report on it with 
any regularity (Appendix 1:539-540, 542). 
Throughout the month with the generally hot summer weather the mining work 
increasingly suffered from a lack of water which led to the construction of further race 
networks and to disputes among miners about water rights. After the few instances of 
rain during the month work was able to resume for a time on the profitable sluicing 
claims at Whipstick Gully, Jackass Flat, New Chum Hill, and the river. These water 
issues unfortunately did not allow the prospecting tunnel to fully monopolise the 
payable wash dirt it had discovered, but during February this deposit was further 
explored while races were constructed and served to reinvigorate interest in this hill. At 
the Jackass Flat quartz reef the claims encountered water problems that hindered work 
and despite testing of their ore being positive, they were soon abandoned because they 
were uneconomical to work. Shafts searching for quartz reefs on Surface Hill were also 
abandoned during the month for the same reason (Appendix 1:540-541).  
Overview 
While the Kiandra rush flourished, roughly from January to November 1860, it was 
completely at the mercy of the vagaries of the weather. During the wetter months from 
April to October inclement weather regularly stopped mining, while flooding destroyed 
and damaged claims further retarding operations. Conversely, by the summer of 1860-
1861 when the field’s shallow alluvial deposits had been worked over two or three 
times removing the majority of gold, large quantities of water became necessary for 
further profitable sluicing work. Unfortunately, any prolonged period of fine hot 
weather would then severely limit the amount of available water bringing mining works 
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to a standstill. Consequently, while the easily worked shallow alluvial deposits on the 
payable stretch of the Eucumbene were available Kiandra was an attractive proposition 
for a large number of miners, but once this area was initially worked over the weather 
greatly frustrated further operations. A related problem for miners throughout this 
whole period was the field’s isolation and the high cartage costs the poor roads 
generated leading to a high cost of living while this situation persisted. The high costs 
of provisions often consumed much of the miners’ profits from their irregularly worked 
claims further making the field uneconomical for the majority from the autumn 
onwards. While the government did act to improve the roads to the diggings, basically 
from the autumn onwards the main roads were not made suitable for dray traffic until 
November, basically after the rush was already subsiding. Ultimately, it is these two 
issues, as well as the nature of the field’s gold deposits, that were contemporaneously 
most frequently argued to be the reasons that the miners ultimately deserted Kiandra.  
From early in Kiandra’s existence the limited nature of its payable deposits was a large 
problem for its prospects and development, although the government argued otherwise 
until September. During the initial period of working on the field, from 
November/December 1859 until early April 1860, mining focussed on quickly and 
inefficiently working over the rich shallow alluvial deposits on the payable stretch of 
the Eucumbene. Once the population increased, mining spilled out from this stretch 
along the adjacent banks and creeks from late January to early April, but without the 
same success. However, the prospects of these banks and creeks when they were 
worked more efficiently with sluicing from April onwards demonstrated they were 
sufficiently payable when work in the river became impossible once the inclement 
weather arrived. Sluicing quickly uncovered a rich deposit on Surface Hill in late May 
that could amply provide returns when sluiced during the winter.  
Consequently, throughout winter sluicing dominated the field, particularly on Surface 
Hill, but it was quickly found by June that economically working these claims required 
an initial outlay of capital and preparatory work that necessitated the formation of 
companies. However, to make this worthwhile, considering the field’s shallow deposits 
and the irregular yields of ground away from the river and Surface Hill, larger claims 
were required than permissible under the current regulations. Larger claims were not 
granted to the majority of the field by this time and, instead, this continued to be a 
contentious issue during late winter and early spring leading to discontent among the 
miners and attempts to form a local mining court. While sluicing was still the main 
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economical form of mining during winter from July onwards some deep sinking and 
tunnelling began to occur, first at Whipstick Gully likely in search of the deep leads, but 
from August onwards at Surface Hill, Jackass Flat, and New Chum Hill in search of 
quartz reefs. This exploratory mining had some success and apparently discovered 
quartz reefs at all three locations during the spring and summer, but none were found to 
be payable. However, sinking at New Chum Hill soon led to the discovery of payable 
deposits in September that spurred on continued sinking and tunnelling during the 
spring and sluicing from October onwards. During spring, sluicing gained in 
importance, especially after all water rights were allocated to these works in October, 
although from November onwards they had to contend with water shortages after every 
spell of fine weather. The rise of exploratory mining and company sluicing at the start 
of spring further exacerbated claim size issues throughout September and October until 
the Waygunyah rush gave the diggers enough leverage with the executive to force them 
to double regular claim sizes. However, this move came too late to stop the rush’s 
failure during November and the continued exodus.  
To attempt to revitalise the field in the face of the increasing exodus to Lambing Flat 
from September onwards, and to Waygunyah over the second half of October, the 
commercial community finally galvanised itself and formed a prospecting committee in 
late October. Throughout November and into the summer they drove and extended 
exploratory work on the field. During November and December its works were 
hampered by the depth of the deep lead in Township Hill and New Chum Hill and the 
continued exodus that it was trying to prevent. It lost some promised funds due to 
diggers and businesspeople departing before they paid up which in turn resulted in the 
cessation of the shaft sinking on Township Hill prior to it having complete success. 
However, work on the New Chum Hill tunnel continued despite the cessation of private 
shaft sinking in December and a switch to sluicing from this point onwards. Ultimately, 
the deep lead was encountered in January, but problems with race construction and 
water shortages did not allow it to be exploited before the end of summer. After the 
granting of extended claims sluicing was able to commence profitably on old ground 
throughout the summer, when water was available, but during January and February 
there were real water shortages, resulting in further race construction. In conclusion, 
gold at Kiandra away from the rich, but circumscribed deposit on the Eucumbene was 
considerably patchy in its yield and the deep leads and quartz reefs were difficult to 
work economically due to the amount of effort that had to be expended in finding them. 
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Once it was found that company mining was necessary to economically work the field 
from June onwards Kiandra became unattractive for new arrivals of whom the majority 
lacked experience, perseverance, and funds to make a start in this type of mining. At the 
start of spring when the rush was expected the continual issues in getting larger claims 
also discouraged many miners and made new discoveries elsewhere attractive. 
Consequently from this point onwards miners, and then businesspeople, progressively 
headed to Lambing Flat and also joined the brief Waygunyah and Crackenback rushes.  
Based on the available population estimates the height of the Kiandra rush was during 
the early autumn of 1860 prior to when the oncoming winter scared much of the 
population away (Appendix 2). The role the spectre of the severe snowbound winter 
played in Kiandra’s development is a key one, especially during the early part of the 
rush. Originally it acted to keep the government’s response to the gold discovery 
uncertain as the commissioners assumed for a long time that no one would dare to 
overwinter at the diggings. This was despite some miners and businesspeople 
announcing their intention to do so as early as February. Considering the growing rush 
population during late summer and early autumn, the government assumed that a large 
rush would then occur in the spring, following the field’s abandonment over winter. 
However, in the meantime they were not paying attention to the rumblings among the 
miners who had now prospected much of the field and ascertained that it was critically 
limited in extent with only a few small areas being productive. Furthermore, the main 
circumscribed deposit on the Eucumbene was already showing signs of being worked 
out and otherwise only accessible to a small population of miners. These crucial pieces 
of information were circulated to some extent among the miners and turned many of 
them against returning in the spring. Although some of the commissioners may have 
been aware of this possibility, they still seemed certain that further ground would be 
found in the spring to sustain a large rush. The illusion of Kiandra being a profitable 
diggings in the spring continued to gain traction in the government leading it to begin 
investment in infrastructure to be prepared for this eventuality.    
The spectre and reality of the winter also radically influenced how the settlement at 
Kiandra developed and established itself throughout the rush. Despite the field’s 
relatively unknown status in February the desire of some diggers and businessmen to 
overwinter led to an early move towards permanent construction that would not have 
been warranted at a field in a more temperate environment. It consisted of the erection 
of huts by the miners and different types of timber construction, mainly weatherboard, 
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by businesspeople. From the beginning permanent timber buildings were spread 
between Camp Town, which had developed as the commercial camp from late January 
onwards, and the area that would later become the Township. At this stage miners’ tents 
were spread around Camp Town, but during February they began to migrate up the 
surrounding hill sides of the valley and particularly form a camp at Township Hill. 
Meanwhile, Camp Town was also becoming the centre of depravity and lawlessness on 
the field after the sly grog trade became established there. It continued to function in 
this way during March until lynch law, the establishment of the Vigilance Committee, 
and the police reaction to these events managed to re-establish law and order. With the 
arrival of autumn hut and timber business construction continued so that miners could 
remain to shepherd their claims and businesspeople to capitalise on their presence. From 
this point businesses increasingly settled on the north side of Pollocks Gully due to the 
presence of the miners’ camp on Township Hill and the Township subsequently 
developed from April onwards. After the first snow fall in early April timber business 
construction accelerated in the Township and a Government Camp also commenced to 
provide shelter for the government officials. By the end of autumn the Township had 
become the dominant commercial centre, especially after the public houses were opened 
and the sly grog shops in Camp Town forced to close. Meanwhile, miners continued to 
build huts and stockpile provisions, mostly at Township Hill and around the Township, 
but also at New Chum Hill, as well as along the river on the shepherded claims.  
With the start of winter the spectre of the spring rush began to have an effect on 
construction work in the Township driving speculation on allotments and encouraging 
businesses to be completed as soon as possible. Miners aiding construction work during 
poor weather increased the pace of construction in the Township, while Camp Town 
continued to languish due to its poor position in relation to the Township Hill miners’ 
camp. This was despite the completion of the Government Camp in June that would 
have provided extra security for this settlement. Land speculation in the Township was 
forcing businessmen to invest in permanent building to meet the obligations of 
occupation under the business licence system so that they did not lose their prime 
allotments to others. In this manner, the delay of the government in properly surveying 
the Township and selling allotments led to the premature construction of a large number 
of permanent timber buildings. However, once the severe snowstorms arrived in late 
July these buildings proved unsuitable for the climate as snow readily drifted through 
gaps in the timber walls and particularly through bark or shingle roofs. Snowstorms also 
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caused a contraction of the miners’ settlement towards Township Hill as miners left and 
abandoned their swamped huts along the river. Nevertheless, in the Township land 
speculation and building construction only increased following the snowstorm.  
From the spring a construction boom and business diversification began in the 
Township as the imagined spring rush grew closer. Even from late winter Camp Town 
began to receive more permanent buildings, as the valuable land in the Township, due 
to its proximity to the Township Hill miners’ camp, made it difficult to secure an 
allotment there. However, following the rush to New Chum Hill in October a small 
camp with a couple of stores also reappeared there. The Township continued to thrive 
during the spring and become more tidy and respectable in appearance gaining all the 
government services, except the hospital at the expense of Camp Town. This resulted in 
construction continuing on businesses through November even after the rush was 
recognisably failing and the business community had begun to invest in prospecting to 
reinvigorate the field and bring back the departing miners. Despite these attempts, 
construction slowed and stopped during early summer and the Township grew 
increasingly deserted so that by the end of February half its businesses were closed. 
Even during spring miners and businesspeople who arrived and decided to live in tents 
continued to add fireplaces and create huts due to the regular inclement weather up until 
early December. Indeed, huts were being constructed up until early summer at least, in 
response to the changeable weather that so affected the fortunes of the Goldrush.  
The Township Hill Miners’ Camp  
Fortunately, the historical accounts allow a fairly detailed account of the occupation of 
the Township Hill miners’ camp to be established (Table 3.2). The first possible 
mention of miners settling on Township Hill in tents occurred early in February, 
although it is possible that there was some prior settlement. Considering the miners 
need for firewood for cooking purposes it is probable that as soon as the main rush 
began in January, Township Hill was occupied by some in order to have access to this 
resource. In any event, miners’ tents definitely appeared on Township Hill by the end of 
February. Soon after this the first huts, either slab or mud-walled with bark roofs, also 
appeared, but it is likely that, prior to the first snow falls in April, tents outnumbered 
huts. By late-April, with the formation of the Township and Broadway establishing 
itself as the principal street, KTH had evidently become the main miners’ camp and 
with the snow-triggered exodus, huts began to predominate as only overwintering 
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miners remained. By early May it consisted of around 30 or 40 huts which were all 
stockpiled with provisions and caches of firewood and water near the entrances or along 
their sides in convenient storage areas. 
During early winter hut construction continued as more miners decided to remain, but 
following the severe snowstorms in late July some huts were probably abandoned. They 
were variously described as good log huts, calico tents fortified with mud and branches, 
or sod walled huts with bark or canvas roofs. Miners were utilising the available local 
materials and calico tents to construct huts in a variety of ways in accordance with their 
building knowledge and experience with this climate. They included any manner of 
materials, such as timber, mud, sods, branches, blankets, sheepskins, and cowhide, and 
were often built to house a mining party (or multiple members thereof). The weather 
amply demonstrated the necessity of reliable shelter as snow accumulation 
overburdened and encased huts and high winds blew away or damaged calico elements. 
Throughout this period, with the abandonment of the huts along the Eucumbene, and 
Broadway continuing to develop as the principal street, Township Hill remained the 
main miners’ camp.  
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Table 3.2: Historical summary of events at the Township Hill Miner’s Camp 
Date Event 
Early 
February 
First mention of miners and businesspeople planning to overwinter by constructing 
huts and stocking supplies and clothing. Perhaps some settlement of miners’ tents 
on the hill sides of the Eucumbene Valley to be close to the timber on the hill tops. 
Late 
February 
A small camp of fifty odd tents, perhaps organised by town origin, had formed on 
a high hill opposite the diggings that was likely Township Hill. 
Early 
March 
The majority of the miners’ tents were now situated on the hill sides near the 
available timber while the remainder were located along the river. Slab and bark or 
mud-walled and bark roofed huts being constructed by overwintering miners start 
to appear ‘among the trees on an adjacent hill’ in order to be close to water and 
firewood.  
Early 
April 
The overwintering miners, realising that it is unlikely that they will be able to work 
the river claims due to continual flooding, begin preparations to start sluicing the 
gullies and hill sides across the diggings. These operations seemingly increased 
throughout this month and may have included work on Township Hill.   
April  
Settlement on Township Hill apparently consists of hundreds of tents, with the 
other hills including New Chum Hill also being similarly scattered with tents, 
while there were also tents along the river and up the Commissioners Gully.  
Late-April 
Within the Township Broadway forms as the principal street demonstrating that 
Township Hill has become the principal miners’ camp, because it was close to the 
only available timber. Following the first snow falls the camps begin to become 
depopulated with only winter huts remaining in which provisions were being 
stocked and water and timber placed near the entrances.  
Early May 
Among the overwintering miners hut construction continues with around 30-40 
huts built by this time.  
Early June 
There is a report of a small rush to Township Hill following which several sluicing 
claims are taken up. Construction of ‘good log huts’ and supply caching also 
continues as more miners decide to overwinter, convinced by the lack of severe 
weather to this point that it was possible. 
Late June 
The Township continues to develop with Broadway as the principal street with the 
miners’ huts on Township Hill amongst the stunted tree consisting of calico tents 
fortified with mud and branches. 
Early July 
Broadway, which stretches down to the Eucumbene, continues to develop as the 
principal street along which all the main weatherboard stores and public houses 
have been situated. The miners residing on Township Hill are described as living 
in huts with sod walls and bark and canvas roofs. Besides these there were also 
some huts to either side of the Township and ‘numerous tents and peat huts’ along 
the banks of the Eucumbene. The recent snowstorms also demonstrated to the 
miners the dangers of snow accumulation over their tents forcing them to quickly 
remove it following snow falls. A rat plague occurs in the camp greatly 
inconveniencing the miners, especially at night. 
Late July 
(23rd +) 
Heavy snow falls isolate the settlement and appear to acerbate a (short-tail bush) 
rat plague which leads them to infest the miners’ tents at night where they crawl 
over sleeping occupants. Construction was still continuing on ‘good houses’, log 
huts, or ‘snug winter huts’ by overwintering miners, but the strong winds 
associated with the snowstorms had blown away calico tents not firmly secured 
and blown the material of others to ribbons. 
Late July 
(27th) 
A description of miners’ huts at the Nine Mile describes them as similarly being 
scattered across the valley sides and hill-tops and typically being constructed of 
canvas and being flanked on the sides by sods, branches, and ‘rubbish of any and 
all kinds’. They could also incorporate blankets, cowhide, and sheepskins in their 
design with the former sometimes replacing canvas as an exterior material and the 
latter two serving as doors. These huts were housing four or five diggers each. 
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Date Event 
Late July 
– Early 
August 
The severe snowstorms and weather during late July forced the miners who had 
constructed huts on the banks of the Eucumbene to abandon them and head to 
higher ground to avoid being completely snowed in and smothered. Some, if not 
most, join the main camp on Township Hill where assistance could be received 
from fellow miners. This camp was located here so that the miners were close to 
firewood supplies so fires could be kept constantly going, as well as so deep snow 
drifts would not form over or around huts which could cause tent collapses. Huts 
are also mentioned as having sod built hearths or chimneys and the nightly rat 
plague continued. 
Early 
August 
The Township continues to develop with Broadway as its principal street with 
most businesses, including several fine weatherboard stores, banks, and hotels 
having been constructed along it. The miners’ huts along the flat and river had now 
been deserted, as well as the mining camp on New Chum Hill.   
Mid-
August 
New arrivals to the field are urged to make constructing a ‘house’ their first order 
of business, which would take one week in good weather, and two in bad weather.  
Late 
August 
Report of miners working on the top of Township Hill, but without yet 
encountering payable deposits. Some miners were also suffering from exposure 
overnight during the colder weather within their huts overnight. 
14th 
September 
A surfacing party of four operating on Township Hill recovered 4 ounces of gold, 
including three nuggets, in one day and it was expected that this good return would 
lead to other parties soon setting in to work here.  
September 
Strong winds during inclement weather still flattening miner’s tent and causing 
damage to huts.  
Late 
October 
Reports that sluicing had been underway on Township Hill, ‘near the dams’, for 
some time and the party was making wages.  
29th 
October 
Work begins on the first prospecting committee shaft on Township Hill.  
8th 
November 
Richard Christian loses a draught mare from Township Hill and subsequently 
advertises for its return to the camp in the Alpine Pioneer over the rest of the 
month. 
November 
Work on the three prospecting committee shafts on Township Hill continues, with 
the second and third shafts still being underway at the end of the month. On the 
24th the prospects of the third shaft had encouraged several other parties to 
commence shafts along the same line in case the lead was encountered.  
20th 
November 
A chimney constructed at a store on the Rocky Plains is described as consisting of 
split slabs for the frame which was covered in bark and lined on the inside with 
granite, while around the outsides sods were piled (Holme, 1861:20 November 
1860).  
December 
Work continues on the prospecting committee shafts on Township Hill, with 
perhaps both the second and third shafts being abandoned early in the month, and a 
fourth shaft begun, was unsuccessful as the committee abandoned works by the 
end of the month. 
 
By the end of winter, as miners began arriving for the spring rush, some hut building 
continued at Township Hill as the weather still required a good hut for comfort and 
survival. Once spring arrived there is little further historical mention of the Township 
Hill miners’ camp, but generally Broadway continually developed as the main street 
indicating that this camp must still have been occupied. The next direct reference to 
miners at the camp is the advertisement for the horse lost in early November. However, 
after the failure of the spring rush in October and November it is unclear how much 
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longer this camp was occupied for. Considering that by the end of the year only 400-
450 miners remained on the field, it is possible that the camp still existed, although its 
population must have been dwindling. By the end of summer, when the population had 
decreased to 200-250 miners, and half the Township had been deserted, it is possible 
that the camp was also mostly deserted. It seems likely that with the worsening weather 
throughout autumn that any remaining miners would have moved into the deserted 
Township buildings or even left the field for the winter. Indeed, by the time of the 
census of 7 April 1861 a total of 68 tents were recorded in the whole northeastern part 
of the Monaro pastoral district which included the Kiandra goldfield (NSW 
Government, 1861). As the different diggings on the field were still lightly occupied, 
and there were probably other transient settlements along way stations in the district, 
and around 400 Chinese miners at Kiandra had returned from Lambing Flat, this is a 
small number. Thus, it seems highly possible that the Township Hill miners’ camp was 
mostly deserted, if not abandoned, by this time. From comments made during the 
spring, the suffering some miners had undergone during the winter and the 
impracticalities of the situation had demonstrated that overwintering in huts was 
unfeasible. It is unlikely that even when the population of Kiandra increased in later 
times that this settlement was reoccupied, especially considering the surplus deserted 
buildings available after the rush.    
Overall, it can be argued that miners’ huts on Township Hill were built anywhere 
between early March and November, but with the majority having been occupied during 
the winter, and perhaps having been built during the latter half of autumn. The length of 
occupation of any given hut was variable as the determination (or desperation) of 
miners was a key element in the extent of their stay at Kiandra. There is also the 
possibility of multiple occupations, especially as miners sometimes sold huts. It is also 
probable that although tents or huts were fitted with fireplaces, they were not intended 
for full winter occupation. For instance, one party did not build a fireplace until 27 April 
assumedly because of the colder weather as they did not specifically mention an 
intention to overwinter (Sommerville, 1860:27 April 1860). At a tent store on the Rocky 
Plains two storekeepers added a hearth early in their occupation during late spring 
presumably because they required it for warmth especially as they were usually within it 
all day long (Holme, 1861:20 November 1860). During the period of cold changeable 
weather, basically from May to October, miners would have required robust, 
weatherproof structures to reside comfortably and safely on the field. Considering the 
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periods of inactivity forced on miners by the weather they would have had ample 
opportunity to prepare their huts for this eventuality. While some huts are mentioned as 
suffering damage from snow accumulation, storms, or high winds during this period it 
seems that the majority withstood the weather successfully. 
This argument is borne out by the lack of recorded ill-health and death on the diggings 
during this period. For instance, directly after the bad weather in April there was 
apparently little sickness and by the 25 May only five deaths had apparently occurred: 
one woman and four men. However, with the arrival of winter and regular colder 
weather more sickness and some deaths occurred. Particularly by the end of June there 
was reportedly prevalent influenza, diarrhoea, dysentery, and rheumatism, especially 
among those who had not prepared adequate shelter. This epidemic continued through 
July with colds, sore throats, and influenza becoming common, especially after the 
severe snowstorms later in the month, due to miners being exposed to the cold and wet; 
although there was only one recorded case of severe frostbite. Consequently, despite the 
severity of the winter it was claimed at the end of August that no more than a score had 
died, chiefly of ‘intemperate habits’ or ‘exposure and neglect’. Throughout the spring 
and summer there is little mention of sickness even though a hospital was built to 
service this need. The official record substantiates these contemporary claims of the 
number of deaths as during the rush there were only nine registered deaths, although 
historically another twelve are recorded (Anonymous, no date; Wilkinson and Pebesma, 
1999:70-96). Of these, twelve died during the colder months of 1860 and nine during 
the summer of 1860-1861, all of a variety of illnesses and accidents. These individuals 
followed diverse occupations and in only three cases during the winter had deaths been 
the outcome of exposure following periods of extended illness. It is possible to conclude 
that, while there was some sickness at the Township Hill miners’ camp over the winter, 
the miners’ huts generally provided enough shelter to ensure that they did not unduly 
suffer from exposure. A contributing factor to some of the suffering and illness may 
have been the reported rat plague in the camp during July and August. This plague must 
have inconvenienced miners greatly and spoiled their food supplies, leading to stress 
and frustration that may have affected their health through lack of sleep and poor diet.    
During its occupation the Township Hill miners’ camp also saw a variety of mining 
operations undertaken in its immediate vicinity (Table 3.2). These had two distinct 
phases: one involving sluicing from at least early June to late October and the other 
involving deep lead sinking from late October to late December. These two phases were 
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closely interlinked with the field’s mining trends as miners attempted to sustain 
themselves during the winter and then, in the spring, search for further deposits. 
While the available historical documentation allows a general outline of the nature and 
length of settlement and mining works on Township Hill during the rush to be 
developed it does not, unfortunately, provide any clear details on the nature of everyday 
life there. The one exception is the anonymous woman’s letter quoted above, but apart 
from this there is no correspondence from miners that is directly attributable to camp 
occupants; although it is highly likely that some of the letters printed in the press and 
later reminiscences came from miners who lived there. Unfortunately, the lack of detail 
about camp life is only aided by the newspaper correspondents, government officials, 
businesspeople, and other middle-class observers who provided the majority of the 
rush’s historical documentation. None of these individuals, if they decided to venture up 
to the camp, ever bothered to write about the lives of its inhabitants or its general 
conditions. As such, an archaeological analysis of this camp has much to offer to an 
overall historical understanding of the settlement through the detail it can provide on the 
nature of everyday life. However, before this investigation can begin, a broader sweep 
of the historical account of the rush can provide some general trends on how gender is 
likely to have influenced camp life.   
Gender and Age at the Kiandra Goldrush 
Throughout the newspaper accounts and private letters detailing the events of the 
goldrush it is constantly portrayed as a predominately male experience, but is this 
merely a bias of the available historical accounts which are overwhelmingly written 
from a male perspective? In these accounts women are seldom mentioned, and children 
even less so, but was this because there were simply few women and children on the 
field, or was it because they were an invisible presence within a male depicted event? 
Generally, where women, and rarely children, are mentioned by men they do so to 
accentuate their rareness and the field’s roughness, harshness, and isolation, and later in 
1860 the Township’s increasing respectability, but as these accounts are usually written 
from the commercial centre it is difficult to know what the situation was within the 
Township Hill miners’ camp. However, ironically the only voice to be directly 
associated with this camp is that of the anonymous woman. Therefore, is it possible that 
the masculine accounts of the goldrush have created an incorrect perspective of this 
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miners’ camp; that it was predominately male, where in actuality it was more gender 
and age diverse?  
Specific mentions of women during the rush occur first in late January when on the 25th 
there was reportedly one women present among 700-800 men and this number grew to 
three women among an estimated population of 2000 by mid-February. It is difficult to 
know if these accounts are exaggerations, but it does seems highly likely that the female 
population during summer was rather small in comparison to the number of men. At this 
time the rush population consisted mostly of locals, and specifically diggers from 
Adelong and Tumbarumba, and it seems highly unlikely that they would have brought 
their families considering the field’s uncertain future. However, by early autumn this 
situation changed as more miners and businesspeople became determined to overwinter. 
Thus, by mid-March a number of women and children were present among a population 
of 3000-4000, with a few of them intent on overwintering as well. At the same time 
prostitution was apparently one of the scourges of the field, implying that women were 
a part of the commercial centre in Camp Town, aside from being wives or tent keepers 
in the mining community. However, while this number of men, women, and children 
might have been present at this stage, it is completely unclear how many left following 
the first snow falls in early April. After this event it was reported that one woman was 
abandoned by her husband in an ill and miserable state and died soon afterwards. It is 
likely that the majority of women and children left as the masculine discussions of 
overwintering in the press thought it especially foolhardy and irresponsible of diggers to 
dare stay on through the winter with their wives and children. Probably a small number 
of women, and perhaps children, remained during late autumn and winter occupying 
roles within the business community, such as prostitutes, sly grog tent keepers, or 
restaurateurs, or with their husbands and mining parties.    
During winter the only reference to women occurs in early August through the 
anonymous woman letter-writer whose account testifies that at least one woman 
remained during the winter and was a resident of the Township Hill miners’ camp for a 
time. However, she does not mention the presence of any other women or children. 
Instead, she mentions that many young men assisted her in recovering her possessions, 
suggesting that perhaps the camp’s population was primarily made up of young 
bachelors during the winter. Furthermore, considering the level of discomfort she was 
enduring at the time, and the regret she felt at having been persuaded to stay the winter, 
perhaps there were in fact few women and children who dared to overwinter. The other 
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important allusion in this letter is that despite the desperate nature of their situation it 
was felt necessary for this couple to have their own tent in the camp when they fled 
there. This implies that when a woman was present she usually lived with a husband or 
by herself in her own tent and that she would not reside with other male members of a 
mining party. Otherwise, late in August one of the stores in the Township advertised a 
small range of ladies’ clothing for sale suggesting that by this time the female 
population was beginning to increase with the looming spring (Alpine Pioneer (AP), 31 
August 1860:1).   
With spring’s arrival the female population began to slowly increase, but women were 
still something of a rarity (McAlister, 1907:245).  However, these women were 
primarily based in the Township from late September onwards as either dancing girls 
employed in the dancing halls attached to the main public houses or as wives and 
relations of businesspeople. For instance, Miss Plunkett helped to drive the first pile of 
the new Post Office (AP, 25 September 1860:3). Outside the Township, some women 
also established their own businesses, such as Mrs Hughes who opened a restaurant at 
the top of Lobbs Hole that ran from at least mid-September to when it was sold in late 
November (AP, 21 September 1860:2; 23 November 1860:5). Throughout October and 
November the number of women grew even as the mining population steadily 
decreased. However, these women were still mainly associated with the dancing hall, 
and although described as dancing girls, were often accused of being prostitutes. It 
seems women working in this occupation had been present on the field since March and 
considering the number of men on the diggings it is likely that this would have been a 
profitable undertaking. Owing to Victorian mores about describing or discussing sex it 
is never stated exactly where this activity was taking place prior to the construction of 
the dancing halls from late September onwards or whether it was absent during the 
winter. Otherwise, by October the number of ‘ladies’ must have been growing in the 
Township as another store offered a small range of ladies’ clothing for sale, while 
ladies’ tickets were also offered to the prospecting fund ball (AP, 12 October 1860:5; 30 
October 1860:2, 7). Mrs Bond managed the domestic department of the Royal George 
Hotel after it opened, while there was an account of Mrs Delany possibly running a sly 
grog shop at the Four Mile, and another reference to a digger and his wife living in a hut 
on the field (AP, 30 October 1860:1, 4). At the beginning of October there was also a 
report of a digger, upon deciding to depart, cruelly endeavouring to sell his hut and his 
wife to provide funds for his departure (Sydney Morning Herald (SMH), 10 October 
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1860:5). This caused his wife great distress and luckily a kind ‘respectable’ digger 
brought the hut, enabling the husband to leave, and gave it to the wife. By late 
November Miss Thomas was regularly performing at fundraising balls and concerts, 
while one of the principal stores began stocking a large range of ladies clothing and 
accessories (AP, 20 November 1860:3, 5; 23 November 1860:4-5; 27 November 
1860:7). Consequently, as the Township grew during spring, as well as its female 
population, women began to perform a number of roles associated with businesses and 
social and community life.   
The spring rush also brought several families and at least one all-female mining party to 
the diggings. During this period there are three rare descriptions of family or non-male 
mining parties that were reported by newspaper correspondents because of their novelty. 
The first, in September, described a ‘new chum’ mining party from Maitland at the Nine 
Mile consisting of one man and three women (AP, 25 September 1860:3). These women 
were described as regularly taking their turn digging in the claim and ‘emulating the 
stronger sex in their pursuit after the golden deposit’ (AP, 25 September 1860:3). They 
were successful as in early December they were still industriously working their surface 
claim with good results (Empire (EMP), 17 December 1860:8). The second also comes 
from the Nine Mile in the middle of October when there was a report that: 
There are two young girls at work near the township, who are able to use a 
pick and shovel as well as any man; they have a claim registered, have no 
help given them, and are said to be making good wages. Mansfield had 
allowed them the use of his race of water (AP, 12 October 1860:4). 
The third comes from Late in October when a party cradling on New Chum Hill were 
reported as comprising ‘Turnbull, wife, son, and daughter’ and were doing well (EMP, 
5 November 1860:5). Consequently, family or all-female mining parties existed at 
Kiandra and were successful. However, these parties may have been pushed to the more 
peripheral diggings to some degree as they were involved in working or reworking 
modest ground for steady or good wages using basic techniques, rather than being 
involved in any of the major operations or rushes. A particularly interesting question 
stemming from these reports is what would these women have worn while digging? 
Would they have worn traditional attire, dresses, etc. or would they have worn some 
elements of digger’s working clothing, such as high boots, shirts, or trousers? If they did 
so would they then become indistinguishable from diggers archaeologically? In the case 
of the family mining party, it is unclear, when the reporter writes ‘son and daughter’, 
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whether he means children or older individuals. In none of these reports is there 
conclusive evidence of children acting as part of mining parties, although it was 
possible. Overall, it was possible, but uncommon, for women to actively undertake 
digging roles in the work of a mining party at Kiandra. This was besides women acting 
as cooks or tent keepers. 
By summer, a female presence, comprising wives and dancing girls, was continuing to 
grow despite the continued exodus of miners. However, following the excitement about 
their presence in spring and the declining interest of the press, fewer historical reports 
are available about their activities. The diary of William Holme, a junior storekeeper in 
the Goulburn firm of Davies, Alexander, & Co. was stationed at Kiandra from 7 
November 1860 until 31 January 1861, principally at the Rocky Plains diggings. He was 
an unmarried young man and in his diary he constantly makes reference to his 
sweetheart, female relations, and acquaintances at home, but while on the diggings he 
only notices women rarely. On two occasions he mentions seeing dancing girls at one 
public house at Kiandra, the first at work and the second at a Sunday service held at a 
hotel. At the Rocky Plains he mentions having female customers only twice, while on 
another occasion he describes a group of drunken diggers kicking around a drunken 
woman ‘like a football’. As such, he encountered women rarely, but for the majority of 
this time he was stationed at a remote diggings. Otherwise, it is mentioned early in 
December that Mrs Price gave birth to a daughter on Broadway, while at New 
Providence another two women got into a dispute that resulted in abusive language that 
led to a court case (AP, 4 December 1860:5). At the same time another women got into 
a dispute about an alleged breach of promise that resulted in the matter coming to court 
(AP, 4 December 1860:5). Miss Thomas also continued to perform at fundraising 
events, while the same principal store continued to stock a wide-range of ladies’ 
clothing and accessories (AP, 4 December 1860:6; 11 December 1860:5, 7; 14 
December 1860:4, 7; 18 December 1860:7). For the Boxing Day celebrations there was 
also an advertised race between two women, but it is unknown if this contest eventuated 
(AP, 11 December 1860:5). During the New Year’s Day races there was also a Ladies 
Purse race, but only a small group of ladies attended (AP, 28 December 1860:5). After 
this event no further mention of women is made in the historical documentation.  
Overall, women comprised a small proportion of the rush population through the late 
summer and early autumn of 1860. Following the first snow falls in early April it is 
difficult to estimate how many women remained throughout the winter, but it was likely 
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a small number and significantly smaller than the numbers present during the early 
autumn. Once the spring rush was scheduled to begin the number of women began to 
rise and these numbers increased throughout the spring and early summer as the 
numbers of miners decreased. It is likely the proportion of women to men steadily 
balanced itself as Kiandra became a subsistence mining town, but generally there were 
always far more men at the settlement than women. During the rush women undertook a 
number of different occupations that may have increased in variety as it continued. 
Besides the traditional roles of wives or camp keepers, they also worked as prostitutes, 
dancing girls, sly grog sellers, and restaurateurs, as well as in a few cases as active 
miners, either with their families or within their own groups. As such, while the 
majority of women conformed to traditional gender roles, some women were ready and 
able to venture into and succeed in what were perceived to be masculine roles. 
Ultimately, it seems that the rush population, particularly from the summer of 1869-
1860 to the end of winter, was predominately male, and that the population of the 
Township Hill miners’ camp during this time was similarly mainly male. However, 
there was definitely one female resident for at least a short period and certainly the 
possibility of more being present. As such, the archaeological investigation of this site 
has great potential to further illuminate this possibility and truly delineate the gender 
make-up of the camp.     
Masculine Digger and Businessman Identity 
Throughout the rush Kiandra’s isolation and harsh climate exposed a number of social 
problems that reveal why men came to these diggings and how their participation 
aligned with their own masculine identity. Over different periods of the rush crime, 
drunkenness, debauchery, rowdyism, and lawlessness were significant problems, but 
this was definitely confined to only one part of the population, while another 
‘respectable’ portion tried to regulate these problems. From the start of the rush in late 
January sly grog selling and drunkenness was a large problem at the nascent Camp 
Town and inspired a minor crime wave on an otherwise mostly orderly field. Part of the 
reason why this lawlessness eventuated was that the field’s excess population was 
unemployed due to a surfeit of good claims leaving them with nothing to do except 
drink and ‘have fun’ in Camp Town while they waited for the next discovery. This 
‘laziness’ of this disreputable population meant that the working diggers and 
prospectors held them in minor contempt as they were doing nothing to improve their 
own situation or that of the field and were, instead, merely waiting to take advantage of 
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the hard work of others. This situation came to a head over the first half of March when 
the ‘respectable’ miners and businesspeople, dissatisfied with the police response, 
began to fight back against this crime through lynch law and ultimately, the creation of 
a Vigilance Committee. The committee acted to ensure individual safety and the 
protection of property by further working with and petitioning the government officials 
for more police, but there was also a moral aspect to their actions: they wished to 
improve the nature of the field for its further development.    
Following their actions and the exodus after the first snowfalls, order returned, 
especially with sly grog selling being stopped by the ongoing establishment of 
legitimate business and public houses as more of the population decided to overwinter. 
The exodus during autumn and early winter also had the effect of increasing the rate of 
theft, bushranging, and horse stealing as the disreputable element departed. Despite the 
decrease in the sly grog trade drinking and drunkenness remained a major problem 
during winter as the public houses stepped into the vacancy left by their absence. For 
many diggers, both disreputable and respectable, the public houses and remaining sly 
grog tents were too attractive with their roaring fires and hot grog during the cold, wet, 
and harsh winter. This was how many of them they coped with their tiredness and 
frustration after hard working days or inclement weather stopped them from 
successfully working. It may also be that heading to these warm social environments 
eased the loneliness they may have been feeling due to their separation from their 
families. Ultimately, this harsh and lonely lifestyle affected many diggers mentally, 
physically, and emotionally which forced them to turn to the public houses and sly grog 
tent for comfort and succour. This sustained exposure to grog for many led to problems 
with drinking and drunkenness, as well as brawling and fighting. These problems 
stretched their financial resources, especially considering the interrupted nature of 
mining work during this period, and left them destitute by the spring and having to 
depart. In this manner, the harsh climate started vicious cycles of drinking, drunkenness, 
and even fighting for some diggers. These cycles may be attributable to feelings of 
failure in their manhood and masculinity that brought them to seek relief from physical 
tiredness, personal discomfort, and perhaps loneliness. This ultimately resulted in 
further disgrace as they became destitute and had no choice but to depart as failures.  
However, this is not to say that drinking, drunkenness, and fighting were not common 
behaviour for some ‘disreputable’ diggers; only that the harsh conditions of Kiandra 
drew more ‘respectable’ diggers into this cycle. This is especially true considering that 
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drinking and fighting were problems during the late summer and early autumn of 1860 
and also throughout the spring and summer of 1860-1861. For many diggers when they 
had nothing to do, or were in luck, they would turn to drinking for amusement. 
Consequently, during enforced work breaks because of the weather or public holidays 
all the way through to the New Year, drinking, fighting, and ruffianism were reportedly 
rife. From the winter onwards this was the major form of crime apart from small 
misdemeanours, such as theft and robbery, which were most prevalent during exoduses. 
After Sunday trading was stopped in September diggers typically slept or drank this day 
away as the majority were not interested in attending religious services. In fact, from 
August onwards, when attempts were made to improve the field’s moral nature by 
providing a church and minister, miners displayed a remarkable lack of interest in 
religion. Despite a subscription to fund a minister and build a church, and an Anglican 
reverend being appointed to the field, the miners never offered any financial support for 
this institution and he left two months after arriving. While the businesspeople steadily 
developed into a functioning community as the rush continued, miners did not support 
organisations unless they had direct tangible benefits, such as the establishment of the 
Vigilance Committee, post office, hospital, and prospecting committee. However, they 
did support injured fellows with subscriptions prior to the establishment of the hospital. 
Consequently, there was a great deal of financial self-interest among the miners who 
came to Kiandra.  
The two extant diaries from participants of the Kiandra Goldrush: William Sommerville 
a digger, and William Holme a junior storekeeper, provide some of the reasons why 
men came to this rush. Sommerville was apparently married, with a newborn son or son 
on the way, at the time that he ventured to the diggings from Sydney with eight mates 
on 12 March (Sommerville, 1860). Upon arrival at Kiandra on the 31st he and his party 
immediately began mining which they continued for the next two months with moderate 
success. However, it appears the weather and the frustrations it created, as well as the 
lack of real success, led to discontent and quarrelling in the party prompting 
Sommerville to leave, selling his share in the claim for £7 and depositing his gold with 
the escort. Heading home via Merimbula and the steamer, he arrived back in Sydney on 
23 June after an absence of a little over three months. Overall, his journey was designed 
to be a quick one to make his fortune, or at least more than he would in normal 
employment, and return home. He had no intention of staying permanently at Kiandra 
or moving his family there. Instead, his absence from home was moderately profitable 
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as he left the field with money and gold. In this manner, his trip was always intended to 
be a quick journey to try his luck and attempt to improve his situation and that of his 
family.  
Holme was in a quite different situation in terms of age and status and his diary is also 
replete with social commentary on the nature of the diggings (Holme, 1861). As 
mentioned above, he was unmarried and was only twenty years old, and like the diggers 
his goal in coming to the field was to make money. However, in his case he wanted to 
make money due to family expectations that he return soon to England and that he 
return ‘the way they want me’. Prior to coming to Kiandra he was working for 
Alexander, Davies, and Co. in Goulburn, but had been living previously with his Aunt 
and Uncle who had a store at Terara. Shortly after leaving Kiandra he journeyed back to 
London arriving in July 1861. He was a devout individual and a teetotaller and, as such, 
was quite annoyed by the amount of Sunday trading that occurred, especially at such 
remote places at the Rocky Plains. He was also quite disgusted and despairing of the 
amount of drunkenness and fighting, particularly among the Irish (Holme, 1861:7, 9, 13, 
25 November 1860; 2-4, 8-9, 16, 24, 26 December 1860; 28-30 January 1861). He was 
quite critical of the conduct of men he knew beforehand, or in respectable circumstances 
through acquaintances, who were constantly drunk, swearing and acting inappropriately 
(Holme, 1861:13 November 1860; 8, 26 December 1860; 30 January 1861). In one case 
drinking led to the utter ruin of a gentleman acquaintance of his who had received an 
‘Oxford’ education and been destined for the church, destroying his health and leaving 
him destitute, but he continued to try the diggings, heading to the Crackenback (Holme, 
1861:8, 11, 14-15 December 1860). Holme himself tried to look decent by washing, 
putting on a clean shirt and white collar, particularly on Sundays, and was quite 
concerned in maintaining a level of propriety and respectability (Holme, 1861:25 
November 1860; 2, 9, 20, 25-27 December 1860; 8 January 1861). He, like the majority 
of diggers, also keenly kept up correspondence with friends and relations, and in 
particular his young cousin Susie, who may have been his sweetheart (Holme, 1861:8-9, 
14-15, 23, 25, 29 November 1860; 1-2, 6, 8-10, 14, 16-17, 19, 21-22, 24-29 December 
1860; 3, 5-11, 13, 15-16, 20, 23, 28 January 1861). During his stay at the declining 
diggings he increasingly becomes desolate and lonely, pining for the company of his 
family, friends, and Susie. A balm to this loneliness and heartache were regular visits 
and invitations for tea and dinner among his digger and business acquaintances. These 
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appear to be generally men of the same social standing, mainly the other store clerks 
within his own company, and others on the field. 
In all, participation in the Kiandra rush for most men, both diggers and businessmen, 
was aimed at a short stay to quickly gain money to further their prospects in normal 
society, both in terms of their individual fortunes and in relation to their family 
obligations. For many respectable men then, participation was about earning their 
breadwinning status that would prove their success as men. However, at Kiandra there 
was definitely a disreputable element that had more selfish and predatory motives for 
participation in the rush. This element, along with the harshness and loneliness of the 
Kiandra climate, resulted in much rowdyism and drunkenness among both disreputable 
and respectable diggers throughout the rush. In fact, Kiandra developed a reputation for 
its rowdiness after the rush’s failure, even though the amount of sly grog tents there was 
not considered unusual during this period (McAlister, 1907:245). Furthermore, Preshaw 
(1888:64), a bank official who resided at Kiandra from May 1860 until July 1861, 
indicates that during his fourteen months there he never ‘saw more low life than I ever 
saw before, of have seen since’. As such, historically, digger identity at Kiandra has 
developed a distinct disreputable image, but was this actually the case or merely the 
selective remembrances of the particular part of the rush?  
Post-Rush Kiandra and Mining on Township Hill 
Following the rush Kiandra became a subsistence mining settlement that had a 
population of an average of 250 people and which slowly dwindled to the point that the 
town was mostly abandoned by World War II (Table 3.3). Over this time mining and 
exploration continued on the field mostly in the same areas discovered during the rush 
without any substantial further discoveries. However, mining did have two subsequent 
boom periods associated with new technology that allowed the profitable exploitation of 
the deposits discovered during the rush: one association with hydraulic sluicing at New 
Chum Hill between 1882 and 1890, and the other with the dredging of the Eucumbene 
River between 1901 and 1903 (Pearson, 1979). While these periods did bring 
improvements and short term economic prosperity to Kiandra, their failure accelerated 
the slow decline and abandonment of the field.  
Kiandra’s only other industry was tourism associated with skiing at the settlement. 
Skiing was introduced to the field as early as the winter of 1861 and over time grew in 
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importance with ski carnivals beginning in the 1870s that gained in popularity until the 
early 1900s when Mount Kosciusko was opened as a ski resort (EMP, 12 August 
1861:8; Hueneke, 1978; 1987; SMH, 12 August 1861:2). After this Kiandra became a 
secondary field with skiing and tourism slowly becoming the prominent industries of 
the town so that during the 1950s and 1960s the remaining buildings primarily served as 
winter accommodation for skiers, although there was also increasing demand for 
summer accommodation from bushwalkers and fishermen. 
Table 3.3: Kiandra populations taken at the NSW and Australian censuses 
between 1861 and 1947 (NSW Government, 1861; 1871; 1881; 1891; 1901; 
Australian Government, 1911; 1921; 1933; 1947). 
Year Male Female Children Total Houses 
1861
3
 - - - - - 
1871 137 26 51 214 - 
1881
4
 - - - 271 - 
1891 147 87 - 234 32 
1901 144 86 - 230 53 
1911 83 53 - 136 29 
1921
5
 - - - - - 
1933 33 8 - 41 16 
1947
6
 - - - <50 - 
 
During the slow collapse of the rush following the summer of 1860-1861 there was still 
some interest shown in the mining possibilities of Township Hill. In late March, while 
mining floundered due to a lack of water, it was reported that a party had determined to 
give the Township Hill a fair trial (SMH, 9 April 1861:8). On 22 April it was later 
reported that Boswell and party (a prospecting party) had begun sluicing the slope of the 
hill after some good rainfall and their works were paying wages (Illawarra Mercury 
(IM), 3 May 1861:4). This party was still working on 20 May with washing being 
underway with good prospects and there may have been another party beginning 
operations in an adjacent claim at the same time (Maitland Mercury 30 May 1861:3). 
However, there are no other accounts of this claims or works in the SMH 
correspondent’s accounts during April, May or June, apart from the first mention. This 
                                                 
3
 In the 1861 NSW census, Kiandra is not defined as a separate town and, instead, is incorporated within 
the northwest part of the Monaro pastoral districts including goldfields.   
4
 The 1881 NSW census results were destroyed by fire prior to any detailed tabulation occurring, thus, 
only the population of Kiandra is known from this census.  
5
 Unfortunately, the 1921 Australian census did not provided the populations of small towns as it instead 
focussed on the populations of districts.  
6
 The 1947 Australian census featured a category of less than 50 residents for small towns that, 
unfortunately, Kiandra was collected within, thus, a more accurate population figure is not available.  
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suggests that these works were never extensive and slowly petered out prior to the onset 
of winter. 
Throughout the early winter of 1861 nine public houses were in operation at Kiandra: 
six in the Township and three in Camp Town (IM, 12 July 1861:3). However, several, 
including Luke Riley’s Union Hotel, closed in early July as they could no longer pay 
the licence fee (IM, 12 July 1861:3; Queanbeyan Age (QA), 11 July 1861:3). They were 
barely meeting expenses during this time and considering the small remnant population 
at the goldfield, it would seem likely that the majority of overwintering miners could 
have found housing at these establishments. This winter was more ferocious than the 
last, and considering how the goldrush had denuded the surrounding hills, firewood was 
in short supply, leading to the pillaging of wood from abandoned buildings (SMH, 29 
July 1861:5; 2 August 1861:5). It appears that the majority of the remaining 
overwintering population were Chinese, who had a miserable time, and only survived 
because of the cheap provisions being sold in the township due to the depressed state of 
the market (EMP, 12 August 1861:8). Considering these conditions it is likely that KTH 
had been completely abandoned by the winter of 1861.  
After the dreadful winter of 1861 it appears that resumed mining work did include 
Township Hill around mid-September when it was mentioned that some promising 
claims were held on the hill (Freeman’s Journal (FJ), 28 September 1861:5; QA, 26 
September 1861:2). Subsequently, work on these claims led to a small rush on 2 
October when the tunnelling party of Carmichael, Boswell, Goulstone, Stuart, and Co. 
washed out 17 or 18 ounces of gold in two days (EMP, 3 October 1861:5; 9 October 
1861:8; 14 October 1861:5; SMH, 3 October 1861:5). This rush resulted in claims being 
taken up widely across the hill and the renewal of excitement and hope on the diggings. 
On 10 October another party were making good finds as well (QA, 10 October 1861:2). 
However, following this the excitement diminished somewhat (by 12 October), but 
several parties continued to steadily work at Township Hill as the weather permitted 
(QA, 17 October 1861:2). They continued working up until 16 October, but apparently 
no others would join them as the working of these claims required a large amount of 
start-up capital to bring in water so a proper face could be created on the hill suitable for 
tunnelling (QA, 31 October 1861:2). This mining continued till early November when it 
was mentioned that the Township Hill Prospecting Claim was still being worked and 
‘many’ other shafts had also been commenced (FJ, 16 November 1861:3). Following 
this report these claims are not mentioned again and assumedly the tunnelling quickly 
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became unprofitable. As such, this period of renewed mining at Township Hill appears 
to have been relatively brief and perhaps confined to the hillsides where tunnelling 
could be undertaken.  
Tunnelling in search of the deep lead was to become the main form of mining 
undertaken at Township Hill throughout the rest of the nineteenth and into the twentieth 
century, although in an intermittent manner. It involved the driving of a series of five 
tunnels into the hill in search of the deep lead, principally along its north-northeast face, 
but also along the east, southeast, and west sides. 
After the events of late 1861 tunnelling appears to have been resumed in 1873 by the 
Township Hill Tunnel Co. (SMH, 6 May 1873:5; The Manaro Mercury, and Cooma 
and Bombala Advertiser, 3 May 1873:2). The next recorded tunnel belonged to Rhoden 
Chricton and was located on the north side of the hill, and was driven in a distance of 
500 feet. It was described as being idle in 1880, but may have been operating in 1878 
(NSW Department of Mines (DM), 1878:119; 1880:137, 258). In 1881 there was one 
tunnel claim and several other hill claims marked on the hill that all appeared to be 
awaiting water before presumably sluicing (or washing) operations could begin (NSW 
DM, 1881:72). Subsequently, in 1882 one, perhaps amalgamated claim, was being 
sluiced, but this work must have been unprofitable as it is not mentioned again (NSW 
DM, 1882:72). A second tunnel was driven into the hill by Hooper and Party in 1886 on 
the northeast spur near the Township that reached a length of 580 feet in 1887 (NSW 
DM, 1886:79, 166; 1887:86). In 1891 Heinz, Hooper, and Party were granted aid from 
the prospecting vote to continue the tunnel and in 1893-1894 they encountered almost 
payable wash after 800 feet and by 1895 thought they would hit the real payable wash 
soon (NSW DM, 1891:91; 1893:21; 1894:26-27; 1895:23). However, it seems that work 
on this tunnel was abandoned soon afterwards. A third tunnel was commenced by the 
Australian Alluvial Gold Syndicate in 1904 somewhere on the north or northeast side of 
the hill near Hooper’s Tunnel, but work lasted only until 1905 (NSW DM, 1904:27, 
148; 1905:23). Soon after the failure of this tunnel, another was opened nearby by 
Winkler and Pattinson in 1905 and by 1906 it had been driven 1000 feet and 
encountered payable wash which was worked out during 1907-1908, but it was not 
remunerative enough to meet operational expenses and was abandoned (NSW DM, 
1905:23; 1906:15; 1907:17; 1908:15). Subsequently, a fifth tunnel was commenced on 
the west side of Township Hill in 1910 by Winkler to further trace the wash back in this 
direction (NSW DM, 1910:15). Work on this tunnel continued with occasional help 
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from the prospecting vote until 1922 with wash-dirt being encountered in 1913 and the 
deep lead in 1919 at a distance of 1500 feet without encountering remunerative enough 
deposits (NSW DM, 1913:15; 1915:14; 1919:19; 1922:12). This tunnel was briefly 
reopened in 1935, but without any apparent success (NSW DM, 1935:40). In 
conclusion, over this period mining work on Township Hill was confined to tunnelling 
and some sluicing operations that were located on the hillsides, and which did not 
impact the former miners’ camp located on its crest. During this period the township of 
Kiandra was well-developed and miners would have resided here, rather than in any 
transient settlements on the hill.  
Summary 
This chapter has laid out a detailed historical summary of the Kiandra Goldrush and 
demonstrated the prominent part the Township Hill miners’ camp played in the 
settlement of the field. It was the main miners’ camp from autumn through to the rush’s 
failure in the late spring and with this importance shaped the development of the 
Township that was to be the centre of the continued settlement at Kiandra for the next 
80 years. The historical documentation has demonstrated the gender imbalance of this 
event, as well as the positions men and women occupied on the field. Through the 
available historical documentation an investigation was also made into what masculine 
ideals and roles men believed they were fulfilling in participating in the rush as diggers 
or businessmen. Generally, most diggers and businessmen intended only a short stay 
which would allow them to make enough money to fulfil family or personal obligations 
or dreams back home. For this reason they were willing to endure the separation from 
their families and the hardships, risks, and loneliness of mining and living at this alpine 
diggings. However, there were also men who came to the diggings to prey on the 
success of others, flee from obligations elsewhere under the pretext of family or 
personal betterment, or simply have a good time and adventure with their mates. So 
there was a wide spectrum of masculine identities and strategies evident at Kiandra 
motivating participation in this rush, and this general understanding of their nature can 
greatly inform further archaeological investigation of them in this research. Overall, this 
chapter has provided a rich context to understand and interpret the archaeology of KTH 
which is outlined in the next chapter.  
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Chapter 4: The Archaeology of KTH 
This chapter describes the archaeological investigations conducted at KTH within the 
context of the known transient goldrush archaeology of Kiandra. By adding together the 
archaeological and historical knowledge of the Kiandra Goldrush it aims to develop a 
detailed picture of the transient settlement that occurred during this period. It then 
examines the structural characteristics and general results of the ten excavated huts at 
KTH as a first step towards demonstrating how the individuality and gender identities of 
their occupants are identifiable in their archaeological records.   
Goldrush Archaeology at Kiandra 
Archaeological research has successfully identified all the extant traces of the goldrush 
settlement in the Kiandra Valley. This has been accomplished through the previous 
surveys and excavations of the ANU fieldschools, the research of Smith (1997; 1998; 
2006) on the Chinese at Kiandra, and the Kiandra Valley Survey (KVS) conducted by 
Gant-Thompson (2008). Four of the ANU fieldschool sites were originally built or 
occupied during the goldrush: KTH, the Gold Commissioner’s Quarters (KGQ), the 
Chinese Camp (KCC), and the Hospital (KHP). However, only at KTH is occupation 
wholly transient and confined to the goldrush. Therefore, while the other sites provide 
evidence of the nature of permanent structures built during this period, only KTH 
demonstrates how miners built transient structures for occupation during the warmer 
and colder months. As outlined in Chapter 1 it is this archaeology that provides the best 
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opportunity to examine the nature of miners’ behaviour and, in turn, their gender 
identities.  
The historical record indicates that KTH was the main miners’ camp during the 
goldrush, although transient occupation also occurred along the river, on the other hills, 
and around Camp Town and the Township. Archaeologically, this fact has been proven 
by the KVS which demonstrated the nature of goldrush transient settlement at Kiandra. 
It comprised a complete settlement survey of the Kiandra Valley excluding the area 
within the permanent Township, which had been mostly surveyed by the early ANU 
fieldschools (Heffernan and Smith, 1996; Smith and Smith, 1995; Smith, Clark, and 
Colvill, 1997) and the Chinese Camp which had been surveyed by Smith (1997; 1998; 
2001). It aimed to identify the European and Chinese settlement patterns and 
community organisation within the valley, as well as demonstrate the transient or 
sustained nature of these patterns for each ethnic settlement system. Gant-Thompson 
(2008:220) found that European transient occupation was concentrated on the sheltered 
hillsides surrounding the Township, but also occurred along portions of the Eucumbene 
River where it had not been substantially modified by later mining. These structures had 
an average size of 13.0m² and usually consisted of cut platforms on slopes with random 
rubble walls and hearths, and entrances either adjacent to or on the opposite side of 
hearths. The rare surface scatters associated with these sites were sparse and 
characterised by functional, durable, and portable items usually associated with food 
preparation and consumption.  
A total of 264 European transient structures were identified during the survey of which 
four were deduced to have served a commercial function based on their greater size, 
more extensive structural features, and larger surface scatters (Figure 4.1) (Gant-
Thompson, 2008:190). The majority of transient sites dated to the goldrush, but there 
were indications that this type of occupation persisted up until the 1880s (Gant-
Thompson, 2008:207). Later transient sites were mostly associated with mining works 
undertaken at a distance from the Township. Of the goldrush era sites, 185 were located 
at KTH demonstrating that it was the principal miners’ camp (Gant-Thompson, 
2008:194). Nearby another two sites were located on the northwest flank of Township 
Hill along Bullocks Head Creek which were also likely associated with this settlement 
as they are close to its northern section (Gant-Thompson, 2008:97-98). A smaller scatter 
of sites was also located on top of New Chum Hill which may represent the remains of a 
larger goldrush era settlement that has been largely destroyed by later hydraulic sluicing 
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(Gant-Thompson, 2008:207). This scatter of sites supports the historical accounts that 
describe a secondary settlement in this location.  
Surprisingly, few transient structures were located on Dunn’s Hill or Cemetery Hill near 
KGQ or nearby in Camp Town, on the upper slopes of Hospital Hill, which would have 
conceivably added a measure of security for these miners and businesspeople (Gant-
Thompson, 2008:209). Instead, miners chose to reside in areas not under the direct 
supervision of the commissioners or police and trusted in their community for security 
and assistance. Otherwise, there were a small number of sites scattered along the length 
of the Eucumbene River either along the adjacent slopes or on the river flats. It is 
possible that there were more of these sites along Pollocks Gully or the Eucumbene 
River, but much of the area has been destroyed by subsequent mining. An exception 
was the group of huts situated on the eastern side of the Eucumbene River opposite 
Jackass Flat that were likely occupied late in 1860 when this area was being mined. 
From these choices of location it seems that miners mostly avoided open, exposed 
landscapes for their huts and, instead, preferred higher, dryer locations, closer to timber 
and somewhat sheltered from the elements and prevailing winds. These preferences 
drove the majority to settle at KTH or New Chum Hill, while a small number preferred 
to stay closer to KGQ or their mining claims.   
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Figure 4.1: European transient settlement in the Kiandra Valley (Gant-Thompson, 
2008:208) 
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The Township Hill Miners’ Camp  
Township Hill lies to the west of the Eucumbene River, between Bullock’s Head Creek 
and Pollock’s Gully respectively to its north and south. On the hill, KTH spreads over 
an area of 25 hectares, but is concentrated 500m to the southwest of the Township and 
approximately 80m above it, at 1470m above sea level (Figure 4.1). It consists mainly 
of the remains of miners huts that are scattered across surface-worked terraces. Across 
the hill are also the remains of other mining operations conducted during the rush and 
up until the early twentieth century, as well as ski-related paraphernalia from the late-
nineteenth century and first half of the twentieth century. The later mining and skiing 
activities disturbed the original mining settlement to varying degrees: impacts from later 
mining activities were relatively minor, but ski-related activities had a substantial 
impact on some areas. These included the construction of two ski-runs, each around 
50m wide, on the east and southeast sides of the hill that resulted in the levelling and 
clearing of all mining debris along their lengths. It is uncertain how many transient 
structures may have been destroyed by these activities, but it was likely not a significant 
number. Visually, the location of the settlement provides excellent views of the valley, 
but especially the Township, Camp Town, KCC, and the primary workings on the 
Eucumbene River. This is perhaps another benefit of the location in that it would have 
given miners the opportunity to monitor their claims. Furthermore, it would not allow 
the commissioners or police to approach the settlement unobserved. Besides these 
benefits, the proximity of timber, water provided by natural springs, and the shelter 
trees and the hill crest delivered from the prevailing north-westerly winds and snow 
made Township Hill an attractive location for miners.  
Archaeological Investigations 
Archaeologically, KTH was first discovered during the survey of the southwest corner 
of the Township undertaken during the 1997 ANU fieldschool. Subsequently, Smith 
(1998) conducted a limited survey of a 250m² area of the southern portion of the camp 
which identified eight hut sites. One of these huts, European Hut 3 (later renamed KTH-
III) was subsequently excavated as part of Smith’s Master’s research into Chinese 
ethnicity as a comparative site. Due to the dearth of information about this settlement in 
the main historical texts nothing was known about its period of occupation or function 
(Gregors, 1979; Moye, 1959; Tait, 1979). Based on his artefact analysis, Smith (1998) 
assumed the settlement was a European miners’ camp, but he mistakenly dated it to the 
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1880s. Nonetheless, his initial work demonstrated that a large unknown settlement 
existed on Township Hill that required further archaeological investigation. 
Consequently, a research project was launched during the 2003 and 2004 ANU 
fieldschools under the directorship of Ian Farrington to further examine the settlement 
(Farrington and Parkes, 2008). This project aimed to determine the size, function, and 
period of occupation of the settlement, as well as the lifestyle of its inhabitants and their 
ethnicity, gender, and class. 
With these aims the 2003 fieldschool conducted a detailed survey of a large area of the 
settlement while also undertaking open area excavations at three sites, KTH-I, II, and 
III. The survey conducted this year was greatly aided by a bushfire which engulfed the 
northern half of Kosciusko National Park in January 2003. It destroyed most of the 
vegetation across Township Hill providing an unprecedented level of visibility. The 
2004 field season consequently conducted four large, open-area excavations at KTH-II, 
IV, V, and VI. Following these fieldschools further survey work was conducted by 
Gant-Thompson (2008) as part of the KVS. Her survey identified a number of 
additional archaeological features across the settlement and ensured that a complete 
survey of the area was achieved.  
Survey Results 
During both the 2003 fieldschool survey and the KVS a total of 185 European transient 
structures were identified at KTH (Gant-Thompson, 2008:84). In order to be recorded 
these structures had to include at least one of the following four attributes (Gant-
Thompson, 2008:57): 
 A stone hearth;  
 Between one and four straight stone wall alignments that wholly or partially 
enclosed a relatively small rectangular or sub-rectangular area;   
 Between one and four straight earth wall embankments that wholly or partially 
enclosed a relatively small rectangular or sub-rectangular area; or 
 A relatively level rectangular platform defined by cuts into a slope and/or 
building-up on the downslope side, and/or by a rectilinear arrangement of drains. 
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These structures display considerable morphological differences representing the 
experience and construction skills of their builders, their intended function, or intended 
length of occupation. For instance, platforms without hearths represent summer miners’ 
tents that were the original form of occupation at the camp. Those with stone hearths, 
various forms of stone or earth walling, and/or more substantial platforms with 
surrounding drains represent miners’ huts constructed for winter occupation. A typical 
hut comprised a platform with four low stone walls and a hearth and entrance at one 
short end. While there were many variations on this idea, including versions with or 
without hearths or walls, the majority of construction utilised the plentiful local basalt. 
This was principally laid in roughly coursed random rubble fashion, without the use of 
mortar or the shaping of stone, as the local stone splits naturally into slabs. Limited 
surface material culture was found associated with these transient sites with the 
exception of one larger commercial hut (KTH-V) which featured a relatively large 
scatter of bottle glass and ceramics. Where items were found associated with the huts 
they were isolated finds of ceramics, claypipes, bottle glass, metal items such as 
containers, billys, shovels, or gold pans, and in one case a leather boot heel. Overall, 
evidence remained of the evolution of the transient use of the camp from the late 
summer of 1860 to its abandonment in late 1860 or early 1861; although the amount of 
evidence remaining depended upon how different parts of the settlement had been used.   
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of archaeological features across the northern end of Township Hill (Gant-Thompson, 2008:85) 
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Figure 4.3: Distribution of archaeological features across the southern end of Township Hill (Gant-Thompson, 2008:86) 
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Table 4.1: KTH hut clusters and archaeological features (Gant-Thompson, 2008:84-97) 
Cluster 
Hut 
Frequency 
Description 
A 26 
A dispersed group of huts located on the northern slope below the hill crest. Up to seven short raceways run 
downhill through the settlement suggesting that the hillside below the cluster was surfaced or sluiced. A larger L-
shaped hut with a relatively large surface scatter likely served a commercial function. 
B 3 A group of isolated huts located on the northern slopes to the north of a track that separates them from Cluster A. 
C 1 
An isolated hut located on the northern slopes associated with a dam feeding a raceway that runs around the north 
and east slopes towards Pollocks Gully.  
D 19 A scattered group of huts located on the north crest.  
E 18 
A scattered group of huts located on the northeast crest. This group has been truncated on its eastern side by work 
to clear the main Township Hill ski run in the 1870s or 1880s. It was possibly supplied with water by a raceway 
that traverses over the top of the hill, that is also associated with a dam, perhaps indicating that the area was sluiced 
prior to or during occupation.  
F 27 
A scattered group of huts located on the northeast crest and upper slopes. Several mullock heaps are present around 
the eastern portion of this cluster perhaps indicating the occurrence of surfacing, sluicing, or shaft sinking during 
the settlement occupation or afterwards. At least one of the huts within this cluster (KTH-V) served a commercial 
function. Based on the size and layout of a number of others it is possible that they did so as well. Considering the 
somewhat central and prominent location of many huts on the upper hill crest in this cluster it is possible it served 
as a commercial centre. This grouping is directly west of Broadway implying that it may have been an extension of 
this track up the hill to the camp.  
G 3 
A group of isolated huts located on top of Township Hill. Two huts may be associated with the alignment of 
Cluster F up the hill that may mark the continuation of Broadway. 
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Cluster 
Hut 
Frequency 
Description 
H 58 
A densely concentrated group of huts located on the east upper and mid-slopes. Two distinct terraces are present on 
the west side of the cluster with the majority of huts being located on the upper terrace, a moderate amount on the 
lower terrace, and the remainder on the slopes below. The lower terrace was created by hydraulic sluicing which 
resulted in a densely packed rock scree slope between the terraces. Following this work, miners utilised the 
resultant stone to construct well-made stone huts into the slope and on the terrace base. The upper terrace was also 
surfaced or sluiced prior to or during occupation resulting in a generally rocky surface that likely provided material 
for hut construction. It is possible that the alignment of huts in this cluster downslope mark another access route to 
the camp from Pollocks Gully. It seems that the southeast portion of the cluster has been affected by clearing work 
for another ski run constructed on this side of the hill in the early to mid-twentieth century.   
I 34 
A scattered group of huts located on the southeast slope above Pollocks Gully. This group is differentiated from 
Cluster H by the ski run cleared between the two groups in the early to mid-twentieth century. Likely it was 
originally an extension of the portion of Cluster H on the upper terrace and, as such, marks a continuation of the 
main centre of the camp.  
J 2 
A pair of isolated huts located along the west bank of Pollocks Gully on the mid-slopes of the southeast side of 
Township Hill. One of these huts may be a continuation of the possible access route to the camp to Pollocks Gully. 
K 2 
A couple of huts located on the upper southeast slopes that are associated with several mullock heaps that may 
represent sluicing or sinking undertaken by this group.  
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Figure 4.4: View of Township Hill from Hospital Hill facing northwest showing 
location of KTH settlement (Damian Tybussek)  
Of the 185 transient structures identified at KTH, 139 were identified during the 2003 
fieldschool survey and 46 during the KVS (Gant-Thompson, 2008:84). Unfortunately, 
inconsistencies in the fieldschool recordings resulted in only general information, such 
as location and basic nature, being available for these structures as Gant-Thompson did 
not attempt to relocate the previously surveyed sites due to time constraints and 
vegetation regrowth. Therefore, for the purposes of this research any detailed analysis 
of structure types, layouts, size, or orientation is impossible for the complete array of 
surveyed sites. However, Gant-Thompson (2008:84) did complete a distribution 
analysis of the settlement and noted that it was separated into eleven different clusters 
(Table 4.1; Figures 4.2-4.4). These clusters represent either major groupings of huts (A, 
D, E, F, H, and I) scattered across an area depending upon the topography, or isolated 
single or small groups of huts (B, C, G, J, and K). The rationale for these hut clusters 
was simply the greater suitability of the topography of the hill in some areas for 
occupation. For instance, the terraces on which the main clusters H and I were 
constructed would have been greatly sheltered from the prevailing north-westerly winds 
and originally have been within the tree line, offering greater shelter and readily 
available firewood. However, within clusters there were definitely instances of 
Upper Terrace 
Lower Terrace 
Township 
Broadway 
KTH-V 
Northern 
Clusters 
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groupings of between two and four huts that represent the abodes of mining parties or 
closely allied, but separate, parties. Otherwise, within the random dispersion of huts in 
clusters there was sufficient space left between huts or groups to maintain some 
measure of privacy. Generally, hut orientation and layout was influenced by topography 
and the prevailing north-westerly winds so that on the eastern and north-eastern faces of 
the hill hearths and entrances were usually on the northern or eastern, downhill side. 
This was so that the amount of wind blowing directly into the hut was minimised, while 
also ensuring that embers, sparks, and smoke from the chimney were blown away from 
the hut. This arrangement had the additional advantage of preventing water from 
running downhill into the hut through the entrance, but in turn required the presence of 
drains and reinforced hut edges on the uphill side. 
Besides transient huts a number of other archaeological features were present across the 
camp including tracks, races, springs, dams, depressions, and mine workings (such as 
mullock heaps, shafts, adits, and tunnels). Three tracks were noted running through 
Cluster H which were all about 2m wide: the first runs north-south through it ending 
abruptly at the southern end a distance from the tree line and terrace edge; the other two 
cross this and run east-west through the cluster with either end being lost in the 
surrounding woodland (Figures 4.3, 4.5). It is unclear if these tracks are 
contemporaneous with the settlement or are later timber-gathering tracks, although it is 
possible that they evolved from one to the other (Gant-Thompson, 2008:173). The two 
tracks on the northeast flank of the hill around Cluster A likely postdate the camp as one 
skirts around the mining works associated with the deep lead tunnel on the north side, 
while the other skirts around the tunnel on the northeast side (Figure 4.2) (Gant-
Thompson, 2008:174). It is unlikely that the extant tracks around the camp are 
contemporaneous with the goldrush occupation. Instead, the camp was likely accessed 
from Broadway heading directly up the hill into Cluster F as the historical accounts 
consistently describe this street as the Township’s principal one throughout the rush 
(Figure 4.4).  
Several springs are located across Township Hill, but there are two along the base of the 
slope on the west side of the upper terrace in Cluster H that have been purposefully 
modified through the addition of channels to draw water downhill through the cluster to 
the east (Figure 4.5). It is likely they were used in the hydraulic sluicing on the eastern 
and southeast hillsides that resulted in the creation of the lower terrace within this 
cluster (Figure 4.4). At the same time they probably served to provide fresh water to the 
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inhabitants of Cluster H. Along the west and north flanks of the Hill are a series of five 
raceways which originate in Bollocks Head Creek and deliver water to Jackass Flat, 
Surface Hill, Whipstick Gully, Pollocks Gully, and the deep lead tunnel on the southeast 
flank (Figure 4.2) (Gant-Thompson, 2008:169-170). It is unclear what period these 
raceways belong to, but at least one of these to Pollocks Gully was constructed in 1901 
as part of the dredging operation along the Eucumbene (Heffernan and Smith, 1996; 
Smith and Smith, 1995). Two dams, one on the north flank (Cluster C) and the other on 
the crest, are associated with these raceways (Figure 4.2) (Gant-Thompson, 2008:166). 
The former is a small initial water-gathering dam that feeds a race associated with 
workings on the northern hillsides. The second is a holding dam for a longer race 
travelling along the crests of Township and Dunns Hills that was likely used for 
surfacing or sluicing in Whipstick Gully. It was probably also used by the inhabitants of 
Cluster E as a water source. Probable wells, consisting of circular depressions that were 
sometimes stone-lined, were associated with a small number of huts or hut groups. 
Clearly Township Hill provided enough water to supply the domestic and mining needs 
of the camp occupants and that it could be supplied to individual huts through a number 
of different methods.  
Besides the general evidence of surfacing and sluicing present across the hill there were 
several other mining features associated with shaft sinking and tunnelling that may be 
related to rush-era mining operations. Two possible deep lead shafts (13-15m in 
diameter) are located on the hill crest to the south and north of the raceway across it 
(Figure 3.2). It is most likely that they are associated with the tunnelling conducted on 
the hill in the later part of the nineteenth century. Another smaller shaft (7m in 
diameter) is located on the northeastern spur that is associated with deep lead tunnelling 
in this area. The three deep lead tunnel entrances around the hill are located on the 
northeast and southeast flanks and represent the later nineteenth- and early twentieth-
century mining operations (Gant-Thompson, 2008:163). Otherwise, there are three T-
shaped stone claim markers located on the hill associated with the initial period of 
surfacing. They are not interrelated and, instead, mark the boundaries between sets of 
adjoining claims.  
In conclusion, the survey of the KTH settlement confirmed that it was the main miners’ 
camp at Kiandra during the rush. Township Hill provided an ideal location for this camp 
due to its level or gently inclined crest and upper slopes and its ready sources of fresh 
water, firewood, and building materials. Another advantage was likely the ability to 
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survey the majority of the valley from its heights which would have allowed miners to 
monitor their claims and observe the trade within the Township and Camp Town and 
the movements of the Gold Commissioners and police. During its initial occupation in 
late summer and early spring miners resided in calico tents and evidence of this is 
present in the form of platforms without hearths. However, the majority of these 
original tents were likely modified into huts once their occupants decided to overwinter. 
Consequently, the majority of the remaining archaeological evidence of the camp is 
associated with the period from April/May to at least October/November, when huts 
would have been required for survival. During the camp’s occupation surfacing and 
sluicing occurred intermittently in different areas as some huts were constructed on 
worked ground and likely utilised stone uncovered by this work as building materials.  
The Excavations  
During the three separate field seasons at KTH (1998, 2003, and 2004) ten hut features 
were excavated at six excavation units (Figure 4.5). Three of these huts were singular 
examples (III, V, and VI), while two formed groups of two associated huts (I and II), 
and the other comprised a group of three huts (IV). Near one of the two closely 
associated huts were three possible tent platforms that were also the subject of test 
excavation. All but one of these huts is located within the densely concentrated section 
on the upper terrace (Clusters H and I). The other is situated within Cluster E on the 
northern crest. Eight huts were domestic in nature, while the other two served 
commercial functions: one a restaurant (V) and the other some form of small trade, 
probably a jeweller’s shop (VI). As such, the excavations explored the camp’s visible 
social strata, although more commercial structures were not investigated because of the 
difficulties of successfully identifying them. While each site was excavated to address 
the main research questions of the overall project, each had additional research 
questions, tailored to their particularities, which dictated the extent and manner of 
excavation. Further factors influencing the extent and manner of excavation at each hut 
were time constraints and the number of available personnel. Consequently, only three 
of the excavated huts, I-F1, III, and VI, were fully excavated across their interior while 
the others were more selectively excavated with work usually focussing on the hearth 
and minimal examination being conducted across the platform (Table 4.3). For the 
purposes of this research the three completely excavated huts have the potential to 
generate the most detailed patterns and data through in-depth artefact distribution 
analyses. However, the other huts still provide valuable data especially if their analysis 
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is conducted thoughtfully and in response to the information obtained from the fully 
excavated huts. Therefore, all the excavated huts are included in the analytical stage of 
this research because more robust and credible interpretations can be extracted from 
comparing and contrasting the largest sample of sites possible. Consequently, each of 
the excavation units and excavated huts are described below and their principal findings 
outlined.   
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Figure 4.5: KTH 2003 and 2004 fieldschool survey plan with excavation units 
(Farrington and Parkes, 2008)   
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KTH-I: Two Miners’ Huts and Several Possible Tent Platforms 
This excavation unit contained several of the archaeological features identified during 
the 2003 survey of the camp. It was thought that by investigating all these particular 
features knowledge about their function and period of occupation would be gained 
which would allow a more thorough understanding of the entire settlement to be 
developed.  
KTH-I is located on the upper terrace of Cluster H on a gently sloped area that was 
surface-worked prior to the construction of these huts (Figure 4.5). No other structures 
were located in close proximity to this hut group, but there was a track to the north and 
west that may have been contemporaneous. Beyond this were several huts located at a 
distance and to the west is a spring that would have provided water. Another possible 
structure is located to the southwest and beyond this were the huts at KTH-II. As such, 
KTH-I is a fairly self-contained hut group on the southeastern edge of one of the major 
concentrations on the upper terrace.   
This unit comprises five distinct archaeological features which represent three different 
site types (Figure 4.6). The most notable were the remains of two stone-walled huts, 
Features 1 and 2, aligned on the same northeast-southwest alignment of 60° adjacent to 
each other. Each contained a stone hearth mound at its eastern end with surrounding 
evidence of stone walling on associated platforms to the west. There was evidence of a 
drain constructed along the western side of Feature 2 that diverted runoff south of both 
huts, but wall collapse from the features obscured any further traces. To the north are 
four stone alignments: one T-shaped, thought to be a claim marker and the others linear, 
associated with three ephemeral platforms. The first (Feature 3) was located to the 
northwest of the two hut features and was associated with a linear stone arrangement 
along its western edge. The second (Feature 4) was located to the northeast of the two 
hut features and was associated with a linear stone arrangement along its southern edge 
and a T-shaped stone arrangement along its eastern side. The third (Feature 5) was 
located to the north of Feature 3 and was associated with a stone linear feature along its 
eastern edge. All three with their associated stone arrangements were thought to be tent 
platforms, although it was unclear how the T-shaped claim marker was exactly 
associated with the underlying platform. These five features were thought to represent 
different stages in the evolution of tent and hut construction at KTH, from simple 
summer platforms for tents to more substantial stone-walled winter huts.   
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To investigate these features an excavation grid 25m long (north-south) and 15m wide 
(east-west) was established. Excavation at this unit principally focussed on the two huts, 
with only minimal exploratory investigation being conducted at Features 3 and 4. As 
Feature 1 was well-defined it was completely excavated within its interior, while 
Feature 2 was more selectively excavated due to its poor condition and difficulties in 
discerning its structural boundaries. Unfortunately, the further surface examination of 
the three possible platforms and excavation at Feature 3 and Feature 4 failed to confirm 
that they were tent platforms or satisfactorily outline their extents and sizes. As such, 
they are not further discussed in this research. However, excavation at Feature 4 did 
reveal further details about the T-shaped claim marker, thus, it is further discussed 
below.   
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Figure 4.6: KTH-I surface plan  
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Figure 4.7: I-F1 and I-F2 post-excavation plan 
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Feature 1: A Miner’s Hut (I-F1) 
Due to the gentle slope on which this hut was situated a substantial platform was cut for 
this structure during site preparation. It was cut lengthwise into the slope and created a 
level area for the western half of the hut, approximately 2m wide (east-west), 3m long 
(north-south), and up to 0.5m deep along its western edge. The eastern half was raised 
up to the level of the western half by building up the stone hearth and walls to a higher 
level and in-filling the interior to create a level floor. Consequently, the lower, well-laid, 
coursed random rubble hearth walls feature a substantial batter and greater thickness to 
create a strong foundation. The hearth base, which is around 0.55m above the original 
ground surface, was built of flat-laid basalt slabs on top of this, with further well-laid, 
coursed random rubble, double-faced, freestanding walls added. Its well-constructed 
walls were further weatherproofed through the addition of earth mortar intermixed with 
small pebbles. During excavation a large ash deposit was uncovered that had been 
mostly pushed into the rear corners leaving the front and centre mostly free of deposit, 
although there was some washout onto the adjacent floor. The two rear base stones 
displayed evidence of intensive use through a whitening that was likely the result of 
intense and prolonged heat exposure (Figure 4.8). As such, during occupation the rear 
half was principally used for fire production, while the front likely served as a 
workspace.   
 
Figure 4.8: I-F1 hearth post-excavation looking southeast (Rebecca Parkes) 
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The hut walls were constructed using stone, which was then topped with turves. The 
remains of these turves were evident during excavation through several earth mounds 
found to the south and southeast of the structure (Figures 4.7, 4.9). The lower stone 
walls were constructed of roughly coursed random rubble with the west wall being a 
simple retaining wall and the north and south walls double-faced and freestanding. They 
were both built-up to a greater height over the eastern half of the structure in order to be 
level with the portion built on the western edge of the platform. Any gaps were plugged 
with earth to further weatherproof the walls. Turves were placed on top of the north and 
south walls along their entire length and perhaps on top of the west and hearth walls as 
well to efficiently increase their height. The hut flooring consisted of tamped earth 
which over the western half consisted of the platform base and over the eastern half 
earth and clay fill. The entrance was located in the northeast corner and featured two 
flat-laid basalt threshold stones that were part of a stone construction to anchor the earth 
fill in this area which created a substantial 0.50m step into the entrance. In all, I-F1 is a 
well-designed hut, approximately 3.7m long (east-west) and 3.4m wide (north-south), 
constructed to cope with the severe winter weather. Its platform cut and earth and stone 
construction would have resulted in it being well-insulated and weatherproof. The 
construction of I-F2 upslope would also have shielded it from the majority of runoff and 
the downslope position of its entrance and its stepped nature would have prevented 
water and snow from entering the hut.  
 
Figure 4.9: I-F1 post-excavation looking east (Rebecca Parkes); note earth mounds 
to south of hut along right-hand side of photograph  
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Feature 2: A Miner’s Hut (I-F2) 
Despite this hut being situated on a slightly gentler slope its builder chose to construct a 
raised platform with haphazardly piled stone walling and earth fill (Figure 4.10-4.11). 
This platform was around 3.7m wide (north-south), 5.4m long (east-west), and around 
0.6m high at its eastern end where it was more substantially built-up and battered to 
cope with the greater slope. After its construction three basalt slabs were laid in the 
southeastern corner to create a hearth base and some low, haphazardly piled random 
rubble hearth walls were constructed (Figure 4.12). In contrast to I-F1 its hearth paving 
did not display any evidence of whitening that would be associated with intensive use. 
Low stone walls were constructed around the rest of the platform as supports or 
anchoring for a calico tent. The entrance was located in the northeastern corner adjacent 
to the hearth and featured two basalt threshold paving stones. Owing to how the 
platform was constructed a slope existed leading up to the entrance rather than a step 
being built similar to I-F1. This construction resulted in a sub-rectangular hut around 
2.9m wide (north-south) and 3.3m long (east-west).  
Unfortunately, the platform’s poor construction resulted in the earth fill quickly 
subsiding, likely due to the wet weather, after occupation. Subsequently, some effort 
was made to place basalt pavers over a section of the floor in the northwest corner to 
repair this damage. However, this attempt failed as the hut shows every indication of 
only being occupied for a short period of time. The small amount of ash deposit present 
across the hearth base is evidence of this, although it had been substantially washed out 
downslope to the east between the structures and to the north outside the entrance post-
abandonment. Furthermore, only a small amount of material culture was recovered 
during excavation. In conclusion, this hut was poorly designed and constructed and ill-
suited for the alpine climate, which resulted in it being quickly abandoned following 
structural failure. Post-abandonment some wall stones were probably salvaged by other 
miners for building purposes as during excavation they were found to be only slightly 
above the level of the platform base.    
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Figure 4.10: I-F2 post-excavation looking north showing raised platform (Rebecca 
Parkes) 
 
Figure 4.11: I-F2 post-excavation looking east showing haphazardly constructed 
walls and subsidence of raised platform (Rebecca Parkes) 
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Figure 4.12: I-F2 hearth post-excavation looking east (Rebecca Parkes) 
Feature 4: A Lockspit Claim Marker (I-F4) 
This feature comprises a possible tent platform and associated stone alignment, as well 
as an overlying T-shaped stone alignment (Figure 4.13). This T-shaped stone alignment 
features a 6m long top, orientated 330°, and a smaller, 3m long, centrally placed 
perpendicular stem. Its stonework was one to two courses high and at most 0.60m wide. 
At the centre was a slightly higher round pile of stones which was around two to three 
rough courses high. In this manner it comprised a pyramid-shaped central marker with 
three associated branches. This T-shaped arrangement was located on the eastern edge 
of the platform and basically comprised the embankment for the level platform. T-
shaped features of this kind are Lockspit survey markers (NOHC, 2012). They have 
been found across other areas of NSW and the ACT and were utilised as boundary 
markers by surveyors where there were no trees and it was difficult to stake a post or 
dig into the ground. Therefore, the central pile of stones acted as a support for the post 
while the branches extending from the pile marked the associated survey boundaries. 
The topography and geology of KTH meet both the conditions for the construction of a 
Lockspit as it is very rocky ground and features only stunted eucalyptus. Therefore, it is 
quite possible that this feature was a claim marker used during the rush occupation of 
KTH.  
Excavation in the southwestern corner and across the northern half of the platform and 
claim marker failed to find any definite proof of the use of the area as a tent platform. It 
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did, however, demonstrate that the claim marker was a more substantial feature that 
formed the core of the embankment along the east side of the platform.  
 
Figure 4.13: I-F4 post-excavation looking east, showing possible platform and T-
shaped stone alignment (Rebecca Parkes) 
Summary 
The archaeological investigation of KTH-I demonstrated that it was the site of two stone 
huts, a claim marker that was likely linked to the original surfacing of the site, and three 
possible tent platforms. It appears possible that several phases of use evident at this site 
were linked to the historical seasonal use of KTH during the goldrush. Firstly, it seems 
that the site was surface-worked, sometime after April, and this phase likely relates to 
the construction of the I-F4 claim marker. In this way, there may have been two 
adjoining surface claims over the site that were contemporaneous with, or just prior to, 
the phase of occupation represented by the tent platforms. The final phase of occupation 
was that associated with the construction and occupation of the two huts which were 
likely occupied by no more than one or two miners each. However, one of these huts 
failed due to poor design and construction, while the other likely succeeded by being 
well-designed and constructed. Therefore, these two huts reflect the indecision and peril 
faced by the population who remained during July when several large snowstorms 
convinced large numbers to abandon the field.   
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KTH-II: Two Miners’ Huts  
This excavation unit is located on the western edge of the upper terrace of Cluster H and 
is close to two springs – one to the northwest and the other to the west – that would 
have provided easy access to water (Figure 4.5). It comprises the remains of two stone 
huts located on a natural level section of ground on a generally northwest-southeast 
descending slope. Around the huts is a gentle break of slope to the north and west which 
marks the edge of the level ground while just to the east the general gentle slope of the 
landscape resumes. Across the western side was an ephemeral drainage ditch that 
diverted runoff around and between the two huts (Figure 3.21). Within the surrounding 
area another hut is located approximately 10m to the northeast while there are also three 
depressions close by that likely served as wells: one around 5m to the south, one 5m to 
the southwest, and one 5m to the north. It is possible that the two hut features within 
this excavation unit were originally part of a larger group of three that formed the abode 
of a mining party that dug three wells in the vicinity to provide water. 
The two huts of this excavation unit were differently sized, but located in close 
proximity, and orientated similarly on a basically southwest–northeast alignment with 
the smaller hut (Feature 1) located 3.5m to the north of the larger (Feature 2) (Figure 
4.14). Each comprised a stone hearth mound at its eastern end with a platform on its 
western side, but with no remnant stone foundation walls. Since the Feature 1 hearth 
was more elongated, relatively low, and contained a large amount of deposit compared 
to other hearths observed at KTH, it was originally speculated that it served a different 
function, perhaps as a blacksmith’s forge. Consequently, excavation was undertaken to 
clarify the function of Feature 1 while also investigating the nearby Feature 2 to 
determine their relationship. 
The excavation grid at this unit was 15 x 10m in size and aligned along 99° on its width. 
Excavation at both features was heavily concentrated on the hearths with only minimal 
excavation of the associated platforms. At Feature 1 this was due to the complicated 
nature of this structural feature. However, at Feature 2 excavation managed to reveal the 
nature of the hearth and then move onto a limited investigation of the eastern half of the 
platform. Consequently, the western half and almost the whole platform of Feature 1 
were not examined leaving their exact nature, and the position of the structure walls, in 
doubt. 
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Figure 4.14: II-F1 and II-F2 post-excavation plan  
Feature 1: A Miner’s Hut (II-F1) 
As this location was relatively flat, no site preparation was conducted, besides the likely 
removal of the original turf layer. The hearth was then built of roughly coursed random 
rubble directly onto the original soil profile with no subsurface foundations. The hearth 
base was completely paved with basalt slabs that were covered with an artefact-rich 
deposit composed of four distinct ash layers around 0.3m in depth. Intriguingly, there 
was evidence that the hearth interior had been remodelled during occupation from a 
large feature to a smaller one. This was accomplished by compacting the initial ash 
deposit at the rear of the original hearth, roughly 0.7m by 0.9m, adding clay, and then 
building a random rubble wall on top to create a smaller hearth area, roughly 0.7m by 
0.7m (Figures 4.15-4.16). Subsequently, this smaller hearth was extensively used 
creating a deep ash deposit, while the deposit from the initial use was compacted and 
concealed beneath the new rear hearth wall. In this manner, the hearth displayed two 
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distinct stages of use, but it is unlikely that this related to two separate occupations.
1
 It 
is probable that the hearth was remodelled from a longer, rectangular hearth to a small, 
square example because the original shape was ineffective. Otherwise, the hearth base 
beneath both the original and remodelled sections displayed evidence of whitening 
associated with heat exposure across it (Figure 4.17). Some stones from the rear and 
side walls along the rear section also showed evidence of whitening suggesting that 
during the first period of use fires were confined to this area. In the second phase fires 
were likely lit across the entire remodelled hearth explaining the holistic nature of fire 
damage to the hearth base. Post-abandonment the hearth was substantially damaged, 
especially along its north wall, which allowed the hearth deposit to partially wash out to 
the north and east through the hearth walls, as well as onto the structure floor to the 
west. 
Little evidence of structure walling was evident except for a low stone alignment along 
the western side and another possible alignment along the eastern side of the north wall 
(Figure 4.18). It is likely that the western alignment served to anchor this uphill side of 
the hut to prevent runoff from seeping under the tent edge. Elsewhere across the eastern 
interior and outside the entrance sporadic paving stones were visible suggesting that the 
entire floor and the entrance area were paved. Considering that part of the entrance 
paving and the possible north wall alignment extended beyond the threshold to the north 
of the hearth, it seems possible that an exterior, covered vestibule was present outside 
the entrance. This area would have allowed miners to shed wet or dirty clothing prior to 
entering the warm and dry hut interior. In conclusion, the excavation of II-F1 revealed 
that this hut was likely of a small, roughly square size with a width of 2.7m and a length 
of 2.9m that was only minimally adapted to winter occupation through the addition of a 
hearth, exterior vestibule, sporadic floor paving, and a small amount of anchoring.    
                                                 
1
 The material culture from the two different deposits argues against two separate occupations; this is 
because the deposit beneath the rear wall is simply an occupation hearth deposit, while the second stage 
deposit is not only occupational, but abandonment related as well, as it contains large broken items 
discarded at the point of departure of the occupant (Appendix 3, Table A3.13). Therefore, there are no 
abandonment-phase artefacts found between the two stages, only at the end of the second stage. 
Consequently, the hearth was remodelled during a single occupation.   
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Figure 4.15: II-F1 hearth post-excavation 2003 looking east (Rebecca Parkes) 
 
Figure 4.16: II-F1 hearth post-excavation 2004 looking east (Sophie Collins) 
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Figure 4.17: II-F1 hearth post excavation 2004 looking south showing heat 
damaged stones at rear (Sophie Collins) 
 
Figure 4.18: II-F1 post-excavation 2004 looking east (Sophie Collins) 
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Feature 2: A Miner’s Hut (II-F2) 
Similarly to II-F1 there was no site preparation conducted for this hut, besides the 
removal of the turf layer. As a result, its rectangular hearth was constructed on the 
original soil profile, but due to the increased slope on the east side of the site it was built 
using a wider base terrace that acted as a foundation for the main hearth construction 
(Figure 4.19). The terrace and hearth walls were built of roughly coursed random rubble 
set in an earth mortar; however, they had considerably collapsed post-abandonment. 
The hearth base consisted of basalt pavers over the interior except for a strip along the 
south wall and an area in the northeast corner. It is unclear why the base did not extend 
over the whole interior, but perhaps it was related to differential use of the hearth space. 
Over the base was an artefact-rich deposit composed of four compacted ash layers with 
a depth of around 0.3m which was mounded in the centre and only spread minimally to 
the north and south edges, with some wash-out onto the adjacent floor. Beneath this 
deposit, the base stones displayed evidence of whitening due to heat exposure, but only 
in this central section (Figure 4.20). Along the north and south sides of the hearth, 
which were only irregularly paved, no lightening was apparent suggesting that these 
sections served different functions to the centre where the fire was confined.  
The hut structure did not feature any stone walling or alignments except for a possible 
ephemeral mounding along the rear wall that may have functioned to prevent runoff 
seeping beneath the tent’s edge. Across the structure floor and entrance area to the north 
of the hearth excavation revealed stone cobbling that covered the entire visible floor 
(Figure 4.21). It was at the same level as the hearth base, but directly in front of it there 
was some indication of a second layer necessitated by the subsidence of this area 
through intensive use. Similarly to II-F1 the presence of stone cobbling outside the 
entrance suggested that an exterior covered vestibule was present. In conclusion, this 
hut was around 3.6m wide (north-south) and 3.9m long (east-west) and only minimally 
adapted to the winter climate through the addition of a hearth, exterior vestibule, a 
cobbled floor, and a small amount of anchoring.   
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Figure 4.19: II-F2 hearth post-excavation looking east (Sophie Collins) 
 
Figure 4.20: II-F2 hearth post-excavation looking west showing heat damaged 
stones across centre (Sophie Collins) 
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Figure 4.21: II-F2 post-excavation looking west showing cobbled floor (Sophie 
Collins) 
Summary  
Due to the level terrace on which these two huts were constructed they display a very 
similar basic design, but differ considerably in its execution. Generally, II-F2 was far 
better constructed than II-F1, especially given II-F2’s hearth and cobbled floor, and 
considering that the hearth of the latter needed to be remodelled during occupation 
because of its poor design. This difference is likely the result of different levels of 
experience between their builders. The larger II-F2 likely contained a group of miners, 
perhaps three or four people, while the smaller II-F1 may have contained only one or 
two people. However, considering the proximity of the two huts and their similar 
designs, despite their different sizes, it seems likely that they belonged to a single 
mining party, and if not, two closely allied mining groups.  
KTH-III: A Miner’s Hut (III) 
This excavation unit comprised the original excavated hut at KTH designated by Smith 
(1998) as ‘European Hut Site 3’ that was chosen for excavation because vegetation 
obscured its dimensions and layout. It consists of a large hearth mound and associated 
ephemeral platform with surrounding drainage ditches that diverted water runoff around 
the northern and southern sides of the structure (Figures 4.22, 4.24). It was located 
along the southern edge of Cluster H on a gently sloped section of the upper terrace in 
quite a sparsely settled portion of the camp (Figure 4.5). Consequently, the closest 
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group of three huts was located around 15m to the west leaving III relatively isolated. 
Therefore, considering its large size it seems possible that it was occupied by a mining 
party who chose an isolated location to preserve their privacy.  
The excavation grid was 6m by 10m in size and orientated cardinally with the long axis 
running east-west. As this excavation was conducted during the first phase of the KAP 
project it was divided into 2m² squares, which were further divided into 1m² quadrants 
labelled with the Roman numerals I-IV (Figure 4.24) (Smith and Smith, 1995).  
As the site chosen for this structure was on a gentle slope, site preparation comprised 
the cutting of a shallow platform approximately 3.6m wide (north-south), 4.5m long 
(east-west), and at least 0.1m deep at its western end. This platform’s long axis was 
aligned with the direction of the slope. On the downhill side a hearth was constructed on 
the original ground surface (Figure 4.23). It was built by placing basalt pavers to serve 
as the hearth base and foundations for the well-built, double faced, freestanding coursed 
random rubble walls. As these were only one course wide it is likely that any gaps in the 
stonework were originally plugged with earth in order to fully weatherproof these walls. 
Within this a large ash deposit, between 0.10m and 0.30m deep, was revealed during 
excavation that had been pushed into the rear corners, leaving the centre and front 
relatively clear, with a minimal amount of washout onto the adjacent floor. Beneath 
this, the base displayed whitening from intense heat exposure across most of its surface, 
but most particularly in its southern half. In the northwestern corner there was a 
whitened stone resting on the base that had been present throughout occupation because 
the base stones in front of it, in the northwest corner, had not been fire damaged (Figure 
4.23). Therefore, in effect it had shielded this corner from the fires within the centre and 
southern portions of the hearth. It is unclear what purpose this stone served, but it is 
possible that it was used in cooking, perhaps as a baking stone for damper or as a rest 
for a pot or billy above the coals.  
Across the platform excavation revealed low stone alignments along each wall that 
served to anchor the tent edges (Figure 4.22). Intriguingly, the alignment along the 
north wall extended past the entrance threshold located to the north of the hearth to a 
point level with the rear hearth wall. In this manner, it created a covered entrance 
vestibule between 1.3m and 1.5m wide (north-south) and 1.5m long (east-west) that 
featured irregular stone paving. The rest of the hut floor consisted of tamped earth and 
was 0.05m to 0.10m below the level of the hearth base. In conclusion, this hut was 
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around 3.6m wide (north-south) and 4.5m long (east-west) and was moderately suited to 
winter occupation, considering the addition of a hearth, entrance vestibule, and secure 
anchorage. 
 
Figure 4.22: III post-excavation looking southeast (Lindsay Smith) 
 
Figure 4.23: III hearth post-excavation looking east (Lindsay Smith) 
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Figure 4.24: III post-excavation plan 
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KTH-IV: Three Miners’ Huts  
This excavation unit comprised an isolated group of huts located on the northern edge 
of Cluster I on a gently sloping section of the upper terrace (Figure 4.5). It consisted of 
three huts with the same alignment along their long axis, but arranged parallel to each 
other (Figure 4.25). They were organised into one group of two closely associated huts 
within 0.5m of each other (Features 1 and 2) and a third 4.0m to the north (Feature 3). 
All were orientated east-west and featured hearth mounds at their eastern ends with 
platforms to the west. Associated with these structures were two depressions (Features 4 
and 5): one around 7m south of Feature 1 and the other around 5m east of the halfway 
point between Features 2 and 3. All three huts were protected from runoff by drainage 
channels that funnelled water around and between them and perhaps in one case into 
Feature 5 (Figure 4.26). This hut group was chosen for excavation due to its relative 
isolation which made it highly likely that it was the abode of a mining party and, thus, it 
provided an opportunity to explore this type of relationship at KTH by comparing and 
contrasting these huts and their material assemblages. 
The excavation grid at this unit was 11m by 28m in size and orientated approximately 
north along its length. It encompassed Features 1-4 which were marked to be part of the 
excavation program, while Feature 5 was left outside the grid. Excavations at Features 
1-3 were hampered by time constraints which resulted in only their hearths being fully 
excavated as the unveiling of these structural aspects was seen as the best method to 
achieve the excavation goals. Consequently, excavation across the structure platforms 
was limited with a small attempt being made at each feature to locate the position of the 
structure walls and floor level. Only the area immediately around the hearth and 
portions of the central floor and rear wall were excavated at each hut, leaving the exact 
position of some structure walls uncertain.  
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Figure 4.25: KTH-IV Surface Plan  
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Figure 4.26: IV-F1, IV-F2, and IV-F3 post-excavation plan 
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Feature 1: A Miner’s Hut (IV-F1) 
Site preparation for this structure consisted of a platform cut into the gentle slope at 
least over the western side to provide a level area, around 4.5m long (east-west), 3.2m 
wide (north-south), and up to 0.30m deep for construction. A rectangular hearth 
consisting of roughly coursed random rubble walls that were battered on their exterior 
faces was then built on the original soil profile on the eastern edge. Any gaps between 
this stonework were plugged with pebbles or earth to create a weatherproof structure. 
This hearth did not feature a paved base but instead had a ‘fender’ or thin alignment of 
stones across the front edge with an excavated ‘firebox’ behind dug down 0.25m to the 
natural clay layer (Figure 4.27). It contained a deposit of compacted orange and grey 
ash layers up to a level just above the top of the fender. Due to this overfilling of the 
firebox some of the deposit had washed out onto the adjacent floor post-abandonment. 
In contrast to the huts with paved bases, this hearth only had whitening of the stones 
along the rear wall due to heat exposure (Figure 4.28).  
The structure only featured one pebble wall alignment along its western side that was 
not completely revealed during excavation (Figure 4.25). As such, the calico tent of this 
structure was erected on the platform with only the uphill side of the tent being 
anchored with stone to prevent runoff from seeping inside. The floor consisted of 
tamped earth at the level of the hearth fender while outside the entrance in the 
southeastern corner was a large rectangular section of stone paving, 1.6m long (east-
west) and 1.3m wide (north-south) (Figure 4.29). This area likely functioned as a 
covered exterior vestibule. Unfortunately, due to a lack of excavation around this 
paving it was unclear exactly how the threshold was positioned in relation to it, but it 
most likely lay partially across the western edge. In conclusion, excavation revealed a 
large hut, around 4.7m long (east-west) and 3.2m wide (north-south), that was likely 
occupied by three or four miners. It was moderately suited to winter occupation with the 
addition of a hearth, exterior vestibule, secure anchorage along its rear edge, and likely 
some further insulation and weatherproofing at its western end granted by its cut 
platform.  
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Figure 4.27: IV-F1 hearth post-excavation looking east (Lindsay Smith) 
 
Figure 4.28: IV-F1 hearth post-excavation looking east showing heat damaged rear 
wall stones (Lindsay Smith) 
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Figure 4.29: IV-F1 threshold paving during excavation looking northeast (Lindsay 
Smith) 
Feature 2: A Miner’s Hut (IV-F2) 
Generally, this hut’s structural nature was similar to that of IV-F1, except on a smaller 
scale. Site preparation consisted of a partial platform, approximately 3.4m wide (north-
south), 3.4m long (east-west), and at most 0.30m deep, cut into the site’s gentle slope. 
Its hearth was built on the original soil profile at the eastern end, but its walls were of 
poorer construction than IV-F1 (Figure 4.30). They were of roughly coursed random 
rubble construction and formed a semi-circular shape with a batter along its exterior 
face. This shape was possibly a product of the poor construction technique which 
utilised small stones and consequently did not allow a stable rectangular hearth to be 
formed, or it may have been purposeful design. The base consisted of a narrow stone 
fender and 20cm deep firebox excavated down to the natural clay layer (Figure 4.31). It 
contained a deposit of four compacted artefact-rich ash layers. Due to its poor 
construction this hearth collapsed further post-abandonment than the IV-F1 hearth, and 
along with washout this collapse resulted in some of the ash deposit being scattered 
across the adjacent floor. In contrast to IV-F1 its walls did not display any evidence of 
whitening due to heat exposure except for two stones in the northeast corner which form 
a small bench mid-way up the extant wall (Figure 4.31). It is unclear what purpose these 
stones could have served, but perhaps they were used to bake damper or as a pot stand.  
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Similarly to IV-F1 this hut had one structural wall alignment along its western side that 
consisted of mounded medium to small sized stones on top of the edge of the platform 
cut (Figure 4.26). It likely served to securely anchor this uphill edge of the tent to 
prevent runoff from seeping into the interior. As this hut was located so close to IV-F1 
its entrance had to be located to the north of the hearth. Both the entrance and interior 
floor consisted of tamped earth at the level of the hearth fender, indicating that this hut 
likely lacked a covered exterior vestibule. In conclusion, excavation revealed a hut 
approximately 3.4m square in size that housed no more than two or three miners. It was 
somewhat poorly constructed in comparison to IV-F1 and only moderately suited for 
winter occupation with its addition of a hearth, limited secure anchorage, and a small 
amount of extra insulation and weatherproofing provided by the platform cut on the 
western side.  
 
Figure 4.30: IV-F2 post-excavation looking east (Lindsay Smith) 
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Figure 4.31: IV-F2 hearth post-excavation looking east showing two heat damaged 
stones in northeast corner (Lindsay Smith) 
Feature 3: A Miner’s Hut (IV-F3) 
This hut shared a number of similarities with IV-F1 and IV-F2, but featured some 
distinctive differences. Site preparation was identical to IV-F1 and IV-F2 with a 
platform cut around 4m square and up to 0.30m deep made into the site’s gentle slope. 
A rectangular hearth was constructed on the original soil profile at the eastern end that 
consisted of roughly coursed random rubble walling with a batter on its exterior rear 
face (Figure 4.32). Any gaps in the stonework were plugged with pebbles and earth to 
make it weatherproof. The hearth base was of the fender-and-firebox type, but of a 
different style. Instead of a narrow fender, it had a wider, paved area over the front two 
thirds of the base that featured a rough semi-circular indent, with a diameter of 0.30m, 
along the centre of the rear edge of the paved base (Figures 4.26, 4.33). The rear third of 
the base consisted of a firebox excavated to the natural clay layer at 0.20-0.35m. The 
purpose of this irregularly shaped firebox was perhaps to allow a camp oven or other 
circular cooking device to be comfortably fitted above the firebox. It contained an 
artefact-rich deposit composed of four compacted orange and yellow ash layers. Similar 
to the other huts it had been overfilled, but in this case because it was confined to the 
rear of the hearth the ash deposit had not washed out onto the adjacent floor. Otherwise, 
this hearth displayed no evidence of base or wall stone lightening due to heat exposure 
suggesting that hearth fires were effectively confined to the centre of the firebox during 
occupation. Thus, the base paving across the front section of the hearth likely served as 
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a workspace. Dissimilarly from the other huts the southern hearth wall extended into the 
structure itself for a distance of at least 1m, and possibly up to 2m, although due to a 
lack of excavation its exact extent is uncertain, but it definitely formed part of the south 
wall.   
In addition to this wall, the structure was found to comprise south and west walls 
consisting of stone-lined retaining walls covering the platform cut faces. The south wall 
extended from the elongated south hearth wall with a 30° southward bend 
approximately halfway along its length heading west (Figure 4.26). The west wall was 
similarly constructed, but its extent is unknown, as well as the location and construction 
style of the north wall. Therefore, this hut likely featured medium-height walls at least 
along its southern and western sides that served to support the overlying tent structure 
and insulate the interior. The floor was made of tamped earth at the level of the hearth 
fender across the interior and entrance in the northeast corner. Similar to IV-F2, this hut 
lacked an exterior vestibule. In conclusion, this hut was well-designed and constructed 
and likely roughly square, being around 3.6m wide and 3.7m long, and probably housed 
no more than two or three miners. It was moderately suited to winter occupation with its 
additions of a well-built hearth and medium-height stone retaining walls which would 
have served as anchorage and provided additional insulation and weatherproofing. 
 
Figure 4.32: IV-F3 post-excavation looking east (Lindsay Smith) 
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Figure 4.33: IV-F3 hearth post-excavation looking east (Lindsay Smith)  
Features 4 and 5: Pit Features (IV-F4 and IV-F5) 
These two pit features were thought to be either rubbish pits or wells although their 
exact function was unclear prior to excavation. IV-F4 was approximately 1.5m in 
diameter and 0.9m deep at its centre while IV-F5 was approximately 0.9m in diameter 
and 0.4-0.5m deep at its centre. Partial excavation of IV-F4 demonstrated that it had 
stone-lined sides and that it’s interior had been filled with a brown, friable sediment 
which overlay a compact, brown sediment at its base. This evidence suggests it 
probably functioned as a well, especially as it contained no artefacts, and was likely 
associated with a nearby drainage line. Wells were recorded as being located near 
commercial and miners’ tents and huts during the rush (Holme, 1861:12 November 
1860). Consequently, it is highly likely that IV-F4 and IV-F5 served this purpose, 
providing water to the inhabitants of all three huts at KTH-IV.  
Summary 
Overall, the three huts at KTH-IV displayed marked similarities in terms of design. 
Within the hut group, the adjacent huts IV-F1 and IV-F2 shared more similarities of 
construction and design between them than either did with IV-F3, although there were 
still recognisable differences in how this design was implemented in each case. 
Specifically, the hearth of IV-F2 was of poorer construction than that of IV-F1, which 
also displayed other improvements such as a paved exterior vestibule, but otherwise 
these two huts consisted of the same design. This common design, as well as their close 
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proximity, makes it almost certain that they were occupied by one mining party, but at 
this point in time it is difficult to identify what function each of these huts served, 
especially considering their size differences. While IV-F3’s basic design is the same, its 
hearth has been modified to be a hybrid of the paved base and firebox types and stone 
walling has been added to improve its anchoring, insulation, and weatherproofing. The 
fender-and-firebox hearth design was a defining characteristic of this group of huts 
which was not encountered at any other of the excavated KTH huts and may be 
representative of the common background of the members of this mining party. 
Therefore, while IV-F3 was probably of the same mining party as IV-F2 and IV-F3 its 
occupant(s) improved and modified the basic design to render it more suitable for 
winter occupation.  
KTH-V: A Restaurant (V) 
This excavation unit investigated the largest site, in terms of hearth and structure size, at 
KTH. It was located on the brow of Township Hill within Cluster E on a relatively 
gentle slope (Figure 4.5). It is isolated with the closest huts being a group of three about 
40m to the southeast and a group of two about 50m to the north. Its larger size in 
addition to its location at a highly visible point in the landscape suggested that it might 
have served a commercial function. Its large hearth mound, located in the centre of the 
west wall on its uphill side, and its unusual layout of structural walls (evident in the 
form of low stone mounds) which incorporated a large gap in the southeast corner for 
the entrance, were also thought to be compatible with this function (Figure 4.34). 
Because of these remarkable characteristics the site was excavated to ascertain its 
function.  
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Figure 4.34: V post-excavation plan  
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The excavation grid erected over this site was 13m long and 10m wide and orientated to 
52° along its length. Time constraints and the structure’s size dictated that the entirety 
of its interior was not excavated. Instead, excavation focussed on the hearth and the 
middle east-west strip of the interior from the hearth to the east wall with smaller 
investigations being undertaken at points along the north and south walls and around the 
entrance. All of the hearth deposit was excavated except for a small baulk in the 
southwest corner. Consequently, much of the western, northern, and southern sides of 
the structure’s interior remained unexcavated, but the general structural layout of the 
site was revealed.  
This hut was orientated northeast-southwest and had been constructed on a prepared 
platform, approximately 9m long (east-west) and 7m wide (north-south), cut into the 
slope on the hut’s northern and western sides up to 1.2m, and possibly built up in its 
southeast corner (Figure 4.35). The cut’s north face was modified into a retaining wall, 
while the hearth and west wall of the structure were built along the western face of the 
cut (Figure 4.34). Between the north retaining wall and the north structure wall was a 
clay-lined drainage channel between 0.6m and 0.9m wide. Similar channels were placed 
along the western and southern sides so that the hut was protected from runoff.  
 
Figure 4.35: V post-excavation looking southeast (Rebecca Parkes) 
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Site preparation for the hearth consisted of the construction of a higher platform, 4.5m 
long and 2.5m wide, on the main platform, upon which a substantial random rubble 
hearth was built with no subsurface foundations (Figure 4.36). Its freestanding, double-
faced walls were built of well-laid coursed random rubble of which some stones had 
been roughly shaped into similar sizes. The rear hearth wall was also constructed to be 
slightly convex perhaps to increase the chimney draw. It contained a deep, artefact-rich 
deposit of compacted ash which was divided by a low, rough, stone wall which created 
two differently sized sections: a northern one 1.2m long and a southern one 1.0m long 
(Figure 4.37-4.38). The ash deposits within these two sections were both multilayered 
and up to 0.4-0.5m deep. In the north section the deposit was pushed up against the rear 
wall during occupation, especially in the southwestern corner, while a similar 
distribution occurred in the south section with deposit being especially pushed up 
against the south wall. The base on both sides was paved, but with two distinct levels: 
an upper level comprising rear corner stones or rests and a lower level forming the base. 
These rests were around 0.1m above the lower level and possibly served as supports for 
cooking equipment such as grills or pots. It is also possible that, similar to the flooring 
discussed below, that some subsidence had occurred, which was subsequently repaired 
with the placement of additional paving stones. The base on both sides also featured 
lightening in different areas suggestive of prolonged heat exposure: in the northern 
section this was on the raised stone in the southwestern corner, while in the southern 
section it was along the lower base in the northwestern corner and on the raised stone 
below the baulk (Figure 4.37-4.38). This evidence implies that the area of intensive use 
within both sections was adjacent to the rear of the dividing wall, but at different height 
levels in accordance with the different functions these areas probably served.   
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Figure 4.36: V hearth post-excavation looking west showing dividing wall and two 
sections (Rebecca Parkes) 
 
Figure 4.37: V hearth south section post-excavation looking northeast showing 
baulk and exposed base (Rebecca Parkes) 
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Figure 4.38: V hearth north section post-excavation looking northwest showing 
unpaved north half and paved south half (Rebecca Parkes) 
The freestanding and double-faced, medium-height structure walls were of roughly 
coursed random rubble construction, considerably lower in extant height than the 
hearth. A large 2.0m gap lay between the ends of the south and east walls in the 
southeastern corner which marked the entrance. Unfortunately, it is unclear how the 
threshold was set in this area, whether it was diagonally orientated from corner to corner 
or set back perpendicularly from the end of the east wall. In either case, it is likely that 
some overhanging roof or porch would have covered the entrance area. The structure’s 
interior and a small area outside the entrance were originally paved with basalt slabs 
laid directly on the platform surface (Figure 4.39). Throughout occupation this paving 
was damaged by the wet, waterlogged conditions, poor foundations, and large amount 
of traffic causing it to differentially subside and shift, particularly in the central area, 
creating a basin shape where water pooled. Some effort was consequently made to 
amend this situation by adding additional flagstones and compacted clay to re-level the 
floor, as well as by cutting a drainage hole, 0.66m long and 0.20m high, in the centre of 
the east wall. This resulted in the floor having multiple stone and clay levels with a 
maximum thickness of around 0.20m in the most affected areas.  
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Figure 4.39: V interior paved floor post-excavation looking north (Rebecca Parkes) 
The recovery of fragments of lime-based render from across the structure during 
excavation suggested that the hearth and structural walls, and perhaps the floor, were 
originally rendered. This was a decorative choice probably designed to differentiate the 
structure from the miners’ huts and other businesses in the camp. There is evidence to 
suggest that this render was used as both a finish and a mortar for the structural walls 
(Farquharson, 2004:22). The render would have strengthened the walls and made them 
entirely waterproof, which would have been a great benefit during winter occupation. It 
also seems possible that the structure walls were rendered so that they could function as 
seating. If so, then these walls did not serve as the foundation for a tent superstructure, 
which instead would have been positioned on the exterior of these low seats. However, 
excavation did not provide any conclusive proof of this interpretation. 
During excavation a large bottle dump was encountered along the exterior face of the 
eastern wall next to the entrance, but it may have extended further (Figure 4.40). Within 
this deposit the most dominant material was bottle glass, including a large number of 
fragmented bottles, but other artefact types were also present in small amounts implying 
that the dump functioned as a general waste disposal area.   
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Figure 4.40: V bottle dump outside entrance during excavation looking north 
(Rebecca Parkes) 
In conclusion, this structure is clearly the most architecturally sophisticated and shows 
signs of considerable investment, site planning, architectural design, and substantial 
construction all of which strongly suggest that it served a commercial purpose. The 
large divided hearth and the presence of the bottle dump imply that this commercial 
function was related to the production and serving of large amounts of food and drink. 
Consequently, it is most likely that this structure functioned as a restaurant, especially 
considering that its size was too small for it to have acted as a hotel. The possibility of 
the low, rendered structural walls acting as seating also support this hypothesis, as well 
as the single entrance in the corner which would have prevented customers from 
departing without paying (Preshaw, 1888:56-57).  
Establishments of this sort were common at rush settlements and several are historically 
known to have existed within the Township, usually associated with hotels, or 
elsewhere on the field from the winter onwards. During the winter a good, quick, hot 
meal eaten in regular circumstances (knives, forks, and plates) was a great attraction to 
diggers and businesspeople because the weather created discomfort and difficulties in 
procuring provisions for many people. These establishments were apparently 
particularly frequented by gentlemen unused to the rough rush lifestyle, newly arrived 
travellers, and diggers on the popular rich claims, such as Surface Hill, who could not 
take time off to cook meals in case their claims were jumped. Meals served at these 
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establishments include damper and mutton, Irish stew, liver and bacon, and roast mutton 
(Prehsaw, 1888:56-57). After meals these businesses were often cleared for the use of 
drinkers and gamblers and at night the serving space could also be used for ‘shake-
downs’ (Alpine Pioneer, 30 October 1860:5; Preshaw, 1888:56-57). However, there is 
no record of restaurants operating at KTH, which would have been an ideal location for 
this type of establishment. It seems unlikely that diggers would have ventured downhill 
to the Township for a hot meal in the evenings, particularly considering the difficult 
walk back to their huts in the dark. Therefore, the provision of hot meals and alcohol 
within the camp would probably have been a successful business venture. If this site 
was a restaurant, then it was likely one of the few public social spaces within the camp 
were diggers could meet and talk over a meal or drink. Considering the large number of 
bottles found within the hut’s dump it is evident that it was also serving alcohol to its 
customers, either during or after meals. It is, however, unclear if its business license 
would have permitted it to sell liquor. John Tucker, operating an eating-house at the 
Nine Mile diggings, was fined £30 for sly grog selling and being caught selling a glass 
of rum at his establishment during October (Sydney Morning Herald, 31 October 
1860:8). Consequently, the provision of alcohol at this restaurant may have been on the 
sly or at least in open defiance of the regulations on selling alcohol at this goldrush. 
This suggests that the diggers of KTH saw the ability to consume alcohol as a right, 
which the government had no concern in attempting to regulate.  
Overall, this hut likely functioned as a restaurant during the winter and spring of the 
Kiandra Goldrush. It was 6.5m long (north-south) and 5.8m wide (east-west) making it 
substantially larger than any of the miners’ huts, but its commercial function makes it 
difficult to speculate about how many businesspeople ran this establishment based on its 
size. Otherwise, it seems to have been well-suited for winter occupation with its large 
hearth, paved floors, substantial stone walls, and comprehensive rendering, all of which 
would have provided significant insulation and weatherproofing. However, these 
additions did not prevent the structural failing of the hut floor which may not have 
strictly been a fault of the hut design, but rather a result of the amount of traffic across 
the floor, and hence reflects the business’s popularity.  
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KTH-VI: A Commercial Hut  
This excavation unit contained a single stone hut cut deeply into a steep east-west slope 
with its long axis in alignment with the slope. It featured an unusual layout as its hearth 
was located on the uphill side, while its entrance was in the northeastern corner (Figure 
4.41). Surrounding it on its northern, southern, and western sides was a drainage ditch 
that diverted runoff around the structure. It is located within Cluster H on the eastern 
edge of the upper terrace directly adjacent to the scree slope leading down to the lower 
terrace (Figure 4.5). It directly overlooks this terrace and may have been constructed 
prior to the hydraulic sluicing which created this feature. The hut is relatively isolated 
with three nearby huts being located around 15-20m upslope to the north, west, and 
southwest. It therefore seems unlikely that the hut’s occupants were part of a larger 
party. This site was chosen for excavation due to its unusual design and its well-
constructed hearth built into the slope to enhance its insulation. These characteristics 
implied that it served a function beyond that of a normal miners’ hut.   
The excavation grid at this site was 7m wide and 10m long and orientated north-south 
along its width (Figure 4.41). Due to the well-defined nature of this hut and its small 
size its entire interior was excavated. Besides this, a small amount of investigation was 
carried out outside the entrance and along the exterior of the south wall.  
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Figure 4.41: VI post-excavation plan 
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This hut’s design and site preparation was influenced by its slope which graded from 
steep to relatively gentle across the site. The builder chose to position the cut platform 
so that the steep slope surrounded the western third of the hut. It featured two different 
levels: a higher, smaller platform for the hearth in the southwestern corner 
approximately 2.6m long (north-south) and 1.6m wide (east-west) and a lower, larger 
one for the structure approximately 4.8m long (east-west) and 3.8m wide (north-south). 
The hearth platform was cut down to a depth of around 1.0m on its western side, while 
the structure platform was cut down to around 0.7m, leaving a difference in height of 
around 0.05-0.10m between the two. Therefore this design resulted in the hearth being 
deeply cut into the slope to maximise its insulation and weatherproofing, all with 
minimum effort (Figure 4.42). This design would also have provided better control over 
fire temperatures, allowing them to remain consistent with fewer sudden changes, 
suggesting that this facet of the hut design was important to its function. Overall, this 
approach was a strategic and ingenious use of the landscape for hut construction.  
 
Figure 4.42: VI hearth post-excavation looking west (Ian Farrington) 
The hearth walls were constructed of coursed random rubble with double-faced, 
freestanding, north and south walls. In contrast, the east hearth wall was constructed as 
a retaining wall with a convex shape that was angled outwards at 70° to the ground 
surface (Figure 4.43). This design would have increased its draw capabilities and 
allowed it to reach higher temperatures more efficiently. Within the hearth was a 
layered, artefact-rich ash deposit adjacent the rear wall. Post-abandonment there was 
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some washout of this deposit onto the adjacent floor due to the hearth’s small size and 
the collapse of its walls. The hearth base consisted of basalt pavers laid directly onto the 
platform cut. On top of the base, two shaped, rectangular stones, each approximately 
0.55m long, 0.09m wide, and 0.15m high, were placed lengthwise against the north and 
south walls across the rear section to function as supports for a grate, grill, or other 
piece of equipment (Figure 4.42-4.43). The whitening of the rear base stones between 
these rests as a result of heat exposure indicates that fires were typically situated in this 
area while the front was used as a workspace (Figure 4.43). The inclined rear hearth 
wall would have facilitated a better draw for a fire placed between these stones than a 
perpendicular wall, further evidence that this hearth was deliberately and thoughtfully 
designed to function efficiently and reach high and constant temperatures.  
 
Figure 4.43: VI hearth post-excavation looking east showing rests on base and heat 
damage on rear base stones (Ian Farrington) 
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Figure 4.44: VI post-excavation looking west (Ian Farrington) 
The structure walls were also of coursed random rubble construction and built adjacent 
the surrounding platform cut faces. This resulted in the west wall being a retaining wall 
built into and supporting the platform cut on this side, while the north, south, and small 
east walls were all double-faced and freestanding. Across the interior was a sporadically 
paved floor that had different functional areas and differential usage over the eastern 
and western halves (Figure 4.45). They were divided by an alignment of paving stones 
between 0.4m and 0.7m wide that formed two roughly 1.5m wide sections (Figure 
4.41). Each contained an unpaved area in its northeast corner and paving stones over its 
remaining surface. In the eastern half the unpaved area was roughly rectangular in 
shape, approximately 1.4m long (north-south) and 1.3m wide (east-west), and directly 
adjoining the entrance threshold. It is unclear if this space is the result of the salvaging 
of paving stones post-abandonment or if this space functioned as some form of interior 
vestibule. In the western half the unpaved area was roughly trapezoidal in shape, being 
1.3m long (north-south) and having a longer 1.0m width on its north side than on its 
south side which was 0.75m. Therefore, its length was orientated along the dividing 
stone alignment. As it is most likely that it served as an inner threshold within the 
structure and supported some form of dividing wall, bench, or counter it is possible that 
this unpaved area contained a table or desk. 
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Figure 4.45: VI Interior paved floor post-excavation looking south showing 
disturbed section to the east (left) and well-laid section to west (right) (Ian 
Farrington) 
Across the threshold was an area of mixed paving and small pebbly cobbling around 
1.9m long (north-south) and 1.3m wide (east-west) that extended outside the entrance. 
Adjacent to the northern end of the east wall was a small section of paving 
approximately 0.3m square which likely functioned as a support for the overlying 
timber framework of the calico tent. The cobbled section spread over the area to the 
north of this paving over the majority of the threshold and the area directly outside the 
entrance, 1.6m long (north-south) and 1.3m wide (east-west). This cobbling was 
associated with two postholes each located 0.7m outside the eastern end of the structure 
in a line parallel to the eastern edge of the cobbling (Figure 3.45). Both were around 
0.20-0.25m in diameter and relatively shallow at 0.10m deep, and were approximately 
4.2m apart. Based on the historical evidence is seems possible that these postholes were 
part of an A-shaped framework that supported the east end of the hut and specifically a 
beam along the length of the hut. This A-Frame was further supported by a vertical pole 
positioned on the section of paving adjoining the northern end of the east wall, thus 
creating a supporting framework similar to those depicted in some of the historical tent 
depictions (Figure 2.4). This design would have created a narrow, sheltered area outside 
the tent which combined with the cobbled area would have created an exterior vestibule.  
Overall, two elements of this hut’s design indicate that it served a commercial function. 
The first is the well-designed and constructed hearth that was built to accommodate a 
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particular piece of equipment, to generate intense heat, or both. The second is the design 
of the paved floor and the usage patterns across it which suggest that a second threshold 
existed which separated the interior space into a workspace with the hearth and a table 
or bench, and a customer area near the door. Taken together these elements suggest this 
hut was a business where heat was an important part of the commercial enterprise, such 
as a bakery or jewellers. Both of these businesses were commonly present at rush 
settlements, but in this case some of the artefactual evidence (discussed in Chapter 6) 
suggests that this hut was a jewellers. Historically, three jewellers are mentioned as 
being at the Kiandra Goldrush: J. C. Eberlin, Green and Jacobsen, and John Cohen 
(Warren-Smith, 1991:137). In October/November of 1860 Eberlin was known to 
operate ‘on the river’, while Cohen was located on Broadway within the Township 
(Alpine Pioneer, 12 October 1860:5; 23 November 1860:5). Eberlin, jeweller and 
manufacturer advertised that every description of jewellery could be made at the 
shortest notice from the snowy-river gold (Alpine Pioneer, 12 October 1860:5). Cohen, 
a watchmaker, jeweller, and photographic artist advertised that watches of every 
description could be repaired and that portraits were taken daily (Alpine Pioneer, 23 
November 1860:5). Green and Jacobson and Cohen were both listed on the 1862 plan 
and were located on the east side of Broadway, but by this time Cohen had moved on to 
Lambing Flat (Figure 3.3). Consequently it is possible that during the winter of 1860 
any of these jewellers may have been operating on KTH prior to moving to more 
suitable premises in the spring.  
In conclusion, this hut, which was 3.65m wide (north-south) and 4.7m long (east-west), 
was likely occupied by a jeweller and perhaps one other person at most. It was a well-
designed and constructed hut that would have served its commercial function while also 
being well-insulated, anchored, and weatherproofed, making it ideally suited for winter 
occupation. 
Hut Construction Summary  
The ten huts and three possible tent platforms archaeologically investigated at KTH 
provides a wealth of information about the occupation of KTH and how everyday life 
within it functioned. Evidence from the huts shows that miners and businesspeople 
utilised local materials (earth, stone, and timber), and likely a minimum of purchased 
items, to erect huts serviceable enough to meet domestic and commercial requirements. 
They reveal a wide variety of design and construction techniques which reflect the 
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individualities of their builders, particularly their experiences at goldrushes and building 
in alpine climates, as well as their intentions with regard to their stay on the field. 
Generally, each hut was constructed according to a fairly basic design which utilised a 
calico tent as the structural core around which a hearth and entrance was added on one 
short side. However, execution differed slightly at each hut according to the design 
ideas, construction abilities, and effort put in by each builder, although this trend was 
more complicated among huts which were closely grouped together (Table 4.2). 
Specifically, at KTH-II and KTH-IV, huts in close proximity displayed similar designs 
that were executed in slightly different manners by miners of different experience 
levels. Clearly each group had definite ideas about the best hut design, but during 
construction members modified this design according to their own abilities and 
requirements. Consequently, even at this level it is evident that individuality is 
observable archaeologically at KTH.  
Considering the minimum requirements for adequately preparing a hut for winter 
occupation, it is evident that four characteristics relating to hut construction provide the 
most information about the individuality of hut occupants: site choice and preparation, 
tent anchorage, tent framework and reinforcement, and hearth construction. These 
characteristics are particularly significant to hut construction and occupation since 
anchoring was crucial in the stormy and windy Kiandra climate. Properly situating a 
tent in an area protected from the prevailing north-westerly winds assisted this 
endeavour, while reinforcing it with a timber framework would prevent high winds, 
rain, hail, sleet, and snow accumulation from collapsing it. Surrounding the tent with 
adequate drainage and firmly securing its edges was also critical in keeping it warm and 
dry by preventing runoff from entering the interior. Finally, the addition of a hearth was 
crucial to providing warmth, although this could be further enhanced by surrounding the 
hut with stone or earth walls to increase insulation and weatherproofing. A range of 
design elements was therefore key to the production of a successful and comfortable hut 
and how miners or businesspeople met these challenges demonstrated how they were 
behaving in these circumstances. In terms of the aims of this research demonstrating 
how individuals were behaving at the level of their hut construction is an important first 
step in ascertaining the nature of their gender identities as respectable huts would need 
to be well constructed. Consequently, these four characteristics are discussed in the rest 
of this section based on the structural information uncovered by the excavations.  
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Table 4.2: Excavated KTH huts architectural summary  
Site 
Preparation Hearth Structure 
Structure Hearth Base Walls Floor Walls Entrance 
I-F1 Platform Cut Raised Paved 
Coursed Random 
Rubble 
Tamped Earth 
Roughly Coursed 
Random Rubble 
Threshold Stone 
and Step 
I-F2 Raised Platform 
Irregularly 
Paved 
Stone Alignments 
Tamped Earth-
Irregular Paving 
Stone Alignments Threshold Stones 
II-F1 - - Paved 
Roughly Coursed 
Random Rubble 
Irregular Paving? 
Irregular Stone 
Alignments 
Irregular Paving 
II-F2 - 
Raised 
Platform 
Irregularly 
Paved 
Roughly Coursed 
Random Rubble 
Cobbling - Cobbling 
III Platform Cut - Paved 
Coursed Random 
Rubble 
Tamped Earth Stone Alignments Irregular Paving 
IV-F1 Platform Cut Firebox Cut Fender/Firebox 
Roughly Coursed 
Random Rubble 
Tamped Earth 
Irregular Stone 
Alignments 
Paved 
IV-F2 Platform Cut Firebox Cut Fender/Firebox Random Rubble Tamped Earth 
Irregular Stone 
Alignments 
Tamped Earth 
IV-F3 Platform Cut Firebox Cut Paved/Firebox 
Roughly Coursed 
Random Rubble 
Tamped Earth Retaining Walls Tamped Earth 
V Platform Cut Paved 
Roughly Coursed 
Random Rubble 
Paved 
Roughly Coursed 
Random Rubble  
Cobbled 
VI Platform Cut 
Irregularly 
Paved 
Coursed Random 
Rubble 
Paved 
Roughly Coursed 
Random Rubble 
Irregularly Paved 
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At a general level site choice and preparation is fairly consistent among the ten 
excavated huts as they were all situated within Clusters H and I on the east slopes of 
Township Hill. They were all oriented east-west or northeast-southwest, with their long 
axis parallel to the direction of the slope. This orientation would have minimised the 
amount of drainage cutting necessary to protect these structures from runoff. 
Considering the large number of huts in these clusters it is possible that miners chose to 
settle in this easterly facing area in order to maximise morning sunlight and daylight 
hours. The depth of the valley meant that during winter the floor received little sunlight. 
Such site selection for the main miners’ camp would have been beneficial in winter.  
Despite the relatively level upper terrace on which all but one of the huts were situated 
the topography offered few flat areas on which to build, so the majority of huts were 
built on gently or steeply sloped areas, sometimes to their advantage. Only KTH-II was 
situated on a reasonably flat terrace, while KTH-I, KTH-III, and KTH-IV were located 
on relatively gentle slopes and KTH-V and KTH-VI on relatively steep slopes. While it 
is possible that the first arrivals chose the flatter areas on which to build there were 
definite advantages to constructing on slopes. When a builder was willing to cut a 
platform this would provide additional insulation and weatherproofing. The miners at I-
F1, III, IV-F1, IV-F2, and IV-F3 took various levels of advantage of this possibility 
along their hut’s rear sides while the two commercial huts utilised their deeper platform 
cuts to provide insulation for their hearths and raise them above ground level (Table 
4.2). Building into the eastern slopes in this way would also have protected them to 
some degree from the prevailing north-westerly winds. Cutting platforms was the best 
way to build a winter hut as simply placing it on level ground would have exposed it to 
the wind and snow. The exception which demonstrated the importance of cut platforms 
in this environment was the raised platform built by the occupant of I-F2 that was 
poorly constructed and quickly failed structurally leading to its abandonment.   
Tent anchorage was managed at six miner’s huts (I-F2, II-F1, II-F2, III, IV-F1, and IV-
F2) through the construction of stone alignments of varying heights and natures (Table 
4.2). The simplest, II-F2, lacked any definite stone alignments although there was an 
earth mound along the rear wall. This suggests that it was anchored with timber logs 
along the tent base as depicted in some of the historical illustrations (Figure 2.16). Stone 
alignments were present along the rear uphill walls of II-F1, IV-F1, and IV-F2, one of 
the side walls of II-F1, and around all the walls of III. These alignments likely represent 
stones that were placed on the folded interior or exterior edges of the tent bases as 
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anchorage and to prevent water from seeping into the interior, especially on the uphill 
side. They were placed on top of platform cuts or on flat ground and, in some cases, 
further reinforced with earth. It seems possible that the rough walling at I-F2 served a 
similar function, but the subsidence in this hut makes it difficult to draw any further 
conclusions. In comparison, at I-F1 and IV-F3 medium height stone walling was 
constructed as foundation walls through roughly coursed random rubble topped with 
earth in the former and stone-lined retaining walls in the latter as tent anchorage.  
At I-F1 some form of wooden framework was possibly set on top of its stone and earth 
walls to support the roof, which likely consisted of a calico tent which formed an outer 
shell for the walls and was anchored at their base. At IV-F3 the tent was also anchored 
on the top of the platform cuts with stone alignments. In contrast, at the two commercial 
huts, which both featured medium-height stone walling, timber frameworks likely 
rested on top of this walling and were further anchored by extra framework and guy 
ropes, with perhaps the calico tent forming an outer shell for the walls. This type of 
design would maximise the interior space while also allowing the wall tops to be 
utilised as storage space, or in the case of VI perhaps as seating considering that they 
were rendered. In conclusion, it is evident that at the miners’ and commercial huts 
anchorage was essential and was carried out using the materials present in accordance 
with the occupants’ building skills and the time and resources they were willing to 
invest in hut construction.   
Only limited evidence of timber framework was encountered during excavation in the 
form of postholes or stone post-rests, although a large number of metal fasteners were 
recovered (see Chapter 6). However, there were two postholes and a stone post-rest 
found at the eastern end of VI suggesting a vertical post and two diagonal posts in an A-
frame was used to support a horizontal beam. It is likely that guy ropes were used at 
each hut for further anchorage, but unfortunately no corresponding postholes were 
encountered. 
Other features linked to tent frames were stone paving or cobbling that usually 
represented exterior vestibules at the entrance separating the outside from the dry and 
warm inside. Six miners’ huts (I-F1, I-F2, II-F1, II-F2, III, and IV-F1) displayed stone 
paving or cobbling across entrances and sometimes interior floors (Table 4.2). At I-F1 
and I-F2 this consisted of threshold paving, but at the others some form of exterior 
paving or cobbling was present over a relatively large area. These exterior paved areas 
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were probably covered and functioned as vestibules where wet or dirty clothing could 
be removed and stored before entry. Perhaps these vestibules, whether paved or not, 
were a response to the use of tamped earth floors at the majority of miners’ huts as the 
occupants went to great lengths to prevent water seepage which would have turned 
these floors to mud. This includes positioning all the entrances on the downhill side. In 
this manner, miners tried to prevent themselves from bringing in water and dampness 
into their huts. Only three miners’ huts, I-F2, II-F1, and II-F2, utilised any paved or 
cobbled stone flooring; at I-F2 this was a response to subsidence of its raised platform 
base while at II-F1 and II-F2 it was because of the lack of a platform cut that would 
have created a compacted clay floor surface. Having built on the original ground surface 
the miners had to introduce stone paving or cobbling to stabilise the floor.  
Both the commercial huts feature exterior stone paving or cobbling outside their 
entrances, which at VI definitely extended beneath the tent fly. They both had vestibules 
for their customers to shed wet or dirty clothing before entering the interior. However, 
in contrast to the miners’ huts they also featured stone paving on platform cut surfaces 
because of the increased traffic these floor surfaces would endure through everyday 
business. It also seems likely that these floor surfaces were paved because customers 
would be less likely to fully divest themselves of wet clothing and therefore would have 
brought water and dampness into the interior. However, the presence of the stone 
flooring at V did not prevent the central floor from subsiding, which was a product of 
the intensive use of this surface, the lack of quality foundations, and a high water table. 
Based on these findings, many of the decisions that miners and businesspeople made 
about tent frameworks, and hence hut layout, seem to have been dictated by attempts to 
keep the interior as warm and dry as possible.   
At all huts hearth construction was clearly of great importance as these features were 
regularly the best-constructed features. During occupation hearths experienced intensive 
everyday use, cooking breakfast and dinner, as well as perhaps being used overnight to 
provide warmth. Intensity of use would have increased during wet and snowbound 
periods when miners were unable to work and were confined to their huts. Hearths were 
involved in a vast range of important behaviours for miners and businesspeople. At the 
miners’ huts they were all built on the downhill side and raised where necessary to be at 
the level of the prepared building platforms and floor level. The exception was the I-F2 
hearth which was constructed directly on top of the raised building platform. Both of the 
commercial hearths were built on the uphill side in order to increase their insulation and 
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weatherproofing and raise them above the floor level. Two different designs were used 
for bases: basalt paving, which occurred at seven huts either in a tightly fitted fashion 
with complete coverage (I-F1, II-F1, III, and VI) or more irregularly across the base 
area (I-F2, II-F2, and V) and a combined stone fender and firebox present at two huts 
(IV-F1 and IV-F2) (Table 4.2). However, these were hybridised at IV-F3. It is unclear 
what gender, status, or ethnic differences may be behind these two designs as it is 
unknown what the advantages or disadvantages of each may have been in relation to 
different cooking techniques or hut heating. However, the firebox design would likely 
have increased hearth weatherproofing, as well as reduced the frequency of cleaning, 
but would have lacked the workspace areas available in paved base hearths. Therefore, 
the compromise situation at IV-F3 may have been an effort to utilise the best aspects of 
each to create a more practical and ideal hearth. 
All hearths featured substantial stone walls (except for I-F2 due to its poor construction) 
that were erected to the best of the ability of the builder to weatherproof and insulate it 
as much as possible. Thus, the majority of walls were roughly coursed random rubble 
(II-F1, II-F2, IV-F1, IV-F3, and VI), three others (I-F1, III, and V) were wholly or 
partially constructed of coursed random rubble, while IV-F2 was constructed of simple 
random rubble (Table 4.2). Where some form of coursed random rubble construction 
was used hearths remained rectangular in shape, but where there was no coursing they 
became semi-circular. Hearth size was also influenced by construction quality with the 
well-built III and V hearths being the largest, while the poorly constructed I-F2 hearth 
was the smallest (Table 4.2). Poor construction probably limited hearth size to a degree, 
and good construction provided the opportunity to enhance size, but most builders 
preferred small or medium hearths irrespective of the stonework quality they were able 
to achieve. This may have been because smaller hearths radiated more heat or because a 
hearth was constructed to fulfil a certain function, such as at VI (Gregors, 1979:15). 
Adequately weatherproofing hearths would have been essential to preventing the 
inclement weather unduly affecting essential hearth fires. A great level of care was 
therefore taken and time and resources expended in constructing hearths at the majority 
of the miners’ huts and the two commercial huts. Where this care was not taken, such as 
at I-F2, occupation could not continue, leading to swift abandonment.  
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Table 4.3: Excavated KTH hut dimensions and excavation coverage  
Site 
Tent Structure Size External Hearth Size 
Hearth Base 
Area 
Floor Area Fully 
Excavated 
Maximum 
Number of 
Occupants 
Width Length Area Width Length Area 
I-F1: Miner’s Hut 3.3 (N-S) 3.6 (E-W) 11.88 2.0 (E-W) 2.5 (N-S) 5.00 1.43 100.0 1-2 
I-F2: Miner’s Hut 2.9 (N-S) 3.3 (E-W) 9.57 1.3 (E-W) 2.3 (N-S) 2.99 1.16 80.0 1-2 
II-F1: Miner’s Hut 2.7 (N-S) 2.9 (E-W) 7.83 1.7 (E-W) 1.8 (N-S) 3.06 0.49-0.63 10.0 1-2 
II-F2: Miner’s Hut 3.6 (N-S) 4.0 (E-W) 14.40 1.5 (E-W) 2.4 (N-S) 3.60 1.24 60.0 3-4 
III: Miner’s Hut 3.6 (N-S) 4.5 (E-W) 16.20 1.8 (E-W) 2.5 (N-S) 4.50 3.46 100.0 3-4 
IV-F1: Miner’s Hut 3.2 (N-S) 4.7 (E-W) 15.04 1.5 (E-W) 2.6 (N-S) 3.90 0.95 30.0 3-4 
IV-F2: Miner’s Hut 3.4 (N-S) 3.4 (E-W) 11.56 2.0 (E-W) 2.5 (N-S) 5.00 1.54 50.0 2-3 
IV-F3: Miner’s Hut 3.6 (N-S) 3.6 (E-W) 12.96 2.0 (E-W) 2.9 (N-S) 5.80 2.17 60.0 2-3 
V: Restaurant 5.8 (E-W) 6.5 (N-S) 37.70 2.6 (E-W) 4.0 (N-S) 10.40 
N: 1.89 
S: 1.77 
50.0 ? 
VI: Commercial Hut 3.7 (N-S) 4.7 (E-W) 17.39 2.2 (E-W) 2.8 (N-S) 6.16 1.21 100.0 1-2 
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Hearth-base fire damage and the location of ash deposits within hearths indicate the 
intensity with which these features were used by miners and businesspeople and how 
the space within the hearths was organised and utilised. The only hearth to lack 
evidence of this kind was I-F2 and this was probably because it failed shortly after 
construction. Within most hearths (I-F1, II-F1, IV-F1, IV-F2, IV-F3, V, and VI) 
intensive use was confined to the rear section directly below the chimney, either on top 
of paved bases or in fireboxes. The aim of this placement was to increase chimney draw 
and enhance hearth efficiency. A similar objective was sought at II-F2 where the central 
portion of the long rectangular hearth was fire damaged, but at III the whole base area 
was fire damaged indicating regular shifts in the location of fires within the hearth. This 
may be the result of different areas of this large hearth being used for different cooking 
purposes, whereas all the other small to medium hearths had dedicated fire areas. 
Generally, at all the huts except IV-F1 and IV-F2, the location of fires within the rear 
portions provided a paved front area for use as a workspace or storage area for cooking 
equipment. However, at V the hearth was slightly adapted to permit the inclusion of two 
separate cooking areas that may well have facilitated production of the variety of meals 
that this establishment probably served. 
Summary 
This chapter has demonstrated that KTH was the main miner’s camp at Kiandra during 
the colder months (March-April to October-November) of the goldrush. The discussion 
of hut characteristics has also revealed how miners and businesspeople attempted to 
create adequate shelter for themselves during this period. Generally, they invested as 
much time and resources as possible in producing a warm and dry hut that was 
adequately reinforced against the inclement weather. However, it is clearly apparent that 
differences existed between miners’ and commercial huts that allow each to be 
identified. These differences also evidently relate to individuality and the approaches 
that different miners and businesspeople were taking to their occupation at KTH which 
was likely associated with the gender identities they were attempting to cultivate. In 
general, commercial huts had more time and resources invested in their construction 
than miners’ huts. This is apparent in their more effective and purposeful designs for 
their particular functions, as well as their greater use of more robust and substantial 
stone construction. Better design and construction made these huts more comfortable, 
which was likely crucial to attracting custom. It is also possible that businesspeople 
were willing to invest more in their huts and increase their comfort as they would have 
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spent the majority of their time within them. In contrast, miners’ huts were constructed 
with a minimum of time and effort, because they were not principally concerned with 
personal comfort and were willing to endure some discomfort to quickly achieve their 
aims. As such, they were seen as only basic shelters to eat, rest, sleep, and store their 
possessions. The exception is I-F1 where further effort was undertaken to increase hut 
insulation and weatherproofing in order to enhance its comfort. All the other miners’ 
huts were only minimally (II-F1 and II-F2) or moderately (III, IV-F1, IV-F2, and IV-
F3) designed to cope with the alpine climate, at least in terms of additional anchorage, 
insulation, and weatherproofing. Comparatively, the commercial huts were constructed 
to a similar standard to I-F1, being well-anchored, insulated, and weatherproofed in 
order to provide a comfortable environment.  
Hut and hearth sizes suggested that the smallest three huts, I-F1, I-F2, and II-F2, were 
probably occupied by single miners, or no more than two people in each case (Table 
4.3). Despite its greater size it seems probable that VI was also only occupied by one or 
two people considering its function and the allocation of space within it. The slightly 
larger huts IV-F2 and IV-F3 were likely occupied by at least two miners each, but 
perhaps no more than three, while the largest set of huts, II-F2, III, and IV-F3, were 
probably occupied by no more than three or four miners each. In contrast, it was 
impossible to make any suggestions about the number of people who permanently 
occupied V due to the large amount of customer traffic and usage the structure 
experienced during occupation.  
Besides these structural characteristics excavation of each hut recovered material 
culture assemblages of varying composition and sizes indicating the length and type of 
occupation at each hut and the behaviour of the occupants. Only I-F2 displayed 
evidence of having been occupied for a relatively short period of time due to is 
structural failure. All the other huts were occupied for relatively moderate to long 
periods of time based on the depth of hearth deposits and the quantity and nature of 
remnant material culture. These huts were all successfully occupied for some amount of 
time and provided shelter for their occupants during the winter. In the following chapter 
the methodology that was utilised to re-catalogue these assemblages and the analysis 
used to reveal the gender identities and behaviour of each hut’s occupants are described.  
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Chapter 5: Artefact Analysis Methodology 
This chapter develops and outlines the cataloguing and artefact analysis methodology 
used to re-examine the KTH hut assemblages. The main purpose of this work is to 
provide a standardised framework in which to catalogue and analyse these assemblages, 
as previously each different field season had utilised different cataloguing and analysis 
methodologies which made it difficult to compare these assemblages. This chapter first 
presents the general cataloguing framework and then moves onto a discussion of the 
specific analyses used on the dominant artefact types. Following this the functional 
analysis used in this research is presented. Finally, this chapter explores the theory and 
methodology used to analyse the behaviour represented by the artefact assemblages and 
structural remains from these huts. This analysis is based on Schiffer’s (1985) 
behavioural archaeology and aims to demonstrate how miners and businesspeople 
organised and maintained their material culture within their huts. The methodological 
framework developed in this chapter will allow the KTH huts to be thoroughly and 
rigorously examined to create a picture of how everyday life within them operated and 
how the gender identities of their occupants manifested in their behaviour.  
The Cataloguing Process 
The cataloguing process utilised in this research constituted three stages of 
identification and interpretive flow, from material, to artefact form, to function 
according to common practice in Australian historical archaeology (Brooks, 2005; 
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Casey, 2004; Crook, Lawrence, and Gibbs, 2002). It also follows Brooks’ (2005:13) 
suggestion that there be no functional fields within the catalogues (Appendix 4). The 
rationale behind this move is that the cataloguing process is a work of description and 
identification, rather than one of interpretation, and allows other researchers to use 
these catalogues without any preconceived notions of functionality (Crook, Lawrence, 
and Gibbs, 2002). Instead, the interpretation of artefact function is undertaken 
throughout the next two chapters: in Chapters 6 the analysis of the dominant artefact 
types is performed and in Chapter 7 the functional analysis of the assemblages is 
undertaken. With this general framework in mind the procedural flow of the cataloguing 
process is outlined in this chapter by addressing each of the three stages in turn.  
Initial cataloguing of the assemblages involved their separation into six material 
categories: ceramics, glass, metal, bone, miscellaneous, and samples. The first four 
categories represented the majority of the assemblages, but the fifth comprised items 
made of any other material, such as leather or fabric. The final category, samples, 
differed from the others in that it comprised any artefacts found during excavation of 
which only a sample was taken and the majority of material left on site, such as soil, 
charcoal, wood, or render. Each of these categories during each fieldschool was given 
an identifying catalogue number of a different thousand number (such as 1000, 2000, 
3000, etc.). In some cases this resulted in a material category receiving a different series 
number over different fieldschools (Table 5.1). During the re-cataloguing process the 
original number series for each material type was kept, but in some cases if the number 
of artefacts within a category exceeded that series an additional one was allocated.   
The second cataloguing stage involved separating each of these material assemblages 
into smaller assemblages consisting of the dominant nine artefact types found at KTH 
(Table 5.2). A specific catalogue system was developed for each designed to suit their 
particularities and extract the most information possible. Only in the case of bottle and 
window glass was the same cataloguing system used for two of the dominant artefact 
forms. Each of these are commonly discussed and analysed in Australian historical 
archaeology and have an accompanying literature. However, in this case the transient 
nature of KTH necessitated the development of slightly different approaches to some 
artefact forms.  
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Table 5.1: Cataloguing series used for the material assemblages from each hut 
Fieldschool/Site 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 
KTH-III (1998) Ceramic Glass Metal Bone Miscellaneous Samples - - - 
KTH-I-II (2003) Ceramic Glass Metal Miscellaneous Bone Samples - - - 
KTH-II, IV-VI (2004) - Ceramic Glass Metal Miscellaneous Bone Samples Metal Glass 
 
Table 5.2: Dominant artefact types and typical artefacts  
Artefact Type Typical Artefacts 
Ceramic Items Tableware and Other Storage Vessels 
Claypipes - 
Bottle Glass - 
Window Glass Window/Mirror Glass 
Metal Items Tools, Containers, Machinery, etc.  
Metal Fasteners  Nails, Tacks, Screws, and Bolts 
Animal Bone Meal Remains and Naturally Deposited Bone 
Miscellaneous Unidentified Material 
Personal Items Buttons, Buckles, and Footwear 
Samples Soil, Charcoal, and Wood 
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Measurements 
Throughout this research the following approaches have been used in regard to artefact 
frequency, weight, and item dimensions. Some of these methods diverge slightly from 
normal practice in Australian historical archaeology, but the accompanying explanations 
defend their use in this research.  
Frequency and Conjoins 
In this research, artefact counts or number, or the total number of fragments of any 
particular artefact within a catalogue entry, is referred to as artefact frequency. This is 
the mathematical or statistical term for this situation and is thought to be a more 
accurate reflection than the usual archaeology terminology. A conjoin analysis was 
conducted on the assemblages as part of calculating the minimum number of items 
(MNI) for each dominant artefact type. When items were able to be conjoined, either 
within an individual catalogue entry or across several, they are still counted according to 
the number of individual fragments with a note being made of the number of items 
within each entry that can be conjoined (e.g. 2x Conjoin, etc.). This method has been 
used in order for the total frequency of each artefact type to be consistent and not be 
misrepresented by counting conjoined fragments as one. Establishing the percentages of 
items recovered and their spatial distributions is an important part of the methodology 
used in this research to explore hut occupant behaviour and gender identity at KTH. 
Therefore, demonstrating exactly how many fragments there are in an assemblage and 
how they conjoin is central to this analysis.   
Weight 
All weights reported in this research are in grams to one decimal place. This level of 
precision was found appropriate for the artefacts in this collection. Where items had a 
weight less than 0.1g they were recorded as 0.1g since a weight of zero would 
contribute nothing to overall artefact type weights.   
Item Dimensions 
Item measurements were taken using the imperial scale rather than the metric scale. 
This was done despite common practice in Australasian historical archaeology. The 
rationale behind this decision is that to best describe a nineteenth-century item it would 
be most appropriate to use the scale the item was originally designed and manufactured 
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in. Another reason for this decision was that it enabled the analyst to try to understand 
the producers and uses of these items by thinking within the same measurement 
framework. As a consequence all item measurements in this dissertation are in the 
imperial scale when applicable. The exception to this rule is window glass thickness 
measurements where the metric scale has been used for two reasons. The first is that 
Boow (1991:111) described the different types in this scale and the second is that it was 
difficult to describe these small measurements in the fractional imperial scale. 
Therefore, it was convenient to take these measurements in the metric scale with digital 
callipers. 
The other consequence of adopting this approach is that measurements are far more 
flexible and imprecise in the imperial scale than they are in the metric for artefacts of 
the sizes present in the KTH assemblages. Therefore, when taking measurements the 
perceived intended measurement of an item has been recorded rather than the precise 
measurement. This method is part of the goal of understanding an item in terms of the 
manufacturer or user of that item rather than in strict modern scientific terms. To the 
modern scientific reader this methodology may give alarm, but the range of error under 
discussion here is small – in the range of ±1/16” in most cases. It does apply more to 
instances where, for example, a glass bottle finish is misshapen but it is apparent that its 
bore diameter was intended to be ¾”, but is in this case is a little larger at 13/16”. In this 
way the intended dimensions of the item have been recorded rather than its actual 
dimensions.   
Artefact Condition  
The alpine Kiandra climate follows a freeze-thaw cycle, alternating between cold, wet 
winters and hot, dry summers. This cycle promotes artefact deterioration and 
fragmentation (Schiffer, 1987:151), which made it appropriate to identify the condition 
each artefact was recovered in. This included recording the effects of three main 
processes that have affected artefacts during occupation or post-deposition: fire damage, 
corrosion, and weathering.  
Fire Damage 
Fire damage to artefacts included melting, charring, or blackening that stemmed from 
two different sources: deposition of artefacts within hearth deposits or modern bushfire 
events (e.g. the 2003 bushfires).  
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Melting was confined almost exclusively to glass artefacts and stemmed from the 
deposition of these artefacts within hearths where long-term heat exposure resulted in 
this type of artefact damage. Two different levels of glass melting were observed: the 
first consisted of minor damage that did not significantly alter fragment form or impede 
identification and the second comprised major damage which resulted in the complete 
deformation of a fragment preventing identification. The difference between these 
levels was the length of exposure to intense heat. Some items made of metals with 
lower melting points (lead), as well as some miscellaneous items made of unidentifiable 
materials, were also subjected to this form of fire damage. 
At all the huts fire damage to animal bone is common due to its deposition within 
hearths. Initial exposure of bone to fire, either through cooking or bushfires results in 
slight burning or charring appearing as discolouration due to the less intense heat and 
short exposure (Lyman, 1994:385). However, when bone is deposited within hearths it 
is subjected to far more intense charring processes resulting from both the greater 
intensity of heat and prolonged exposure (Lyman, 1994:388-389). Charring consists of 
two stages: carbonisation and then calcination. Initial carbonisation results in bone 
slowly turning to black carbon after the collagen in the bone burns completely. 
Calcination follows this stage through continued exposure to heat that slowly oxidises 
the carbonised bone turning it white, blue, or grey and chalky while also heavily 
fragmenting it (Lyman, 1994:385). This fragmentation begins with crazing across the 
surface as cracks begin to form and then progresses to complete disintegration (Lyman, 
1994:360, 389-391).  
Blackening at KTH stemmed from two different sources: item use and the 2003 
bushfires. It occurs on several artefact types including claypipes, glass, animal bone, 
and some miscellaneous items. Many of the items near the surface of the sites excavated 
in 2003 and 2004 were damaged in this way, depending on the pattern of fire 
devastation across the hill. However, blackening (as its name implies) usually did not 
significantly damage artefacts besides adding a black sheen to their outer surfaces. 
Otherwise, claypipes commonly displayed blackening within their bowls representative 
of their use.  
Corrosion 
This type of artefact damage was confined at KTH to two different artefact materials: 
glass and metal. Glass corrosion involves the formation of an alkali-deficient layer on a 
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fragment’s surface following its deposition in damp alkaline conditions (Frank, 
1982:12, 67; Schiffer, 1987:162). There are several different stages to this process 
beginning with cloudiness of the surface and ending in what is described in bottle 
collecting as ‘opalescence’ (Munsey, 1970:53). At KTH on the most corroded 
fragments this layer had begun to flake off and extend further into the body of the 
fragment. This corrosion was primarily noted during cataloguing to explain the lack of 
identification possible on these affected fragments. However, in terms of analysis and 
interpretation the corrosion itself provides information about the depositional history of 
particular fragments. Generally, glass corrosion is strongly correlated with deposition in 
hearths whose deposits comprised wood ash which created an alkaline environment 
(Schiffer, 1987:146).    
Corrosion of metal is typically the result of deposition of metal items in buried contexts, 
particular moist environments or those that are salt-rich (Schiffer, 1987:190, 192). 
Depending on the type of metal, corrosion begins with the formation of a thin film and 
with time this may extend to encompass and penetrate the entire object (Schiffer, 
1987:191). On iron, which is the typical metal found at KTH, the corrosion products are 
soluble and porous allowing the interior metal to be constantly exposed to water and 
hence allowing further corrosion (Schiffer, 1987:191). Within the huts, deposition 
within hearth deposits that included wood ash, which is a potent source of salts, also led 
to increased corrosion (Schiffer, 1987:192). Generally, iron objects were considerably 
corroded within the KTH assemblages, but other metals and alloys were far less affected 
in accordance with their greater resistance to corrosion (Schiffer, 1987:194, 195, 196). 
On these items the presence of corrosion has been recorded during the cataloguing 
process to illustrate how identifiable an item was, as well as what sort of environment it 
was likely deposited in.  
Weathering 
For the purposes of this research, weathering was defined as the deterioration of 
artefacts which occurs primarily when they are unburied or still located on the surface 
of a site (Schiffer, 1987:143). Owing to the slow formation of archaeological deposits it 
is equally likely for artefacts found in buried provenances to be weathered as those 
found in surface provenances. During the cataloguing process weathering was observed 
to affect only animal bone and has been recorded to help ascertain the depositional 
nature of particular fragments. On this material it consists of decomposition or 
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disintegration where the original microscopic organic and inorganic components 
separate and are destroyed by natural agents (Lyman, 1994:354; Schiffer, 1987:185). 
Disintegration occurs through several stages beginning with the formation of 
longitudinal cracks which progressively become deeper and are coupled with greater 
exfoliation of the remaining bone (Schiffer, 1987:185). This process can be further 
accelerated by freeze-thaw, cold-hot, or wet-dry cycles which are all present in the 
Kiandra climate (Schiffer, 1987:186).  
Dominant Artefact Types 
As outlined above the KTH artefact assemblage contained nine dominant artefact types. 
Considering the paucity of artefacts remaining at many of the huts a determined effort 
has been made to extract the largest amount of information possible from each of these 
artefact types. Thus, a separate artefact analysis methodology has been developed for 
each which is outlined below. The analysis of each of these artefact types provides 
valuable information of the behaviour, occupation, and gender identities of hut 
occupants, as well as hut function. A secondary goal of each artefact analysis was to 
calculate the MNI for each hut assemblages as a preparatory step for a functional and 
distribution analysis of these sites. 
Ceramic Items 
The ceramic item assemblages analysed during this research have been catalogued 
following the methodology developed by Esposito (2012:99-101). This includes 
recording the fabric, decoration, form, and part of the sherd, as well as any other 
diagnostic features or measurements. Owing to the rarity of ceramic items at the KTH 
huts no further analysis has been performed besides a MNI calculation and 
consideration of item function.   
Claypipes  
Due to the prevalence of smoking among diggers, and the working-class in general 
during this period, claypipes formed an important part of the KTH assemblages (Davies, 
2011:93; Gojak and Suart, 1999:40; Tyrrell, 1999:4, 11; Walker, 1984:14). Considering 
their commonness they are an important resource that can potentially indicate social, 
economic, ethnic, and gender differences (Cook, 1997; Courtney, 2007:230-231). 
Smoking among working-class men has been described as a masculine norm and ‘an 
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assertion of masculinity’ which makes a detailed study of claypipes integral to any 
study of masculinity during this period (Cook, 1997:31; Davies, 2011:93; Tyrrell, 
1999:5; Walker, 1984:14). However, ‘lower’ class women also smoked during this 
period, usually in private situations, but generally ‘respectable’ working-class women 
abstained (Cook, 1997:29-31; Davies, 2011:94-95, 98; Tyrrell, 1999:5-6; Walker, 
1984:14, 31-32). For working-class men smoking was heavily identified with leisure 
and relaxation and had an associated soothing ritual consisting of shaving the tobacco 
plug into flakes with a knife, rolling these flakes until they became a powder, and then 
filling and lighting the pipe (Tyrrell, 1999:5, 11; Walker, 1984:14, 18, 24). In this 
manner smoking was a collective and social pastime for workers in the evening around 
the campfire or during work breaks (Walker, 1984:13-14). In the context of this 
smoking ritual, claypipes can be consider to be only one part of a ‘tobacco consumption 
package’ of material culture which also included tobacco tins, leather bags, matchboxes, 
and pocket knives, as well as perhaps corers or spoons to clean out bowls (Cessford, 
2001). Thus, within the KTH assemblages there are several other artefact types which 
may have been association with smoking while otherwise being multifunctional. 
Considering the strong association of claypipes with working-class masculinity, as well 
as ethnic or socioeconomic status, considerable effort has been expended on providing a 
robust form of analysis for this artefact type due to the valuable information it can 
potentially provide.  
Claypipes were inexpensive and mass-produced items that were inherently fragile 
leading to a regular turnover of pipes by any given smoker. Estimates about the lifespan 
of pipes vary from ‘several days to two weeks’ (Gojak and Stuart, 1999:39) to ‘one to 
three weeks’ (Walker, 1984:13). Consequently, the mass-production of claypipes during 
the nineteenth century, coupled with the commonness of smoking and the need for a 
regular supply, resulted in a wide and diverse market with a great variety of pipes and 
decorations produced for a range of places and tastes (Bradley, 2000:111, 114; 
Courtney, 1998:25-26; Gojak and Stuart, 1999). During the nineteenth century in 
particular manufacturers catered to ethnic and nationalistic sentiments that had become 
fashionable during this period (Bradley, 2000:112; Courtney, 1998:25-26). Most pipe 
decorations were made for male tastes, but women had their own quite distinctive 
preferences with regard to these items that led them to choose different types despite 
perceived nationalistic or ethnic associations (Davies, 2011). Despite this acknowledged 
variability in the wider claypipe market it has recently been argued that only a limited 
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range of claypipe styles were imported by a few manufacturers thereby limiting the 
available consumer choice at times (Gojak, pers. comm. in Davies, 2011:90). 
Manufacturers began to add Australian titles, such as the ‘Squatters Budgeree’ or 
‘Squatters Own’, to their ranges from the goldrushes onwards when the great population 
increase created a large market for these products (Gojak and Stuart, 1999:46). 
However, it is unclear how these pipes were received by the market and how much they 
successfully represented colonial tastes, or ultimately participated in the formation of a 
colonial and national Australian identity (Gojak and Stuart, 1999:46). In the context of 
the Kiandra Goldrush where local merchants amply supplied the settlement it seems 
unlikely that only a limited range of claypipe types would have been available to 
diggers. Consequently, it is likely that they would have been able to utilise consumer 
choice to obtain pipes of the desired type and decoration according to their personal 
tastes.    
 
Figure 5.1: Cutty-style claypipe (Brassey, 1991:29) 
During the mid-nineteenth century the most common claypipe type was the ‘cutty’ 
which was characterised by an upright bowl, perhaps with a narrow, pointed spur, and a 
short stem (Figure 5.1) (Courtney, 1998:22; Courtney and McNiven, 1998:46). It was 
favoured by the working-classes because it could be used while working as the short 
stem could be gripped in the teeth, leaving the hands free (Courtney, 1998:22-23; 
Wilson and Kelly 1987:28). The Irish version of the cutty, the ‘dudeen’, was heavier, 
more robust, and thicker-walled and both these types were apparently heavily favoured 
by Irish, Scottish, and Aboriginal workers (Figure 5.2) (Courtney, 1998:23; Courtney 
and McNiven, 1998:46; Gojak and Stuart, 1999:40). Dudeens often featured Irish 
symbols or slogans and are strongly associated with Irish identity and nationalism 
(Gojak and Stuart, 1999:45). Considering the likely working-class origins of most 
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diggers at the Kiandra Goldrush it is highly likely that the majority of claypipes used 
would have been cuttys or dudeens.   
 
Figure 5.2: Irish dudeen-style pipes from Cadman’s Cottage, Sydney (Gojak and 
Stuart, 1999:41) 
Claypipes were usually discarded only after catastrophic breakage to the bowl or along 
the stem in close proximity to the bowl (Gojak and Stuart, 1999:40). If breakage was 
further along the stem it was possible for the item to be reused through the smoker 
biting onto or shaping the broken stem (Gojak and Stuart, 1999:39-40). This reuse is 
clearly visible archaeologically through the presence of toothmarks where the stem was 
gripped with the teeth or through toothwear or regrinding which smoothed the new 
fractured end (Davies, 2008:12; Gojak and Stuart, 1999:40). While reuse has been 
commonly noted during claypipe studies it is unclear to what extent it was carried out or 
for what reasons, such as poverty, frugality, or limited availability (Bradley, 2000:127; 
Davies, 2008:12; 2011:92-93; Goodwyn, 1989:79; Gojak and Stuart, 1999:39-40\). 
However, it has been noted that incidences of reuse are higher on remote sites without 
regular supply, suggesting that this behaviour was most likely a response to limited 
availability (Bradley, 2000:128). It is also possible that the strategies described above as 
‘reuse’ were deliberately employed by some smokers to produce desired short pipes for 
work conditions (Bradley, 2000:127). Other signs of pipe use included bowl staining, 
which forms from the first use and ranges from light grey to blue or black 
discolouration within the bowl or on the rim on heavily smoked pipes (Bradley, 
2000:127; Gojak and Stuart, 1999:40). Heavy staining can be evidence that pipes were 
utilised for long periods, and were therefore carefully curated, which in turn suggests 
that stained pipes may have been prized by their owners (Courtney, 1998:27; Davies, 
2011:93). Given that there are many reasons why a digger at the Kiandra Goldrush 
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might ‘reuse’ a claypipe, and that this reuse might be related to constructions of 
masculine identity, this behaviour has been recorded during the analysis of these 
artefacts. This was done by recording the instances of reuse for each assemblage. As a 
pipe could technically be reused several times through increased breakage of a stem 
down to the bowl the idea of ‘instances of reuse’ has been developed, where each 
fragment of stem or even bowl that features toothmarks or shaping has been counted as 
an instance of reuse. Therefore, this count is not an MNI but a record of how many 
times the pipes within an assemblage had been reused.  
In summary, claypipes were highly personal items, even though the act of smoking 
itself was often a social one and the items themselves only had a short lifespan 
(Bradley, 2000:129). This personalisation is apparent both through consumer choice and 
archaeological signs of use and reuse and would have played an important part in how 
individuals asserted their own personal identity. Despite the reservations about the 
diversity of the Australian market place recounted above, it is still quite possible that 
consumer choice of claypipes represented individual social attitudes or political 
affiliations. It is therefore possible that claypipes could be used to identify different 
ethnic or national identities in colonial Australia, as well as track the formation of an 
Australian identity during this period (Gojak and Stuart, 1999:47). Consequently, the 
claypipe analysis of the KTH hut assemblages focussed especially on identifying pipe 
types, motifs, and decorations, as well as signs of reuse with the goal of identifying the 
ethnicity, class, and personal preferences of different hut occupants. An analysis of pipe 
distribution can also produce information on the nature of smoking behaviour and how 
this was affected by social norms, individual circumstances, and relationships (Davies, 
2011). As claypipes were associated closely with male behaviour, they therefore have 
the ability to provide information on what masculine identities hut occupants were 
attempting to cultivate at KTH.   
Claypipe analysis firstly involved the sorting of fragments into three part groups: bowls, 
stems, and mouthpieces. In the advent of a fragment comprising two of these elements 
they were described as bowl-stem or stem-mouthpiece fragments. The second stage 
involved the recording of the diagnostic aspects of each fragment including the presence 
of labels, decoration, reuse, staining, and the identification of the manufacturer if 
possible. Where whole pipes or large portions were present three different 
measurements were taken: bowl diameter, bowl height, and overall pipe length. These 
measurements were taken because they were seen as the most distinctive pipe elements 
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that could assist in the MNI calculation for each assemblage. Another associated 
method was the classification of stem and mouthpiece fragments into three different 
cross-sectional shape categories: round, oval, and rhomboidal (Cooper, 2006). This 
method was undertaken to assist in the conjoining of fragments which in turn assisted 
with the clarification of labels and decoration, and hence manufacturer identification 
and MNI calculation. Due to the small assemblage sizes and frequency of labelled and 
decorated pipes, MNI calculation has not relied on the number of bowl-stem joins or 
mouthpieces present (Bradley, 2000:128). Instead, it has relied on calculating the MNI 
of different pipe types based on their distinctive labels and decorations. To this end a 
type series for this artefact class has been created to aid in MNI calculation, as well as 
the identification of particular claypipe types that can be used as indicators of the ethnic 
or national associations of particular diggers, mining parties, or businesspeople 
(Appendix 3, Table A3.21).   
Bottle Glass 
At KTH this artefact type was subjected to a large amount of fragmentation due to 
depositional and post-depositional processes. Therefore, the cataloguing and analysis 
methodologies for this artefact type were designed to effectively deal with highly 
fragmented assemblages, but is based generally on Jones and Sullivan (1989) and Boow 
(1991). This has been accomplished by developing a series of four fragment shapes 
which each fragment could be reliably categorised into: cylindrical, flat, obtuse, or 
flake. The first three of these shape categories comprise diagnostic fragments with two 
extant surface sides, while the latter incorporated those undiagnostic fragments with 
only one extant surface, which could only in rare circumstances be provided with a 
definite shape category. Cylindrical fragments feature curvature along both of their 
surface sides. Flat fragments feature only one completely flat side where the glass was 
in contact with the bottle mould, while the other side is generally undulating or 
cylindrical according to the interior surface of the item. This category also included 
corner fragments where two flat surfaces meet at a 90° angle. In contrast, obtuse 
fragments comprise corner fragments with an obtuse angle. It is possible for bottle glass 
fragments to feature two or more of each of these fragment shapes if it is large enough; 
therefore, obtuse fragments descriptively trump flat and cylindrical fragments, and flat 
fragments trump cylindrical fragments. This hierarchical arrangement is necessitated by 
the nature of the three bottle shapes commonly found in these assemblages: cylindrical, 
rectangular, and octagonal. When these bottle shapes are fragmented, obtuse fragments 
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are the only clear indictor of octagonal items, while flat corner fragments are the only 
clear indicator of rectangular items, as flat body fragments are present on both bottle 
shapes. In the case of cylindrical items, base and body, as well as general shoulder 
fragments of this shape are clear indicators of these items, but neck and finish fragments 
are more ambiguous as they could possibly come from any of the bottle shapes. 
Therefore, this shape categorisation with its hierarchical arrangement organises bottle 
glass fragments so that they can easily be compared and contrasted as part of a conjoin 
analysis to ascertain the MNI of these assemblages. During this process, if a large 
portion of an item was created out of multiple conjoins (more than three) it was given a 
specific identifying number: Conjoin #. In this manner, a particular assemblage may 
have a series of conjoins from 1 to n where multiple different conjoins are present.  
The other major categorisation of bottle glass was into colour groups (Table 5.3). This 
colour system is loosely based on Boow (1991) who divided bottle glass into two 
common primary colours: black (green) glass and more expensive clear glass. However, 
the system used here expanded upon this by adding two additional primary colours: 
amber and blue. Observations made during the cataloguing process revealed that several 
secondary colour or tinge categories existed within two of these primary colours: clear 
and green. Consequently, categorisation into both primary and secondary colour 
occurred for all diagnostic fragments in the assemblages, but undiagnostic fragments, 
including substantially melted fragments, were only given a primary colour. This is 
because fragments with only one extant surface do not provide the necessary glass 
thickness to allocate a secondary colour. To prevent any biases in the colour 
categorisation of the bottle glass assemblages all fragments were classified by the 
author.   
Table 5.3: Bottle glass colour classification system  
Primary Colour Tinge Description 
Amber - Amber or brown shades  
Clear 
- Transparent with no tinge  
Blue Transparent with a tinge of light blue 
Green Transparent with a tinge of light green 
Blue - Cobalt blue 
Green 
Light Lighter shades of green 
Lime A fluorescent green 
Olive 
Green with an olive shade and tending towards 
black with increasing thickness 
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In order to ascribe function to specific items a range of diagnostic attributes were 
recorded during the cataloguing process including manufacturing method, decorations, 
and labels. Generally, at the time of the Kiandra Goldrush the majority of bottles were 
mould manufactured, with the upper neck being applied with a tool-applied finish. Once 
a concrete idea of a bottle’s form was developed a function was allocated through a 
perusal of the available bottle-collecting and archaeological literature (Arnold, 2002; 
Beck, 1984; Boow, 1991; Jones and Sullivan, 1989; Lerk, 1971; Prickett, 1994; Vader 
and Murray, 1975). When only a small portion of an item was present it was given a 
general function based on its colour, dimensions, and probable form. In some cases 
when an item was only represented by a small fragment its function had to be listed as 
unknown. Considering the transient nature of KTH it is likely that bottles were 
commonly reused, after their initial contents were exhausted, to hold other liquids and 
foodstuffs. This potential was considered in this artefact analysis and possible signs of 
reuse and recycling recorded.   
Window Glass 
Window glass fragments were identified by two identically parallel, flat sides with 
clean, fire-polished surfaces and were separated into three different categories: body, 
edge, and corner. Usually archaeological analyses of this artefact type involve 
identifying the particular window glass type according to its thickness (Boow, 
1991:111) as a dating device and/or examining its spatial distribution to pinpoint the 
location of windows in buildings. As KTH is firmly dated by the historical 
documentation the dating of the hut assemblages is not an important part of the 
investigation of this artefact type. Furthermore, the transient nature of the KTH huts 
suggests that it is unlikely that windows formed an integral part of these structures. 
Therefore, it seems possible that in some, if not all, of the instances where this artefact 
type is found they in fact reflect the presence of mirrors rather than glass-paned 
windows. During this period mirrors were manufactured by attaching a metal backing to 
a pane of window glass. In archaeological circumstances this backing does not preserve 
well, often being eroded away or flaked off post-deposition or during the cleaning 
process post-excavation. Subsequently, it is possible that many fragments of mirror 
glass have lost their diagnostic features and became indistinguishable from normal 
window glass and this possibility was considered throughout the cataloguing and 
analysis of this artefact type.  
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Metal Items  
Of the main artefact types found at KTH, metal items are the most diverse in terms of 
the range of artefact forms and functions present. As a result, the cataloguing system for 
this artefact category had to be general to encompass this wide variety, but items 
commonly fell into two construction-related categories: cast or forged items and those 
assembled from thin sheeting. Items of the first category were usually simple forms 
either hand-made or mass-produced, while those in the second category were more 
complex being constructed of several pieces of sheeting folded or cut into various 
shapes and were invariably mass-produced. A further complicating factor of items in 
both categories was that they sometimes were meant to adorn or fasten wooden items 
and were all that remained of more complex artefact types. In this manner, metal items 
pose a problem for cataloguing and artefact analysis due to the fact that many artefacts 
made of metal were designed to be only small elements of larger, more complex items. 
Consequently, this cataloguing system comprises several general terms to refer to 
common metal item forms (Table 5.4). Among the diverse range of items in the metal 
assemblages only containers appeared in two different shapes, cylindrical or 
rectangular. To distinguish between these shaped containers a shape field was included 
in the cataloguing process, but was only filled out for this artefact form. Some of the 
containers recovered were unfortunately squashed and flattened to the point where their 
original shape was no longer evident. To assist in the description of the wide range of 
metal artefact forms found in the KTH assemblages, item dimensions were recorded for 
all of these artefacts where possible, as well as measurements between rivet holes or 
fasteners on items designed to be attached to others. Other salient characteristics 
recorded were metal type or alloy (Light, 2000) and method of manufacture.   
The presence of complex artefact forms, which would have comprised different parts in 
their makeup, necessitated that MNI analysis progressed through two stages. The first 
related to the calculation of the minimum numbers of specific part shapes, such as 
particular widths of strapping. For interpretative purposes during the artefact analysis 
(Chapter 6) the parts present in an assemblage are discussed in terms of their general 
artefact form: metal containers, wooden containers, improvised equipment, composite-
handled tools, and cast/forged items. This process is part of the second stage of analysis 
which involved the MNI calculation for each site. This calculation was fraught with 
difficulties due to the proclivity for each complex item to be represented in an 
assemblage by several different artefact forms. It was found that considering the 
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assemblages first by individual parts best permitted this calculation by grouping 
possibly related artefacts. Once MNI was calculated, item function was assessed based 
on individual item forms and dimensions using a wide range of resources on specific 
artefact types (e.g. Anson, 1983; Bedford, 1985; Priess, 2000; Ritchie, 1986; Rock, 
2000). Similar to claypipes and glass bottles mentioned above, metal objects were quite 
suitable for reuse and/or recycling, therefore any signs of these uses were recorded.  
Table 5.4: General descriptive terms used in the analysis of metal items 
Form Description 
Connector 
A part of a tool which serves to connect the wooden handle to the metal 
head  
Bar A length of metal with a square or rectangular cross-section 
Fitting 
A small piece of metal meant to be attached to the edge or corners of 
wooden items, such as boxes or trunks, as decoration, protection, or 
reinforcement 
Sheeting 
Thin, flat pieces of metal that would have been used to construct metal 
items such as containers and strapping. In these fragmented assemblages 
body, edge, or corner fragments of this type are often found that are not 
further identifiable 
Strapping 
Strips of thin metal usually with pre-punched holes used to hold together 
barrels and crates 
Tool 
(handle) 
A general term used to refer to any sort of handled metal item which is 
not further identifiable  
Wire 
A thin length of metal with a cylindrical cross-section of a variety of 
diameters (gauges)  
Container 
A vast array of metal containers of rectangular or cylindrical shapes was 
used in this period. However, in these fragmented assemblages they are 
only evidenced by rims, soldered joins, corners, lids, or bases.  
 
Metal Fasteners  
At the KTH huts metal fasteners were the only common structural artefact type to be 
recovered. Their commonness is the result of the use of timber to construct these huts, 
as well as wooden containers, tools, furniture, and other items of material culture used 
within the structures. Thus, metal fasteners comprising nails, tacks, screws, and bolts, 
were an important element of the KTH assemblages that required a detailed form of 
cataloguing and analysis. Unfortunately, studies of metal fasteners in historical 
archaeology typically only use these artefacts for dating purposes, particularly for 
demonstrating the period of construction of buildings, as well as instances of 
maintenance during their occupation (Adams, 2002; Middleton, 2005; Varman, 1993; 
Wells, 1998). Fasteners are not usually used to gain information about the nature of 
building construction even though they are well suited for this type of analysis (Connah, 
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2007; Moore, 2007). In the case of the KTH huts, their method of construction is of 
particular interest as the amount of effort miners put into their shelters can provide 
crucial information about their intentions with regard to a field, their building 
experience, and gender identities. The nature of wooden furniture or hardware disposed 
of at a hut is also of interest as it can provide information about a miner’s occupation, 
situation, experience, and respectability. Consequently, there are particular benefits to 
be reaped from a detailed analysis of metal fasteners and being able to effectively 
differentiate between those used structurally and those used on other wooden items.   
Table 5.5: Metal fastener types   
Type Description 
HND Handmade (Wrought) Nail 
CLP Clasp Nail 
CPB Cut Plate Brad Nail 
CPS Cut Plate Square Nail 
EWB Ewbank Nail 
W Unidentified Wire Nail 
WFT Wire Flathead 
WRH Wire Rosehead Nail 
TCK Tack 
HSH Horseshoe Nail 
SCR Screw 
BLT Bolt 
 
To this end, the first stage in the metal fastener analysis involved sorting them into 
general form (nails, tacks, screws, or bolts), specific type, and then four part groupings: 
whole, head-shaft, shaft, and shaft-point. Identification of specific types principally 
followed the work of Varman (1980; 1993) for nails and Jenkinson (1999:50, 64-7) for 
screws, but also utilised early work on Kiandra assemblages (Heffernan and Smith, 
1996:56). A total of eleven principal metal fastener types were identified, with one 
additional general category, wire nails (W), comprising nails of this type which could 
not be further identified due to the absence of the head (Table 5.6). Despite concerns in 
the literature that actual nail function is impossible to infer outside of a fastener’s 
original context simply by its type (Wells, 1998:87), it is hypothesised that by 
combining type, length, and archaeological context in this case it will be possible to 
infer, to a level of reasonable probability, the original function of a fastener. Thus, the 
second stage of cataloguing involved measuring fastener length, characterised after 
Fontana et al. (1962:63) as the shaft length, as an indicator of possible function beyond 
that of fastener type. This type of analysis has been previously used to some effect by 
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Lawrence (1995b) and Connah (2007; Moore, 2007), but without the use of appropriate 
contemporary length divisions.  
Historically, nails were purchased by length and number to the pound according to a 
system of penny sizes and were further differentiated by thickness such as fine, bastard, 
and strong (Varman, 1980:104). However, while there is confusion about how this 
penny system was actually organised it is apparent that nails were manufactured in 
lengths of ¼” divisions between 1” and 4 ½”, and ½” divisions up to 8” (Varman, 
1993:185-186). From observations of the KTH collection nails could have lengths of 
1/8” intervals1 between 1” and 4 ½” and of ¼” intervals above this grouping up to 5 ¼”. 
Usually, larger nails between 4” and 12” in length (Hattori and Brigham, 1990:38; 
Varman, 1993:193) have been characterised as spikes in the historical archaeological 
literature, but in this work due to the small number present they have been simply 
included in the general nail category. For tacks it was observed that they had lengths of 
1/16” intervals between 3/16” and 1” and 1/8” intervals between 1” and 1 3/8”. 
Consequently, these two different length scales were utilised for these two fastener 
types in the analysis of these artefacts. While some researchers (Connah, 2007; Fontana 
et al., 1962:55-60; Moore, 2007) have attempted to provide the general building 
purposes of nails and tacks of different lengths, it is unlikely that this type of traditional 
system would have functioned at KTH. At these huts it is suspected that only basic 
timber frameworks were utilised to support these structures and that they were probably 
made out of un-sawn timber. Therefore, the analysis of the function of different-length 
fasteners was only generally based on knowledge of traditional building systems and 
was far more reliant on the archaeological context of different fasteners. Nails were 
therefore generally divided into two length categories: those for framework generally 
below 2 1/2” long and those for joint work longer than 3”. 
Besides length the only other type of analysis conducted on nails was a record of 
clenching and the length at which this occurred on these fasteners. Clenching consists of 
bending the point of a nail that is longer than the piece of timber it has been inserted 
through at a 90° angle to secure it in place. It was utilised to secure wooden parts that 
were especially subject to ‘warping, vibrations, jarring, and continual movement’ 
(Hattori and Brigham, 1990:38). This type of construction method was likely utilised at 
                                                 
1
 Fontana et al. (1962:63) suggest that nails are sometimes a fraction of an inch shorter than their original 
length due to compression of the fastener during hammering or insertion into wood. This has likely 
occurred to some degree in these assemblages.  
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KTH due to the ad hoc manner of hut construction and the local building materials used. 
The analysis of the percentages of different nail lengths that are clenched and at what 
length this occurred will provide additional information about what functions particular 
nail lengths served and how hut construction and materials were managed in different 
cases. The manner of hut construction at different sites will demonstrate the levels of 
construction experience and knowledge of different miners and businesspeople at KTH 
and provide glimpses into their gender identities.   
Animal Bone  
The animal bone assemblages analysed during this research posed several significant 
problems in terms of analysis. Animal bone had been fire damaged and highly 
fragmented at these huts because this material was commonly discarded in hearths. As a 
result of this damage and fragmentation, only minute percentages of the osseous 
material recovered have been identified with reliability. Where identification has been 
possible the works of Schmid (1972) and France (2009) were used to identify specimens 
to skeletal element and species/taxon. Effort has also been made to identify butchery 
and cooking marks if present, as well as condition (outlined above), but with the 
addition of a ‘freshness’ category which indicates whether a specimen was recently 
deposited through natural processes.  
For the small diagnostic portions of the site assemblages a basic dietary analysis has 
been undertaken in accordance with the low proportion these assemblages would have 
represented of occupants’ diets. Commonly, researchers in Australian historical 
archaeology have tried to use animal bone to infer the cuts of meat that they would have 
represented in occupants’ diets (Colley, 2006; Lampard, 2006). Furthermore, the quality 
and quantity of these cuts has been used to infer the socio-economic position and status 
of occupants (Howell-Meurs, 2000). Considering the limitations of the KTH 
assemblages this research used the simple form of this method of analysis developed by 
Steele (1999) (Table 5.7). In Steele’s model, skeletal elements are ascribed to a general 
body-part area of the animal and then given a dietary value. The real benefit of this 
methodology is that it can apply to Bos, Ovis, and Sus, only requires a calculation of 
NISP (Lyman, 1994:100), and does not require a large assemblage to work effectively. 
Therefore, it can be effectively utilised to provide dietary information even from the low 
percentages of diagnostic bone in the KTH assemblages.    
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Table 5.6: Steele’s (1999) body part system (from Colley, 2006:52) 
Body Part  Skeletal Element or Parts  ‘Value’ 
Extremity 
Metapodials, carpals, tarsals, sesamoids, 
astragalus, calcaneus, phalanges 
Low dietary value, 
primarily ‘butchery waste’ 
Cranial 
Skull fragments, horn cores, mandible, 
maxillae, teeth, hyoid 
Low dietary value, 
primarily ‘butchery waste’ 
Trunk Vertebrae, ribs and costal cartilage 
Medium to high dietary 
value 
Forequarter Scapula, humerus, radius and ulna High dietary value 
Hindquarter Pelvis, femur, patella, tibia High dietary value 
 
Miscellaneous 
Due to the varied nature of materials and artefact forms present within this small 
category across the KTH sites no specific form of analysis was undertaken. At most 
sites miscellaneous material formed a negligible part of the overall assemblage 
consisting mostly of unidentifiable or intrusive modern material. Where particular 
artefact forms have been encountered, their material, form, and part were recorded, as 
well as any other salient characteristics for that particular artefact type.   
Personal Items 
This artefact type was particular in that it was a field which overlapped some of the 
different material categories outlined above. This is because material culture related to 
personal attire was the only set of items which was routinely manufactured from a range 
of different materials. These materials were based on the function of the specific 
clothing item or the class or status of the owner. For instance, buttons, a regular feature 
of dress in the nineteenth century, were regularly made of metal, ceramic, shell, wood, 
and bone. Shoes and boots were similar in that they were made of different materials 
such as metal and leather. These circumstances led to the formation of this cataloguing 
category where these items were able to be gathered and described in the same manner 
even though all artefacts were first given a catalogue number relating to their material of 
manufacture. The following three sections outline the method of description and 
analysis used for the three main dress related artefact forms encountered: buttons, 
buckles, and footwear.  
The historical accounts implied that there was social pressure among diggers to dress 
the same in order to avoid ridicule from other diggers, and that clothing choice was 
therefore a way for a digger to communicate his masculine identity to those around him. 
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The personal items category was a critical part of the analysis of KTH material because 
it helped to test whether all the diggers at KTH conformed to the dress code described 
in the contemporary literature, or if in fact some variability in clothing was practised, or 
even socially permissible.  
Buttons 
Buttons formed the dominant part of the personal item assemblages from the KTH huts. 
This situation is understandable considering the amount of buttons which were likely 
present on miners’ and businesspeople’s clothing in comparison to any other artefacts 
which might be recovered archaeologically. It was also consistent with the hypothesis 
that buttons were primarily a part of male clothing during the nineteenth century, 
although they were inconsistently present on female clothing as well (Lindbergh, 
1999:52, 56). This is despite the fact that they can be quite delicate and ornately 
designed, seemingly indicating that they were from female attire, when in fact men 
frequently also utilised these items (Lindbergh, 1999:52). Fortunately, several studies 
have been undertaken of miners’ or men’s work clothing from this period that provided 
an indication of what buttons should be present in the KTH assemblages (Cameron, 
1985). These studies indicated that the pieces of diggers’ clothing that used buttons as 
fasteners included underwear, shirts, trousers, waistcoats, coats, jackets, and waterproof 
clothing. However, the actual function of different button types and sizes in relation to 
what garments they adorned is an issue that is especially problematic. Most authors 
have indicated that buttons were used according to size by a measurement system 
known as ‘lines’ which divided 1” into 40 lines (Lindbergh, 1999:51; Sprague, 
2002:122). However, they differ in opinion as to what sized buttons were commonly 
used on different garments (Table 5.7). Furthermore, button function depended on 
material and type of manufacture as well. There is also the issue of garments at the time 
not having featured matching buttons due to repair, maintenance, or availability during 
production which could have easily resulted in buttons of a similar size, but different 
morphology, originally being part of the same garment (Lindbergh, 1999:51-2). 
Consequently, while buttons were crucial elements of male clothing at the time of the 
Kiandra Goldrush and could conceivably answer many questions about the construction 
of masculine identities at KTH; there are problems with connecting button types to 
specific clothing items except in a general sense. Nevertheless, attempting this type of 
general interpretation was necessary for this research because clothing is often a direct 
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signifier of identity and buttons formed the principal evidence of clothing in the KTH 
hut assemblages.   
Table 5.7: Associations between button size and function  
Lines Lindbergh (1999:51) Sprague (2002:123) 
14 
Shirts, waistcoats, and 
underclothes (small) 
(8-15mm); 
16-18 (10-12mm) bone, 
shell, or porcelain sew-
thru buttons for shirts or 
underwear were 
interchangeable 
Umbrella 
15  
16  
17  
18 Shirts 
19  
20  
21  
22 
Jacket Sleeves and 
Waistcoats 
23 Trouser Fly 
24  
25   
26 
Coats, jackets, pyjamas, 
and trousers 
(16-21mm) 
 
27 Trouser Brace 
28  
29  
30 
Men’s Jackets and 
Warehouse Coats 
31  
32  
33  
34  
45  Men’s Overcoats 
 
The button cataloguing system used in this work was based on Cameron (1985) and her 
division of these items by method of manufacture, attachment, and material type (metal 
(brass/iron), shell, bone, prosser, and wood). It also considered later research on 
particular button types (Lindbergh, 1999; Sprague, 2002) and utilised previous research 
on buttons at Kiandra in terms of their part description (Strange, 2007) (Table 5.8). To 
aid in the interpretation of this artefact form, a type series was also created which is 
principally organised according to material type, but also utilised shape, sew thru type, 
diameter, decoration, and labels or manufacturers marks (Appendix 3; Table A3.24). 
Diameter was measured due to its association with function in the literature. Probable 
general function was then inferred for buttons based on their material, size, and method 
of manufacture using the available literature (Cameron, 1985; Lindbergh, 1999; 
McGowan and Prangnell, 2011). The purpose of the type series was to demonstrate the 
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manner in which buttons were deposited at the KTH huts as it was common for medium 
to large numbers of the same or similar type of buttons to be deposited at some sites. In 
contrast, at others only small numbers of different types of buttons were present. These 
two deposit types represented the discard of whole or large fragments/portions of 
clothing in the first instance and single lost buttons from garments in the second. This 
type series has the ability to differentiate between these two depositional trends and in 
doing so provide evidence of the masculine identities of hut occupants.  
Table 5.8: Button terminology (after Strange, 2007)  
Term Description 
Obverse The front of a button (the principal surface) 
Reverse The back of a button 
Recess Centre depression which often holds the sew thru 
Sew Thru 
Holes in the centre of a button to pass thread through in order to 
attach it to a garment: can be one to five holes or bar 
Shank 
A metal loop or hole on the reverse side of a button to pass thread 
through in order to attach to a garment 
Embossed 
A raised pattern or label transferred to the button through the 
stamp mould 
Rim Edge of button 
Centre 
Central portion of button where sew-thru, shank, or recess is 
usually situated 
 
Buckles and Adjusters  
The cataloguing and analysis of buckles and adjusters was conducted using the 
descriptive system and typology developed by Cameron (1985:198-199). Her typology 
distinguishes between buckles principally used on trouser belts and adjusters used to 
regulate the fitting of waistcoats or trousers (Table 5.9) (Cameron, 1985:154). However, 
both buckles and adjusters may have been used on saddlery and bags. These items 
would have been an important part of the fitting and securing of diggers’ and 
businessmen’s clothing.  
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Table 5.9: Buckle types (Cameron, 1985:198-199) 
Buckle Type Description Use 
A: Single Roller   Tang is attached to the outside ring Belts 
B: Double Roller  
Outside ring supports a centre cross bar. A 
tang is connected to the crossbar. 
Belts 
C: Serrated 
No tangs, serrated teeth on outside ring 
function as a catching device 
Trousers, 
Waistcoat 
Adjusters 
D: Double Tang 
Roller (External) 
Tangs are attached to a mobile external bar 
which acts as a feeder for the strap, curvilinear 
in shape  
Trousers, 
Waistcoat 
Adjusters 
E: Double Tang Roller 
(Centre) 
Tangs are attached to mobile centre cross bar, 
rectangular in shape 
Trousers, 
Waistcoat 
Adjusters 
 
Footwear and Other Leather Items  
As only small fragments of footwear were recovered from the KTH assemblages it was 
unnecessary to produce a cataloguing methodology similar to other Australian studies 
which examined these items in detail (e.g. Bower, 1999; Stocks, 2009; Veres, 2005). 
Furthermore, only one of these studies (Stocks, 2009:17-20) encountered work boots 
possibly similar to those used by miners. Therefore, the footwear fragments recovered 
from KTH were described using the general nomenclature from previous leather 
footwear studies where possible (Anderson, 1968; Stocks, 2009:5; Veres, 2005:89) with 
modifications for the additions or differences miners footwear included in comparison 
to urban footwear (Figure 5.3). Footwear fragments from KTH included leather 
fragments, brass eyelets, brass shoe tacks, and iron boot heels. These latter items are a 
common component of work boots and have been recovered at contemporaneous 
mining, rural, military, or whaling station sites in both Australia and New Zealand 
(Harris and Smith, 2005:68; Hayes, 2008:188; Lawrence, 2006:88; Prickett, 1994:75; 
Quirk 2007:182, 245, 281). Where nails or tacks were found associated with leather sole 
or heel fragments they were discovered to be small, headless, brass examples between 
3/8” and ¾” long. This suggested that these footwear items were either of a good quality 
(Stocks, 2009:29) or were designed for use in wet environments. In comparison, iron 
horseshoe-like nails, tacks, or small headless tacks, also between 3/8” and ¾”, were 
used to fasten boot heels. The presence of eyelets in most of the site assemblages also 
suggests that miners’ boots were lace-up as was usually the case during this period 
(Stocks, 2009:9-10). Boots were an important element of miners’ dress and essential to 
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their occupation which suggests that how they were maintained was related to their 
gender identities.  
 
Figure 5.3: Miner’s boot terminology (Huddleston and Watanabe, 1990:95) 
 
Functional Analysis 
Following the cataloguing process and the MNI calculation for each of the main artefact 
groups according to the descriptions above, each hut assemblage was then functionally 
analysed. Functional analysis is seen as a common, and indeed essential, component of 
archaeological investigation in Australian historical archaeology (Brooks, 2005; Casey, 
2004:31-32; Higginbotham, 2010; Lawrence, 1998b; Lawrence and Davies, 2011). 
However, the exact organisation of functional categories within these analytical 
frameworks is still a matter of debate (Higginbotham, 2010; Lawrence and Davies, 
2011). While there needs to be standard practice for this type of analysis that allows 
local and national comparisons to be made, these frameworks at the same time need to 
be able to be modified and adapted to serve specific research purposes or questions 
(Higginbotham, 2010:46). Of the studies to previously utilise functional analysis in 
Australia, the most similar in terms of site type to KTH is that of Dolly’s Creek 
(Lawrence, 1995b; 2000). It comprised all the main artefact types found at KTH and is 
basically compatible with the goals of this research (Table 5.10). However, it required 
some adjustments to suit the exact circumstances of KTH and the specific research 
questions being asked by this research.  
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Elements of material culture usage that needed to be factored into this new system were 
item polyfunctionality and reuse, which were particularly important given miners’ basic 
inventories and transient lifestyles. In these circumstances, polyfunctionality and reuse 
are likely to be archaeologically visible through an item’s form and condition (use-
wear), its archaeological context, and its context within the overall site assemblage 
(Casey, 2004:32). How polyfunctionality should be dealt with in archaeological studies 
in Australia is still a matter of contention (Brooks, 2005:10; Higginbotham, 2010:45), 
but considering the limited nature of the KTH assemblages it was found appropriate to 
add a polyfunctional category to the functional analysis system. It consists of all those 
items known to have been historically used for a number of functions or displayed 
archaeological evidence of reuse. Considering the small and limited inventories 
probably owned by miners and businesspeople it is likely that item polyfunctionality 
and reuse were important adaptations to goldrush life (Chapter 2). Therefore, while 
specific items were classified into certain activity and function groups based on 
designed function it should be noted that in the case of KTH there is likely some 
overlap of items between different categories depending upon how an item was used in 
specific circumstances. For instance, alcohol bottles were categorised into the general 
food and drink activity group, rather than the recreational one, as this was their basic 
function. However, they could have had a range of uses, including sustenance, 
recreation, or medicinal, depending on the tendencies of individuals or their situation. 
Wooden containers are another example of items which may have served a number of 
functions after or during their initial use such as hut furnishings or chimney stacks. 
Categories for both these possible uses have been included in the hut construction and 
storage activity groups. In this manner item polyfunctionality and reuse have been 
interwoven into this functional analysis system.  
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Table 5.10: Dolly’s Creek artefact classification scheme (Lawrence, 1995b:134-
135; 2000:184-188) 
Function Activity Objects 
Architecture 
Nails Nails, Spikes, Tacks, Screws 
Door Hardware Knob, Hinge, Lock, Padlock, Keyhole, Latch 
Window Glass - 
Domestic 
Tableware 
Tumbler, Stemmed Glass, Bowl, Plate, Cup, 
Saucer, Mug, Teapot, Cutlery 
Cookware Pot Hook 
Metal Containers 
Food Tin, Spigot, Handle, Barrel Hoop, 
Kerosene Tin 
Glass Containers Soda Water, Bottle, Stopper, Condiments 
Ceramic Containers Jar, Jug, Lid, Chinese Jar 
Food Animal Bone and Shell 
Lighting Lamp Chimney, Burner 
Furniture Draw Pull, Clock 
Medicine Bottle 
Personal 
Clothing Button, Buckle, Rivet 
Footwear Heel, Shoe 
Adornment Brooch, Clasp, Wedding Ring, Spectacles 
Recreation 
Smoking Claypipe, Tobacco Tin, 
Alcohol Whisky, Beer, Gin, Wine 
Transportation Horse Transport 
Horseshoe, Harness Ring, Horseshoe Nail, 
Wheel Lug  
Tools and 
Equipment 
Ammunition Bullet 
Mining Tools Shovel, Perforated Iron Sheet 
Stationery Slate Pencils and Tablets, Ink Bottles 
Miscellaneous 
Tools 
Iron Plate, Iron Strap, Wire, Tent Peg, Eye, 
Hook, Staple, Sheet, Rod, Wedge, Washer, 
Bar, Nut/Bolt, Wool Shears, Chain, Collar, 
Iron Pipe 
Sewing Needles, Thimble 
Societal Currency Coins 
Unidentified 
Glass - 
Ceramic - 
Metal - 
Other - 
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Table 5.11: KTH functional analysis system 
Activity Function Artefact Forms 
Hut Construction 
Tent and Chimney Framework Metal Fasteners 
Tent Anchoring Tent Peg 
Cladding Recycled Metal Containers 
Chimney Stacks Recycled Barrels or Crates 
Storage 
Containers/Furnishings Wooden Containers, Metal Containers, Metal Fasteners 
Hooks Recycled Wire and Strapping Hooks 
Food and Drink 
Alcohol Wine/Beer, Gin, Whisky, Brandy 
Preserved Foods and Condiments Food Bottles, Salad Oil Bottles, Cheese Paste Jars 
Meal Remains Animal Bone 
Cooking Equipment Billy, Pot, Dutch Oven 
Tableware Plate, Saucer, Hollowware, Flatware, Pannikin, Cutlery 
Leisure Smoking Claypipe, Tobacco Tin 
Work 
Hardware Shovel, Fork, Pick, Hatchet, Saw, Bucket 
Machinery Oil Cup, Windlass 
Societal/Economy 
Currency Penny, Wallet 
Transactions Scale, Weight 
Business/Communication Clerical Ink Pot, Ink Bottle, Pen Nib 
Dress 
Clothing Buttons, Cufflink, Buckles, Adjusters,  
Adornment Brooch, Badge 
Footwear Footwear, Eyelets, Shoe Tacks, Boot Heels 
Clothing Maintenance Sewing Needle 
Health and Hygiene 
Personal Appearance Mirror, Razor, Hair Oil Bottle, Blacking Bottle, Perfume 
Patent Medicine Medicine Bottles, Ointment Pot 
Lighting Lamps Recycled Bottle Lamp Shades, Floating Wick Holders 
Security Firearms Lead Shot 
Transport Horse Transport Horseshoe Nails, Saddlery Buckles 
Polyfunctional 
Fire Lighting/Gold Storage/General Storage Matchboxes 
Mining Hardware/Cutlery/General Cutting/Defence Pocket Knives 
Mining Hardware/Tableware  Gold Pans 
Coal Shovels/Gold Baking Recycled Shovel Heads 
Unknown Unidentifiable Items Tool Handles, Porcelain Item 
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In conclusion, the functional analysis system developed for this research gave great 
consideration to item polyfunctionality and reuse, while also attempting to be more 
specific about item function by providing more activity groups than the Dolly’s Creek 
system (Table 5.11). These activity groups were guided by the historical analysis of 
miners’ material culture carried out in Chapter 2 and subdivided the Dolly’s Creek 
domestic, tool, and equipment functional groups into more specific functional groups. 
Other activity groups were also slightly adapted. These specific functional groups were 
designed to help illuminate how gender identities were constructed and maintained at 
KTH, as well as to uncover the nature of miners’ and businesspeople’s everyday lives 
within the settlement.   
Space, Order, and Respectability 
In Chapter 1 it was hypothesised that the respectability of a miner’s or businessperson’s 
hut may have been indicated by the level of cleanliness or orderliness of its interior. 
However, no discussion was provided of how best to analyse and evaluate this facet of a 
hut’s character archaeologically. Consequently, in this section the methodology for 
evaluating the respectability of a hut’s construction, occupation, and abandonment is 
discussed and outlined.  
As archaeology is primarily a study of refuse it is particularly suited to evaluating how a 
structure and the material culture in contained were maintained and ordered on a daily 
basis and at abandonment. This can be accomplished primarily through an analysis of 
how waste management systems – how occupants disposed of their different types of 
refuse – were implemented at a site. While it has previously been show that at transient 
sites refuse disposal is typically outside entrances in a unidirectional manner resulting in 
surface sheet scatters (Brand, 2003:25), no consideration has been made of how hut 
interiors were managed. It is theorised that in the context of the Kiandra Goldrush 
respectable miners would have organised their hut’s interior spaces into different work 
or functional areas (sleeping, food preparation, equipment storage, etc.) and otherwise 
attempted to keep refuse accumulation across the floor to a minimum. Consequently, an 
analysis of the spatial distribution of artefacts within and around huts, as well as their 
suspected manner of deposition – both during occupation and at abandonment – was 
deemed to be paramount to establishing whether hut occupants acted in a respectable or 
disreputable manner. The former type of analysis can be conducted through an artefact 
distribution analysis at each site, while the latter can be accomplished through the use of 
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cultural formation processes (Schiffer, 1987). In this manner the desired masculine (or 
gender) identities of hut occupants can be successfully archaeologically determined at 
KTH.  
Fortunately, during the KAP there was a strong focus on the spatial mapping of artefacts 
during excavation. This process was undertaken with the aid of context sheets on which 
the provenance of all artefacts recovered during a particular context were marked. 
Therefore, for most sites there is a context-by-context record of the location of artefacts 
for each square within an excavation grid. This record made the sites excavated during 
the KAP especially suitable for artefact distribution analysis. In Australia this form of 
analysis has previously been used as a powerful analytical tool by Casey (2004), Casey 
& Lowe (2000), Tybussek (2006), and Williamson (2002) to demonstrate the spatial 
nature of behaviour relating to different ethnic, gender, and age groups. This is 
accomplished by linking specific behaviours to particular artefacts, such as pins, beads, 
and buttons being indicators of sewing (Casey, 2004). In this manner, the nature of a 
behaviour can also be linked to architectural features and evidence of the spatial usage 
of these features revealed, e.g., sewing being typically conducted in areas adjacent to 
windows and doors where the most light would be present (Casey, 2004). Consequently, 
this type of analysis is a robust analytical tool that can be used to expose past behaviour, 
but only if it is undertaken with a strong understanding of both natural and cultural site 
formation processes that can help explain artefact distributions.  
In this research this was accomplished through a consideration of how items were 
represented archaeologically within the KTH hut assemblages. This consisted of 
categorising items into four representational groups: orphan fragments, partial items, 
restorable items, and whole items, which described what percentage, and in what 
condition, specific items were represented in different archaeological deposits (Schiffer, 
1987:298-299). Orphan fragments occur when an item is represented only by a single or 
small number of fragments comprising only a small part of the original item. Partial 
items were defined as a single or small number of fragments that consist of a larger part 
of the original item, but nowhere near its complete form. Restorable items were items 
that can wholly, or mostly, be formed from conjoinable fragments, while whole items 
were defined as completely or mostly undamaged items. Attention to this detail allowed 
inferences to be made about the cultural formation processes which formed 
archaeological deposits within the KTH huts. In particular, it was possible to identify 
whether items were deposited during occupation or as part of abandonment processes. 
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This identification was facilitated by the transient occupation at KTH which has 
deposited only small material assemblages. Furthermore, the age and relatively 
inaccessible location of the sites have restricted the formation processes which acted on 
these sites to cultural deposition such as refuse disposal, loss, and abandonment 
(Schiffer, 1987:47). As a result it was considered likely that the KTH assemblages were 
formed by only a limited number of occupational or abandonment formation processes.  
Occupational Behaviour 
The occupation of the KTH huts produced two basic cultural formation processes that 
resulted in items entering the archaeological context: refuse disposal and item loss. A 
thorough understanding of both these cultural formation processes provides valuable 
information about occupational activities conducted within huts by miners and 
businesspeople.  
Refuse disposal is a type of discard behaviour which results in the ultimate disposal of 
an item once its original function(s) has been served and reuse is not possible or is 
deemed unnecessary by the user. Normally the decision to discard an item comes after 
some type of irreparable change to an artefact’s form, such as breakage, use-wear, or 
deterioration, renders it ineffective (Schiffer, 1987:48). These irreparable changes do 
not act in isolation as both use-wear and deterioration typically increase the likelihood 
of breakage and generally the longer an item is used, the greater the chance of breakage 
(Schiffer, 1987:49-50). While most items are produced and designed with multiple uses 
or a prolonged period of use in mind, there are also disposable items which are 
specifically designed for limited uses after which they are discarded (Schiffer, 1987:50). 
Mass-produced disposable items were readily available during the Kiandra Goldrush 
and form a significant portion of items discarded at the KTH huts. 
Generally, discard can occur in two manners: primary or secondary (Schiffer, 1987:18, 
58). Primary refuse deposits are those where artefacts are discarded in their place of use, 
while secondary refuse deposits are where discard occurs away from an artefact’s place 
of use. Primary refuse usually occurs within structures, while secondary occurs outside, 
either in an adjacent (near an entrance) or a peripheral (at a greater distance) nature. 
Unfortunately, at many of the KTH sites excavation around huts was of a limited nature 
and only covered adjacent areas meaning that the extent and composition of secondary 
refuse has had to be extrapolated from the material present within structures.  For 
instance, at huts which have been fully excavated on the interior and only orphan 
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fragments of an item have been recovered it is highly likely that the remainder of the 
item was discarded as adjacent or peripheral secondary refuse. Consequently, evaluation 
of item completeness has become an integral part of the identification of refuse disposal 
practices and whether items were discarded, lost, or abandoned.  
Item loss, which creates loss refuse, is suspected to primarily contribute small, 
complete, still useable items to occupational deposits (Schiffer, 1987:76, 77). This is 
because it is thought that only where item size is small and it enters inaccessible or 
unfortunate areas, such as between paving stones, within muddy floors, or into ashy 
hearth deposits, would an occupant fail to retrieve it (Schiffer, 1987:77). Value is also 
an important aspect which influences what ‘lost’ items are retrieved or not, as the level 
of effort by searchers is linked to the value or cost of replacing the item (Schiffer, 
1987:78). Therefore, inexpensive and easily replaceable items are those which 
frequently occur as loss refuse.  
However, both these types of cultural deposition can be modified or affected by 
trampling or maintenance activities, defined as the cleaning-up of an activity area, 
following their initial deposition (Schiffer, 1987:59). Maintenance activities include 
both regular maintenance, such as floor sweeping, and ad hoc processes which consist 
of unscheduled activities in response to events such as accidental breakage of an item 
(Schiffer, 1987:64-65). Both trampling and maintenance activities result in the 
formation of artefact clusters adjacent to walls or in corners (Schiffer, 1987:18, 63, 
127). These clusters usually comprise orphan fragments and partial items that represent 
the remainder of items which had been inadvertently or purposefully discarded or 
broken across floors. The specific pattern of residual primary refuse and trampled 
artefacts within a structure strongly indicates the placement of furniture and bedding, 
the entrance location, and routine pathways in and around these features (Schiffer, 
1987:126). Artefactually, residual primary refuse typically consists of small items that 
lie upon or have been trampled into floor surfaces (Schiffer, 1987:62). However, at the 
KTH huts, which mostly feature earthen floors, there were no recognisable floor 
surfaces since during occupation it is likely that the wet and damp conditions resulted in 
muddy surfaces. These floors would have been churned up by occupant trampling, 
resulting in an occupation zone (Schiffer, 1987:128) containing residual primary refuse 
and loss refuse. However, generally within occupation zones or across and in-between 
stone floor surfaces it is expected that artefact size will be influenced by hut 
construction, the hindrance potential of items (the danger or inconvenience broken 
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fragments pose), and the type and regularity of maintenance activities (Schiffer, 
1987:63-64, 66-67).  
Another important occupational characteristic of transient sites is the regular occurrence 
of item reuse, which is defined as the change of an artefact’s user, use, or form after its 
initial use, because of breakage, wearing out, or for other reasons (Schiffer, 1987:28). 
Historical documentation attests to the regular behaviour of lateral cycling of equipment 
between mining parties through informal reuse mechanisms, such as private sales, or 
formal reuse mechanisms, such as auctions (Schiffer, 1987:29, 36-7). This reuse process 
is difficult to identify archaeologically, but should be noted as a partial explanation for 
the lack of useable items within the KTH assemblages. Recycling was another common 
process used by transient miners to expand the functional uses of their limited 
inventories in a cost-efficient and pragmatic manner. This type of reuse process was 
defined in this research as being where an item is subjected to some form of 
manufacturing process so that it can fulfil a different function to what it was originally 
intended for (Schiffer, 1987:29-30). In this manner, recycling was differentiated from 
general reuse or secondary use, which is defined as where items acquire a new use 
without the requirement of extensive modifications (Schiffer, 1987:30-31) through the 
application of a manufacturing process. Miners’ streamlined inventories and the 
disposable nature of many mass-produced containers during this period created a ready 
environment for artefact reuse, especially as much of the miners’ material culture 
consisted of manipulable and adaptable metal, glass, or wooden items. Considering the 
potential for reuse processes in these circumstances, identifying these processes in the 
KTH assemblages was integral to evaluating masculine identity and economic status. 
The three decisions made by owners at the point of the end of an items initial uselife – 
retention for reuse, disposal through reuse mechanisms to others, or discard (Schiffer, 
1987:40) – were possibly heavily dependent on the luck and economic background of 
particular miners. The potential for reuse at KTH implied that broken or disposable 
items not immediately reused would have been kept in provisional discard areas to 
enable their reuse when appropriate in the future (Schiffer, 1987:66-67, 69). Depending 
on the precise location of these discard areas, provisional refuse may have been of a 
primary or secondary type (Schiffer, 1987:68). Keeping valuable, reusable items 
‘handy’ in this way displays a conscious organisation of waste streams, that in the case 
of KTH may have been related to concepts of tidiness and orderliness (Schiffer, 
1987:66).  
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The discard of primary refuse into hearths by miners and businesspeople during 
occupation indicates that burning was a common type of refuse treatment at KTH 
(Schiffer, 1987:70). Burning was an effective way to dispose of unsanitary or noxious 
refuse that could indicate greater tidiness and order at a hut, as well as a respectable 
occupant. However, there are a number of other items that were discarded within 
hearths that were not flammable and, thus, not suitable for this type of refuse treatment. 
Therefore, it is possible that the presence of non-flammable items within hearth deposits 
indicates that disorderly or untidy waste management systems operated at a hut. 
Complicating this theory is the possibility that at the Kiandra Goldrush, where for a 
significant period the KTH camp was snowbound, a miner’s usual discard practices 
were constrained or altered as a result of the cold weather. In these circumstances it is 
possible that more material was discarded within huts than would normally be the case 
in warmer weather. It is possible that indoor refuse disposal and treatment were heavily 
favoured, such as burning within hearths or primary refuse deposition on floors. 
Consequently, the nature of refuse disposal at the KTH huts has much potential for 
answering questions of not only the nature of miners’ everyday lives, but also how they 
were forced to adapt and change their common practices to Kiandra’s alpine 
environment.   
Abandonment Behaviour 
Behavioural archaeology indicates that at the point of the decision by a miner to 
abandon a hut several different types of refuse were present within and around it:  
 primary refuse within the hearth and perhaps in locations across the floor;  
 residual primary refuse across sections of the floor depending upon the 
maintenance activities of the occupant;  
 provisional refuse potentially also in areas across the floor;  
 adjacent secondary refuse outside the hut probably to either side of the entrance; 
and 
 peripheral secondary refuse at a greater distance.  
Associated with this refuse were all the mining party’s possessions and equipment in 
their use or storage areas within and around the hut. The process of abandonment in this 
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context then comprised all the decisions miners made with regard to the management of 
this waste prior to departure, as well as what possessions are taken, channelled into 
other reuse mechanisms such as lateral cycling, or discarded (Schiffer, 1987:97).   
The transient existence of miners dictated that when they travelled they would 
streamline their inventories so that they only had to transport absolutely necessary 
equipment and provisions. They therefore discarded unwanted items either as de facto 
refuse or through reuse mechanisms prior to departure. De facto refuse comprises those 
still-useable items left at a site at its abandonment (Schiffer, 1987:89). The allied, but 
opposite process to de facto refuse deposition is curation (Schiffer. 1987:90) which 
involves the selection of what equipment and provisions would be part of a miner’s 
streamlined, travelling inventory. Other factors which influence the composition and 
size of de facto refuse deposits, as well as curation, are the speed and planning of 
abandonment, mode of transport, season of abandonment, travel distance, destination 
occupation, party size, and possibility of return (Schiffer, 1987:90-91). Item properties, 
such as portability (size and weight), value (replacement cost), condition (remaining 
uselife), and function also substantially contribute to decisions to discard or curate items 
during the abandonment process (Schiffer, 1987:91, 95, 96). As such, light functional 
items with a high value to the occupant are those most likely to be curated (Schiffer, 
1987:96). Curation, therefore, considerably influences the amount and composition of 
de facto refuse found within structures. This relationship demonstrates why de facto 
refuse cannot be taken as an indication of the actual inventories of occupants, even in 
the transient and short lived case of KTH (Schiffer, 1987:96-97).  
Abandonment processes also result in a shift in normal refuse deposition practices as 
occupants relax their usual maintenance practices and begin to discard refuse in 
previous occupation-only areas (Schiffer, 1987:97; Stevenson, 1982). This latter type of 
refuse is termed abandonment stage refuse and can be primary or secondary in nature 
(Schiffer, 1987:97-98). The transience and impermanence of the KTH huts implies that 
refuse deposition practices would be different at these huts than at sites of permanent 
occupation. It is probable that refuse mechanisms at transitory sites like these were more 
akin to abandonment stage refuse processes at permanent or sustained sites. 
Previous studies of goldrush sites in the Yukon, British Columbia (Klondike Gold 
Rush), have shown that in instances of planned and gradual permanent abandonment far 
less de facto refuse was present than where abandonment was rapid and unplanned 
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(Hammer, 2011:179; Stevenson, 1982:255). During planned, permanent abandonment 
in the context of company camps, buildings were likely to be dismantled and removed 
(Hammer, 2011:178-9). Conversely, in the case of unplanned abandonment, buildings 
in the process of construction were likely to be abandoned along with more specialised 
equipment, while utilitarian equipment was curated (Stevenson, 1982:244). This latter 
situation was a product of polyfunctional equipment being of more use at a new rush 
(Schiffer, 1987:95). Another variable which influenced curation and de facto refuse 
deposition at these sites in cases of gradual abandonment was whether or not return was 
anticipated by the occupants at the point of abandonment. Where return was anticipated, 
functional and valuable items not immediately needed were cached in ‘abandonment 
caches’ within a structure and occupational surfaces left clear of de facto refuse 
(Stevenson, 1982:252-253). If no return was anticipated, de facto refuse was deposited 
in usual activity or storage locations (Stevenson, 1982:248-249). These two modes of 
abandonment are in contrast to those suspected to be present at KTH where miners are 
thought to have been able to rapidly, and in a planned manner, abandon their huts as 
occupation had always been undertaken with this possibility in mind. This type of 
abandonment behaviour suggests that analysing the KTH hut assemblages in terms of 
what items were deposited as de facto refuse and what was possibly curated will be 
crucial to understanding the transient lifestyles of miners and businesspeople. As their 
ability to quickly move from rush to rush when news of a new strike broke was 
important to their success or failure, the abandonment processes practiced by miners are 
especially significant to establishing an understanding of their everyday lives. Historical 
documentation provides a fairly robust list of what items and equipment miners deemed 
essential to have in their inventory, so it is entirely possible to extrapolate what items 
were curated through their absence at a hut site. Identified de facto refuse assemblages 
will then signal what items were usually judged nonessential and easily replaceable by 
miners and businesspeople.    
Even though the abandonment of KTH is thought to have been rapid in archaeological 
terms – a matter of weeks or months – it should be remembered that the Kiandra 
Goldfield continued to be occupied until roughly WWII. Therefore, it is entirely 
possible that the KTH sites were salvaged or scavenged (Schiffer, 1987:104, 106) by 
miners living at Kiandra in the following years and decades. Perhaps the most likely 
form of salvage or scavenging from abandoned sites within the lifespan of KTH was the 
reclaiming of timber for firewood by remaining miners. This type of behaviour may 
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have influenced the distribution of metal fasteners which are most frequently associated 
with building timber in huts of this sort, although it is equally likely that departing 
miners would have disposed of unused firewood, or indeed dismantled structural 
timbers, by lateral cycling. Any scavenging of de facto refuse deposits which may have 
taken place at KTH during its occupation would have been most influenced by an item’s 
intactness, condition (remaining uselife), value, utility, and portability, as well as 
greater issues of market supply and demand (Schiffer, 1987:109). Another type of 
structural item which was likely scavenged were construction stones used as either wall 
or floor stones within huts. Abandoned stone huts may have been a vital source of these 
materials for remaining miners and it is likely that most sites experienced some degree 
of this form of scavenging. The extent of scavenging experienced by huts of course 
depends on at what point in the life of the settlement a hut was abandoned. Following 
KTH’s complete abandonment it is unlikely that any widespread scavenging took place, 
considering the glut of inexpensive equipment and commodities in the local market 
following the rush’s failure.  
Distribution Analysis Methodology  
To conduct the distribution analysis, site distribution plans were created for each of the 
huts in Microsoft Excel (Figure 5.4). These plans show the hut outline in blue, the 
hearth outline in red, and the excavation extent in terms of de-turfed area. For each 
dominant artefact type the frequency of fragments in each square was entered into the 
corresponding cell, which was then colour-coded to illustrate relative artefact 
concentrations and distributions in a visually meaningful manner. This method is of 
great utility in demonstrating how different artefact types were deposited at a site and 
the occupational and abandonment behaviours they represent.  
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Figure 5.4: Distribution analysis plan template for VI 
Summary 
This chapter has outlined the cataloguing methodology utilised in the reanalysis of the 
KTH artefact assemblages, as well as the specific analyses conducted on the dominant 
artefact types. It has also defined the manner of MNI calculation and the functional 
analysis system used to further analyse these assemblages. Finally, it has outlined the 
method of artefact distribution analysis and site formation process identification that 
will delineate the level of tidiness and orderliness at the KTH huts. This analysis 
methodology will be used in the next chapter to examine the everyday lives of the 
miners and businesspeople of KTH. Specifically, it will demonstrate the nature of 
masculine identities amongst the predominately male population of KTH, as well as 
indicate the presence of women and children or other age, gender, or ethnic groups 
which may be present, and explore their identity constructions in the same manner. 
Following this, Chapter 7 investigates the KTH hut assemblages in a holistic fashion 
through a functional analysis that further investigates the masculine and gender 
identities of each hut occupant.  
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Chapter 6: Artefact and Distribution Analysis 
Utilising the artefact analysis methodology developed in Chapter 4, this chapter 
examines the artefact assemblages from the ten huts to begin determining what gender 
identities the occupants strived to generate and maintain. While assuming that the huts 
were predominately occupied by men, it also explores the possibilities of female and 
child presence through an examination of the material culture and the spatial 
distribution and behavioural nature of deposits at each hut. To this end, each dominant 
artefact type is investigated and their quantities, qualities, distributions, and method of 
deposition compared and contrasted at each hut. Following this the results are compiled 
to develop a picture of how orderly and tidy occupants kept their huts through an 
examination of what type of waste management system they utilised. Finally, this 
chapter presents the archaeological evidence supporting the dating of KTH to the 
Kiandra Goldrush of 1859-1861.  
Appendix 3 contains a series of tables outlining the frequencies and weights of the 
dominant artefact types from each hut (A3.1-A3.10) and a series of tables outlining the 
frequencies of the dominant artefact types within each context in each main area of each 
hut (Tables A3.11-A3.21). These tabulations have been utilised to establish how items 
were deposited at each of the huts throughout the following discussion, as well as how 
the hut assemblages compare and contrast against each other. Appendix 4 contains the 
artefact catalogues for all the huts organised by dominant artefact type. 
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Ceramic Items  
Considering the historical evidence for the use of metal tableware by miners, it is 
surprising that ceramic items were found at the majority of miners’ huts (Table 6.1). 
They were all robust utilitarian earthenware or stoneware containers which would have 
suited a transitory lifestyle as they were strong enough to endure some rough handling 
while being portable and reusable. Most contained consumable products that would 
have expanded miner’s inventories in an inexpensive and efficient manner, making 
them useful, but at the same time disposable. Besides these consumable containers the 
only other type of ceramic item was an earthenware, black transfer decorated, 
hollowware item at I-F1 which considering the historical evidence was most likely to be 
a teacup. In the historical illustrations of hut interiors in only one instance do miners 
own ceramic tableware and this was teacups and saucers which were being used instead 
of pannikins (Figure 2.19). This miner was probably utilising this item to establish a 
respectable identity through conspicuous consumption, even though it was likely 
inexpensive (Miller, 2000). As this type of item only appeared at this site, miners, as the 
historical evidence suggests, rarely added them to their inventories.  
Across the miners’ huts consumable items were discarded as primary refuse or 
secondary refuse if broken and in provisional discard areas or as de facto refuse if 
whole. Primary refuse deposition of orphan fragments or partial items occurred solely 
into hearths at II-F2 and IV-F2. Secondary refuse occurred adjacently in the covered 
entrance area of III in the case of the partial blacking bottle. Restorable or whole ink 
bottles were recovered at III and IV-F3 located in possible locations of provisional 
discard in the first case in the front corner of the hearth, and in the second, directly 
outside the hut entrance. Considering their high reuse potential they had likely been 
stored for reuse, although they were ultimately discarded as de facto refuse because they 
were disposable. Similar to the consumable items, the orphan fragment of the 
hollowware item from I-F1 was discarded as adjacent secondary refuse. At the miners’ 
huts ceramic scatters stemming from broken items were always subjected to 
maintenance activities that disposed of the majority of fragments as adjacent or 
peripheral secondary refuse. Miners viewed broken ceramics as a potentially hazardous 
material that needed to be removed and this suggests that they were acting in a manner 
congruous with a respectable masculine identity.    
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Table 6.1: KTH hut ceramic assemblages by fabric, form, and MNI 
Fabric Form I-F1 I-F2 II-F1 II-F2 III IV-F1 IV-F2 IV-F3 V VI 
Earthenware 
Cheese/Paste Jar - - 1 - - - 1 - - - 
Ointment Pot - - - - - - - - 1 - 
Saucer - - - - - - - - - 1 
Plate - - - - - - - - 1 - 
Flatware - - - - - - - - 1 - 
Hollowware 1 - - - - - - - - 1 
Stoneware 
Blacking Bottle - - - - 1 - - - - - 
Ink Bottle - - - - 1 - - 1 - - 
Porcelain Unknown - - - - - - - - 1 - 
 1 - 1 - 2 - 1 1 4 2 
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In contrast, the commercial huts featured larger amounts of ceramic items, and 
specifically tableware (Table 6.1). Considering that the saucer and hollowware item 
from VI were both decorated in a blue sponge transfer pattern they likely represent a 
teacup and saucer. These items were typically sold as a unit, so they are not evidence of 
a matching set, but nevertheless demonstrate that the jeweller chose to invest in a 
delicate, moderately priced, unit to consume tea in these rough conditions (Miller, 2000; 
Quirk, 2007:107). Consequently, he likely considered tea and its proper consumption to 
be an important element of his masculine identity. The restaurant contained two 
decorated tableware items that might have been used by its owners, rather than its 
clientele considering this small quantity. The plate and flatware item were respectively 
decorated with a blue willow transfer pattern and a flow black floral and lattice pattern 
which were in turn regularly one of the cheapest and more moderately priced ceramic 
types during this period (Miller, 2000). The unidentified porcelain item could also 
theoretically represent a more expensive piece of tableware, but may have been any type 
of object. It seems unlikely that the restaurant catered for its customers with ceramic 
tableware based on this evidence, but it is possible that it owned a range of tableware 
sets that were well-maintained and curated owing to their value. If the owners consumed 
their meals using these items then this would have demonstrated their respectability and 
social standing. Besides these tableware items, the restaurant contained a utilitarian 
ointment pot that probably belonged to the owners or staff and demonstrates that they 
self-medicated in these difficult conditions. 
All ceramic tableware items from the commercial huts consisted of orphan fragments 
demonstrating that tableware was valuable and usually curated or laterally cycled. 
Where these items were broken during occupation they were mainly discarded as 
adjacent or peripheral secondary refuse, but due to these hut’s stone floors there was 
also a small accumulation of residual primary refuse and primary refuse into the hearth 
(Figures 6.1-6.2). Both these deposits stemmed from maintenance activities which 
resulted in the majority of fragments being discarded as secondary refuse. This is 
especially as the residual primary refuse at the restaurant was concentrated in the area 
adjacent the drain in the centre of the east wall, while at VI this refuse was located in 
the rear northwest corner. 
In conclusion, there is a clear distinction in the use of ceramic items between miners and 
businesspeople. Miners utilised utilitarian containers that would have originally 
contained useful consumable food, maintenance, or clerical products, but were also 
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portable and reusable if necessary and disposable and replaceable if not. Only 
uncommonly did they own fragile ceramic teaware that was used to cultivate specific 
gender identities and social connections. As such, miners generally eschewed adding 
ceramic items to their settled inventories unless they were inexpensive and disposable. 
In contrast, businesspeople owned and used ceramic teaware and tableware as part of 
creating and establishing respectable identities for themselves and their businesses. 
Projecting this type of identity may have helped them draw trade and establish 
themselves considering the amount of competition, as well as perhaps demarcating their 
social standing among the business community. In the case of the Jeweller this identity 
construction may have also involved treating visitors to tea, which would have been a 
method of creating and establishing social bonds. The ceramic tableware at the 
restaurant was likely utilised to establish the different social standing of the business 
owners and its clientele. Ultimately, ceramic items played important roles in the 
material inventories of both miners and businesspeople. 
 
Figure 6.1: V ceramic item distribution 
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Figure 6.2: VI ceramic item distribution 
Claypipes 
Smoking was a common habit among diggers, but perhaps not as widespread among 
businessmen. In the hut assemblages cutty pipes were the dominant type along with a 
moderate amount of dudeens. Their predominance correlates well with the working-
class origins and nature of the camp, where these shorter, more adaptable, pipes would 
be far more appropriate. Claypipe quality also correlates with this image as the majority 
were plain ball clay, closely associated with the Scottish manufacturers who dominated 
the Australian market at this time. Indeed, the majority of identified pipes were 
produced by Duncan McDougall, while smaller amounts were from William Murray 
and Thomas White, which is consistent with the general dominance of these exporters 
on most Australian sites of this period (Table 6.3) (Courtney, 1998:21-22, 99-101). 
Associated with these manufacturers were a small number of pipes imported for all the 
Sydney tobacconists operating during this period, likely produced by the Glasgow or 
Edinburgh manufacturers (Davies, 2011:87-89). This suggests that the consumers of 
these products either originally travelled to Kiandra from Sydney, or that Sydney 
merchants, or regional NSW merchants, were the businesspeople principally supplying 
the diggings. Besides these, there were a small number of pipes from London, and 
possible Bristol manufacturers, which were of the same quality as the Scottish pipes. 
However, there were a small number of higher quality pipes associated with Dutch or 
French manufactures, recovered principally from the restaurant, but also from II-F2, IV-
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F2, and IV-F3. These pipes were likely more expensive and may represent a minor form 
of conspicuous consumption. Otherwise, the small presence of British and Continental 
manufacturers correlates well with the fading of these manufacturers within the 
Australian export trade from the mid-nineteenth century onwards (Courtney, 1998:21). 
Generally, the claypipe assemblages are consistent with KTH being working-class, as 
the majority of pipes were functional and inexpensive. However, there were some 
higher quality pipes present in some hut assemblages that suggest that other factors 
were also at work.  
The miners’ hut MNI assemblage sizes were strongly linked to hut size and the 
suspected number of occupants (Table 6.2). The three smallest huts had the smallest 
assemblages, but there was some overlap between those from the medium huts (IV-F2 
and IV-F3) and the large huts (II-F2, III, IV-F1). This suggests that while smoking was 
a regular habit of diggers, and likely an important aspect of masculine identity, the 
amount of smoking conducted by different individuals varied. Alternatively, it is 
possible that the populations of the larger huts were smaller than predicted and that the 
medium and large huts all had similar sized populations. In any event, smoking was an 
acceptable past-time for respectable diggers considering the level of use evident within 
the assemblages. Consequently, perhaps the manner in which smoking was conducted, 
or the level, was a more important signifier of masculine identity. 
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Table 6.2: KTH hut claypipe assemblages by part, frequency, MNI, and instances of reuse 
Part 
I-F1 I-F2 II-F1 II-F2 III IV-F1 IV-F2 IV-F3 V VI 
F F% F F% F F% F F% F F% F F% F F% F F% F F% F F% 
Whole - - - - - - - - - - - - 6 12.8 2 3.6 4 1.1 - - 
Bowl 8 61.5 8 61.5 3 27.3 43 67.2 13 50.0 21 42.0 16 34.0 30 53.6 200 57.5 2 50.0 
Bowl-Stem Join - - 2 15.4 3 27.3 7 10.9 6 23.1 7 14.0 18 38.3 5 8.9 51 14.7 - - 
Stem 2 15.4 3 23.1 4 36.3 11 17.2 6 23.1 15 30.0 4 8.5 10 17.8 81 23.3 2 50.0 
Mouthpiece 3 23.1 - - 1 9.1 3 4.7 1 3.8 7 14.0 3 6.4 9 16.1 12 3.4 - - 
Total 13 100.0 13 100.0 11 100.0 64 100.0 26 100.0 50 100.0 47 100.0 56 100.0 348 100.0 4 100.0 
MNI 3 3 3 8 7 11 8 11 54 2 
Instances of 
Reuse 
1 - - 9 - 3 1 2 10 - 
Occupants 1-2 1-2 1-2 3-4 3-4 3-4 2-3 2-3 ? 1-2 
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Table 6.3: KTH hut claypipe assemblages by manufacturer/tobacconist, type, and MNI  
Manufacturer/Tobacconist Type I-F1 I-F2 II-F1 II-F2 III IV-F1 IV-F2 IV-F3 V VI 
William Aldis Stem Label - - - - 1 - - - - - 
Hugh Dixson Stem Label - - - - - - 1 - - - 
Edwin Penfold 
Round Cartouche - - - - - - - - 3 - 
Stem Label - - - - - 1 - - - - 
Common Australian Designs 
‘Kangaroo’ Sculpture - - - - - - - - 1 - 
‘Squatters Budgeree’ 1 1 1 1 - 3 1 2 4 - 
[John] Higgins, London Cross/Drop Cartouche - - - - - - - - 1 - 
J.[Si]lk London Asterisk Cartouche - - - 1 - - - - - - 
Registered Dutch Symbol ‘Crown over L’ Cartouche - - - - - - - 1 3 - 
Continental/Dutch 
‘Lily Road’ London Across Stem - - - - - - 1 - 1 - 
Unclear Label Across Stem - - - 1 - - - - - - 
‘Hiǥǥm’ Across Stem - - - - - - - - 1 - 
‘Milo’ Stem - - - - - - - - 5 - 
Figural Bowl - - - - - - - - 1 - 
Painted Grape/Vines Bowl - - - - - - - - 1 - 
Duncan McDougall 
‘Burns Cutty Pipe’ - - - - 1 3 1 4 6 - 
‘Tree’ Cartouche - - - - - - - - 2 - 
Round Cartouche - - - - - - 1 - - - 
‘Star’ Cartouche - - - - - - - - 2 - 
Shield Cartouche - - - - 1 - 1 - - - 
Unknown Cartouche - - - - - - - - 4  
Stem Label - - 1 1 1 1 - 1 3 1 
William Murray 
Asterisk Cartouche - - - - - - - - 1 - 
Cross/Dots Cartouche - - - - - - - 1 1 - 
Oval Cartouche 1 - - - - - - - 1 - 
Thomas White & Co. 
‘Advance Australia’ - - - - - - - - 1 - 
Stem Label - - - - - - - - 2 - 
- Stained ‘Glasgow’ Stem Label - - - 1 - - - - - - 
Theophilus Milo ‘Burns Cutty Pipe’ - - - - - - - 1 - - 
- ‘J – M/N’ Cartouche - - - - - - - - 1 - 
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Manufacturer/Tobacconist Type I-F1 I-F2 II-F1 II-F2 III IV-F1 IV-F2 IV-F3 V VI 
Common Designs 
‘Baltic Yachter’ - - - - - - - - 1 - 
‘Cork’ Cartouche - 1 - - - - - - - - 
‘Grapes’ Bowl - - - 1 1 - 1 1 - - 
‘Ship and Anchor’ - 1 - - 1 - 1 - 3 1 
Ribbed Bowl - - - 1 - - - - 1 - 
Ribbed, Keel Type Bowl - - 1 1 - - - - 1 - 
Trident Bowl - - - - - - - - 1 - 
Hexagonal Bowl - - - - - - - - 1 - 
Glazed Bowl - - - - - - - - 1 - 
- Plain 1 - - - 1 3 - - - - 
 Total 3 3 3 8 7 11 8 11 54 2 
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At miners’ huts orphan and partial claypipes were mainly discarded as primary refuse 
into hearths or as adjacent or peripheral secondary refuse, with levels of residual 
primary refuse varying between huts (Figures 6.3-6.7). The only hut not to feature 
primary refuse into its hearth was I-F1, which, instead, contained the greatest spread of 
residual primary refuse, suggesting a clear behavioural difference. In contrast, at the 
other huts small amounts of residual primary refuse were usually present in the entrance 
area (all but II-F1); in the corner adjacent the hearth or in front of this feature (I-F2, II-
F1, II-F2, IV-F1, and IV-F2); or rarely across the central floor (III and IV-F3). These 
deposits resulted from maintenance activities pushing broken items out entrances into 
adjacent and peripheral secondary refuse locations. They also resulted in claypipes 
being deposited within hearths, along with direct primary refuse discard behaviour. 
Smoking was regularly conducted within huts during times of relaxation and when 
pipes were broken they could be deposited across the floor or within hearths, but regular 
maintenance activities deposited the majority as adjacent or peripheral secondary refuse. 
However, the difference in discard behaviour between I-F1 and the other huts raises 
questions about the masculine identities of these diggers. The more ordered waste 
management at I-F1 suggests that discarding non-flammable material in the hearth was 
incongruous with his desired, likely respectable, masculine identity. In contrast, the 
desired masculine identities of the other diggers did not require this same level of strict 
behaviour, suggesting that perhaps the conduct of the I-F1 digger was at the more 
extreme end of behavioural norms. Overall, deposition behaviour among diggers was 
fairly consistent and homogenous, similar to the act of smoking itself, and 
demonstrative of the fact that they disposed of these potentially hazardous materials in a 
manner that left hut interiors relatively tidy and orderly. It also demonstrates that all 
huts likely benefited from regular maintenance activities.  
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Figure 6.3: I-F1 and I-F2 claypipe distribution 
 
Figure 6.4: II-F1+F2 claypipe distributions 
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Figure 6.5: III claypipe distribution  
 
Figure 6.6: IV-F1 and IV-F2 claypipe distribution  
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Figure 6.7: IV-F3 claypipe distribution 
 
Figure 6.8: V claypipe distribution 
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The fragmentary nature of the miners’ claypipe assemblages suggests that claypipes 
were normally curated considering their portable nature (Table 6.2). Only at two 
miners’ huts were restorable pipes recovered indicating a different approach. At IV-F2 
two examples were recovered: one within the washed out hearth deposit on the adjacent 
floor that may have been discarded as primary or de facto refuse into the hearth; and 
another shortened reused example found outside the entrance that had been discarded as 
primary or adjacent secondary refuse. At IV-F3 a single reused example, comprising the 
reused bowl and broken stem fragment, was recovered from the threshold area 
suggesting that the original item had been deposited here through two different discard 
events; the stem-mouthpiece from the originally item breakage and then the bowl and 
remaining stem after reuse. As such, there is no definite evidence of claypipes being 
discarded as de facto refuse. Instead, when claypipes broke it was possible that they 
would be reused, and if so they were unlikely to be curated. Considering the restorable 
item from IV-F3 it appears possible that after an item broke reuse was a short-term 
event, perhaps only during the same smoking session, after which it would be discarded. 
Thus, at least at IV-F2 and IV-F3 the primary goal of reuse was to extract the most use 
out of a pipe, perhaps while waiting for, or for the opportunity to, purchase 
replacements, and that pipe shortening was not a deliberate act designed to create short 
pipes suitable for work conditions.   
Evidence from the other miners’ huts suggests that claypipe reuse was a highly 
individualistic behaviour that was likely strongly associated with masculine identity. 
Three miners’ huts (I-F2, II-F1, and III) contained no evidence of reuse, while at the 
other five the instances of reuse varied greatly (Table 6.2). At the three IV huts there 
was a small amount of reuse in comparison to hut size, suspected population, and 
assemblage size. According to the same indicators there was a moderate amount at the 
small hut I-F1 and a large amount at the large hut II-F2. It is possible that only single 
individuals at each of the IV huts reused their pipes, while the likely single occupant at 
I-F1 reused pipes when possible, and all the occupants, or the majority, at II-F2 reused 
pipes. If claypipe reuse can be correlated with frugality, rather than creating short pipes 
as the majority of pipes were cuttys or dudeens in any event, then this situation relates 
to masculine identity. Frugality would accord well with the ideal qualities of a hard-
working ethic and determination presented by respectable diggers. Thus, the miners of 
II-F2, along with those of I-F1 and the IV huts to a lesser degree, were possibly 
attempting to construct a respectable masculine identity through claypipe reuse.     
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In comparison, smoking levels among businesspeople were far more modest, although 
at both the commercial huts the signature of this activity was complicated by the 
presence of diggers smoking themselves. The jeweller’s hut contained the smallest 
assemblage, with no instances of reuse, which suggested that he smoked rarely, or not at 
all, and that these fragments were deposited by customers. Of all the huts it featured no 
residual primary refuse deposits, with, instead, all orphan fragments being discarded as 
primary refuse in the hearth or as adjacent secondary refuse. In this manner, the low 
levels of use, as well as the paved floor, allowed his maintenance activities to 
effectively remove all residual primary refuse. Consequently, if it is assumed that 
smoking was a regular element of digger identity, then perhaps the jeweller was 
attempting to construct his masculine identity in opposition to it by not or rarely 
indulging in this ‘vice’. This suggests that he considered himself as middle-class and 
was attempting to construct a genteel, masculine identity free of vices such as smoking. 
This evidence indicates that smoking was potentially viewed differently by diggers and 
businessmen and it may have been a key component of each groups’ masculine identity 
construction.  
Unfortunately, the large claypipe assemblage from the restaurant provides no further 
information to this debate as most of its material relates to its digger clientele which 
eclipses any material produced by the owners or staff. Its assemblage is likely the result 
of digger consumption due to its relatively large size, as well as the moderate amounts 
of reuse. This suggests that smoking was being carried out here in the same manner as 
at the miners’ huts, only at a larger scale. Smoking readily accompanied the eating and 
drinking that occurred in this establishment indicating that it also served an important 
social function. If respectability was primarily concerned with creating social bonds, 
cooperation, and community then this social function would have been especially 
important. In this manner, diggers could come to this establishment and eat, drink, and 
smoke with mates or friends as a method of establishing and strengthening social bonds 
and work alliances. For respectable diggers smoking in this social setting was likely an 
important element of creating and establishing their masculine identity and social 
standing.  
At the restaurant there was a slight difference in claypipe deposition as a vast amount of 
orphan fragments and partial items were discarded in the hearth as primary refuse, while 
only a relatively small amount accumulated as residual primary refuse across the floor 
and entrance area (Figure 6.8). It is difficult to ascertain whether the majority of pipe 
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fragments were discarded within the hearth or as adjacent or peripheral secondary 
refuse. In any case, compared to all the other huts discard in the hearth was far more 
common here and perhaps a result of its commercial function – in that during quick 
maintenance activities the staff would dispose of sweepings in the hearth. This is a 
different type of behaviour than that displayed within the miners’ huts which suggests 
that in commercial spaces waste management was conducted differently in accordance 
with the efficient operation of business.  
Considering the vast array of different claypipe types present at the restaurant a good 
range was evidently available at the diggings that would enable consumer choice to 
exhibit individual ethnic or national identities (Table 6.3). However, as most huts were 
likely the abodes of two or more miners this signature may be complex, although their 
assemblages do reveal some interesting trends. The commonest claypipe at the miners’ 
huts was the squatters budgeree which appeared at all of them except III. As it was a 
pipe specifically created for the Australian market it is difficult to ascertain whether it 
represents a deliberate consumer choice, and these diggers identified themselves as 
Colonial, or whether the market was simply flooded with these pipes. McDougall pipes 
were also common occurring at six huts with the most popular type being the ‘burns 
cutty pipe’ which appeared at four huts; in large numbers at IV-F1 and IV-F3. As burns 
cutty pipes are most likely associated with the Scots, but perhaps the Irish to a degree as 
well, they are possible ethnic markers (Courtney, 1998:104-105). This would suggest 
that the miners of III and the IV huts were Scottish, and the presence of another burn 
cutty pipe manufactured by Milo, as well as the general amount of McDougall pipes 
supports this interpretation. However, it is possible that the large number of McDougall 
pipes was a result of this manufacturer being the dominant exporter to Australia during 
this period (Jack, 1986:126).  
Where McDougall pipes, or other Scottish manufacturers, were not definitely recovered, 
or only in small amounts, other interesting ethnic or nationalistic pipes were found. For 
example, at I-F1 and I-F2 Cork pipes, which were associated with the Irish, were 
recovered: one of these was found within I-F2, while another was located to the east of 
I-F1 outside the trimmed site area. These pipes suggest that these miners were Irish. In 
contrast, II-F1 and II-F2 lack any clear ethnic or nationalistic pipes, although there is an 
English manufacturer and a possible continental or Dutch pipe present at II-F2. Another 
definite Dutch pipe was recovered at IV-F3 and another possible continental or English 
pipe at IV-F2 which demonstrates that despite the general Scottish or Colonial nature of 
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these assemblages other pipe types could be present that complicated this perspective. 
In conclusion, the claypipe assemblages indicate some facets of the ethnic or 
nationalistic identities of hut occupants: I-F1 and I-F2 appear to be Irish, II-F1 and II-F2 
mixed, and III and the IV huts Scottish. Otherwise, the varied assemblage at the 
restaurant demonstrates the wide range of ethnicities and nationalities within the camp. 
In contrast, the small assemblage from VI, and the likely abstinence of the jeweller, 
precludes any discussion of his ethnicity.  
The claypipe assemblages from the miners’ and commercial huts have demonstrated the 
important of smoking as a part of rest and relaxation and the formation and maintenance 
of masculine respectable, genteel, or national/ethnic identity. This occurrence accords 
well with Lawrence and Davies’ (2011:307-308) argument that smoking in the 
nineteenth century was a strongly gendered male activity and a symbol of masculinity. 
Furthermore, since it was not usually socially permissible for women to smoke the 
advent of large amounts of smoking within a space marked it as male (Walker, 1984:31-
33). Subsequently, the historical and archaeological evidence, as well as the large 
amount of smoking, imply that the miners’ huts and the restaurant were male spaces. 
The only exception to this was the Jeweller’s hut, but the lack of smoking in this space 
was likely more a product of the occupant’s genteel identity than a female presence 
based on the archaeological evidence (discussed below). Consequently, for diggers 
smoking was an integral element of their masculinity, but it is unclear if the amount or 
reuse was an important element in the construction of respectable or disreputable 
identity. Smoking also played an important social role among diggers within the 
restaurant, where along with eating and drinking, it formed a part of leisure activities 
that were a part of forming and continuing friendships and work alliances. Within this 
space, diggers of many different nationalities congregated and socialised, while within 
individual huts diggers or mining parties were perhaps slightly more nationally 
homogenous. However, most importantly, Colonial identity or associations were most 
widespread suggesting that, whatever their origins, most diggers were beginning to 
associate themselves with their new homeland. 
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Bottle Glass  
As the historical evidence indicates bottles played an important role in the inventories of 
miners and businesspeople. This was because of the usefulness of the products they 
contained, such as alcohol, preserved food, condiments, or patent medicines, and their 
reuse and recycling potential. Consequently, all the huts except the failed I-F2 contained 
bottles (Tables 6.4-6.5). Despite their different sizes and populations the majority of the 
other miners’ huts had MNIs of between two and four bottles, while the smaller hut I-F1 
contained a MNI of six which may be due to the recycling that took place there 
(described below). In contrast, the Jeweller’s hut contained a far larger MNI of eight 
that was the result of his consumption of more alcohol, higher quality bottled ink 
products, or not curating or reusing bottles. Thus, there is a clear distinction between the 
miners’ huts and this one based on the greater economic status or desired genteel 
masculine identity of the Jeweller. The greatest bottle MNI clearly came from the 
restaurant which due to its social function acted as a place of eating, drinking, and 
smoking for its digger clientele. While it’s greater MNI resulted mainly from the higher 
alcohol consumption within the establishment there was also a wider range of products 
indicating that the owners participated in a wider range of behaviour. Consequently, 
beverages, foods, medicines, and other products contained within bottles comprised an 
important part of both miners’ and businesspeoples’ lives whether in a domestic 
situation or a public social one. 
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Table 6.4: KTH hut bottle glass assemblages by colour, category, and frequency 
Colour 
I-F1 I-F2 II-F1 II-F2 III IV-F1 IV-F2 IV-F3 V VI 
F F% F F% F F% F F% F F% F F% F F% F F% F F% F F% 
Amber - - - - - - 1 1.4 - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Clear - - - - 3 60.0 - - - - - - - - 1 1.6 48 1.0 - - 
Clear Blue - - - - - - - - 18 17.7 - - - - - - 12 0.3 - - 
Clear Green 123 85.4 2 100.0 - - 60 84.5 29 28.4 2 28.6 26 86.7 10 15.9 382 8.1 36 43.4 
Clear Flakes 6 4.2 - - - - 6 8.5 - - - - - - 1 1.6 65 1.4 2 2.4 
Blue - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 10.0 - - - - 11 13.3 
Green - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 6.3 - - - - 
Green Light 13 9.0 - - - - - - 55 53.9 - - - - 45 71.4 1235 26.3 3 3.6 
Green Lime - - - - - - - - - - 5 71.4 - - - - - - - - 
Green Olive 2 1.4 - - 1 20.0 4 5.6 - - - - 1 3.3 - - 2373 50.6 29 34.9 
Green Flakes - - - - 1 20.0 - - - - - - - - - - 164 3.5 - - 
Fire Damaged - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 3.2 414 8.8 2 2.4 
Total 144 100.0 2 100.0 5 100.0 71 100.0 102 100.0 7 100.0 30 100.0 63 100.0 4693 100.0 83 100.0 
Diagnostic 138 95.8 2 100.0 4 80.0 65 91.5 102 100.0 7 100.0 30 100.0 60 95.2 4050 86.3 79 95.2 
Undiagnostic 6 4.2 - - 1 20.0 6 8.5 - - - - - - 3 4.8 643 13.7 4 4.8 
Total Fire 
Damage 
2 1.4 - - 1 20.0 1 1.4 - - - - - - 12 19.0 730 15.6 7 8.4 
Total Corrosion 1 0.7 - - 1 20.0 25 35.2 9 8.8 1 14.3 9 30.0 41 65.1 864 18.4 24 28.9 
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Table 6.5: KTH bottle glass assemblages by form, colour, and MNI 
Form Colour I-F1 I-F2 II-F1 II-F2 III IV-F1 IV-F2 IV-F3 V VI 
Unknown Large ‘Quart’ Bottle 
Amber - - - 1 - - - - - - 
Clear Green - - - - - 1 - 1 - - 
Wine/Beer Green Olive 1 - - 1 - - - - 3 1 
Cognac/Brandy 
Green Light 1 - - - 1 - - 1 15 1 
Green Lime - - - - - 1 - - - - 
Whisky Clear Green 3 - - - 1 - - - 5 1 
Case Gin Green Olive - - 1 - - - 1 - 28 1 
Preserved Food Clear Green 1 - - 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 
Salad Oil/Vinegar Clear Green - - - 1 1 - - - 1 1 
Patent Medicine 
Clear Blue - - - - 1 - - - 1 - 
Blue - - - - - - 1 - - 1 
Perfume Clear - - - - - - - - 2 - 
Rimmel’s Hair Oil Clear - - 1 - - - - - - - 
Walkden’s Ink Clear Green - - - - - - - - - 1 
 Total 6 - 2 4 4 3 3 2 56 8 
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At the miners huts those bottles with definite functions mostly originally contained 
alcohol or food related products, although three (II-F1, III, and IV-F2) also contained 
cosmetic or medicinal type bottles (Table 6.5). Seven miners’ huts contained alcohol 
bottles, but only at I-F1 and III were there more than one bottle present. This is a trifling 
amount compared to the restaurant and would imply that miners only rarely drank in 
private situations, or that if they did these bottles were regularly reused and perhaps 
curated at abandonment. Briggs (2005:192) has suggested that alcohol consumption 
among the working-classes was linked to its perceived medicinal qualities that argued it 
could cure many ills and provide energy during times of stress. Considering the 
circumstances of the occupation of these huts, and the low amounts of alcohol bottles, it 
is possible that miners were utilising these items for medicinal purposes, rather than for 
leisure and celebration. However, there is no correlation between the presence of 
alcohol and the absence of patent medicines with, instead, both types appearing in small 
amounts where patent medicines were present. Thus, it is possible that both products 
were utilised as part of the same strategy to combat periods of illness that were known 
to have occurred at Kiandra during late June and July. It seems unlikely that alcohol 
was being consumed as a safe alternative to water considering the high rates of 
precipitation from spring to autumn, as any miner with a barrel or other container at 
their door would likely have a secure enough supply. Consequently, low level alcohol 
consumption, possibly for medicinal purposes, was not incongruous with a respectable 
masculine digger identity. Furthermore, the lack of any excessive alcohol consumption 
at any of the huts also suggests that none of the occupants were attempting to cultivate a 
disreputable masculine digger identity. If alcohol was not considered to have been for 
medicinal purposes then this means that few miners consumed patent medicines. This 
suggests that either little sickness occurred over the winter or that consumption of these 
products were perceived as unmanly and a sign of weakness on the part of the 
physically active and hardworking ideal respectable digger.  
Five miners’ huts contained preserved food or condiment bottles with only II-F2 
including both (Table 6.5). These items are clear indicators of the majority of miners 
using these products to spice-up or vary their monotonous diet and to increase their 
healthiness by consuming more varied meals. The cosmetic hair oil bottle recovered 
from II-F1 is the most salient item recovered in terms of masculine identity. It suggests 
that this digger was concerned about his appearance in these rough circumstances and 
groomed his hair. It is unclear if this behaviour would have been met with derision by 
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other diggers, since dressing differently usually warranted this abuse according to the 
historical accounts, but it does demonstrate that he wished to construct and maintain a 
carefully presented masculine identity. In conclusion, while bottles certainly served an 
important role within miners’ inventories they could be used in ways that helped 
develop and maintain certain masculine identities.  
Despite the suspected commonness of bottle reuse and recycling among miners only at 
I-F1 was there any clear indication of bottle recycling in the form of the construction of 
lamp shades. This was achieved by cutting large clear green cylindrical bottles, two 
whisky bottles and one food bottle, around three or four inches up from the base and 
disposing of this section, leaving the upper portion of the body, shoulders, and finish. 
Similar bottle modification is often observed at Chinese sites, but differs in that the 
finishes of these items are also removed, presumably for either used as candles shades 
or opium lamps (Bowen, 2013:90; Gant-Thompson, 2008:146). At KTH this behaviour 
was uncommon and may be a sign of the particular adaptive qualities of this digger. 
However, while there was little indication of recycling at the miners’ huts it is possible 
that bottles were reused, although no evidence of this behaviour was manifest. This is 
because at abandonment only recycled items were discarded as de facto refuse 
suggesting that bottles still in use were typically curated or laterally cycled. Therefore, 
bottle reuse continued post-abandonment, as long as an item had not been recycled.  
Bottles broken during occupation were discarded as adjacent or peripheral secondary 
refuse with only small amounts being deposited as residual primary refuse or as primary 
refuse within hearths, depending on the particular maintenance strategies of different 
miners (Figure 6.9-6.13). Only two huts, I-F1 and III, featured large artefact 
concentrations across their interior floors. In the former case this concentration is 
largely the result of the discard of two recycled bottle shades as de facto refuse along 
the south wall, and the breakage of the other likely as abandonment stage refuse 
considering that only part of it remained in the southeast corner, while the rest had been 
discarded as adjacent or peripheral secondary refuse.
1
 In the latter case, this 
concentration was the result of the discard of parts of three separate bottles as residual 
primary refuse across different sections of the floor, mainly along the south wall. At all 
the other miners’ huts residual primary refuse was located in different floor sections: in 
a rear corner or against the rear wall (II-F1, IV-F1, IV-F2, and IV-F3); in the corner 
                                                 
1
 The scatter of fragments from this item included two fragments that were deposited across the 
abandoned site of I-F2.  
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adjacent the hearth (II-F2, IV-F1, and IV-F2); or towards the entrance (IV-F3). This 
situation suggests that maintenance activities were regularly carried out at these huts, 
which disposed of the majority of broken glass as adjacent or peripheral secondary 
refuse and some as primary refuse in hearths. However, the level and efficiency of these 
maintenance activities varied, with those at III being of a poor quality, those at I-F1 
appearing to decrease in effectiveness towards abandonment, and those at the other huts 
being more regularly of a good quality. 
Across all the miners’ huts the amount of primary refuse within hearths varied 
considerably with their being none at I-F1; little at II-F1, III, IV-F1, and IV-F2; and 
relatively large amounts at II-F2 and IV-F3 (Figures 6.9-6.13). Considering the 
unsuitability of glass for this type of discard, the majority of miners refrained from 
deposing of it in this way. As all the items deposited in this manner comprised orphan 
fragments or small partial items, primary refuse deposits in hearths all stemmed from 
the discard of fragments collected during maintenance activities. Therefore, the 
variability in their size relates to the commonness of this behaviour at each hut. Since 
discarding glass within hearths could only prove to be inconvenient over time it is 
possible that doing so was slightly incongruous with a respectable digger identity. 
However, it is highly likely that a large amount of glass across the interior floor was 
incongruous with a respectable digger identity considering the potential hazard it 
represented. Consequently, only at III is there any question of the respectable identity of 
a mining party. 
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Figure 6.9: I-F1 and I-F2 bottle glass distribution 
 
Figure 6.10: II-F1 and II-F2 bottle glass distribution 
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Figure 6.11: III bottle glass distribution 
 
Figure 6.12: IV-F1 and IV-F2 bottle glass distribution 
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Figure 6.13: IV-F3 bottle glass distribution 
 
Figure 6.14: V bottle glass distribution 
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Figure 6.15: VI bottle glass distribution 
As discussed above, the Jeweller’s hut bottle assemblage was larger and more diverse 
because of his desired genteel masculine identity. However, it contained a fair amount 
of alcohol, more so than that typically found in miners’ huts, suggesting that the 
jeweller was more prone to drink privately. This may have been a result of him using 
alcohol to manage the severe cold weather by consuming hot gin or brandy, or perhaps 
not wishing to drink in the diggers’ social spaces – restaurants or public houses - where 
there would also be a large amount of smoking – a pastime he abstained from. 
Alternatively, it is possible that he saw alcohol as a medicinal product, and consumed it 
for this reason. Similar to two miners’ huts, this assemblage also included a patent 
medicine bottle which indicates that the jeweller self-medicated, which implies that he 
may have used alcohol for the same purpose. For businessmen it seems that medicine 
consumption was not incongruous with a desired genteel masculine identity. This 
assemblage also contained an amount of food related items similar only to the miners’ 
largest ones (II-F2) suggesting that businesspeople also used preserved foods and 
condiments to vary their diet. It was also clearly differentiated by the use of a more 
expensive ink bottle, where miners only utilised cheaper products in stoneware ink pots. 
Businessmen utilised more glass containers than miners presumably because their 
desired masculine identities required that they consume higher quality products. 
However, if they chose to abstain from vices such as smoking as part of their genteel 
masculine identity then a consequence of this choice was that many of the public spaces 
within the settlement, where drinking was also undertaken, were unpalatable to them.  
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In contrast to the miners’ huts, the jeweller’s assemblage featured one restorable bottle 
discarded as de facto refuse that had not been recycled. However, as this was the ink 
bottle, this type of deposition for this item is comparable to that of the stoneware ink 
bottles discarded at III and IV-F3. As such, for miners and businesspeople ink bottles, 
especially if their contents had been exhausted, were not seen as worth curating. 
Otherwise, bottles broken during occupation were disposed of in a similar manner to the 
miners’ huts. The majority of fragments were discarded as adjacent or peripheral 
secondary refuse, and only a minimum as primary refuse within the hearth or as residual 
primary refuse in the rear corner (Figure 6.15). It is possible that the paved stone floor 
aided in the thoroughness of maintenance activities within this hut’s confines helping 
limit the accumulation of residual primary refuse. Thus, cleanliness and the disposal of 
this potentially hazardous material was a priority and important for the masculine 
genteel identity of the jeweller. It was also an important part of providing a comfortable 
area for his customers and maintaining his workspace.    
The restaurant bottle assemblage demonstrates its social function within the camp 
considering the large amount of alcohol it contains, which was primarily gin and 
brandy, along with smaller amounts of whisky and wine/beer. Obviously, apart from 
food this establishment supplied alcohol, and judging by the amount of spirits this 
service may have included warming these for diggers. Following the initial snow falls in 
April 1860 it is recorded that the remaining diggers developed a healthy appetite for hot 
grog to help them cope with the colder weather (Preshaw, 1888:64; Sydney Morning 
Herald, 7 May 1860:5). Therefore, during the colder weather, April to October, 
businesses that sold grog would have done a steady trade and diggers preferred drinking 
in these places with their fires, warmth, and company (Chapter 2). When diggers met 
socially, drinking was vital with parties shouting each other a round (Chapter 2). This 
type of drinking was an important symbol of a digger’s identity and perhaps 
respectability.  
Despite its suspected primary food production and service function the restaurant 
contained only two bottles associated with food; no more than the miners’ or jeweller’s 
huts. This is surprising, but suggests that the meals being served by this establishment 
were fairly basic and did not include condiments or other preserved foods. Similar to 
III, IV-F2, and the jewellers’ hut this assemblage contained a single patent medicine 
bottle indicating that the owners or staff self-medicated. The consumption of patent 
medicines was likely not incongruous with the construction of a genteel or respectable 
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businessperson identity in this circumstance. Finally, in contrast to all the other huts this 
assemblage contained two perfume bottles that suggest that the owners or staff were 
concerned with their personal hygiene as part of maintaining their appearance and their 
establishments’ social standing. These items also raise the possibility that the owners or 
staff were women, which is not incompatible with the historical evidence, as goldrush 
restaurants were businesses commonly run by women. In conclusion, the restaurant 
bottle assemblage relates primarily to its commercial function. However, there are a 
number of items that possibly relate to the consumption practices of the owners that 
suggest that they were attempting to create and maintain a respectable or genteel 
identity, and that they may have been women or multi-gendered.   
Due to its commercial function and facilitation of social drinking among diggers the 
restaurant features a different style of bottle deposition. During occupation empty 
alcohol bottles were stacked along the exterior wall just outside the entrance as a 
method of disposing of this refuse, which must have been generated at a steady pace. A 
secondary aim of this process, considering the reuse potential of these bottles, may have 
been to provide miners with the opportunity to salvage them and save the proprietors 
the problem of properly disposing of them. Alternatively, the owners and staff may have 
been storing them here for reuse, specifically, refilling from barrels. Evidence from 
other similar commercial sites at Kiandra indicates that this was a fairly typical refuse 
mechanism (Gant-Thompson, 2008:108-109, 140-143). As such, this type of bottle 
deposition was common among public houses and restaurants where large amounts of 
drinking took place. It is unclear if businesspeople had a clear reuse program in mind 
when they deposited bottles in these locations, but it is possible, and would have been 
an efficient use of this resource.  
Bottle breakage during occupation was a far more regular occurrence at the restaurant 
than at the domestic huts and, therefore, maintenance activities were not conducted to 
the same standard, nor was waste management as organised (Figure 6.14). The 
subsiding floor paving and the attempts to repair this damage allowed, or resulted in, 
some residual primary refuse forming across the central floor, which was an area kept 
mostly clear in all the domestic huts. Maintenance activities also pushed residual 
primary refuse into the presumably unused northwest corner and along the east wall to 
either side of the drain. This suggests that perhaps the restaurant staff were sweeping 
refuse out through this feature into the adjacent secondary refuse area outside this wall; 
although, maintenance activities were also resulting in the deposition of bottle glass 
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within the dump outside the entrance indicating that this area was not only for the 
storage of empty whole bottles. A large amount of bottle glass was also discarded as 
primary refuse in the hearth within both sections, which would have been inconvenient 
for the continued use of these cooking areas. Obviously, the owners and staff were not 
concerned with presenting and maintaining a thoroughly clean and tidy establishment. 
Perhaps, considering their location within the camp, the services they were offering 
were enough to ensure a profitable business. It could also be that business was brisk 
enough that the staff never had time to worry about or conduct proper maintenance 
activities. At abandonment it is possible that a whisky and brandy bottle were discarded 
as de facto refuse in the northeast corner of the structure, perhaps because they were the 
last ones consumed and, thus, were not properly disposed of prior to departure.   
In conclusion, glass bottles formed an important part of miners’ and businesspeople’s 
inventories. Most mining parties owned a small set of alcohol or food related bottles 
which had originally been used to enliven their existence, for medicinal purposes, or 
vary their diet, but could then be reused to store, transport, or serve any manner of other 
liquids or items. Occasionally, they would also consume patent medicines to try and 
assuage the injuries and illnesses they contracted from their hardworking and rough 
lifestyle. Only in rare circumstances did miners recycle bottles, suggesting that either 
recycling was difficult to accomplish, or bottles did not have many possible recycling 
uses. Bottles were importance resources that were curated or laterally cycled by miners, 
except were they had been recycled. Comparatively, businesspeople consumed more 
bottles than miners of the same range, along with higher quality products, because of 
their different masculine identities. Because of their greater bottle use they did not set 
the same store on bottle curation and reuse as miners. In public, diggers consumed the 
majority of their alcohol as part of the construction and maintenance of their masculine 
identities. Their consumption in private circumstances, in contrast, was minimal 
implying that alcohol consumption was perceived as a relaxant after a hard day’s work, 
or a health related activity associated with withstanding the cold and freezing weather. It 
is likely that both reasons for alcohol consumption fuelled the trade at the restaurant, 
which besides alcohol stocked few items originally contained in bottles. However, those 
that were suggest that the owners were attempting to cultivate a respectable or genteel 
identity.  
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Mirror Glass 
In contrast to the historical accounts of diggers being unconcerned with their physical 
appearance, three miners’ huts, II-F1, III, and IV-F3, contained mirror glass fragments. 
They were distinguished from normal window glass by traces of a metal backing. The 
structural nature of these huts also precluded them from having glass windows (Chapter 
3). Where these fragments were recovered they consisted only of orphan fragments 
which suggest that mirrors were only discarded following breakage. They were 
deposited as residual primary refuse along rear (IV-F3) or side walls (III) or as primary 
refuse in the hearth as part of maintenance activities. Within these huts the majority of 
any broken glass item was collected and discarded as adjacent or peripheral secondary 
refuse considering its hazardous nature. Overall, it is possible that most mining parties 
owned a small portable mirror for use by their members and that they were curated or 
laterally cycled where possible. While many of the historical depictions and 
descriptions of miners focussed on their bearded appearance, there are instances of 
diggers being partially or fully shaven, and mirrors such as these would be particularly 
useful for shaving. Therefore, the occupants of II-F1, III, and IV-F3 were likely 
concerned with their appearance in a manner which could relate to the construction and 
maintenance of particular masculine identities. It is unclear if respectable diggers would 
be expected to be clean-shaven, or whether wearing a beard was in any way concerning, 
but perhaps in either case being respectable required being somewhat clean and tidy in 
appearance, and it was in these situations mirrors would be useful.  
The restaurant also contained orphan fragments of mirror glass that had been deposited 
in the same manner as at the miners’ huts: as residual primary refuse near the entrance. 
This item was also only disposed after breakage and likely indicates that the owners 
attempted to maintain their appearance and present a respectable or genteel image to the 
community to further their commercial concern.  
Metal Items  
The historical descriptions demonstrate that metal items served an important role in 
miners’ and businesspeoples’ inventories. However, while many items were constructed 
wholly or in part of metal, the durability, disposability, reusability, and recyclability of 
individual items has accounted for their archaeological visibility, as well as the waste 
management schemes of hut occupants. Consequently, metal item assemblage size was 
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extremely variable (Table 6.6). For instance, the small hut I-F1 contained a part MNI of 
only three metal items due to the occupant’s system of discarding all consumable metal 
items as adjacent or peripheral secondary refuse, while only recycled items were 
discarded as de facto refuse (Figure 6.17). Where similar refuse management systems 
were in operation and few items discarded as primary refuse in the hearth, or small 
items lost, such as at I-F2, III, and IV-F2, assemblages were similarly small (Figures 
6.17, 6.19-6.20). However, where large amounts of metal items were discarded as 
primary refuse in the hearth or across the floor, assemblages were far larger, such as at 
II-F1, II-F2, IV-F1, IV-F3, and the commercial huts (Figures 6.18, 6.20-6.23). The 
willingness of individuals to discard metal items as primary or de facto refuse has 
greatly influenced assemblage size. In essence, this evidence supports the contention 
that metal items formed important elements of miners’ and businesspeoples’ 
inventories, despite the fact that the different refuse management systems of individuals, 
and their proclivity for reuse or recycling, has resulted in greatly different assemblage 
sizes.  
Miners’ inventories were generally dominated by iron items, due to their 
inexpensiveness, durability, reusability, recyclability, and disposability which made 
them ideal for a transient existence (Table 6.7). Five huts also contained small numbers 
of items made of other metals, such as lead shot, copper coins, nickel cutlery, zinc 
buckets, or brass specialist machinery, cutlery, and pocket knives. Clearly iron items 
were used by miners except for situations where functional requirements where not 
compatible with the use of this metal, such as in wetter conditions where it was prone to 
rust. The value of these specialist items has, consequently, led them to only being 
discarded following breakage or through loss, as otherwise they were curated or 
laterally cycled.   
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Table 6.6: KTH hut metal item assemblages by artefact group, form, and part MNI 
Artefact Group Form I-F1 I-F2 II-F1 II-F2 III IV-F1 IV-F2 IV-F3 V VI 
Metal Containers 
Billy - - 1 - - - - - - 1 
Cylindrical (C) Container - - - 1 - - 1 1 1 - 
Flat (F) Container 1 1 1 - - - - - 5 - 
F Container Lid - 1 2 - - - - - - - 
C Container Lid - - 1 1 - - - - 2 - 
Matchbox 1 1 1 3 2 1 2 1 6 - 
Lid Disc? - - 1 - - - - - - - 
Tobacco Tin Lid - - - - - - - 2 - - 
Tobacco Tin - - - - - - - 1 - - 
Pannikin - - - - - 1 - 1 1 - 
Pot - - - - - - - - - 1 
Dish - - - - - 1 - - - 1 
Bucket - - - - - - - - 1 - 
Wooden Containers 
Box Fittings - - - - - 1 - 1 - 3 
Corner Fitting - - - - - - - 1 1 - 
Hinge - - - - 1 - - - - - 
C Container Rim - - 1 3 - - - - - - 
Key - - 1 - - - - - - - 
Strapping - 1 1 - 1 - - - 4 2 
Recycled Equipment 
Strapping Hook - - - - 1 - - - 1 1 
Wire Hook 1 - 1 - - - - - - 1 
Composite Handled Items 
Butter Knife - - - - - 1 - - - - 
Cross-Cut Saw - - - - - - 1 - - - 
Fork - - - 1 - - - - - - 
Hatchet - - - - - - - - - 1 
Pen Nib - - - 1 - - - - - - 
Pick - - - - - - - - 1 - 
Pocket Knife - - - 1 - - - - 1 - 
Rake - - - - - - - - 2 - 
Straight Razor - - 1 - - - - - - - 
Shovel - - - 2 1 - - 1 1 - 
Unidentified Tools - - 2 - - - - - - - 
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Artefact Group Artefact Form I-F1 I-F2 II-F1 II-F2 III IV-F1 IV-F2 IV-F3 V VI 
Cast/Forged Items 
Cutlery - - - - - - - - - 1 
Dutch Oven - - - - - - 1 - - - 
Bearing - - - - - 3 - - - - 
Needle - - - - - - - - 1 - 
Oil Cup - - - - - - - - - 1 
Oil Wick Holder - - - - - - - - 1 - 
Penny - 1 - - - - - - - - 
Ring - - - - - 2 - - - - 
Teaspoon - - 1 - - - - - - - 
Tent Peg - - - - - - - - 1 - 
Scale - - - - - - - 1 1 - 
Shot - - - 3 - - 2 - 2 - 
Weight - - - - - 2 - - 1 - 
 Total 3 5 15 16 6 12 7 10 34 13 
 
Table 6.7: KTH hut metal item assemblages by metal type, frequency, and weight  
Metal 
I-F1 I-F2 II-F1 II-F2 III IV-F1 IV-F2 IV-F3 V VI 
F W F W F W F W F W F W F W F W F W F W 
Brass - - - - - - - - - - 3 418.9 - - - - 1 1.9 2 35.3 
Brass/Iron - - - - - - 1 18.0 - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Copper - - 1 17.9 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Iron 60 62.9 42 64.7 107 299.6 281 2468.9 71 1421.5 63 125.2 60 486.8 120 490.6 2355 2781.3 397 1408.8 
Lead - - - - - - 5 41.0 - - 2 35.6 5 52.1 - - 6 21.4 - - 
Nickel-
Silver 
- - - - 1 16.2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Zinc - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 49 290.7 - - 
Total 60 62.9 43 82.6 108 315.8 287 2527.9 71 1421.5 68 579.7 65 538.9 120 490.6 2411 3095.3 399 1444.1 
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An especially important element in miners’ use of iron items was their reuse and 
recycling potential. Perhaps the most regularly reused items were matchboxes. They 
appeared at all the miners’ huts, and in three examples (II-F2, III, and IV-F2), they were 
recovered whole in possible provisional discard areas adjacent hearths suggesting that 
they had been stored for future use, such as storing gold. The fact that the assemblages 
from the other huts only contained orphan fragments or partial items also suggests that 
matchboxes were usually curated where possible. While it is possible that the other 
metal containers found at all the huts except III and IV-F1 were similarly reused it is 
impossible to demonstrate this as they were all represented by orphan fragments or 
partial items.  
 
Figure 6.16: II-F2 hearth during excavation facing south showing recycled shovel 
head discarded against front corner as de facto refuse (Sophie Collins)   
Within the assemblages four different items were regularly recycled: broken shovel 
heads, barrels and strapping, lengths of wire, and metal containers. At II-F2 and III there 
is evidence that broken shovels – where the connector or shaft had broken just above the 
head - had been recycled as coal shovels used to manage hearth deposits. Both were 
found in the front corners of their hearths indicating that they had been discarded as de 
facto refuse (Figure 6.16). II-F2, as well as IV-F3, contained other broken parts of 
shovel connectors and blades that imply that the shovel at the former may have not been 
the first recycled in this manner, while similar recycling may have occurred at the latter 
until it broke. As such, it was common among miners to recycle broken shovels in this 
manner.  
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Miners also reused barrels or other wooden containers as chimney stacks, as well as for 
other purposes such as water tubs, puddling containers, or for interior furnishings. Their 
strapping could also be removed and recycled to create improvised S or C-shaped 
hooks. Despite their commonness in the historical images and descriptions only four 
huts (I-F2, II-F1, II-F2, III) contained wooden barrels or crates bound with strapping 
and only at III, and possibly at I-F2 and II-F1, was their evidence for use as chimney 
stacks. This was in the form of a scattered distribution around the hearths indicating that 
they had been discarded as de facto refuse and then disintegrated post-abandonment. 
Subsequently, in most instances miners deposited their chimneys as de facto refuse. 
Only at III was strapping also used to construct an improvised hook, while similar items 
constructed of wire were also present at I-F1 and II-F1. Considering the need to suspend 
cooking equipment above hearth fires, as well as clothing, equipment, or meat above 
wet floors and away from pests, it is likely that each miner’s inventory included hooks 
constructed of wire, strapping, chain, fabric, or rope. However, only if they were 
constructed of recycled material were they discarded as de facto refuse, explaining their 
uncommon presence. Finally, a container and separate lid from II-F1 displayed 
evidence, in the form of flattening and nail holes, that they had been recycled as exterior 
cladding, perhaps on the chimney. As they were found in the same location and context 
as the strapping fragments it reinforces the argument that this construction was 
deposited as de facto refuse. In conclusion, the recyclability of metal items was 
important to some miners, notably those from II-F1 and III, considering the variable 
uses items were put to at these huts. However, at other huts, such as I-F1, I-F2, and II-
F2, they were only of some importance, while at the IV huts recycling only rarely 
occurred. This variability of recycling is linked to masculine identity considering that it 
probably represented thrift and economy on the behalf of diggers who were attempting 
to cultivate a respectable digger identity.  
The diverse range of metal items from the miners’ huts indicates the importance these 
items played within their inventories (Table 6.6). However, it is apparent that breakage 
and waste management systems influenced the amount and range of metal items 
present. If it is assumed that miner’s inventories included some items of each artefact 
group: metal containers, wooden containers, composite handled items, and cast/forged 
items, clearly the presence of items at each hut can be explained by breakage or loss 
from this population. Consequently, it is consumable metal containers or matchboxes 
that are most common due to the fact that that they were reusable, recyclable, but 
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ultimately disposable. Owing to their similar qualities, wooden containers are also 
common, appearing at all the huts except I-F1 and IV-F2. Composite handled items are 
less common, appearing in large numbers only at II-F1 and II-F2, and in single 
quantities at III and the IV huts, due to their durability, value, and portability, which led 
them to be curated or laterally cycled, rather than discarded unless broken or recycled. 
Cast or forged items were similarly uncommon, appearing in small quantities at all huts 
except I-F1 and III, due to their value, small size, and portability, which in the majority 
of cases resulted in them only being deposited through loss. In conclusion, clearly the 
metal items commonly deposited by miners were metal or wooden containers that were 
more disposable and less portable, while more valuable and portable equipment was 
curated or laterally cycled where possible.  
Despite this homogeneity of metal items within miners’ inventories there were 
differences in deposition at different huts, possibly indicative of different approaches 
taken to digger identity. The first, evident at I-F1 and I-F2, consisted of all broken or 
disposable metal items being discarded as adjacent or peripheral secondary refuse 
(Figure 6.17). However, other recycled items were discarded as de facto refuse. The 
second comprised discarding all, or the majority of, items as primary refuse within 
hearths (Figures 6.18-6.21). An extreme version was apparent at II-FI, while more 
relaxed versions were evident at II-F2, III, IV-F1, and IV-F3. In these cases, a few items 
were discarded as residual primary refuse or de facto refuse across different sections of 
the floor, including those left in provisional discard areas, or as adjacent or peripheral 
secondary refuse. The third was undertaken only at IV-F2 and consisted of metal items 
being deposited in several different manners: as primary refuse in the hearth, as residual 
primary refuse across different parts of the floor, including items left in provisional 
discard areas, and as adjacent secondary refuse outside the entrance (Figure 6.20). As 
such, deposition was far more scattered and unfocussed. These three different 
approaches suggest that the occupant of I-F1, and perhaps that of I-F2, were attempting 
to create a respectable identity by employing a rigorous waste management strategy. In 
contrast, the miners of II-F1, II-F2, III, IV-F1, and IV-F3 were perhaps less concerned 
with keeping a clean and tidy appearance considering that they occasionally discarded 
metal items within the hearth, which would have been inefficient in dealing with this 
refuse. Perhaps they were unconcerned with producing and maintaining a truly flawless 
respectable identity. Finally, the unfocussed manner in which metal items were 
discarded at IV-F2 indicates that its occupants had no clear strategy for disposing of 
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them suggesting that they did not feature prominently in the construction or 
maintenance of these miners’ identity.   
The jeweller’s hut assemblage featured many of the same qualities as the miners’ huts. 
However, it displayed no evidence of item reuse, but this is mainly a result of a lack of 
matchboxes at this site. It is possible that this circumstance is further evidence of the 
jeweller’s avoidance of smoking, although matches would have been essential to 
lightning fires. Alternatively, the jeweller may have used his matchboxes to store items 
from his trade when he departed and that during occupation all used ones were 
provisionally discarded for this purpose and then curated. A similar amount of recycling 
occurred at this hut to the miners’ huts, but solely in the form of two recycled hooks, 
one made of wire and the other of strapping, discarded as de facto refuse within the 
hearth. The higher number of improvised hooks is possibly related to the use of the 
hearth as a trade related workspace. Reuse and recycling of metal items was not 
considered by the jeweller to be incongruous with his desired genteel masculine image. 
However, in this case it is difficult to ascertain whether reuse and recycling was a 
product of thrift and economy or resourcefulness and adaption.  
 
Figure 6.17: I-F1 and I-F2 metal items distribution 
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Figure 6.18: II-F1 and II-F2 metal items distribution  
 
Figure 6.19: III metal items distribution 
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Figure 6.20: IV-F1 and IV-F2 metal items distribution 
 
Figure 6.21: IV-F3 metal items distribution 
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Figure 6.22: V metal items distribution 
 
Figure 6.23: VI metal items distribution 
The jeweller owned as similar range of metal items to miners with the exception of 
those specific to his trade, although his masculine identity and waste management 
strategy varied the nature of the assemblage (Figure 6.23). In contrast to the miners’ 
huts, this assemblage lacked any consumable metal containers, but this is likely a result 
of his waste management system that discarded the majority of metal items as adjacent 
or peripheral secondary refuse. Instead, the only metal containers were related to food 
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preparation and consumption and had been discarded as de facto refuse across the floor. 
This instance is perhaps an indication of the jeweller’s greater economic resources 
which meant that it was unnecessary for him to curate or laterally cycle all his 
equipment. Similarly to the miners’ huts, the jeweller’s hut contained a number of 
wooden containers that had been discarded in the hearth as primary refuse, but it is also 
possible that its chimney featured a reused wooden container as a stack. Also similarly 
to the miners’ huts, composite handled items and cast-forged items were less common. 
In the former case the single hatchet head had been discarded as primary refuse in the 
hearth following breakage, indicating that he curated or laterally cycled the majority of 
his valuable and portable equipment. In the latter case a broken cutlery item was 
discarded as primary refuse in the hearth, while a machinery item was deposited as loss 
refuse in this area. This was a brass wick-feed oil cup used for lubricating bearings on 
lathes, such as those used by jewellers or watchmakers (Figure 6.24) (Farrington and 
Parkes, 2008). They rely on gravity to produce a metered flow of oil which is regulated 
by the number of strands in the wick and the oil level within the cup. Considering where 
this item was located it is possible that this hearth was constructed to fit a lathe over the 
front portion while the rear was used for fires. In conclusion, the jeweller’s metal item 
assemblage is distinct enough from the miners, with relation to what items were curated 
and discarded, to demonstrate that different masculine identities were being 
construction at these sites. The way in which the jeweller discarded cooking equipment, 
which miners’ would curate or laterally cycle, as well as the lack of discarded valuable 
and portable equipment, suggests that his masculine identity related to his greater 
economic resources and genteel identity.   
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Figure 6.24: Brass wick-feed oil cup from VI 
The restaurant assemblage demonstrated similarities to both the miners’ and jeweller’s 
huts due to its function and digger clientele. It contained the same range of metal items 
and proportions of metal and wooden containers, composite handled items, and 
cast/forged items to that of the other huts, but only in larger quantities. This is the result 
of the establishment’s larger population and function which resulted in a greater 
quantity of waste. To some degree this waste has been utilised by the owners through 
reuse and recycling. However, considering the number of matchboxes, of which the 
majority were discarded as primary refuse into the hearth, with only one whole example 
being possibly kept in a provisional discard area, reuse of these items was uncommon. 
In contrast, recycling was more common with several metal containers found within the 
hearth or in the southwest corner having been flattened and nailed to the structure as 
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exterior cladding. Considering their location it is possible that this exterior cladding was 
added to the chimney, which was deposited as de facto refuse, and then decomposed 
post-abandonment. The assemblage also contained a recycled strapping hook that had 
been discarded as de facto refuse in the northeast corner indicating that it had been 
utilised to hang some form of equipment from the roof. In conclusion, similar to the 
jeweller’s hut it is unlikely that this recycling is a result of economy or thrift and, 
instead, it represents the owners utilising their abundant waste resources to meet every 
day needs in a resourceful and adaptive fashion.  
The restaurant’s waste management strategy focused on discarding metal items within 
the hearth, with some discard also occurring as adjacent or peripheral secondary refuse, 
while some items were also deposited as de facto or primary refuse across the floor 
(Figure 6.22). Metal containers represent much of the material discarded in each of 
these locations and indicate the amount of consumable products this establishment was 
consuming during its operation. The large amount of material in the hearth represents 
metal containers discarded as primary refuse and de facto refuse after recycling as 
cladding. Across the floor the three concentrations represent metal containers discarded 
as primary or de facto refuse. In the southwest corner the concentration comprises 
primarily recycled metal containers that possibly collapsed from the chimney, as well as 
probably some residual primary refuse. In the south section of the central floor the 
concentration consists of a partial container, which again may represent a recycled 
metal container used as chimney cladding. The final concentration in the northeast 
corner represents a partial container and matchbox perhaps discarded as de facto refuse 
or residual primary refuse. Finally, a small amount of partial metal container elements, 
including primarily a zinc bucket, were also discarded within the bottle dump as part of 
maintenance activities. Wooden items were also primarily discarded within the hearth, 
but it is difficult to ascertain whether this was as primary or de facto refuse; during 
occupation wooden containers would have been a valuable firewood source, but it is 
also possible that at least one wooden container functioned as a chimney stack. 
Composite handled items were all discarded after breakage either in the hearth as 
primary refuse or as adjacent secondary refuse in the bottle dump. An exception was the 
partial shovel blade found within the repaired floor layer that may represent residual 
primary refuse stemming from repair work. Finally, cast-forged items were deposited as 
loss refuse within the hearth or in different areas of the floor, particularly along the east 
wall, except for the broken wick holder and scale balance that were discarded as 
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primary refuse in the hearth. In conclusion, the restaurant owners attempted to keep 
their floor clear during occupation to some degree, and deposited items within the 
hearth as primary refuse or in the bottle dump as adjacent secondary refuse instead. 
However, the amount of refuse this establishment generated made this task difficult 
suggesting that despite their intentions towards creating and maintaining a respectable 
appearance they may not have succeeded.  
Overall, metal items formed an important element of miners’ and businesspeople’s 
inventories because of their practical and durable nature, as well as the resourceful and 
adaptive ways they could be reused and recycled. This allowed both groups to meet 
unexpected circumstances, explaining the popularity of items made of this material. At 
each hut their presence was related more to the disposability, value, and portability of 
each broad item type. Consumable metal and wooden containers were readily discarded, 
especially after recycling, while composite handled items and cast-forged items were 
more likely to be curated or laterally cycled. All the miners and businesspeople owned a 
similar range of metal products with the exception of specialised items owned by 
businesspeople for their particular trades. Item reuse and recycling readily undertaken 
by both groups was likely linked to miners’ desire for thrift and economy and for 
businesspeople as part of adapting to life in these conditions. Metal items were utilised 
in similar manners by both groups and were likely a part of maintaining and creating 
particular masculine identities in each case.    
Metal Fasteners 
At the KTH huts metal fasteners were used for hut construction or fastening wooden 
pieces of material culture, or those that feature wooden components, such as containers, 
furniture, or hardware. Ewbanks were the main nail used in the construction of tent and 
chimney frameworks. However, other types, such as CPS, CPB, and CLP, were also 
used structurally as evidenced by their association with Ewbanks, their lengths, and 
manner of clenching. Along with these fasteners, tacks were used to fasten tents to 
frames and attach cladding to interior or exterior surfaces. However, they had a range of 
structural and wooden item related uses and the best indication of these functions is 
shape and length; but, for the purposes of this discussion, it is assumed that the majority 
served a structural function. Fasteners were not always used strictly according to their 
intended purposes and could be innovatively used, so that multiple fastener types could 
be used for one structural purpose. Despite expectations, it was also found that the level 
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of stone and earth construction at a hut was not a clear indicator of the amount of timber 
construction used. Instead, hut function and intended length, or season of occupation, 
were better determinants of the level of timber construction. With regards to the 
presence of wooden items six fastener types: HND, WRH, WFT, SCR, BLT, and HSH 
that only appeared in small amounts, and often had specialised functions, were 
representative of these items. The waste management strategies of miners and 
businesspeople have greatly affected fastener frequencies (Table 6.8); where discard of 
primary refuse into hearths was common, larger amounts are found, perhaps reflecting 
the burning of wooden items as firewood. In turn, where this type of discard was not 
common (I-F1, I-F2, and III) none of these fasteners were present. In relation to 
construction fasteners it was found that their quantities and distributions were best 
explained by the abandonment processes at each hut.   
At the miners’ huts the distributions, lengths, and clenching levels of structural fasteners 
indicate whether frames were used only for tents and/or whether wooden chimneys were 
used (Tables 6.9-6.11; Figures 6.25-6.29). For instance, the small fastener assemblages 
at I-F1, I-F2, and III that comprised primarily Ewbanks with no tacks represent two 
different construction styles. At I-F1 minimal framing was used around the structure on 
top of its stone and earth walls, with perhaps a timber chimney, that was discarded as de 
facto refuse, also being used (Figure 6.25). In contrast, at I-F2 and III only timber 
chimneys were discarded as de facto refuse (Figures 6.25-6.26). The fastener lengths in 
these cases supports these interpretations as the majority are framework nails between 1 
3/8”-2 1/8”, while only a few are joint work nails between 2 7/8”-3” (Table 6.10). 
However, clenching was only present at III among the framework nails suggesting that 
this was the more sturdily constructed chimney of the three huts, which makes sense 
considering it was the largest. The lack of any construction fasteners associated with the 
huts suggests that their frameworks were lashed together or scavenged wholesale after 
abandonment. 
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Table 6.8: KTH hut metal fastener assemblages by type and MNI 
Type 
I-F1 I-F2 II-F1 II-F2 III IV-F1 IV-F2 IV-F3 V VI 
MNI % MNI % MNI % MNI % MNI % MNI % MNI % MNI % MNI % MNI % 
EWB 5 100.0 2 100.0 15 6.8 204 54.5 10 90.9 27 71.1 53 28.0 23 58.9 134 45.4 69 58.5 
CPS - - - - 2 0.9 4 1.1 1 9.1 1 2.6 6 3.2 1 2.6 43 14.6 9 7.6 
TCK - - - - 197 89.5 151 40.4 - - 5 13.2 126 66.7 9 23.1 105 35.6 30 25.5 
CPB - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 0.8 
CLP - - - - 1 0.5 - - - - 4 10.5 4 2.1 - - 7 2.4 4 3.4 
HND - - - - - - 1 0.3 - - 1 2.6 - - - - - - - - 
W - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 0.7 - - 
WRH - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 1.7 
WFT - - - - - - 3 0.8 - - - - - - - - 2 0.7 - - 
SCR - - - - 3 1.4 2 0.5 - - - - - - - - 1 0.3 2 1.7 
BLT - - - - 2 0.9 9 2.4 - - - - - - 5 12.8 - - - - 
HSH - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 2.6 1 0.3 1 0.8 
Total 5 100.0 2 100.0 220 100.0 374 100.0 11 100.0 38 100.0 189 100.0 39 100.0 295 100.0 118 100.0 
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Table 6.9: KTH Ewbank assemblages by site, length, frequency, and percentage clenched 
Length 
I-F1 I-F2 II-F1 II-F2 III IV-F1 IV-F2 IV-F3 V VI 
F C% F C% F C% F C% F C% F C% F C% F C% F C% F C% 
1 - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - 1 - 
1 1/8 - - - - - - - - - - 1 - 2 50.0 2 - - - 2 50.0 
1 ¼ - - - - - - 3 - - - - - 1 100.0 2 - - - 4 - 
1 3/8 2 - - - - - 22 9.1 - - 2 - 2 50.0 1 - 2 - 6 50.0 
1 ½ - - 1 - 9 - 56 14.3 - - 9 11.1 4 - 1 - 17 29.4 3 - 
1 5/8 - - - - - - 2 50.0 - - - - - - 1 100.0 1 - 2 - 
1 ¾  - - - - - - 17 17.6 - - - - - - - - 2 - - - 
1 7/8 2 - - - 1 - 5 - 3 - - - 1 - 3 - 25 4.0 - - 
2 - - - - 1 - 28 21.4 3 33.3 4 25.0 9 33.3 3 - 24 16.7 15 13.3 
2 1/8 - - - - - - 3 33.3 1 100.0 - - - - 1 - 4 - 6 33.3 
2 ¼ - - - - - - 4 75.0 - - - - 11 - - - 5 20.0 1 - 
2 3/8 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 - - - 
2 ½ - - - - - - 4 - - - - - 1 - - - 3 33.3 2 - 
2 5/8 - - - - - - 1 100.0 - - - - - - - - - - - - 
2 ¾  - - - - - - 3 33.3 - - - - 2 - - - 1 - - - 
2 7/8 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - 1 - 
3 - - - - 2 - 10 - 1 - 1 - 8 25.0 1 - 6 16.7 3 33.3 
3 1/8 - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - 2 100.0 
3 ¼  - - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 - - - 3 33.3 - - 
3 ½ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
3 ¾ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
4 1/8 - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
4 ¼  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
4 ½ - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - 
4 ¾ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
5 ¼  - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Total 5 0.0 1 0.0 13 0.0 162 16.0 8 25.0 19 10.5 42 19.0 16 6.25 96 14.6 48 22.9 
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Table 6.10: KTH tack assemblages by site, length, and frequency  
Length II-F1 II-F2 IV-F1 IV-F2 IV-F3 V VI 
F F% F F% F F% F F% F F% F F% F F% 
3/16 2 1.1 - - - - - - - - - - - - 
1/4 9 5.0 - - - - - - - - - - - - 
5/16 1 0.6 - - - - - - - - - - - - 
3/8 67 37.2 3 2.3 - - 27 30.0 - - 6 6.3 1 4.0 
7/16 11 6.1 2 1.6 - - - - - - 1 1.0 - - 
1/2 11 6.1 42 33.1 - - 52 57.8 - - 31 32.3 1 4.0 
9/16 8 4.4 9 7.1 - - 3 3.3 1 12.5 1 1.0 1 4.0 
5/8 45 25.0 25 19.7 - - 5 5.6 4 50.0 8 8.3 9 36.0 
11/16 3 1.7 - - - - - - - - - - 1 4.0 
¾ 12 6.7 8 6.3 - - - - 1 12.5 10 10.4 1 4.0 
13/16 - - 1 0.8 - - 1 1.1 - - - - - - 
7/8 1 0.6 18 14.2 1 50.0 - - 1 12.5 7 7.3 3 12.0 
15/16 - - 1 0.8 - - - - - - - - 2 8.0 
1 2 1.1 12 9.4 1 50.0 - - 1 12.5 18 18.8 6 24.0 
1 1/8 8 4.4 4 3.1 - - 2 2.2 - - 8 8.3 - - 
1 ¼ - - 2 1.6 - - - - - - 4 4.2 - - 
1 3/8 - - - - - - - - - - 2 2.1 - - 
Total 180 100.0 127 100.0 2 100.0 90 100.0 8 100.0 96 100.0 25 100.0 
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Figure 6.25: I-F1 and I-F2 metal fastener distribution  
 
Figure 6.26: III metal fastener distribution 
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Figures 6.27a, b, and c: II-F1 and II-F2 Ewbank, tack, and other fastener distributions 
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Figure 6.28a, b, and c: IV-F1 and IV-F2 Ewbank, tack, and other fastener distributions 
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Figure 6.29a, b, and c: IV-F3 Ewbank, tack, and other fastener distributions 
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Figure 6.30a and b: V Ewbank and tack distributions 
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Figures 6.30c and d: V CPS and other fastener distributions 
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Figure 6.31: VI metal fastener distribution  
Two miners’ huts, IV-F1 and IV-F3, featured slightly larger construction fastener 
assemblages with contained both Ewbanks and small amounts of tacks. Based on their 
distributions, Ewbank lengths, and clenching levels, which had similar proportions to 
III, these assemblages represent decomposed wooden chimneys discarded as de facto 
refuse (Table 6.10; Figures 6.28-6.29). However, they also utilised tacks perhaps to 
fasten bullock hides or calico to the wooden framework as an exterior covering. The 
tack lengths support this contention as they were longer than those at the other huts – 
between 7/8”-1” at IV-F1 and 9/16”-1” at IV-F3; although it is possible that these 
assemblages relate to the deposition of wooden items as primary refuse in the hearth. 
Considering that one of the CLP nails was clenched at IV-F1 and that they were 
framework lengths, it is possible that they also served a structural purpose associated 
with the chimney construction. However, at IV-F3 the single CPS nail was not clenched 
and, although of a framework length, it is difficult to determine its original function. As 
no fasteners were found across the structure platforms and the concentrations within the 
hearths were associated with the chimney construction these tent frames were likely 
lashed together. 
In contrast, the other three miners’ huts contained large assemblages of tacks that in two 
cases, II-F1 and IV-F2, dominated, while at II-F2 there were larger amounts of 
Ewbanks. At II-F1 the tack assemblage was associated with a small amount of Ewbanks 
that appeared to have been discarded in the hearth as de facto refuse (Figure 6.28). 
Unfortunately, the two phases of hearth usage slightly complicate interpretation of 
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fastener deposition within this feature, but, generally, the majority of fasteners were 
clearly deposited in the second phase of occupation over the animal bone deposit that 
formed during occupation. The Ewbanks were all found in the upper levels of the hearth 
indicating that they were discarded as de facto refuse. Their similar proportion of 
framework and joint work fasteners to III, IV-F1, and IV-F3 suggests that they 
originally secured a wooden chimney that was discarded as de facto refuse (Table 6.10). 
In turn, the large dominant tack assemblage comprised a wide range of lengths, but 
which was concentrated on smaller lengths, such as 3/8” and 5/8”, suggesting that they 
were used to attach cladding to this tent (Table 6.11). Indeed, the recovery of two 
flattened cans with nail holes demonstrates that this type of construction did occur and 
that the larger tacks may have been used to attach such exterior cladding to the chimney. 
This assemblage also included a small amount of other fasteners that might have served 
a structural function, such as CLP and CPS, but although they were of framework and 
joint work lengths, none were clenched which would strongly indicate this usage. If it is 
assumed that similarly to III, IV-F1, and IV-F3 that the wooden framework used to 
support the tent superstructure at this hut was lashed together then it is possible that it 
was further insulated with cladding. Subsequently, at the point of departure this 
structure was dismantled to curate the tent, and the remaining materials discarded in the 
hearth.  
At IV-F2 the tack assemblage was associated with a relatively large amount of Ewbanks 
that featured a completely different type of distribution (Figure 6.28). The tacks were 
concentrated directly outside the entrance and consisted of either 3/8” or 5/8” lengths 
suggesting that they may have been utilised to attach cladding to the tent. Therefore, 
their distribution resulted from the hut dismantlement at abandonment to curate this 
tent. In contrast, all Ewbanks were concentrated in the hearth and were discarded as de 
facto refuse during this process. The greater amount of Ewbanks, their more varied 
lengths, and high proportions of framework nails (2”-2 ¼”) and joint work nails (3”), as 
well as the relatively high level and range of clenching suggests that this deposit 
represents the tent frame, as well as perhaps a chimney (Table 6.10). As all the larger, 
9/16”-1 1/8” tacks were associated with these Ewbanks it is likely that they were 
utilised to attach a covering to this chimney which was deposited as de facto refuse. The 
CLP and CPS nails were also of a framework length and several were clenched 
suggesting that they were used structurally and their location within the hearth supports 
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this interpretation. Consequently, in contrast to all the other miners’ huts, IV-F2 
featured a nailed timber frame, a wooden chimney, and interior cladding.  
Finally, II-F2 with its large Ewbank and tack assemblages displayed marked similarities 
with IV-F2 suggesting that it to featured large amounts of timber construction 
consisting of a tent frame, cladding, and wooden chimney. The Ewbank and tack 
distributions displayed different distributions (Figure 6.27). Ewbanks were concentrated 
in the hearth and were deposited as de facto refuse, with a low level scatter across the 
excavated floor. This distribution suggests that at abandonment the supporting 
framework was dismantled to curate the tent, with some Ewbanks being deposited on 
the floor during this process, while the majority were discarded in the hearth along with 
the structural timbers. The large length range of these fasteners, their high proportions 
of framework lengths (1 ½” and 2”), their large range of joint work lengths, and high 
level and range of clenching strongly supports this interpretation (Table 6.10). 
Considering the quantity of Ewbanks, as well as their diversity it is possible that the 
chimney was also of timber construction. Tacks featured two separate concentrations: a 
primary one in the hearth and a secondary one inside the entrance. The former 
concentration comprised tacks of a variety of lengths, while the latter mostly comprised 
½” examples. This situation along with the large proportion of tacks of small to 
moderate lengths, particularly ½” and 5/8”, suggests that this hut featured interior 
cladding that was removed from the tent at abandonment in the entrance area (Figure 
6.11). The secondary group of large tacks, particularly 7/8” and 1” long, suggests that 
tacks were also used to attach a covering to the chimney that was deposited as de facto 
refuse. Three tacks were also clenched, of which one was 1” long and the other two 1 
1/8”, which is perhaps indicative of the use of these longer tacks in chimney 
construction. As they were all found in the upper levels of the hearth this is a 
possibility. Besides this, the assemblages contained four CPS nails which were of 
framework lengths, but not clenched, suggesting that they might have been utilised 
structurally. In conclusion, construction at II-F2 involved a nailed tent frame, interior 
cladding, and perhaps a wooden chimney.  
Despite its stone construction, the jeweller’s hut contained a considerable assemblage of 
construction fasteners which consisted of a relatively large amount of Ewbanks and a 
moderate amount of tacks. Both had been deposited within the hearth as de facto refuse 
as part of a dismantling process conducted at abandonment to curate the tent. The 
quantity of Ewbanks, their large range of framework and joint work lengths, high 
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proportions of framework nails, and high level and range of clenching suggests that the 
construction comprised a tent frame (Table 6.10). The small number of tacks, the stone 
wall construction, and the higher proportion of longer length tacks, 5/8”, 7/8”, 1”, 
suggests that this hut did not include interior cladding and that these items relate to the 
chimney construction and its external covering (Table 6.11). As one of both the CLP 
and CPS nails, which were all of framework lengths, were also clenched they likely 
served a structural purpose. Consequently, this commercial establishment featured a 
nailed tent frame and wooden chimney, but no interior cladding as its construction 
already provided sufficient insulation.  
A similar situation was present at the restaurant, as despite its considerable stone 
construction it contained a large number of construction fasteners, including large 
amounts of Ewbanks and tacks, as well as a moderate amount of CPS. All three types 
displayed similar distributions suggesting that they had all been utilised in the 
construction of the supporting framework which at abandonment was dismantled and 
the majority of structural timbers discarded in the hearth as de facto refuse (Figure 
6.30). During this process some fasteners were deposited around the wall lines. 
Ewbanks were the main structural fastener as they featured a wide range of framework 
and joint work lengths, with large proportions at framework lengths, particularly 1 ½”, 1 
7/8”, and 2”, as well as a wide array and level of clenching (Table 6.10). However, 
considering the large number of CPS, their similar lengths, the high proportion of 2” 
nails, and a small amount of clenching they were likely utilised in the same manner. 
Based on the length range of tacks and their high proportions around ½”, ¾”, and 1” 
they were used to attach interior cladding, as well as perhaps a covering to a timber 
chimney (Table 6.11). In conclusion, the restaurant featured a wide range of timber 
construction including a nailed tent frame, interior cladding, and a wooden chimney.  
Overall, there is some correlation between the amount of earth and stone construction 
and the amount of timber construction at the miners’ huts, but not at the commercial 
huts. At the two miners’ huts with the most stone and earth wall construction, I-F1 and 
IV-F3, there is an accompanying lack of supporting timber framing, no interior 
cladding, and wooden chimneys. However, at three of the huts without any stone or 
earth walls, I-F2, III, and IV-F1, there was no indication of interior cladding or nailed 
tent frames, but there were indications of wooden chimneys. Of these the occupation at 
I-F2 failed, but perhaps the lack of any serious insulation at III and IV-F1 indicates that 
they were not occupied throughout the winter and were, instead, perhaps used during 
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the autumn or spring. Alternatively, it is possible that the occupants were thoroughly 
unprepared for the colder weather. The three other miners’ huts, II-F1, II-F2, and IV-F2, 
which lacked stone and earth walls featured interior cladding, wooden chimneys, and in 
two cases nailed tent frameworks (II-F2 and IV-F2). So some effort was undertaken to 
provide insulation and comfort to their interiors to manage winter occupation. In 
contrast, the two commercials huts, despite considerable stone construction, had large 
amounts of timber construction. In both cases this included tent frames and wooden 
chimneys, but only at the restaurant was interior cladding also used, as the substantial 
stone walls at VI did not require this form of insulation. Consequently, the greater 
economic resources of businesspeople allowed them to more fully equip their 
establishments, which would have been crucial to their comfort, especially as they 
would spend more time in their huts than miners. Regardless of construction type, most 
huts at abandonment were dismantled in order to salvage the tent for further use while 
travelling. During this process cladding was usually removed and framework piled in 
the hearth and burnt. It is possible that this behaviour allowed miners and 
businesspeople to cook one last meal at their huts prior to departing. Otherwise, wooden 
chimneys were usually deposited as de facto refuse.  
Wooden item fasteners were recovered from five miners’ huts and both commercial huts 
(Table 6.8) and in all cases were deposited in hearths as primary or de facto refuse 
(Figures 6.27-6.30). An exception is a small amount of fasteners at the restaurant that 
were deposited in the bottle dump as adjacent secondary refuse and a single outlier 
deposited as residual primary refuse in the northeast corner. As such, according to their 
flammability, wooden items were typically discarded in hearths as additional firewood. 
The fasteners that most definitely represent these wooden items were those with 
specialist functions: SCR, BLT, and HSH. Screws, used to attach metal hinges or other 
adornments to wooden containers, were found at two miners’ huts, II-F1 and II-F2, and 
both of the commercial huts in small quantities, representing broken containers or parts. 
Bolts, which are firmly related to wooden mining hardware, particularly shovels, were 
found at II-F1, II-F2, and IV-F3, in small amounts.
2
 As II-F2 and IV-F3 also contained 
shovels there is a correlation between the presence of these items, that may have been 
recycled as coal shovels, and the presence of bolts. HSH, which were likely utilised 
according to their designed purpose, were only recovered in single quantities from IV-
                                                 
2
 The connection between bolts and shovels or other metal hardware with wooden handles at KTH is 
demonstrated by a shovel handle connector from IV-F3 (4020) which contained an intact bolt threaded 
through one of the pre-punched holes on this item.   
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F3 and the two commercial huts. Horses were kept at KTH and based on this evidence 
they were more associated with businesspeople than miners, and that when a nail was 
lost, it would be discarded as primary refuse in the hearth. Wire nails, which appear in 
small quantities at II-F2 and the commercial huts, are also strongly associated with 
wooden containers as in 1860 they were still a relatively rare and expensive fastener 
(Varman, 1993:164).
3
 Furthermore, earlier uses of wire nails in America and Britain, 
before they became popular for construction, were for making small boxes, such as 
cigar boxes, furniture, or soft wood packing crates (Adams, 2002:69, 70; Fontana et al, 
1962:48; Varman, 1993:164). Considering that all the wire nails were relatively short, 
between 7/8” and 1 ½”, they likely represent wooden containers that had been discarded 
within hearths as firewood.  
Three other fasteners types, HND, CPB, and CLP, of which two have specialist 
functions, appeared in small quantities at four miners huts, II-F1, II-F2, IV-F1, and IV-
F2, as well as the two commercial huts (Table 6.8). Unfortunately, their usage was 
variable and difficult to substantiate. However, HND and CPB in each case were 
discarded as primary refuse within hearths suggesting that they were part of wooden 
items that had been burnt as firewood. Their small lengths, respectively between 1” and 
1 ¾” and 1 ¼”, supports this interpretation. In contrast, CLP, which had a wider length 
range between 1” and 2”, were not always located within hearth deposits, as at the 
restaurant they were located along the east wall and within the bottle dump. At IV-F1, 
IV-F2, and VI, single examples were also clenched. It is difficult to ascertain whether 
they represented wooden items or construction and it seems possible that their role 
varied. Finally, CPS, which appeared at five miners’ huts and both commercial huts, 
were also usually present in small quantities except at the restaurant where a large 
amount were present. In this case, they definitely served a structural function, and 
probably at III as well, and at the other huts their lengths ranged between medium and 
large lengths such as 1 ¼” and 4” suggesting that they were usually involved in 
construction rather than being part of wooden containers. In conclusion, there is a strong 
correlation with the recovery of fasteners related to wooden items and the propensity of 
hut occupants to dispose of broken or unwanted items as primary refuse within hearths. 
                                                 
3
 Wire flat head nails (WFT) in this instance appear to consist of an early type of wire nail, rather than the 
more modern type. They comprise a clear wire shaft and point with a handmade or simply hammered 
head that is vaguely flat in nature. Perhaps they had been held in a vice and then hammered without any 
sort of die to produce this type of head. 
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It is unclear how discarding of wooden items in this way related to masculine identity as 
these items could clearly be an acceptable form of firewood.  
Overall, metal fasteners have demonstrated the ways in which miners and 
businesspeople abandoned their huts and acted to curate their tents. This act, which 
occurred at all the huts except I-F2, represents an important element of transient 
lifestyle and the central role the tent played. In this sense the tent was also probably 
central to constructions of masculine identity. Obviously, the distance goldrush 
participants had to travel home was large enough that they expected to have to camp out 
on this journey and they subsequently curated items for this purpose. Otherwise, the 
manner in which miners and businesspeople fitted out and prepared their huts, as 
evidenced by the metal fastener assemblages, also displays aspects of their masculine 
identities. Perhaps those miners’ huts that lacked evident interior cladding or other 
insulation, III, IV-F1, and IV-F3, considered themselves as having the manly virtues 
and endurance to withstand the winter weather without this type of preparation. 
However, would this arguably foolish behaviour have been considered respectable or 
disreputable? It is also possible that the miners’ huts that featured interior cladding and 
were insulated, II-F1, II-F2, and IV-F2, were fitted out in this manner to be the 
residences of females; although the material culture from these huts mostly argues 
against this possibility (see below). In contrast, the commercial huts were well-
constructed, insulated, and fitted out to withstand the winter weather, to increase the 
owners’ personal comfort, and demonstrate their economic prowess and masculine 
identities. As such, both commercial huts were likely attempting to generate a genteel or 
respectable identity.    
Animal Bone 
The historical evidence demonstrates that meat played an important role in the diets of 
miners and businesspeople. This is supported by the archaeological evidence, but not in 
the expected manner. Unfortunately, while there is abundant evidence that meat formed 
an important, if the not the primary, part of diets it comes in the form of fire damaged 
and highly fragmented animal bone that provides little further dietary information 
(Table 6.11). At all huts where little natural deposition occurred, 97-100% of 
assemblages were fire damaged, usually calcined. At I-F1 and I-F2 where natural 
deposition did significantly occur 86-93% of assemblages were still fire damaged 
demonstrating the holistic nature of this process. Clearly the main method of disposal of 
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animal bone was as primary refuse into hearths (Figures 6.32-6.38). This resulted in the 
high level of fire damage, fragmentation, and resultant undiagnostic proportions of the 
assemblages. At the huts with a significant amount of natural deposition, 90-95% of the 
assemblages were undiagnostic, while at all the other huts it was upwards of 97%. Thus, 
these processes have resulted in only minute proportions of each assemblage being 
diagnostic. These diagnostic proportions comprised those fragments that evaded 
significant fire damage and fragmentation either due to a different manner of deposition 
or being part of the final stages of occupation. They also usually comprised the larger 
and more robust skeletal elements that could withstand fire damage and fragmented at a 
slower rate. Consequently, these diagnostic proportions are usually weathered and 
strongly correlated with this small proportion of each assemblage, which also usually 
represented some portion of the natural deposited items.   
The widespread habit of miners and businesspeople discarding animal bone as primary 
refuse within hearths was a method of refuse treatment for this potentially noxious form 
of refuse. Considering the high proportions of fire damage it is evident that most, if not 
all, animal bone was deposited in this manner at some point during each hut’s 
occupation (Table 6.11). Each hut’s distribution demonstrates this as the majority of 
each assemblage is located within the hearth or in its immediate vicinity (Figures 6.32-
6.38). At all the huts except IV-F3 there was also some fallout of fire damaged bone 
onto the floor, either during occupation or post-abandonment. The most extreme case is 
at I-F2 where its poor construction resulted in much of the hearth deposit washing out 
post-abandonment downslope to the north and east or onto the floor. Only at VI was 
there some attempt to use maintenance activities to remove this fallout and push it into 
the northwest corner. Otherwise, normal hearth operations resulted in some spillage of 
fire damaged bone onto floors, except where hearth design included a fire pit. 
Management of hearth deposits in seven cases resulted in the re-deposition of fire 
damaged animal bone outside hut entrances either outside the threshold (III, IV-F1, IV-
F2, IV-F3, V, and VI) or around the rear of the hearth (I-F1, IV-F1, and IV-F2). This 
management was associated with the movement or hearth material within these features.  
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Table 6.11: KTH animal bone assemblages by species, condition, and frequency 
Species 
I-F1 I-F2 II-F1 II-F2 III IV-F1 IV-F2 IV-F3 V VI 
F F% F F% F F% F F% F F% F F% F F% F F% F F% F F% 
Bos - - 1 0.3 3 0.1 7 0.4 19 1.9 11 0.6 1 0.1 5 0.8 - - - - 
Ovis 2 0.4 13 4.5 5 0.1 8 0.4 8 0.8 6 0.3 3 0.3 3 0.5 3 0.0 3 0.2 
Sus - - - - 1 0.0 - - - - - - 3 0.3 - - 6 0.1 - - 
Oryctolagus 12 2.6 16 5.5 3 0.1 6 0.3 - - - - - - 1 0.2 - - - - 
Rattus 11 2.3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Diagnostic 
Total 
25 5.3 30 10.4 12 0.3 21 1.1 27 2.7 17 0.9 7 0.8 9 1.4 9 0.1 3 0.2 
Undiagnostic 444 94.7 259 89.6 4037 99.7 1923 98.9 984 97.3 1787 99.1 918 99.2 616 98.6 6174 99.9 1841 98.8 
Fire Damaged 436 93.0 249 86.2 4037 99.7 1897 97.6 1011 100.0 1781 98.7 914 98.8 618 98.9 6140 99.3 1843 99.9 
Weathered 14 3.0 35 12.1 16 0.4 17 0.9 - - 23 1.3 11 1.2 36 5.8 39 0.6 1 0.1 
Fresh 24 5.1 4 1.4 8 0.2 42 2.2 - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Total 469 100.0 289 100.0 4049 100.0 1944 100.0 1011 100.0 1804 100.0 925 100.0 625 100.0 6183 100.0 1844 100.0 
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Table 6.12: KTH miners’ hut animal bone assemblages according to Steel’s body part system and NISP: B=Bos, O=Ovis, and S=Sus; this table 
is based on the NISP data from Appendix 3, Table A3.22  
Body Part 
I-F1 I-F2 II-F1 II-F2 III IV-F1 IV-F2 IV-F3 
B O S B O S B O S B O S B O S B O S B O S B O S 
Extremity - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - 4 - - 1 - - 1 - 
Cranial - - - - 1 - - 1 - - - - 1 1 - - 1 - - - 1 1 1 - 
Trunk - 1 - 1 - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Forequarter - - - - - - - 1 1 1 5 - - - - 6 1 - - 1 - - 1 - 
Hindquarter - - - - 1 - 1 - - 2 - - - - - 3 - - 1 1 - - - - 
Species Total - 1 - 1 2 - 2 2 1 4 5 - 1 1 - 9 6 - 1 3 1 1 3 - 
Site Total 1 3 5 9 2 15 5 4 
 
Table 6.13: KTH commercial hut animal bone assemblages according to Steel’s body part system and NISP: B=Bos, O=Ovis, and S=Sus; this 
table is based on the NISP data from Appendix 3, Table A3.23 
Body Part 
V VI 
B O S B O S 
Extremity - - - - 1 - 
Cranial - - - - 1 - 
Trunk - - - - - - 
Forequarter - 3 - - - - 
Hindquarter - - 2 - 1 - 
Species Total - 3 2 - 3 - 
Site Total 5 3 
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Only at four huts (the IV huts and V) was there deposition of non-fire damaged animal 
bone outside of hearths: in three cases this was along the centre of the rear wall as 
primary refuse (the IV huts), while in three cases (IV-F1, IV-F2, and V) it was as 
adjacent secondary refuse. Where this occurred along the rear wall it consisted of 
orphan fragments (IV-F2 and IV-F3) or large partial Bos and Ovis bones (IV-F1). As 
adjacent secondary refuse it comprised fire damaged bone mixed with large partial Bos 
and Ovis bones along the rear of the hearth (IV-F1), a large partial Bos bone directly 
outside the entrance (IV-F2), or orphan fragments of Ovis and Sus close to the entrance 
(V). Consequently, only at the IV huts, particularly IV-F1, was there a small amount of 
deposition behaviour that resulted in animal bone being discarded as primary refuse 
onto the floor. It is unclear if this behaviour is linked with some form of more relaxed 
masculine identity or was simply a lapse in previously held cleanliness standards. 
Otherwise, the deposition of large animal bone fragments in adjacent secondary refuse 
deposits at some huts was linked to the re-deposition of hearth material and hearth 
maintenance. Clearly the dominant mode of animal bone discard was as primary refuse 
within hearths. It is possible that it was disreputable to discard of this material in any 
other way.  
 
Figure 6.32: I-F1 and I-F2 contemporary animal bone distribution 
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Figure 6.33: II-F1 and II-F2 contemporary animal bone distributions 
 
Figure 6.34: III contemporary animal bone distribution 
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Figure 6.35: IV-F1 and IV-F2 contemporary animal bone distribution 
 
Figure 6.36: IV-F3 contemporary animal bone distribution 
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Figure 6.37: V contemporary animal bone distribution 
 
Figure 6.38: VI contemporary animal bone distribution 
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While this common behaviour would efficiently treat this refuse it would also act to fill 
hearths over time. Consequently, besides re-redepositing material outside huts which 
occurred at seven huts, there is also evidence that in some cases material was shifted 
within hearths to allow continued use. This was particularly evident within those with 
stone bases, such as I-F1 and III, where the hearth deposit was pushed into one of the 
rear corners, or II-F1 where the first phase of deposit was pushed to the rear and then 
used as the foundation for a new wall. In contrast, at II-F2 the deposit was allowed to 
accumulate in the hearth centre and slowly slump and spread towards both ends. At VI 
the deposit was allowed to accumulate at the rear of the hearth between two stone rests. 
However, this may have occurred during the final burning of the structural timbers at 
abandonment. At the restaurant there was a clear distinction between the two hearth 
spaces with regard to animal bone deposition, with the clear majority being discarded in 
the southern section, and only a modest amount in the northern section. In both sections 
this deposit was pushed into the rear southwest corner, particularly in the southern, 
indicating that they were moved around within these separate areas. There was a 
functional difference between these two sections with the use of the southern being 
compatible with this type of deposition, meaning that it was used for frying and boiling 
over an open fire. In contrast, the northern one was likely occupied by an oven that 
required a large portion of the northern part of this space. Overall, the benefit of a fire 
pit design may have been that it could be continually used as it filled up with ash 
lessening the amount of cleaning and maintenance required. In contrast, paved bases 
necessitated more attention and maintenance of hearth deposits to provide continued 
use.   
The small diagnostic assemblages suggest that miners’ and businesspeople’s diets were 
principally based on the domesticated species Bos and Ovis, with Sus being rarely 
consumed (Table 6.12).  Besides these regular domestic species two species, 
Oryctolagus and Rattus, were present at five huts (I-F1, I-F2, II-F1, II-F2, and IV-F3). 
The former has been in the Kiandra area since the 1880s/1890s following its 
introduction into the wild in 1859 in Victoria. Subsequently, at these huts its presence 
was the result of natural deposition. The latter was a substantial pest at KTH during the 
rush. However, its presence at I-F1 was the result of natural deposition considering the 
location of these specimens close to the surface and their fresh and recent appearance. 
Along the exterior south wall of this hut there were a number of fairly recent burrows 
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that had been dug into the exterior turf mound in this area. Consequently, in all cases 
these two species are the result of modern natural deposition.   
Due to the small nature of the diagnostic assemblages only a limited amount of dietary 
evidence can be garnered from them with certain caveats. Firstly, it is likely that the 
skeletal elements that survived deposition in hearths and repeated burning were those 
denser and large elements that take longer to fragment and disintegrate, such as 
forequarter or hindquarter bones or skull parts such as teeth. Secondly, the diagnostic 
assemblages may also simply represent the later stage meals taken at the huts prior to 
abandonment. There is much potential bias in these diagnostic assemblages, thus, their 
dietary value is considered to be only tentative evidence of the actual nature of diets.   
The dietary evidence from the miners’ huts suggests that their diets varied considerably 
with regard to the dietary value of the meat cuts they consumed (Table 6.12). Four huts 
(II-F1, II-F2, IV-F1, and IV-F2) were dominated by high value meat cuts, while another 
two (I-F1 and I-F2) contained more high or medium value cuts than low. In contrast, 
only two huts (III and IV-F3) contained more low value meat cuts than medium or high. 
This tentative evidence suggests that larger mining parties, as represented by huts in 
close association, tended to eat higher value meat cuts than those situated in relative 
isolation. However, this interpretation is based on slender evidence and, generally, it 
seems that miners’ diets must have consisted of a variety of high, medium, and low 
value meat cuts. It is likely that miners’ diet fluctuated depending upon stock 
availability and that the variety within assemblages and across all the huts is partly 
because of this aspect of the market. As meat was one of the cheapest food products on 
the diggings and butchers acted to keep their prices low and affordable (Appendix 1) it 
is likely that the different ranges of meat cuts are not representative of economic 
differences; it is far more likely that they are due to preservation or depositional 
differences.  
These same trends in dietary value are evident at the commercial huts where the 
restaurant contained only a small number of high value cuts and the jeweller’s hut a 
larger number of low value cuts than high. This situation mirrors the trends noted at the 
miners’ huts of those with higher populations having more high value cuts, while 
isolated huts with smaller populations having more low value cuts. In this case, it is 
possible that the restaurant only served high value meat cuts. At the jeweller’s hut it is 
surprising, considering the other indicators of his greater economic status, that it does 
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not contain more higher value meat cuts. Similar to the miners, the jeweller was 
probably forced to consume a range of meat cuts due to availability and the assemblage 
is a result of more robust skeletal elements, such as crania and teeth, being better 
preserved.    
In conclusion, meat was a staple of miners’ and businesspeople’s diets, but little 
evidence of this dietary balance has survived due to the overwhelming disposal of meal 
remains within hearths. What evidence there is indicates that Bos and Ovis were 
principally consumed, and Sus more rarely. Due to availability the domestic huts likely 
consumed a range of meat cuts, while it is possible that the restaurant primarily served 
high value cuts. It is also possible that larger mining parties, with their greater economic 
resources, or perhaps to provide a steady diet for greater numbers, consumed more high 
value meat cuts than smaller parties.   
Miscellaneous  
Across the huts the miscellaneous artefact group was found to comprise only fire 
damaged or unidentifiable material. Only two miners’ huts, III and IV-F1, contained 
such items. At III this comprised a single fragment of unidentifiable fire damaged 
material discarded in the hearth, while at IV-F1 it consisted of a piece of paper or plastic 
discarded as residual primary refuse in the corner adjacent the hearth. Otherwise, the 
restaurant contained six fragments of unidentifiable material discarded in the hearth as 
primary refuse, as well as some form of organic material found across the floor in the 
southwest corner. This artefact group has no recognisable items that can assist in the 
exploration of gender identity and is, therefore, not further considered.   
Personal Items  
The hut assemblages contain a large range of clothing items which is surprising 
considering the transient nature of KTH. All huts contain buttons, and most buckles and 
footwear related items. Evidently the rough, transient lifestyle of miners and 
businesspeople led to high levels of wear and tear on clothing, resulting in the common 
loss of fasteners and the breakage of belts or footwear. This contributed to the 
deposition of discarded pieces of clothing during occupation and of worn items at 
abandonment. All clothing items are consistent with mid-nineteenth-century male work 
clothing. While some of the delicate button types may have come from female clothing, 
the overwhelming presence of male related items, and the lack of any clear female 
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related artefacts, makes it unlikely that any of these items were deposited by women. 
The size of the clothing items is consistent with adult clothing, effectively ruling out the 
presence of children at these sites as well. Consequently, as the historical 
documentation suggests, KTH was a predominantly male camp and although the 
presence of at least one woman was documented, her hut was likely not among those 
excavated. 
Buttons and Other Clothing Fasteners   
In accordance with the historical descriptions of the standardization of diggers’ dress, 
the button assemblages displayed a marked similarity, demonstrating that most camp 
occupants dressed in similar working clothes. However, despite some common button 
types appearing at most sites, they came in a wide variety of materials and 
manufacturing methods (Table 6.14). The most popular types were iron, brass, or 
combination three-piece bar sew-thru buttons, typically 25-26 lines, but sometimes 20 
lines, and brass or iron one-piece, typically four-hole, sew-thru buttons also commonly 
25-26 lines, but ranging between 19-28 lines. Only two huts, IV-F1 and IV-F2, 
contained neither of these types, but five others had both (I-F1, II-F2, IV-F3, V, and 
VI), while the remainder only had one (I-F2, II-F1, and III). These utility metal buttons 
fastened miners’ trousers, gaiters, jackets, coats, and waistcoats, and demonstrate that 
the rough diggers’ lifestyle led to considerable wear and tear (Cameron, 1985:151-153). 
Prosser buttons, typically 17 lines, and likely from underwear, were also fairly common, 
appearing at six huts (I-F1, II-F2, IV huts, and V). At II-F2 there was a larger 25 line 
example which may have come from a coat. Considering their commonness most 
diggers must have worn some form of underwear under their work clothes.  
Besides these common types, three huts (II-F1, V, and VI) included shell buttons, 
typically 13-16 lines, but also occasionally between 18-22 lines, from underwear or 
shirts. Two of these, II-F1 and V, also contained bone buttons of various sizes between 
12-31 lines, which must have served varied functions. Three huts, IV-F3, V, and VI, 
also had small bone one-hole buttons that were between 12-14 lines that were possibly 
from underwear. Only two huts, IV-F3 and V, contained shanked one or two-piece 20 
line buttons from coats or uniforms, and three huts (II-F2, IV-F1, and IV-F3) fabric 
covered, two-piece buttons, ranging between 19-50 lines from coats. As all these 
buttons associated with shirts or coats are less common it is likely that diggers took 
better care of these items as a functional warm coat would have been essential during 
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the colder months. In conclusion, diggers all wore similar work clothing in order to 
establish their masculine identity as diggers. However, from the KTH evidence it is 
difficult to ascertain what clothing businesspeople wore due to the fact that their 
assemblages are dominated by buttons lost from the clothing of customers, not the 
occupants. This is demonstrated by the similarity of the buttons from the miners’ huts to 
those found at the commercial huts, as well as the highly variable nature of the 
commercial assemblages suggesting that their buttons had been lost from the clothing of 
many different individuals.  
At the miners’ huts assemblage size differed markedly depending upon whether 
clothing was maintained and curated or discarded at de facto refuse. In five cases (I-F1, 
II-F1, II-F2, III, and IV-F3) garments were slowly worn out during occupation and then 
discarded as de facto refuse. This was evident through the recovery of clusters of similar 
buttons that in two cases also featured other similar buttons in different locations that 
were discarded as primary refuse (Table 6.15). At I-F1 a utility garment was discarded 
as de facto refuse in the rear corner, while one similar button was deposited as residual 
primary refuse along the south wall and another as peripheral secondary refuse in the 
area outside the entrance of I-F2 (Figure 6.39). At II-F1 a partial or whole garment was 
discarded as de facto refuse in the corner adjacent the hearth while at II-F2 a whole coat 
was discarded as de facto refuse along the centre of the south wall (Figure 6.40). At III a 
utility garment was discarded as de facto refuse along the north wall after it had lost 
several buttons that were discarded as primary refuse in the hearth or as adjacent 
secondary refuse (Figure 6.41). Finally, at IV-F3 a partial garment was discarded as 
adjacent secondary refuse (Figure 6.43). Thus, when clothing became unserviceable and 
not worth curating it was typically deposited by diggers across any part of the floor or 
just outside the entrance. The association of these identical button concentrations with 
discarded garments is further strengthened at IV-F3 by the recovery of two fragments of 
cotton or wool from the same area.  
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Table 6.14: KTH button assemblage by material, type, line, function, and MNI 
Material Type Line Function I-F1 I-F2 II-F1 II-F2 III IV-F1 IV-F2 IV-F3 V VI 
Brass 
1 19 
Shirt 
- - - 1 - - - - - - 
2 20 - - - 1 - - - - - - 
3 20 Shirt/Uniform - - - - - - - 1 - - 
4 20 
Shirt 
- - - - - - - 2 - - 
5 22 - - - - - - - - 1 1 
6 25 
Utility 
- - - - - - - - - 2 
7 25 1 - - - - - - - - - 
8 25 - - 1 - - - - - - - 
9 25 - - - - - - - - 3 - 
10 25 8 - - 1 - - - - - - 
11 25 1 1 - - - - - - - - 
12 26 - - - - - - - - 2 - 
13 26 - - 5 - - - - 4 - - 
14 26 - - - 1 - - - - - - 
15 26 - - - 1 - - - - - - 
16 26 - - - - - - - - 1 - 
17 26 - - - - - - - - - 1 
18 28 - - - - - - - - 1 - 
Brass/Iron 
19 20 Uniform - - - - - - - - 3 - 
20  20 
Coat 
- - - 3 - - - - - - 
21 26 - - - 5 - - - - - - 
22 26 
Utility 
- - - - 11 - - - 1 - 
23 26 - - - - - - - - - 1 
Iron 
24 26 
Utility 
- - - - - - - - 1 - 
25 28 - - 1 - - - - - - - 
Iron/Fabric 
26 19 Utility - - - - - 1 - - - - 
27 31 Coat? - - - 1 - - - - - - 
28 50 Coat - - - - - - - 1 - - 
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Material Type Line Function I-F1 I-F2 II-F1 II-F2 III IV-F1 IV-F2 IV-F3 V VI 
Prosser 
29 17 
Underclothes 
2 - - - - - - 1 1 - 
30 17 - - - - - 1 - - - - 
31 17 - - - - - - 1 - - - 
32 25 Coat? - - - 1 - - - - - - 
Bone 
33 12 
Underclothes? 
- - - - - - - 1 - - 
34 13 - - - - - - - - 1 - 
35 14 - - - - - - - - - 1 
36 25 
Shirts/Utility 
- - - - - - - - 1 - 
37 25 - - - - - - - - 1 - 
38 26 - - 1 - - - - - - - 
39 28 - - - - - - - - 1 - 
40 31 Coat? - - 1 - - - - - - - 
Shell 
41 13 
Underclothes or 
Shirt 
- - 1 - - - - - - - 
42 14 - - - - - - - - 1 - 
43 15 - - - - - - - - 1 - 
44 15 - - - - - - - - 1 - 
45 16 - - - - - - - - 1 - 
46 18 
Shirt 
- - 1 - - - - - - - 
47 20 - - - - - - - - - 1 
48 22 - - - - - - - - 1 - 
Wood 49 >19 Shirt? - - - - - - - - - 1 
 Total 12 1 11 15 11 2 1 10 23 8 
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In comparison, single buttons deposited as residual primary or loss refuse could be 
pushed into several different locations within a hut: as primary refuse in the hearth (II-
F1, II-F2, III, and IV-F3), as residual primary refuse along wall edges or in corners (I-
F1, II-F2, IV-F1, and IV-F3), or as adjacent secondary refuse (I-F2, III, IV-F2, and IV-
F3) (Figures 6.39-6.43). Only in three cases, I-F2, IV-F1, and IV-F2, did diggers 
maintain their clothes so that wear and tear did not result in lost or discarded buttons, or 
the need to discard garments after irreparable damage. However, at I-F2 this is a result 
of its failed nature, but at the other two closely associated huts perhaps one party 
member was maintaining clothes so they did not wear out. The disposal methods used 
on buttons at the huts with large assemblages generally indicate that they were more 
likely to be lost or discarded across floors, and subsequently deposited as adjacent 
secondary refuse through maintenance activities, than being discarded as primary refuse 
in hearths. Deposition of buttons in this latter style comprised only a large number at II-
F1, which suggests that this method was fairly unusual. The lack of any clear residual 
primary refuse at three huts (II-F1, III, and IV-F2) and only minimal amounts at two 
others (IV-F1 and IV-F3) suggest that maintenance activities were regularly carried out 
by most diggers. However, at I-F1 and II-F2 relatively large amounts of residual 
primary refuse were present in front of the hearth, implying that maintenance activities 
were not of the same standard, or that they had pushed buttons into these areas. In either 
case, efforts were made by all diggers to maintain a tidy appearance within their huts 
that may have been crucial to the masculine identities they wished to create and 
maintain. Only at II-F1 was a different method used, signalling less concern with 
tidiness by this digger.  
In terms of assemblage size and consistency, as well as deposition method, the 
commercial huts were of a different character. The jeweller’s moderately sized 
assemblage comprised a variety of different buttons representative of casual loss by the 
occupant, but mostly his customers, based on the similarity of these buttons to those 
from the miners’ huts. A similar pattern was evident within the large restaurant 
assemblage where many similarly attired customers resulted in the scattered deposition 
in one case of similar utility buttons, but otherwise different single buttons of varied 
functions. Only in one case has a possible partial item, represented by three shanked 
small uniform type buttons, been deposited as de facto or primary refuse in the northeast 
corner. Consequently, the mix of different button types deposited at these sites, 
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principally through casual loss by customers, makes it difficult to ascertain how 
businesspeople clothed themselves.  
Where buttons were deposited through casual loss at these huts they were either 
discarded as primary refuse in the hearth or as residual primary refuse, and only 
minimally as adjacent secondary refuse (Figures 6.44-6.45). As both commercial huts 
featured relatively large numbers of buttons deposited as primary refuse in the hearth 
this was an acceptable method of discard for these items. In contrast, the varied nature 
of the flooring at each hut dictated where residual primary refuse accumulated. At VI 
only a moderate amount of buttons were deposited along the south wall in front of the 
hearth or in the rear corner, while at V a few buttons were present in the central floor 
area, while others were in the northeast corner or along the south wall. The busy nature 
of commercial establishments usually resulted in the deposition of buttons as residual 
primary refuse depending on the floor condition and the regularity of maintenance 
activities. While maintenance activities resulted in the deposition of many lost buttons 
as adjacent or peripheral secondary refuse it was not unusual for them to also be 
deposited as primary refuse in the hearth. In this manner, deposition between the 
commercial huts and all the miners’ huts, except II-F1, was conducted differently.  
 
Figure 6.39: I-F1 and I-F2 button distribution 
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Figure 6.40: II-F1 and II-F2 button distribution 
 
Figure 6.41: III button distribution 
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Figure 6.42: IV-F1 and IV-F2 button distribution 
 
Figure 6.43: IV-F3 button distribution 
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Figure 6.44: V button distribution 
 
Figure 6.45: VI button distribution 
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Based on the evidence from the commercial huts it seems possible that, similar to IV-F1 
and IV-F2, businesspeople maintained their clothes so that wear and tear that would 
result in button loss was minimal and did not result in irreparable damage to garments. 
Conversely, the considerable wear and tear and lack of maintenance to work clothing by 
diggers was fairly usual as demonstrated by the amount of casual button loss from 
customers at these two establishments. Consequently, for businesspeople being 
respectable or genteel required that they maintain their clothing and appearance, but this 
was not usually the case for diggers considering their rough and hardworking lifestyle.   
 
Figure 6.46: II-F1 bone badge and iron brooch, front and rear views 
Besides buttons the only other clothing fasteners recovered from the sites was an iron 
brooch from II-F1, a brass cufflink from V, and a possible bone badge also from II-F1 
(Figure 6.46). The brooch had an unclear decoration on its dome obverse and a short pin 
that suggests it may have functioned decoratively on male or female clothing. It was 
discarded as primary refuse within the hearth despite the fact that it was whole. The 
cufflink was discarded as primary or loss refuse within the restaurant hearth and 
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suggests that this establishment occasionally entertained individuals of more middle-
class genteel standards. However, it is also possible that this item belonged to the 
owners or staff. The bone badge from II-F1 was round or oval shaped with a diameter of 
around 1” and a concave obverse decorated with tiered concentric rings. Around its 
edge was a ring of small holes that allowed it to be sewn onto a garment as decoration. 
In conclusion, of all the assemblages II-F1 was the most diverse in terms of clothing 
fasteners implying that this digger perhaps ornamented his clothing. This evidence 
matches other indications that he cared for his appearance and that it was an integral 
part of his masculine identity.  
Buckles and Adjusters 
Similar to buttons, buckles from the miners’ and commercial huts demonstrated that 
diggers dress was fairly standardised. All huts except I-F2 and IV-F2 contained at least 
one buckle, while three (II-F2, IV-F3, and V) had multiple examples (Table 6.15). 
These items were important elements of diggers’ clothing and likely other fabric or 
leather possessions, such as saddlery.  
At the miners’ huts, double tang roller adjusters were the principal buckle type 
recovered appearing at five huts. These items were part of work trousers or waistcoats, 
but could also be part of separate braces. They were of similar sizes, between ¾” and 1” 
wide and 7/8” and 1 3/8” long, despite differences in design and decoration, indicating 
that they served similar functions. IV-F3 also contained a larger four tang adjuster, 2 
5/16” long, which must have served a non-clothing function, such as saddlery, 
considering its size and weight. The only other hut without adjusters, II-F1, contained 
two single roller buckles of different sizes and shape. One was large and rectangular, 1 
7/8” long by 1 ½” wide, and was likely a belt buckle, while the other, small and D-
shaped, 1 3/8” long by 7/8” wide, was probably from some form of bag, saddlery, or 
light clothing. Consequently, it seems that if, as the historical evidence suggests, diggers 
typically wore belts to fasten trousers then they rarely broke and were seldom deposited 
at transient huts. In contrast, trousers, coats, or waistcoats that incorporate adjusters in 
their fittings were far more likely to be worn out and discarded.  
This connection between adjusters and miner’s work clothing is further supported by 
the fact that at three of the five huts where adjusters and possible garments were 
discarded as de facto refuse they were located in the same areas: at II-F2 the adjuster 
was located along the centre of the south wall in the same area as the coat; at III one 
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was found in the same area along the north wall as the utility garment; and at IV-F3 two 
were outside the entrance similar to the utility garment. Otherwise, at I-F1 the utility 
garment was located in a different area to the adjuster along the south wall, but it was 
still associated with a possible lost button from this garment. Ultimately, there is a clear 
connection between discarded garments and adjusters suggesting that they were part of 
these items. Where garments were not discarded, there are no whole adjusters, such as 
at IV-F1, where only an orphan buckle fragment was discarded as primary refuse in the 
hearth. Even in the case of the larger saddlery adjuster from IV-F3 it was discarded as 
adjacent secondary refuse implying that it was only discarded after breakage. 
Consequently, adjusters and buckles were only discarded whole when the item they 
were part of was irreparably damaged, whereas if the buckle itself broke the item may 
not necessarily be discarded and, instead, repaired and curated. There was little effort by 
diggers to recover and curate individual adjusters or buckles from damaged clothing 
even though they were reusable and portable, suggesting that these items were 
perceived as disposable.  
The buckles recovered from the two commercial huts were similar to those from the 
miners’ huts suggesting that many of these items stemmed from their digger clientele. 
For instance, the restaurant contained two double tang roller adjusters identical in size 
to those from the miners’ huts. Intriguingly, one of these was potentially associated with 
the possible partial item discarded as primary or de facto refuse along the north wall as 
it was found whole nearby. If so, this correlation is further evidence of the association 
of these two artefact types. The other adjuster was located in the southwest corner, 
discarded as primary or de facto refuse, and was the only whole adjuster to be disposed 
in an area without an associated button concentration. This assemblage also contained a 
single roller buckle that was a thin rectangular shape, 1/2” wide by 2 1/8” long, with 
curved ends that may have functioned as a belt buckle, but considering its thinness may 
also have come from a bag strap. It was discarded whole as adjacent secondary refuse in 
the bottle dump and was likely discarded due to the breakage of the strap on the item it 
was attached to. In contrast, VI contained only a single orphan buckle fragment 
discarded as primary refuse in the hearth. Consequently, the depositional evidence from 
these two huts demonstrates that broken buckles were discarded in designated primary 
or secondary refuse areas, while whole items were usually deposited in residual primary 
refuse areas and associated with button concentrations that represented whole or partial 
discarded garments.  
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Table 6.15: KTH buckle assemblages by type and MNI 
Type Specific Type I-F1 I-F2 II-F1 II-F2 III IV-F1 IV-F2 IV-F3 V VI 
Buckle 
Single Roller ‘D’ Shaped - - 1 - - - - - - - 
Single Roller Rectangular - - 1 - - - - - 1 - 
Either Unknown Type - - - - - - - - - 1 
Adjuster 
Double Tang Roller (external) 1 - - - 1 - - - - - 
Double Tang Roller (Centre) - - - 1 - 1 - 2 2 - 
Four Tang Roller (Centre) - - - - - - - 1 - - 
 Total 1 - 2 1 1 1 - 3 3 1 
 
Table 6.16: KTH footwear and leather assemblages by type, part, frequency, and MNI   
Type Part 
I-F1 I-F2 II-F1 II-F2 III IV-F1 IV-F2 IV-F3 V VI 
F MNI F MNI F MNI F MNI F MNI F MNI F MNI F MNI F MNI F MNI 
Footwear 
Lace - 
1 
- 
1 
- 
- 
2 
2 
- 
1 
- 
3 
- 
1 
- 
2 
- 
3 
- 
1 
Body - - - 12 - - 5 - 30 15 
Toe - - - - - - - - 1 - 
Sole - - - - 1 - - - - - 
Heel - - - 3 - - - - 1 - 
Eyelet 1 2 - 4 - - - 2 2 - 
Boot Heels - - - - - 3 - - 3 - 
Boot Heel Nail - - - - - - - - 1 - 
Shoe Tack - - - - - - - - 2 - 
Leather 
Bag/Wallet 
Body - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 561 1 - - 
 Total 1 1 2 1 - - 21 2 1 1 3 3 5 1 2 2 601 4 15 1 
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Footwear and Other Leather Items  
Considering the importance of good hard wearing waterproof boots to miners’ work and 
lifestyle it is unsurprising that nearly all the huts contained traces of footwear. However, 
only smaller partial items or orphan fragments were recovered suggesting that despite 
minor damage from wear and tear, footwear was usually repaired, maintained, and 
curated by miners and businesspeople.  
Of all the miners’ huts only II-F1 did not contain footwear fragments, but perhaps this is 
a result of the particular care this digger lavished on his appearance or the lack of 
excavation across the floor of this hut. At all the other miners’ huts footwear was 
represented by small numbers of brass eyelets (I-F1, I-F2, II-F2, and IV-F3), small 
leather fragments (II-F2, III, and IV-F2), and detached broken iron boot heels (IV-F1). 
Considering the small sizes of the eyelets and leather fragments, as well as the 
detachable nature of the boot heels, these items represent discarded small portions 
stemming from wear and tear. Their depositional nature supports this interpretation. For 
example, the orphan fragments and partial items were primarily discarded as residual 
primary refuse across different sections of the floor (I-F1, I-F2, II-F2, III, IV-F1, and 
IV-F2), or as adjacent or peripheral secondary refuse (II-F2, IV-F1, and IV-F3), and in 
only one case as primary refuse in the hearth (IV-F3) (Figures 6.47-6.51). Where these 
items were discarded in the first manner they were usually located in the rear corners (I-
F2, IV-F1, and IV-F2), or just inside the entrance (I-F1, II-F2, and III), and only in one 
case also spreading into the area in front of the hearth (II-F2). Consequently, miners 
only discarded small portions of footwear following breakage usually as residual 
primary refuse or adjacent or peripheral secondary refuse and, instead, maintained and 
curated footwear where possible.  
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Figure 6.47: I-F1 and I-F2 footwear distribution 
 
Figure 6.48: II-F2 footwear distribution 
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Figure 6.49: III footwear distribution 
 
Figure 6.50: IV-F1 and IV-F2 footwear distribution 
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Figure 6.51: IV-F3 footwear distribution 
 
Figure 6.52: V footwear distribution 
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Figure 6.53: V leather bag item distribution 
 
Figure 6.54: VI footwear distribution  
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At the commercial huts only the restaurant contained definite footwear items, probably 
from its digger clientele. However, this assemblage was more diverse, including three 
detached broken boot heels, two shoe tacks, a boot heel nail, leather fragments, and two 
brass eyelets, due to the greater number and variety of diggers that visited this 
establishment. Similar to the miners’ huts, this assemblage only contained lost or 
discarded portions of footwear that had been discarded as adjacent secondary refuse in 
the bottle dump or as residual primary refuse mainly in the northeast and southwest 
corners, and only in one case as primary refuse in the hearth (Figure 6.52). At the 
restaurant diggers’ footwear suffered similar wear and tear leading to occasional loss of 
orphan fragments or partial items, but, generally, footwear was maintained and curated. 
The method of deposition suggests that these lost footwear portions were pushed into 
unused portions of the floor space or collected by maintenance activities and discarded 
in the bottle dump. The small orphan fragments of possible footwear from the jewellers’ 
hut was likely deposited by the establishment’s customers and its discard as primary 
refuse in the hearth supports this interpretation (Figure 6.54). The lack of larger portions 
is further evidence of the care and maintenance the jeweller took of his clothing in 
accordance with his desired genteel identity.   
Again some of these footwear concentrations correlate with the concentrations of 
buttons and adjusters noted above that represent discarded garments. For instance, the 
eyelets from II-F2 were located in the same general area as the button and adjuster 
concentration along the south wall, while the leather fragments were concentrated 
directly inside the entrance (Figure 6.48). Additionally, at IV-F3 one of the eyelets was 
found within the button and adjuster concentration outside the entrance, and at the 
restaurant one of the leather fragments and the two shoe tacks were located near the 
button and adjuster concentration in the northeast corner (Figure 6.51). While it seems 
unlikely that these eyelets were part of the garments that the buttons and adjusters 
represented, it is likely that unwanted clothing items were being discarded in similar 
fashions at all the huts.   
Other than footwear, the only other definite leather item recovered from any of the huts 
was a bag or wallet discarded as adjacent secondary refuse in the bottle dump at the 
restaurant (Figure 6.53). Unfortunately, it had severely fragmented post-deposition 
making it impossible it determine its original size or method of manufacture. However, 
considering the historical evidence it is possible that it was a leather bag used by 
diggers, and perhaps also businesspeople, to store their gold. This would explain its 
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presence at this commercial establishment and it was probably discarded after breakage 
considering its value and usefulness.  
Summary 
In conclusion, the personal item assemblages strongly demonstrate that diggers dressed 
in a similar range of work wear that was strongly associated with their masculine 
identity. In this manner, dressing like a digger was an important part of gaining social 
acceptance and achieving this masculine identity. At Kiandra a diggers’ costume 
comprised boots, trousers, underwear, shirts, coats, and perhaps gaiters, similar to the 
historical descriptions from other rushes, implying that they did not overly adapt their 
dress to the alpine climate. In accordance with the historical accounts their lifestyle was 
rough and their clothing experienced steady, if not constant, button loss and breakage of 
other fasteners or adjusters. All the diggers and mining parties except those from the 
closely associated IV-F1 and IV-F2 and the jeweller did not maintain their clothes to 
stop them from becoming irreparably damaged and not worth curating. How this 
preference by many diggers related to the masculine identities they were attempted to 
cultivate is unclear. Perhaps it was not crucial for diggers attempting to cultivate a 
respectable identity to carefully maintain their clothing, considering that they ultimately 
were considered to be replaceable. Or alternatively, despite whatever diggers did 
towards maintaining their clothing they were not of sufficient quality to last long in 
rough situations. This possibility would explain the lack of concern over losing and 
disposing of large amounts of reusable personal artefacts at the majority of the huts.  
If this explanation is correct the lack of personal artefacts at the partnered IV-F1 and 
IV-F2 huts garners particular significance. This is not the result of a shorter period of 
occupation or excavation coverage across the floors. Instead, it seems possible that one 
member of this party, which probably occupied both huts, maintained the clothing of the 
whole party. This was likely a camp or tent keeper, and considering the historical 
evidence, this individual was probably female. While there are no particular personal 
artefacts within these assemblages that could confirm this interpretation, it is the 
different approach to clothing evident at these huts which suggests a different manner of 
identity construction. This possibility also potentially explains the situation of these two 
huts, as one might have been for a couple (IV-F2) and the other for the other diggers 
(IV-F1).  
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Otherwise the lack of clothing items from the two commercial huts that could be clearly 
associated with the business owners makes it difficult to establish what businesspeople 
wore. However, it is possible that they were similarly dressed to diggers, although other 
indicators within their assemblages indicate that they took pride in their appearance. 
This may have been part of establishing a genteel masculine identity, at least in the case 
of the jeweller.  
Tidiness, Orderliness, and Respectability 
The analysis of the main artefact types from KTH has demonstrated that the waste 
management strategies at each hut can be clearly distinguished and provides 
information about the tidiness and orderliness of each occupant.  If the evidence from 
each artefact type is combined a relatively clear picture emerges of how tidy and orderly 
each miner or businessperson kept their hut interior. If it is assumed that a clean and 
orderly lifestyle was essential to being viewed as respectable then this provides 
evidence of what type of masculine identity each digger and businessman was trying to 
create and maintain.  
Occupational Refuse Management Strategies 
Within the KTH huts during occupation, refuse could be discarded in three main areas: 
as primary refuse across the floors; as primary refuse within hearths; or as adjacent or 
peripheral secondary refuse. However, at different huts the amount of refuse discarded 
or allowed to accumulate in these areas was different suggesting that different refuse 
management strategies were employed by different individuals that were linked to their 
masculine identities.  
The first was evident at I-F1, I-F2, and III to a lesser degree, and involved discarding 
limited refuse besides animal bone as primary refuse into the hearth and permitting 
relatively minimal residual primary refuse to accumulate (Table 6.17). I-F1 is the 
clearest example as no refuse besides animal bone was discarded within the hearth, and 
only small sized artefacts or orphan fragments, except for a broken recycled lamp shade, 
were allowed to accumulate as residual primary refuse. It is evident that this digger had 
an extremely ordered waste management strategy that resulted in the majority of refuse 
being discarded as adjacent or peripheral secondary refuse, with usually only small 
items being missed by maintenance activities. I-F2 may display this strategy due to its 
short occupancy, but some care was taken to dispose of most waste as secondary refuse 
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during occupation. In this manner, this strategy displays a sense of order lacking in this 
hut’s construction, but its failed nature makes it problematic to draw further 
conclusions. III follows this strategy to a less stringent degree as a small amount of 
refuse, including claypipes, bottle glass, and metal, was discarded as primary refuse in 
the hearth besides animal bone, while a moderate amount of refuse, including some 
large bottle glass portions, accumulated as residual primary refuse. This mining party 
had a relatively ordered waste management strategy that resulted in most refuse being 
discarded in secondary locations. The other important element of this strategy was that 
at each hut only orphan fragments of metal items were allowed to accumulate as 
residual primary refuse, and that only in the case of III was a large metal item discarded 
as primary refuse in the hearth. In conclusion, this strategy was concerned with keeping 
both the hut floor and hearth interior tidy and orderly. As such, it is possible that at least 
I-F1 and III were the huts of individuals who wished to be considered as respectable 
diggers.  
The second waste management strategy was evident at II-F1, IV-F3, and VI and 
comprised allowing little residual primary refuse to accumulate and, instead, focussed 
on discarding large, diverse amounts of material as primary refuse within hearths (Table 
6.17). Subsequently, at these huts there is little evidence of adjacent or peripheral 
secondary refuse deposition, although it can be assumed that it did occur. The primary 
examples are II-F1 and VI. At the former, besides animal bone, a wide array of personal 
items, a selection of metal/wooden tools and containers, a small amount of claypipes, 
and an orphan bottle glass fragment were discarded in the hearth as primary refuse. 
Comparatively, only a small bottle, a few claypipe fragments, and some scattered 
animal bone fragments accumulated as residual primary refuse. Unfortunately, at this 
site it is unclear if this lack of artefacts across the floor is the result of the minimal 
excavation or an actual behavioural pattern. However, whatever the explanation for this, 
clearly primary refuse deposition in the hearth was a favoured method by this digger. 
The similar approach undertaken at VI resulted in orphan fragments from a wide range 
of bottles, a ceramic item, and claypipes; partial wooden/metal items; and a small 
amount of personal items being deposited as primary refuse in the hearth along with 
animal bone. In contrast, only a small quantity of small items and orphan fragments 
accumulated as residual primary refuse. These were found adjacent to the walls 
demonstrating that the floor was well maintained during occupation. At IV-F3, a small 
amount of bottle glass, a wide selection of wooden/metal items, and a small range of 
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personal items were discarded in the hearth as primary refuse besides animal bone. In 
turn, its residual primary refuse deposit comprised small items and orphan fragments, 
but it differed from the other two by including a small collection of adjacent secondary 
refuse comprised of various personal items.  
Overall, the distinguishing factor of this strategy was the decision by occupants to 
discard sweepings from maintenance activities, which would have included glass, 
ceramic, or claypipe fragments, as well as stray clothing fasteners, within hearths, along 
with other larger broken wooden/metal items and animal bone. While deposition within 
hearths of animal bone and other flammable materials was appropriate, it was not as 
suitable for ceramic, metal, or glass items. These could fill hearths and retard further 
efficient use. It is likely that disposing of non-flammable waste in this manner was an 
untidy and disorderly manner of waste disposal that perhaps was incongruous with a 
truly respectable digger identity; even though the interior floors and space of huts were 
kept clean and tidy with only minimal waste being allowed to accumulate. Considering 
Kiandra’s cold climate, perhaps this strategy was a result of occupants being unwilling 
to venture outside to dispose of sweepings in adjacent or peripheral secondary refuse 
areas during colder weather.  
In contrast, IV-F1 and IV-F2 display waste management strategies that fall somewhere 
in-between these two methods, while II-F2 and V combine them to different degrees 
(Table 6.17). The former partnered huts feature only small amounts of primary refuse 
within hearths and residual primary refuse, while the latter two have large amounts of 
both types, as well as adjacent secondary refuse in the case of V. At IV-F1 and IV-F2 
the deposition of only orphan fragments of bottle glass, ceramic items, and claypipes; 
orphan or partial segments of wooden/metal items; and few personal items displays a 
level of care below that of the first waste management strategy, but still concerned with 
minimising the quantity of waste deposited as primary refuse within hearths. 
Furthermore, the accumulation of only orphan fragments of bottle glass and claypipes; 
partial segments of small metal/wooden items; and moderate to little amounts of 
personal items as residual primary refuse displays a similar concern to that expressed 
within the second waste management method. Consequently, it is likely this mining 
party had a masculine (or masculine/feminine) identity that required tidiness and 
orderliness within the hut interiors. However, these standards were not as strict as those 
present where the two main waste management strategies were undertaken with respect 
to their particular deposition lacuna.   
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Table 6.17: KTH hut MNI deposition summaries: orphan fragments (OF), partial items (PI), restorable items (RI), and whole items (W) 
Site Residual Primary Refuse 
Primary Refuse 
(Hearth) 
Secondary Refuse 
Provisional 
Discard 
De Facto Refuse 
De Facto Refuse 
Following Recycling 
Loss Refuse 
I-F1 
Animal Bone (OF) 
Claypipes (OF/PI) 
Lamp Shade (PI) 
Wine/Beer Bottle (OF) 
Brandy Bottle (OF) 
Footwear (OF) 
Utility Buttons (W) 
Prosser Buttons (W) 
Animal Bone (OF/PI) Animal Bone (OF) 
Hollowware Item (OF)  
Claypipes (OF/PI) 
Lamp Shade (OF) 
Whisky Bottle (PI) 
Brandy Bottle (PI) 
Brandy Bottle 
Container (PI) 
Matchbox (PI) 
- Tent Frame 
Chimney 
Utility Garment (W) 
 
Lamp Shades (RI) 
Wire Hook (W) 
- 
I-F2 
Animal Bone (OF) 
Claypipes (OF/PI) 
Container (OF) 
Footwear (OF) 
Animal Bone (OF/PI) 
Claypipes (OF/PI) 
Animal Bone (OF) 
Claypipes (OF) 
Container (OF) 
Container Lid (OF) 
Barrel/Crate (OF) 
Matchbox (PI) 
Button (W) 
- Chimney - Penny (W) 
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Site Residual Primary Refuse 
Primary Refuse 
(Hearth) 
Secondary Refuse 
Provisional 
Discard 
De Facto Refuse 
De Facto Refuse 
Following Recycling 
Loss Refuse 
II-F1 
Animal Bone (OF) 
Claypipes (OF/PI) 
Hair Oil (PI) 
 
Animal Bone (OF/PI) 
Food Jar (OF) 
Claypipes (OF/PI) 
Case Bottle (OF) 
Mirror (OF) 
Razor (PI) 
Matchbox (OF) 
Container Lids (W) 
Barrel/Crate (PI) 
F Container (PI) 
Barrel (PI) 
Billy (PI) 
Tool Handles (PI) 
Utility Buttons (W) 
Bone Buttons (W) 
Shell Buttons (W) 
Brooch (W) 
Bone Badge (RI) 
Buckles (PI/W) 
Animal Bone (OF) 
Claypipes (OF) 
Hair Oil (OF) 
 
- Chimney 
Cladding 
Utility Garment (PI) 
 
Wire Hook (W) 
Container Lids (W) 
Teaspoon 
(W) 
Key (W) 
II-F2 
Animal Bone (OF) 
Claypipes (OF/PI) 
Amber Bottle (OF) 
Condiment (PI) 
Container (PI) 
Pocket Knife (PI) 
Fabric Button (PI) 
Prosser Button (W) 
Utility Buttons (W) 
Footwear (PI) 
 
Animal Bone 
(OF/PI/W) 
Claypipes(OF/PI) 
Condiment (OF) 
Food Bottle (OF) 
Wine/Beer Bottle (OF) 
Barrels/Crates (PI/OF) 
Container Lid (OF) 
Fork (RI/PI) 
Pen Nib (PI)  
Melted Lead (PI) 
Shovel Connector (PI) 
Matchboxes (PI) 
Utility Button (W) 
Animal Bone (OF) 
Wine/Beer Bottle (OF) 
Metal Container (OF) 
Matchbox (PI) 
Shovel (PI) 
Utility Button (PI) 
Footwear (OF) 
 
Matchbox (RI)? Tent Frame 
Cladding 
Chimney 
Utility Coat (W) 
 
Shovel Head (W) Shot (W) 
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Site Residual Primary Refuse 
Primary Refuse 
(Hearth) 
Secondary Refuse 
Provisional 
Discard 
De Facto Refuse 
De Facto Refuse 
Following Recycling 
Loss Refuse 
III 
Animal Bone (OF) 
Blacking Bottle (PI) 
Claypipes (OF/PI) 
Medicine Bottle (PI) 
Whisky Bottle (PI) 
Brandy Bottle (PI) 
Mirror (OF) 
Footwear (OF) 
Animal Bone (OF/PI) 
Claypipes (OF/PI) 
Condiment Bottle (PI) 
Trunk (PI) 
Utility Button (W) 
Animal Bone (OF) 
Blacking Bottle  
Claypipes (OF/PI) 
Medicine Bottle 
Brandy Bottle  
Whisky Bottle 
Condiment Bottle  
Mirror 
Utility Buttons (W) 
Matchboxes (W) 
Ink Pot (RI)? 
Chimney 
Ink Pot (RI)? 
Utility Garment (W) 
 
Shovel Head (W) 
Barrel (RI) 
Strapping Hook (RI) 
- 
IV-F1 
Animal Bone (OF/PI/W) 
Claypipes (OF/PI) 
Quart Bottle (OF) 
Brandy Bottle (OF) 
Wooden Box (OF) 
Butter Knife (PI) 
Windlass (PI) 
Prosser Button (W) 
Fabric Button (W) 
Boot Heels (W) 
Animal Bone (OF/PI) 
Claypipes (OF/PI) 
Brandy Bottle (OF) 
Food Bottle (OF) 
Dish (PI) 
Pannikin (OF) 
Matchbox (OF) 
Adjuster (PI) 
 
Animal Bone (OF/PI) 
Brandy Bottle (OF) 
Boot Heel (W) 
 
- Chimney - Lead 
Weights (W) 
IV-F2 
Animal Bone (OF) 
Claypipes (OF) 
Food Bottle (OF) 
Medicine Bottle (OF) 
Case Bottle (OF) 
Saw (PI) 
Matchbox (PI) 
Footwear (OF) 
Animal Bone (OF/PI) 
Food Jar (PI) 
Claypipes (OF/PI/RI) 
Medicine Bottle (OF)  
Matchbox (PI) 
Dutch Oven (OF) 
 
Animal Bone (OF/PI) 
Food Jar (OF) 
Claypipe (PI) 
Food Bottle (PI) 
Medicine Bottle (OF) 
Metal Container (PI) 
Prosser Button (W) 
 
Matchbox (W) Tent Frame 
Cladding 
Chimney 
- Lead Shot 
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Site 
Residual Primary 
Refuse 
Primary Refuse 
(Hearth) 
Secondary Refuse 
Provisional 
Discard 
De Facto Refuse 
De Facto Refuse 
Following Recycling 
Loss Refuse 
IV-F3 
Animal Bone (OF/PI) 
Claypipes (OF) 
Brandy Bottle (OF) 
Mirror (PI) 
Tobacco Tin (PI) 
Utility Buttons (W) 
Shanked Button (PI) 
Animal Bone (OF/W) 
Claypipes (OF/PI) 
brandy Bottle (PI) 
Quart Bottle (OF) 
Container (PI) 
Tobacco Tin Lid (W) 
Tobacco Tin Lid (PI) 
Scale (OF) 
Matchbox (OF) 
Crate (PI) 
Wooden Box (OF) 
Shovel (PI) 
Prosser Button (W) 
Bone Button (W) 
Footwear (PI) 
Animal Bone (OF) 
Claypipes (PI/RI) 
Fabric Button (W) 
Saddlery Adjuster (PI) 
Footwear (PI) 
 
Ink Pot (W)? Chimney 
Ink Pot (W)? 
Pannikin (W)? 
Utility Garment 
(PI) 
 
Pannikin (W)? - 
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Site 
Residual Primary 
Refuse (Floor) 
Primary Refuse 
(Hearth) 
Secondary Refuse Provisional 
Discard 
De Facto Refuse De Facto Refuse 
following Recycling 
Loss Refuse 
V 
 
Animal Bone (OF) 
Flatware Item (OF) 
Plate (OF) 
Claypipes (OF/PI) 
Case Bottle (OF) 
Medicine Bottle (OF) 
Perfume Bottle (OF) x 2 
Brandy (OF) 
Mirror (OF) 
Shovel (PI) 
Container Lid (OF) 
Container (OF) 
Container (PI) 
Barrel/Crate (OF) 
Matchbox (PI)? 
Uniform Coat (PI)? 
Prosser Button (W) 
Utility Buttons (W) 
Adjuster (W) 
Adjuster (W)? 
Footwear (OF/PI) 
 
 
Animal Bone (OF)  
Porcelain Item (OF) 
Plate (OF) 
Claypipes (OF/PI) 
Case Bottle (PI/W) x 2 
Medicine Bottle (OF) 
Perfume Bottle (PI) x 2 
Food Bottle (OF) 
Brandy (PI/RI) x 4 
Whisky (PI) x 2 
Wine/Beer (PI) x 2 
Lamp (OF) 
Pocket Knife (PI) 
Scale (PI) 
Pick (PI) 
Matchboxes (PI) x 4 
Pannikin (OF) 
Wooden Box (OF) 
Container Lid (OF) 
Barrel/Crate (OF) x 2 
Barrel Crate (PI) 
Utility Buttons (W) 
Ceramic Button (W) 
Shell Buttons (W/PI) 
Bone Buttons (W/PI) 
Footwear (OF) 
Animal Bone (OF/PI) 
Plate (OF) 
Ointment Pot (OF) 
Claypipes (OF) 
Case Bottle (PI/W) x 26 
Medicine Bottle (OF) 
Perfume Bottle (OF) 
Condiment (PI) 
Whisky (PI/RI) x2 
Brandy (PI/RI) x 11 
Wine/Beer (RI) 
Rake (PI) x 2 
Bucket (PI) 
Container (PI) 
Barrel/Crate (OF) 
Utility Button (W) 
Belt Buckle (W) 
Eyelets (W) 
Leather Bag/Wallet (W) 
Boot Heels (W) 
Footwear (PI) 
 
Matchbox (W)? 
Bottle Dump 
Whole Items? 
Tent Frame 
Cladding 
 Chimney 
Whisky (RI)? 
Brandy (RI)? 
Matchbox (W)? 
Matchbox (PI)? 
Tent Peg (W) 
Uniform Coat (PI)? 
Adjuster (W)? 
 
 
 
Strapping Hook (W) 
Container (PI) x 2? 
Container (PI) 
Cufflink 
(W)? 
Lead Shot 
(W) x 2 
Tent Peg 
(W) 
Needle (W)? 
Weight (W) 
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Site 
Residual Primary 
Refuse (Floor) 
Primary Refuse 
(Hearth) 
Secondary Refuse Provisional 
Discard 
De Facto Refuse De Facto Refuse 
following Recycling 
Loss Refuse 
VI 
Animal Bone (OF) 
Saucer (OF) 
Gin Bottle (OF) 
Utility Buttons (W) 
Shell Button (W) 
Animal Bone (OF/PI) 
Saucer (OF) 
Claypipes (OF/PI) 
Wine/Beer Bottle (OF) 
Whisky Bottle (OF) 
Brandy Bottle (OF) 
Gin Bottle (OF) 
Food Bottle (OF) 
Condiment (OF) 
Medicine Bottle (OF) 
Spoon/Fork (PI) 
Wooden Box (PI) 
Barrel/Crate (PI) x 2 
Hatchet (PI) 
Utility Buttons (W) 
Wood Button (W) 
Bone Button (W) 
Buckle (PI) 
Footwear (OF) 
Animal Bone (OF) 
Saucer (OF) 
Hollowware Item (OF) 
Claypipes (PI) 
Beer/Wine Bottle 
Whisky Bottle 
Gin Bottle 
Brandy Bottle 
Food Bottle 
Condiment 
Medicine Bottle 
Buckle 
Utility Button (W) 
 
 
Ink Bottle (RI)? Tent Frame 
Chimney 
Billy (W) 
Pot (W) 
Ink Bottle (RI)? 
Dish (PI) 
Strapping Hook (W) 
Wire Hook (W) 
Oil Cup (W) 
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At II-F2 and V a large and varied amount of refuse was discarded within hearths as 
primary refuse, with the scale being far greater at the restaurant than at the miner’s hut. 
The II-F2 hearth contained, besides a large amount of animal bone, orphan fragments of 
claypipes, ceramic items, and bottle glass, a single button, and several orphan fragments 
or partial metal items. Comparatively, its residual primary refuse deposits comprised 
orphan fragments of animal bone and claypipes, a small amount of personal items, a 
partial piece of footwear, orphan fragments and partial items of bottle glass, and partial 
metal items. A moderate amount of refuse was also discarded as adjacent or peripheral 
refuse. It seems that this mining party were somewhat unconcerned with the tidiness 
and orderliness of their hut suggesting that their desired masculine identity did not 
crucially rely on this facet of their lifestyle.  
In contrast, the large amount of waste generated by the restaurant resulted in large 
quantities of material deposited as primary refuse in the hearth or residual primary 
refuse. Its hearth contained the largest amount of animal bone, orphan fragments of 
claypipes, partial bottles, orphan fragments and partial metal items, orphan ceramic 
items, and a moderate amount of personal items. In comparison, smaller or more 
moderate amounts of refuse were allowed to accumulate as residual primary refuse 
including small amounts of orphan fragments of animal bone, claypipes, and ceramic 
items, and more moderate amounts of orphan fragments and partial metal items, orphan 
bottle fragments, and small partial or whole personal items. However, in comparison to 
these areas a great quantity of refuse was deposited as adjacent secondary refuse in the 
bottle dump. Naturally, its primary component was partial or whole bottles, but it also 
contained orphan fragments of animal bone, claypipes, and ceramic items, as well as 
small and large whole or partial personal items, and orphan and partial segments of 
metal items. Overall, this strategy relates primarily to the owners and staff attempting to 
deal effectively with the amount of waste generated by their business, as well as their 
digger clientele. Generally, only a small to moderate amount of waste was allowed to 
accumulate across the floor compared to that which was discarded in the hearth or 
deposited in the bottle dump, which suggests that the owners were discarding the 
majority of waste as primary refuse into the hearth or secondary refuse. Consequently, it 
seems that keeping the interior floor of their establishment clean was important to the 
successful and efficient running of their business, but otherwise they made minimal 
effort to cultivate a tidy and orderly respectable appearance.   
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Abandonment Strategies  
Along with occupational waste management strategies the artefact analysis has 
demonstrated that miners and businesspeople had abandonment processes that allowed 
them to quickly and easily pack-up, dispose of their unwanted possessions, and depart. 
This evidently required multiple decisions regarding different artefact types about 
whether items were curated, laterally cycled, or disposed as de facto refuse. These 
processes are evident at the huts through the presence or absence of de facto refuse, and 
the comparison of occupants’ inventories with the predicted examples created from the 
historical evidence.  
Only three miners’ huts, I-F2, IV-F1, and IV-F2, did not contain some form of de facto 
refuse (Table 6.17). Where this type of refuse was present the most common objects 
were garments or recycled items. At five huts whole or partial garments had been 
discarded as de facto refuse indicating that they had been worn out and were no longer 
worth curating. As such, clothing was perceived by diggers as readily disposable and 
replaceable. Otherwise, four huts, I-F1, II-F1, II-F2, and III, and possibly IV-F3, 
contained items that had been recycled and subsequently discarded as de facto refuse. 
Besides the recycled bottle lamps at I-F1, the majority of these were recycled hooks or 
coal shovels, but at III there was also a barrel/crate used as a chimney stack, and at IV-
F3 a pannikin that was possibly reused following the breakage of its handle. The 
disposal of the majority of recycled items at these huts suggests that recycling was 
viewed by miners as the last possible stage in an item’s uselife. Matchboxes or ink pots 
were also possibly discarded after being located in provisional discard areas at four huts, 
II-F2, III, IV-F2, and IV-F3. However, in each case it is possible that they were simply 
deposited as de facto refuse because the occupants did not have materials to curate 
which could be stored in them at the point of departure. Overall, considering the 
possessions and equipment that would have comprised a miner’s inventory it appears 
that at abandonment most items were curated or laterally cycled if they were not 
disposable containers or had not been recycled.  
In comparison, the commercial huts had a wider variety and quantity of items discarded 
as de facto refuse. The restaurant contained a possible discarded uniform coat, adjuster, 
tent peg, whisky bottle, and brandy bottle of which all but the tent peg were left in the 
northeast corner. In the case of the latter two items it is possible they represent 
abandonment stage refuse and a waning of maintenance activities closer to 
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abandonment. These items coupled with the large amount of whole bottles discarded in 
the bottle dump demonstrate that the owners did not feel obligated to curate or laterally 
cycle all, or even the majority, of usable items. A similar situation occurred at the 
jeweller’s hut where three metal items, a billy, pot, and dish, were discarded as de facto 
refuse on the floor, while a ink bottle was discarded in the hearth. The greater economic 
resources of businesspeople meant that their transient lifestyle incorporated far more 
waste and discard of items that miners would consider curating or laterally cycling. 
However, similar to miners, businesspeople also discarded the majority of, or all, 
recycled items at abandonment, demonstrating that it was common to treat these items 
in this manner. Both huts also contained items possibly deposited in provisional discard 
areas. At the restaurant this comprised a matchbox near the hearth and probably the 
bottles within the dump, while at the jeweller’s hut this consisted of the ink bottle left 
on the hearth base. The reuse of containers was also practiced by businesspeople and 
evidently where too many containers were stored for the material curated at 
abandonment any remaining containers were discarded as de facto refuse.  
Finally, the other item curated at the majority of miners’ and commercial huts was the 
calico tent. As the journey from Kiandra for most miners and businesspeople who 
participated in the goldrush was several days, if not weeks, it is no surprise that most 
individuals curated this useful item of shelter. However, in order to do this, individuals 
had to dismantle the supporting framework and remove any attached cladding in order 
to fold it and make it suitable for travel. During this process, individuals utilised the 
resultant scrap timber as a source of firewood for one last meal prior to departure, or 
perhaps curated some for cooking on the journey home. As such, most individuals 
practised a form of site clean-up prior to departure that involved burning all unwanted 
materials. This type of behaviour would, therefore, explain the prevalence of metal 
fasteners within hearth deposits at most sites, especially within the upper layers on top 
of the primary occupational hearth deposit. Similar hearth deposits of ash and food 
remains, intermixed with large quantities of metal fasteners, were found at Dolly’s 
Creek (Lawrence, 1995b:33-34). There these deposits are interpreted as dinner-time 
camps where transient miners have opportunistically utilised abandoned huts to cook 
and consume meals. This behaviour is unlikely to have occurred at KTH, as it was not 
occupied after its abandonment as post-rush occupation at Kiandra contracted to the 
Township. Therefore, in this case they represent abandonment behaviour, rather than 
post-abandonment site use. Cleaning-up in this manner was likely related to 
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constructions of masculine identity among miners and businesspeople, but perhaps in 
slightly different manners due to different ideals of respectable and genteel behaviour. 
For instance, considering that the digger of I-F1 did not discard any material in the 
hearth as part of his clean-up, perhaps it was unimportant to constructions of respectable 
digger identity. On the other hand, as the jeweller, who undoubtedly had a genteel 
identity, heaped all his unwanted flammable materials in the hearth at abandonment, 
perhaps disposing of material in this manner and denying its use to others was important 
to constructions of genteel masculine identity.    
Archaeological Dating 
The historical evidence outlined in Chapter 3 and Appendix 1, as well as the survey data 
described in Chapter 4, strongly argues that KTH was occupied during the Kiandra 
Goldrush and the artefact evidence supports this contention.  
Firstly, previous archaeological work at Kiandra has clearly defined a goldrush material 
culture pattern which is evident at KTH. This includes certain ranges of claypipe types, 
green bottle glass (wine and case bottles), ceramic tableware, wax vesta matchboxes, 
metal fastener types (particularly a dominance of Ewbanks), and personal items. This 
material culture pattern was particularly expressed in those sites known to have been 
occupied during the goldrush and early 1860s, such as KGQ (Farrington, 2008). One of 
these sites, KGQ-IV, the Gold Commissioner’s residence, is particularly useful as a 
reference site as it was built during the early winter of 1860 (April-May) and then burnt 
down on 7th December 1862 (Queanbeyan Age, 11 December 1862:2). Although there 
is a class division between the material culture assemblages of KTH and KGQ they 
demonstrate clear general material culture similarities that show they date from the 
same time period.  
Secondly, while there is not a large range of specifically dateable material culture from 
KTH they support a goldrush era date for the site (Table 6.18). In particular, two 
manufacturers stand out as being evidence of an 1860-1861 occupation. The first is the 
claypipe manufacturer William Murray. Around the middle of the nineteenth century he 
was one of the premier Glasgow claypipe manufacturers participating in the export trade 
(Gallagher and Price, 1987:110). In 1850 Thomas Davidson Jr. became a managing 
partner in Murray’s company, the Caledonian Pipe Works. Following Murray’s 
retirement in 1861 or 1862 Davidson Jr. took over the business, which began trading as 
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Thomas Davidson Jr. & Co., Caledonian Tobacco Pipe Works in 1862 (Gallagher, 
1987a:102, 105; Gallagher and Price, 1987:110). The change in ownership of this 
popular claypipe manufacturer provides a timely event in the early 1860s that assists in 
dating the occupation of KTH. Within the assemblages a total MNI of five Murray pipes 
were found at three of the huts, while no Davidson pipes were present. This strongly 
suggests that these sites were occupied after the outbreak of the goldrush in early 1860 
and were abandoned before the arrival of Davidson pipes into the Australian market in 
late 1862 or early 1863.
4
 Davidson pipes are commonly found on Australian sites in the 
latter half of the nineteenth century (Courtney, 1998:100; Davies, 2011:88) and, indeed, 
on later Kiandra sites that were occupied from the Goldrush onwards, such as KHP and 
KGQ. Therefore, their absence at KTH strongly suggests that the site was abandoned 
prior to 1862-1863.   
The second is the match manufacturer Robert Letchford & Co.  It is unclear when 
exactly this company commenced operation, although there is a reference to the 
company operating at Old Montague Street, London as Congreve,
5
 ink, and blacking 
manufacturers in 1852 (LPOD, 1852:850). This address is featured on the KTH 
matchbox produced by this manufacturer. They remained at this address until sometime 
in mid-1861 based on advertisements in the Sydney newspapers and information in the 
London Gazette before they moved to Three Colts Lane, Bethnal Green.
6
 Consequently, 
matchboxes with the Old Montague Street address were only manufactured until mid-
1861, although they could have been circulating in the Australian market for months 
afterwards depending upon demand. Nonetheless, this item also suggests that 
occupation at KTH ceased sometime before 1861-1862.  
Besides these items there are two tentatively identified claypipe manufacturers in the 
KTH assemblage, James Silk and John Higgins, who began production c.1862 based on 
information in Oswald’s (1975:130) list of London claypipe manufacturers. However, 
the timespans of both the manufacturers were compiled from the various London trade 
                                                 
4
 Courtney, (1998:94) suggests that Davidson pipes hit the market relatively soon or synchronously after 
Murray closed and that there was a short period of time when both types were available on the market. 
5
 An early type of friction match.  
6
 Robert Michael Letchford applied for a patent for the improvement of the manufacture of matches on 
the 28 May 1861 where his address is still listed as Old Montague Street, Whitechapel (The London 
Gazette, 7 June 1861:2404). Other advertisements for Letchford’s Patent Wax Matches in the Empire and 
SMH throughout 1858-1860 also listed the company as being at Old Montague Street, Whitechapel. 
However, on the 12 October 1861 an advertisement appears in the SMH (Page 3) that states that the 
company had recently built a new extensive manufactory at Three Colts Lane, Bethnal Green, London 
and they were now late of Whitechapel. This suggests the company moved sometime in the middle of the 
year (although it is possible that the information of the move was sent by telegraph to Australia).  
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directories which were never comprehensive (people had to pay to have their names 
included). These two manufacturers may also have set their businesses up and begun 
trading for some time before they felt established enough to have themselves entered in 
the trade directories. Indeed, only a MNI of one pipe from each of these manufacturers 
was found at KTH suggesting that they could not have been running large operations at 
this time. The claypipe distributor Theophilus Milo sits in a similar position to these 
manufacturers as beginning business c.1860 according to Oswald (1975:142). 
Therefore, it is most likely that all three businesses established themselves in the early 
1860s which is in keeping with the timeframe of the Kiandra Goldrush.  
A small number of economic and personal items in the assemblages were also labelled 
with their year of manufacture. A British penny was minted in 1854 and three adjusters 
produced respectively in 1856, 1857, and 1858. The fact that these items were all 
manufactured in the mid- to late 1850s accords well with a goldrush date for KTH, 
especially as none of them were produced after 1861. The fact that the button 
manufacturers Hardman and Iliffe also ceased operation in 1860 adds further weight to 
this argument.     
Besides proving that the occupation of KTH dates to 1860-1861 the artefact 
assemblages also demonstrate that this was the sole period of occupation of the site. 
None of the huts display any evidence of later reoccupation, although there are a few 
more modern items found scattered across some of the huts that clearly date to the 
1960s and 1970s when bushwalking and skiing was popular in the area.
7
 Historically, it 
is clear that after the goldrush occupation within the Kiandra Valley quickly contracted 
into the Township with the exception of the Chinese occupation at their camp. Sporadic 
occupation of KGQ and Camp Town only continued for some five or six years after the 
goldrush, and although in the late nineteenth century some occupation extended into 
Pollock’s Gully and on top of New Chum Hill there was never any need for KTH to be 
reoccupied. This was especially the case considering its failed nature and the glut of 
accommodation available in town following the rush.  
  
                                                 
7
 These items have been omitted from the KTH catalogues (Appendix 4).  
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Table 6.18: KTH datable items by dominant artefact type, manufacture/product, item, location, Country, and date 
Manufacturer/Product Item Location Country Date Reference 
William Aldis Claypipe Sydney Australia 1839-1868 Wilson, 1999:366 
Hugh Dixson Claypipe Sydney Australia 1839-1904 Wilson, 1999:366 
[John] Higgins Claypipe London England c.1862-c.1891 Tatman, 1994:45 
Irish Cork Harp Claypipe - - 1860-1930 Stocks, 2013:238 
Duncan McDougall Claypipe Glasgow Scotland 1847-1870 Gallagher, 1987b:104 
Theophilus Milo Claypipe Strand, London England c.1860-c.1870 Oswald, 1975:142 
William Murray Claypipe Glasgow Scotland 1830-1861 Gallagher, 1987b:105 
Edwin Penfold Claypipe Sydney Australia 1855-1890 Wilson, 1999:366 
Registered Dutch Symbol Claypipe Gouda Netherlands 1726-1930 van der Meulan, 2003:76 
J. [James] [Si]lk Claypipe Globe Road, London England c.1862-c.1890 Oswald, 1975:146 
Squatters Budgeree Claypipe - - 1840-1880 Stocks, 2013:238 
Thomas White & Co. Claypipe Edinburgh Scotland 1847-1870 Gallagher, 1987a:27 
Guillaume Molere… Champagne Cognac Grande Champagne Region France ? - 
Rowland’s Macassar Hair Oil Patent Medicine Bottle Hatton Garden, Holburn, 
London 
England 1793-1953 Fike, 1987:195 
Walkden’s Ink Ink Bottle London England ? - 
Crown Window Glass Window Glass - - -1870 Boow, 1991:111 
Bell & Black Matchbox Bow Lane, Cheapside, 
London 
England 1849-1881 Davies, Crook, and 
Murray, 2013:52 
British Penny Coin - England 1854 - 
Collins & Co. Axe Head Hartford, Connecticut United Stated 1826-1957 Brack, 2009:129-130 
J. Hynam Matchbox Finsbury, London England 1841-1876 NMMG, 2016 
[?] Gill Straight Razor London England ? - 
King George IV Date Stamp Straight Razor - - 1820-1830 - 
R. Letchford & Co. Matchbox Old Montague St, London England c.1852-1861 See Page 357 
William Page & Co. Teaspoon Birmingham England c.1829/1878-1936+ Giorgio B, 2015; Victorian 
Collections, 2015  
Ewbank Nails  Metal Fasteners - - 1840s-1860s Varman, 1993:211 
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Manufacturer/Product Item Location Country Date Reference 
Hardman & Iliffe Patent Button Birmingham England 1827-1860 UOG, 2011 
H. E. & M. Moses Button London England c.1845-c.1898 Stocks, 2013:10 
Moses, Levy & Co Button London England c.1809-1878 (1902) Stocks, 2013:10 
Moses Son & [Co.] Button London England 1832- Godley, 2004
 
Turner & Co. Patent 
(Charles Rowley and James 
Turner)
8
 
Button Birmingham England 1842- GBPO, 1843:23-26 
? Adjuster Paris France 1856 Embossed Item 
? Adjuster ? ? 1857 Embossed Item 
? Adjuster ? ? 1858 Embossed Item 
 
 
                                                 
8
 This patent describes a method of using a die to create a rounded circle (concentric ring) around the sew-thru holes of one-piece buttons so that they would not wear upon the thread 
used to attach buttons to garments. While Charles Rowley and James Turner invented this process they did not work for the same companies, Charles had his own company Charles 
Rowley & Co., while James had been a partner of Hammond, Turner, & Co. (or Sons) from at least 1838 (Chinn, 2014). It seems possibly that as this button backmark has Turner’s 
name first (and not Rowley’s) that is was produced by Hammond, Turner & Co. There are similar buttons produced using this patent that have a Charles Rowley patent backmark 
(see Stocks, 2013:128, 157, 215).  
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Summary 
This chapter has begun to reveal the gender consistencies of the miners’ and 
commercial huts at KTH, as well as what masculine or gender identities hut occupants 
were attempting to generate and maintain. This has been accomplished by 
demonstrating the waste management strategies and abandonment behaviour utilised by 
the occupants of each hut. This process has also begun to illustrate what items were 
commonly owned by miners and businesspeople and how their use, and how they were 
cared for, can demonstrate aspects of gender identity. The next chapter continues this 
examination with a functional analysis of each of the hut assemblages to demonstrate 
what masculine or gender identities were being cultivated in each case. This analysis 
also explores how miners and businesspeople inventories were expanded and modified 
when overwintering at a rush and how these inventories were again minimised for travel 
at the point of abandonment, building on the work conducted in this chapter. Finally, the 
next chapter also presents the conclusions about the masculine and gender identities of 
the occupants of each hut as based on the results of the artefact analysis conducted in 
Chapters 6 and 7.   
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Chapter 7: The Construction and Maintenance of 
Masculine (and Gender) Identity at KTH 
This chapter utilises a functional analysis of the hut assemblages to explore the 
masculine and gender identities of the diggers and businessmen who occupied them. It 
compares and contrasts the functional assemblages against each other and the 
historically predicted inventories of miners and businesspeople in order to develop the 
fullest understanding possible of the masculine identity of each hut occupant. Finally, it 
outlines the results of the artefact analysis and the masculine or gender identities of each 
of the hut occupants.  
Functional Analysis 
This section discusses the functional analysis of the huts in terms of the twelve activity 
groups outlined in Chapter 4 (Table 7.1-7.2). In considering these activity groups it 
establishes how each related to and helped to construct and maintain particular aspects 
of digger and businessman masculine identity. It also examines these assemblages for 
possible female presences, particularly where the artefact analysis suggests this 
possibility. Subsequently, this exploration of masculine and gender identity is utilised as 
the base for the conclusions drawn about the occupants of each hut. A secondary aim is 
to establish how, and to what degree, miners and businesspeople expanded their 
material inventories when settling for a short period of time through reuse, recycling, 
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purchase, and trade, and how on departure they would again minimise them through 
curation to expedite travel.   
Hut Construction 
The artefact analysis has demonstrated a number of relevant facts about hut construction 
at all the miners’ and commercial huts that have important inferences for the masculine 
or gender identities of each hut occupant. Both the excavation evidence and artefact 
analysis have demonstrated that each hut utilised a calico tent as the structural core 
around which different additions were attached to create an individual structure. Each 
featured a timber framework, but they were of different sizes and fastened together with 
different materials. At five miners’ huts (I-F2, II-F1, III, IV-F1, and IV-F3), the frames 
were lashed together in the absence of appropriate metal fasteners. At I-F1 a small 
nailed frame was utilised to support the roof, while at II-F2, IV-F2, V, and VI, larger 
nailed frames supported the whole structure. Four huts, II-F1, II-F2, IV-F2, and V, also 
featured interior cladding and there is some association between huts that featured no 
other form of insulation, such as II-F1 and II-F2, and interior cladding. Businesses also 
added cladding either on their interior (V) or through high foundation walls (VI) since 
they were occupied more frequently and comfort was needed for customers. However, 
the fact that IV-F2 was clad contrasts with the other huts with a similar level of minor 
insulation from their platform cuts (III and IV-F1). It is possible that this is further 
evidence of the presence of a woman, and that it was fitted out in this manner to provide 
her with a more comfortable hut as she would have spent more time there. Since care 
and respect for women and children was a sign of digger respectability, this suggests 
that the mining party who occupied IV-F1 and IV-F2 attempted to cultivate this 
identity. Alternatively, it is possible that this female miner fitted out the hut in this 
manner herself to make it more comfortable.  
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Table 7.1: Miners’ hut assemblages by activity, function, form, and MNI  
Activity Function Form 
I-F1 I-F2 II-F1 II-F2 III IV-F1 IV-F2 IV-F3 
MNI A% MNI A% MNI A% MNI A% MNI A% MNI A% MNI A% MNI A% 
Hut 
Construction 
Cladding 
Recycled Metal 
Container 
- 
- 
- 
10.0 
1 
8.3 
- 
- 
- 
3.0 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- Recycled Metal 
Container Lid 
- - 1 - - - - - 
Chimney  Recycled Barrels - 1 1 - 1 - - - 
Storage 
Containers/ 
Furnishings 
Barrel/Crate - 
7.4 
- 
20.0 
1 
13.9 
3 
10.9 
- 
6.1 
- 
3.6 
- 
4.8 
1 
7.5 
Metal Container 1 1 - 1 - - 1 1 
Metal Container Lid - 1 2 1 - - - - 
Wooden Box - - - - - 1 - 1 
Trunk - - - - 1 - - - 
Key - - 1 - - - - - 
Hooks 
Wire Hook 1 - 1 - - - - - 
Strapping Hook - - - - 1 - - - 
Food and 
Drink 
Alcohol 
Wine/Beer 1 
14.8 
- 
- 
- 
11.1 
1 
10.9 
- 
9.1 
- 
17.9 
- 
19.0 
- 
7.5 
Brandy 1 - - - 1 1 - 1 
Whisky 1 (3) - - - 1 - - - 
Gin - - 1 - - - 1 - 
Unknown Large ‘Quart’ Bottle - - - 1 - 1 - 1 
Food/ 
Condiments 
Food - - - 1 - 1 1 - 
Salad Oil/Vinegar - - - 1 1 - - - 
Cheese/Meat Paste - - 1 - - - 1 - 
Cooking 
Equipment 
Billy - - 1 - - - - - 
Dutch Oven - - - - - - 1 - 
Tableware 
Hollowware 1 - - - - - - - 
Pannikin - - - - - 1 - 1 
Teaspoon - - 1 - - - - - 
Fork - - - 1 - - - - 
Butter Knife - - - - - 1 - - 
Leisure Smoking 
Claypipe 3 
11.1 
3 
30.0 
3 
8.3 
8 
17.4 
7 
21.2 
11 
39.3 
8 
38.1 
11 
32.5 
Tobacco Tin - - - - - - - 2 
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Activity Function Form 
I-F1 I-F2 II-F1 II-F2 III IV-F1 IV-F2 IV-F3 
MNI A% MNI A% MNI A% MNI A% MNI A% MNI A% MNI A% MNI A% 
Work 
Hardware 
Shovel - 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
2 
4.3 
1 
3.0 
- 
3.6 
- 
4.8 
1 
2.5 Saw - - - - - - 1 - 
Machinery Windlass - - - - - 1 - - 
Economy 
Currency Penny - 
- 
1 
10.0 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
7.1 
- 
- 
- 
2.5 
Transactions 
Scale - - - - - - - 1 
Weight - - - - - 2 - - 
Business/ 
Comm. 
Clerical 
Ink Pot - 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
2.2 
1 
3.0 
- 
- 
- 
- 
1 
2.5 
Pen Nib - - - 1 - - - - 
Dress 
Clothing 
Button 12 
51.9 
1 
20.0 
11 
41.7 
15 
39.1 
11 
39.4 
2 
21.4 
1 
9.5 
10 
35.0 
Adjuster 1 - - 1 1 1 - 2 
Buckle - - 2 - - - - - 
Adornment 
Brooch/Badge Pin - - 1 - - - - - 
Badge - - 1 - - - - - 
Footwear Boot 1 1 - 2 1 3 1 2 
Health and 
Hygiene 
Personal 
Appearance 
Mirror - 
- 
- 
- 
1 
8.3 
- 
- 
1 
9.1 
- 
- 
- 
4.8 
1 
2.5 
Straight Razor - - 1 - - - - - 
Hair Care - - 1 - - - - - 
Blacking Bottle - - - - 1 - - - 
Medicine Medicinal Bottle - - - - 1 - 1 - 
Lighting Lamps Recycled Bottles 3 11.1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Security Firearms Shot - - - - - - 3 6.5 - - - - 2 9.5 - - 
Transport Horse 
Horseshoe Nails - 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
1 
5.0 
Saddlery Adjuster - - - - - - - 1 
Poly-
functional 
- Matchbox 1 
3.7 
1 
10.0 
1 
2.8 
3 
8.7 
2 
6.1 
1 
7.1 
2 
9.5 
1 
2.5 - Pocket Knife - - - 1 - - - - 
- Dish - - - - - 1 - - 
Unknown Equipment Handles - - - - 2 5.6 - - - - - - - - - - 
 Total 27 100 10 100 36 100 46 100 33 100 28 100 21 100 40 100 
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Table 7.2: Commercial hut assemblages by activity, function, form, and MNI 
Activity Function Form 
V VI 
MNI A% MNI A% 
Hut Construction 
Tent Anchoring Tent Peg 1 
2.2 
- 
2.9 Cladding Recycled Metal Container 2 - 
Chimney Stacks Recycled Barrels/Crates 1 1 
Storage 
Container/Furnishings 
Barrel/Crate 3 
6.1 
1 
11.8 
Metal Container 4 - 
Metal Container Lid 2 - 
Wooden Box 1 1 
Hooks 
Wire Hook - 1 
Strapping Hook 1 1 
Food and Drink 
Alcohol 
Wine/Beer 3 
30.9 
1 
32.4 
Brandy 15 1 
Whisky 5 1 
Gin 28 1 
Food/Condiments 
Food Bottle 1 1 
Salad Oil/Vinegar 1 1 
Cooking Equipment 
Billy - 1 
Pot - 1 
Tableware 
Hollowware - 1 
Saucer - 1 
Plate 1 - 
Flatware 1 - 
Pannikin 1 - 
Fork/Spoon - 1 
Leisure Smoking Claypipes 54 29.8 2 5.9 
Work 
Hardware 
Bucket 1 
2.8 
- 
5.9 
Hatchet - 1 
Pick 1 - 
Rake 2 - 
Shovel 1 - 
Machinery Oil Cup - 1 
Economy 
Currency Wallet 1 
1.7 
- 
- 
Transactions 
Scale 1 - 
Weight 1 - 
Business/Comm. Clerical Ink Bottle - - 1 2.9 
Dress 
Clothing 
Button 23 
17.1 
8 
29.4 
Cufflink 1 - 
Adjuster 2 - 
Buckle 1 1 
Footwear Boot 3 1 
Clothing Maintenance Needle 1 - 
Health and 
Hygiene 
Personal Appearance 
Mirror 1 
2.8 
- 
2.9 
Perfume 2 - 
Patent Medicine 
Ointment Pot 1 - 
Medicinal Bottle 1 1 
Lighting Lamp Floating Wick Holder 1 0.6 - - 
Security Firearms Shot 2 1.1 - - 
Transport Horse Transport Horseshoe Nails 1 0.6 1 2.9 
Polyfunctional 
- Matchbox 6 
3.9 
- 
2.9 - Pocket Knife 1 - 
- Dish - 1 
Unknown Unknown Porcelain Item 1 0.6 - - 
 Total 181 100.0 34 100.0 
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Otherwise, it is difficult to ascertain how insulating and preparing a hut for winter 
occupation interacted with masculine identity. Where other forms of insulation were 
lacking, cladding would have been essential for comfort and warmth during winter 
weather, and it seems unlikely that doing this would have been a display of masculine 
weakness. While manly vigour and determination were important characteristics of 
respectable digger identity, it is unlikely that it extended to braving the winter in 
unprepared huts. However, three of the all-male huts, I-F2, III, and IV-F1, obviously did 
so without any insulation. One of these failed, while the other two were occupied for 
some period of time. Alternatively, these huts may not have been occupied during the 
worst weather. It is possible that the occupants of III and IV-F1 saw themselves as 
having sufficient manly vigour and determination to outlast the winter in a simple calico 
tent. Based on I-F1 and several of the other insulated huts, it is likely that preparation 
for the winter was indicative of an orderly and determined masculine identity and, 
strongly associated with respectability. Therefore, perhaps the lack of preparations for 
winter occupation evident at I-F2, III, and IV-F1 indicate the cultivation of a less than 
respectable masculine identity by these diggers.  
Considering the probable stone hearth heights at all the huts, all displayed some 
evidence of wooden chimneys. Principally this evidence was metal fasteners deposited 
in and around hearths and in seven cases (II huts, IV huts, V, and VI) there were also 
indications that they featured attached non-timber coverings, such as calico, bullock, or 
sheep hides. Five huts (I-F2, II-F1, III, V, and VI) also displayed possible evidence of 
barrels having been used as chimney stacks (Tables 7.1-7.2). Three of these (II-F1, V, 
and VI) were among those that included non-timber coverings, suggesting that they 
featured ad-hoc chimneys. The evidence at I-F1 also points towards one constructed in 
this manner, but utilising earth and timber. Both II-F1 and V also displayed evidence of 
flattened metal containers being utilised as part of chimney construction. Consequently, 
the evidence from the miners’ and commercial huts correlates strongly with the 
historical descriptions of huts. The idiosyncratic nature of chimney construction 
displays the adaptive and economical nature of miners and businesspeople and perhaps 
the importance of construction abilities and manly vigour to masculine identity.  
Overall, the ability to construct suitable shelter efficiently and effectively was an 
important element of masculine identity for both diggers and businessmen. However, 
what was considered suitable shelter apparently varied among diggers and was perhaps 
influenced by individuals’ views of their own manly vigour and determination; although 
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there is a correlation between preparedness and respectability, implying that an orderly 
and hard-working life required consideration of this aspect of everyday existence. In 
several instances (I-F2 and II-F2) poor hut design was clearly linked with inexperience 
or carelessness indicating a lesser masculine identity. At IV-F2 it is evident that huts 
with a feminine presence were deliberately fitted out with better insulation than diggers 
would provide for themselves (IV-F1). In this case, the care of women is associated 
with a desire for respectability. The masculine identities of businessmen were more 
closely correlated with the construction of well-designed and constructed shelter than 
those of diggers. This related to demonstrations of the comfort these individuals could 
provide for themselves, and their customers, and how these displays cemented their 
social standing. The restaurant’s decorated nature, with its rendered stonework, likely 
presented an impressive display of respectability. However, this may have been offset 
over time by the accumulation of refuse around it. Similarly, the well-designed, 
constructed, and prepared nature of the jeweller’s hut represents his desired genteel 
identity and what comfort he could provide for himself.     
Storage 
Containers and Furnishings  
As predicted the huts contained a range of metal and wooden containers that originally 
stored provisions that were then reused in various manners. However, hut occupant’s 
waste management strategies greatly affected their quantities, although it is likely that 
each mining party and commercial enterprise owned a range of these items. Only three 
miners’ huts, II-F1, II-F2, and IV-F3, contained wooden barrels and crates, and II-F1, 
III, IV-F1, and IV-F3 wooden boxes or trunks (Table 7.1-7.2). Considering their 
usefulness, it is possible that miners may have curated or laterally cycled some of these 
items. The presence of wooden containers at four huts (II-F1, II-F2, IV-F1, and IV-F3) 
suggests these items were also reused to store items or as furnishings. In contrast, the 
presence of a piece of purposefully constructed storage furniture only at III indicates 
that these items were rare and impractical to transport except where they could be used 
to store smaller valuable items. It is then possible that this item indicates that these 
diggers were more organised or concerned with security and were willing to transport 
this item, despite its poor portability. These characteristics are generally compatible 
with the other expressions of respectability and order and tidiness apparent at this hut. 
These diggers may also have owned a greater variety of clothing and equipment, 
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although if these items were well stored and maintained they were likely curated. It also 
suggests that these diggers utilised other forms of transport besides walking, although 
there was no indication of them owning a horse or cart within their assemblage, but they 
could have travelled by coach.  
The majority of miners’ huts also contained at least one metal container suggesting that 
most mining parties would have consumed products packaged in this way (Table 7.1). 
As these items were likely less robust and durable than wooden ones, but more 
malleable and adaptable, it is likely that they were more prone to be discarded or 
recycled then curated or laterally cycled. However, only at II-F1 was there clear 
evidence of the reuse of these items as exterior cladding for its chimney, while at the 
other huts they were discarded. Since the II-F1 hearth was perhaps the most poorly 
designed of the miners’ huts after I-F2, and required modification during occupation to 
fix its flaws, it is possible the recycling of metal containers was primarily a reaction to 
this poor design and construction. It is possible that only unprepared diggers were 
forced to utilise and recycle metal containers in this manner. Otherwise, it is likely that 
most miners reused them during occupation, but their manner of deposition and the 
levels of corrosion have obscured any signs of this utilisation.  
In contrast, the commercial huts, particularly the restaurant, contained larger 
assemblages of wooden containers than the majority of miners’ huts (Table 7.2). At the 
restaurant, this consumption was linked to its function, but nevertheless provided the 
occupants with a ready supply of containers for reuse and recycling. A similar situation 
existed at the jeweller’s hut with perhaps the nature of his business and his penchant for 
conspicuous consumption resulting in a larger amount of wooden containers that were 
reused and recycled. However, while the restaurant also contained a large number of 
metal containers, which were recycled as exterior chimney cladding, there was no 
evidence of these items at the jeweller’s hut. This is probably a result of his orderly 
waste management system. In any event, businesspeople utilised metal and wooden 
containers in a similar manner to miners, but their commercial function and conspicuous 
spending displays generated larger numbers of these items.   
Hooks 
In accordance with the historical descriptions, there was evidence of miners and 
businesspeople utilising hooks to store goods and equipment above floors to keep them 
clean and dry at several huts. However, while it was likely that a variety of materials, 
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such as rope, chain, wire, and recycled strapping, were used to hang items, only 
evidence of the latter two materials were recovered during excavation. Wire hooks were 
found at I-F1, II-F1, and VI and strapping hooks at III, V, and VI (Tables 7.1-7.2). They 
were located in two different areas suggesting different uses. At I-F1, II-F1, and VI they 
were associated with hearths and were used to hang cooking equipment over the fire 
during food preparation. The presence of billies and pots at II-F1 and VI further support 
this interpretation although it is likely that all mining parties owned similar items. In 
contrast, at III and VI hooks were found in hut corners implying that they had been used 
to hang items, such as firearms or lamps, in these areas. The use of sturdy recycled 
materials for hooks may have been associated with diggers and businessmen who 
valued their construction skills and ability to improvise and meet circumstances 
efficiently using their manly talents and vigour. The fact that these were found at I-F1 
and III fits well with the assumed desire for respectability at these huts and 
characteristics of thrift and economy. However, their presence at II-F1 is more difficult 
to reconcile with the apparent preoccupation with personal appearance of this digger. At 
the commercial huts their presence is more associated with the efficient and productive 
use of waste or surplus containers generated by their businesses or conspicuous 
consumption. Consequently, for businessmen their masculine identity also valued the 
ability to adapt and display masculine practical skills.   
Food and Drink 
Alcohol 
Alcohol consumption was not as prolific among diggers within their huts as the 
historical sources imply. However, generally the amount correlates well with the 
possibility that diggers were drinking to warm themselves in wet or cold weather, or to 
relax after work, within their huts. In these circumstances alcohol could apparently be 
drunk hot or cold. Considering the historical assertion that over the winter diggers often 
developed drinking problems with hot grog purchased from sly grog shops or public 
houses the large amounts of gin and brandy evident at the restaurant indicate it was 
these types that were served hot.  
All the miners’ huts except I-F2 contained between one and three alcohol bottles, with 
the majority only containing one (Table 7.1). However, the bottle recycling at I-F1, 
which utilised two whisky bottles, obscures the greater amount of alcohol consumption 
that occurred there within the functional analysis framework. It is unclear if this 
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occurrence is actually the result of greater consumption or the bottle recycling 
undertaken by this digger. Spirits were by far the most popular beverages, with 
wine/beer only being consumed at I-F1 and II-F2. Of these spirits, brandy was the most 
popular, being present at four huts, and whisky and gin less common, being present at 
two huts each (Table 7.1). This commonness of brandy correlates with the evidence 
from the restaurant, but the large quantity of whisky evident at I-F1, and the generally 
similar commonness of beer, whisky, and gin do not. Consequently, despite alcohol 
consumption being low across the miners’ huts, there are evident differences in 
consumption that may be linked to masculine identity and health issues.  
Despite his other indications of a yearning for respectability, the digger at I-F1 
consumed the largest range of alcohol, but with a preference for whisky. He did not 
appear to consider alcohol consumption of this magnitude (which may have been spread 
over a period of months) as incongruent with a respectable digger identity. Only III also 
contained more than one alcohol bottle, but considering that it was occupied by a 
mining party this level of consumption is not large. Based on this evidence, none of the 
miners’ huts was occupied by ‘drunken’ disreputable diggers who consumed socially 
unacceptable amounts of alcohol. Instead, it seems highly possible that among these 
largely respectable diggers, alcohol was being consumed for health or social reasons. At 
I-F1 and II-F2 where wine/beer was consumed it is possible that it was principally 
consumed for medical reasons. The fact that both huts lack other medicinal related 
products supports this interpretation, as well as the fact that little of this alcohol was 
consumed at the restaurant. At the huts where spirits were dominant it is possible that, 
as they could have been heated, they were used more for social situations or as fortifiers 
or relaxants. However, this interpretation then raises the question of whether the lack of 
spirits at II-F2 signifies a more insular mining party who did not entertain, or merely 
had different tastes in alcohol? Consequently, it is possible that the greater amount of 
spirits at I-F1 represent a respectable digger who regularly entertained.   
The preference for diggers drinking socially is apparent in the historical records and 
supported by the evidence from the restaurant. This assemblage clearly demonstrates 
that gin and brandy were the spirits of choice for diggers in social circumstances, while 
whisky and wine/beer were less so (Table 7.2). This pattern could be related to the 
ethnic composition of the camp and their drinking preferences. However, there is no 
apparent correlation with the possible ethnicities of the hut occupants as demonstrated 
by the claypipe assemblages and their alcohol consistencies. Therefore, the preference 
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for gin and brandy over whisky and beer was related to other factors, perhaps 
availability, efficiency (higher alcohol content), or popular taste, but quite possibly 
which beverages were suitable for cold climates. It is difficult to ascertain what level of 
drinking among the digger population the restaurant assemblage represents. Considering 
that it may have been opened for several months, perhaps April through to 
October/November at most, a total of 51 alcohol bottles is not large: perhaps one or two 
a day if it was occupied for one or two months. However, it is possible that the whole 
bottles discarded in the dump represent empties that were constantly reused by the 
establishment and refilled from barrels, although this possibility is difficult to 
substantiate archaeology. As such, the restaurant may not have been the scene of nightly 
debauchery and the fights and riots of disreputable diggers, but, instead, relaxed 
drinking by diggers after meals on a nightly basis. 
In comparison, the jeweller’s alcohol consumption was more regular, but varied, with 
each of the four types being present (Table 7.2). While this genteel individual abstained 
from smoking, this observance of middle-class etiquette did not extend to alcohol, 
suggesting some adaptation of the normative masculine genteel image; perhaps in the 
same manner as the diggers this man turned to alcohol to cope with the cold, wet 
weather. If it was not for the other genteel indicators from this hut, it could be assumed 
based on the alcohol evidence that the occupant was somewhat disrespectable and prone 
to overindulge in this ‘vice’. This observation indicates the complicated nature of the 
creation and maintenance of masculine identity. Considering the evidence from the 
restaurant it is possible that the brandy and gin bottles were used as fortifiers or in social 
situations, while the whisky and beer may have been for medicinal purposes. The 
presence of patent medicine indicates that the jeweller did have an illness that he sought 
treatment for, so it is possible that some of the alcohol was consumed for that purpose. 
Otherwise, this evidence indicates that the jeweller entertained, which was likely an 
important part of his genteel aspirations and cultivation of his social standing.  
Some level of alcohol consumption was a normative part of masculine digger identity in 
a social setting, with perhaps the degree indicating an individual’s level of 
respectability. In turn, privately some consumption was probably also normative, at 
least in the circumstances of the Kiandra Goldrush. However, the miners’ and 
commercial assemblages demonstrate that alcohol was consumed by diggers and 
businesspeople for both health reasons and relaxation, besides the mere desire for 
intoxication. Despite the historical references to heavy drinking and drunkenness during 
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the winter of 1860, only at the restaurant was there possible evidence of this behaviour, 
but considering how long businesses may have existed, and the possibility of bottle 
reuse, it is difficult to ascertain the amount of daily drinking that may have occurred. 
Instead, it is possible that the centres of drinking and drunkenness were the Township 
and Camp Town and that KTH may have been shielded from the direct influences of 
this behaviour. Overall, alcohol consumption was related in complex ways to masculine 
digger and businessmen identity with some amount of drinking integral to hegemonic 
constructions, especially in social situations.   
Food and Condiments  
Both the historical and archaeological evidence indicate that meat was the primary 
element of the diets of miners and businesspeople. This chiefly comprised beef and 
mutton, and less commonly pork, of various quality cuts based on purchasing power and 
availability. It is possible that such prevalence within diggers’ diets was not only a 
result of the ease of provisioning goldrushes with stock, but also because of issues of 
masculine identity. It has been suggested that one reason many English emigrated 
during the first half of the nineteenth century was to have ready access to meat in their 
diets, which could enhance their health, and for men their masculine vigour (Tosh, 
2005:185-186). Consequently, as perceptions of manly vigour and physicality were 
central to conceptions of digger identity it seems likely that they would have eaten meat 
to fuel this aspect of their lives, even though over-consumption could lead to illness 
(scurvy). In this light, the primacy of meat consumption gains further importance and 
implies that all hut occupants wished to display their manly vigour during their 
everyday lives and ate meat to sustain this action.  
Although meat was the primary part of diets, the majority of huts also displayed small-
scale consumption of preserved foods and condiments to spice and vary meals (Tables 
7.1-7.2). Five miners’ huts contained these items, with only II-F2 and IV-F2 containing 
more than one item. I-F1 also contained a preserved food bottle that had been recycled 
into a lamp shade. Thus, preserved foods were found at four huts suggesting their 
inclusion in diets was common. Salad oil or vinegar, found at two huts, were rarer 
implying that fresh vegetables were less common in diets. Finally, cheese or meat 
pastes, which were accompaniments to meat or bread/damper, were recovered at II-F1 
and IV-F2. Besides these items, metal containers and wooden boxes probably contained 
essential foodstuffs such as flour, sugar, and tea, but also other foods or vegetables. The 
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commercial huts contained a similar small quantity of preserved foods and salad oil and 
vinegar that suggests, at least in the case of the jeweller, that businesspeople similarly 
consumed few preserved or fresh vegetables. However, their assemblages also featured 
wooden boxes that contained a range of essential or luxurious foodstuffs. This also 
applies in the case of the restaurant metal containers. At the restaurant, this suggests that 
it was only serving basic meals that did not usually include preserved foods or 
condiments.  
Overall, this evidence indicates that meat and damper comprised the primary meals of 
miners and businesspeople, with preserved or fresh vegetables being less common. It is 
likely that meat consumption was a part of generating and maintaining a respectable 
digger identity to some degree, but it is unclear to what extent consuming vegetables 
would have interacted with or complicated this process. Clearly, more sensible 
individuals would have attempted to incorporate as much fruit and vegetables into their 
diets as possible, but it seems unlikely that this would have come at the expense of 
meat, and instead, would have constituted an additional portion. On this matter there 
was little difference between the diets of diggers and businessmen, with perhaps the 
latter being more prone to include vegetables than the former, suggesting that meat 
consumption was an important element of male identity irrespective of class.      
Cooking Equipment 
It is likely that each mining or business party had a basic set of cooking equipment 
comprising a frying pan and billy or kettle. However, in accordance with the value of 
cooking equipment to a transient lifestyle these items were rarely recovered from the 
KTH huts (Tables 7.1-7.2). They were usually only discarded after breakage with the 
exception of the jeweller’s hut and possibly II-F1. The jeweller discarded a billy and pot 
as de facto refuse suggesting that he valued these items less than miners due to his 
better economic situation that would allow him to easily purchase replacements when 
necessary. Surprisingly, considering its function, the restaurant contained no cooking 
equipment. This situation is the result of the owners carefully maintaining and curating 
these items which were important to their livelihood. II-F1 contained a broken billy, as 
well as perhaps two other handled cooking items, which suggests that this digger was 
less careful with his equipment. IV-F2, the possible couple residence, was the only 
other miners’ hut to contain cooking equipment: a Dutch oven. Its presence and the 
semi-circular nature of its hearth, possibly deliberately constructed in this way to fit this 
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item, further supports the contention that a camp cook lived here. Overall, this evidence 
indicates that miners, and certain businesspeople, usually maintained and cared for their 
cooking equipment in accordance with their value and utility which saw them curated or 
laterally cycled whenever possible. If they were not maintained or curated it was 
directly related to the masculine identities of hut occupants who may have been more 
careless and unhappy with the digger’s life (II-F1) or were genteel which required that 
they be less concerned and thrifty with their equipment (VI).  
Tableware 
Despite the historical accounts of the fairly minimal tableware sets of miners and 
businesspeople, a range of these items, incorporating ceramic tableware, cutlery, 
pannikins, and probable tin dishes were recovered from the huts (Tables 7.1-7.2). 
Mining parties and businesspeople had tableware sets of varying natures depending on 
the particular masculine or gender identities they were attempting to cultivate. 
Generally, they were moderately valuable and portable and, consequently maintained so 
that they were curated or laterally cycled where possible. Five miners’ huts (I-F1, II-F1, 
II-F2, IV-F1, and IV-F3) contained definite tableware items, with IV-F1 containing two, 
and II-F2 and IV-F1 additional possible items: II-F2 a pocket knife and IV-F3 a tin dish. 
All these items, except that from I-F1, conformed to the historical descriptions of 
miners’ tableware. At I-F1 a likely decorated teacup was recovered, which suggests that 
if miners wished to move beyond pannikins, these items were the next choice. In this 
manner the use of a teacup may have been an act of conspicuous consumption and 
display by this digger who was attempting to cultivate a respectable identity. It may also 
have signalled participation in social visiting involving tea consumption by this digger.  
At the other miners’ huts the most common items were cutlery with II-F1 containing a 
teaspoon, II-F2 a fork and pocket knife, and IV-F3 a butter knife. The teaspoon 
indicates that diggers could own specific items for use during tea consumption, 
suggesting that the ritual involved with this beverage was important enough to some 
individuals that they owned such items. Otherwise, the forks and knives recovered at II-
F2 and IV-F3 correspond with the meals consumed by miners and suggest that some ate 
using cutlery, rather than their fossicking knives and hands in a disreputable fashion. 
Pannikins were also recovered, appearing at IV-F1 and IV-F3, in accordance with their 
close association with diggers, and due to their practicality and portability they were 
only discarded after breakage. IV-F1 also contained a possible tin dish or gold-washing 
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pan that indicates these were commonly used and usually curated unless broken. In the 
historical descriptions it is difficult to ascertain whether these dishes served both 
purposes (tableware and gold-washing) for miners, but judging by their preference for 
streamlining their inventories it seems possible that they were polyfunctional. Overall, 
miners owned tableware items for taking tea and meals indicating their importance 
within their diets. While tea was an important element of most miners’ diets the use of a 
probable teacup at I-F1 and teaspoon at II-F2 indicates this ritual was undertaken in a 
more serious manner in accordance with their desired respectable identities.  
With their greater economic resources and apparently greater need for conspicuous 
consumption to display social standing, the inhabitants of the commercial huts utilised 
ceramic tableware (Table 7.2). Despite its function, the restaurant only contained one 
flatware item and one plate of different design. The presence of these items suggests 
that at least some of the restaurant’s clientele were served utilising these dishes. The 
assemblage also lacks any tin dishes, and these two pieces of evidence combined 
suggest that the restaurant may have owned a large set of plates for its clientele. It is 
possible that a major attraction of this establishment was the opportunity to eat in a 
‘proper’ fashion utilising ceramic tableware and cutlery. However, the lack of cutlery 
recovered raises questions about this proposition, considering the amount of custom the 
restaurant must have generated, and the plentiful opportunities this would have provided 
for item breakage. Historically, it is mentioned that diggers were encouraged to bring 
their own pannikins to establishments such as these to drink from and it seems possible 
a similar rule was in action here as only a small handle element of a pannikin was 
recovered. The lack of tableware at this establishment suggests that it either owned few 
of these items or that they were carefully maintained and curated or laterally cycled. It is 
possible that the food production and serving aspect of this establishment required 
diggers to bring their own cutlery, or utilise their fossicking knives, as well as their tin 
dishes and pannikins, and this would have been an efficient means of operation; it 
would have had less equipment to transport and required less initial capital investment 
and money spent on maintaining equipment. Alternatively, it could have produced food 
that did not require tableware to eat, such as pies or pastries. Generally, the lack of 
fragile ceramic tableware suggests that not all the restaurant’s clientele were served 
using these items or that only the owners and staff ate this way. If so, this would be a 
manner in which these businesspeople could display their respectable gender identities 
and social standing to the benefit of their business. It would also allow them to 
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distinguish themselves from the diggers which may have been important to the 
respectable or genteel identities they were attempting to cultivate. In conclusion, the 
lack of tableware items from the restaurant is difficult to interpret as there are several 
options for how this business may have functioned, but considering that it was located 
at the top of a hill it may have chosen efficiency above all else. Being located within the 
miners’ camp would have allowed it to operate by encouraging miners to bring their 
own tableware sets meaning that it only had to stock a small amount of tableware for its 
owners, staff, and contingencies. Therefore, it is possible that it owned only a small set 
of ceramic tableware which was carefully maintained and curated.   
The tableware items recovered from the jeweller’s hut largely reflect his genteel identity 
considering that they include a likely matching teacup and saucer, fork or spoon, and a 
tin dish. The presence of the teaware suggests that he valued the ritual of tea 
consumption and engaged in its social visiting aspect in conjunction with other 
businessmen. The fork/spoon demonstrates that he utilised cutlery to consume his meals 
similar to the miners, but this item was not of a better quality and was only discarded 
after breakage. However, the tin dish, which was unlikely to have functioned as a gold-
washing pan, was discarded as de facto refuse demonstrating his spendthrift nature and 
his unconcern with curating all usable equipment. Overall, the jeweller ate his meals in 
a similar manner to miners and in accordance with a transient lifestyle, but he was 
prepared to invest in the tea ritual and its social importance demonstrating that it was 
significant to his desired genteel masculine identity.  
Leisure 
The hut assemblages demonstrate that smoking was the main leisure activity for 
diggers, but not necessarily businessmen (Tables 7.1-7.2). It was an almost universal 
habit among diggers, but varied in extent between individuals based on their masculine 
identities. Unfortunately, it is impossible to evaluate the smoking levels of individual 
diggers to ascertain whether this was an important element of defining them as 
respectable or disreputable. However, assemblage size was correlated with hut size and 
estimated population suggesting that most diggers smoked at a similar rate. Claypipe 
reuse was associated with frugality and cultivating a respectable identity, rather than 
deliberate shortening. It seems possible that reuse was primarily a short-term event that 
took place during smoking when a claypipe broke as a means of finishing this activity. 
Reuse occurred at I-F1, II-F2, IV-F1, IV-F2, and IV-F3, as well as the restaurant, and 
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was clearly associated with diggers rather than businessmen. It suggests that frugality 
was a desired characteristic of the I-F1 digger, the mining party at II-F2, some diggers 
at IV-F1, the digger at IV-F2, and one at IV-F3. The level of reuse at the restaurant 
implies that frugality may not have been a common trait among its clientele. However, 
the level of smoking indicates the integral role it played in rest and relaxation within 
diggers’ everyday life, creating socials bonds and relationships, and hence social 
standing. In the context of the restaurant, and possibly within huts as well, smoking was 
associated with drinking, and specifically social drinking and, by this means, the 
formation of friendships and alliances.    
Considering the prevalence of smoking it is surprising that tobacco tins were only 
recovered from IV-F3. Their absence may reflect their high reusability and portability 
which made them highly curated, or that tobacco was purchased in alternative 
packaging. It is also mentioned historically that tobacco was often stored in linen or 
cloth bags which would explain the lack of tobacco tins. It is possible that the presence 
of tobacco tins at IV-F3 represent the consumption of a different form of tobacco by this 
mining party, which could be related to the particular masculine identity they were 
attempting to cultivate.  
Of all the hut occupants, only the jeweller abstained from smoking in accordance with 
his desire to cultivate a masculine genteel identity. If he wished to avoid this ‘vice’, then 
the social spaces of the diggers would have been largely off-limits and his non-smoking 
and genteel aspirations may explain the larger amount of alcohol and teaware within his 
hut: he socialised at home with visitors or visited other private spaces within the camp 
and Township. William Holme, the junior storekeeper diarist, who was a teetotaller and 
perhaps non-smoker, socialised in this manner, visiting the huts or stores of 
businessmen of similar social standing or other suitable acquaintances among the 
diggers. Consequently, it is highly possible that the jeweller socialised in this manner as 
well, tolerating his customers’ smoking habits in his establishment.  
Unfortunately, the large assemblage from the restaurant obscures whether the owners or 
staff smoked and to what extent. Apart from demonstrating that smoking occurred most 
prodigiously in social situations, especially where eating and drinking occurred, this 
assemblage also indicates that some diggers may have attempted to construct different 
masculine identities by using higher quality pipes. A handful of higher quality Dutch or 
Continental pipes were recovered from this establishment which supports this idea. 
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Single examples were also recovered from II-F2, IV-F2, and IV-F3 suggesting that 
diggers at all three huts occasionally indulged in better quality pipes perhaps due to 
availability or better economic circumstances. Considering the regularity in which 
claypipes were replaced and the supply issues the Kiandra market experienced, it is 
difficult to ascertain if the claypipe assemblages indicate choices and decisions by 
individuals about their masculine identity. Generally, the varied nature of the 
assemblages, and especially the restaurant, suggest that diggers were making consumer 
choices from a range of products that constantly changed, thus decreasing their 
interpretative value. Therefore, while smoking was evidently a normative element of 
digger identity and linked strongly with masculine identity, the nature of the Kiandra 
market has obscured the aspects of consumer choice that otherwise would be present.   
Work 
In accordance with the value hardware and machinery held for the occupations and 
lifestyles of miners and businesspeople, these items were normally curated or laterally 
cycled (Tables 7.1-7.2). In only one case were these items not discarded following 
breakage, and this was the lost oil cup in the jeweller’s hut that was only a small part of 
a larger mechanism. While it is likely that all mining parties and businesspeople owned 
a basic set of hardware - shovels, picks, crowbars, axes, hammers, buckets, and tin 
dishes for mining, construction, and everyday maintenance work - the miners’ huts only 
contained shovels and in one case a saw. This was besides the pocket knife recovered at 
II-F2, which would have had a multitude of uses, including some related to mining. The 
common presence of shovels, which were recovered at II-F2, III, and IV-F3, was 
associated with their reuse as coal shovels, rather than their purposeful discard. This 
indicates their value for hearth management and displays the thrift, economy, and 
innovation these diggers exhibited by utilising them in this manner. Overall, for miners 
it is highly likely that hardware was more commonly broken and discarded at mining 
claims, with broken items only being returned to huts where they could be repaired or 
recycled. In contrast, the saw recovered at IV-F2 was probably utilised within the hut to 
cut firewood, explaining its breakage and discard within this structure.  
Both commercial huts contained hardware items which were just as important to their 
everyday lifestyle as that of miners. Similar to IV-F2, the jeweller’s hut only contained 
a broken hatchet head which is understandable considering the amount of firewood his 
occupation would have required. However, in comparison to all the other huts, the 
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restaurant contained a large range of broken hardware including a shovel, pick, bucket, 
and two rakes which were utilised in the construction and continual repair work, 
maintenance activities, and running of this establishment. This heavy usage and its 
larger size explain the greater amount of broken hardware. Overall, it is likely that all 
mining parties would have owned a set of hardware used for construction, mining, and 
everyday life. It is possible that exactly what items were included in these sets and how 
they were cared for and maintained by parties provides some details about the 
masculine identities that individuals or parties were attempting to cultivate. However, 
the value and portability of these items has meant that little evidence has remained of 
these facets of diggers’ and businesspeople’s lives.   
Only two machinery-related items were recovered from the huts perhaps indicating their 
rarity among miners, but primarily their value and the care and maintenance they 
received so that they were curated whenever possible. IV-F1 was the only miners’ hut to 
contain machinery, a broken windlass, which implies that the mining party of IV-F1 and 
IV-F2 were involved with deep lead mining. Deep sinking began in July and over the 
following months incorporated the testing of most areas on the field for deep leads or 
quartz reefs. New Chum Hill was the centre of deep sinking from September onwards, 
but it was also undertaken on Township Hill by the Prospecting Committee from late 
October to late December. Consequently, this party could have been involved in these 
operations any time during this period. It nevertheless demonstrates that they were 
involved in the diversification of mining during the latter stages of the rush. It is 
possible that deep sinking would also have required a larger and more organised mining 
party, which perhaps explains the three IV huts and the presence of a dedicated cook 
and tent keeper.  
The only machinery item to be recovered from the commercial huts was the jeweller’s 
oil cup, an essential item from his lathe, which was deposited through loss. It 
demonstrates the specialist and expensive equipment the jeweller would have required 
for his trade, and to transport with him from field to field. Such equipment would have 
been pivotal to his identity as a jeweller and his constructions of masculine gentility that 
required material culture that set him apart from diggers. Its loss in this situation 
represented a personal inconvenience, but considering his discard of other serviceable 
items at abandonment, perhaps he did well enough at Kiandra to easily afford a 
replacement at his next stop. It is possible to conclude that specialist machinery was 
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owned by mining parties and businesspeople only where their work required it, and was 
strongly connected to the work and masculine identities of the owners.   
Economy  
Considering the value of economy related items it is unsurprising that few were 
recovered (Tables 7.1-7.2). Among the miners’ huts only I-F2 contained a penny and its 
loss was related to this hut’s failure and abrupt abandonment. At all the others, which 
were occupied longer and better maintained, no currency was recovered. Of the miners’ 
huts only IV-F1 and IV-F3 contained items which were parts of scale sets. Historically, 
mining parties commonly owned scales in order to manage their gold and divide it 
among party members. It is therefore unsurprising that this item was recovered from IV-
F1, which with IV-F2, was likely the abode of a large mining party. In this case these 
two lead weights were deposited through loss, indicating that they were valuable items 
and usually curated. At IV-F3, which was probably part of the IV-F1 and IV-F2 mining 
party, a broken part of a balance was recovered that further supports the contention that 
they were curated whenever possible. As two scale sets were possibly owned by this 
large mining party it is likely that they were fairly common among miners. At the 
commercial huts, while it is likely that both establishments owned business transaction 
equipment such as scales and weights, they were only recovered from the restaurant. 
The lack of these and currency at the jeweller’s hut is a result of his orderly and careful 
nature. In contrast, the restaurant contained a broken balance and a lost weight that 
again demonstrates their value, as well as the less orderly nature of this establishment. 
Overall, considering the importance of gold it is unsurprising that most mining parties 
and businesspeople owned a set of scales to ensure that they were effectively managing 
this important resource.  
Matchboxes, which were recovered from all the miners’ huts and the restaurant, were 
also often reused as gold containers by miners and businesspeople considering their 
small size and robustness. At three miners’ huts, II-F2, III, and IV-F2, they were found 
in possible provisional discard areas adjacent to hearths which suggest that they were 
planned for reuse in this manner. The restaurant also featured matchboxes in possible 
provisional discard areas, but considering the amount discarded at this establishment the 
quantity generated was unequal to that required for reuse. Since matches would have 
been essential to the everyday lives of miners and businesspeople it seems likely that all 
the huts would have consumed them and had empties available for reuse if they did not 
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discard them out of hand. These items would have been practical and efficient storage 
containers while travelling and their absence, or that of whole examples, at some huts 
can possibly be explained by successful parties or businesspeople having earnings to 
take with them on their departure.   
Business and Communication  
The importance of writing and correspondence to miners and businesspeople is well 
attested to historically. It is therefore surprising that only a few clerical items were 
found at KTH (Tables 7.1-7.2). Only three miners’ huts contained these items, which in 
two cases were penny ink pots (III and IV-F3) and the other a pen nib (II-F2). Both ink 
pots were recovered in a whole or restorable condition suggesting that they had been 
discarded as de facto refuse, perhaps after being stored in provisional discard areas. In 
contrast, the pen nib had been discarded after breakage. It is likely that most literate 
mining parties owned a set of writing equipment that was considered to have been 
valuable and curated where possible. However, the inexpensive ink pots used with them 
were considered disposable, but useful for curating ink when travelling due to their 
portability. At the commercial huts only the jeweller’s hut contained clerical equipment, 
in this case a higher quality, Walkden’s ink bottle, which was discarded as de facto 
refuse (Towsey, 2013). Considering its quality it is possible that the jeweller’s business 
required better record keeping. Alternatively, in accordance with his greater economic 
purchasing power, he simply acquired higher quality products to differentiate himself 
from the diggers and other businessmen as part of cultivating his genteel masculine 
identity. Overall, it is likely that literacy would be associated with individuals who 
desired a respectable or genteel identity suggesting that the occupants of II-F2, III, IV-
F3, and VI were attempting to cultivate these identities: other evidence about their lives 
does not contradict this view.  
Dress 
The clothing evidence generally accords well with the historical descriptions of miners’ 
dress. It comprised underwear with prosser, shell, or bone buttons; work trousers, 
gaiters, jackets, coats, and waistcoats with utility one or three-piece metal or bone 
buttons and metal adjusters; belts with buckles; shirts with shell, bone, or wood buttons; 
and leather boots sometimes reinforced with iron heels. More fashionable coats or 
jackets could be fastened with metal fabric covered two-piece buttons or decorated 
shanked examples. Ultimately, diggers did not adapt their clothing to the wet and cold 
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conditions of the Kiandra climate. However, the discarded utility garment from I-F1 
featured buttons manufactured by H. E. and M. Moses, London, who were producers of 
ready-made clothing, including for sailors, suggesting that this might have been a piece 
of wet weather clothing.
1
 Single buttons manufactured by Moses, Levy and Co., 
London, were also recovered from the restaurant and jeweller’s hut suggesting that 
these items may have been common. This type of clothing would have been especially 
adapted to the Kiandra climate, and again this demonstrates the preparedness of the I-F1 
digger, as well as others in the camp.  
The diggers’ lifestyle subjected their clothing to considerable wear regularly resulting in 
the loss of fasteners from all elements of their clothing, but particularly their outer work 
clothes. Wearing out clothes in this manner was unavoidable and was dealt with by 
diggers by discarding and replacing worn clothing, rather than continually maintaining 
it in most cases. Being of a rough appearance with worn clothing may not have been 
incongruent with a respectable digger identity. Conversely, it seems possible that care 
and proper maintenance of clothing was more closely associated with femininity and 
incongruent with digger identity. At the miners’ huts only at the likely multi-gender 
mining party huts, IV-F1 and IV-F2, was there evidence of the maintenance of clothing, 
suggesting a female presence in this case. Footwear, on the other hand, was well-cared 
for by diggers considering its importance to their comfortable existence: good boots and 
the ability to work without discomfort was an important element of digger identity. This 
suggests that fixing boots was an acceptable masculine pursuit.  
The only miners’ hut to contain clothing items not closely associated with male work 
clothing was II-F1 which featured a possible brooch and bone badge. They are 
incongruent with diggers’ work clothing and indicate that this digger may have owned a 
different set of clothing, perhaps for Sundays. Alternatively, it is possible that he was 
not a digger and, instead, followed another trade, or that there was a female presence at 
this hut. Considering the relationship between II-F1 and II-F2 it is possible that these 
huts consisted of a mining party and that, like IV-F1 and IV-F2, the smaller hut 
belonged to a couple and the other the remaining diggers. However, there are few 
similarities between the assemblages of II-F1 and II-F2 and IV-F1 and IV-F2 to further 
support this possibility. While it is possible that there was a female presence at II-F1 it 
                                                 
1
 I am indebted to Robin Stocks of Casey & Lowe for this information and access to her files on these 
button manufactures.  
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is probable that its different dress items related to a digger with a different masculine 
identity.   
Based on the lack of definite clothing fasteners associated with businesspeople at the 
commercial huts, and, instead, assemblages similar to those of the miners’ huts, it is 
likely that maintaining clothing was an integral part of masculine genteel identity. 
Businesspeople’s clothing would also not suffer the same amount of rough wear as that 
of diggers’ clothing leading to less loss of fasteners or irreparable damage and discard. 
However, the restaurant also contained direct evidence of clothing maintenance in the 
form of a sewing needle that demonstrates that appearance was an important element in 
the owners’ or staff’s gender identities. The restaurant also featured the only other 
definitely male piece of attire, a cufflink, which suggests that the owners or staff may 
have been well-dressed in a genteel fashion, in accordance with their more genteel 
aspirations. The decorative shanked uniform buttons could also have come from the 
clothing of these individuals considering their difference from typical miners’ clothing 
fasteners.  
Health and Hygiene 
Personal Appearance 
Historically there is little mention of diggers concerning themselves with their personal 
appearance. Instead, they are typified as bearded, dirty, and unkempt. In contrast to this 
stereotype, three miners’ huts contained items associated with masculine hygiene or 
cosmetics that suggest that their use may have been more common than historically 
realised (Table 7.1). They comprise mirrors at II-F1, III, and IV-F3, a straight razor and 
hair oil bottle at II-F1, and a blacking bottle at III. The common small mirrors suggest 
that most mining parties owned one for shaving and grooming. The straight razor from 
II-F1 further supports this interpretation and implies that most diggers may have owned 
a personal example or used their pocket or fossicking knives for this purpose. This item 
features a crown stamp from the reign of King George IV which dates its manufacture 
to between 1820 and 1830. Therefore, it had been in circulation at least 30 years before 
its breakage and discard at II-F1. Possibly this digger had owned this item for a long 
period of time or it was a passed down through his family, but in any case its presence 
here shows that shaving was an important element of masculine identity for some 
diggers. Consequently, it is likely that at least some diggers were not always fully 
bearded or perhaps took care to dress more respectably on Sundays. The recovery of the 
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bottle of Rowland’s Macassar Hair Oil, a product designed specifically for men’s hair, 
from II-F1 displays that this digger took greater care and pride in his appearance and 
suggests that he was attempting to cultivate a different masculine identity. As he was 
more concerned with his appearance he may have not been a digger, but involved in 
some other business venture, although it is always possible that he only dressed up on 
Sundays. The blacking bottle from III also suggests that this mining party occasionally 
took greater care of their appearance, blackening their boots, perhaps on Sundays, and 
the presence of the mirror reinforces this interpretation. Overall, these assemblages 
demonstrate that different diggers took different levels of care of their appearance in 
accordance with the particular masculine identities they were attempting to cultivate. It 
is likely that most diggers had the equipment to shave and tidy their appearance if 
necessary, but only in rare cases did they use speciality products to groom themselves or 
clean and maintain their clothing. Concern about one’s appearance was a defining 
characteristic of digger respectability, so the presence of these items at II-F1, IIII, and 
IV-F3 demonstrates that these diggers were attempting not to cultivate a disreputable 
identity.  
Businesspeople were also concerned with their personal appearance as demonstrated by 
the restaurant assemblage, but surprisingly not the jewellers (Table 7.2). The restaurant 
contained a mirror demonstrating that the owners and staff prided themselves on their 
appearance as part of their commercial enterprise, but perhaps also to cultivate a 
respectable identity. However, there were also two perfumes bottles that suggest that 
grooming went further. Perhaps its use by the owners or staff was part of their identity 
strategy which was aimed at separating and establishing their enterprise as something 
different and ‘higher class’. The restaurant’s location, separate from the miners’ huts, on 
a higher crest within the camp also reinforces this interpretation. However, it is unclear 
how the use of perfume would be associated with gender. Restaurants were commonly 
run by women, so it is possible that in this case they indicate the presence of women, 
but there are no other indications of a female presence, except perhaps the sewing 
needle. Therefore, it is possible that in this situation the perfume is associated with a 
male who had more genteel aspirations or a different masculine identity. In this context, 
the comparison with the jeweller’s hut is complicated as many of his traits indicate that 
he had genteel aspirations, but there are no items associated with personal appearance or 
hygiene. Perhaps, considering the order and care taken with his hut and its maintenance, 
he maintained any items he owned so that they were curated. Overall, this evidence 
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indicates that businessmen might not take any more care of their appearance than some 
diggers, but that they utilised more luxurious products to enhance their personal 
appearance depending on the gender identity they were attempting to cultivate.   
Medicine 
Considering the severe weather at Kiandra from April to November 1860 and the 
outbreaks of illness, particularly during June and July, it is surprising that only a few 
health related items were found at KTH (Tables 7.1-7.2). Only III, IV-F2, and both 
commercial huts contained patent medicines demonstrating that these parties self-
medicated for illnesses or injuries. Historically, it is implied that those miners with the 
poorest huts were more prone to be exposed and contract serious illnesses. However, 
both miners’ huts were no different in construction terms from several others, and were 
certainly not the poorest constructed, indicating that there is no clear link between 
housing and illnesses. This is especially so considering that both commercial huts, 
which were well-designed and constructed, contained these items. In the previous 
chapter the possibility was raised that alcohol was also seen by miners and 
businesspeople as having medicinal properties. If this was the case then all the miners’ 
huts except I-F2 contained some form of medicinal item, with perhaps the patent 
medicines at III and IV-F2 representing more extreme cases of illness or injury. Perhaps 
the presence of alcohol, rather than patent medicines, also related to issues of masculine 
identity, with alcohol being associated with more ‘manly’ diggers and patent medicines 
with ‘weaker’ men. One of the patent medicines also came from the likely couple’s 
residence at IV-F2 which suggests that the use of medicines here was associated with 
feminine influence or consumption. This was not the case at III suggesting a more 
complex form of masculine identity was in operation here.    
In comparison to the miners’ huts, self-medication was more common among 
businesspeople with both huts containing patent medicines and the restaurant an 
additional ointment pot, besides the relatively large amounts of alcohol present. 
Considering the consistency of alcohol types at the restaurant it is possible that of the 
four types, beer and whisky were consumed for medicinal properties, and brandy and 
gin socially as relaxants. Beer and whisky were recovered from three miners’ huts (I-F1, 
II-F2, and III) and the jeweller’s hut. As III and VI both also contained patent medicines 
there is only a moderate association between these products in more domestic 
circumstances. Nevertheless, this suggests that the identities of the diggers at I-F1 and 
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II-F2 required that they self-medicate with alcohol, while the identities of the diggers at 
III were more complicated and could incorporate either approach. In this light, the 
restaurant assemblage becomes more complicated as it is difficult to ascertain whether 
the relatively small amounts of beer and whisky represent self-medication by the staff or 
the supply of this alcohol to customers. However, generally this evidence indicates that 
businesspeople had a more sophisticated relationship with self-medication implying that 
it was not an indication of possible weakness among them.    
Lighting 
Somewhat surprisingly, considering the importance of lighting for night life at a 
goldrush, few lighting related items were recovered (Tables 7.1-7.2). The only miners’ 
hut to contain them was I-F1 which featured three recycled bottle lamp shades. Based 
on the evidence from the other huts this behaviour was unusual and suggests that this 
digger owned a lamp which was an uncommon piece of equipment. Alternatively, he 
may have created these shades to protect candles from the windy and wet conditions: 
the woman’s letter from KTH mentions that candles were used for lighting (Chapter 2). 
If other miners utilised candles for lighting, but without any shades, it is unsurprising 
that there are no archaeological traces of this behaviour. Besides candles, it is possible 
that wax vesta matches were utilised for lighting and three miners’ huts (II-F2, III, and 
IV-F2) contained matchboxes with attached match-holders so that they could be used as 
a basic lamp. However, all the other miners’ huts contained matchboxes which indicate 
that matches could have commonly been used for lighting. Hearth fires would also have 
provided a source of light, but particular hearth designs would have affected how much 
lighting they supplied, with the firebox types providing little. Generally, most miners 
made use of candles, matches, and hearth fires for lighting, while only more organised 
and efficient individuals constructed lamp shades to provide effective lighting.  
Of the commercial huts, only the restaurant contained part of an oil lamp. This 
establishment would have required some type of proper and efficient lighting to fully 
illuminate the interior during the evenings and nights which were its principal opening 
hours. Lamps would have been valuable and important to the owner’s livelihood 
explaining why this small lamp portion was only discarded after breakage and the 
remainder curated. While it is possible that the jeweller also owned a lamp considering 
that he probably kept late opening hours, he appears to have carefully maintained and 
curated this item. In all, businesses with their greater need for light due to their late 
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opening hours were more likely to own proper and efficient sources of lighting than 
miners.   
Security 
Despite the numerous historical references to firearms, there was little evidence of them 
or their associated material culture at the KTH huts (Tables 7.1-7.2). Lead shot was the 
only evidence of firearms recovered from two miner’s huts, II-F2 and IV-F2, and the 
restaurant. However, a single spent percussion cap was also found on the surface of 
KTH-I associated with one of the tent platforms. It is likely that most mining parties and 
businesspeople would have owned at least one firearm for their own protection, but 
considering their value and importance they were well maintained and curated where 
possible. The lead shot at all three huts displayed no evidence of having been fired and 
were lost across hut floors. In contrast, the spent percussion cap outside the KTH-I huts 
implies that nightly firing and discharge of firearms was carried out within the camp. If 
this behaviour was undertaken outside it would explain the lack of firearm related items 
within interiors. For diggers and businessmen being armed was an important part of 
self-protection and a significant show of strength linked to their masculine identities. As 
respectable diggers were meant to be active in the enforcement of justice and order, 
being armed was likely important to this masculine identity, but in most stories these 
diggers relied solely on their strength and fists to bring disreputable individuals to 
justice. In some accounts, fossicking knives were also used by disreputable diggers as 
weapons, and for most diggers in desperate circumstances this was another possible use 
of these items, but in no way any of their primary intended uses. In conclusion, the 
likely manner of firearm use by miners and businesspeople explains the lack of 
archaeological evidence of these items at the KTH huts. This situation makes it unclear 
what degree of crime occurred within the camp, but considering that the historical 
sources describe most theft, robbery, fighting, and drunkenness as occurring in the 
commercial centres it is possible that KTH was a far safer and more orderly settlement.    
Transport 
While the historical evidence of the goldrush regularly describes horses, drays, carts, 
and coaches as being present, the same records indicate that most miners walked to and 
from the field, while businesspeople were more likely to travel on horseback. 
Consequently, it is no surprise that only one of the miners’ huts, IV-F3, but both 
commercial huts, contained transport related items (Tables 7.1-7.2). In all cases this 
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comprised horseshoe nails, but there was also a saddlery buckle at IV-F3. The 
horseshoe nails had all been discarded as primary refuse within hearths, or perhaps 
reused for structural purposes, but nevertheless indicate that these hut occupants utilised 
horse transport at some point during their stay at KTH. The saddlery buckle was 
discarded as adjacent secondary refuse and is further evidence that the mining party at 
IV-F3 utilised horse transport. In the case of the restaurant and the jeweller it is likely 
that horse transport would have been required to move their equipment. However, the 
presence of horse transport at IV-F3 is slightly incongruent with the other aspects of this 
structure and perhaps suggests that this mining party had greater economic resources. It 
is unclear how utilising horse transport may have interacted with masculine identity, but 
perhaps for businessmen, besides it being a practical necessity, it was a display of their 
status and ambition. In contrast, among diggers it was likely associated with more 
experienced or ambitious individuals keen to demonstrate a respectable identity, and 
many aspects of IV-F3 indicate that this mining party was nurturing this type of 
identity.  
Conclusion: Miners’ and Businesspeople’s Inventories 
The material culture from the KTH huts has demonstrated a great deal about the 
lifestyles and travelling and expanded inventories of mining parties and businesspeople. 
Generally, these inventories consisted of items made of metal and wood, with glass 
being principally used for fragile consumable containers, and more fragile items made 
of ceramics being eschewed except where they were inexpensive and disposable. In 
accordance with the theories of transience outlined in Chapter 2, there is a definite 
philosophy of practicality and durability with regard to material culture preferences of 
miners and businesspeople that is linked to an avoidance of superficiality. This involved 
embracing inexpensive mass manufactured goods that were reusable and recyclable, but 
also readily disposable. Their transient lifestyles resulted in them owning a core 
inventory that was valuable, portable, and curated when possible. It was expanded 
during more sustained occupations through the purchase or acquisition of other 
inexpensive, robust, durable, and adaptable items. In this manner, more comfort could 
be achieved at little expense, without impacting upon mobility.  
Based on the historical evidence and archaeological investigation of KTH, it is likely 
that most mining parties owned the following items in their expanded inventories:  
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 A calico tent which formed the structural core of huts around which additions 
for other eventualities were built of local resources and inexpensively purchased 
materials, such as nails and recycled wooden and metal containers;  
 Wooden and metal storage containers acquired for various provisions, that could 
be reused or recycled as interior furnishings and building materials;   
 Food preparation and consumption items including: cooking equipment such as 
billies and frying pans; a basic tableware set including a tin dish, pannikin, and 
cutlery including the fossicking knife; alcohol for relaxation and health 
purposes; butchered meat as the mainstay of the diet; preserved foods and 
condiments to add variety to meals; and based on the level of importance an 
individual placed on the ritual associated with tea drinking this basic set may be 
expanded with a teacup, saucer, and teaspoon;  
 Smoking items such as claypipes and tobacco tins, as well as other items that 
would be involved in the smoking ritual such as knives for cutting tobacco, 
spoons to clean pipe bowls, and matches;  
 A basic mining hardware set including a shovel, pick, crowbar, tin dish (possibly 
doubling as a plate), bucket, and cradle;  
 A basic construction hardware set including axes, saws, and hammers;  
 Machinery items, such as windlasses, for specific purposes;  
 Currency for economic transactions, scale sets for managing gold, and 
containers, such as reused matchboxes or leather bags, to store gold in; 
 Writing sets and ink pots;  
 Common diggers’ clothing with the presence of spares depending on the 
individual and their preferred masculine identities;  
 Grooming sets including a straight razor, mirror, and perhaps a comb, but in 
some cases hair oil and blacking products to improve personal appearance;  
 Patent medicines or particular forms of alcohol where ill-health or injuries 
occur;  
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 Candles and matches for lighting;  
 Firearms and the associated kit including shot and percussion caps, as well as 
the fossicking knife; and  
 Horse transport items if required.  
This inventory represents the items miners accumulated when staying in one place for a 
period of time in winter and is an expansion of their traveling inventory of: a calico tent, 
cooking equipment, a tableware set, fossicking knife, some basic provisions, claypipe 
and tobacco; some mining and construction hardware; currency, scales, and gold 
containers; a writing set; a grooming set; matches; firearms; and a swag. In the context 
of a mining party on foot this equipment would have been split between members, but 
mining parties and businesspeople travelling by carts and drays could journey with 
larger inventories.   
Businesspeople had expanded inventories similar to those of mining parties, except for 
specific items for their trade or that were a part of conspicuous consumption. These 
latter items were a defining element as they often consumed higher quality and a wider 
range of goods than miners, as part of their efforts to distinguish themselves and 
establish their status. Consequently, when they abandoned a site they often discarded a 
wider range of goods as de facto refuse which miners would have curated or laterally 
cycled.  
These inventories of mining parties and businesspeople while wintering and travelling 
provide examples of the material culture through which men and women had the 
capacity to express their desired gender identities. This could be through how these 
items were organised, cared for and maintained, through consumption of specific 
products, through reuse and recycling, and through additions made to these basic sets 
whether they were superfluous or related to extra activities.  
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Masculine and Gender Identity at the KTH Huts  
Historically, miners were often described as intensely individualistic, yet their dress and 
culture was portrayed as all-conforming and homogenous. As such, there is an inherent 
contradiction in their lives where each miner was concerned with their individual rights 
to mine for gold and win a fortune, but all lived a very similar existence that hampered 
individual expression. However, the hut assemblages challenge this view of miners’ 
culture as homogenous and demonstrate that while each miner or mining party had a 
fairly similar inventory, there were differences in how they used and expanded them 
that indicate different approaches to and constructions of masculine or gender identity. 
A similar situation is inherent in the commercial hut assemblages in relation to 
businesspeople’s gender identities, but these individuals probably held themselves to 
different middle-class standards of behaviour. 
Table 7.3: Spude’s (2011:61-62) relevant model assemblages  
Artefact Type 
Transient 
Working-
Class Families 
Transient 
Males 
Work 
Camp 
Saloons 
Hotels and 
Restaurants 
Food Storage 0.0592 0.0468 0.0701 0.0798 0.0553 
Decorated Dishes 0.0898 0.0145 0.0086 0.0313 0.0413 
Undecorated Dishes 0.0436 0.0511 0.0965 0.0415 0.2644 
Other Household Items 0.1741 0.0831 0.1445 0.0626 0.1923 
Medicinals 0.0205 0.0169 0.0399 0.0446 0.0158 
Beverage Containers 0.0714 0.0264 0.0136 0.5473 0.0890 
Generic Personal Items 0.3148 0.4468 0.2260 0.0867 0.2086 
Female-Specific Items 0.1130 - 0.0237 0.0145 0.0374 
Male-Specific Items 0.0269 0.0619 0.0774 0.0045 0.0137 
Tobacco-Related Items 0.0121 0.0860 0.0783 0.0196 0.0108 
Armaments and 
Military 
0.0115 0.0323 0.0377 0.0098 0.0123 
Other Artefacts 0.0632 0.1343 0.1837 0.0578 0.0591 
Total 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
 
However, prior to exploring the masculine and gender identities of the hut occupants, 
some comparison with other sites is necessary to ascertain whether their patterns are 
consistent with particular gender and commercial type occupations. Spude (2011; Blee, 
1991) has developed a series of eleven model assemblages for common site types in 
mining camps in western North America between 1880 and 1920 using multiple linear 
regression statistics. These were based on MNI counts and comprised five family 
household types, three male-dominated household types, and three business types. Of 
these, five are comparable to the KTH huts: transient working-class families, transient 
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males, working camps, saloons, and hotels and restaurants (Table 7.3). While this North 
American study was conducted on sites occupied at least twenty years after the Kiandra 
Goldrush, it offer some baseline data against which the interpretations about the 
functions and gender makeups of the KTH huts can be tested. However, Spude’s model 
assemblages only comprise those items she found relevant to determining the gender 
and socioeconomic status of site occupants and, thus, some common artefacts types are 
excluded from them. Unfortunately, it is not possible to undertake a similar multiple 
linear regression analysis on the KTH assemblages due to the use of different 
classification schemes, but it is possible to compare the main trends of her model 
assemblages to KTH.  
Generally, at male dominated sites Spude (2011:64) found a strong correlation between 
tobacco-related items and male-specific items, as well as the presence of armaments and 
military items. At transient working-class family sites she noted that they had smaller 
and less diverse assemblages that were primarily dominated by personal items, and 
household items to a lesser degree (Spude, 2011:72). Transient male assemblages were 
dominated by generic personal items with male-specific and tobacco-related items being 
far more frequent that at family sites and all other artefact categories comprising small 
frequencies (Spude, 2011:72). She interprets this to mean that men used their 
households only as bedrooms, with social activities and meals being taken elsewhere at 
restaurants, saloons, or community dining facilities. Occupationally specific items were 
also commonly found in these assemblages in comparison to family households where 
women dominated activities (Spude, 2011:72-73). Work camps presented a similar 
model to that of transient male assemblages, but since these sites often incorporated 
female cooks, domestic items were found to be slightly more important (Spude, 
2011:73). Most importantly at both transient male sites and work camps, alcohol bottles 
(beverage containers) were lacking, demonstrating that men drank in social settings, 
rather than privately (Spude, 2012:73). In all, Spude’s model assemblage suggests that 
transient male sites contain large amount of personal or male-specific, tobacco-related, 
firearm, and occupational specific items and small amounts of alcohol and other 
domestic, or food related items. Brand’s (2011:206) transient male miners’ huts from 
Dawson City also matched this pattern, although they contain a greater proportion of 
food preparation and consumption items due to the different circumstances of this 
mining camp.   
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The KTH huts feature many of the characteristics of Spude’s male-dominated model 
assemblages (Table 7.1). The four huts that were inhabited by all-male mining parties 
and occupied for a significant period of time, I-F1, II-F2, III, and IV-F3, are all 
dominated by dress items which comprise 35-52% of these assemblages. In three out of 
four cases, leisure items are the other dominant group, comprising 11-33%. The other 
important groups were storage (6-11%), food and drink (8-15%), health and hygiene (3-
9%), and lighting (11%) depending on the particularities of each assemblage. As such, 
these huts generally match the characteristics of the transient male sites. In contrast, the 
two hut assemblages which are thought to be a multi-gender mining party, IV-F1 and 
IV-F2, are dominated by the leisure group (38-39%), with the dress group being less 
important (10-21%), and the food and drink group more important (18-19%). While 
they have no direct correlates among Spude’s model assemblages, they are most similar 
to the transient working-class family and work camp assemblages given the greater 
importance of food and drink items and lesser significance of personal items. This 
supports the possibility that there was a female presence in this mining party. II-F1 
which was occupied for a significant length of time, and had a definite male presence 
and a possible female one, has a slightly dissimilar assemblage to both these groups. It 
is dominated by the dress group (42%) similar to the all-male mining parties, but in 
contrast to both groups its second dominant group was storage items (14%), while its 
third was food and drink at a level again similar to the all-male mining parties (11%). It 
does not display a clear correlation with the probable mixed gender mining party, but it 
is different from the all-male mining parties due to the smaller amount of leisure 
activities, and specifically the presence of smoking (8%). This suggests that there was 
something different occurring at II-F1 and it might have been related to the presence of 
a woman with a different set of values and morals to that of the female presence at IV-
F1 and IV-F2.  
The two commercial huts, in contrast, displayed a different pattern that was more 
similar to Spude’s saloon and hotel/restaurant model assemblages (Table 7.2). Both 
assemblages were dominated by the food and drink group (31-32%), but at the 
restaurant an almost equally important group was leisure (30%), while at the jeweller’s 
hut this group was of little importance, with dress the next most dominant group (29%). 
Dress items were relatively important at the restaurant (17%), while storage items were 
surprisingly more important at the jeweller’s hut (12%). The restaurant, therefore, 
displays little similarity to Spude’s restaurant model assemblage and, instead, is more 
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similar to the saloon one. This suggests that in the American context restaurants were 
primarily for food consumption, while at KTH they were social spaces where significant 
amounts of drinking and smoking also occurred. In contrast, the jeweller’s hut does not 
correlate especially well with either the saloon or the hotel/restaurant model 
assemblages and is more akin to a combination of the two with its dominance of food 
and drink and dress items. It does not have a direct correlate among Spude’s model 
assemblages as it is something recognisably different. Overall, this comparison 
demonstrates that these two huts definitely served a commercial function, but does not 
provide further corroborating evidence about their occupants’ genders.  
Within Australia the KTH assemblages can be compared with those of Dolly’s Creek 
(Lawrence, 1995b; 1998a; 1998c; 1999; 2000) in order to more fully confirm their 
gender consistencies.  However, a comparison is complicated by the fact that MNI data 
for the entire assemblages from the four Dolly’s Creek huts is not available. 
Nevertheless, it is possible to make some general comparisons based on Lawrence’s 
observations and the MNI counts provided for selected artefact types. The four Dolly’s 
Creek huts were interpreted to have functioned as a family residence (C75), an all-male 
residence (B47), a pub (A27), and a family store (C45). The two family huts displayed 
evidence of small amounts of both female and male clothing, as well as other personal 
adornment items, and, generally, a greater diversity of material culture. This included a 
larger quantity and range of ceramic tablewares and decorative household items and 
comparatively few alcohol bottles. In contrast, the male huts contained only small 
amounts of male clothing items and a lack of decorative household items. Irrespective 
of gender makeup, the assemblages from the two residential huts (B47 and C75) were 
characterised by high proportions of ceramic tableware, faunal remains, and 
architectural items, and low proportions of alcoholic bottle glass. In contrast, the two 
commercial hut assemblages (A27 and C45) were characterised by large proportions of 
alcoholic bottle glass and smaller proportions of ceramic tableware, faunal remains, and 
architectural items. Overall, these huts were characterised by attempts by their 
occupants, particularly the family households, to meet a negotiated standard of decency 
where a certain amount of less portable material culture was introduced into the miners 
inventory to create and maintain a respectable home (Lawrence, 1998c:54). 
At Dolly’s Creek the commercial huts were likely to have been the scenes of social 
drinking among diggers, similar to KTH, but they were accompanied by only small 
amounts of smoking. Generally, all the Dolly’s Creek huts, irrespective of their gender 
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makeup, display a remarkable lack of smoking evidence for sites that were occupied for 
a significant period of time. Evidently, in this family environment, men’s smoking 
behaviour required that it not be undertaken within and around structures. This is in 
stark contrast to the KTH huts where smoking was readily undertaken within structures, 
which indicates that men are likely to have changed their smoking behaviour when 
women and children were present. At all the huts, personal items formed small 
assemblage proportions, which is dissimilar to the all-male KTH huts, but not the huts 
probably occupied by a multi-gender mining party. Therefore, the Dolly’s Creek huts 
generally lack the signs of transient male-dominated assemblages, namely a dominance 
of personal, smoking, and firearm items. Instead, they are mainly comparable to 
Spude’s (2011:61) family model assemblages with large amounts of decorated dishes, 
beverage containers, and other household items, with the pub being more comparable to 
a saloon considering the amount of alcohol consumption. Whether domestic or 
commercial, the Dolly’s Creek huts were more family orientated than the KTH huts, but 
this provides a good comparison for the KTH multi-gender mining party huts 
suggesting the interpretation of their gender consistency is correct.    
This comparative discussion has helped demonstrate that the interpretations made about 
the functions of the KTH huts and their gender consistencies is as correct as possible 
given the available archaeological and historical evidence. It is now possible to provide 
an interpretation of the masculine and gender identities of each hut’s occupants by 
combining all the archaeological evidence from these sites: their structural nature; waste 
management strategies and levels of tidiness and order; and functional assemblages.    
I-F1: A Respectable Digger  
Many aspects of this hut indicate that it was the abode of a tidy and orderly digger who 
was concerned with cultivating a respectable identity. His hut was well-designed and 
constructed for occupation in an alpine climate. As a result of its deep platform cut and 
stone and earth construction it was well-insulated and waterproofed to provide a 
comfortable, dry, and warm shelter. This was doubly so after a tent, supported by a 
nailed timber framework, was provided as the roof and outer layer. His hearth was 
similarly well-built of stone and earth with a timber chimney fastened with nails that 
would have been well-insulated and weatherproof. This hut demonstrates that this 
digger was experienced, resourceful, adaptable, and prepared for the winter in a manner 
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consistent with a determined and hard-working ethic that was a principal element of a 
respectable identity.   
This digger utilised a strict waste management system that involved regular 
maintenance activities to keep residual primary refuse from accumulating and the 
interior tidy and orderly. All the waste generated during maintenance activities and 
other occupational activities, except meal remains, were discarded as adjacent or 
peripheral secondary refuse. Meal remains were discarded as primary refuse into the 
hearth as a form of refuse treatment. This system would have prevented any non-
flammable waste from accumulating in the hearth, maintaining its efficiency. This 
digger kept his hut interior tidy and orderly in accordance with the cultivation of a 
respectable identity.  
While this hut’s artefact assemblage displayed a small amount of evidence suggesting 
that this digger might have been Irish, the nature of this assemblage disproves the 
prejudice around this nationality expressed during the rush by British middle-class 
observers. Besides reinforcing the probability that this digger considered himself 
respectable, it also demonstrated that he was economical and thrifty as he readily reused 
and recycled items to improve his comfort. The most salient example of this behaviour 
was his recycling bottle lamp or candle shades, but the assemblage also included a wire 
hook and claypipe reuse. Despite this frugality, he wore out his clothes to the point that 
a utility garment was discarded as de facto refuse, indicating that perhaps personal 
appearance was not as important to his masculine identity as hut cleanliness. Otherwise, 
the assemblage generally conforms to the expanded miners’ inventory except for a 
greater amount of alcohol consumption and the possible presence of a teacup. The 
former may be linked to his bottle recycling or socialising considering that diggers 
preferred to drink in social circumstances. The presence of the latter supports this 
interpretation, considering that it demonstrates that he valued the ritual associated with 
tea and possibly the social dimension that comprised an important part of this 
conspicuous consumption. In all, this digger was attempting to, and largely succeeding 
in, meeting the ideal of the respectable digger, and while he was economical and thrifty, 
was prepared to indulge in some conspicuous consumption to further this image of 
himself, or remind himself of life at home.   
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I-F2: The Failed Hut of an Inexperienced Digger?  
This hut was the abode of a digger who was inexperienced and unprepared for the 
Kiandra climate. This is surprising considering that he was a mate or acquaintance of 
the I-F1 digger. The raised platform design and poor construction of this hut displays 
his laziness or inexperience and avoidance of hard work and lack of determination. This 
lack of effort quickly resulted in the hut’s structural failure and abandonment, perhaps 
as soon as the severe weather began. Unfortunately, this situation makes it difficult to 
ascertain much information about the occupant. Generally, his waste management 
strategy was similar to that in operation at I-F1, but the poor construction and washed 
out nature of the hearth deposit makes it difficult to draw any firm conclusions. His 
artefact assemblage is consistent with the basic miners’ inventory, but demonstrates 
some careless loss of valuable items, likely to have been caused by a quick 
abandonment, and some possible item recycling. The claypipes also suggest that the 
occupant was Irish, and if this was so and the occupant of I-F1 was also Irish, then these 
huts offer a stark comparison of the behaviour of individuals of this nationality 
demonstrating the complexity of identity at a goldrush. In this case, it could be argued 
that this individual more closely fits the stereotype of the disreputable drunken 
Irishman, except that no alcohol bottles were recovered. In essence, this hut’s failed 
nature demonstrates that this individual was unaccustomed to the hard and strenuous 
digger lifestyle, and despite some effort, was unable to meet the basic standards of this 
masculine identity. This does not, however, imply that this individual was disreputable, 
only that he failed the test to become a digger.  
II-F1: A ‘Flashy’ Individual 
This hut was occupied by a man with a slightly different masculine identity to those of 
the other diggers, and suggests that he may not have truly identified as a digger. There 
is also the possibility that this hut was occupied by a female as well, although the 
archaeological evidence makes it difficult to confirm this possibility. The most 
compelling evidence for a female presence is the two adornment items: a brooch and 
badge, which are possibly from female clothing, but it is also possible that they could 
belong to the clothing of a ‘flashy’ male. The similar positioning and relationship of II-
F1 to II-F2 to that of IV-F1 and IV-F2 also suggest that this hut was the abode of a 
couple who were part of a mining party that occupied II-F1 and II-F2. However, in 
contrast to IV-F1 and IV-F2, both II-F1 and II-F2 contained large numbers of clothing 
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items, and whole or partial garments discarded as de facto refuse, which indicate that no 
one was maintaining clothing among this mining party. Neither of the two hearths 
displays evidence of more intensive cooking that would have fed a party, nor was II-F1 
more carefully constructed or fitted out in a manner suggesting that it had been better 
prepared for the presence of a woman. As such, there is no compelling evidence to 
suggest that II-F2 was occupied by a female, although it was possible if she was 
cultivating a different feminine identity to that of the occupant of IV-F2. Therefore, the 
possibility that this hut was occupied by a female remains open, but its male occupant 
behaved in a manner that was not altogether consistent with digger masculinity.   
This different identity is apparent in this hut’s structure, where its initial design and 
execution was lacking, resulting in the hearth having to be remodelled so that it 
functioned more effectively. It is also possible that the wooden chimney, which featured 
a recycled barrel stack, also required the addition of external cladding, consisting of a 
recycled metal container and lid, to render it properly weatherproof, following initial 
poor construction. This hut design was basic, featuring no site preparation as it was 
constructed on a mostly level surface, while its tent was supported by a lashed 
framework and further anchored along two sides with stone. To improve its insulation 
its interior was cladded, while its floor was also partly paved, and a paved exterior 
vestibule also added. It was minimally prepared for winter occupation, at least in terms 
of weatherproofing, and the lack of insulation and hearth problems would have made it 
unsuitable for occupation in cold weather. Altogether, this hut’s design and construction 
display a lack of a hard-working ethic, determination, and preparation that may be a 
consequence of a lack of experience or a masculine identity unconcerned with the ideal 
of the respectable digger. 
The waste management strategy employed by this individual tends to support the latter 
possibility. Little residual primary refuse was found across the hut floor, but it is unclear 
if this is a result of a lack of excavation or the occurrence of regular maintenance 
activities. Nevertheless, a large amount of material was discarded as primary refuse in 
the hearth that mostly comprised large item portions, as well as some sweepings. 
However, most waste was discarded as adjacent or peripheral secondary refuse. As 
such, it is possible that this individual sought to keep his hut interior relatively tidy and 
orderly, but his preference for discarding refuse in the hearth would have ruined this 
effort. Much of the refuse was non-flammable and would have acted to fill this small 
hearth and hinder its further use. Considering that it was remodelled on top of the initial 
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phase of deposit and the second phase largely filled this feature it seems possible that it 
was never emptied during occupation. The preference for discarding waste in the hearth, 
and the possible refusal to empty it, by this individual indicate a laziness not in keeping 
with a respectable digger identity. This suggests that this individual was unconcerned 
with conforming to this ideal and may have favoured a different masculine identity.  
Several aspects of the artefact assemblage display further evidence of this possibility. 
While the majority of items were consistent with an expanded miners’ inventory, some 
items were superfluous, and others the result of the poor care taken of equipment. These 
former items comprise a teaspoon and those related to shaving, grooming, and clothing 
adornment. The latter items comprise a key, billy, teaspoon, mirror, straight razor, and 
two unidentifiable tools which were either broken or carelessly lost during occupation, 
as well as a worn out utility garment discarded as de facto refuse. This was especially 
the case with the straight razor, which as discussed above, was at least 30 years old, and 
indicates the disrespect this individual showed, for what should have been, treasured 
equipment. Despite this lack of thrift and economy there was a moderate amount of 
reuse and recycling including the recycled barrel chimney stack, metal container 
cladding, and wire hook. This suggests that while he was not frugal, he may have been 
resourceful and adaptable when necessary, and the lack of claypipe reuse supports this 
contention. Otherwise, this individual may also have drunk socially within his hut and 
considered the ritual associated with tea important and been of a colonial background.  
Overall, this individual may have been inexperienced with regard to hut construction, 
which suggests that he was a new chum still learning the ways of digger life. However, 
many other aspects suggest that he was unconcerned with conforming to the respectable 
digger ideal, which implies that he was either disreputable or trying to cultivate a 
different masculine identity. Considering the lack of alcohol consumption and the 
amount of evidence for this individual caring for his appearance, it seems unlikely he 
was attempting to cultivate a disreputable identity. In all, it is likely that he was either a 
new chum who could not adapt to the diggers’ lifestyle and ultimately abandoned this 
way of life, or was of a different occupation that involved a ‘slick’ or ‘flashy’ 
appearance and required a different masculine identity.   
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II-F2: An All-Male, Partly Respectable, Mining Party  
The evidence from this hut suggests that it was the abode of an all-male mining party 
who were not especially tidy and orderly and perhaps unconcerned with conforming to 
the ideal of the respectable digger. Their hut comprised a tent that lacked any stone or 
earth construction, with instead nailed timber framing and anchoring fulfilling this role. 
To compensate for the lack of insulation from stone and earth construction, the tent was 
instead clad, the floor cobbled, and a cobbled exterior vestibule added. It is unclear how 
effectively this would have insulated and weatherproofed the structure, especially from 
snow melt, and it is possible that this party were unprepared for winter occupation. To 
heat its large structure a long stone hearth was attached, that was moderately well-
constructed on a separate raised foundation platform. It was surmounted by a wooden 
chimney that did not include a recycled barrel or crate as a chimney stack. Despite it 
being situated on level ground, this site choice is suspect considering the lack of 
opportunities it provided for additional insulation and weatherproofing from a platform 
cut and earth and stone construction. The choice of timber construction over stone and 
earth suggests that these diggers did not consider how they could overwinter in the most 
comfort and, instead, conformed to normal hut construction protocol for temperate 
climates. This behaviour suggests that they lacked adaptability, determination, and a 
hard-working ethic that implies that they were not attempting to cultivate a respectable 
identity.  
The waste management system utilised at this hut supports this view. During occupation 
maintenance activities were carried out, but not to the extent that they prevented a 
moderate accumulation of residual primary and loss refuse. As none of these items were 
large they became lodged between stones in the cobbled floor, perhaps explaining why 
maintenance activities did not remove them. A relatively large amount of material was 
also discarded as primary refuse in the hearth, through both purposeful discard and 
disposal of sweepings. However, the majority of refuse was discarded in adjacent or 
peripheral secondary locations. These diggers discarded refuse in the hearth during 
colder weather in a lazy fashion that was perhaps incongruent with a truly respectable 
digger identity. They also failed to keep the floor clear of hazardous materials, 
indicating that they were not fully interacting with the ideal of the respectable digger.  
The artefact assemblage confirms this view to a degree, but at the same time adds some 
complicating factors. While these items were generally consistent with an expanded 
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diggers’ inventory and were being maintained and curated where they were valuable 
and portable, with the exception of a garment worn out during occupation, there was a 
large amount of reuse and recycling. The principal example of this was claypipe reuse, 
which indicated that all the diggers indulged in this behaviour. One shovel, and perhaps 
two, were recycled into coal shovels while several matchboxes may also have been 
reused. This suggests that these diggers were thrifty, as well as resourceful and 
adaptable to a degree that is not expressed in their hut construction. Other items suggest 
that they were also literate and drank in social settings. The claypipes also imply that 
they were of a colonial background. As such, while these diggers were not disreputable, 
they were not fully prepared for winter occupation, nor did they manage their hut in a 
fully tidy and orderly manner. However, they were economical, resourceful, and 
adaptive to a degree, as well as literate and social. Consequently, they negotiated their 
masculine identities against the ideal of the respectable digger in a manner which was 
consisted with their morals and values.  
III: A Respectable All-Male Mining Party 
Similar to II-F2, this hut was the abode of an all-male mining party who were not 
concerned with displaying a truly tidy and orderly appearance and were, thus, perhaps 
unconcerned with meeting the ideals of the respectable digger. Their hut featured a 
shallow platform with anchorage, utilising stone and earth, but otherwise this tent, 
which was supported by a lashed framework, lacked further insulation or 
weatherproofing; however, it did include a covered paved exterior vestibule. It was 
firmly secured, but of a simple design. Its hearth was large and well-built suggesting 
that it was designed to be the main heating source of this structure that otherwise lacked 
insulation. It featured a stone base and was topped with a wooden chimney, fastened 
with nails, which included a recycled barrel stack. Despite its simplicity this hut had 
some innovative elements, but overall it was likely to have been unsuitable for severe 
winter weather. Therefore, these diggers were somewhat unprepared, which questions 
their work ethic and determination and, consequently, their desire for a truly respectably 
digger identity. They may also have lacked experience in living in cold climates, but 
considered their masculine vigour strong enough to withstand the winter in this shelter.  
The waste management strategy utilised at this hut further reinforces this interpretation. 
While maintenance activities were undertaken, they were not carried out to a degree that 
prevented the accumulation of a moderate amount of residual primary refuse. A small 
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amount of primary refuse was also discarded in the hearth. This was likely to have been 
deliberate discard, rather than the disposal of sweepings. Therefore, the majority of 
refuse was discarded as adjacent or peripheral secondary refuse. Considering the size of 
this hearth, it could be expected to absorb a small amount of non-flammable refuse 
without impacting its serviceability. However, the accumulation of residual primary 
refuse, and particularly hazardous bottle glass, suggests that maintenance activities were 
not regular, or became infrequent towards the end of occupation. These diggers 
displayed some laziness in their behaviour, which suggests that they were not truly 
concerned with conforming to the ideal of the respectable digger, even though they 
embraced some elements of its desired behaviour.   
Generally, this hut’s artefact assemblage is consistent with the expanded miners’ 
inventory; however, there are some elements that indicate that these diggers had more 
complex masculine identities. The assemblage contains considerable evidence of thrift 
and economy in the form of reuse and recycling, with a barrel, coal shovel, and hook 
being recycled, and perhaps a matchbox and ink pot being reused, but this did not 
extend to claypipes. These diggers display evidence of resourcefulness, innovation, and 
adaptability. They also took pride in their appearance, perhaps owned spare clothes, and 
self-medicated with patent medicines, and perhaps alcohol. However, little clothing 
maintenance occurred with one utility garment being worn out and discarded as de facto 
refuse. Otherwise, some of the party were literate and they may also have been involved 
in social drinking. Finally, the claypipes suggest that these diggers may have been 
colonial or Scottish. In conclusion, these diggers were resourceful, innovative, 
adaptable, social, and maintained their appearance, but they were not fastidiously tidy 
and orderly, nor fully prepared for the winter. It is possible that they were a respectable 
party who did not stay over the severe winter months, or that they negotiated their 
identities in comparison to the respectable ideal in a manner which was in keeping with 
their values and morals.  
IV-F1 and IV-F2: An Experienced, Respectable Multi-Gender 
Mining Party  
Out of all miners’ huts only this partnered set display relatively definite evidence of a 
multi-gendered mining party. This evidence implies that IV-F2 was the abode of a 
woman who acted as cook and camp keeper for a mining party that occupied both huts 
and perhaps IV-F3 as well. She lived with a male companion while IV-F1 housed the 
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rest of the party. The structural nature of these two huts, and their spatial relationship, 
support this interpretation.  
IV-F1 was constructed on a shallow cut platform and anchored along its rear with stone. 
It featured a small amount of insulation and weatherproofing around its base, but the 
tent, supported by a lashed framework, was not clad to provide additional insulation. 
However, it had a large covered paved exterior vestibule. Its hearth was relatively well-
constructed of stone with a firebox and surmounted by a wooden chimney. 
Consequently, this hut featured a simple design which implies that these miners were 
unprepared for the winter weather. This indicates that they lacked experience with this 
climate and were perhaps not possessed of a truly hard-working ethic and 
determination, although it is also possible that they perceived their masculine vigour to 
be tough enough to withstand the weather in this inadequate shelter.   
The IV-F2 hut was similar in design except for some improvements to possibly cater for 
the presence of a woman. This included interior cladding added to the calico tent, which 
was supported by a nailed framework, which would have improved the hut’s insulation. 
Considering that this woman probably spent the majority of her time at the hut, this 
extra comfort would have been especially necessary. The stone hearth was of the same 
firebox design, except that it may have been purposefully made semi-circular in shape 
to accommodate a Dutch oven. This would have been required to efficiently provide 
meals for a large mining party. This hearth was surmounted by a wooden chimney that 
did not feature recycled materials. However, in contrast to IV-F1, this hut was not 
provided with a paved exterior vestibule, which suggests that either it did not require an 
area to store equipment or that the occupant was not expected to be regularly wet and 
dirty and require an area to remove clothing. Overall, this hut was more specialised 
towards the presence of a female cook and tent keeper. This suggests that this mining 
party provided additional comfort for its female member in a manner which was 
consistent with respectable identity.  
Similar waste management strategies operated at both huts that demonstrate that this 
mining party had a more complex interaction with respectability. In both cases, regular 
maintenance activities were carried out, but did not prevent the accumulation of 
moderate levels of residual primary refuse, especially at IV-F1. Small amounts of 
primary refuse were discarded in the hearth, stemming from deliberate discard and the 
disposal of sweepings, while the majority of refuse was deposited as adjacent or 
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peripheral secondary refuse. As such, these huts were kept relatively tidy and orderly by 
the occupants or camp keeper, with regular maintenance activities becoming more 
infrequent towards the end of occupation. However, there were signs of laziness in this 
regime, more so in the diggers’ hut than the woman’s, which was perhaps linked to 
periods of colder weather. This mining party, and perhaps more especially its female 
member, desired a tidy and orderly environment consistent with a respectable identity. 
However, circumstances may not have permitted the full achievement of this desire, 
considering the workload she would have carried, cooking and cleaning for several men 
in severe circumstances.   
The artefact assemblages generally support this desire for respectability by the mining 
party, who were perhaps colonial or Scottish. All items are consistent with the expanded 
miners’ inventory and those that were valuable and portable were maintained and 
curated where possible. This maintenance especially extended to clothing to the degree 
that few fasteners and no garments were discarded at the huts. This suggests that this 
party was particular with their possessions in a manner which implies that they were 
generally careful and orderly. However, there is little evidence of reuse and recycling at 
either hut with only a small amount of claypipe reuse and the possibility of a matchbox 
being reused at IV-F1. As such, this mining party were not thrifty, or resourceful and 
adaptive, in the same manner as the diggers from I-F1, II-F2, and III. Otherwise, the 
assemblage indicated that the party was involved in deep lead mining, perhaps 
explaining their greater number and the presence of a dedicated cook and camp keeper. 
This may explain their greater apparent gold management, suggesting that they were a 
more experience and dedicated mining party. They also had a tendency for socialising at 
both huts and self-medication at IV-F2 which may be linked to the female presence, 
either through her consumption or influence. Overall, while this mining party displays 
evidence of experience, they are not economical and thrifty in the same manner as the 
diggers’ huts, suggesting that perhaps they were better off and their involvement in deep 
lead mining, which would have required capital, supports this interpretation. As part of 
their experience they attempted to cultivate a respectable identity, perhaps mainly 
through the agency and effort of the female party member, and succeeded to a large 
extent accept in the period leading up to abandonment.   
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IV-F3: A Thoughtful, Respectable All-Male Mining Party  
This hut was the abode of several diggers who were organised and tidy and interacted 
with the ideal of the respectable digger. Their hut was well-designed and constructed 
and featured a deep platform cut and stone retaining walls to provide additional 
insulation and weatherproofing. However, while the tent structure was supported by a 
lashed framework, it was not cladded to provide extra insulation. The hearth was of a 
hybrid, paved base and firebox design, which was constructed to combine the 
advantages of both types and was topped with a wooden chimney. Overall, this hut 
design shows several progressive decisions by the occupants to improve its suitability 
for an alpine climate which indicates that they were concerned with their health and 
comfort to prevent illnesses affecting their work and productivity. They were likely to 
have been hard-working, determined, and attempting to cultivate a respectable identity.  
These diggers utilised a waste management strategy that involved regular maintenance 
activities to prevent all but a small accumulation of residual primary refuse. Instead, the 
majority of refuse was discarded as adjacent or peripheral secondary refuse, while a 
moderate, diverse range of material was deposited as primary refuse in the hearth 
through both deliberate discard and the deposition of sweepings. Considering the partial 
firebox hearth design, depositing refuse in this manner did not irrevocably damage its 
serviceability as it would have taken a long time to fill. While this deposition may have 
been caused by the occupants’ laziness and unwillingness to venture outside in the cold 
weather to properly dispose of refuse, it nevertheless indicates that they were acting to 
keep the hut interior tidy and orderly in a manner in keeping with a desire for a 
respectable digger identity.  
This artefact assemblage generally supports this contention as it contains many items 
that would be congruous with this image. The assemblage is consistent with the 
expanded miners’ inventory and all valuable and portable items were maintained and 
curated where possible. An exception is a utility garment that wore out and was 
discarded as de facto refuse. These diggers also cared for their appearance, partook of 
social drinking, perhaps smoked a different type of tobacco, managed their gold, were 
literate, and utilised horse transport. Considering this evidence it is possible that they 
were perhaps middle-class, or from the upper working-class, and while participating in 
the rush had conformed to the ideals of respectable digger identity. The most suggestive 
item for this possibility was a more decorative shanked button that may have been a 
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cufflink or fastener from a non-work related jacket. These diggers may have attempted 
to dress up on Sundays unlike many others. In accordance with the other aspects of 
thoughtful design, this assemblage also displays a highly probable instance of shovel 
recycling that would suggest a desire for frugality, although there are no definite 
instances of reuse and recycling, except a small amount of claypipe reuse. However, it 
is possible that the matchboxes, tobacco tins, and ink pot had all been reused at some 
point. In all, these diggers were likely concerned with cultivating a respectable digger 
identity, despite being lazy in some respects of their housekeeping, but their overall hut 
design and use of material culture displays evidence of thoughtfulness and preparation. 
V: A ‘Premier’ Restaurant  
Historically, restaurants were commonly run by women and the possibility that this 
establishment was one such example should not be discounted even though there is no 
definite evidence for this interpretation. Ascertaining the gender of the owners and staff 
of this establishment was problematic considering the amount of material that was 
discarded by its digger clientele. While this assemblage contained a mirror, the presence 
of these items at the miners’ huts demonstrates that they were used by men, and as such 
they cannot be associated with a female presence in this instance. In contrast, the 
presence of the two perfume bottles is more ambiguous and may be evidence of a 
female occupant. Consequently, the possibility that the owners and staff were female or 
multi-gendered remains open. Irrespective of their gender, these businesspeople had 
some apparent desire for a respectable or genteel identity, but the prosperity of their 
business forestalled these desires to an extent.  
The restaurant structure was reasonably well-designed and constructed to provide 
comfort for its owners and clientele, and present a superior image. It was situated in a 
separate, but central, location isolated from the miners’ huts, in a manner that expressed 
its desire to be the diggers’ premier social space. The hut was placed on a deep cut 
platform and featured low rendered stone foundation walls, a paved floor, and a large, 
partitioned, rendered stone hearth. A tent, supported by a nailed framework, with 
interior cladding, was placed on top of these foundation walls, while a wooden chimney 
with a recycled barrel stack and exterior recycled metal container cladding surmounted 
the hearth. In this way, the structure was designed to provide considerable insulation 
and weatherproofing. Its hearth, with its two separate workspaces, one for frying and 
boiling and the other for an oven, were important elements of this business’s function. 
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Overall, this business was designed and constructed to present a respectable appearance 
and display the social status of its owners. However, its popularity and poor foundations 
resulted in its floor subsiding and having to be repaired, which would have negatively 
affected this business, its appearance, and the social standing of its owners and staff.  
Despite its initial respectable appearance the continued heavy use of the restaurant 
generated a large quantity of waste which prevented the owners and staff from meeting 
the same levels of tidiness and order as occupation continued. During this time a waste 
management strategy was attempted that involved some level of maintenance activities, 
but this failed to prevent a large accumulation of varied residual primary refuse. It is 
likely that the poor condition of the floor added to this accumulation. A large and varied 
amount of material was also discarded as primary refuse in the hearth through both 
direct deposition and disposal of sweepings. A large amount of refuse was also 
deposited as adjacent secondary refuse, which principally comprised whole bottles, as 
well as a variety of other waste. While some attempts were made to keep the interior 
clean and tidy the level of business made it relatively impossible to deal with the 
generated refuse in a manner that could continue to present a respectable appearance. 
Overtime, the amount of refuse outside the entrance, and increasingly across the floor 
and in the hearth, would have created a disreputable appearance, but the necessary 
function this establishment filled probably allowed it to continue in operation 
regardless. Thus, once this business became profitable and successful it may have 
dropped the serious attempts to maintain its respectability through regular cleaning and 
efficient discard of refuse.   
Much of the artefact assemblage is consistent with the restaurant’s function and the 
presence of a large body of ever-changing digger clientele eating, drinking, and 
smoking in a confined space. However, particular aspects also demonstrate some facets 
of the gender identities of the owners and staff. For instance, despite their higher 
economic status they indulged in reuse and recycling to meet their needs, and as a way 
to utilise the waste they generated. This included the recycled metal containers and 
barrel used in the chimney construction, the recycled strapping hook, and possible reuse 
of matchboxes and bottles. While a vast amount of consumable containers were 
discarded on site, generally, valuable, portable, and occupationally related items were 
absent, except where broken, indicating that they were maintained and curated when 
possible. The economic prosperity of these businesspeople, or their particular 
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respectable (or genteel) identities, did not result in them discarding usable items in a 
thriftless manner.  
The evidence suggests that this establishment served a dual purpose: the serving of 
food, with diggers possibly bringing their own tableware, in the evenings and then a 
period of drinking and smoking in a more social atmosphere afterwards. This would 
explain the large amounts of alcohol bottles and claypipes, and relatively small amounts 
of preserved foods, condiments, and tableware. In this context, it is possible that the 
small amount of ceramic tableware was used by the owners and that this conspicuous 
consumption was a part of establishing their social standing and respectable identity. 
The owners and staff were also concerned with their personal appearance and 
maintained their clothing so that only a small amount of fasteners were lost from their 
clothing during occupation. However, the possible fasteners lost from their clothing, 
including a cufflink and uniform type buttons, suggests that the male personnel may 
have been dressed in more genteel clothing. The owners and staff also self-medicated 
with ointments and patent medicines, and perhaps alcohol as well. They provided their 
establishment with lighting, managed their gold, and utilised horse transport for their 
equipment and supplies. Overall, despite a relatively untidy and disorderly appearance 
that must had developed during occupation at what was originally an impressive, 
decorated hut, the owner and staff behaved in a manner somewhat consistent with a 
respectable identity. Considering their care of appearance, possible use of ceramic 
tableware, and appearance of their hut, it is possible that they were middle-class and had 
aspirations to gentility.   
VI: A Genteel Jeweller  
This hut was the abode of a jeweller who was probably middle-class and tidy and 
orderly in keeping with his desired genteel masculine identity. His hut was well-
designed and constructed to provide a warm, dry, and comfortable environment and the 
spaces and conditions necessary for the successful carrying out of his profession. Its site 
was well chosen and its deep platform cut, stone foundation walls, paved floor, and 
small stone hearth located on the uphill side would have provided a great deal of 
insulation and weatherproofing. A tent, supported by a nailed framework, was 
positioned over this base while its hearth was surmounted by a timber chimney with a 
recycled barrel stack. The interior was fitted out with a counter to separate the interior 
into a customer area and workspace, while its entrance featured an exterior cobbled, 
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covered vestibule. The interior workspace included a workbench or table, as well as the 
specially designed hearth with its sloped rear wall and stone equipment rests. This hut 
demonstrates that this businessman was well-prepared for the winter weather and to 
successfully carry out his business in a manner which indicates that he was ambitious, 
determined, and hard-working.  
The waste management strategy he employed also demonstrates these aspects of his 
character. During occupation, regular maintenance activities were conducted that 
prevented all but a small amount of residual primary refuse from accumulating. In 
contrast, a large amount of material was discarded in the hearth as primary refuse, 
comprising mainly the disposal of sweepings, but some deliberate discard as well. 
However, the majority of waste was deposited as adjacent or peripheral secondary 
refuse. This businessman strove to keep his hut interior tidy and orderly, but was not 
beyond discarding inappropriate sweepings in the hearth in a lazy fashion, perhaps 
during colder weather. This behaviour was definitely in keeping with a desire for a 
genteel masculine identity, perhaps tempered slightly by the severe alpine conditions.  
The artefact assemblage, while being generally consistent with this hut’s function, also 
displays several facets of the desired genteel identity of the jeweller. Despite his greater 
economic resources, he did reuse and recycle a range of items, including the chimney 
barrel stack, two hooks, and probably several matchboxes. This suggests some 
resourcefulness and adaptability on his behalf, but the manner in which he discarded 
several possibly usable pieces of equipment as de facto refuse indicates that he was not 
thrifty and could afford to do this and replace them later. The manner in which he lost 
his oil cup, a potentially significant piece of equipment for his trade, also supports this 
contention. He also indulged in conspicuous consumption to demonstrate his social 
standing and genteel masculinity with the purchase of higher quality ink and a teaware 
set. While he utilised a tin dish as a plate, the use of this teaware set indicates that he 
partook in the ritual associated with this beverage and likely the social engagements 
among similarly socially positioned businessmen. Perhaps most importantly he did not 
smoke, demonstrating that he avoided this ‘vice’ in accordance with a genteel masculine 
identity, but he did partake in social drinking with his social equals in his private space. 
He also self-medicated with patent medicines and perhaps alcohol, maintained his 
clothing and appearance, and utilised horse transport. From this, it is clearly apparent 
that this jeweller was attempting to cultivate a genteel masculine identity and move in 
social circles that largely excluded diggers, except for perhaps the more respectable 
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individuals, and, instead, focussed on building relationships with likeminded 
businessmen.   
Summary 
This chapter has presented the final stages of evidence from the artefact analysis of the 
hut assemblages that has allowed interpretations and conclusions to be made about the 
genders of their occupants. Generally, the KTH population was mostly male, but there 
is fairly definite evidence at two huts that they were the abode of a mining party with a 
female member. Likewise it is also possible that one of the occupants of II-F2 and the 
restaurant owners were also female. This analysis has demonstrated that there was 
probably a small, but significant, female population at KTH during the goldrush and this 
finding has allowed this research to investigate goldrush femininity to a small degree 
along with the masculinity of diggers and businessmen. The conclusions arrived at 
concerning gender identity at KTH are presented in the next chapter, along with 
suggestions for future research on the topics explored in this research: goldrush 
archaeology and the study of masculinity in Australian historical archaeology.  
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Chapter 8: Conclusion 
The two primary objectives of this research were to further the development of studies 
of goldrushes and masculinity in Australian historical archaeology.  
On the topic of goldrushes this research revealed a wide range of information on the life 
of these events utilising the rich historical and archaeological evidence available for the 
Kiandra Goldrush. The historical account displayed the chaotic and ever-changing 
nature of goldrushes, as well as how more permanent occupation could quickly 
crystallise out of a transient lifestyle. It also illustrated how climatic and environmental 
conditions played important roles in the formation and development of goldrushes and 
ultimately goldfields. While this history provided a holistic picture of the Kiandra 
Goldrush, the archaeology allowed an in-depth examination of the everyday lives of 
miners and businesspeople who together formed the core population. This investigation 
showed how their transient lifestyles incorporated more permanent settlement strategies 
in the contexts of winter occupation and habitation in colder and wetter climates. These 
strategies revolved around a basic set of material culture that could be expanded in a 
manner that did not compromise a miner’s mobility, but did provide better comfort and 
shelter from the elements, while being efficient and inexpensive. They involved heavy 
exploitation of local building materials and the reuse and recycling of wooden and metal 
containers used for essential supplies. Finally, this research also demonstrated how 
miners and businesspeople abandoned their sites and excess material culture in a way 
that was congruent with their morals, values, and gender identities. In this manner, this 
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research illustrated how an archaeological analysis focussing on social phenomena can 
provide a range of information that vastly improves our overall understanding of these 
events.   
On the topic of masculinity this research has investigated the KTH miners’ camp 
through the lens of gender, and specifically with a view to examining the masculine 
identities of the diggers and businessmen who participated in this rush. Primarily it 
demonstrated that diggers’ masculine identities were most often constructed and 
maintained in negotiation with the ideal of the respectable digger, while those of 
businessmen were constructed and maintained in reference to ideals of masculine 
gentility. Consequently, for diggers the hegemonic masculine identity within their 
community was that of the respectable digger, but it was difficult to meet the standards 
of this ideal given the isolation and hardships met with at this goldrush. Similarly, 
despite the rough lifestyle, the hegemonic masculine identity among businessmen was 
the genteel man.  
While genteel businessmen saw themselves as being the hegemonic masculinity within 
the mining community (perhaps apart from the Gold Commissioners, but not the police) 
since they held economic and social power, diggers had different perceptions of this 
relationship. Instead, diggers considered respectable diggers to be the pinnacle of 
masculine hierarchies, with commissioners, police, and businessmen being parasites and 
obstacles who often hindered or obstructed their individual success, unless they were 
particularly well-respected individuals. However, it was impossible for Gold 
Commissioners, police, or businessmen to please all elements of the mining population 
with their conduct. Within goldrush communities there were three different sets of 
masculine hierarchies in competition: one within the digger community, one within the 
business community, and another within the small circle of government officials. 
Members of these sets all perceived their particular ideal masculine identity as being the 
hegemonic one to which all others were submissive. A goldrush society was chaotic in 
nature due to its cosmopolitan population, the variability in masculine identities, and the 
freedom for individual expression it provided. This made normal colonial masculine 
hierarchies fluid and competitive. Goldrushes were communities in flux which provided 
opportunities for different social groups to assume power. While establishment of 
government rule should have diminished these opportunities for power, the ineptitude of 
Gold Commissioners meant it was always possible for diggers or businessmen to be the 
real power at a goldrush, and then a goldfield.  
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At goldrushes the feminine identities of women were largely similar to those of women 
within wider colonial society and were dictated by the close association between 
femininity and domesticity. However, due to the masculine dominance of these events 
historically and archaeologically it is especially difficult to ascertain the perspectives of 
female rush participants. Generally, the masculine historical accounts view women in a 
patriarchal manner and considered them to be under the rule of men, for good or ill, and 
subject to their authority. Where women chose not to conform to these roles they were 
treated with contempt, pity, or as curiosities. Similarly, men who could not rule their 
women were considered to be disreputable or weak and not fit to be admitted to full 
manhood. Goldrush masculine society was overwhelmingly patriarchal, and even 
despairing and critical of the presence of women at these events – they saw woman’s 
place as within the home, which was usually elsewhere, but sometimes within 
households at these settlements. What evidence there is of women’s perspectives 
indicates that they saw goldrushes differently. Some saw their presence as an imposition 
and wished to be elsewhere, established in more comfortable circumstances, while 
others clearly saw goldrushes as an opportunity to better their prospects either through 
mining or business. Consequently, some women were committed to the patriarchal 
model, but could exert their influence on their husbands, partners, or families, to have a 
lifestyle suitable to their morals, values, and feminine identities. Others were keener to 
assert themselves and perhaps cast off the yoke of patriarchy, and take the opportunities 
provided by the chaotic environment to behave as they wished and seize their own 
fortune and chances free from the dominance of men. 
Although goldrushes were male-dominated events focussed on the construction and 
maintenance of patriarchy, it was possible for men and women to work in close 
harmony towards the common goal of bettering their fortunes. From the male 
perspective it was sometimes acceptable to lean on the support of women to achieve 
their desires of independence and breadwinning status. Similarly, for women it was 
sometimes acceptable for them to participate in goldrush life as miners or 
businesspeople to assist the men in their lives, or for their own benefit, in order to 
enhance their prospects and those of their families. However, generally men saw 
participating in a goldrush as a short-term event aimed at making as much money as 
possible in the shortest time necessary and then returning home. In this goal men had 
little requirement for an accompanying female presence, and instead, wives, daughters, 
and female relatives could remain at home to manage family affairs for the short period 
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the men were away. But men often failed to meet the simple objectives of this goal and 
could be forced to return home failures to destitute families or miserable prospects, or 
simply became lost and wayward in the continued migration to the next goldrush.  
Overall, in its archaeological exploration of the gender roles and identities of the 
inhabitants of KTH, and on a broader scale the participants in the Kiandra Goldrush 
who recorded their experiences, this research has made a number of conclusions about 
digger masculinity, miner femininity, and the gender identities of businesspeople, and 
these conclusions are summarised in the following sections. 
Digger Masculinity 
This research has demonstrated that digger masculinity was a far more complicated and 
dynamic process than the historical accounts imply. While the historical accounts 
indicate that there was a spectrum of masculinities ranging from respectable to 
disreputable diggers, the archaeological evidence from the miners’ huts demonstrated 
that diggers negotiated their identities primarily with respect to the ideal of the 
respectable digger. Diggers chose what elements of this ideal fitted in with their 
outlook, morals, and values and highlighted these aspects over other characteristics. 
Only in one case was a digger clearly attempting to meet most, or all, of the ideal 
characteristics, while at the other huts diggers were selective about the aspects they 
valued. The one most often neglected was cleanliness and this was often a consequence 
of the severe weather forcing alterations to the normal behaviours of hut occupants. This 
suggests that most of these diggers would have behaved in a more respectable manner 
in a warmer climate.  
While the historical record of the Kiandra Goldrush clearly describes the presence and 
behaviour of disreputable diggers, they were closely aligned with the commercial 
centres, particularly Camp Town. Disreputableness was particularly manifest during the 
late summer and early autumn and the spring and early summer of 1860. It is highly 
likely that the disreputable population abandoned the field over the winter, and only 
more serious and respectable miners remained. Consequently, as the archaeology of 
KTH clearly relates to the winter occupation of this camp, it is no surprise that it 
displays only evidence of respectable behaviour of varying degrees. This suggests that 
while disreputable diggers were associated with all manner of poor and criminal 
behaviour at goldrushes they were also the most transient portion of the population. The 
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core society of miners who held more respectable standards in accordance with the 
values of wider society formed the critical mass of the Kiandra Goldrush and furthered 
its development and progress. These diggers were probably experienced and 
participated conscientiously in these events to further their dreams of independence and 
successful manhood. While the majority left their families at home with the intention of 
returning in a few months, some were also accompanied by their wives or female 
relatives or companions who experienced the Kiandra Goldrush in their own ways in 
accordance with their own feminine identities.  
In conclusion, while the historical record strongly suggests that the diggers at Kiandra 
only behaved badly, the archaeological analysis of their lifestyles and masculine 
identities has demonstrated that the core population largely viewed themselves as 
respectable.  
Among working-class, and to a degree middle-class, men, becoming a digger was a 
socially acceptable manner of achieving independence, successful manhood, or 
providing for their families. By 1860 colonial society had largely become inured to 
goldrushes and saw them as a normal facet of life that provided great opportunities, but 
with a large accompanying risk. For men this included failing as a man, being seen as 
weak and unsuccessful, becoming separated from family and loved ones, and ultimately 
becoming lost, dissolute, and disreputable. However, there were also the tremendous 
possibilities of success, independence, manhood, and a better and happy life. These two 
extremes perhaps only represent the experiences of the minority who participated in 
these events. From the historical records the majority of diggers who visited Kiandra 
returned home disappointed, perhaps a little worse off or a little better off than before. 
In later years, the rough journey to Kiandra and the experiences of the harsh and severe 
climate would become adventures that they could relive and relate to friends and family 
as demonstrations of their manhood, whether or not they were successful in their 
digging life. Ultimately, for many men participation in a goldrush was merely a way of 
fast-tracking their social and masculine status within colonial society. Despite 
goldrushes having their own culture, the people who participated were still influenced 
by the dreams and desires of normal colonial life, and for many men this included being 
independent and respectable. Therefore, it is not surprising that they behaved in 
accordance with these ideals when they were serious in attaining them.    
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Miner Femininity  
Despite the initial expectations about KTH based on the historical evidence and lack of 
female related artefacts, this research has found tantalising evidence of the presence of 
women at this camp. This was uncovered using a holistic view of the hut assemblages 
and how they compared and contrasted against each other, as well as how huts were 
positioned relative to each other within groups. With this approach it was demonstrated 
that IV-F2 was likely the abode of a digger and female miner involved in a relationship, 
who were part of a larger mining party. This female miner acted as a cook and camp 
keeper for this mining party and in doing so acted in accordance with traditional 
domestic female roles. However, this is not to say that she did not exert agency within 
this party, as it was evident that she cared for and maintained the party’s clothing and 
attempted to ensure that they presented a respectable appearance, probably in 
accordance with her own ideals and principles.  
Based on a comparison with this evidence, it is possible that a similar situation existed 
at II-F1. However, there were definitely not the same indications of femininity at this 
hut. Instead, there were two decorative clothing items that may indicate a female 
presence and evidence of a ‘flashier’ masculine presence that suggest a possibly 
different type of couple relationship. If a woman was present, she must have had a very 
different set of values to that of the female miner of IV-F2, as there was no evidence of 
her agency in this possible mining party nor any attempt by her to act in a traditional 
nurturing or domestic role. The possible presence of this woman demonstrated that 
femininity among miners embraced a range of identities, similar to that of masculinity. 
Women negotiated with hegemonic ideals of femininity and carved their own individual 
identities out of these concepts in accordance with their own values and morals, and 
probably the situations they found themselves in.  
Businessperson Gender Identity  
At the two commercial huts the gender identities of businesspeople displayed evidence 
of being primarily related to middle-class gentility. The principal example of this was 
the jeweller who showed an adherence to this ideology and a yearning for a genteel 
masculine identity through many aspects of his material culture. His constructions of 
masculine identity were not obscured by a deluge of customers, which was the case at 
the restaurant. Because of this situation the gender identities of the restaurant owners 
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and staff remain unclear based on the archaeological evidence, but it is possible that 
they were multi-gendered. The male staff members were also possibly attired in more 
genteel clothing, which suggested their masculine identities were strongly linked to 
their occupation. A similar situation existed at the jeweller’s hut considering the care 
and pride exhibited in its design, construction, maintenance, and abandonment. 
Therefore, businessmen’s masculine identities were centred on their occupations and 
social standing within the business community, and these values were firmly associated 
with gentility. The way in which businessmen utilised conspicuous consumption as 
evidenced by ceramic tableware and teaware, higher quality products, and personal 
hygiene also suggested that social interaction within their circles was an important 
element of establishing a genteel masculine identity.  
Overall, similar to miners, businesspeople primarily participated in goldrushes to 
improve their financial prospects. They viewed their stays at these events as temporary, 
but they were far more likely to move quickly towards some kind of permanence than 
miners. This was partly the result of establishing social status and custom in this 
situation, but also of providing a comfortable environment for themselves and their 
customers. Generally, women were just as common within this social group as among 
mining parties, although, businesswomen were more historically visible than their miner 
counterparts. However, while businessmen were commonly the first to arrive and settle 
at a goldrush, their penchant for more permanent buildings and investment in a field’s 
development meant that female family members were more prone to quickly join them. 
Overtime, as a goldrush became a goldfield, it is likely that the female population 
among businesspeople increased faster that that among miners.  
The evidence from the KTH huts indicated that masculine and feminine identities 
among businesspeople were concerned more with gentility and establishing social status 
in order to earn commercial success. If commercial success was achieved then the 
appearance of huts might be neglected, principally because it was no longer a primary 
concern. By negotiating their gender identities in relation to gentility, businesspeople 
were concerned not only with establishing their social status within their own group, but 
also in differentiating themselves from their miner clientele. In this manner, they sought 
to establish the primacy, power, and privilege of their social group and it is unclear to 
what extent respectable miners would have been ‘admitted’ into these social circles.  
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Future Directions 
This research has demonstrated the utility and importance of studies of male gender and 
masculinity to Australian historical archaeology and has displayed how future studies 
can be successfully conducted. While studying femininity, masculinity, and childhood is 
important to our understanding of the past, perhaps the best way forward for further 
investigations of gender and age at Australian sites is to attempt to explore them 
interrelatedly on domestic sites. The study of gender and age groups has previously 
been conducted where it has been most possible to single-out a particular group. These 
studies have shown much about particular gender and age groups, but the next step must 
be to fully integrate these approaches into a holistic study of a household and its gender 
and age dynamics and relationships. Concepts and ideals of masculinity, femininity, and 
childhood are all constructed in relation to each other and only in situations where these 
dynamics can be seen and studied can more nuanced discoveries be made about past 
colonial societies in Australia. 
In terms of goldrush archaeology and the everyday lives of miners and businesspeople, 
there are several obvious next steps in investigating these events and their social and 
gender dynamics. Firstly, at Kiandra an examination of the lives and material culture of 
the Gold Commissioners and police during the goldrush would provide an interesting 
comparison to the archaeology of KTH and an understanding of a broader spectrum of 
goldrush society. Excavations conducted at the Gold Commissioner’s camp at Kiandra 
have unearthed a large range of material (Farrington, 2008), but a full analysis has not 
been completed. While excavations at KTH resulted in the investigation of two business 
premises, there were a larger range of commercial enterprises in the Township and 
Camp Town that could provide important information on how other, more prominent, 
businesspeople lived in goldrush situations and how different their lives were to miners’ 
lives. Finally, in terms of the string of gold discoveries through Victoria and NSW 
during the late 1850s and early 1860s, Kiandra marked an important new beginning 
after the colossal failure of the Port Curtis rush in 1858 (Carrington, 1959). Kiandra, 
despite its failure, reinvigorated gold mining in NSW and began a new migration to the 
major discoveries at Lambing Flat and then the Lachlan during 1860 and 1861. It would 
be especially interesting to follow this goldrush migration archaeologically and 
investigate whether the patterns of miners’ and businesspeople’s lifestyles and gender 
identities observable at Kiandra continue at these rushes. For many men, Kiandra was 
just one step on a new journey of digger or goldrush life that was an important element 
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in their masculine dreams and identities. Following their goldrush journeys could 
provide an expansive picture of the progression or evolution of men’s lives during this 
time and the relationships they had with their families while following the diggers’ life.   
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Appendix 1: The Kiandra Goldrush 
In order to provide a historical context in which to interpret the archaeology of KTH 
and other Goldrush sites at Kiandra this Appendix provides a detailed historical account 
of the Goldrush from late 1859 to early 1861 when it had truly failed. This account is 
based on the primary sources available for this event. These sources principally take the 
form of the reports in the main Sydney newspapers: The Sydney Morning Herald 
(SMH) and The Empire (EMP) which devoutly covered the events of the rush through 
1860 and early 1861 in the form of letters from diggers and businesspeople; 
correspondent reports; accounts of government business; and editorials. These two 
papers have been selected as they were the main newspapers in the colony and also 
consistently reproduced news items of interest from regional papers and, as such, they 
provide a good coverage of all the relevant reporting about the rush in the colony. In 
this manner they also provide additional coverage of Kiandra‟s own newspaper The 
Alpine Pioneer and Kiandra Advertiser which operated from the 3rd August 1860 to the 
29 March 1861, but for which, unfortunately, only 16 issues are extant between August 
and December 1860.
 1
 Other newspapers from the surrounding regional towns have also 
been used were available and appropriate. Besides these newspapers several diaries or 
memoirs are available which supplement the newspaper accounts through the 
recounting of everyday life and affairs on the field. Other important historical sources 
for the rush come from correspondence and reports prepared by the government 
officials at the rush for the colonial government in Sydney. Taken together all these 
sources have contributed to creating a detailed month by month account of the 
Goldrush.  
The Kiandra Goldrush  
The discovery of gold in the Snowy Mountains of NSW has its roots in two different 
preceding events within the colony. The first was the economic downtrend or stagnation 
of the colony in the late 1850s which led the Legislative Assembly to try and stimulate 
the economy through the discovery of a new goldfield. As a spur to encourage this 
discovery they voted £3000 as a reward for the discovery of a new payable goldfield.
2
 
The late 1850s had seen the NSW goldfields stagnate, especially in comparison to 
Victoria, with their lack of company and co-operative operations and mechanical 
                                                 
1
 Sydney Morning Herald (SMH) 20 March 1861, Page 3 
2
 SMH 13 March 1860, Page 5 
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advances preventing the known fields from fully developing into a permanent form.
3
 
This was apparently partly the result of government legislation, including the gold duty, 
which left the goldfields to become the refuge of the surplus unskilled labour of the 
colony, who worked them on a limited extent for small profits.
4
 Consequently, qualified 
individuals and enterprise that could bring capital and scientific methods to the fields to 
extend and develop them for huge profits were unable to do so.
5
 The failed rush to the 
Fitzroy in 1858 also severely impacted the NSW goldfields as many diggers lost all 
their funds in the disaster, which also redistributed much of the population to the newer 
fields at the expense of the old established ones.
6
 The second event was the geological 
surveys of the Reverend Clark across southeast NSW in the early 1850s. In 1851-1852 
he discovered traces of gold in many of the creeks draining from the east and northwest 
slopes of the Snowy Mountains which suggested that there were further deposits in the 
mountains.
7
 Over the rest of the 1850s this suggestion, and later the reward for a new 
payable goldfield, led to serious prospecting in the mountains that resulted in the 
discovery of a rich deposit at Kiandra in 1859.  
However, as to whom it was that made this discovery there are several conflicting 
accounts, but it appears certain that for years previous to the Kiandra rush stockmen 
grazing their cattle in the area during the summer spent their spare time prospecting the 
local creeks and rivers.
8
 According to the dominant historical narrative it was two 
stockmen, David and Joseph Pollock, who grazed their stock in the Kiandra area during 
the summer months that made the discovery.
9
 Apparently, in early 1859 they found a 
large quantity of gold in Bullocks Head Creek, near its junction with the Eucumbene 
River, to the north of what would become the Township of Kiandra. In June on their 
way to their winter station on the Murray they reported their find at Tumbarumba. This 
report led J. J. Wright, a Queanbeyan storekeeper, to send three prospectors, Gillon, 
Grice and Haynes, to the locality in the spring to substantiate the claim.
10
 They reported 
finding payable gold in Pollock‟s Gully to the south of the original find in November 
which sparked the initial local rush to Kiandra.  
                                                 
3
 SMH 9 January 1860, Page 1 
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 SMH 9 January 1860, Page 1 
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 Clarke, 1860:215-218; Empire (EMP) 13 March 1860, Page 7.  
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 Moye, 1959:11; Smith, 1997:26-29; Stegemann, 1980:1; Warren-Smith, 1991:36-37. 
9
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Unfortunately, the comments of James Pollock (who might be the Joseph mentioned 
above) during the Goldrush contradict this account. These comments come from a 
meeting that was held at Kiandra on the 12th March 1860 to assess the claims of the 
several parties who wished to claim the government reward.
11
 However, previously in 
early February in the Sydney papers the Pollock Brothers had claimed themselves to be 
the discoverers of the field.
12
 Unfortunately, there are three conflicting accounts of the 
proceedings of this meeting. One miner asserted that at the meeting the Pollock brothers 
were treated derisively and the claims of R. S. Mirral greeted more favourably.
13
 In 
contrast, the Empire correspondent stated that only the Pollock brothers argued a claim 
as discovers of the goldfield at the meeting and, as such, were endorsed by a committee 
for the government reward.
14
 However, a more in-depth account from the SMH 
correspondent contended that three claimants, Thomas Gryce, James Smirl (a nephew of 
the Pollock brothers), and James Pollock presented theirs cases at the meeting.
15
 Gyrce 
claimed that after travelling through the area previously and hearing rumours, he and 
two mates began prospecting during the weeks leading up to Christmas 1859 along the 
banks of the river and found gold in several places. Following his discovery he only 
informed several friends at Tangaranga. Smirl stated that after being at several previous 
rushes he heard rumours of Kiandra being auriferous country and headed there with two 
mates arriving a day or two after Gyrce‟s party. After prospecting the area and finding 
several trace of gold his uncle James Pollock came by with a flock of sheep on his way 
to Tumbarumba. Consequently, Smirl asked him to get him some provisions from there 
while also banking his gold and applying for a prospecting claim from the 
commissioner. He then stated that after Pollock fulfilled this mission and returned he set 
about turning this discovery to his own benefit. Pollock claimed that he had prospected 
in the mountains and found small quantities of gold in 1854 (or 1856) which he reported 
in Tumbarumba and Cooma (or to several influential men in the district and in 
Queanbeyan). The following year he made a larger find and tried to arrange a 
prospecting party in Cooma, but failed (he may also have reported the discovery to 
Commissioner Lynch and been granted an extended claim). In recent years he had 
mentioned his finds to several people inducing them to travel there to prospect and after 
some of them had proved the richness of the area he set about organising supplies from 
                                                 
11
 EMP 27 March 1860, Page 2; SMH 27 March 1860, Page 4 
12
 SMH 4 February 1860, Page 6 
13
 EMP 27 March 1860, Page 2 
14
 EMP 12 April 1860, Page 2 
15
 SMH 27 March 1860, Page 4 
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Russell‟s station to provide provisions for the coming rush. The Empire account of 
Pollock‟s claim is a little dissimilar from the SMH account in that it tends to suggest 
that most of Pollock‟s arousing of interest in the surrounding districts occurred from 
January to November 1859 in Tumbarumba, Cooma, and Meragle before succeeding in 
November.
16
 Generally, Pollock‟s account does not directly contradict his nephews or 
Gyrce‟s, and it appears that he may have been behind the rumours that sent both parties 
there. However, his nephew was correct in that he immediately attempted to turn the 
discovery to his own advantage. In any event, at the meeting each claimant had a group 
of supporters that argued and attempted to discredit the claims of the others leading the 
meeting to descend into chaos with no decision being reached. However, it appears that 
following this a committee was formed to assess the claims and after some deliberation 
they decided in Pollock‟s favour and intended to inform the government of their 
decision.
17
  
Summer 1859-1860 
November/December 
The first report of the discovery of gold at the „Snowy Plains‟ in the „Australian Alps‟ 
in the Sydney press appears on the 26th November 1859 in a column detailing current 
events in the Monaro District up to the 19th of that month.
18
 No other information was 
available about the discovery at this time or in early December when the same account 
was reprinted.
19
 These reports support the accounts of Gyrce and Smirl above which 
stated that they arrived at Kiandra in November following the rumours generated by 
James Pollock about gold being found in the area. Consequently, it seems likely that in 
November and December diggers from the Monaro and Tumut Regions, likely 
particularly from the Adelong and Tumbarumba goldfields, began to trickle and then 
rush to the nascent diggings at the Snowy River without the Sydney Press receiving 
news of this event. This sequence of events would explain why complaints were made 
later on by new diggers that all the best claims in the river on the diggings were held by 
Adelong diggers.  
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January  
While miners had been at work at the new diggings at the Snowy River seemingly from 
the middle of November it was not until January that a full scale rush began around the 
time news broke in Sydney of the discovery in the middle of the month. Early in 
January it seems there were perhaps 30-40 persons „doing well‟ or earning on average 
an ounce a day since it had opened up a fortnight previously and that due to its remote 
location rations were scarce, but several stores were soon to be opened and it was 
expected to be a rich and extensive field.
20
 Around this time the Reverend J. Druitt of 
Cooma visited the diggings and on his return he wrote to the Secretary of Lands 
recommending that a Gold Commissioner be sent to manage the growing Camp Town 
at the nascent diggings.
21
 However, it appears that soon after this the rush accelerated 
bringing 300-400 persons there by the middle of January.
22
  
Apparently the first official report of the rush to reach Sydney was from R. Dawson, a 
police constable from Cooma, early in January (or around the middle).
23
 This initial 
report was followed on the 17th by news of the rush to „Gibson‟s Plain‟ on the „Snowy 
River‟ in the Sydney press with reports of gold from the field having been seen at 
Goulburn.
24
 At this time minimal information about the rush was available besides that 
it was breaking out and a purportedly extensive field had been discovered. Meanwhile, 
Assistant Commissioner Lynch, who oversaw the Adelong goldfield, had been informed 
of the discovery by the diggers and one of his subordinates (Sub Gold Commissioner 
Lynch) and acted to inform his superior, Gold Commissioner Cloete on the 18th.
25
 At 
this time the diggings were known as Gibson‟s Plains or “Kiandra”26 and Lynch 
expected it to be a summer diggings owing to the severe winter weather over four 
months and the isolation of the area that would make transporting supplies to it 
difficult.
27
 By this point the diggers at Kiandra were already seeking claim registration 
from Lynch, the lodgement of gold, as well as the settlement of disputes, and were also 
seemingly involved in prospecting the Snowy Mountains further.
28
 Following the 
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receipt of this letter (or news reaching him) Gold Commissioner Cloete acted to inform 
the Secretary of Lands of the discovery and his concern that it would lead to a rush from 
the Victorian goldfields for Kiandra.
29
 To begin his organisation for the immediate 
governance of the field he also entreated the Secretary to install Sub Gold 
Commissioner Lynch as a Commissioner of the Peace, so that he could aid in bringing 
authority to the diggings. In the meantime (23rd), the Government had received a report 
of the new rush from the Bench of Magistrates at Cooma and the gold from it was seen 
in Sydney for the first time (24th) and was described as being heavy, nuggetty and 
waterworn reminiscent of the gold from the initial alluvial diggings at Ballarat.
30
 On 
receipt of Cloete‟s letter the under-secretary for lands, Michael Fitzpatrick, informed the 
Inspector General of Police who sent orders to Captain Zouch (the head of the Southern 
Patrol) to send a police detachment to the diggings.
31
 He also reported that Sub Gold 
Commissioner Lynch would soon be appointed as a Commissioner of the Peace in 
accordance with Cloete‟s request. Meanwhile, Cloete had organised for Assistant Gold 
Commissioner Lynch to proceed to the diggings with all the available police from 
Adelong and Tumbarumba to manage the increasing rush there and report on the 
situation.
32
 This field report was to provide a description of the diggings so that it could 
be proclaimed as a goldfield, and if it was found to be of a permanent nature, Cloete 
himself would journey there to make arrangements for the stationing of Gold 
Commissions and the establishment of a gold escort.
33
 While Cloete‟s orders to Lynch 
were in transit it appears that Lynch had heard news that the exodus to Kiandra was in 
full flight from the surroundings goldfields of NSW and Victoria.
34
 Thus, he found it 
imperative that he proceed to the new diggings with Sub Gold Commissioner Lynch and 
one sergeant and four policemen on the 30th. By this stage there were apparently 700 
persons on the diggings of which many were of „very indifferent character‟. However, 
other earlier reports from Kiandra suggest that there appears to have been sufficient 
order there for the diggers and storekeepers to safely conduct their business despite 
some claim disputes.
35
 By the end of the month Lynch still considered Kiandra to only 
be a summer diggings due to it being located in inaccessible country (best accessed 
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from Cooma) with snow storms prevailing from May onwards, perhaps up until 
November.
36
  
It seems that soon after initial reports of the rush had reached Sydney it had further 
intensified in the local region with diggers flocking to the diggings from the nearby 
goldfields and towns leaving them with a deserted appearance in the process 
(Braidwood, Tumut, Adelong, Cooma, and the Ovens).
37
 Diggers from Sydney were 
also being disembarked at Twofold Bay after travelling down the coast on the Steamers 
servicing this route.
38
 By the 25th around 700-800 men and one female were already at 
the field with more hastening there on the public perception that it had been proven to 
be a payable field leading to a population of between 900-1000 by the end of the 
month.
39
 To service this population supplies and storekeepers were on their way to the 
diggings and three slaughter-houses and two butchers had been erected at the field.
40
 
Consequently, at the diggings meat was plentiful and sly grog shops were doing a 
steady trade, but other supplies were scarce and banking facilities sorely needed so gold 
could be converted to bank notes.
41
 By the end of the month two or three stores had 
been established on the field with two belonging to the Pollock brothers and 
Chippendale, which were doing a „roaring trade‟ with supplies being brought by mules 
the last twelve miles of the journey to the diggings.
42
 As a consequence, all provisions 
such as flour and tea were expensive on the diggings, except for meat such as beef, 
which was more reasonably priced.
43
 As at this point many local businessmen and 
diggers were certain that the Irishman James Pollock had discovered the Kiandra 
diggings they named this nascent camp town „Irishtown‟ in his honour.44  
At this point the mining works on the field reportedly consisted of sluicing (or sinking) 
in the Eucumbene and its tributary creeks over an area of seven miles with sinking 
being between three to six feet or in the river bed between two or three feet deep.
45
 The 
method of working the river bed reportedly consisted of using races to divert the flow of 
the river and then digging out the shallow bed which was still providing an average 
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daily earning for the diggers of an ounce or more a day.
46
 While the major digging at the 
moment was in the river bed, later in the month the river banks were beginning to be 
prospected, with no results as of yet, but every hope of success.
47
 Due to the lack of 
suitable timber on the valley floor washing was conducted mostly with tin dishes as 
there were only two sluice boxes and three cradles on the field.
48
 Despite the flourishing 
boom of the diggings at this point, warnings were being published in the press that the 
field would only be workable from November to May at most due to the winter snow 
falls.
49
 Even at the diggings some colder weather was already being felt late in January 
as on the 25th there was a morning show of ice on the field within the water buckets of 
the diggers.
50
 As such, the press were beginning to urge diggers from more distant 
locales to desist from heading to the new diggings so late in the season and before it had 
been given a sufficient trial by those already on the ground.
51
 
February 
February saw the excitement about the Kiandra diggings intensify leading to the near 
desertion of the nearby towns, Tumut, Adelong, Yass, Goulburn, Cooma, Queanbeyan, 
Tumbarumba, Bombala, and Braidwood.
52
 By the end of the month this excitement was 
also attracting a large number of diggers from Sydney and had spread to Melbourne as 
well.
53
 Thus, the Kiandra gold fever only grew greater as the month continued despite 
repeated warnings about the coming winter and the dangers of lingering overlong at the 
diggings.
54
 These warnings implored diggers to avoid travelling there at the present time 
due to the danger of snow in March and, instead, suggested that they wait until the 
spring when a large rush would undoubtedly occur.
55
  
Assistant Gold Commissioner Lynch arrived on the field on the 1st with Sub 
Commissioner Lynch, one sergeant, and four policemen and subsequently reported to 
Commissioner Cloete on the 5th.
56
 By this time there were 1500 miners on the field 
scattered along the Eucumbene River for a distance of around 12 miles who were most 
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orderly and ready to yield to the commissioners. Upon arrival Lynch had begun 
bringing order to the claims along the river dividing them into bed and bank claims 
which in the first instance consisted of a 30 foot length of the river and in the second a 
30 by 30 foot area. Lynch also found that presently the miners were ill-supplied with 
food (particularly flour) and tools, but that the Tumut and Cooma storekeepers were 
hastily making arrangements to supply this deficiency with pack-horses and mules. On 
the diggings themselves two stores, one run by the Pollock Brothers and the other by 
Chippendale, were present. With regard to the field‟s future he still viewed it as only 
being a summer diggings habitable from the 1st of December to the end of May because 
of the heavy snow drifts during the winter reported by local residents. According to 
their advice the closest habitable locality to the diggings during the winter would by 
Russell‟s Station 12 miles distant from Kiandra on the way to Cooma where a 
permanent government camp could be located. Thus, Lynch, and Cloete on receipt of 
this report, advised the government against stationing any permanent Commissioners at 
Kiandra until the spring.
57
 Furthermore, Cloete decided that if the diggings would likely 
cease by the end of March there was no reason for him to immediately visit the field 
and, instead, he could leave it to the supervision of Lynch.  Presently, Lynch‟s main 
worry was that miners would attempt to stay too long at the diggings and put themselves 
in danger of exposure to the winter conditions.  Despite these limitations Lynch 
believed Kiandra to be the discovery of a rich and extensive goldfield that would be 
payable for a population of 25000 to 30000 diggers in the spring. Upon receipt of 
Lynch‟s report the Government concurred with the commissioner‟s judgement that no 
permanent decisions needed to be made regarding the stationing of a permanent force in 
quarters at the diggings for the present, although they were concerned with the 
establishment of a gold escort.
58
 
Following his initial report late in January, Gold Commissioner Cloete sent another 
letter to the Secretary for Lands on the 5th outlining his arrangements for the nascent 
field, to which the rush was successfully continuing, recommending that it be declared a 
goldfield.
59
 He recommended that it „be described as Kiandra, or Gibson‟s Plains, 
together with all streams flowing therefrom‟. Subsequently, Governor General Denison 
proclaimed the Kiandra Gold Field on the 10th describing it as the Crown Lands in the 
vicinity of Gibson‟s Plains incorporating the sources of the Snowy and Murrumbidgee 
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Rivers.
60
 Despite his intentions earlier in the month it appears that towards the end of 
February Commissioner Cloete finally felt it necessary that he inspect the Kiandra 
diggings, perhaps due to reports in the press about the growing population.
61
 His 
reasons for changing his mind and heading for the diggings are not recorded in the 
official correspondence regarding Kiandra and it does not appear to have been because 
of any report he received from Assistant Commissioner Lynch as his next report Cloete 
intercepted on his way to Kiandra perhaps early in March.
62
 Unfortunately there is no 
extant copy of this report.  
Despite it still being summer at Kiandra, inclement and cold weather was becoming an 
issue as many miners were supplied with no more than a calico tent and several blankets 
and no „slops or winter clothing‟ were available on the field.63 This lack of winter attire 
and other supplies caused many miners to leave the diggings and head back to winter 
diggings, such as Adelong.
64
 This exodus was partially exacerbated by a storm which 
levelled all the miners‟ tents and mining apparatus on the diggings demonstrating the 
variability and severity of the climate.
65
 The cold weather around the middle of 
February also led to the deaths of around twenty to forty horses from overnight 
exposure over a period of five days.
66
 Despite these demonstrations of the severity of 
the winter weather, several reports were circulated of the intention of some miners to 
winter at Kiandra by constructing huts, such as those made of logs, and laying in 
suitable clothing and other necessities.
67
 This included the publican William Kidd who 
was in the process of erecting a public house at the field and buying supplies for the 
purpose of overwintering.
68
 Overall, despite the tales of the weather in the press the rush 
continued and people, including families and Chinese miners, were still travelling 
towards the diggings completely unprepared as the gold fever gripped the colony.
69
  
Early in February equipment and supplies were an issue at the diggings with flour, and 
hence bread, being unavailable due to the isolation of the field and high cartage prices 
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being asked for by carriers.
70
 This lack of provisions and equipment resulted in rushes 
to the stores when new supplies arrived leading to troopers being stationed there to 
preserve order on these occasions.
71
 In these circumstances many miners were 
subsisting on meat and tea, with stockmen driving their herds to the diggings and 
slaughtering and quickly selling the meat for instant consumption by the diggers.
72
 After 
the accounts of the scarcity of provisions early in the month the field was soon 
swamped with supplies after several enterprising individuals managed to cut dray roads 
up to the diggings and the surrounding towns organised themselves and began sending 
large quantities of supplies.
73
  
The mining population at this stage were described as scattered about at a distance from 
the mining claims on the valley floor due to the lack of timber there, but with one main 
concentration of tents called „the Township‟ (later Camp Town).74 While this is 
described as „a town of tent and calico houses‟ it is also mentioned that some miners 
simply slept in tents made of a blanket draped over a „ridge pole‟.75 By the end of 
February four stores (including Pollock‟s and Chippendale‟s), a branch of the Bank of 
NSW, and many sly grog shops, of which some were fitted with bars and openly doing 
trade, had been established in the nascent „Township‟.76 Early in February this scattered 
settlement may have included calico tents located on the hills sides of the valley, but by 
the end of the month it definitely appears that a small settlement of fifty odd tents, 
perhaps organised by town origin, had been formed on „ a high hill opposite the 
diggings‟.77 Based on later events and the development of the settlement it is highly 
likely that this camp was on what became known as Township Hill. It seems possible 
that diggers began to settle here due to the increasing cold and inclement weather as this 
site would be high and dry, while also being close to the only timber available on the 
field.  
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At this stage the population on the field was overwhelmingly male with only three 
women being present up to the middle of February.
78
 Due to the alpine climate the 
miners were described as being dressed in „monkey jackets and comforters, and had 
very much the appearance of Artic travellers‟.79 Apparently, much of the population, 
including most of the new arrivals, were not working seemingly for a lack of payable 
claims as the richest ones on the river bed had all been taken up and it was perceived as 
too late in the season to begin preparatory work on new ones.
80
 As a consequence, the 
many sly grog shops were doing a steady trade particularly amongst „characters of the 
lowest description‟ leading to all sorts of unseemly behaviour, such as rowdyism, 
gambling, drunkenness, and robbery which the police were not trying to, or unable to, 
check.
81
 Robberies both at the diggings and in the general area were common with 
equipment and valuables being stolen from tents and travellers being „stuck up‟ on the 
road.
82
 This was despite a report by Assistant Commissioner Lynch to Commissioner 
Cloete early in February that the mining population was most orderly despite its 
cosmopolitan character.
83
  
A correspondent from the Adelong Mining Journal spent a number of days at Kiandra 
around the 19th and 20th of February and recorded the first stirrings of conflict between 
the government officials and the diggers on the field.
84
 He observed that the good river 
claims at the diggings had been mostly secured by the miners from Tumbarumba and 
Adelong. However, in their eagerness they had marked out claims far larger than those 
allowed. Consequently, when Commissioner Lynch and his troopers from Adelong 
arrived he sought to rectify this situation and limit these claims to the permitted area. 
This decision caused a large part of the river bed to become vacant spurring a rush to 
the Government Camp by miners who wanted to claim these areas. However, when the 
original miners of these claims were confronted with this development they then 
organised themselves and went and complained to the Commissioner on the grounds 
that the bed claims would be unworkable under these conditions. When Lynch arrived 
at the claims in question to adjudge the matter he was confronted with two groups of 
arguing miners and was forced to defer his decision to the next day. On the morrow he 
revoked his earlier decision to split the river bed claims due to the fact that he would not 
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be able to keep the peace if he tried and, instead, took just the banks away from the 
initial claim holders. This decision placated the diggers for the moment, but gave reason 
for some to complain of the fickle or inconsistent nature of the Commissioner‟s 
decisions. This feeling was manifested in a scene on the 20th when the two 
Commissioners and the majority of their troopers left the diggings and passed the hill 
where the majority of miners were camped and were „joeed‟. Their departure left a field 
with a great deal of gold present in the hands of miners and storekeepers and 
drunkenness to its own devices. Consequently, a great deal of fighting and quarrelling 
was experienced on the night after their departure. Assumedly, this lawlessness 
continued until Commissioner Lynch and his troopers returned towards the end of the 
month.
85
 
During February mining works began to spill out from the river bed to the sides of the 
adjacent hills, but the main focus was on a rich two or three mile length of the river 
worked by sluicing which the first arrivals at the field had claimed. 
86
 Here the claims 
were extremely rich, the sinking shallow, and the stripping of a light character leading 
to high weekly wages for the lucky diggers.
87
 Prospecting was being conducted along 
the banks of the river and nearby gullies but without the level of success being 
experienced in the river bed.
88
 However, it did result in the discovery of a surface 
diggings between the stores and the river diggings, as well as rumours of a quartz reef.
89
  
Early in February agitation began for a road to be surveyed and built to Kiandra, despite 
the Government still being uncertain about the field‟s prospects.90 Later in the month 
this issue received further attention when local pastoralists urged the Colonial Secretary 
to open a road to the diggings to facilitate the quick evacuation of the field once the 
winter weather arrived.
91
 Based on their previous experiences of stock and stockmen 
being quickly snowed in during the first snow falls of the season (April) and being 
further hemmed in by the associated flooded rivers and creeks they were concerned that 
the large numbers of ill-prepared and under-supplied diggers could be easily caught in 
the mountains with a large loss of life. With the continued success of Kiandra towards 
the end of the month there were also discussions between the member for the Southern 
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Gold Fields, Mr Wilson, and the Postmaster-General for the establishment of a postal 
route or run to Kiandra.
92
 
While the general press coverage of the diggings during the summer was positive in 
February several dissenting voices appeared arguing that the prospects of the field had 
been exaggerated and that it would be a failure.
93
 This was because there was only one 
payable spot along a two to four mile stretch of the river that was currently being 
worked out by 200-300 lucky diggers.
94
 These accounts in hindsight were quite 
prophetic and perceptive, but at this time the gold fever of Kiandra raged unchecked and 
had emptied the towns of the surrounding region and was beginning to bring people 
from farther afield in northern NSW and Victoria.  
Autumn 1860 
March 
During March the Kiandra gold fever hit an even higher pitch allowing it to draw 
potential diggers from farther afield to its alpine fields. Consequently, there are reports 
of interest in the diggings and miners starting from places such as Adelaide, Melbourne, 
Ballarat, Bendigo, Chiltern, Hobart, Maitland, the northern NSW goldfields, and 
Sydney for the diggings.
95
 These diggers were acting against the numerous warnings in 
the press that it was too late in the season to head to Kiandra and that it would be better 
to wait until the spring.
96
 They claimed that overwintering would be impossible and that 
the population should leave the field by the end of March or the middle of April.
97
 Or 
alternatively that if overwintering was possible working would be difficult and, 
therefore, uneconomical due to the cost of provisions.
98
 Already many on the way to the 
diggings were unprepared for the difficult track to Kiandra which was exacerbated by 
the increasingly cold weather and lack of supplies en route.
99
 Nevertheless, a portion of 
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the population, mainly those with good river bed claims, appeared set on trying to 
overwinter to shepherd their claims and fully utilise any good weather.
100
 To this end 
they started to stock adequate provisions and the majority to erect slab and bark or mud 
walled and bark roofed huts „amongst the trees on an adjacent hill‟ which would give 
them good access to firewood and water; although other miners talked of risking it in 
their calico tents.
101
 This hill the miners were building on at this time was likely KTH. 
Those staying were overwhelmingly male, although by the middle of March a number 
of women and children were on the field and a few of them planned on overwintering as 
well.
102
 
At the beginning of March the commissioners were strongly urging the miners to avoid 
overwintering on the advice of individuals with experience in the region that it would be 
unwise to stay any longer that April.
103
 This was based not only on the expected snow 
falls, but the difficulty in getting provisions through once they started.
104
 After 
Commissioner Cloete arrived on the field early in the month and inspected the field he 
announced that he would leave the diggings on the 31st with his police contingent and 
that the mining population would have to leave with him.
105
 However, later the 
commissioners amended this order to leave to be at the first fall of snow.
106
 At this time 
it was the intention of the principal storekeepers and much of the mining population to 
go with him.
107
 Towards the end of March many diggers, who were reportedly taking 
few precautions and were ill-prepared, were intending to overwinter believing that it 
would not be that severe based on the fine weather they were currently experiencing; 
but Commissioner Cloete thought that the first snow falls would drive them off.
108
 
Already many at the diggings were living in a frightful or wretched state due to not 
having adequate supplies or equipment for the cold weather and some diggers were 
begging for food or money to allow them to leave.
109
 Meanwhile, one public house that 
could accommodate 100 people had been erected, while another was under construction, 
as well as other business premises, and large quantities of provisions cached to provide 
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accommodation for those intending to overwinter.
110
 Subsequently, the storekeepers 
organised a petition to the government to have the camp kept open over the winter with 
a detachment of police which stated that around 2000 people intended overwintering.
111
  
Throughout the month the departure of miners, some in disgust, continued, spurred on 
by the coming winter and the unavailability of payable claims which was producing 
conflicting reports about the prospects and wealth of the field in the press.
112
 This 
exodus was resulting in as many diggers leaving as arriving, especially on wet or cold 
days, and the population generally fluctuating and turning over.
113
 Additional spurs 
were two periods of heavy rain, in amongst the generally clear weather, early and late in 
the month which flooded the river damaging and stopping mining operations, as well as 
flooding many of the miner‟s tents.114 Some miners apparently were leaving the field 
without giving it a fair trial because they arrived without the necessary funds to stay 
long enough to properly develop a claim and make it pay.
115
 Meanwhile, the press 
began to have doubts about the field as the wealth purported to have been unearthed 
there continued to be unsubstantiated, leading them to state that interested storekeepers 
and businessmen had greatly exaggerated reports for their own ends.
116
 This led them to 
note that towards the end of the month the most positive accounts of the diggings were 
coming from the gold buyers and businessmen of the local region while miners were 
generally more uncertain and doubtful.
117
 Rumours also began to abound that the bank 
claim were exhausted and the river bed claims nearly so and that if new payable ground 
was not found, for which there had already been a thorough search, the field would be a 
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failure.
118
 Nevertheless, the commissioners still considered the field to be very rich and 
extensive when reporting to the government.
119
 
Mining works at the start of March were still concentrated on the one to three-mile rich 
payable stretch of the river, but the surface diggings discovered in February had been 
worked out due to their shallowness.
120
 The payable spot was apparently a triangular 
area with 1000 yard long sides, or a half mile square area, which incorporated a flat 
surrounded by hills through which the river and a creek ran; the latter through the centre 
of the flat.
121
 Between 300 and 500-600 men were at work along a mile and a half 
length of the river incorporating its bed and banks to 40 or 50 yards to either side which 
were extremely rich; claims also stretched along the creek but were more inconsistent in 
their yield.
122
 Apparently the payable spot had been occupied by the first arrivals who 
had taken large claims that they had no chance of working out before the winter, but 
which stopped new arrivals from taking the ground or from having a payable claim.
123
 
However, towards the end of the month these claim holders were forced to put on extra 
hands in order to stand a chance of working them out before winter.
124
 Outside of this 
area prepared new arrivals to the field had prospected the river upstream and 
downstream over a distance of over eight mile, to either side on the banks and hills 
sides, and in the general area leading to a handful of small unsuccessful rushes.
125
  
Despite the coming winter the government continued with civic improvements for the 
goldfield settlement at Kiandra and the surrounding region spurred on by public 
concerns for the population there and in order to prepare for the spring rush. This 
included the opening of a Court of Petty Sessions at Kiandra; the construction of a 
bridge across Pollocks Gully on the diggings; a commitment to building a telegraph 
line; establishing mail runs to Cooma and Tumut; the construction of winter guide posts 
on the routes to the diggings; the proclamation of a township at Russell‟s; and road 
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improvements and maintenance in the district.
126
 This latter issue was particularly 
necessary as the roads to the diggings were in a bad state and it was difficult to get 
drays or carts to Kiandra.
127
 Early in March, based on calls late in February by 
pastoralists in the Canberra region, the Secretary for Lands credited £100 to Henry Hall 
of Ginninderra to repair a road from the diggings to the Murrumbidgee River and install 
a punt across it.
128
 Generally, much of this road work was being undertaken by the 
government to ensure that there was not a catastrophe and loss of life when the winter 
came and this program included enticing as many businesses as possible to set 
themselves up along the roads to the diggings to aid travellers.
129
  
Meanwhile the Commissioners were assessing the location for the establishment of a 
proper surveyed Township at Kiandra, but their chosen location at this stage appears to 
have been on the south side of Pollock‟s Gully in the Camp Town area.130 Early in 
March the diggers in their calico tents were spread between the hill sides, including 
New Chum Hill, where the majority were situated near the timber and along the river 
where the river bed claim holders were located in a „most unhealthy position‟.131 
Between these camps on a hill about half a mile from the main diggings was the 
township or „Irishtown‟ where the principal business tents, amusements, and sly grog 
shops were located and hence the majority of fighting, gambling, drunkenness, and 
thievery on the diggings at night.
132
 Provisions at the start of the month, especially flour, 
appear to have been more readily available and more moderately priced with tools often 
being available for free from departing diggers.
133
 This was a consequence of the market 
at the diggings being glutted by supplies from all quarters after dray roads were cut to 
the field.
134
 Otherwise, butchers are described as being far more humane by the diggers 
since they provided their product at lower prices not aimed at fleecing the mining 
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population especially in comparison to the shopkeepers.
135
Apparently at this time the 
butchers on the field were located across Pollock‟s Gully from Camp Town, perhaps in 
the area where the Township of Kiandra was eventually located.
136
 
The police forces at Kiandra were at this stage too small to deal with the reportedly high 
levels of crime and lawlessness as they were only large enough to guard the calico tent 
Government Camp and protect the escorts.
 137 
This was despite Cloete informing his 
superiors that the rush population was easily managed and orderly for a new rush when 
tact was used on the 13th.
138
 Nevertheless, sly grog selling, daylight robberies, theft, 
gambling, hustling, fighting, bushranging, murders, prostitution, counterfeiting, and 
horse and cattle stealing was reportedly rife on the field.
139
 This situation incited the 
diggers to lynch law such as the head shaving, stripping, and whipping of thieves, as 
well as a near lynching which the police were only just able to prevent.
140
 This incident 
appears to have been brought about by Assistant Gold Commissioner Lynch departing 
the field on the 19th with the gold escort and a prisoner and then Sub Gold 
Commissioner Lynch strangely departing on the 20th with other prisoners leaving only 
three police to manage the field and its increasing criminal population.
141
 Subsequently, 
the law abiding respectable population created a Vigilance Committee and volunteer 
police force for their protection consisting of six special constables, who were 
subordinate to the commissioner, and were to act as watch and patrol until an extra 
police detachment arrived.
142
 At the same time they petitioned the government to station 
police at Kiandra over the winter, increase their number, appoint a police magistrate, 
and have a lock-up constructed.
143
 This occurrence also led Assistance Gold 
Commissioner Lynch to order extra police to Kiandra from Adelong, as well as call for 
that appointment of a Police Magistrate and extra detachments of mounted and foot 
police to help manage the increasing, apparently Victorian, criminality of the field.
144
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Ultimately, it appears that the incidence of Lynch law and the creation of a volunteer 
police force, which was sworn in by Captain Zouch, managed to check the growing 
lawlessness to a degree.
145
 Meanwhile, the government despatched an extra police 
detachment consisting of an Inspector and fourteen troopers from Sydney for the 
diggings and made plans to construct a police station on the road to Tumut for the 
purpose of patrolling the road and as a stopping place for the escort.
146
 These mounted 
police were apparently meant to be stationed in the surrounding district at Queanbeyan, 
Michelago, Cooma, and Bombala.
147
 An extra detachment of six foot police and three 
detectives under the command of Inspector Sanderson and Sergeant Musgrove were 
also dispatched from Sydney for the diggings late in the month.
148
  
April  
By April it appears that many of the local miners who had visited Kiandra during the 
early rush had formed a poor view of its prospects which had transferred to reports in 
the press. These miners who arrived during March quickly left again and the accounts of 
their experiences were beginning to stem the rush from more distant goldfields and the 
other colonies.
149
 The miners arriving during April swelled the population, but were 
unfortunately to leave disappointed, both by the prospects of the field and the closing 
winter weather.
150
 It appears that the easily won gold from the payable stretch of the 
Eucumbene had allowed interested parties to vastly overstate the fortunes and prospects 
of the field. Thus, on the field there was considerable uncertainty of its prospects among 
the diggers.
151
 Consequently, dissatisfaction and disillusionment with the prospects of 
Kiandra grew throughout April within the mining population, but not among the 
merchants, press, or Government who still thought fortunes could be made in the spring 
through the discovery of an extensive field.
152
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Throughout the first half of April, in accordance with Commissioner Cloete‟s 
recommendation, many diggers were leaving the field for their homes or nearby 
possible winter diggings such as Adelong and Tumbarumba.
153
 This exodus was 
exacerbated by heavy rains and storms and cold weather early in April that flooded the 
river bed claims, destroying dams and mining works, and flattened many tents.
154
 It was 
further increased by the first fall of snow and severe frost and ice on the 12-13th and 
further heavy snow falls, wind, and rain over the rest of the month that kept the river 
flooded.
155
 The exodus continued despite the assurances of locals that snow storms 
would not begin until the end of May or start of June, and the worst weather would be in 
August and September.
156
 However, despite this severe weather there was apparently 
little sickness on the diggings by the end of the month.
157
 Despite this fact, due to the ill 
health of several miners found lost in the bush or injured at the diggings the first 
mention of the possibility of a hospital being built in the spring was made during 
April.
158
 One particular woman who was abandoned by her husband and left in an ill 
and miserable state died soon afterwards and was buried on the side of the hill near the 
Commissioners camp.
159
 This incident may be the first burial in what was to become the 
Kiandra cemetery.  
On the first snow fall Commissioner Lynch and Sergeant Gibson began to strike their 
camp for the purposes of leaving as per their orders (Buxton, 1967:20).
160
 This caused 
many of the businesspeople to begin preparations to leave as well, before they organised 
a deputation to ask the Commissioner and the police to stay until some arrangements 
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could be made with the government for a winter detachment of police to remain.
161
 As 
yet they had not received a response to the petition sent to the government asking for 
the police to remain the winter and for the construction of winter quarters for them at 
the camp.
162
 The deputation managed to convince Sergeant Gibson and two men to 
remain by offering them quarters at their expense.
163
 They then sent a letter to the 
government explaining their actions and requesting that they station a proper force at 
Kiandra at the government camp over the winter.
164
 However, soon after this letter was 
dispatched Commissioner Lockhart arrived to take charge of the field.
165
 While having 
no orders regarding the construction of proper winter quarters at the camp he 
understood Mr Moore from the Colonial Architect‟s office had been dispatched to 
Kiandra presumably for this purpose.
166
 It appears that during these events, or just prior 
to them, the government had agreed to station Commissioners Lynch and Lockhart, a 
police magistrate, and fifteen men at Kiandra over the winter and provide them with 
suitable accommodation.
167
 Perhaps they had been forced by calls in the press to make 
this move.
168
 This additional detachment of police had left Sydney in early April and 
arrived around the 19th and were also part of an effort by the government to curb the 
lawlessness reported on the diggings.
169
 Subsequently, Moore arrived around the 17th 
and commenced the construction of weatherboard buildings at the Government Camp 
including a Commissioners‟ Residence, Inspectors Hut, Police Barracks and Lock-up, 
Mounted Police Barracks, stables, and Courthouse.
170
 Prior to the beginning of 
construction there was some discussion by Commissioner Lockhart of moving the camp 
closer to the Township and in a spot more suitable for the winter weather, although this 
did not occur.
171
 While this construction was underway the Commissioners and Police 
were living in canvas tents and Commissioner Cloete was making arrangements to 
secure two to three months of provisions.
172
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It appears that around the middle of April Commissioner Cloete had written to the 
Colonial Government informing them of the state of affairs at Kiandra and his plans for 
the field.
173
 Previously he had thought that no miners would overwinter and had, 
therefore, not made any arrangements for the stationing of officers over winter. 
However, by the end of April between 500 and 600 people including storekeepers and 
miners had decided to overwinter at Kiandra and another 200 at the Nine Mile which 
led Cloete to make arrangements to stay himself. This included the caching of sufficient 
supplies at the camp and finishing his official duties elsewhere before being isolated 
over the winter. An advantage to Cloete staying himself was that he would be on hand 
in the spring for the rush which he expected to consist of „probably 20,000 persons‟. 
Once the government realised that it was possible that miners would overwinter they 
decided to place all responsibility for the field‟s governance over this period with Cloete 
since he would be the senior officer on the spot and communication with Sydney 
difficult.
174
 
In accordance with Cloete‟s decision Captain Zouch made arrangements for the 
stationing of Police at Kiandra and the surroundings region over the winter in late 
April.
175
 At Kiandra he had secured quarters in town and cached supplies for five 
months for one Inspector, one sergeant, and six foot police while the Commissioner‟s 
camp was being constructed. These quarters were likely the Pollock brothers‟ wooden 
store in Camp Town which was leased to the Commissioner for the winter.
176
 To the 
east of Kiandra policemen, principally mounted, were also stationed at Russell‟s, Frying 
Pan Creek, Cooma, and Queanbeyan in the case of emergency, to patrol the roads, and 
in wait for the spring. Accordingly, quarters for these police were being constructed at 
all these stations, as well as one to the west at Yarrangobilly. These arrangements were 
all based on the assumption by Zouch that at least 50,000 diggers would rush to Kiandra 
in the spring and summer. It appears that this estimate was based on Zouch‟s 
conversations with departing diggers that they would all be back in the spring and that 
Kiandra was a rich field. 
At the start of April the river bed and bank claim holders, who were mainly from 
Adelong, were either adding extra help to try and work out their claims or selling out 
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their shares and heading home before the weather turned for the worse.
177
 This haste 
may have resulted in many claims only being superficially worked leading to the 
possibility of their being productively reworked in the spring.
178
 During April the 
principal diggings were still on the Eucumbene near its juncture with Pollock‟s Gully 
below the Township where the depth of sinking was around 8 to 9 feet, although it had 
been prospected for six miles upriver.
179
 Work continued apace here with a population 
of around 700 to 800 diggers until the heavy rains and snow in the latter half of the 
month flooded the area, supposedly signally the cessation of work for the season.
180
 For 
the individuals intending to overwinter it appeared that they would be unable to work on 
the bank or river bed claims and, instead, be confined to working on the hill or surface 
diggings which were only moderately profitable.
181
 To this end, races were being cut to 
the Surface Hill and other hills and gullies so they could be sluiced during the winter.
182
 
These extra preparations on some claims were demonstrating to some observers that the 
poorer ground would likely be profitably worked in the spring by companies with large 
claims which would have the funds to undertake the initial outlay to make them pay.
183
 
Therefore, it seems the aims of those remaining were to secure or shepherd their river 
bed claims for the resumption of operations in spring.
184
  
Within the Township several new buildings were in the course of construction, which 
was going to result in four or five large licenced public houses being completed before 
the winter which could provide some accommodation for those remaining.
185
 A further 
34 business licenses were also taken out by businesspeople intent on overwintering or 
stocking their buildings with provisions for the spring which could be manned by 
caretakers over the winter.
186
 At this time the miners‟ camps on the field were described 
as consisting of hundreds of tents on New Chum Hill, „on top of the hill above the 
township‟, and at Indigo Point, or of „crowds of tents‟ along the flat near the river and 
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„up the Commissioner‟s Gully‟.187 There were also apparently smaller groupings of 
tents at intervals along the Eucumbene River in the direction of Russell‟s or 
downstream and working parties at almost every gully or creek between Kiandra and 
Nine Mile.
188
 As such, it appears that the majority of miners‟ tents were on higher 
ground on the hills sides and gullies around the Township and Government Camp, 
while only some were on the flat near the river.
189
 Otherwise, there seems to have been 
miners busily prospection the surrounding region. In this manner the diggers appear to 
have been well scattered over the field.
190
 
Following the first snow fall on the 13th work accelerated on the erection of „substantial 
weatherboard tenements‟ to replace the previous canvas stores in the Township as the 
storekeepers prepared for the winter.
191
However, soon after his arrival around the 19th 
Lt Col. Freeling, an inspector for the South Australian Government, described the 
Township as being: 
a motley collection of the very roughest and most primitive kind, forming 
two streets at right angles to one another, and situated on the slope of a hill. 
Calico is the prevailing material of which the tents are composed, and 
affords neither warmth from the severity of the weather nor protection from 
the rain. Two or three inns, just completed and built of wood, show a 
decided improvement on the original shanties that the diggers and 
frequenters of the township have hitherto been obliged to put up with.
192
  
By this time it is evident that the crossroads form of the Township had already 
developed with one street running east-west uphill between the miner‟s camp on 
Township Hill and the diggings on the Eucumbene and the other running north-south 
meeting the roads from Tumut and Cooma. It is possible that by this time the Township 
Hill miners‟ camp had developed into the main camp on the diggings considering that a 
road through the township had been established to enable transit between it and the 
diggings. Freeling provides an explanation for this state of affairs as he reveals that the 
diggers had placed their „shanties some way up the slopes of the various hills, which are 
dotted all over with their temporary habitations‟ in order to be close to the timber 
located on the hill tops.
193
 In their camps, the diggers were constructing bark or slab 
huts or „log cabins‟ and caching provisions, but as the exodus intensified the formerly 
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well covered hill sides were beginning to look deserted.
194
 Those diggers with means to 
amply provision themselves for the winter were storing wood and water by their hut 
doors and presumably caching their provisions inside.
195
 After the setting in of severe 
winter weather late in April there was concern that the remaining diggers were ill-
prepared for the climate, especially as provisions were becoming scarce and costly due 
to the bad state of the roads and that it would be unprofitable to remain since little work 
would be able to be accomplished.
196
 By the end of the month it was estimated that 
around 18 to 20 „substantial slab building‟ were completed in the Township and that 
around 60 to 70 business premises were scheduled to be soon completed.
197
 Despite 
this, by the end of the month the Township was apparently looking „quite deserted‟ on a 
Sunday, which was a usually day of large business and amusement, due to the 
exodus.
198
 
The improved gold yields coming down through the escort led the government to 
change the escorts from fortnightly to weekly.
199
 Kiandra‟s positive economic situation 
thus led the government to invest in several different infrastructure projects for the 
diggings during April including guideposts to Russell‟s and Tumut; improvements to 
the Cooma and Tumut roads (which were in a dreadful state);
200
 a mail run from 
Cooma; a post office, court of petty sessions, and Township at Russell‟s; a telegraph 
line from Gundagai to Kiandra (which was to be the first linking a goldfield to Sydney); 
and general road improvements and bridge construction across the southern road system 
of the colony for the anticipated spring rush.
201
 However, while the government 
surveyors were busily at work in the Kiandra area and had approved of Commissioner 
Cloete‟s location for the new Township they had no plans of surveying it before the 
winter.
202
 Apparently Surveyor Wood wrote to the Secretary of the Lands about these 
plans to relocate the Township and solve the flooding problems of the currently 
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occupied Camp Town which also made it difficult for dray traffic to approach; this 
would not be an issue for the new Township on its raised prominence.
203
   
The departure of much of the population luckily led to a decrease in crime and 
lawlessness at the diggings, despite the small police presence over much of the 
month.
204
 This also appears to have been a result of the creation of the volunteer police 
who were engaged with night watches on the settlement, as well as the arrival of more 
police from Sydney later in the month.
205
 The arrest of other „bad characters‟ along with 
many of the sly grog sellers selling their holdings to businessmen in the Township also 
led to the restoration of order in this settlement.
206
 Other „shanties‟ were also removed 
by holders of miner‟s rights and business licences who were rapidly expanding the old 
Township to a population of 300 to 400 persons of which the majority were 
businessmen.
207
 The commissioners and police planned to put a stop to the sly grog 
selling after the licenced public houses were complete in the Township, as currently 
these numerous establishments were basically operating openly.
208
 However, there were 
still occasional acts of robbery, as well as instances of „Lynch Law‟ on the diggings, 
and bushranging on the roads to the field.
209
 Apparently there was also little to no 
observance of the Sabbath at the diggings with, instead, gambling, drinking, boxing, 
dog-fighting, and foot racing being the principal amusements of the diggers apart for the 
large amount of trading that was carried on.
210
 
Small unsuccessful rushes continued to break out through the month in the surrounding 
region, while closer to Kiandra the Nine Mile and Four Mile diggings on the Tumut 
River were discovered which turned out to be more permanent in nature.
211
 However, 
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following the snow falls later in the month the Nine Mile was mostly abandoned by the 
diggers, but was still considered a great prospect for the summer.
212
 
At the beginning of the month provisions held a steady price that soon began to fall with 
the dwindling population.
213
 Consequently, a large stockpile of provisions was made in 
the businesses in the Township for the winter and for the rush in spring.
214
 However, it 
was assumed that the miners remaining over the winter would have to subsist on salt 
beef as no stock would be able to reach the settlement after the first snow falls.
215
 
Towards the end of the month provisions, particularly flour and sugar, became scare due 
to supplies not being able to get through after the first snow falls.
216
 Consequently, 
prices began to rise again, but meat was still plentiful enough due to the continued 
presence of stock.
217
 The scarcity of flour was also due to some storekeepers keeping 
large amounts of their shipments for the Commissioner and mining parties who had 
previous ordered them for winter supplies which almost led to riots among the hungry 
diggers.
218
 
Towards the end of April the towns around Kiandra, such as Eden, were beginning to 
call on the government for better roads to the diggings to accommodate the spring rush. 
The construction of these roads would also serve as a winter occupation for the many 
returning diggers in the district.
219
 Businessmen from the surrounding localities were 
also agitating for government works that would provide winter employment for the 
digging population while also preparing the district for the anticipated spring rush.
220
 
Other private companies were also making plans to build road infrastructure, such as 
river punts, to improve the roads to Kiandra in their districts and, thus, lure trade to their 
region.
221
 There was also considerably interest among diggers, merchants, and 
government officials as to which routes to Kiandra were the most efficient for travel or 
the transport of goods in anticipation of the spring rush.
222
 Along many of these routes 
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proper public houses were also beginning to appear to cater for this traffic and replace 
the previous transient shanties.
223
 
May 
At the start of May it appears the exodus from Kiandra was continuing due to the 
weather in late April, with the flow of arrivals not being able to stem the general 
decrease in population.
224
 The departing diggers at this time were settling at winter 
diggings such as Adelong, Braidwood, around Cooma, and Broken Cart Creek or taking 
work in the district to be ready for the spring rush.
225
 This exodus was leading to tents 
and tools being freely available on the diggings as diggers tried to sell off their 
unwanted goods; in some cases they simply buried them for recovery in the spring.
226
 
By late May many Victorians and Tasmanians were still planning to head to the Kiandra 
diggings in September due to the economic stagnation in their colonies while an equal 
amount of interest was still abounding in Adelaide with diggers already beginning the 
journey by land and sea.
227
 However, this excitement was of a great concern to many 
NSW citizens and merchants as they were worried that Victoria in particular would act 
to acquire a large percentage of the trade, gold, and profits from Kiandra.
228
 Generally 
there was still a great expectation among the NSW government, press, and commercial 
community that the Kiandra goldfields would be rich and of a large extent with the 
spring rush.
229
 It was also even beginning to be predicted that the rush would begin in 
late winter so that diggers could be sure of securing good claims, but that the 
storekeepers would be unable to adequately supply it at this point.
230
 
Early in May the weather was generally fine and sunny with cold and frosty nights, but 
around the middle of the month there were strong winds, rain, and occasional hail and 
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snow.
231
 The good weather allowed mining to resume in the river bed following the 
flooding in late April, as well as preparatory race-cutting on the surface and bank 
claims, and sluicing on Surface Hill.
232
 It also served to entice many of the Adelong 
miners back to the field, as well as diggers from further afield who were now convinced 
they could overwinter provided they could work their claims.
233
 However, the inclement 
weather stopped nearly all mining operations on the field and was a serious problem for 
the diggers as without work it was difficult for them to afford the high costs of 
provisions.
234
 Despite this, the diggers intent on remaining, apparently 500 according to 
the commissioners, had constructed around thirty or forty log and bark tenements, with 
more under construction, which were being stocked with the available provisions.
235
 It 
appears an added incentive for the diggers to stay was Commissioner Cloete refusing to 
register claims over the winter meaning that diggers needed to stay to shepherd their 
claims if they wished to continue working them.
236
  
During the month many diggers and people of the community no longer believed that 
there would be heavy snowfalls in the region over the winter as previous reports from 
the locals had predicted, since only isolated falls had occurred to this date.
237
 Thus, it 
was starting to be believed that those who could overwinter would do well once the 
spring broke as they would be present and able to take immediate advantage of better 
weather.
238
 As a consequence diggers were packing in provisions to prepare themselves 
for overwintering.
239
 
Over the second half of May the weather was changeable, but becoming colder, with 
short periods of fine weather and longer period of rain, hail, and strong winds which 
damaged or destroyed tents and flooded the river destroying the new bridge and mining 
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works.
240
 The rain also worsened the roads stopping dray traffic and raising the cost of 
provisions at the diggings while also encouraging many diggers without proper housing 
to leave, especially as due to the flooding they could not regularly work.
241
 The high 
cartage rates at this time were still resulting in expensive provisions for the diggers, 
making it difficult for them to remain without constant wages.
242
 Mining work 
occurring at this stage was principally sluicing or surfacing, which was expected to last 
throughout winter, and when it was occurring good results were apparently being 
received.
243
 During one of the clearer periods towards the end of May a large rush also 
occurred to the flat below Surface Hill.
244
 However, generally the previous reports of 
the severe winter weather encouraged many diggers to leave around this time for home 
or winter diggings as they considered the Kiandra field to be a summer diggings.
245
  
By mid-May around 20 weatherboard, slab, and bark business premises had been 
constructed at Kiandra, besides those at the Government Camp, with the Township 
becoming the central business district at the expense of Camp Town, which consisted 
only of „shanties‟, and was decreasing in size and importance.246 At this time the 
previous calico tents used by businesses were described by the bank official Preshaw:  
On entering I saw a young man behind the counter, and was introduced to 
him by Yates as his assistant (Mr. Swain). The young fellow was perched on 
a piece of bark which rested on two logs, a stream of water running under 
him ; in fact right through the building. I was puzzled to account for this, 
but on examination found it was caused by the snow, which was a foot or 
two deep at the back of the tent, thawing. The floor was one mass of puddle. 
No fireplace, so of course no fire ; no door to the tent, but merely a piece of 
calico with a piece of sapling at the bottom, which was rolled up or down as 
occasion required. The counter was a novelty in its way-four saplings stuck 
into the mud with a few rough boards on the top. Altogether it was a most 
dismal prospect.
247
   
This description highlights the manner in which miners and businesspeople had to 
improvise to provide rough furniture within their tents, as well as the problems snow 
would have caused not only when it was falling, but after it had begun to thaw. With 
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their completion the stores and hotels were acting to store sufficient supplies for the 
winter, while business at the licenced hotels was in full swing.
248
 Once five public 
houses were completed the innkeepers sent a petition to the commissions asking them to 
put a stop to the sly grog selling and associated crime and gambling. Subsequently, the 
commissioners and police raided and heavily fined between 15 and 27 sly grog sellers, 
as well as some storekeepers, who were treated more leniently, to put a stop to this 
practice.
249
 Soon afterwards most of the sly grog sellers abandoned the diggings and 
only publicans appear to have regularly sold grog, with even the storekeepers being 
hesitant.
250
 However, this circumspection was unnecessary as on the 16th the town of 
Kiandra was declared to come under the Spirits Act as a place where alcohol could be 
sold in quantities less than two gallons.
251
  
During May the bad state of the roads to Kiandra, and ability for diggers and supplies to 
easily and efficiently reach the diggings, was a serious issue to the inhabitants of 
Sydney especially as the Government and merchants were afraid of Victoria taking 
advantage and stealing its trade.
252
 Consequently, the government received requests 
from all quarters to create dry and safe roads to the diggings from all directions, 
particularly from Sydney, to in turn encourage immigration and settlement within the 
colony.
253
 There was also agitation from the towns around Kiandra, such as Yass, 
Tumut, Goulburn, Eden, Braidwood, and Queanbeyan, for the construction of new 
roads or improvements to the existing roads to Kiandra so that supplies and diggers 
could more easily and profitably reach the diggings.
254
 Many of these towns formed 
committees to petition the government for these services which aimed to increase the 
trade in their districts, as well as bring about wanted developments to the road 
systems.
255
 Some more enterprising landowners and businesspeople even constructed 
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their own sections of road to Kiandra, or punts across the local rivers, to draw trade to 
their areas.
256
 However, at this stage many of these roads were not completely safe as 
bushrangers were known to hold up travellers along them leading to calls for further 
police patrols and protection.
257
 At Kiandra the Government officials and business 
community were advocating for improved roads, particularly to Tumut, to bring down 
cartage rates and enable the easier provisioning of the diggings.
258
 The road to Russell‟s 
was in a bad state early in the month with dray traffic possible, but at a slow speed, 
while the government was acting to properly survey and improve it.
259
 Meanwhile, most 
of the supplies for the diggings were being transported by packhorses from both 
Russell‟s and Tumut.260 Commissioner Cloete also gave permission for a party to 
construct a private bridge at Russell‟s that was to be operated by toll for a prescribed 
period.
261
 These calls led the government to expend small amounts on the roads to 
Tumut and Cooma, as well as considering repairing and improving parts of the main 
southern road system and surveying and exploring new roads lines to the diggings.
262
 
Around the middle of May the Government finally voted funds towards the construction 
of at Telegraph Line from Gundagai to Kiandra through Adelong and Tumut.
263
 The 
construction of this infrastructure was touted as a great advantage to the diggings by the 
press as it would allow quick communication between the government and Kiandra and 
forestall any disasters that could occur from slow intelligence.
264
 However, the 
population at Kiandra were in desperate need of improved postal services, which were 
often late, and specifically a run to Tumut, from which much of the supplies were 
arriving at the diggings by packhorses.
265
  
Apparently during the month crime, particularly theft, robbery, and horse stealing, was 
rife on the various diggings and could not be adequately checked by the small police 
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contingent at Kiandra.
266
 This was likely a result of the departing population. Indeed, 
crime, particularly theft, appears to have lessened towards the end of the month as the 
population decreased.
267
  
During May the Nine Mile diggings was still producing good yields and interest among 
the diggers even though it were apparently practically deserted at the start of May.
268
 
Other short-term gold finds made during the month were along the Eucumbene halfway 
to Cooma and on the Numeralla around the middle of May.
269
  
Winter 1860 
June 
At the start of June the population at Kiandra appears to have decreased significantly 
with the approaching winter, as most miners headed for warmer climates and winter 
diggings in the surrounding districts (Braidwood, Adelong, and Broken Cart Creek).
270
 
Although during the month European and Chinese diggers from the surrounding NSW 
and Victorian goldfields were still heading towards and regularly arriving at the 
diggings despite the reports of the severe weather in the press.
271
 Within NSW 
anticipation and organisation for the spring rush continued and included those markets 
not associated with mining, such as farmers, who were planting large crops and trying 
to engage reliable labourers, such as married couples.
272
 In Victoria excitement about 
Kiandra appears to have been growing among the diggers with many preparing to depart 
closer to the spring with the advent of warmer weather.
273
 Many potential diggers were 
also leaving or planning to leave Adelaide for Kiandra either by sea or land.
274
 In all, the 
expectation was that the Kiandra gold fields would be rich and vast in extent and a great 
boon to the surrounding districts and colony providing an increase in population and 
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trade through the anticipated spring rush.
275
 Despite this expectation, there was still a 
great deal of concern among the NSW Government and merchants that Victoria (and 
Adelaide) would draw away gold and trade from Kiandra through its proximity to the 
diggings if a convenient route could be found.
276
 In amongst this generally positive 
chorus there were some dissenting voices arguing that the extent of the field was not 
large enough, or of a nature, to support the population of thousands predicted to rush to 
the scene in the spring.
277
 They also warned that heading to Kiandra now was a 
dangerous prospect as it would be difficult for the storekeepers to provide ample 
provisions for the diggers after the settlement became snowbound.
278
 
Over the first half of June the weather was changeable with short periods of fine sunny 
weather, but with overnight frosts, and more common periods of cold icy wind, rain, 
hail, sleet, and snow leading to some sickness and death among the population.
279
 With 
this weather and the condition of the roads the settlement was mainly being supplied by 
pack horses from Tumut.
280
 The inclement weather curtailed much of the mining works, 
which at this stage were mostly sluicing, or when possibly digging in the river, while 
other diggers were located on the hillsides and were making wages by surfacing, 
perhaps particularly at Surface Hill which was rushed early in June.
281
 This change to 
hill surfacing included Township Hill as there was a report of a rush to the hill „at the 
back of the township, where several claims were also taken up‟ early in the month.282 
Otherwise, when diggers were not able to work they were earning wages by assisting in 
building construction in the Township.
283
 The lack of severe winter weather by this 
point had shown the population that the earlier warnings about the weather in the region 
after April were somewhat exaggerated and while they had previously discouraged 
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diggers from constructing „good log huts‟ this construction was now seriously 
underway.
284
 These diggers were also acting to cache enough supplies to see them 
though the period of isolation brought about by the severe winter weather.
285
 
The weather over the latter part of June was cold, wet, and frosty with regular rain and 
snow, leading to prevalent illnesses among the diggers such as influenza, diarrhoea, 
dysentery, and rheumatism, as well as some deaths.
286
 Sickness appears to have been 
especially prevalent among those without good housing and arriving diggers were being 
urged to see to this aspect of their stay immediately upon arrival.
287
 This weather was 
leading many in the press to urge those intending to come to Kiandra to not do so until 
the spring, especially as the severe snowstorms had not yet arrived.
288
 Already this 
weather had curtailed some mining work, especially along the river where it had been 
dammed, and most prospecting work leading to many diggers, especially new arrivals, 
turning to building and other occupations to earn their keep.
289
 Although the weather 
and lack of building materials due to high cartage had also suspended much of the 
construction work in the Township.
290
 Construction on a large number of races was also 
underway to bring water from the surrounding hills to the sluicing claims along the 
river, where deep sinking of up to 30 feet was also continuing.
291
 However, the Kiandra 
climate had not impacted upon the view amongst the press and population that there 
would be a mass rush in the spring and it would become an extensive goldfield.
292
 In 
fact, as the severe winter weather had not materialised by the end of June some 
correspondents were particularly sceptical and condemning of those locals, such as the 
Pollock Brothers, who had previously caused such problems for the diggings by their 
foretelling‟s of the winter climate.293 Despite the weather, provisions, such as flour and 
tea, were apparently plentiful and as a consequence available at lower prices than 
previously, but sugar, rice, salt, candles, nails, iron, carpenter‟s tools, and building 
materials were still in demand.
294
 Some diggers were still departing the diggings late in 
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the month due to the weather and the stoppages it caused to mining works, although 
many intended to return in the spring.
295
 
Within the Township June brought increasing excitement among the business 
community as they speculated and prepared themselves for the expected spring rush by 
hastily erecting wooden buildings.
296
 Particularly, speculation drastically pushed up 
prices of businesses sites from early in the month leading the commercial part of the 
Township to agitate for the survey and proper auction of allotments in the settlement.
297
 
This issue led several businesspeople on the 4th to hire their own surveyors and mark 
out a street and allotments in the Township which were quickly taken up by bakers and 
storekeepers.
298
 Subsequently, Commissioner Cloete on the 12th surveyed business 
allotments, a market square, and road reserves in the Township himself in order to 
provide some order.
299
 On the 30th the settlement is described in the following manner 
starting with the Township:  
Its position is upon a rising eminence, which faces the eastern hills that 
enclose the digging ground. The principal street at present lies direct east 
and west, although it is, I think, very probable that Telegraph-street, which 
runs nearly north and south in the direction of the Police Camp, will 
ultimately become the main street. The houses of the better class or 
description are built of wood, but the original tenements on the highest part 
of the rising ground are simply calico tents, some built up or fortified 
around with mud and branches of trees. There is a quantity of timber of 
stunted growth immediately in the rear of the township. The occupants are 
chiefly storekeepers, publicans, butchers, bakers, &c. The streets in wet 
weather are from one to two feet deep with mud, and when frost or dry 
weather comes, the soft substance is frozen or baked, as the case may be, 
into a hard, uneven, substance, somewhat troublesome to walk upon. The 
Camp lies at the distance of half-a-mile to the south of the present township, 
and despite the earnest desire of the Chief Commissioner and suite to entice 
the township in that direction, I am afraid the people will rally round the 
first focus…“New Chum Hill,” as it is termed, on the other hand, is situated 
on the extreme north, and comprises some fifty or sixty calico tents, but no 
wooden buildings or any note…The Chinese Camp is a little to the east of 
the township, pretty comfortably sheltered under the brow of a small rising 
piece of ground. The Commissioner has requested them to remove under the 
shelter of another hill-side, a small distance to the right, which a number of 
them have done, and thereby opened another settlement apart from all 
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Europeans. There are supposed to be some three or four hundred Chinamen 
here.
300
  
The most important observation here with regard to the Township was that the main 
road at this point was still the east-west running Broadway which linked the diggings 
and KTH suggesting that this was currently the principal miner‟s camp. This idea is 
further confirmed by the mention of the fortified calico tents on the higher ground, as 
well as the stunted forest at the back of the Township. A similar miner‟s camp also 
appears to have been situated on New Chum Hill. In comparison to the Township, 
Camp Town was apparently languishing, since even though it was situated on a small 
hill, its surrounding flats made it extremely difficult for drays to reach its businesses.
301
 
Otherwise, the buildings at the Government Camp, including the Commissioners‟ 
Quarters, Lock-up, inspectors‟ quarters, and police barracks appear to have been 
finished during June, as well as the Commissioner Quarters and police barracks at 
Russell‟s.302 On 4 June around 80 Chinese arrived at Kiandra and expectations were that 
many more would arrive over the coming months.
303
 By around mid-June several 
hundred had arrived and Commissioner Cloete arranged for them to camp „on a hill 
fronting the Government Camp, on the eastern side of the gully‟.304As the above 
description reveals this camp was soon afterwards moved to be more distant from the 
Township. At this stage the Chinese appear to have been involved mainly in reworking 
old ground abandoned by the European diggers.
305
 
Another important development for the fledgling Township at this time was the 
founding of a newspaper, the Alpine Pioneer and Kiandra Advertiser, which was first 
advertised in the Sydney papers on the 16th to be published in early July on a bi-weekly 
basis.
306
 Its publishers were J. and T. Garret who were previously associated with the 
Illawarra Advertiser and wished it to have a „wide circulation among the mining, 
commercial, agricultural, and pastoral inhabitants‟ of the surrounding region.307 By late 
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June the Garrets has arrived in Kiandra and purchased a wooden building as their 
premises.
308
 
Another facility assumedly granted at this time was a mail run once a week from Tumut 
to Kiandra which was still not underway by the 21st, as well as the establishment of a 
post-office at Russell‟s.309 Early in June there was still much dissatisfaction with the 
postal communication between Sydney and Kiandra which took up to a fortnight for 
replies.
310
 Late in the month the post-office was still being run by a storekeeper rather 
than a government officer, while there was a mail run to both Cooma and Tumut every 
week.
311
 Otherwise the previously promised telegraph line from Goulburn to Kiandra, 
after considerably problems in finding an acceptable tender, was finally underway late 
in June.
312
 A well-attended land sale was conducted at Russell‟s or Denison on the 27-
28 with high prices being realised for all allotments on sale, although it was thought that 
New Providence, which was only beginning to form at this time, would supplant this 
settlement as that major one on the eastern slopes of the diggings in time.
313
  
In order for Kiandra to be properly governed during its winter isolation the Government 
took the step of having Commissioner Cloete appointed as the police magistrate for the 
district on the 13th.
314
 However, generally the diggers appear to have not respected 
Commissioner Cloete‟s decisions with regard to mining disputes, instead preferring 
Sub-Commissioner Lockhart who he had replaced.
315
 This dissatisfaction may have led 
to discussions among the community, and a meeting on the 11th, about the formation of 
a local mining court at Kiandra.
316
 Otherwise, horse stealing was a particular problem 
on the diggings in June, as well as petty theft to a degree, but on a whole Kiandra 
appears to have been rather orderly and a testament to the governance of the police and 
commissioners.
317
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An issue that continued to receive considerable attention during the winter months was 
the construction of suitable and reliable roads to Kiandra to accommodate the spring 
rush and its supply. Apparently large sections of the southern road system were in a 
dreadful state of repair and difficult for dray traffic leading to high cartage rates.
318
 
Consequently, there was much agitation in Sydney, including by the Chamber of 
Commerce, for the construction of a road from Sydney to Kiandra during June.
319
 At 
Kiandra the business community also petitioned the Government for the development of 
proper roads to the Township from Russell‟s and Tumut to enable the profitable 
supplying of the settlement, as well as the settling of the district.
320
 At the same time 
they also petitioned for daily postal communications with the surrounding towns and a 
district court so that criminals could be sentenced at Kiandra and not have to be 
transported to Goulburn at great expense and effort to the police.
321
 Unfortunately the 
Government refused to grant these requests, but was in the process of surveying and 
selling land around the diggings for commerce, agriculture, and settlement.
322
 Although 
on the 18th Commissioner Cloete did call for tenders for the construction of a road from 
Russells‟ to Kiandra, but was unable to procure one within his budget, and, thus, this 
necessary work was postponed until further funds could be garnered from the 
Government.
323
 Within the region all the major settlements, such as Albury, Braidwood, 
Cooma, Queanbeyan, Yass, Eden, Tumut, and Goulburn, extolled the benefits of travel 
through their particular locales in order to grab their share of the profits that would be 
generated by the spring rush, as well as general road and civic improvements.
324
 
Otherwise miners and businesspeople also debated the qualities of the different routes to 
the diggings from the surrounding goldfields in both Victoria and NSW in order to find 
the quickest and easiest for diggers and the cheapest for merchants.
325
 Only some of 
these routes garnered government attention and hence surveys of new lines, 
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construction, or planned repairs to existing roads to generally supply an acceptable 
southern road system for the spring rush.
326
  
During June the Nine Mile appears to have been attracting much attention from the 
diggers with its good returns, while the Four Mile was more overlooked and being 
steadily worked by a few parties.
327
 Other smaller rushes occurred to the Snowy Plains, 
a point four miles downriver, eight miles from Kiandra, at the head of the Tumut (15 
miles), at the Umarella, at Happy Jack‟s Plain, and towards Lobb‟s Hole (17 miles).328  
July  
During July Kiandra was still of considerable interest to the public and media as it was 
still expected that a major spring rush would occur and a rich and extensive goldfield 
revealed.
329
 However, there was some growing concern and unease among the miners at 
the conflicting reports from Kiandra: with those from the newspaper correspondents, 
storekeepers, and the government officials being glowing and positive and those from 
private letters from diggers being more negative and cautious.
330
 This conflict mainly 
centred on the positive reports deeming the field to be unlimited in extent and those 
more negative contending that only one small section of the Eucumbene was payable 
and already almost worked out.
331
 The potential rush was still causing some 
consternation among the government and commercial community of Sydney as they 
were concerned that Victoria would take up a considerable portion of the trade and 
profits from Kiandra due to their proximity to the field.
332
 To some extent this was a 
valid concern as many of the colonial markets were making arrangement to supply the 
Kiandra rush in some manner, such as in flour and wheat or other commodities.
333
 
However, this was equally true of the district markets, such as Yass and Braidwood, 
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which were all making plans to produce a large wheat crop in the spring to supply the 
rush with flour, or were fattening stock for sale in the spring, and were already sending 
large consignments to the diggings.
334
 At the same time some of the previous 
excitement about the diggings appears to have subsided due to the winter weather, 
especially in the adjoining colonies.
335
 However, this was not stoping many diggers, 
both European and Chinese, from heading towards Kiandra and arriving steadily there 
throughout the earlier part of July.
336
 Many of these diggers were from the Victorian 
fields due to their stagnation during this period, or from the NSW goldfields, and some 
were also coming from Adelaide.
337
 Unfortunately, many of them were arriving without 
resources which were critically required to make a start at the diggings due to the high 
cost of provisions and lack of work.
338
 This situation was causing many new arrivals to 
depart the field giving it a bad reputation in the process.
339
 
Over the first half of July the weather increasingly became colder with overnight frosts 
freezing all the open water sources on the diggings, but during the day the weather was 
still usually fine.
340
 This finer weather allowed the 4th of July to be celebrated with 
sporting contests, such as pole climbing, racing, and sack racing, followed by a dinner 
in the evening.
341
 However, this event was seemingly interrupted by a severe snowstorm 
with heavy thunder and lightning which struck in the evening leaving around four 
inches of snow across the field the following day which fortunately quickly thawed 
out.
342
 This snow inconvenienced the diggers and others living in tents by forcing them 
to remove it from across the top of their flys.
343
 This storm and the colder weather also 
hindered mining, stopping work several days a week, and encouraging some parties to 
leave, while also inconveniencing the whole population by making the footing uncertain 
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across the whole diggings.
344
 It was also causing a fair amount of illness, such as colds, 
sore throats, and influenza, as well as some reported deaths.
345
 This epidemic was 
decreasing trade, especially on Sundays, which were usually the day when diggers did 
the majority of their supply purchasing since stores were open to 4pm.
346
 Where mining 
was occurring, such as in Whipstick Gully where deep sinking was underway or in the 
river bed, good results were still being returned, but with significant initial outlay and 
preparatory work on claims.
347
 Work along the river at this point extended up to four 
miles along it to the south with its bed having been worked over along this length, 
which was now being reworked with dams, flumes, and water-wheels redirecting the 
river to allow easier access to the bed.
348
 This new type of working on the river bed 
claims by large parties or companies was seen as the only way to successfully and 
efficiently work them and was leading the diggers to complain about claim sizes and the 
difficulties in amalgamating claims for this purpose.
349
 The potential of these claims 
was still leading to regular fights as different parties contended for the same ground or 
disputed their boundaries.
350
 However, the bad weather which was preventing most 
work from occurring was resulting in many of the older claims only being shepherded at 
this point.
351
  
From the 15th the severe winter weather finally set in, bringing snow, sleet, rain, high 
winds, and storms resulting in snow falls of an average of two feet, but up to four, six or 
ten feet in some places, which obscured the diggings and roads except for the guide 
posts.
352
 As a result communications, such as the mails and escorts, with the outside 
world were stopped, as well as the flow of provisions to the Township, by the snow and 
associated flooding in the district.
353
 Consequently, provisions rose rapidly in cost, 
bringing poverty and starvation to some new arrivals, and a lack of firewood and timber 
for building purposes on the diggings.
354
 This led many unemployed diggers to begin 
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bringing in firewood to the Township to make ends meet.
355
 The weather perturbed a 
large portion of the population and persuaded many parties to attempt to walk out to 
Russell‟s/New Providence, Lobbs‟ Hole, or Tumut/Adelong on the 24-25 during a break 
in the snow; but only a few were successful due to sleet, rain, and strong winds.
356
 As 
the severe weather continued this trickle turned into an exodus during a break in the 
snow from the 27th when the majority of ill-prepared (those without proper huts) and 
poverty stricken diggers, as well as new arrivals, departed.
357
 This apparently also 
included a large number of experienced Victorian diggers who were frightened by the 
severe climate.
358
 During this same break in the weather several Kiandra merchants 
contracted around 200 Chinese diggers to transport materials on foot through the snow 
from Russell‟s to Kiandra using bamboo poles.359 This was because the packhorse and 
drays previously used to supply the settlement could not travel through the snowbound 
conditions, but sledges soon began to be used on the diggings.
360
 While this situation 
may have provided the Chinese, who were apparently starving because they were 
unable to work, with a method to provide themselves with food and work, it did have a 
somewhat exploitative and racist undertone to many observers.
361
 One of their first jobs 
was to port in the type for the Alpine Pioneer which had intended to begin publishing 
mid-month but was stopped by the severe weather stranding its printing press at New 
Providence.
362
 Despite the severe weather only one serious case of frost bite (legs, 
hands, and feet) was recorded due to the effects of drunkenness and no apparent deaths, 
but there was a fair amount of illness and suffering from exposure due to insufficient 
shelter.
363
 The weather also had the effect of dissuading all but a few from making the 
final leg of the journey to Kiandra at this time.
364
 Those that decided not to or fled 
Kiandra often settled in the surrounding areas, such as around New Providence, to await 
the advent of warmer weather.
365
 However, some diggers, usually those unprepared on 
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arrival, were completely discouraged by the severe weather and were returning home 
with a bad impression of the diggings without having even given it any sort of trial.
366
 
Provisions available late in the month included basics such as flour, bread, rice, oats, 
coffee, potatoes, and butter; alcohol such as ale, porter, port wine, sherry, and 
champagne; medicines which were scarce; and bullocks, fowl, and sheep of which the 
former and latter were scarce at different times.
367
 Carpenters tools were also apparently 
in heavy demand and unattainable at the diggings.
368
 Cats were also being brought in to 
combat the (short-tail bush) rat plague at the settlement, which was so severe that those 
sleeping in tents were being covered in them during the night.
369
 Generally, the 
storekeepers were having difficulties providing supplies for the whole population due to 
the difficulties in transporting goods and the need to import all commodities to the 
diggings.
370
  
Once the cold temperatures and snow falls began mining operations across all the 
different diggings were particularly hindered because of snow cover and drift, the 
freezing of races, and flooding of creeks and rivers.
371
 It particularly affected river bed 
claims as after any snow or rain fall they would be flooded for days, whereas surface or 
sluicing claims would be only interrupted by the inclement weather.
372
 The inability to 
work particularly unnerved the miners, as without a steady income they were uncertain 
how they would survive the winter and cost of provisions, and many did not want to 
have to outlay funds to see them through prolonged periods of inactivity.
373
 New 
arrivals in particular were struggling to find work, and willing to provide any type of 
labour for pay, thus, many were involved in drawing firewood to the Township were 
this commodity was in high demand due to the need to have large fires constantly 
burning to provide warmth.
374
 However, the snowy conditions did provide an 
opportunity for relaxation and leisure activities among the diggers including snowball 
fights, dancing, boxing matches, and of course drinking and drunkenness.
375
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The overwintering diggers continuing were still constructing „good houses‟, log huts, or 
snug winter huts and laying in supplies for up to two or three months.
376
 However, the 
severe storms and snow during this period had demonstrated that slab walled and bark 
roofed huts used by the storekeepers were not suitable for this climate as the snow 
drifted in the gaps in the timberwork.
377
 Similarly, the high winds had blown away 
„tents of light material‟ and cut the coverings on others to ribbons firmly suggesting that 
the calico tent was unsuitable to this climate with its ice and snow.
378
 The severe 
weather also led the community to take steps to establish a hospital over the latter half 
of July in anticipation of the great rush expected in the spring who would be arriving ill-
prepared and worn-out from their journey and would then suffer in the severe Kiandra 
climate.
379
 To this end, Commissioner Cloete donated funds from fines issued on the 
diggings towards its establishment and a subscription was held among the community 
and together these efforts raised over £150.
380
 A committee was also established to 
oversee the establishment and management of the hospital and the government 
petitioned for additional funds.
381
 However, the subscription campaign was apparently 
not greatly supported by the diggers who from the vantage point of the business 
population were too transient or miserly to donate to such funds which were for their 
own benefit.
382
    
In response to the weather the press were publishing warnings to dissuade diggers from 
heading to Kiandra, where it was impossible to work, and incredibly expensive to 
survive, until October, or at least the spring.
383
 Furthermore, there was an acute shortage 
of suitable accommodation and provisions for lasting out the severe weather leaving any 
new arrivals with nowhere to shelter and the prospect of little food and other 
necessities.
384
 Indeed, all the public houses, particularly the Exchange Hotel, were 
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crammed full at this time.
385
 However, at the same time they were still expressing the 
view of the diggings as being especially rich and unlimited in extent.
386
 
Construction at Kiandra by the government and private enterprise continued throughout 
July and only faltered over the second half with the advent of snow and other severe 
weather and the break in supply of building materials.
387
 Buildings were being rapidly 
erected early in the month, where building materials were available, as businesspeople 
strived to have their accommodation completed by the spring. This flurry of activity led 
to five public-houses being finished by mid-July.
388
 Early in July the government began 
plans to construct a post and telegraph office at the diggings to compliment the guide 
posts constructed towards Tumut and Russell‟s, of which the former was planned to 
form part of the under construction telegraph line.
389
 The anticipated rush was also 
driving speculation in allotments within both the Township and Camp Town with the 
business community agitating for the survey and sale of allotments in both areas to 
replace the business licences currently in operation.
390
 A sale of allotments occurred 
around this time at Denison and realised high prices.
391
 This agitation was leading to 
individuals jumping other business claims due to the original claims having been 
orientated on a different axis to those which the main street, Broadway was now 
aligned.
392
 However, the Township appeared at this time to be beginning to be the 
preferred business site at the diggings.
393
 It was described in the following manner 
demonstrating that Broadway running between the diggings on the Eucumbene and 
Township Hill as the principal thoroughfare, firmly suggesting that KTH was the 
principal miners‟ camp at this time:  
Kiandra proper is built on the slope of a hill, the original main street 
running from north to south, and pitched, with the usual judgement of Mr. 
Pollock, far too high up. The only other street, and which may now be styled 
the principal one, leads down towards the Snowy River in an easterly 
direction. In this street are situated nearly all the principal stores and 
public houses, there being at present four large ones of the latter and about 
twenty of the former class, all good substantial weatherboard buildings, in 
some instances covered with galvanised iron. From the state of the streets, if 
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a municipality availeth ought thereto, the sooner one is established the 
better, for in the best of weather one’s boots are often left legless in the 
verdant mud, and when rain or thaw sets in, the slush is nearly up to one’s 
knees. No wonder, therefore, that people in tents and those sleeping almost 
on the ground in the midst of such mire should be attacked with rheumatism 
and low fever. From the middle of the principal street a line of road has 
been lately marked out by the Chief Commissioner along the side of a hill 
nearly facing the camp, towards the bridge, on the high road to Russell’s. 
On both sides of this road numerous allotments have been taken up by the 
holders of business licenses, and as the Commissioner insists upon 
occupation being the sole title by which such land can be held, already 
many good buildings may be seen in the course of erection, more especially 
on the hill-side opposite the Camp.
394
  
Another description of the Township from early July appears to conflate it with the 
Township Hill miners‟ camp and demonstrates that in comparison to Camp Town: 
Kiandra town is a much more extensive place. There cannot be fewer than 
three or four hundred wooden and canvas and wood places of residence and 
business, the latter predominating, in a ruck, and there the diggers reside in 
places with sod walls, with bark and canvas roofs on the hill sides at the 
back, and on either side of the township, which is built on two plateaus on 
the face of a hill descending to the river, which runs through a succession of 
such hills, barren at the base, but wooden on the crown. The town has been 
laid out, or rather has risen up, regardless of arrangement, and the 
thoroughfares and approaches are covered with the deepest and blacked 
seas of mud I have ever seen. The only time you can move about without 
fear of engulfment is early in the morning till about eleven whilst the surface 
is frozen over.
395
 
Consequently, besides the large miners‟ camp on the top of Township Hill there were 
also huts scattered along the lower slopes to the north and south of the Township. 
Furthermore, there was also apparently „numerous tents and peat huts‟ located along the 
banks of the Eucumbene.
396
 At the Nine Mile late in July (27th) the miners‟ huts built 
there were described as being:  
spread over an area of three or four acres of ground, with an occasional 
straggler, some quarter of a mile off, on the hill-top or valley side, may be 
seen the humble canvas cabin of the digger, the sides being flanked with 
sods, branches of trees, and rubbish of any and all kinds. Sometimes a 
blanket serves for canvas, and cowhide or sheepskin for a doorway. Within 
this humble roof some four or five reside, and an occasional friend 
assembles in bad weather, when the cheerful bowl goes round, and song 
and dance enliven the dull monotony of a winter’s evening upon the brow of 
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a barren mountain on the border of the snow-capped summits of the great 
Australian Alps.
397
  
This account accords well with the descriptions of the huts built at Kiandra and provides 
some additional details, such as rubbish being thrown or stored alongside huts, and 
blankets, cowhides, and sheepskins also being used in construction. It also demonstrates 
that up to four or five diggers would occupy each hut. This observation suggests that 
huts were typically the abodes of mining parties rather than individual diggers, which 
does accord well with the general historical evidence.  
Outside of the Township in early July the Commissioner‟s camp was described in 
accordance with previous reports as being: 
pitched about a mile to the south of the town. It seems well chosen on the 
side of a hill, and is greatly sheltered from the south-west gales; although, 
in case of a heavy fall of snow, it is likely to be one of the first places 
covered, and we may yet hear of the Commissioners being dug out by their 
friends the diggers. Commissioners’ quarters, a court-house and lockup, 
barracks for the police, and stables, are all nearly finished, and in part 
occupied, whilst additional buildings are being got ready for the spring.
398
  
Meanwhile, a new Chinese Camp was created on the 9th „about half-a-mile down the 
river‟ from the two previous encampments „near the town‟ because of complaints from 
the European diggers.
399
 
Throughout July the mail arrangements continued to cause some consternation as the 
weekly services running to both Cooma and Tumut were prone to interruption due to 
the weather.
400
 By this time a Post-Officer was stationed at Kiandra and was occupying 
a room in the Empire Hotel for the running of this service.
401
 However, the rate at which 
the mail was running between Sydney and Kiandra, seven days, was disappointing and 
unsatisfactory to much of the community.
402
 
Early in July the Government had stationed at Kiandra one Commissioner (Cloete), two 
Sub-Commissioners (Clarke and Scott), a superintendent of Police (Captain Zouch), 
seven mounted police, seven foot police, and three detectives.
403
 To supplement this 
force for the spring they intended to send an additional two Sub-Commissioners, a clerk 
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of petty sessions, a superintendent of roads, an overseer of roads, and around ten 
additional police.
404
 This additional detachment of twelve foot police left Sydney for 
Kiandra on the 23rd under the command of Inspector Carnes.
405
 However, it appears to 
have been delayed at Liverpool because the Campbelltown train was closed due to poor 
weather and soon returned to Sydney.
406
 The government also planned to send an 
additional detachment of ten or twelve mounted police to Kiandra once the roads were 
in a suitable enough condition.
407
 Despite these plans bushrangers were active in the 
Bombalo area around the middle of July and the lack of troopers on the roads were a 
great concern to the community.
408
 Furthermore, the large police presence was not 
discouraging the high amount of petty thefts which was occurring on the field and in the 
Township.
409
Early in the month there was some dissatisfaction among the diggers with 
Commissioner Cloete‟s administration in comparison to the previous incumbent Sub-
Commission Lockhart, as he was nullifying or ignoring many of Lockhart‟s previous 
generous rulings with regards to claim sizes and water rights.
410
 In this manner Cloete 
appears to have been strictly adhering to the mining acts where the diggers wanted more 
liberal interpretations of the regulations more in accordance with the local conditions 
and the profitable working of the river claims.
411
 
During July the routes and roads to the diggings were still of great interest to the general 
public as they prepared for the expected spring rush. As a result, there was much 
advocating for different routes by interested parties in order to draw trade to their 
regions, as well as by diggers and merchants focussed on the best and easiest manner to 
get themselves or their goods to the diggings.
412
 Amongst these discussions almost 
every town surrounding Kiandra, or on the main routes to it (Albury, Bathurst, Eden, 
Gundagai), petitioned the government for new surveyed roads or road improvements to 
accommodate the spring rush traffic.
413
 This included the Kiandra community 
petitioning for an improved road to Tumut, which was supplying a large proportion of 
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the supplies to the settlement at this time.
414
 The commercial population in particular 
was calling for road improvements in order to bring down carriage rates to Kiandra and 
permit the easy provisioning of the settlement as the roads early in the month were 
atrocious for dray traffic.
415
 Consequently, this resulted in planned improvements to 
different sections of the southern road system by the government, as well as the 
appointment of a road engineer to improve the roads on all the approaches to Kiandra to 
permit easy dray traffic along them.
416
 However, delays in road improvements caused 
the business community at Kiandra a vast deal of consternation early in the month, even 
though a bridge was completed over the Eucumbene on the road to Russell‟s by private 
enterprise for the ability to extract a toll for a set period.
417
 Elsewhere in the region the 
government constructed new police buildings at most of the main centres to provide 
safety for travellers and the gold escort.
418
 Preparations were also being made by 
businesspeople on the approaches to the diggings to cater for the expected spring rush, 
by construction way-side inns, public-houses, and river punts.
419
 Late in July the 
Melbourne firm Cobb and Co. were also making arrangements to start a coach line from 
Eden to Kiandra.
420
 Previously, several coach services had been begun, or were being 
contemplated, to Kiandra, or nearby towns, from places such as Sydney, Albury, 
Bathurst, Goulburn, Inveralochy, and Campbelltown.
421
 
The severe weather later in July effectively cut off the Four Mile, Snowy Plain, and 
Nine Mile from Kiandra prompting many diggers to leave these fields. However, when 
work was underway on them sluicing, river bed, or deep sinking claims were providing 
good prospects irrespective of their extents.
422
 Otherwise, although the bad weather was 
preventing any serious prospecting from occurring that were small rushes to the head of 
the Tumut River and a spot 15 miles from Kiandra during the month.
423
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August 
During August the miners that had deserted Kiandra during the heavy snows over the 
latter part of July began to arrive back at their hometowns or summer goldfields with 
many providing the diggings with a bad reputation for a number of reasons including: 
the pecuniary loss or misfortune they experienced there; the severe winter weather; or 
the limited extent of payable claims.
424
 However, some diggers, usually those who had 
arrived early on the diggings and done well, were glowing in their reports of the 
richness of the field, its vast extent, and their intention to return in the spring.
425
 
Irrespective of the negative reports and accounts of the severe weather the rush to 
Kiandra, by both European and Chinese diggers, was still continuing from many fields 
and towns in NSW, as well as from Victoria and South Australia, with diggers arriving 
steadily throughout the month.
426
 This was in spite of the warnings still being published 
by the press about the severe weather, lack of accommodation, unavailability of work, 
high cost of living, and the foolishness of heading there before spring.
427
 Consequently, 
as the month progressed new arrivals became increasingly unimpressed with the 
diggings and its prospects since they could not immediately find a successful (payable) 
claim and, thus, the first snow fall would scare them away leading to regular 
exoduses.
428
 Otherwise, the press was still utterly convinced of the richness of the field 
and that it would prove to be „the richest and most extensive yet discovered‟ in NSW, or 
even the Australian Colonies, in the spring.
429
 In anticipation of this rush many 
pastoralists were sending their flocks of sheep and cattle towards Kiandra and fattening 
them for a good sale in the spring while agriculturalists from the surrounding districts 
were creating an excess of flour for the same cause.
430
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At the start of August the weather was relatively fine during the day, but with cold 
frosty nights, with an average of one to two feet of snow over the diggings which was 
slowly beginning to melt turning the field into slush and mud.
431
 These and previous 
snowfalls by this time led some newspaper correspondents to detail snow survival and 
travelling methods such as snow shoes and sledges and encourage their use at 
Kiandra.
432
 However, despite the severe winter weather and conflicting reports the 
Alpine Pioneer and other correspondents claimed that not more than a score of people 
had up to the present died at Kiandra, chiefly of „intemperate habits‟ or „exposure and 
neglect‟.433 Otherwise the inclement weather prevented most drays or packhorses from 
reaching the Township except if they had light loads, and instead, the Chinese were 
porting in the majority of provisions and even building materials for the storekeepers.
434
 
This included the type for the Alpine Pioneer which printed its first edition on the 3rd 
and which aimed to have a wide circulation among the adjacent goldfields and the 
Monaro and Tumut districts.
435
 Once the weather cleared further packhorses, some 
drays, as well as sledges drawn by horses began to bring in more supplies.
436
 However, 
the flooded rivers in the region prevented the mails or gold escorts from reaching the 
Township for up to two weeks.
437
 This fine weather also permitted new arrivals to again 
begin to trickle in to the diggings, but apparently many diggers on the road had been 
turned back by the snow in late July, including a large number of unprepared 
Victorians.
438
 This whole situation resulted in carriers asking such exorbitant prices for 
carriage to Kiandra that the storekeepers were making little to no profit, where they 
were receiving their goods at all due to mismanagement and theft by some carriers.
439
 
Provisions that were being transported in this manner included flour, butter, eggs, fowls, 
goods, stores, firewood, sawn timber, and cats. However, generally stocks across the 
field were low with mutton being the main meat available from butchers.
440
 Towards 
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the end of August there were serious concerns among the storekeepers of how they were 
to feed the spring rush as the weather and bad state of the roads meant that it was 
exceedingly difficult for supplies to reach Kiandra and presently most stock was stuck 
at New Providence or Denison.
441
  
Following the fine start to August the weather became changeable with periods of 
cutting cold winds, sleet, frosts, snow, and fine weather over the first half of the 
month.
442
 After the middle of the month the weather became relatively fine and sunny 
during the days, but still cold, with some overnight frosts leaving the snow to slowly 
disappear from the landscape without unduly flooding the river.
443
 Subsequently, many 
people began to believe that the severe winter weather was over and that a relatively 
mild winter at Kiandra had passed.
444
 However, from the 20th the weather returned to 
being changeable with periods of sunshine, heavy rain, sleet, hail, snow, frost, and high 
cold winds which flooded the river and severely disrupted and damaged the mining 
works there, as well as turning the field to mud.
445
  
The overwintering diggers at this time were engaged in working new or partly worked 
ground principally along the river to two miles above the Township and six miles below 
it or prospecting the district for likely spring diggings.
446
 When it was possible for 
mining operations to continue this was principally on sluicing claims due to the flooded 
river and availability of water. This included Jackass Flat where hopes of a quartz reef 
were also entertained; along the higher ground of Pollocks Gully; on Surface Hill where 
sinking and tunnelling in search of a quart reef was also underway; along Bullock Head 
Creek; at the flume claims at the falls along the river; and at New Chum Hill where 
shafting in search of a reef and a single tunnel had also commenced.
447
 Additionally, at 
the end of August there was also a report of diggers working on the top of Township 
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Hill, but without yet having discovered a payable deposit.
448
 Unfortunately, the 
prospecting for quartz reefs was unsuccessful, despite the commissioners encouraging 
the search and a report on the 17th of a German party finding a reef at Jackass Flat, 
being awarded a quartz claim, and setting of a minor rush where claims were taken for 
three miles along the suspected line of the reef.
449
 This was after the party on Surface 
Hill, who were in the course of sinking their fifth shaft, had exhausted their original 
subscription funds after problems with water seepage, made a further call for 
subscriptions from the storekeepers.
450
 Meanwhile within the river, several large parties 
were now undertaking extensive operations to turn the river or blast rock which 
involved significant outlays of capital, demonstrating that company working was the 
best means of exploiting the Kiandra field.
451
 This was associated with some mutterings 
about the goldfields act and the smallness of claims which was impeding the 
development of the field.
452
 Although apparently Commissioner Lockhart had granted 
larger claims, one acre plus, to the sluicers on Surface Hill which was also beginning to 
become a source of contention among the diggers.
453
 Some diggers were also arguing 
that the original payable ground on the field was still the only place that was paying 
good wages, even from reworking, and that despite the prospecting throughout the 
region no other good ground had been located even though there had been numerous 
small rushes. As a consequence many diggers were not making tucker.
454
 Thus, they 
were urging the press to let others know that it was not worth coming to the diggings in 
the spring, because there would be no payable ground or prospects available for any 
new arrivals based on the lack of any new finds.
455
 Following the publication of a few 
issues there was some calls by diggers that the Alpine Pioneer was exaggerating the 
Kiandra‟s prospects to the benefit of the commercial community by helping to inflame a 
large spring rush.
456
 
A major disruption occurred during the month due to a conflict between the Surface Hill 
sluicing claims and the nearby river bed claims that unfortunately brought to the fore 
previously underlying or simmering disputes between the commissioners and diggers. 
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The basis of this conflict was the alleged washing of the tailings and waste from the 
sluicing claims into the river bed disrupting and damaging the work on the claims in this 
area. Following complaints from the river bed claim holders Commissioner Cloete 
ordered a dam to be constructed to prevent this waste from entering the river before 
further work could commence; but the sluicers did not comply arguing that the 
Goldfield Regulations did not provide him with this power and that a dam would stop 
their work by flooding the lowest claims.
457
 Subsequently, this conflict escalated on the 
27-28th when the Commissioners attempted to enforce their order by having the police 
stop one of the races feeding the 14 claims on the hill and threating to fine and imprison 
any of the 63 diggers at work on them.
458
 However, after the police cut this race the 
diggers immediately restored it and recommenced working forcing Commissioner Scott 
to return and order the police to cut all the races at their respective heads at a distance 
from the claims.
459
 The actions of the miners during this dispute resulted in many of the 
parties being summoned before the Police court.
460
 Apparently, the government officials 
and press blamed Commissioner Lockhart for this incident as he had originally 
permitted the sluicing operation to begin here, before the river was worked out, as he 
should have.
461
 In contrast, the diggers blamed the incident on the vacillating conduct of 
Commissioner Cloete who apparently originally approved the site and situation of the 
sluicing works here, but then changed his mind following the complaints of the river 
bed holders, and made unreasonable and unjust demands on the sluicers.
462
    
This conflict between the sluicers, river bed holders, and commissioner during August 
led to calls for the creation of a local mining court by some of the diggers. 
Subsequently, a public meeting was held on the 15th to this end that was poorly 
attended by the diggers, as the „better class‟ of miners were generally against this 
institution as it usually only provided power to „lower class‟ diggers.463 It seems that 
agitation for this institution was being made by the Surface Hill sluicers disaffected with 
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the recent decisions against them in favour of the river bed claims holder.
464
 However, 
enough signatures for a petition must have been gathered as later in August one for the 
establishment of a local court at Kiandra was presented to the Legislative Assembly by 
Mr Wilson the member for the Southern Goldfields.
465
 
During August the Township continued to develop with Broadway as its principal street 
with most of the businesses, including several fine weatherboard stores, banks, and 
hotels, positioned along it.
466
 As such, it appears that the Township Hill miners‟ camp 
was still the principal diggers‟ encampment at this point and this fact is further 
confirmed by a letter from an anonymous married lady which describes the misfortunes 
of herself and her husband during the severe snowstorms late in July:  
Kiandra 9th August 
We had no mails for three weeks, owing to the fearful weather – snow and 
storm. Since the 15th of July, the ground has been covered three feet deep 
with snow on the average, but where the drift is thirty feet it would terrify 
you. This day fortnight we had to fly from our tent near the claim, and came 
up here near a mile and a half, for it was no longer safe to remain. James 
had to get out of the chimney, as we were completely blocked in, the snow 
quite as high as the top of the tent; not a very pleasant situation to be in. I 
never will forget the walk here up to my middle in snow, and James trying to 
drag me through. I had a man’s pair of Wellington boots on. We had to 
leave everything behind; we were lent a tent until we could get our own, 
which we did this week, and a good thing too, as all night and this day we 
have a fearful hurricane, with a return of heavy snow. I was able, through 
the kindness of a lot of young men, to get a good part of my things brought 
to me. The poor fellows brought my bed and bedding on their backs through 
the snow, with pots, pans, and so on, everyone carrying a load; the rest they 
put in the cart, covered over until they can bring them. God bless them for 
their kindness! No horses can travel; it is the poor Chinese that fetch 
everything on poles, and of course they charge very high. For a fortnight no 
cattle could be brought in for slaughter. It is no use trying to give you any 
idea of what it is, as you, or any person not seeing, would not credit it. For 
two nights before we left the river I never took off my clothes or had a 
candle out. We could get no wood there; but here we are on top of a hill in 
the midst of timber, so can keep a large fire. We have a grand chimney in 
the tent, built of sods, which is a great comfort, not having to go out to cook. 
For God’s sake tell everyone to stay away until a month or two. There is 
nothing doing, nor will there be for sometime, until the weather breaks up. 
My heart aches for new arrivals – poor fellows – perhaps with light purses, 
and everything so dear. … If I could have formed any idea of the horrors of 
this villainous place, not all the gold in Australia would get me here; and 
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unless I leave my bones here, I will leave in the autumn if not before. I don’t 
think a single person will be got to spend a second winter here. I would 
sooner beg my bread through the streets of Sydney. You could not hear 
yourself speak during the roaring of the storm. I saw that eighty young men 
arrived at Twofold Bay on their way here - Lord pity them if they arrive in 
this storm. I have to stop, as I just got a great fright, a part of our tent gave 
way. Friday, such a fearful night as we had no sleep. While writing I am 
standing up. I shall remember the year 1860 as long as I live. We have 
hundreds of rats running over the very beds.
467
   
This letter reveals a number of interesting facts about the diggings and plight of the 
miners at this stage including that the huts previously mentioned being built along the 
banks of the Eucumbene in July were intended to be near the claims to shepherd them. 
However, the severe snowfalls smothered these huts forcing their occupants to evacuate 
up to the main camps on the hill sides – probably in this case the Township Hill camp – 
so as to be closer to other diggers in the case of emergency. It also reiterates the point 
that the huts on the hill were positioned there to be closer to firewood supplies so that 
fires could be constantly burnt; likely also so that deep drifts of snow would not form 
over or around huts and cause the roofs or walls to collapse. The abandonment of the 
„houses and tenements‟ on the flat and near the river was also recorded by another 
returning digger around this time, as well as the fact that that the former miners‟ camp 
on New Chum Hill and „the hills adjoining‟ had also been deserted.468 Otherwise, the 
advice for new arrivals at this time was that ideally their first business should be to 
construct a „house‟ that would take one week in good weather and two in bad 
weather.
469
  
Once the weather cleared early in the month a great deal of building activity 
commenced in both the Township and Camptown in preparation for the spring rush.
470
 
In both areas competition was so fierce for allotments that some were being jumped by 
new arrivals, ready to build, where their old owners had unfortunately made no 
preparations prior to the break in the weather.
471
 Between these two centres there was 
also considerably competition for the location of the post-office and telegraph station 
early in the month, but ultimately it was decided that it would be located in the 
Township.
472
 Despite the construction of a large number of public houses in both 
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settlements, sly grog selling was still occurring in the more remote parts of the 
goldfield, such as the Nine Mile and Sawpit Hill (a lady).
473
 During August the Hospital 
Committee continued working towards the establishment of a hospital and £135 was 
subscribed despite the apparent apathy of the diggers and it was planned to create an 
interim sick fund while petitioning the government for funds to construct a building.
474
 
The Alpine Pioneer considered the advances of the Committee as being far too slow, 
apathetic, and desultory and towards the end of August reiterated the urgent need for a 
hospital to alleviate the suffering of the road weary diggers arriving at Kiandra; the poor 
and hungry diggers on the field currently unable to work because of the weather; and 
those diggers suffering from exposure in their huts overnight.
475
 Currently diggers 
injured during work were forced to rely on the charity of mates, diggers, and other 
members of the community to form a subscription to keep them until they recovered.
476
 
Otherwise, around the Township a number of slaughter-yards had been built which were 
occasionally dangerous for the Townspeople if bullocks escaped from these yards.
477
 
Another danger to the townspeople that was causing complaints was the terribly muddy 
state of the roads after inclement weather.
478
 
With the continuing development of the Township the moral condition of the population 
began to become a concern. Particularly there were some complaints about the lack of 
plans to construct a church that could aid in raising the moral standards of the 
population and stop Sunday trading.
479
 This agitation appears to have led to a move by 
the police and the principal storekeepers late in the month to stop Sunday trading which 
had previously been rife on the diggings.
480
By this time services were also reportedly 
being held in the Township on Sundays by an unidentified minister.
481
  
Early in August it appears that the exodus and weather had resulted in a decrease in 
crime and violence across the diggings.
482
 However, as the month progressed some 
bushranging or sticking-up still continued on the roads and outlying settlements, as well 
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as sly grog selling at the settlement.
483
 Another detachment of foot police arrived on the 
16th, of which some members were to be stationed in the Township to help put an end 
to the night violence and prize fighting there.
484
 Sub-Gold Commissioner Cooper and a 
Sub-Inspector of the mounted police who was to superintend the road patrols in the 
district also arrived on the 21st.
485
 Despite the increased police presence the Kiandra 
public still found it difficult to achieve justice as no District Court was held closer to the 
diggings than Cooma, and there were calls for the Monaro circuit to include Kiandra at 
monthly intervals.
486
 
On the 16th the government offered a mail contract for a run from Cooma to Kiandra, 
passing through Russell‟s five times weekly for the period from the 1st October to the 
31st of December.
487
 Thomas Moran from Goulburn successfully obtained the mail 
contract, as well as those for Braidwood, Queanbeyan, Russell‟s, and Cooma.488 
However, the Alpine Pioneer considered the route from Tumut to Kiandra as more 
practical and reliable for the mail run as it did not pass across any sizable streams that 
could prevent passage in times of rain or floor.
489
 It would also allow more ready 
communication with Victoria, which may not have been a pleasing thought to the 
colonial government.
490
 Nevertheless the result of these improved postal 
communications would be that there would be daily mails between Kiandra and Cooma, 
and more regular communication with Sydney and the coast.
491
   
Roads were still a major concern during August as they were still in a bad condition on 
the approaches to Kiandra being impassable for dray traffic in bad weather; although the 
government was finally seeing to the survey, improvements, or maintenance of some of 
the roads in the surrounding districts and on the main southern road.
492
 However, this 
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work was not stopping miners and businesspeople from attempting to discovery new 
roads to the diggings, petitioning for the opening of others, or discussing which routes 
were the best for travel to the diggings or to transport goods there.
493
 At Kiandra a 
superintendent of roads and a road overseer were appointed for the gold field district of 
which the former arrived on the 7th and set about improving the Russell‟s road at great 
government expense.
494
 The state of the roads was also fanning the concerns that 
Victoria would still draw the trade from Kiandra in their direction at the expense of the 
Sydney Merchants.
495
 
Finally, August saw work at the Nine Mile and Four Mile diggings continue apace with 
good prospects when the weather allowed, while at the Snowy Plains (Rocky Plains?) 
there was only a small population and little work underway.
496
 Towards the end of the 
month the Rocky Plains diggings was opened providing good returns for the diggers 
operating there.
497
 Rumours of good gold strikes were also made along the 
Murrumbidgee River, the Tumut River, at Lobb‟s Hole, near New Providence, at 
Tantangarra Creek, and other locations in the district, but all turned out to be not 
payable.
498
  
Spring 1860  
September  
During September it was still expected by the NSW Government, commercial 
community, and general public that the spring would bring a large rush to the rich and 
extensive proven Kiandra goldfields which would increase trade and boost the 
economy.
499
 Indeed, it was generally expected in the press that as soon as the weather 
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cleared the rush would begin from within NSW and the neighbouring colonies.
500
 This 
turned out to be the case as once the roads in the colony dried out later in the month and 
became passable for travel, diggers, including some with families, and supplies began to 
head to Kiandra from goldfields and towns in NSW, as well as Victoria, Tasmania, and 
South Australia.
501
 Although even prior to this over the first half of September large 
numbers of European and Chinese diggers were heading towards the diggings from 
Victoria and the NSW goldfields;
502
 but at the same time some diggers, especially 
Victorians, were soon departing unimpressed with the diggings and its prospects.
503
 
Consequently, during September miners continually arrived at Kiandra increasing the 
population, but unfortunately many were soon departing due to a lack of preparation, 
funds, experience, or perseverance that was required for mining at this field.
504
 This lack 
of preparation and experience by these „new chum‟ miners required them to depart, 
especially after their long, hard journeys to the diggings, but in the process they were 
also unfairly giving Kiandra a bad reputation, which they continued to spread further on 
their homeward journey.
505
 To combat this situation some reports appealed for only 
patient, experienced, and prepared diggers with capital to head to the field considering 
the climate, high cost of living, and the likely patchy nature of gold finds within it that 
would require time, effort, and enterprise to discover and developed to their fullest 
capacity.
506
 Some were even arguing that diggers should not come until November 
when provisions would hopefully be cheaper and the expense of securing oneself 
against the winter weather would no longer be required.
507
 Otherwise some reports 
appeared doubting the extensiveness of the Kiandra field, instead, hoping that it would 
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be at least a payable field for a few years.
508
 These reports claimed that the rich spots at 
Kiandra and the other main diggings were already taken up by the population present, of 
which a few were doing well, while the majority were barely earning wages, and that 
there were no good claims for newcomers.
509
 Commissioner Cloete even authenticated 
this latter point stating that the current population was sufficient for the amount of 
ground opened and that new arrivals should be prepared to prospect for several months 
to find new diggings.
510
 These reports implied that commercial concerns had inflated 
the field‟s prospects for their own benefit and that the rush was going to be a failure as 
there would be no ground or employment for the influx of population to their loss and 
ruin.
511
 Generally, the field at this stage was in a very uncertain state and questions 
about its future were readily being posed.
512
 
The anticipated spring rush was also causing some consternation for the surrounding 
districts as they were uncertain about how they could ever possibly feed such a rush. 
This was even though the season‟s crops had been good and pastoralists across the 
colony were endeavouring to meet the large demand for stock from the diggings.
513
  
The Lambing Flat gold field, which was discovered in August, began to increasingly 
draw away disappointed miners from Kiandra throughout September. By the middle of 
the month it was already enticing away many of the diggers on the road to Kiandra from 
the northern and western goldfields due to its proximity and lower cost of living.
514
 This 
continued so that by the end of the month „numbers‟ were leaving from Kiandra for the 
new diggings.
515
  
During September the weather was extremely changeable alternating between fine 
sunshine, rain, heavy rain, high winds, hail, thunderstorms, snow, snowstorms, sleet, 
frosts, and cold winds. Any type only lasted a few days at most and sometimes the 
weather changed several times in a day. When the weather was fine and the remaining 
snow was able to melt the roads improved allowing drays to more regularly reach the 
diggings and ease the provision problem and high cost of living at Kiandra. However, 
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during the inclement weather most mining work would cease causing uncomfortable 
delays and financial stress for the diggers, as well as flooding the river and stopping 
work there for several days at least if the dams and races there were not destroyed as 
well.
516
 The more severe storms would also have the undesirable effect of sending a 
torrent of mud and water down Broadway through the Township. The strong winds 
associated with these storms would also unfortunately level tents and cause other 
damage to the miners housing. Thus, overall the weather was still unpleasant and 
frustrating during September for the diggers, as even during spells of finer weather it 
was still cold and frosty overnight.
517
  
Table A1.1: Number of businesses in the Kiandra area 15 September 1860
518
  
Location Stores Bakers Butchers 
Public 
Houses 
Black-
smiths 
Total 
Kiandra 25 13 16 14 4 72 
Nine Mile Diggings 6 2 3 4 1 16 
Denison 6 1 1 4 2 14 
West Denison 7 3 3 4 1 18 
Total 44 19 23 26 8 120 
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Table A1.2: Publican’s licences granted and confirmed on the 18th September 
1860
519
 
Publican/Licensee Hotel Location 
John Turner Camp Inn Kiandra 
George Atkinson Adelaide Hotel Kiandra 
Henry Kofahl Alpine Hotel Kiandra 
William Cook Adelong Hotel Kiandra 
Luke Bond Royal George Kiandra 
Joseph Smith Diggers Retreat Sawpit Hill 
Henry Hill Alpine Inn Boggy Swamp 
William Roberts Pioneer Inn Nine Mile 
Donald M‟Gilvary Caledonian Hotel Nine Mile 
Alexander Charles Cray Star Hotel Nine Mile 
William Murphy “Our House” Nine Mile 
Samuel A. Phillips Sawyer‟s Arms Rocky Plains 
John Johnston Ballarat Inn Rocky Plains 
Robert William Mason Commercial Hotel West Denison 
Richard Hawkins New Providence Hotel West Denison 
Alexander Sutherland Traveller‟s Rest West Denison 
Albert Hadkins Argyle Hotel West Denison 
Maurice Solomons Royal Victoria Hotel Denison 
Henry W. Best Denison Hotel Denison 
Robert W. Kitchen Great North Junction Track Inn Adderminnim, Chalker‟s 
William Bullock Alps Inn Long Plain 
James Rule Junction Inn Long Plain 
 
When possible throughout September construction in the Township and Camptown, 
continued apace, with the former increasing in size and the latter springing up again, so 
that the many businesses and the government would be prepared for the spring rush.
520
 
Within the Township there were also plans to construct a lock-up and guardroom, so 
that two policemen could be permanently stationed there, besides the Post-Office and 
Telegraph Station on which construction began on the 21st.
521
 Several slaughter yards 
were also being built around the Township to provide facilities for the butchers to feed 
the coming spring rush.
522
 On the 15th Commissioner Cloete produced a table listing 
the number and types of businesses present on the field (Table A1.1). It reveals that a 
total of 72 licensed businesses were in operation, with the majority being stores, but 
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their also being a large number of butchers, public houses, and bakers. However, this 
table does appear to omit a large number of other types of businesses known to have 
operated on the field at this time and, as such, appears to simply be a count of the 
principal businesses supplying food, provisions, and accommodation for the population. 
Another estimate of the number of businesses on the field appeared on the 23rd which 
claimed that within a radius of 12 miles of Kiandra there were 47 stores, 28 public 
houses, and several other private houses or other establishments that were of a 
permanent substantial character.
523
 This estimate is slightly above that of Cloete‟s and 
suggests that several more stores and public houses had become established in-between 
these reports demonstrates the speed at which businesses were appearing at this time. 
The names and owners of some of these pubic houses were revealed at the police court 
held on the 18th when another 22 houses received their licenses (Table A1.2). On the 
4th the licensing meeting approved 21 public house licences across the entire goldfield 
and it was hoped that their commonness would lead to a decrease in sly-grog selling.
524
 
However, despite all these businesses appearing during this month there is some 
indication that they, or at least the banks, were doing little trade, perhaps due to the 
increased competition.
525
  
Socially, the Empire Hotel dancing saloon and ball room was opened with a grand 
dinner on the 18th or 21st which was attended by several ladies and three dancing 
girls.
526
 Despite the lack of female partners the desire to dance among the forty or fifty 
diggers present was enough for some of them to partner themselves for a dance.
527
 
Generally, the female population of Kiandra began to increase late in September along 
with the increasing influx of population as where formerly they were a rare and novel 
sight, now on Sundays there were a „dozen or two‟ usually seen walking around the 
Township.
528
 
At the start of September deep sinking appears to have begun on the east side of New 
Chum Hill to fully test this locality and on the 11-12th a small rush ensued to „the brow 
of the hill‟ after two prospecting holes were bottomed and good prospects were found, 
This led to around 20 further holes being sunk across the hill of which some also hit 
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good wash dirt.
529
 However, by the end of September only one of the prospecting holes 
had hit payable gold and until it was fully tested all the surrounding claims were being 
shepherded.
530
 By this point New Chum Hill had become the great hope of the field, but 
the business community had not become organised enough to form a prospecting 
association in order to fully plumb its depths and prospect other parts of the field.
531
 
Meanwhile a quart reef had apparently been found at the back of this hill and several 
tunnels were being driven into the south side of the hill.
532
 There was also an 
unsuccessful rush to Whipstick Gully and a quartz reef encountered on Surface Hill by 
one of the shafts and the tunnel (before it ceased work because of lack of funds late in 
the month) causing a minor rush to the area late in September (Preshaw, 1888:62).
533
 To 
enable the tunnel to proceed further this party petitioned the storekeepers for 
subscriptions although only a small sum was raised for them, similarly to that of the 
deep sinking party.
534
 On the 14th a surfacing party of four operating on Township Hill 
recovered 4 ounces of gold, including three nuggets, in a day and it was expected that 
this good return would lead to other parties soon setting in to work here.
535
  
Generally, the wet weather over the first two thirds of the month only allowed ground 
sluicers and deep sinkers to readily work, such as on Surface Hill, Jackass Flat, and 
New Chum Hill, but when the river bed holders could work, after making repairs, they 
were still making good wages.
536
 This apparently included a spot two miles up the river 
from Kiandra where good results were being recovered.
537
 Towards the end of 
September with the finer weather work began to being in earnest in the river, and across 
the field generally, with parties undertaking major works to dam and turn it so that they 
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could begin to mine the river bed.
538
 Therefore, generally the mining on the field at this 
time was still centred on the rich stretch of the Eucumbene at where continual 
reworking was still returning good wages demonstrating the careless manner in which 
these claims were originally worked.
539
 Otherwise, further work was underway along 
the river for a distance of five miles in either direction from the Township.
540
  
At the start of the month there was still some agitation for the creation of a local court at 
Kiandra which could efficiently and respectfully solve problems such as the continuing 
dispute between the commissioners and the Surface Hill diggers.
541
 On the 5th six 
parties were summoned before the magistrates for disobeying the orders of the 
commissioners, but they were gotten-off on a technicality by their lawyer leading to 
much rejoicing among the diggers.
542
 Meanwhile very remunerative sluicing operations 
continued on Surface Hill damaging the claims of the river bed holders.
543
 An order was 
also put out for all the diggers who signed the petition for the Local Court in August to 
appear at the Commissioner‟s Camp to show their miner‟s right as the next step in the 
process in its establishment.
544
However, only around 40 of the required 100 diggers 
arrived at the camp and even then Commissioner Cloete refused to accept the signature 
of any miner who had not resided at the field for more than three months.
545
 As such, it 
appeared that the majority of diggers were apathetic about the formation of a local court 
while only a discontented minority were in favour of it.
546
  
At the start of September the commissioners and some storekeepers arranged to stop 
Sunday trading, but the lack of any clergyman to administer services meant that diggers 
had nothing to do and were left to either sleep or drink the day away.
547
 Prior to this 
Sunday trading had been rife on the field as it had been the diggers‟ social day when 
they came to town, brought provisions, and met friends so that all the storekeepers and 
publicans did a roaring trade.
548
 Subsequently, Reverend Druitt from Cooma held a 
service at the Commissioner‟s Camp on the 16th and afterwards the commissioners and 
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storekeepers began a subscription fund to support a clergyman on the diggings and 
construct a church which was unfortunately poorly supported by the population.
549
 It 
appears that the Reverend and subscription organisers had arranged for half a 
clergyman‟s salary to be paid for by the subscription and half by the Anglican Church 
Society who was dispatched to the diggings towards the end of September on a six 
month tenure.
550
 However, there were still advertisements for a regular service in the 
Township by an unidentified clergyman over the later portion of September.
551
   
Previous reports of the scale of sickness and death at Kiandra also led to the arrival of 
several doctors early in September who were surprised to find good health generally 
prevalent and what sickness there was among the destitute who were unable to pay for 
their services.
552
 It was these few destitute diggers who were most likely to be overly 
exposed to the weather and become sick and because of their want of funds and 
nourishment be unable to recover.
553
 
On the 4th Sub-Gold Commissioner Dickson and the new coroner, Dr Weston, arrived 
on the field, although it is unclear how long the latter remained, as he may have been 
under the impression that a large amount of death was occurring at Kiandra.
554
 On the 
26th it was announced that the Cooma to Kiandra mail run, via Russell‟s, running five 
times a week had been awarded to James Franklin from the 1st October until the 31st 
December 1861 while at the same time W. C. Weston was appointed assistant register 
of births, marriages, and deaths at Kiandra.
555
   
Crime does not appear to have been a major problem at Kiandra during September as 
the population was described by Commissioner Cloete as being of an orderly sort.
556
 
However, there were cases of dirt stealing and clandestine claim working, especially at 
the Surface Hill sluicing claims, as well as store robberies, fights, and stick-ups at the 
remote satellite diggings and townships, and along the roads.
557
 The robberies at the 
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Surface Hill consequently led the claim holders to post guards overnight.
558
 Within the 
Township the additional police presence had also significantly reduced the number of 
nightly fights and brawls, although there was still some sly grog selling, gambling, and 
larceny.
559
 At the rapidly developing supply depots or small townships on the outskirts 
of the diggings, Denison, West Denison, and „Adanimibby‟, a lockup and guardroom 
staffed by a sergeant, detective constable, and two men had been established at West 
Denison.
560
 An additional lockup and guardroom had also been constructed at the most 
well established satellite diggings the Nine Mile.
561
 Mounted Police stations at 
Queanbeyan and Micalago were also completed during the month.
562
 
During September work continued at the Nine Mile, Four Mile, Rocky Plains (Snowy 
Plains?), and Tumut River (Twelve Mile) with miners having good results through 
sluicing, tunnelling, puddling, or working in the river beds.
563
 Other smaller 
unsuccessful rushes also occurred to the Eucumbene (or Snowy) river four miles above 
the Township which may have been the Tantangarra and at the Big Bugong.
564
 
Otherwise a large amount of prospecting was occurring by numerous parties to the 
south of Kiandra in the regions of the headwaters of the Tumut and Murray Rivers.
565
 
In anticipation of the October rush many of the roads to the diggings were in the final 
stages of improvements during September as the commercial interests of the 
surrounding districts continued to compete for their share of this boon.
566
 Consequently, 
new ferries, stores, and public houses were completed during the latter part of the month 
on the various approaches to the diggings.
567
 However, the diggers and general public 
were still uncertain as to which was the best and most efficient road to take to the 
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diggings, at least early in the month, especially as new roads were still being 
„discovered‟, popularised, and brought to the Government‟s attention .568 This was 
especially as much of the Southern Road was apparently still in a dreadful state, despite 
recent and ongoing works and repairs.
569
 The road from Russell‟s to Kiandra was being 
worked on by Mr Weber and Hill early in the month with apparently limited success 
since the sum approved by the Government was not enough to improve it along its 
entire length. Instead, only small sections were being improved while the overseers 
attempted to purloin additional funds from the government leaving the road still in a 
dangerous state along with the other local roads.
570
 Consequently, carriers were still 
charging exorbitant sums leading to further concerns about adequately supplying the 
spring rush as even now supplies from Tumut by packhorse were beginning to wane due 
to unprofitability and drays and packhorses were only able to reach the diggings from 
Russells in numbers when the weather was fine and dry.
571
 Subsequently, to alleviate 
this situation the government provided an additional £7000 to build a proper new road 
from Chalker‟s to Kiandra, bringing the entire budget to £10,000, so that these works 
could be completed by the end of October.
572
 These road improvements included the 
construction of a bridge over Pollock‟s Gully between the Township and Camptown.573 
Once the weather cleared late in the month drays from Russell‟s and packhorses from 
Russell‟s and Tumut began to reach Kiandra in numbers restocking the towns 
supplies.
574
 Coach services also began operation to the diggings (Russell‟s and New 
Providence) from Sydney later in the month or in early November.
575
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Table A1.3: Businesses advertising in the Alpine Pioneer and reported by authorities at Kiandra 1860 
Business 
24 
Aug 
28 
Aug 
31 
Aug 
15 
Sept 
21 
Sept 
25 
Sept 
9 
Oct 
12 
Oct 
30 
Oct 
20 
Nov 
23 
Nov 
27 
Nov 
4 
Dec 
11 
Dec 
14 
Dec
576
 
18 
Dec 
28 
Dec 
Stores 14 13 14 25 7 5 8 6 10 13 13 14 14 11 14 12 8 
Draper - - - - - - 1 1 - - - - - - - - - 
Saddler - - - - - - - - 1 1 1 1 - - - - - 
Bakers - - - 13 2 2 2 1 2 3 1 1 1 - - - - 
Butchers - - - 16 - - 2 3 5 4 3 4 1 2 - 1 1 
Public Houses 2 3 3 14 11 10 11 10 7 7 5 6 5 5 3 6 6 
Hotel Dining Room/Rest - - 1 - - - 2 1 3 1 1 1 - - - - - 
Restaurant - 1 - - 2 1 - - 1 1 - - - - - - - 
Bowling Saloon - - - - - - 1 - 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 - - 
Theatre/Concert Hall - - - - - - - 1 1 3 1 2 1 2 1 - - 
Circus - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - 
Blacksmiths/Farrier 2 2 1 4 2 2 2 1 3 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 
Jeweller/Photographer - - - - - - - 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Auctioneers 2 2 2 - 3 4 5 4 5 5 5 6 4 5 5 4 4 
Apothecaries/Chemist 1 2 2 - - 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 - 1 - 
Surgeon/Dentist 1 1 1 - - - 1 1 1 2 - 2 2 2 1 1 1 
Doctors/Dispensary 2 2 2 - 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 - 3 - 
Invalid Home - - - - - - - - - 1 1 1 1 1 - - - 
Hair Dresser - - - - - - - - - 1 1 1 - - - - - 
Cordial Manufacturer - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 - - - 
Banks 1 1 2 - 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Newspaper/Printers 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
News-Agents - - - - - - 1 - 1 1 1 1 1 1 - - - 
Circulating Library 1 1 1 - - - - - 1 - - - 1 1 1 1 1 
Horse Tailing Yards 1 1 1 - 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - 
Cattle Yards - - - - - - 1 1 1 - - - - 1 1 1 1 
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Business 
24 
Aug 
28 
Aug 
31 
Aug 
15 
Sept 
21 
Sept 
25 
Sept 
9 
Oct 
12 
Oct 
30 
Oct 
20 
Nov 
23 
Nov 
27 
Nov 
4 
Dec 
11 
Dec 
14 Dec 
18 
Dec 
28 
Dec 
Carpenters/Wheelwrights 2 2 1 - 1 1 1 1 - - - - - - - - - 
Builders 2 2 1 - 2 2 2 2 1 - - - - - - - - 
Timber Getters/Yard 2 2 2 - 1 2 - - - 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 - 
Solicitor 2 2 1 - 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 - 1 - - 
Share Broker - - - - - - - - 1 1 1 1 - - - - - 
Painter - - - - 1 1 1 1 - - - - - - - - - 
Sign-Writers - - - - - - - 1 1 - - - - - - - - 
Sydney Coach Service 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - - - - - 
Courier - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - 
Total 37 39 37 72 38 40 50 48 55 60 50 55 43 42 34 37 27 
 
 
511 
 
The postal arrangements were also causing much consternation during September as the 
main mails from Cooma were often stopped by flooded rivers whereas the secondary 
mails from Tumut regularly arrived leading some to advise a change in the 
arrangements with more coming by the Tumut route.
577
 However, even the frequency of 
the mails between Adelong and Kiandra were exceedingly poor.
578
 
October 
By October the weather had cleared sufficiently, and enough time had elapsed for 
miners to begin arriving at Kiandra, but not in anywhere near the numbers previously 
expected by the media and government.
579
 However, experienced and hopeful diggers, 
both Europeans and Chinese, were setting off for Kiandra from most goldfields, 
surrounding districts, and the southern colonies;
580
 but once they had arrived many were 
soon departing, partly because of the weather, a lack of preparation or funds, the high 
costs of provisions, or the accounts of disreputable diggers, leaving the population 
constantly in flux with hundreds arriving and departing daily.
581
 This appears to have 
been especially true of Victorian miners who were used to deep alluvial sinking, in 
contrast to the sluicing or hill tunnelling or sinking required for a payable claim at 
Kiandra at this time that needed some initial outlay, which easily discouraged them.
582
 
In fact, many miners travelling to the diggings were turning back on route due to reports 
they were receiving from departing diggers, as well as from having expended all their 
funds and provisions either in route or at the diggings.
583
 The Waygunyah rush in 
Victoria from the middle of October also enticed a fair portion of the Kiandra 
population (up to 800) away even though reports declared it to be a storekeeper‟s rush 
and not having good prospects before it subsided late in the month.
584
 Meanwhile the 
Lambing Flat diggings were also enticing a large amount of diggers from Kiandra, or on 
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their way there, to its fields.
585
 As a consequence of all these issues the population of 
Kiandra steadily decrease as the month progressed with the Township gradually 
becoming more deserted as reports circulated of diggers returning to other goldfields.
586
 
This was despite the fact that most of the newspaper correspondents still considered the 
field to be a good prospect and were certain that further diggings would be discovered, 
although other private letters and town correspondents were calling it a failure.
587
 At the 
start of the month the EMP correspondent reported that opinions about the field‟s future 
were divided and that new payable ground needed to be found soon to provide added 
impetus to the rush.
588
 As the public tide began to turn against Kiandra rumbling in the 
Legislative Assembly and the press also began about the incredible amount that had 
been spent on it, that did not appear to be returning profits equal to this investment.
589
 
The same correspondents also detailed that the reports of high mortality at the field were 
highly exaggerated and that there was not much sickness, despite the variable 
weather.
590
 Although what sickness there was, such as colds and wet induced injuries 
and aches, was brought on by the cold and wet living conditions of the diggers.
591
 
However, the experience of overwintering for those who had dared and survived this 
season was sufficient to impress upon them that it was foolhardy to attempt again and if 
so only in properly constructed buildings, of which many were now appearing at the 
settlement.
592
  
Over the first half of October the weather was still changeable alternating between rain 
with cold strong winds and fine sunshine with the former flooding the river, stopping 
the diggers from working.
593
 Following the middle of the month there was a small 
period of fine weather (15-18th) followed by more rain and flooding (19-21th) and fine 
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summer weather (25th) then more unsettled weather (27th) and rain and hail (29-30th) 
and then fine summer weather late in the month and leading into November.
594
 
Mining matters steadily progressed during most of the month when the weather was 
fine, although inclement weather, including rain, sleet, snow, and storms regularly 
stopped work.
595
 These storms constantly caused floods which destroyed the dams and 
other workings on the river claims, costing these mining parties considerably loss in 
time, labour, and funds and generally disrupting the commerce and business of the 
field.
596
 However, these rains did provided water for the sluicing works around the 
diggings by filling their dams.
597
  
Throughout October the amount and importance of hill sinking increased, particularly 
on New Chum Hill where the shaft sinkers were doing well and much of the hill was 
taken up by claims and tunnels were being driven on the south and southwest sides. 
However, almost all the other hills in the immediate area were being trialled with an aim 
towards exploring the deeper leads of the field.
598
 This exploratory work was further 
expedited by the commissioner granting extended claims to those parties undertaking 
these exploratory diggings in order that there was some reward, or prospects, for their 
hard work, toil, and speculation.
599
 Apparently, this work had previously been retarded 
by the Commissioner‟s unwillingness to bend the regulations and grant larger claims.600 
Nevertheless, as the month continued the yields from New Chum continued to prosper, 
gaining a population of 150 diggers, and further sinking, tunnelling, and race 
construction to enable the sluicing of one side of the hill commenced.
601
 However, 
towards the end of October the flooding of the hill had discouraged any further sinking, 
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with, instead, the focus shifting to tunnelling to drain the hill and later sluicing the older 
tunnels.
602
 The lack of funds for these ventures and small claims sizes appear to have 
dampened the enthusiasm for this work leading to a desertion of New Chum.
603
 
Otherwise, surfacing or sluicing old ground elsewhere on the diggings, particular on 
Surface Hill, at Jackass Flat, in Whipstick Gully, in Pollocks Gully, or in the river, 
continued with good success especially after the commissioners granted all water on the 
field to the sluicers for their work.
604
 There was also some deep sinking in Pollocks 
Gully causing a small rush around the middle of October.
605
 On Surface Hill the quartz 
reef discovered during September by the tunnellers was found to not be payable, even 
though some miners thought it would benefit from further explorative work; if the 
storekeepers would fund it.
606
 There was also some thought at this time that the 
Township was built on one of the richest parts of the diggings.
607
 
On the 19th October the storekeepers and publicans of Kiandra began to look to the 
field‟s future by organising a prosecting fund and committee which collected almost 
£400 by the end of the month through subscriptions.
608
 The committee‟s plans for 
utilising these funds was to tunnel into the south side of New Chum Hill and sink 
several shafts into Township Hill to find the lead thought to exists in both locations.
609
 
To this end, the prospecting committee organised an extended claim for the party of 
Carmichael, Barry, and O‟Donnell on Township Hill for this purpose, while a similar 
extended claim for a tunnel was organised on New Chum Hill, and one of the shafting 
parties who had run out of funds was also assisted so that they could continue their 
exploration.
610
 On Township Hill it was decided a hole would first be sunk by a party of 
eight, with work beginning on the 29th and progressing night and day, before any 
tunnelling was undertaken.
611
 At the same time it was reported that a party had been 
conducting sluicing works on Township Hill „near the dams‟ for some time and were 
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making wages.
612
 The tunnel into New Chum Hill was commenced late in October by a 
party of nine working day and night and was a great hope of the Kiandra community at 
this point.
613
  
The management of the field by the Gold Commissioners became a major issue over the 
second half of the month. The spur for this incident was rumblings among the miners 
that claim sizes were too small in light of the living expenses and amount of work that 
could be accomplished due to the weather on the field.
614
 Further arguments were the 
shallowness of the river bed claims, following the amount of preparatory work 
damming and diverting the river, and the difficult in finding the lead in the hill claims, 
which in each case the profits did not meet the speculation required for the venture.
615
 
Originally, Commissioner Lockhart allowed river bank holders to have thirty feet 
square, when the regulations only allowed for twenty feet, as well as apparently 
unequally allotting water rights to certain parties.
616
 This judgement caused all sorts of 
trouble for Chief Commissioner Cloete when he tried to reassert the regulations on other 
claims leading the SMH Special Commissioner to call for a review of the Gold Fields 
Regulations to remove Commissioners‟ discretionary powers.617 He also argued that 
Commissioners had too many responsibilities and duties for them to satisfactorily attend 
to any and that, instead, they should be assisted by Justices of the Peace and a clerk of 
the bench and each have smaller regions to oversee.
618
 Commissioner Lockhart also 
caused trouble by providing large business licenses, 60 feet frontage and 120 feet depth, 
upon which tents 15 by 12 feet were situated, that locked a large amount of workable 
ground out of the hands of the diggers.
619
 After an intensification of complaints about 
claim size round the 17th the business community petitioned the government to increase 
claim size. They responded by pointing out that the diggers had not troubled themselves 
with forming a local mining court which could have adapted mining laws to the 
community‟s satisfaction, but that they would consider the matter.620 The issue of claim 
size became further complicated when on the 22nd the Wahgunyah rush was drawing 
away a large proportion of the diggers who said they were leaving because claims were 
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not large enough.
621
 This panicked the business population leading them to petition the 
Government to grant extended claims, who consequently allowed claims of double 
regulation size on the field.
622
 Although there was some confusion as to whether this 
was to be double the perimeter size, so forty feet square, or double the square feet size, 
so 800 square feet, and whether the diggers had lost out on this deal as they had 
previously been receiving 900 square feet claims under Lockhart.
623
 Ultimately, the net 
effect of all this confusion about claim sizes over the coming months was continual 
claim jumping and fights on these claims resulting in them being worked in an 
unproductive manner and needing to be reworked again.
624
 
The diggers also appear to have considered all the junior sub-commissioners (besides 
Cloete and Lockhart) on the field as completely devoid of the knowledge and 
experience needed for their position, and were upset with the government for foisting 
them onto the field.
625
 
Following the debacle in September regarding the attempt to form a Local Court at 
Kiandra, Commissioner Cloete agree to extend the deadline for diggers who signed the 
petition to present this miner‟s right at the Camp for another week early in October.626 
However, despite this extension not enough of these diggers presented themselves, 
mainly because many had scattered to the different diggings on the field following the 
original signing of the petition in August/September, and those remaining had not dwelt 
long enough on the field and, thus, the bid for a local court was rendered 
unsuccessful.
627
 This was unfortunate as a local court would have allowed the diggers to 
increase the claim sizes on the field which was a problematic issue at this time as 
outlined above.
628
 Subsequently, towards the end of October another meeting was held 
to propose the formation of a local mining court. This demonstrated that while there was 
some support for the formation of a court the current Gold Fields Act made it difficult 
for this to be achieved.
629
 Thus, it was decided that the prospecting committee should 
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develop a petition with suggestions for amendments to the Gold Fields Act to be sent to 
the government to effect sufficient changes for a local court to be formed.
630
 
There is also a report from around the beginning of October of a digger at Kiandra, 
upon deciding to leave the diggings, cruelly endeavouring to sell his hut and his wife to 
provide funds for his departure.
631
 This caused his wife great distress and luckily a kind 
„respectable‟ digger brought the hut, enabling the husband to leave, and gave it to the 
wife to live in.
632
 Ladies also appear to have been more common at the dancing halls in 
the different public houses in the Township during the month.
633
 
At the start of October the fortunes of the Township and Camp Town were beginning to 
diverge rapidly as the former settlement began to achieve a respectable appearance, 
while the latter with its calico tents appeared „very dingy, dirty, and dilapidated‟.634 
Construction work in the Township was progressing rapidly, despite the fact that its 
roads (Broadway?), where the business people resided, had not apparently been 
satisfactorily laid out by the Commissioners.
635
 However, Telegraph Street had 
apparently been formed into a proper street with a bridge under construction over 
Pollocks Gully. Both streets were prone to turn to mud after rain and required better 
drainage, and stone and wooden sidewalks were installed to make pedestrian traffic 
easier.
636
 Despite this inconvenience several substantial buildings had been constructed 
on Broadway which was still the main thoroughfare between the diggings and KTH.
637
 
A more detailed description from the 6th demonstrated that: 
Kiandra can now boast of some smart Government buildings in course of 
erection, the telegraph wire ready for use, communication with Sydney by 
stage coach, two branch banks, some excellently built metal roofed stores, 
about a dozen public houses – not all yet opened – three or four restaurants, 
an American bowling alley, a few billiard tables, three or four auctioneers’ 
sale yards, and so forth. Our main street is known by the high sounding 
appellation of the Broadway, which is intersected by other streets, the 
principal of which is Telegraph street, wherein is situate the building to 
contain the Telegraph office and the Post-Office, to consist of seven pristine 
compartments… Adjacent to the above offices there are to be 
erected…police buildings, tenders for the erection of which are now called, 
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for from the location of these public offices – immediately in the heart of the 
township, conveniences will be furnished to the community in general 
greatly superior to those which would have resulted from the original 
design of erecting these buildings within the camp…638 
Thus, by this time the Township has become the commercial hub of the settlement and 
was benefitting from several government services, including a new police station for 
their protection.
639
 After the telegraph line was opened between Kiandra and Gundagai 
on the 16th it was besieged by the diggers even though the Telegraph and Post-Office 
was not completed until late October or early November.
 640
 This telegraph was the first 
to connect a goldfield with Sydney and it was expected that the large spring rush 
population utilising this infrastructure would defray the cost of its construction.
641
 
Indeed, its predicted success was enough for the people of Queanbeyan to petition the 
government for a telegraph connection with Kiandra and Goulburn.
642
 A station-master, 
Alexander Tucker, was appointed to run the new Telegraph and Post-Office from the 1st 
of November.
643
 Nearby on New Chum Hill several tents and stores were erected on its 
eminence following the rush to this area for deep sinking early in the month.
644
 There 
was also a report of a clay deposit being found on „Camp Hill‟ that could be used to 
make bricks and that some party had already begun this undertaking to supply the 
construction of chimneys in the Township.
645
 
By the middle of October the Alpine Pioneer was firmly established and doing so well 
that it opted to increase its size and reduce the price of advertisements in order to further 
increase its circulation.
646
  
In contrast, Camp Town‟s star was fading due to the lack of government services and 
commerce this brought, even though the commissioners had properly marked out streets 
in the settlement and encouraged some businesses to be erected here.
647
 It also 
apparently had far better drainage than the Township making its roads better.
648
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However, during October the government did agree to partly fund a hospital constructed 
on the edge of Camp Town, but this choice of location had more to do with proximity to 
the diggings and health reasons.
 649
 The government provided £200, the clerk of works 
at Kiandra Mr Kingsmill, and fifty blankets to the establishment of this institution in 
addition to the £150 raised by the subscription fund.
650
 A further two concerts and a ball 
were also held for the purpose of raising funds for this institution which were a great 
success.
651
 Subsequently, tenders were called for the construction contract for the 
hospital later in the month.
652
  
Generally in both settlements the meagreness of the spring rush so far had served to 
decrease property values and timber prices, as well as providing more labour at lower 
costs, although carriage rates and times were still high.
653
 This was due to the road 
system from Sydney still being in a dreadful condition with drays taking four months 
over winter to make the journey.
654
 Most of the carriage was conducted by packhorses, 
although some drays and carts were getting to the field on the inconsistent muddy 
roads.
655
Provisions in most cases were still in demand though, with the exception of 
wine and spirits.
656
 However, as the month continued and the population did not 
substantially increase, but the provisions ordered by the storekeepers for the rush did 
arrived, the market became glutted and prices decreased substantially.
657
 Likewise the 
departing population meant that claim values were depreciating and it was easy for new 
arrivals to buy into a „good‟ claim.658 Similarly, at land sales at Denison and New 
Providence only a small number of lots were sold indicative of the general depreciation 
of land and business on the diggings.
659
 
Following discussions in September a reverend, W. H. Mayne, was dispatched to 
Kiandra late in October to undertake a gold fields mission there.
660
 Although early in 
October it was also reported that the Wesleyan Church was to send ministers to Kiandra 
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on a rotating monthly basis.
661
 Subsequently, the minister from Goulburn, the Reverend 
B. Chapman, began holding services at Kiandra during the rest of the month.
662
 
With the failed rush crime had also relatively diminished across the diggings with it 
being described as quiet and safe and only small misdemeanours such as the sale of fake 
gold, theft, drunkenness, gambling, or fighting occurring which were being swiftly 
prosecuted by the police.
663
 Despite this, the Kiandra community still felt the need to 
petition the government for a sitting of the District Court on its normal circuit through 
the Monaro in order to effectively deal locally with the small disputes within the 
community.
664
 At the Township and the Four Mile sly grog selling was still prevalent. 
However, the police were not making any friends among the diggers through their 
attempts to stop it as they utilised undercover officers who often ended up bringing 
convictions against honest diggers merely after a glass to warm them in cold or wet 
weather, or after a hard day‟s work.665 
On the 28th September the government called for tenders for the mail run from Cooma 
to Kiandra five times weekly from the 1st November for a period of 14 months.
666
 
However, no acceptable tenders were received for this run and, instead, the inhabitants 
of Kiandra had to contend with a weekly run conducted by a somewhat disreputable Mr 
Moran.
667
 Consequently, the Government was forced to advertise again for tenders for 
the improved run to begin on the 1st of December for the period of a year and one 
month.
668
 Earlier in the month the postal arrangement were still in a state of 
disorganisation as the mail from Cooma was consistently late, with the Sydney mail 
very far behind.
669
 This situation did not improve throughout the month.
670
 
By the beginning of October the colonial government had expended a large amount of 
funds on the roads systems on the various routes to the Kiandra diggings to facilitate 
easy travel by the diggers and supplies anticipated to head there during the imminent 
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rush.
671
 However, it was unclear to what extent this expenditure and work had actually 
improved these roads for foot, horse, and dray traffic. Later it the month it was 
contended in the Legislative Assembly that the funds previously spent on the 
maintenance of the Southern Road system had been mismanaged and as a result these 
roads were in a frightful state preventing supplies from NSW merchants reaching 
Kiandra.
672
 Although when supplies were reaching Kiandra there were some issues with 
carriers pilfering supplies en route, resulting in storekeepers not receiving all their 
ordered goods.
673
 Indeed, there were still calls by towns around Kiandra for road 
improvements and better river crossings for the great amount of traffic heading to the 
diggings, as well as jostling to bring the majority of traffic via their routes.
674
 During the 
month there was still debate as to what was the best road to take to the diggings in terms 
of time and efficiency, with most commercial centres still advocating for their own 
routes, while coach lines were also running along most of the main routes and all the 
way to New Providence.
675
 Early in October the improvements made to the Tumut to 
Kiandra road funded by the government were completed, apparently increasing the ease 
of travel along this route, although as additional sum was requested to undertake further 
improvements that would stabilise it permanently.
676
 As the month progressed the road 
improvements and finer weather allowed more drays, as well as in one case American 
Wagons, to reach Kiandra alongside the regular stream of packhorses.
677
 During the 
month the road improvements and bridge construction between the Township and 
Camptown, as well as the road to Chalker‟s were being proceeded with.678 By the end of 
October the road to Chalker‟s had been mostly completed and arrangements were being 
made for the continual upkeep of the road for the next year by the road superintendent 
Weber.
679
 Large amounts of supplies were heading to Kiandra at this time, particularly 
from the ports at Eden and Merimbula.
680
 
Throughout the month the Four Mile, Nine Mile, Tumut River, and Rocky Plains 
diggings all were of interest to the mining community as their fortunes waxed and 
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waned according to the different types of work being carried out at each at different 
times.
681
 More distant rushes appear to have occurred to Mount Kosciusko, at the 
Tantangara, and the Murrumbidgee River, and prospecting generally to the south of 
Kiandra towards the headwaters of the Murray and Tumut Rivers, but also in the New 
Providence area.
682
 
November 
By November the consensus among the NSW population was that the Kiandra rush had 
failed and that its prospects had been inflated by the media and interested parties and 
consequently overindulged by the Colonial Government especially in terms of funds 
and services.
683
 The principal complaints against Kiandra by returning diggers were that 
there was a surfeit of payable claims or diggings (no new ground had been discovered in 
some time), an unreasonable high cost of living, and a climate damaging to individual 
health and that continually interrupted mining works.
684
 By now most of the NSW 
goldfields were seeing large numbers of diggers returning from Kiandra, both European 
and Chinese, while towns on the road to Kiandra were seeing a distinct diminishing in 
traffic heading there.
685
 As such, there were usually many diggers arriving and departing 
the diggings every day, but generally the population was diminishing as many diggers, 
and one of the Sub-Commissioners, headed towards Lambing Flat as its fortunes began 
to wax.
686
 Later in November diggers were quite ready to strike their tent, shoulder their 
swag, and head to new diggings if news reached them of good prospects especially after 
the snowstorm during the middle of the month.
687
 Apparently, some of the returning 
diggers were doing so in poverty and distress and as a consequence the members of the 
Legislative Assembly for the Northern and Western goldfields were complaining of the 
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amount of funds wasted on Kiandra, especially in relation to its roads.
688
 Early in the 
month the Waygunyah rush was still drawing away some of the mining population with 
its prospects, but the flow was definitely beginning to cease, with some diggers who had 
initially left returning following this field‟s „failure‟.689 However, despite the spring 
rush not eventuating, its small working population, and constant weather interruptions 
Kiandra was still producing a steady gold yield.
690
 
Around the 20th the Crackenback rush broke out exciting interest at Kiandra and soon 
provoking an exodus towards this location over the rest of the month by the surplus 
population of up to 500 diggers which left many of the satellite settlements deserted.
691
 
This rush came at a time when many diggers had been considering leaving Kiandra and 
as a result many good claims were sold for nominal prices by those eager to be away or 
were quickly worked out with the help of hired men.
692
 It also provided an ideal 
opportunity for the disposal of the goods and provisions amassed at Kiandra by 
merchants who had over-catered for the spring rush and many of these supplies were 
redirected there as the Kiandra storekeepers acted to open branch stores at the new 
rush.
693
 It became such a serious diggings that Commissioner Cloete headed towards the 
new diggings on the 27th, and some detectives on the 28th, but Cloete soon returned 
once it was discovered that the initial rush was to an area of a limited extent and some 
diggers returned to Kiandra, while the majority headed to Lambing Flat.
694
  
Over the first half of November the weather was still changeable, but with longer 
periods of fine weather interspersed with colder periods of rain, hail, and snow, while 
over the second half inclement weather, including rain, hail, snow and storms were 
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more common.
695
 A particularly bad cold storm and severe weather including snow, 
rain, hail, sleet, and strong winds from the 16th to the 18th levelled several tents, led to 
the death of several horses from exposure, and damaged the telegraph line in several 
places.
696
 The wet weather was a particular problem for the diggers because it often 
stopped them from working two or three days a week, as well as flooding the river and 
damaging workings, particularly on the river claims.
697
 However, warmer weather had 
the side effect of lessening the amount of water available for mining purposes, such as 
sluicing. which required a great deal of this resource.
698
 
During the month, the hill sinking at New Chum Hill was still returning good results 
and much hope for the community, and some tunnelling besides the prospecting tunnel 
was also occurring, as well as sluicing later in the month following the difficult 
construction of several races.
699
 However, the water within the hill appears to have 
caused a large amount of trouble for the sinkers earlier in the month and many delayed 
extensive work to wait for the results of the prospecting tunnel and another promising 
shaft (Phillips) which they hoped would also help to drain the hill.
700
 However, towards 
the end of the month hopes for New Chum Hill diminished as only patches of payable 
ground were being encountered even though a lead was struck on the 23rd and extra 
claims were being marked out and that the sluicing claims were doing well.
701
 This was 
because of the excess water in the shafts which forced many to be abandoned as being 
unprofitable except for those at the east end of the hill.
702
 A party was also sinking a 
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tunnel and shaft into Jackass Flat late in the month in search of a lead, although this 
venture appears to have been unsuccessful.
703
   
In line with recent trends the mining at Kiandra during November shifted focus from 
smaller claims run by small parties to larger company operations with long terms goals 
that were of a speculative nature.
704
 It was this need to work co-operatively and expend 
funds in preparing claims, particularly those in the river, that appeared to be 
discouraging most new arrivals from giving the field a try.
705
 This led to great 
disappointment among the diggers, both new chums and old hats, as the field had been 
touted by the media as one for poor men where the sinking and mining was easy.
706
 
Conversely, it was the lack of a large population which was seen as the main cause for 
the field not having yet fully developed or met its potential.
707
 It was argued at this time 
that the field‟s future lay in the hills around the river, which had not yet been given a 
substantial trial to prove their worth.
708
 However, the living conditions of the diggings, 
and the prevalence of grog, were apparently ruining many diggers, forcing them into 
poverty, and many into leaving.
709
 This had been particularly so during the periods of 
inclement weather as diggers were forced to find warmth in grog shanties or hotels with 
their roaring fires and provisions of hot grog.
710
 The hotels and grog tents also appealed 
to the miners after a hard day working in wet conditions.
711
 In either case, drunkenness 
and debauchery were the inevitable results of these practices.
712
 
Otherwise, sluicing was still the main method of working or reworking the field with 
particularly good prospects occurring in the river, at the back of Kidd‟s Bowling Saloon 
just downhill of the Township, in Pollock‟s Gully, on Chinaman‟s Flat, at Whipstick 
Gully, Jackass Flat, and Surface Hill.
713
 However, by the end of November the river bed 
claim holders were becoming thoroughly sick of constantly repairing damage to the 
working caused by flooding and were becoming disheartened enough to consider 
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abandoning their claims.
714
 Elsewhere, the quartz prospects at Jackass Flat appear to 
have declined despite some good finds and there were hopes for another quartz reef 
close by, on the opposite side of the river, that appear to have come to naught.
715
 
Following the formation of the prospection association and committee in October the 
extended claims were marked out on Township Hill and New Chum Hill on the 1st of 
November to allow the hill sinking to commence.
716
  At this time further balls and 
suppers were being held to raise more funds for the association (the 2nd).
717
 Apparently 
some holes had been sunk into Township Hill in February of up to a depth of 50 feet, 
but without reaching the bottom, and, as such, great hopes were held for the future of 
the field if a payable deposit could be now found within the hill.
718
 It was also 
mentioned that the first graves at the settlement were apparently located on Township 
Hill.
719
 On Township Hill the initial prospecting shaft was sunk „on the easterly side of 
a spur from the north side‟ of the hill by the party of Boyle, Darcy, and Co (consisting 
possibly of four individuals).
720
 This shaft was abandoned at 55 feet without meeting 
payable deposits after being sunk through bed rock for some distance, and a second 
shaft was commenced some 40 feet closer to New Chum Hill (or 100 yards closer to 
„the point of the hill‟).721 This shaft was sunk down 66 feet through more promising 
strata before having to halt because of problems with water.
722
 Subsequently, a third 
shaft was begun nearby in this promising area, but „father over towards New Chum than 
either of the others‟ and from this point both shafts were worked simultaneously so that 
at least one could be possibly bottomed.
723
 On the 28th the third shaft was down 55 feet 
and had encountered a good promising wash that led to expectation that at a depth of 
between 70 and 100 feet it would reach payable gold.
724
 A few days previously (24th) 
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the prospects of this shaft had been so alluring that several additional shafts by other 
parties had been begun in line with it in case it hit payable gold.
725
 These parties 
apparently included the Pollock brothers who began a shaft on the eastern face of 
Township Hill, but despite their expectations nothing further is recorded about this 
enterprise.
726
 On New Chum Hill a prospecting tunnel was initially begun by a party of 
ten men.
727
 It was not initially worked night and day as originally planned due to 
equipment issues, but had progressed to 55 feet by the 13th.
728
 By the 20th it was 100 
feet into hard rock and the party was considering using blasting to further their work 
while on the 27th it was 150 feet long.
729
 It was still underway at the end of the 
month.
730
 
During November construction work continued within the Township at a steady pace 
endowing it with a more permanent and substantial appearance; this included several 
large stores, a second bowling alley, and the Post Office and Telegraph Station being 
completed and occupied, improvements and additions being made to several public 
houses, a brick kiln being in operation, and construction on the hospital commencing.
731
 
Other businesses now operating in the Township included dentists and barbers 
demonstrating that services were available for miners and businesspeople to care for 
their health and appearance.
732
 This construction boom was being fuelled by the 
mercantile community‟s faith in the goldfield and the incipient rush and was producing 
an air of „civilisation‟ about the Township and increasing the public‟s interest in 
forming a proper community.
733
 However, these improvements did not include work on 
the streets which were still inclined to turn to mud following any inclement weather and 
were otherwise dirty and narrow.
734
 At this stage there were still few women in the 
Township, with the exception of serving girls within the hotels, who were also expected 
to frequent the ballrooms at night.
735
 This number did not at all meet the demand for 
female partners at these establishment leaving many miners to dance with themselves 
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with one assuming the role of the lady.
736
 Apparently these hotels and ballrooms were 
very disreputable places and simply impudent in character, with drinking being 
undertaken to a sickening extent, at least to more genteel individuals.
737
 Men of these 
standards also assumed that the dancing girls working the dancing saloons were simply 
lowly prostitutes, but apparently men of more genteel standards elsewhere in the colony 
were often found in these establishments.
738
 To cater for the female population, one of 
the premier stores in the Township, Robinson and Tebbatt‟s, did begin to stock a range 
of ladies clothing and accessories late in the month.
739
 Successful concerts and balls 
were also held during the month for the prospecting fund and the hospital (which raised 
£25 to £30) which did include a couple of female performers.
740
  
A district court or petty sessions was also much needed by the population as currently 
they had to travel to Cooma or Goulburn for cases to considerably loss of time and 
money.
741
 Similarly, a daily or increased post service was craved to further 
communication with the outside world which was currently quite sporadic and erratic 
and of a weekly nature.
742
 Apparently, this increased service was put into effect on the 
12th, but was quite ineffective during the rest of the month due to the weather and its 
unaccommodating arrangements.
743
 Despite the restriction on Sunday trading at 
Kiandra, it appears that at stores on the smaller satellite diggings such as the Rocky 
Plains, it was still being carried out at this time.
744
 Late in the month, due to the 
Crackenback rush, the storekeepers on the field began to greatly reduce their prices on 
essentials such as flour, rice, sugar, and tea.
745
 
In a description of Kiandra produced late in November by the SMH correspondent a 
reference is made to KTH or up Broadway being the „site were Kiandra proper 
originally stood‟.746 It is uncertain what this remark actually means and perhaps the 
correspondent, who had not been on the field in the summer or autumn, did not known 
how the settlement had developed and was now going on hearsay. By this point it is 
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mentioned that groups of calico tents were again scattered here and there throughout the 
valley, perhaps surrounding the Township and the associated Township Hill miners‟ 
camp.
747
 Proof of the continuing occupation of KTH was the loss or theft of a draught 
mare from Richard Christian, who resided there, on the 8th, who subsequently offered a 
£5 reward for its return in the page of the Alpine Pioneer during the rest of the month.
748
 
A reply to the petition for a Local Mining Court sent to the government in October was 
received at Kiandra late in November. This stated that since during the previous process 
only 33 miners came forward to support the motion the mining body in general must be 
satisfied with the present governance of the field and, thus, the second petition was 
rejected.
749
  
Provisions, brought by drays and American wagons, were pouring into the Township 
and stock arriving in great numbers in November after the road to Russells was 
completed, decreasing the cost of living and supplies.
750
 By the end of the month the 
Kiandra market had become completely glutted with goods and provisions from 
merchants who had optimistically ordered for the spring rush.
751
 Earlier in the month 
the waxing of the Lambing Flat diggings was also beginning to attract supplies 
originally meant for the Kiandra diggings from centres in central NSW.
752
 Following 
the flurry of construction during October it was expected that the road from Kiandra to 
Chalkers would be mostly completed early in November included bridges across all the 
creeks along the route.
753
  
The Reverend Mayne arrived at the diggings around the middle of the month and 
commenced services on Sunday the 25th which were apparently well attended by the 
respectable portion of the population.
754
 The following day there was also a meeting 
held to organise the construction or appropriation of a building to hold services in at the 
Township as they were currently being held in the ball room of the Union Hotel or at 
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the Camp.
755
 There never appears to have been any large presence of clergy or 
preachers at Kiandra due to the fact that the state did not fund them and that instead, the 
population was expected to support them.
756
 
Crime appears to have lessened considerably throughout November with the declining 
population with only one serious account of robbery or attempted murder occurring 
aside from some extensive horse stealing operations.
757
  
At the satellite diggings, Four Mile, Nine Mile, Three Mile, the Tumut River, and the 
Rocky Plains, work continued to progress throughout November according to their 
fortunes and the availability of water, with perhaps the fortunes of Four Mile and the 
Rocky Plains waxing at this time.
758
 A smaller rush appears to have occurred at a new 
portion of the Tumut River.
759
 Prospecting also continued to be undertaken in the 
surrounding district with particular hot spots being New Providence, Russells, and 
towards the Murray.
760
 
Summer 1860-1861 
December  
During December the Crackenback rush continued to wax (with a second prolonged 
rush) at the expense of Kiandra and many miners were also being enticed away by 
Lambing Flat. This was even though more regular, fine hot summer weather had finally 
appeared with only occasional instances of inclement or unsettled weather, including 
rain, hail, snow, and storms, mainly early in the month.
761
 The exodus to the 
Crackenback was partly abetted by the weariness overcoming some diggers of the 
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weather and hard working on the Kiandra diggings.
762
 Early in December some diggers 
were returning from Crackenback after being disappointed in its early prospects, but for 
many their own circumstances had diminished as they had often sold good claims 
originally when leaving for those diggings.
763
 The outbreak of the Crackenback rush 
was particularly ill-timed and unfortunate for Kiandra as it was too distant to act as a 
central depot for it and, thus, could not benefit from its discovery and prosperity.
764
 
Besides drawing away a large segment of its population by the middle of the month it 
had also taken Commissioner Cloete again, as well as a number of police (Carnes and 
Scarlett), while Sub-Commissioner Scott was sent to the Delegate diggings further to 
the south.
765
 As a result, the population of Kiandra began to diminish greatly, but 
despite this it was still producing a good gold yield considering the number of diggers 
working.
766
 However, despite all these signs some of the news correspondents were still 
expressing hopes of a large rush towards the snowy mountains over the summer months 
(inclusive of the Crackenback).
767
 Their particular hopes were based on the discovery of 
profitable quartz reefs at the diggings, which as of yet little sign had been found.
768
 By 
the end of the month there were signs that the Crackenback rush was failing as some 
diggers, and Commissioner Cloete, were returning to Kiandra or heading to Lambing 
Flat amidst conflicting reports from the diggings.
769
 Throughout December disappointed 
miners were also arriving back at other NSW goldfields following their experiences at 
Kiandra.
770
  
The failure of the Kiandra rush was at the expense of many businesses in the 
surrounding region that had been created or had expanded in order to take advantage of 
the spring rush.
771
 The winding down of business at Kiandra appears to have been to the 
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benefit of Lambing Flat where provisions originally earmarked for Kiandra were now 
flowing.
772
 In the same way the second rush to the Crackenback allowed many 
merchants at Kiandra and New Providence to dispose of their surplus supplies by 
sending them to this rush.
773
 At Crackenback, as well as at the smaller satellite diggings 
of Kiandra, there also appeared to be no restrictions on Sunday trading, as there likely 
still was at the Township.
774
 
Despite this exodus, community cohesion appeared to be developing strongly at 
Kiandra with races and dances being held on the 2nd, a large carnival, sports, and 
evening ball on Boxing Day, and more sports and races on New Year‟s Day.775 
However, reflecting the depressed state of the field around two-thirds of the crowd at 
the Boxing Day celebrations were thought to be Townspeople rather than diggers.
776
 
Over the second half of December there were also plans to establish a Cricket club at 
Kiandra which would play a team from the Four Mile.
777
 There were also still few, but 
increasing, reports of women on the diggings including wives and implied prostitutes 
working in the ballrooms of the major public houses.
778
 There was also a birth early in 
December of a daughter to Mrs Price in the Township, on Broadway.
779
 Some of the 
stores in Kiandra (Robinson and Tebbatt) were also still catering for ladies by stocking 
clothing.
780
 However, drunkenness was still a problem of the diggings stemming from 
the high frequency with which the diggers frequented public houses.
781
 
Mining work on New Chum Hill shifted away from hill sinking to tunnelling and 
ground and hydraulic sluicing during December due to the amount of water that was 
encountered in the shafts, which could not be economically dealt with despite some 
good results.
 782
 However, this water was handy for use sluicing operations, after it was 
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raised out of the shafts.
 783
 Progress on the prospecting tunnel continued to be made and 
on the 24-25th it was 310 feet long having passed through hard rock which had been 
blasted and was now into soft rock, with hopefully auriferous gravel not too distant.
784
 
Sluicing on New Chum was being conducted on its southern base and on portions of its 
faces with one claim utilising hydraulic sluicing (after a significant outlay of funds), 
which was apparently the only operation of its kind currently underway in the colony.
785
 
The hill sinking at this stage was between 40 and 70 feet in depth and was suspended 
until the results of the two tunnels were known of which one had reached 350 feet at the 
end of December.
786
 In any event, this hill was still thought well of by the diggers and 
was the hope of the field, with good results coming from the sluicing claims when they 
were in operation.
787
 
The sluicing claims in Whipstick Gully, Jackass Flat, Surface Hill, Chinaman‟s Flat, 
Pollocks Gully, and in the river bed were still producing good yields or finds during this 
month even through reworking especially after the advent of fine weather.
788
 This was 
so much so that several night time robberies of wash dirt occurred.
789
 The small claim 
sizes on the field were causing difficult for those diggers trying to rework old ground, as 
they argued that they required extended claims to have the time to economically work 
these areas.
790
 Where extended claims were granted they were enabling large companies 
to effectively rework old ground for the second, third, or in some instances fourth 
time.
791
 In the river beds working was proceeding by redirecting the river through dams, 
races, and wheels, and then sluicing the bed, while the gullies were being worked 
through deep shafts.
792
 Overall, the river had been worked over a distance of six miles 
in an extensive fashion by the end of the year, but would theoretically be payable if 
reworked by large companies.
793
 Several shafts were also sunk into Surface Hill but 
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without good results due to the amount of water encountered, while two tunnels were 
driven into the hill at Jackass Flat without success.
794
 
On Township Hill, Boyle, D‟Arcy, and Co.‟s shaft was still underway early in 
December but was having considerably problems with water seeping into the shaft 
through the fine substrate they were now into which was difficult to slab.
795
 These 
problems with the first shaft forced them to abandon it and sink another „a short way 
above‟ for which they had to cut a trench to divert water from a spring which had 
previously contributed to the water in their first trench.
796
 They hoped this operation 
would enable their second (third) shaft to be bottomed without encountering excess 
water during the week of the 17th.
797
 Around the 24-25th they were 45 to 50 feet deep 
and had encountered the water and were preparing slabs to address it and it was hoped 
that by the end of the month the shaft would be finished.
798
 To this point £106 had been 
spent by the prospecting association on these shafts without success.
799
 At the cease of 
this project it was contended by the EMP correspondent that the prospecting association 
funds had been wasted on these shafts considering it should have been known that water 
would have prevented their bottoming, and that the funds could have been better spend 
on the New Chum Hill tunnel.
800
 Another fundraising concert for the prospecting 
association was held on the 13th which was supported by the commissioners and well 
attended although it is not known how much money it raised.
801
 This was apparently 
after several parties withdrew their support for the association early in the month and 
did not pay their promised subscriptions. This left the prospecting association by the 
end of the month with a deficit of £34 on funds actually expended.
802
 The Prospecting 
Associations funds soon ran dry and only paltry further subscriptions were being made 
that would not enable further work to proceed on the tunnelling or hill sinking 
operations. However, it was believed by the editor of the AP that they were close to 
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finding payable deposits.
803
 Following this report a further call was made for more 
subscriptions that appears to have been unsuccessful.
804
 
Within the settlement the major construction completed during the month was the 
Hospital in Camp Town which was tenanted on the 18th, but scarcely needed due to the 
diminishing population and healthy climate over the summer.
805
 Early in December the 
tender of Johnston, Veres, and Co. was also accepted for the construction of a Police 
Station in the Township.
806
  
Apparently the reports during the winter in the Sydney press of diggers dying daily at 
the diggings were fabrications, although apparently a few unlucky diggers perished in 
the bush during the snow after becoming lost, and where not found until the spring.
807
 
Otherwise, health at the diggings appears to have been generally good by December, 
although some diggers were still suffering from privation and exposure from following 
the rushes in the area.
808
  
During December the Reverend Mayne continued to hold services at the Township and 
Camptown, as well as at the satellite diggings, but with apparently only good 
attendances during finer weather.
809
 
Work on the satellite diggings continued during December, but many were beginning to 
wane, including the Rocky Plains, Tumut River, Nine Mile and Four Mile, due to the 
difficulties of working the sluicing claims because of the vagaries of the weather and the 
Crackenback rush.
810
 However, by the end of the month there were some miners 
returning to the Nine Mile and Rocky Plains from Crackenback, preferring a steady 
income to the insecurity of the rushes.
811
 There was also news of a payable strike near 
the headwaters of the Murray, 18 miles from Kiandra, around the 11th.
812
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Early in the month the NSW Legislative Assembly conducted an election in which 
Kiandra was a polling place for the Monaro district, with polling occurring on the 11th 
at the court house.
813
 However, Kiandra was also a polling place for the Tumut District 
on the 8th and the Southern Gold Fields on the 19th, but due to a lack of contenders for 
the latter, John B. Wilson, the current member, was returned without the need for a 
poll.
814
 As Charles Cowper Jnr was a candidate for the Tumut District (on a platform of 
free selection before survey) it appeared to some commentators that self-interest was 
behind the nomination of Kiandra as a polling place for this district by the Government 
(Charles Cowper Snr was a cabinet minister and premier after the election).
815
 Cowper 
was also elected unopposed and hence there was no need for a poll.
816
 Thomas Garret, 
the joint editor of the Alpine Pioneer, was a candidate for the Monaro District on the 
platform of support for the system of free selection before survey.
817
 The electors of the 
Monaro district support for this issue led them to return Mr Garrett as their new 
representative despite him being a relative newcomer to the area.
818
 Strangely, only one 
vote was recorded from Kiandra in the election for the Monaro District, despite a 
sizeable population still being present in the area; comparatively Crackenback had 27 
and West Denison 10.
819
 This was apparently because the miner‟s right did not allow 
diggers to vote for this seat, which put out many at Kiandra and Crackenback who had 
travelled considerable distances to attend the poll.
820
  Mr Redman the Solicitor from 
Kiandra also announced himself as a candidate for the Queanbeyan District as an 
advocate for free selection before survey and was successfully elected.
821
 During this 
election process there was some confusion and debate about the electoral roll for the 
Kiandra Goldfield. Originally it contained 467 names for Kiandra, 19 for the Four Mile, 
14 for the Nine Mile, and 28 for the Rocky Plains. However, it was shortened to 26 
names for Kiandra and 1 for the Four Mile which comprised the principal innkeepers, 
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doctors, storekeepers, other business owners, and gold commissioners on the field who 
could vote in the Monaro electorate. The names struck of the list prior to the 3rd of June 
1861 by Police Magistrate R. Dawson, Messr. M Harnett, and Messr P. J. Clifford were 
supposedly gold miners who would have to vote for the southern gold fields 
electorate.
822
 It is slightly strange that the names struck off the list were both miners and 
lesser businesspeople known on the field, but it does appear that the electoral officers 
were only concerned about who could vote in the Monaro electorate because this was 
the only one where a vote was going to take place.  
January 
At the start of January the exodus from Kiandra and Crackenback to Lambing Flat 
continued with trade which was originally meant for Kiandra also being diverted 
there.
823
 As the month wore on this exodus included the EMP correspondent, the SMH 
special commissioner, and some of the mounted police and detectives.
824
 Otherwise, a 
number of miners were returning to Kiandra from Crackenback following the 
contradictory reports from the diggings and the uncertainty about its prospects they 
generated, which was followed by its reported failure.
825
 However, soon afterwards 
these reports became favourable again and Commissioner Cooper replaced 
Commissioner Clarke as the Government representative there.
826
 At Kiandra, despite 
the small population of diggers the gold yields from the field were still good, but 
declining on a weekly basis.
827
 By the end of the month the Kiandra rush was widely 
considered a failure and the roads to the diggings were devoid of inbound traffic, while 
many of the roadside inns and shanties had been abandoned.
828
 
Following the Christmas holidays the fine summer weather became a considerable 
problem for the diggings as no water was available for the sluicing claims except for 
those in the river (who were doing well), which itself began to dry up as the lack of 
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rainfall continued.
829
 This hot and dry weather lasted throughout the month except for 
rain and thunderstorms on the 2nd, 15-17th, 20-21st, and the 30th, as well as a bout of 
cold weather, frost, and ice on the 22-23rd.
830
 However, success was found on other 
parts of the field around the middle of the month with a payable quartz reef being 
discovered on Jackass Flat and the prospecting tunnel at New Chum Hill striking 
payable gold.
831
 Both these finds came at the time when some diggers were returning 
from Lambing Flat due to the lack of water at that field and was a welcome relief to the 
diggers after the failure of the Crackenback rush.
832
 The Jackass Flat discovery resulted 
in great excitement among the mining population and the marking out of claims for a 
mile or two along this reef which were rewarded with good returns throughout the rest 
of the month when they were worked and not shepherded.
833
 The discovery of the 
quartz reef encouraged searches for similar reefs on Surface Hill and the lower slopes of 
New Chum Hill, but apparently without success.
834
 Following the discovery of the 
payable deposit in New Chum Hill the prospecting party were occupied in constructing 
a race which was to be used in further work.
835
 
The Kiandra community came together from a series of horse and foot races just after 
the New Year, but the crowd at these sports was still overwhelmingly male with only a 
small force of ladies present.
836
 Drunkenness and „ruffianism‟ were reportedly rife at the 
races with the small force of police under Commissioners Cloete and Cooper unable to 
effectively manage the crowds leading to the SMH correspondent to call for the 
formation of another vigilance committee.
837
 Reverend Mayne had been stationed for 
around three months at Kiandra from the spring, but had not been supported in any way 
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financially by the population, despite promises to the contrary, and consequently was 
forced to leave.
838
 
The disappointment of Kiandra deeply affected the surrounding districts as many had 
economically prepared for the anticipated rush and now could reap no reward for their 
investment. This included the Tumut district where they had put in a large wheat crop at 
great expense, but were now unable to reap and sell it effectively due to the high labour 
prices and depressed market.
839
 It also had ramifications within the government as an 
inquiry of sorts began into the Gold Commissioners‟ management of the field‟s initial 
development and their communication with the diggers of vital information pertaining 
to it (This was started by Cowper Junior and was more in relation as to where the Chief 
Commissioner should be located).
840
 Members of the other goldfields were also 
complaining about the amount of expenditure that had been directed towards Kiandra 
previously, especially its roads, at the expense of their own fields.
841
 
Only small populations remained at the satellite diggings, the Four Mile, Nine Mile, and 
the Rocky Plains during January with little work occurring after the Christmas holidays 
due to poor water supply because of the weather.
842
 However, some diggers were 
returning to these diggings, particularly the Four Mile, from the Crackenback.
843
 The 
summer drought at the Nine Mile also led to the reopening of one of the hill tunnels and 
the discovery of a payable deposit.
844
 The Tumut River diggings finally failed late in the 
month after it was found that the river bed was not payable after a large amount of 
expense had been laid out in diverting the river.
845
 
February 
By February the Kiandra rush was widely recognised to have failed and complaints 
were being made from the different district towns of the commerce and chance for 
prosperity that they had missed.
846
 The reasons for this failure appear to have been the 
severe winter weather and generally changeable weather preventing regular work; the 
field‟s remoteness making affording a living difficult; the ascribing of good payable 
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deposits to one spot; and the need for capital to effectively work a claim.
847
 For these 
reasons the easily accessible Lambing Flat with it reasonable Australian climate was a 
far better prospect for the diggers and once they moved the businesspeople followed 
leading to a continual exodus during February.
848
 When they moved to Lambing Flat 
businesspeople set-up similar establishment and diverted the provisions they had 
ordered for the spring rush to Kiandra.
849
 It was argued by the SMH correspondent that 
this exodus had left only the dedicated diggers at the field and they were doing well 
considering their numbers and the weekly gold yields.
850
 By the 20th even the majority 
of the Chinese had left for Lambing Flat with only very few remaining.
851
 A positive 
consequence of the exodus was that for the remaining diggers provisions were now 
below cost price as the storekeepers attempted to divulge themselves of their stock.
852
 
By the end of the month the Township was rather deserted with half the stores and 
shops being closed.
853
 During February the media gradually lost interest in Kiandra with 
the last AP extracts being published in the major papers for the edition of the 19th.  
Following the Lambing Flat riots most of the officials from Kiandra, or who had direct 
oversight of the southern goldfields, were sent to this diggings to help quell them 
including Chief Commissioner Cloete and most of his staff, as well as Captain Zouch 
and a large detachment of police (five policemen and a sergeant (Fenton) from Kiandra 
and Detective Lyons).
854
 At this time 25 mounted police were ordered from the Kiandra 
district to the field as part of the force assembled to combat the disturbance.
855
  
Early in the month a small amount of rain fell at Kiandra allowing some of the sluicing 
operations at Jackass Flat, in the river, and at Whipstick gully to commence again to the 
profit of some miners, as they were still producing good yields.
856
 Following rain in 
mid-February and the construction of races to provide water work commenced again on 
two of the sluicing claims in Whipstick gully and on New Chum Hill with apparently 
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good results.
857
 Over the last portion of the month the weather was fine which resulted 
in the exhaustion of water supplies for sluicing on New Chum Hill and disputes about 
water rights between parties.
858
 At the start of February the party working the New 
Chum Hill tunnel had not yet completed their race, but other claims appeared to be 
paying well when worked.
859
 The race was complete by mid-February, but due to a 
water dispute with another claimholder work had yet to commence. Apparently good 
payable wash dirt had been struck and hopes were high for this venture and that it 
would stimulate the continuation of the other abandoned tunnels.
860
 By the end of the 
month the prospecting tunnel had been driven in 400 feet with extra drives also 
excavated into very rich wash dirt prompting work on the second tunnel (Cameron‟s) to 
recommence, as well as a work on a third tunnel to begin.
861
 
The excitement about the Jackass Flat quartz reef started to dim at the start of February 
as only one claim had struck payable quartz and its specimens had not yet been properly 
tested by crushing and the sinking onto the reef was proving difficult because of the 
water.
862
 This was despite the reef apparently being traced over a mile and a half by 
experience diggers.
863
 Despite the ore that was tested returning positive results 
excitement faded about this reef, with only the original prospecting party and another 
still being at work on the 15th due to the water problem.
864
 The lack of work on the 
shepherded claims was only making the water problem worse for these two claims. 
Subsequently, after some rain in the middle of February work stopped completely with 
the claims being completely deserted by the end of the month.
865
 The other shafts 
searching for quartz reefs on Surface Hill and at the rear of the Exchange Hotel were 
only partially down early in February and also having trouble contending with water.
866
 
In the middle of the month, following rain, the several shafts looking for the reef on 
Surface Hill were also forced to suspend work due to being unable to contend with the 
water in their claims.
867
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In the Township, despite previous reports, the Police Station appears to have only begun 
construction in February.
868
 On the 4th the Government called for tenders for a weekly 
mail run from Cooma to Kiandra and a bi-weekly run from Tumut to Kiandra beginning 
on the 1 March for a period of ten months.
869
 By the 20th the contractor for the Cooma 
to Kiandra run, Mr Moran, had forfeited his contract and the mails were terribly behind 
as a consequence, as well as because of the mid-month rains.
870
 The storeowners who 
paid the fee for a spirit licence for the year of 1861 at Kiandra were C. Cowper Jnr, 
Davies, Alexander and Co., and J. J. Wright.
871
 Those that were issued with an 
auctioneers licence were W. Newell, Jacob Alexander, W. Richard Treas, James H. 
Atkinson, Thomas Fowler, and John Reed.
872
 
On the Satellite diggings, the Four Mile, Nine Mile, and Rocky Plains, the continual 
drought allowed little work to be accomplished, except for those that could continue 
with small amounts of water, such as puddling, tunnelling or river bed claims. This 
consequently forced many diggers to leave for more promising fields, especially 
Lambing Flat.
873
 As this situation continued and the gold yields for those claims that 
could be worked diminished the populations of these diggings continually deserted until 
very few were left by the end of February.
874
 The Crackenback diggings by the middle 
of February were still being worked by a small population with perhaps only one store 
and public house still in operation.
875
 Also around this time good prospects were again 
rumoured to have been found at the Tumut River causing some parties from Kiandra to 
depart for these diggings.
876
 At the end of the month there was also a rumour of a reef 
being struck at Four Mile.
877
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Appendix 2: Kiandra Goldrush Population Estimates  
This appendix provides all the reliable Goldrush population estimates gathered from the 
historical sources reviewed for Appendix 1. The most reliable date has been estimated 
for each population estimate and the identity and location of the estimator recorded. The 
location of the estimator when they recorded their estimate is an important factor, 
especially during the early stages of the rush, as often a visitor to Kiandra would travel 
back to one of the surrounding towns to write correspondence that would ultimately 
appear in newspapers. In this manner, noting the location where correspondence was 
written or posted helps provide an idea of when an individual was at Kiandra to make 
his/her estimate of the population. In many accounts there is also confusion about 
whether an estimate is for just Kiandra or the whole goldfield. Therefore, the location of 
estimates in the „Total Population‟ and „Kiandra‟ columns is a best guess of the 
intentions of the estimator.     
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Table A2.1: Kiandra Goldrush Population Estimates  
Date 
Estimator and 
Location 
Total 
Population 
Kiandra 
Nine 
Mile 
Four 
Mile 
Rocky 
Plains 
Elsewhere Reference 
20/1/60 Kiandra?  700 People     EMP 28 January 1860, Page 8 
23/1/60 
Cloete 
(Goulburn?) 
 300-400 Miners     V & P 1861, Vol. II, Page 371 
<23/1/60 
Cooma 
Magistrates 
 400     EMP 3 February 1860, Page 4 
24/1/60 Kiandra?  700-800 Men     EMP 3 February 1860, Page 8 
25/1/60 Kiandra  
700-800 Men, 
 1 Female 
    SMH 4 February 1860, Page 8 
26/1/60 
S.G.C. Lynch 
(Adelong) 
 700 Persons     V & P 1861 Vol. II, Page 379 
27-28/1/60 Kiandra  600 Men     SMH 4 February 1860, Page 8 
30/1/60 Cooma  900-1000 Persons     EMP 7 February 1860, Page 3 
31/1/60 Cooma  1800 Men     EMP 9 February 1860, Page 3 
3/2/60 Kiandra  1000-1500 Men     SMH 10 February 1860, Page 4 
3/2/60 Kiandra  1800 Persons     EMP 11 February 1860, Page 6 
3/2/60 Kiandra  2000 Persons     EMP 11 February 1860, Page 6 
3/2/60 Kiandra  2000+     EMP 8 February 1860, Page 3 
5/2/60 
A.G.C. Lynch 
(Kiandra) 
 1500 Miners     V & P 1861, Vol. II, Page 379 
5/2/60 Diggings  1500     SMH 21 February 1860, Page 3 
5/2/60 G.C. Lockhart  3000 Persons     EMP 11 February 1860, Page 6 
<7/2/60 -  1000-1500     SMH 10 February 1860, Page 4 
<7/2/60 Bega  
1500-2000 
Diggers 
    SMH 13 February 1860, Page 5 
8/2/60 Diggings  1800-2000     SMH 23 February 1860, Page 3 
8/2/60 Adelong  2500 Men     SMH 15 February 1860, Page 8 
9/2/60 Adelong  2000 Persons     EMP 18 February 1860, Page 3 
10/2/60 Gundagai  1500 Diggers     EMP 18 February 1860, Page 3 
10/2/60 Diggings  2000 People     EMP 25 February 1860, Page 6 
10/2/60 At Diggings  3000 People     SMH 18 February 1860, Page 5 
13/2/60 Maneroo  2000 Diggers     SMH 22 February 1860, Page 8 
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Date 
Estimator and 
Location 
Total 
Population 
Kiandra 
Nine 
Mile 
Four 
Mile 
Rocky 
Plains 
Elsewhere Reference 
14/2/60 Bombala  2000 Diggers     SMH 23 February 1860, Page 4 
18/2/60 
Kiandra: 
Commissioner 
 1800 Men     SMH 2 March 1860, Page 5 
18/2/60 Albury  2000 People     SMH 29 February 1860, Page 5 
19/2/60 Kiandra  2000 Diggers     EMP 3 March 1860, Page 5 
20/2/60 Kiandra  2500 People     EMP 28 February 1860, Page 2 
23/2/60 Adelong  <1500 People     SMH 6 March 1860, Page 5 
23/2/60 Kiandra  4000 People     EMP 3 March 1860, Page 5 
24/2/60 Kiandra  1600-2000     EMP 7 March 1860, Page 2 
25/2/60 Yass  3000+     EMP 28 February 1860, Page 2 
25/2/60 Kiandra  4000     EMP 10 March 1860, Page 8 
26/2/60 Kiandra  3000     EMP 7 March 1860, Page 2 
2/3/60 Tumut  2500 People     SMH 8 March 1860, Page 3 
3/3/60 Cooma  3000 People     SMH 8 March 1860, Page 3 
8/3/60 Cooma  2000 People     SMH 15 March 1860, Page 7 
9/3/60 Kiandra  4000-5000 People     SMH 20 March 1860, Page 5 
9/3/60 Cloete  3500 People     SMH 24 March 1860, Page 5 
10/3/60 
SMH 
Correspondent 
and Cloete 
 2500-3000     SMH 20 March 1860, Page 4-5 
11/3/60 Kiandra  3000-4000     SMH 20 March 1860, Page 5 
12/3/60 Kiandra  4000+ People     EMP 24 March 1860, Page 4 
13/3/60 
Commissioner 
Cloete 
(Gundagai) 
 3000+     V & P 1861, Vol. II, Page 375 
13/3/60 Kiandra  3000-4000 People     EMP 24 March 1860, Page 4 
18/3/60 Kiandra  5000     SMH 24 March 1860, Page 5 
18/3/60 Kiandra  2000     SMH 24 March 1860, Page 5 
18/3/60 
SMH 
Correspondent 
 2000-2500     SMH 27 March 1860, Page 4 
<19/3/60 
Commissioner 
Cloete 
 5000 Persons     EMP 28 March 1860, Page 5 
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Date 
Estimator and 
Location 
Total 
Population 
Kiandra 
Nine 
Mile 
Four 
Mile 
Rocky 
Plains 
Elsewhere Reference 
19/3/60 Queanbeyan  5000 People     EMP 27 March 1860, Page 2 
23/03/6 Committee  6000 People     EMP 5 April 1860, Page 8 
31/3/60 J. I. Lynch   800-1000    SMH 10 April 1860, Page 5 
7/4/60 A.G.C. Lynch 7000 3000    
3000: Other Rushes 
1000: Tumut 
V & P 1861, Vol. II, Page 382 
2/4/60 
EMP 
Correspondent 
 2500-3000     EMP 12 April 1860, Page 2 
4/4/60 
SMH 
Correspondent 
   100   SMH 14 April 1860, Page 3 
9/4/60 
EMP 
Correspondent 
 
4000 
(3000 Diggers) 
400-500    EMP 26 April 1860, Page 2 
12/4/60 
SMH 
Correspondent 
  700    SMH 19 April 1860, Page 2 
19-23/4 Lt-Col Freeling  350 Businessmen 800    SMH 28 May 1860, Page 3 
19/4/60 
SMH 
Correspondent 
  300-400    SMH 4 May 1860, Page 5 
22/4/60 
SMH 
Correspondent 
 1500-1600 100    SMH 7 May 1860, Page 5 
22-23/4 
Mr Alexander 
(Kiandra) 
4000-3000 
People 
 400-500    EMP 12 May 1860, Page 2 
29/4/60 Captain Zouch  1000 Diggers     SMH 11 May 1860, Page 8878 
30/4/60 
EMP 
Correspondent 
 1000 People     EMP 9 May 1860, Page 3 
1/5/60 
SMH 
Correspondent 
  
40 
Diggers 
   SMH 9 May 1860, Page 6 
12/5/60 
SMH 
Correspondent 
2000 Diggers      SMH 19 May 1860, Page 6 
16/5/60 
EMP 
Correspondent 
 
2000 People  
900 Diggers 
    EMP 26 May 1860, Page 3 
18/5/60 Kiandra 2000 People      SMH 29 May 1860, Page 3 
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Date 
Estimator and 
Location 
Total 
Population 
Kiandra 
Nine 
Mile 
Four 
Mile 
Rocky 
Plains 
Elsewhere Reference 
18/5/60 
SMH 
Correspondent 
 500 Diggers     SMH 28 May 1860, Page 5 
26/5/60 Kiandra  900 Diggers     EMP 5 June 1860, Page 3 
11/6/60 
EMP 
Correspondent 
 500     EMP 16 June 1860, Page 3 
13/6/60 
EMP 
Correspondent 
 300 Miners     EMP 21 June 1860, Page 2 
15/6/60 Adelong  600 Miners     SMH 21 June 1860, Page 3 
22/6/60 
EMP 
Correspondent 
 300 Chinese     EMP 28 June 1860, Page 2 
Early July Kiandra 1000 Diggers      EMP 24 July 1860, Page 5 
Early July 
EMP/SMH 
Correspondent 
3000 People; 
>1000 
Businesspeople; 
800 Diggers; 700 
Chinese 
300-400   200-400 Snowy Plain EMP 12 July 1860, Page 5 
Mid-July Goulburn  1500-1600     EMP 23 July 1860, Page 3 
27/7/60 
SMH 
Correspondent 
  
150-200 
Diggers 
30-40 
Diggers 
  SMH 7 August 1860, Page 8 
10/8/60 
SMH 
Correspondent 
  400    SMH 16 August 1860, Page 2 
11/8/60 
SMH 
Correspondent 
     
50-100 Working 
(Snowy Plain) 
SMH 18 August 1860, Page 4 
12/8/60 Kiandra  
1900 Diggers 
(1200 Euro, 700 
Chinese) 
    SMH 23 August 1860, Page 5 
17/8/60 Kiandra 
2000 (700-800 
Diggers) 
     EMP 1 September 1860, Page 3 
17/8/60 
SMH 
Correspondent 
 3000-4000 People     SMH 23 August 1860, Page 5 
24/8/60 
SMH 
Correspondent 
  400 200   SMH 30 August 1860, Page 8 
24/8/60 Kiandra 2500 Diggers      SMH 31 August 1860, Page 5 
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Date 
Estimator and 
Location 
Total 
Population 
Kiandra 
Nine 
Mile 
Four 
Mile 
Rocky 
Plains 
Elsewhere Reference 
30/8/60 
SMH 
Correspondent 
 <2000 People     SMH 7 September 1860, Page 5 
31/8/60 
SMH 
Correspondent 
   200   SMH 7 September 1860, Page 5 
15/9/60 G. C. Cloete 3650 3000 People 400 200  50: Snowy Plain 879 
25/9/60 AP Letter 
2500 Diggers, 
500 Chinese 
     AP 25 September 1860, Page 4 
6/10/60 
EMP 
Correspondent 
 3000     EMP 11 October 1860, Page 3 
12/10/60 
EMP 
Correspondent 
  
700 (400 
Diggers) 
   EMP 17 October 1860, Page 2 
12/10/60 
SMH Special 
Commissioner 
<1200 Diggers      SMH 20 October 1860, Page 4 
13/10/60 
AP (Second 
Edition) 
<1200 Diggers      AP 12 October 1860, Page 7 
20/10/60 
SMH Special 
Commissioner 
 <1200 Diggers     SMH 27 October 1860, Page 8 
20/10/60 AP    400   EMP 25 October 1860, Page 8 
26/10/60 AP    
200 
Miners 
  EMP 5 November 1860, Page 5 
7/11/60 Letter Kiandra  2000-3000     SMH 14 November 1860, Page 5 
11/11/60 
EMP 
Correspondent 
3000      EMP 17 November 1860, Page 5 
16/11/60 
EMP 
Correspondent 
   200-300 450  EMP 27 November 1860, Page 8 
Early Nov Returned Diggers 2000 Diggers      SMH 22 November 1860, Page 4 
20/11/60 AP  800-900 Diggers     AP 20 November 1860, Page 4 
2/12/60 
SMH 
Correspondent 
     
300 Persons 
(Crackenback) 
SMH 10 December 1860, Page 3 
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Date 
Estimator and 
Location 
Total 
Population 
Kiandra 
Nine 
Mile 
Four 
Mile 
Rocky 
Plains 
Elsewhere Reference 
7/12/60 
SMH Special 
Commissioner 
 600 Diggers    
100 Persons 
(Crackenback) 
SMH 12 December 1860, Page 5 
8/12/60 
SMH 
Correspondent 
    
 100-150 
Crackenback 
SMH 15 December 1860, Page 7 
9/12/60 AP     
 
130 Crackenback AP 14 December 1860, Page 4 
11/12/60 AP     
 
100 Crackenback AP 11 December 1860, Page 4 
11/12/60 
SMH 
Correspondent 
    
 
200 Crackenback SMH 18 December 1860, Page 9 
16/12/60 Letter Kiandra     
 400-500 
Crackenback 
EMP 22 December 1860, Page 5 
16/12/60 
SMH 
Correspondent 
  
200 
Diggers 
120 
Diggers 
 
 SMH 22 December 1860, Page 5 
18/12/60 William Holme     
 400 Diggers 
Crackenback 
Diary of William Holme 18 December 1860 
18/12/60 AP 400 Diggers    
 
 AP 18 December 1860, Page 4 
19/12/60 
SMH Special 
Correspondent 
     400 Crackenback SMH 25 December 1860, Page 5 
21/12/60 AP   80-100  Few
 
500 Crackenback EMP 27 December 1860, Page 5 
22/12/60 
SMH Special 
Commissioner 
 300-400 People     SMH 24 December 1860, Page 4 
24/12/60 
SMH Special 
Commissioner 
 <400 Diggers     SMH 31 December 1860, Page 5 
27/12/60 
SMH Special 
Commissioner 
     
500-600 
Crackenback 
SMH 2 January 1861, Page 5 
Late Dec 
Sub-Gold 
Commission Scott 
1580 (region) 
730 Diggers 
1200 (450 
Diggers) 
200 (150 
Diggers) 
130 (80 
Diggers) 
50 (50 
Diggers) 
 EMP 30 January 1861, Page 2 
1/1/61 AP      400 Crackenback EMP 7 January 1861, Page 5 
4/1/61 AP      
300-400 
Crackenback 
EMP 8 January 1861, Page 5 
15/2/61 AP      
40-50 Men 
Crackenback 
EMP 22 February 1861, Page 3 
Mid 
February 
QA 
Correspondent 
 <300 Diggers 
    
QA 23 February 1861, Page 3 
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Date 
Estimator and 
Location 
Total 
Population 
Kiandra 
Nine 
Mile 
Four 
Mile 
Rocky 
Plains 
Elsewhere Reference 
19/2/61 Alpine Pioneer 500 
     
EMP 26 February 1861, Page 2 
20/2/61 
SMH 
Correspondent 
200 Miners 
     
SMH 26 February 1861, Page 5 
27/2/61 
SMH 
Correspondent 
200-250 Miners 
 
30 Miners Very Few
   
SMH 6 March 1861, Page 5 
Mid-Late 
February 
AP   
   40-50 Men 
Crackenback 
IM 26 February 1861, Page 3 
Late 
February 
AP 500 People  
    
IM 1 March 1861, Page 3 
5/3/61 
SMH 
Correspondent 
 150-200 Miners
     
SMH 12 March 1861, Page 2 
6/3/61 
SMH 
Correspondent 
 150 Miners
     
SMH 7 March 1861, Page 5 
Early 
March 
AP 250 Miners  
    Illawarra Mercury (IM) 8 March 1861, Page 
2 
9/3/61 
SMH 
Correspondent 
 150 Miners
     
SMH 16 March 1861, Page 7 
26/3/61 AP  <200 Miners
     
Maitland Mercury 2 April 1861, Page 2 
2/4/61 AP 250 Men  
    
IM 2 April 1861, Page 3 
7/4/61 
SMH 
Correspondent 
 200 Miners
     
SMH 15 April 1861, Page 2 
14/4/61 
SMH 
Correspondent 
     
70-80 Men Rocky 
Plain 
SMH 20 April 1861, Page 2 
Mid-Late 
April 
Braidwood 
Dispatch 
Correspondent 
600 Chinese      IM 26 April 1861, Page 4 
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Date 
Estimator and 
Location 
Total 
Population 
Kiandra 
Nine 
Mile 
Four 
Mile 
Rocky 
Plains 
Elsewhere Reference 
4/5/61 
SMH 
Correspondent 
 400-500 Chinese     SMH 11 May 1861, Page 7 
15/6/61 
Yass Courier 
Correspondent 
800-1000      EMP 26 June 1861, Page 5 
24/8/61 
SMH 
Correspondent 
300 Miners      SMH 31 August 1861, Page 5 
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Appendix 3: KTH Artefact Analysis Tables 
 
Table A3.1: I-F1 artefact assemblage by type, frequency, and weight 
Artefact Type F F% W W% 
Ceramic Items 1 0.1 0.6 0.0 
Claypipes 13 1.9 26.7 1.7 
Bottle Glass 144 20.4 1211.2 75.9 
Window Glass - - - - 
Metal Items 60 8.5 62.9 4.0 
Metal Fasteners 5 0.7 25.9 1.6 
Animal Bone 469 66.4 255.6 16.0 
Miscellaneous - - - - 
Personal Items 14 2.0 13.2 0.8 
Total 706 100.0 1596.1 100.0 
 
Table A3.2: I-F2 artefact assemblage by type, frequency, and weight 
Artefact Type F F% W W% 
Ceramic Items - - - - 
Claypipes 13 3.7 25.5 8.4 
Bottle Glass 2 0.6 2.5 0.8 
Window Glass - - - - 
Metal Items 43 12.2 82.6 27.1 
Metal Fasteners 2 0.6 2.7 0.9 
Animal Bone 289 82.1 189.5 62.2 
Miscellaneous - - - - 
Personal Items 3 0.8 2.0 0.6 
Total 352 100.0 304.8 100.0 
 
Table A3.3: II-F1 artefact assemblage by type, frequency, and weight 
Artefact Type F F% W W% 
Ceramic Items 1 0.0 2.1 0.1 
Claypipe 11 0.2 15.0 0.7 
Bottle Glass 5 0.1 38.6 1.7 
Window Glass 2 0.0 0.4 0.0 
Metal Items 108 2.4 315.8 13.9 
Metal Fasteners 231 5.2 218.3 9.6 
Animal Bone 4049 91.4 1631.0 71.7 
Miscellaneous - - - - 
Personal Items 25 0.5 52.0 2.3 
Total 4432 100.0 2273.2 100.0 
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Table A3.4: II-F2 artefact assemblage by type, frequency, and weight 
Artefact Type F F% W W% 
Ceramic Items - - - - 
Claypipe 64 2.2 50.8 0.8 
Bottle Glass 71 2.5 227.7 3.8 
Window Glass - - - - 
Metal Items 287 9.9 2527.8 41.7 
Metal Fasteners 425 14.7 1174.4 19.4 
Animal Bone 1994 69.1 2034.7 33.6 
Miscellaneous - - - - 
Personal Items 45 1.6 40.2 0.7 
Total 2886 100.0 6055.6 100.0 
 
Table A3.5: III artefact assemblage by type, frequency, and weight 
Artefact Type F F% W W% 
Ceramic Items 5 0.4 148.4 5.0 
Claypipes 26 2.1 44.4 1.5 
Bottle Glass 102 8.2 419.3 14.1 
Window Glass 1 0.1 0.6 0.0 
Metal Items 71 5.8 1421.5 48.0 
Metal Fasteners 13 1.0 63.2 2.1 
Animal Bone 1011 81.3 859.1 28.9 
Miscellaneous 1 0.1 0.4 0.0 
Personal Items 13 1.0 11.8 0.4 
Total 1243 100.0 2968.7 100.0 
 
Table A3.6: IV-F1 artefact assemblage by type, frequency, and weight 
Artefact Type F F% W W% 
Ceramic Items - - - - 
Claypipes 50 2.5 96.7 2.8 
Bottle Glass 7 0.4 14.1 0.4 
Window Glass - - - - 
Metal Items 68 3.4 579.7 16.5 
Metal Fasteners 43 2.1 135.6 3.9 
Animal Bone 1804 91.2 2505.4 71.4 
Miscellaneous 1 0.1 0.1 0.0 
Personal Items 6 0.3 175.6 5.0 
Total 1979 100.0 3507.2 100.0 
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Table A3.7: IV-F2 artefact assemblage by type, frequency, and weight 
Artefact Type F F% W W% 
Ceramic Items 16 1.2 126.2 6.4 
Claypipes 47 3.6 63.2 3.2 
Bottle Glass 30 2.3 152.1 7.8 
Window Glass - - - - 
Metal Items 65 5.0 538.9 27.5 
Metal Fasteners 201 15.7 438.3 22.3 
Animal Bone 925 71.7 642.5 32.7 
Miscellaneous - - - - 
Personal Items  6 0.5 0.9 0.1 
Total 1290 100.0 1962.1 100.0 
 
Table A3.8: IV-F3 artefact assemblage by type, frequency, and weight 
Artefact Type F F% W W% 
Ceramic Items 1 0.1 114.0 6.4 
Claypipes 56 6.0 116.4 6.6 
Bottle Glass 63 6.7 273.6 15.4 
Window Glass 10 1.1 7.4 0.4 
Metal Items 124 13.2 486.5 27.6 
Metal Fasteners 42 4.5 179.7 10.1 
Animal Bone 625 66.5 562.2 31.7 
Miscellaneous - - - - 
Personal Items 18 1.9 32.4 1.8 
Total 939 100.0 1772.2 100.0 
 
Table A3.9: V artefact assemblage by type, frequency, and weight 
Artefact Type F F% W W% 
Ceramic Items 39 0.2 36.9 0.1 
Claypipes 348 2.4 422.7 1.1 
Bottle Glass 4693 31.9 29800.5 79.9 
Window Glass 4 0.0 6.6 0.0 
Metal Items 2411 16.4 3095.3 8.4 
Metal Fasteners 350 2.4 997.6 2.7 
Animal Bone 6187 42.1 2547.4 6.8 
Miscellaneous 7 0.1 0.4 0.0 
Personal Items 657 4.5 387.9 1.0 
Total 14696 100.0 37295.3 100.0 
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Table A3.10: VI artefact assemblage by type, frequency, and weight 
Artefact Type F F% W W% 
Ceramic Items 18 0.7 15.6 0.5 
Claypipes 4 0.2 3.5 0.1 
Bottle Glass 83 3.3 224.7 7.7 
Window Glass - - - - 
Metal Items 399 15.9 1444.1 49.5 
Metal Fasteners 135 5.4 399.2 13.7 
Animal Bone 1844 73.6 821.1 28.1 
Miscellaneous - - - - 
Personal Items 24 0.9 11.2 0.4 
Total 2507 100.0 2919.4 100.0 
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Table A3.11: I-F1 artefact assemblage by frequency, context, and artefact type 
Location Description Context 
Ceramic 
Items 
Claypipes 
Bottle 
Glass 
Metal 
Items 
Metal 
Fasteners 
Animal 
Bone 
Personal 
Items 
Total 
Hut Interior 
Deturf 1 - - 5 - 1 17 - 23 
West Wall Definition 30 (E7, F6) - - - - 1 - 8 9 
South Wall Definition 3 (H6) - - - - - - 1 1 
Occupation Zone and Floor 
Definition 
4, 8, 10, 41, 27, 
31, 39, 40 
- 11 110 - - 28 4 153 
Hearth 
Deturf 1 - - - - - 1 - 1 
Rock Removal 15 - - - - - 43 - 43 
Hearth Definition 4 (I8), 19, 21 - - 2 - - 164 1 167 
Hearth Deposit 23 - - - - - 136 - 136 
Ash Deposit 28 - - - - - 10 - 10 
Northeast 
Exterior 
Surface Collection Surface - - 6 - - 4 - 10 
Deturf 1 - - 6 23 - 17 - 46 
Entrance Exterior 34 - - - - - 1 - 1 
Northeast Corner 25, 33 1 1 - 1 1 6 - 10 
North Exterior 
Deturf 1 - - - 1 1 1 - 3 
North Foundations 24 - 1 1 - 1 - - 3 
South Exterior 
Deturf 1 - - 6 35 - 30 - 71 
Earth Mound 1 2 - - - - - 8 - 8 
Earth Mound 2 3, 9, 11, 18 - - 4 1 - 1 - 6 
South Foundations 29 - - 4 - - 2 - 6 
 Total 1 13 144 61 5 469 14 707 
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Table A3.12: I-F2 artefact assemblage by frequency, context, and artefact type 
Location Description Context 
Ceramics 
Items 
Claypipes 
Bottle 
Glass 
Metal 
Items 
Metal 
Fasteners 
Animal 
Bone 
Personal 
Items 
Total 
Hut Interior 
Surface Collection Surface - - - - - - - - 
Deturf 1 - 1 1 3 - 19 2 26 
Entrance Area 5, 6, 26 - 1 - - - 24 - 25 
Occupation Deposit and 
Floor Definition 
12, 14, 16, 
20, 36 
- 7 1 11 - 67 - 86 
Hearth 
Surface Collection Surface - - - - - - - - 
Deturf 1 - 1  -  52 - 53 
Hearth Definition 17 - 1 - - - 23 - 24 
Hearth Washout-
Interspace Area 
30 - - - 1 1 64 - 66 
North Exterior 
Surface Collection Surface - - - - - - - - 
Deturf 1 - - - 12 - 37 1 50 
North Foundations 22 - - - - - 3 - 3 
Earth Mound 3 38 - - - 1 - - - 1 
South Exterior 
Surface Collection Surface - - - - - - - - 
Deturf 1 - - - - - - - - 
South Foundations 7, 13 - 2 - 14 1 - - 17 
Drain Sections 35, 37 - - - - - - - - 
West Exterior 
Surface Collection Surface - - - - - - - - 
Deturf 1 - - - 1 - - - 1 
West Foundations 32 - - - - - - - - 
 Total - 13 2 43 2 289 3 353 
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Table A3.13: II-F1 artefact assemblage by frequency, context, and artefact type 
Location Description 
Context 
Ceramic 
Items 
Claypipes 
Bottle 
Glass 
Window 
Glass 
Metal 
Items 
Metal 
Fasteners 
Animal 
Bone 
Personal 
Items 
Total 
Exterior 
Surface 1 - - - - - - - - - 
Deturf, Root Removal 2, 11 - - 1 - 2 - 5 1 9 
Hearth 
Surface 1 - - - - - - - - - 
Deturf, Root Removal 2, 11 - - - - 2 - 78 - 80 
Rock Removal (Front) 3 - 4 - - - 4 108 2 118 
Interior (G11-12) 4 - - 1 - - - 210 - 211 
Upper Ash Layer (Front) 5 - - 1 2 19 14 162 7 205 
Second Ash Layer (North Front) 7 - 1 - - 40 25 122 3 191 
Second Ash Layer (South Front) 8 - - - - 23 12 73 - 108 
Base Ash Layer (Front) 9 - - - - 16 82 1043 3 1144 
Upper Ash Layer (Rear) 52? - - - - - - 3 - 3 
Eroded Ash Deposit Rear Wall 53-54 - - - - 1 5 307 1 314 
Eroded Ash Deposit North Wall 51? 55 - - - - - 1 - - 1 
Base Ash Layer (Rear) 56, (57-9) 1 - - - 4 80 1924 4 2013 
Interior 
Surface 1 - - - - - - - - - 
Deturf, Root Removal 2, 11 - 6 - - - - 5 - 11 
First Spit 12 - - 2 - 1 - - - 3 
Southwest Corner  6 - - - - - 6 4 4 14 
Floor in Front of Hearth 60 - - - - - 2 5 - 7 
 Total 1 11 5 2 108 231 4049 25 4432 
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Table A3.14: II-F2 artefact assemblage by frequency, context, and artefact type 
Location Description Context 
Ceramic 
Items 
Claypipes 
Bottle 
Glass 
Metal 
Items 
Metal 
Fasteners 
Animal 
Bone 
Misc. 
Personal 
Items 
Total 
Hearth 
Interior 
Surface 1 - - - - - - - - - 
Deturf 11 - - - - - - - - - 
Rock Removal 18 - - 1 - 4 25 - - 30 
Sedimentation 
24 - - - - 5 103 - - 108 
26 - - 7 1 8 - - - 16 
27 - 1 5 78 236 238 - - 558 
Upper Ash Deposit 30, 31 - 8 - 20 26 1414 - - 1468 
Base Ash Deposit 28, 29 - - 1 - 12 90 - 1 104 
Paving Definition (Front) 33 - 5 11 5 10 16 - 1 48 
Below Paving (Rear) 35 - - - - - - - - - 
Hearth 
Exterior 
Surface 1 - - - - - - - - - 
Deturf 11 - - - - - - - - - 
South and East 14 - - 2 - 1 1 - - 4 
East 20 - - 1 - - - - - 1 
Rear Wall 22 (I5-7) - - - - - - - - - 
Interior 
Surface 1 - - - - - - - - - 
Deturf 11 - - 4 2 - - - 1 7 
First Spit 12 - - - - 3 - - - 3 
Centre Floor 
13 - 7 2 1 45 1 - 13 69 
19 - 8 - 24 12 2 - 12 58 
In front of Hearth 
16 (G5-6) - 3 16 39 3 2 - 5 68 
17 - 4 9 97 11 4 - 1 126 
25 - 1 10 - 9 5 - 1 26 
Cobbling Definition 32 - 24 - 2 28 2 - 8 64 
West Wall 23 - - - 1 - - - - 1 
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Location Description Context 
Ceramic 
Items 
Claypipes 
Bottle 
Glass 
Metal 
Items 
Metal 
Fasteners 
Animal 
Bone 
Misc. 
Personal 
Items 
Total 
Entrance 
Surface 1 - - - - - - - - - 
Deturf 11 - - - - 1 - - - 1 
Exterior 
15 - - - - 1 - - 1 2 
22 (H7) - - - - - - - - - 
Threshold 
16 (G7-8) - 2 2 - 8 - - - 12 
32 (G7-8) - 1 - - 2 - - - 3 
Exterior 
Surface 1 - - - - - - - - - 
Deturf 11 - - - - - - - - - 
First Spit 12 - - - 17 - 41 - 1 59 
West 
21 - - - - - - - - - 
34 - - - - - - - - - 
 Total - 64 71 287 425 1944 - 45 2886 
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Table A3.15: III artefact assemblage by frequency, context, and artefact type 
Location Context 
Ceramic 
Items 
Claypipe 
Bottle 
Glass 
Window 
Glass 
Metal 
Items 
Metal 
Fasteners 
Animal 
Bone 
Misc. 
Personal 
Items 
Total 
Interior 
Surface 
- - - - - - - - - - 
Hearth 1 1 1 - - 1 96 - - 100 
Entrance - - - - - - - - - - 
Exterior - - - - - - - - - - 
Interior Floor 
1 
- 5 92 1 23 - 7 - 8 136 
Hearth 1 14 8 - 19 10 793 1 1 847 
Entrance Area 3 6 1 - 29 2 115 - 4 160 
 Total 5 26 102 1 71 13 1011 1 13 1243 
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Table A3.16: IV-F1 artefact assemblage by frequency, context, and main artefact type  
Location Description Context 
Ceramic 
Items 
Claypipes 
Bottle 
Glass 
Window 
Glass 
Metal 
Items 
Metal 
Fasteners 
Animal 
Bone 
Misc. 
Personal 
Items 
Total 
Hearth 
Interior 
Surface 1 - - - - - - - - - - 
Deturf 2 - - - - - - - - - - 
Full Deposit South 
Side 
20 - 22 1 - 28 15 1465 - - 1531 
Upper Deposit North 
Side 
20a - 2 - - - 3 72 - - 77 
Lower Deposit North 
Side 
20b - - - - - - - - - - 
Hearth 
Exterior 
Surface 1 - - - - - - - - - - 
Deturf 2 - - - - - - - - - - 
Rear Wall 16 - - 1 - 1 1 20 - 1 24 
North Wall 21 - - - - - - - - - - 
Structure 
Interior 
Surface 1 - - - - - - - - - - 
Deturf 2 - - - - - - 6 - 1 7 
In Front of Hearth 
Floor Level 
4, 9 - 18 3 - 31 17 191 - 1 261 
30 - - - - 2 - - - - 2 
Central Floor 7 - - - - - - - - - - 
Northeast Corner 10 - - 1 - 1 3 - 1 1 7 
Interior of West Wall 24 - - 1 - 4 - 6 - - 11 
Top of West Wall 32, 43-44, 46 - - - - - - - - 2 2 
Entrance 
Surface 1 - - - - - - - - - - 
Deturf 2 - - - - - - 1 - - 1 
Threshold Paving 3, 11 - 7 - - 1 3 12 - - 23 
Exterior Paving 12, 15 - 1 - - - 1 31 - - 33 
 Total - 50 7 - 68 43 1804 1 6 1979 
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Table A3.17: IV-F2 artefact assemblage by frequency, context, and main artefact type 
Location Description Context 
Ceramic 
Items 
Claypipes 
Bottle 
Glass 
Window 
Glass 
Metal 
items 
Metal 
Fasteners 
Animal 
Bone 
Misc. 
Pers. 
Items 
Total 
Hearth 
Interior 
Surface 1 - - - - - - - - - - 
Deturf 2 - - - - - - - - - - 
Full Deposit 23 16 12 3 - 11 81 795 - - 918 
Hearth 
Exterior 
Surface 1 - - - - - - - - - - 
Deturf 2 - 16 -  - - - - - - 
Rear Wall 19 (I15-17) - - 2 - - - 26 - - 28 
Structure 
Interior 
Surface 1 - - - - - - - - - - 
Deturf 2 - - 1 - - - - - - 1 
In Front of the Hearth 
Floor Level 
5, 8 - 4 1 - 1 8 1 - - 15 
29 - 11 - - - 1 84 - - 96 
Top of West Wall 
13, 17, 18 - - - - - - - - - - 
31 - - - - - - - - - - 
Central Floor to West 
Wall 
22, 25 - 3 - - 1 - 9 - - 13 
Top of South Wall 33 - - - - - - - - 5 5 
Entrance 
Surface 1 - - - - - - - - - - 
Deturf 2 - - - - - - - - - - 
Inside Threshold 6 - - - - - - - - - - 
Threshold 14 - 1 - - 1 - 1 - - 3 
Outside Entrance 19 (I18) - - 22 - 50 111 9 - 1 193 
Rear 
Exterior  
Surface 1 - - 1 - - - - - - 1 
Deturf 2 - - - - - - - - - - 
 Total 16 47 30 - 64 201 925 - 6 1290 
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Table A3.18: IV-F3 artefact assemblage by frequency, context, and main artefact type 
Location Description Context 
Ceramic 
Items 
Claypipes 
Bottle 
Glass 
Window 
Glass 
Metal 
Items 
Metal 
Fasteners 
Animal 
Bone 
Personal 
Items 
Total 
Hearth 
Interior 
Surface 1 - - - - - - - - - 
Deturf 2 - 6 - - 6 - - - 12 
Front Definition? 26, 27 (H23-4) - - - - - 1 2 - 3 
Post-Abandonment 
Sedimentation 
34 - 5 7 - 17 2 76 - 108 
Ash Deposit 39 - 38 47 - 27 21 354 - 487 
Hearth 
Exterior 
Surface 1 - - - - - - - - - 
Deturf 2 - - - - - - - - - 
Rear Wall 25-27 (I22-24) - - 1 - 44 1 22 3 71 
Structure 
Interior 
Surface 1 - - - - - - - - - 
Deturf 2 - - - 5 - 13 129 2 149 
Centre of South Wall 35, 37 - 2 - 2 - - - - 4 
In Front of Hearth 36 - - - - - 1 - - 1 
Central Floor 
38, 42 - - 3 - 25 - - - 28 
40, 47 - 1 - 1 - - - - 2 
Rear Wall 41, 45 - - 3 2 - - 25 1 31 
Entrance 
Surface 1 - - - - - - - - - 
Deturf 2 - - - - - - - - - 
Outside Entrance 27 (I25) - 1 - - 1 1 5 3 11 
Threshold 28 1 3 2 - - 2 12 9 29 
 Total 1 56 63 10 120 42 625 18 939 
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Table A3.19: V artefact assemblage by frequency, context, and main artefact type 
Location Description Context 
Ceramic 
Items 
Claypipes 
Bottle 
Glass 
Window 
Glass 
Metal 
Items 
Metal 
Fasteners 
Animal 
Bone 
Misc. 
Pers. 
Items 
Total 
Hearth 
Interior 
Surface 1 - - - - - - - - - - 
Deturf 2 - 1 - - - - 5 - - 6 
Post-Abandonment 
Sedimentation (Rear) 
16 - 14 7 - 8 22 398 - - 449 
Upper Layer (Front) 24 2 7 15 - 8 6 244 3 - 285 
Southern Section Deposit 26 1 176 680 - 121 147 4650 3 9 5787 
End of South Hearth Wall 29 (E4) - 6 1 - - 2 - - - 9 
Northern Section Deposit 30 1 110 360 - 886 108 780 - 18 2263 
End of North Hearth Wall 29 (E7) - - - - 3 1 - - - 4 
Structure 
Interior 
Surface 1 - - 3 - - - - - 1 4 
Deturf 2 9 1 40 - 4 - 2 - - 56 
In Front of Hearth 
3 - - 3 - - 1 1 - - 5 
7 - - 5 - - 1 6 - - 12 
10, 19 - - 1 - - - 6 - - 7 
Middle of South Wall 
4 - - - - - - - - 1 1 
28 - - - - 1 - 1 - - 2 
East End of South Wall 15 - 2 1 - 1 2 - - - 6 
Northeast Corner 
5 - - 1 - - 3 - - 6 10 
11 - - - - - - - - - - 
Middle of North Wall 
6 - - - - - - - - - - 
8 - - - - - 1 - - 2 3 
18 - - - - - 2 - - - 2 
Eastern Half 
9, 13 24 19 418 - 569 21 7 - 11 1069 
17(?), 22, 25 1 6 22 1 1 1 - - 2 34 
Southwest Corner 23 - - 4 - 715 - - 1 11 731 
Northwest Corner 32 - - - - - - - - - - 
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Location Description Context 
Ceramic 
Items 
Claypipes 
Bottle 
Glass 
Window 
Glass 
Metal 
Items 
Metal 
Fasteners 
Animal 
Bone 
Misc. 
Pers. 
Items 
Total 
Entrance 
Surface 1 1 2 11 - 30 - - - 1 35 
Deturf 2 - - 51 - 54 2 - - 2 109 
Threshold Dump 14 (J3-4) - 5 3036 - 4 24 16 - 586 3671 
Threshold 
14 (I3-4) - - 10 3 - - - - - 13 
27 - 4 11 - - 1 5 - - 21 
Outside Entrance 31 - - 10 - 2 1 - - - 13 
Structure 
Exterior 
Surface 1 - - 3 - - - 61 - 7 71 
Deturf 2 - - - - - - 1 - - 1 
North Drain 
12 - - - - - - - - - - 
21 - - - - - - - - - - 
West Wall Exterior (north) 20 - - 1 - 4 2 - - - 7 
Unknown Context ? - - 2 - - 2 - - - 4 
 Total 39 348 4693 4 2411 350 6183 7 657 14696 
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Table A3.20: VI artefact assemblage by frequency, context, and main artefact type  
Location Description Context 
Ceramic 
Items 
Claypipes 
Bottle 
Glass 
Metal 
Items 
Metal 
Fasteners 
Animal 
Bone 
Personal 
Items 
Total 
Interior 
Surface 1 - - - - - - - - 
Deturf 2 - - 5 21 - 66 2 94 
Floor Level 3 2 - 16 331 9 51 2 411 
Floor Definition 7 - - 1 4 - 1 - 6 
Unpaved Area 12 10 - - - - 1 1 12 
Hearth 
Surface 1 - - - - - - - - 
Deturf 2 - - - 1 1 8 - 10 
Upper Deposit 5 - - 17 6 22 257 12 314 
Lower Deposit 8 2 3 44 35 102 1458 6 1650 
Entrance 
Surface 1 - - - - - - - - 
Deturf 2 - - - - - - - - 
Threshold 6 - - - - - 2 - 2 
Exterior 9, 10 - 1 - 1 1 - - 3 
North Wall 11 - - - - - - 1 1 
Exterior 
Surface 1 4 - - - - - - 4 
Deturf 2 - - - - - - - - 
South Side 4 - - - - - - - - 
 Total 18 4 83 399 135 1844 24 2507 
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Table A3.21: KTH claypipe type series  
Type Description References 
William Aldis, Stem Label 
(III) 
Stem features relief label „ALDIS‟ (RHS). A cutty pipe with a small plain bowl and a spur. 
William Aldis was a tobacconist based in Sydney. 
Recovered from many Sydney sites (Wilson, 
1989) 
Baltic Yachter (V) Stem features the incuse label „Baltic‟ (LHS) and „Yachter‟ (RHS) that features „sideways 
tridents‟ at either end. A cutty type pipe without a spur. These pipes were produced by many 
of the Glasgow manufacturers in several varieties (Walker, 1983:17). It has been suggested 
that these pipes have an Irish association due to Yatching being a sport invented by the Irish 
and the production of Irish themed pipes being associated with the Celtic Revival movement 
of the nineteenth century (Courtney, 1998:103).  
Macready and Goodwyn (1990:70); Courtney 
(1998:P6, P13); Brassey (1991:29); Prickett 
(1994:64, 115); Harris (2009:107) 
Cork (I-F2) Circular incuse cartouche on rear of bowl featuring CORK across the top, a harp in the centre, 
and laurel leaves across the bottom. Also features rouletting around the bowl rim and no spur. 
Appears to be a thicker, more robust dudeen type pipe. 
Similar to Oswald (1975:89). Same as Casey 
& Lowe (2012:15) 
Circle/Squares Decoration 
around stem (V) („Milo‟ 
Design?) 
Stem features a stamped geometric design, consisting of circles bordered on both sides by 
rouletting, encircling it diagonally for several turns. Probably a cutty or dudeen type pipe. 
Courtney (1998:115) infers that this marking is Dutch and occurs on pipes from the 
seventeenth century onwards. However, it does appear that the Glasgow manufacturers began 
to imitate it in the nineteenth century. Where this design does appear on pipes in Davidson‟s 
catalogue (types 34 and 68) they are described as Milo pipes in the 1900 price list which 
suggests that this was the name of this design (Gallagher and Price, 1987:121, 128; Gallagher, 
1987d:154). Considering that the type 34 was likely produced by Davidson prior to 1864, it 
seems that this design may have been used by Murray prior to Davidson‟s takeover of the 
company in 1862 (Gallagher and Price, 1987:114). Milo pipes were also produced by 
McDougall, William White, and Waldie (Gallagher, 1987d:144, 148-150, 160). It does seem 
possible that some of the stem fragments bearing this design at KTH are of higher quality and 
therefore Dutch.  
Macready and Goodwyn (1990:62, 72), 
Courtney (1998:P5, P15) 
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Type Description References 
Crown over Uppercase L 
(IV-F3, V) 
Bowl features a small circular incuse cartouche with a crown over an uppercase L and a dotted 
border. It also features rouletting below the rim and a spur marked with a relief „klavenblad‟ 
symbol on both sides. The stem features the relief decoration of a flowing vine design along 
both sides. A cutty type pipe with a spur that appears to be of superior quality firmly 
suggesting Dutch manufacturer. The cartouche symbol is a register Dutch makers‟ mark 
although there is not a registered manufacturer utilising this symbol during the period of the 
Kiandra Goldrush (van der Meulan, 2003:76).  
Same bowl as Courtney (1998:105-106, P23), 
flowing vine design similar to Richie 
(1983:127). Same bowl as Harris (2009:108). 
 Hugh Dixson, Stem Label 
(IV-F2) 
Stem features stamped label DIXSON (LHS) and possibly SYDNEY (RHS). Hugh Dixson 
apparently opened his shop in Sydney in 1843, but in 1860 moved to Twofold Bay in the 
hopes of capitalising on the Kiandra rush, but following its failure he reinstated his Sydney 
premises in 1862 (Richardson, 1972). His firm Hugh Dixson and Sons was one of Sydney‟s 
most prominent tobacco merchants (Wilson 1989). 
Same as Lawrence (2006:90-91) 
 [John] Higgins, Cross/drop 
Cartouche (V) 
Bowl features a circular incuse cartouche on rear with „HIGGINS‟ across the top, „LONDON‟ 
across the bottom, and a cross with four drop like symbols in the centre. Perhaps William 
Higgins listed at Old Brentford in 1840 or John Higgins or Higgens listed at Aldersgate Street 
between 1862 and 1882 and then at Long Lane, West Smithfield up until 1891 (Oswald, 
1975:139; Prickett, 1994:65; Tatman, 1994:45; Le Cheminant, 1981:152-153). John Higgins 
was listed as a pipe maker, agent, and importer over this time (Tatman, 1994:45). 
A similar cartouche design was recovered in 
NZ by Prickett (1994:64) and Harris 
(2009:107) from the Wanganai Hotel. Also 
Le Cheminant (1981:153). 
Kangaroo (V) Stem at rear of bowl features a sculpted kangaroo which rests it arms and head on the rear of 
the bowl. Stem below Kangaroo features relief label without dotted borders „…T. …‟ (LHS) 
and unclear (RHS). This design may have been a popular one among the manufacturers who 
imported to Australia. Wilson (1989) attributes a similar design found at the Lilyvale site in 
Sydney to Charles Crop, while another features ADVANCE AUSTRALIA below on the stem. 
However, at the time of Kiandra Goldrush, Edwin Penfold was advertising pipes of this design 
in the SMH and EMP. Kangaroo pipes were also produced by McDougall, William White, 
and Waldie (Gallagher, 1987d:145, 150, 159). 
Similar design found by Pricket (1994:68) 
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Type Description References 
Ribbed Bowl Variant 1 (II-
F2) 
Ribbing begins back from bowl-stem join and engulfs entire bowl. Ribs are quite large when 
they meet the bowl rim. A cutty type pipe without a spur. This type of decoration was quite 
popular in the nineteenth century and produced by many manufacturers in a wide array of 
variations (Courtney, 1998:108). Courtney (1998:108) suggests that the purpose of this 
decoration was to act as a grip to make it easier to hold the bowl.     
 
Ribbed Bowl Variant 2 (II-
F1) 
Bowl features small ribbing extending to within 3/16” of rim. Probably a cutty type pipe.  
Ribbed Bowl Variant 3 (V) Bowl features large ribs at spaced intervals.  
Ribbed, keel type design (II-
F2, V) 
Ribs run along base and top of bowl from bowl-stem joint to just below rim, bottom/front rib 
features a platform on the front of the bowl. This type of design is also described as petals on 
seam or as „Baltic‟ (Gallagher, 1987b:88, 91; 1987d:154; Gallagher and Price, 1987:120). As 
a „Baltic Keel‟ appears on McDougall‟s Irish price list is it possible they were aimed at the 
Irish market (Gallagher, 1987c:140). Probably a cutty type pipe.  
Similar to Reckner and Dellal (2000:55) and 
Macready and Goodwyn (1990:70) 
Octagonal/Hexagonal 
Shaped Bowl (V) 
Bowl exterior is moulded into a hexagonal or octagonal shape while the bowl interior is still 
circular. A similar pipe was recovered by Humphrey (1969:29-30) and is described as being 
octagonal in shape with a flattened oval stem and is thought to be a copy of a wooden pipe 
that were beginning to gain popularity in the mid-1800s.  
Humphrey. 1969:29-30 also Reckner and 
Dellal (2000:58) 
Trident Bowl (V) Bowl features relief decoration of vertical lines with trident heads at either end consisting of 
an added semi-circle. Design probably covers entire bowl. Possibly a thicker, more robust, 
dudeen pipe. 
 
Figural Head Bowl (V) Small fragment of bowl features high quality relief decoration of flowing beard. These bowl 
types were apparently first produced by the French firms of Fiolet and Dumerils, but some 
became popular and were imitated by other manufacturers (Courtney, 1998:109) 
 
Highlighted Grape/Vine 
Leaves Design Bowl (V) 
Bowl features high quality relief decoration of grapes surrounded by leaves that have been 
painted purple. The background of the bowl has also been incised to give it a bark like 
appearance. Appears to be other elements of the design that are not present on this small 
section of bowl. Highly ornate moulded pipes that were highlighted by coloured glazed were 
characteristic of French and Belgian manufacturers during the 19th Century (Walker, 
1983:30). Thus, it is highly likely that this pipe was of French or Belgian manufacture. 
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Type Description References 
Grapes and Vine Leaves 
Design Bowl (IV-F3) 
This type features a relief decorated bowl with a grape and vine leaf design on both sides with 
a chevon design consisting of leaves running along the front seam. It appears to be a cutty 
pipe, but only small portions of the bowl of this type have been recovered. Pipes of this design 
were produced by Richard Frank Ring & Co. of Bristol who manufactured for the American 
export trade throughout most of the nineteenth-century, but they are recorded as exporting 
small amounts to Australia in 1851 and 1853 (Price et al., 1984:276; Walker, 1983:4-5). These 
manufacturers have also been identified in NZ (Brassey, 1991:30; Macready and Goodwyn, 
1990:58). It could also have been produced by Murray (Dane and Morrison, 1979) 
Same as Price et al. (1984:294). Similar to 
Gojak and Stuart (1999:41) and Higgins 
(1981:281). 
Glazed Bowl (V) Bowl appears to feature a light brown glaze.   
„Lily Road‟ London (IV-F2) Stem features incuse label across stem „Lily Road/London‟. Appears to be a finer quality pipe 
and perhaps of continental manufacture. But the label does not appear to be of the typical 
classical lettering utilised on French, Belgian, or Dutch pipes during the nineteenth century 
(Walker, 1983:34). 
 
„Hiǥǥm‟ Across Stem (V) Stem features the incuse label across the stem Higgm in the Latin or Dutch alphabet (classical 
lettering). Also appears to be some sort of decoration around the bowl-stem join. Labelling the 
top of the stem near the bowl using a classical lettering was standard among French and 
Belgian manufacturers during the nineteenth century and common among Dutch 
manufacturers as well (Walker, 1983:34). 
 
J. …LK, London (II-F2) Circular incuse cartouche on rear of bowl with J.##LK/LONDON and asterisk in centre. 
Possibly James Silk who reportedly operated on Globe Road from 1862 to 1890 (Oswald, 
1975:146). 
 
J – M/N Cartouche Bowl features stamped circular cartouche with „J –„ „M‟ or „N‟. Possibly a cutty type pipe.   
Ship and Anchor (IV-F2, V) Bowl features relief decoration of three masted ship on waves (LHS) and anchor with rope 
twirling around it (RHS). A cutty pipe with a small spur. Slightly different version with waves 
under ship consisting of linked dots. Poplar type or bowl theme produced by many 
manufacturers in slight variations (Courtney, 2007:224).  
Same as Macready and Goodwyn (1990:72), 
Courtney (2007:225) 
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Type Description References 
Squatters Budgeree (IV-F1) This cutty pipe features a heavily relief decorated bowl with two scenes both supported on 
platforms created by several lines beginning at the bowl-stem join. The LHS consists of a man 
sitting smoking a pipe near two sheep under a palm tree, the RHS consists of an Aboriginal 
man and woman waving bottles in a celebratory/inebriated fashion. This scene is based on an 
engraving by John Carmichael from 1839 (Courtney, 1998:111) It also features a plain spur, 
the stem labels SQUATTERS (LHS) and BUDGEREE (RHS), and a brown glazed round 
mouthpiece. It appears that variants of this pipe were commonly produced by English and 
Scottish manufacturers for the Australian market. Possible manufacturers mentioned in the 
Australian literature include: David Swallow of Rainford, Thomas White of Edinburgh, 
William White of Glasgow, and Davidson of Glasgow (Courtney, 1998:112-113). However, 
the KTH versions all lack manufacturers marks which have been found elsewhere. Courtney 
(1998:113) suggests that the bowl decoration and glazed mouthpiece would make this cutty 
pipe more expensive. Often found on Australian sites (Courtney, 2007:226) 
Bowl design same as Gojak and Stuart 
(1999:46). Similar to the Squatters own from 
Courtney (1998:P27-28) 
McDougall, Round 
Cartouche (IV-F2) 
Bowl features stamped round cartouche with MCDOUGALL on top and GLASGOW on the 
bottom. A thicker, more robust dudeen pipe without a spur and likely no stem markings or 
decorations.  
 
McDougall, Tree Cartouche 
(V) 
Bowl features stamped oval cartouche on rear with „McDougall‟ across the top, „GLASGOW‟ 
across the bottom, and a tree in the centre. A cutty pipe with an otherwise plain bowl. This 
tree was likely the Glasgow city emblem that appeared on some other cartouche designs from 
this manufacturer (Gallagher, 1987b:74). 
 
McDougall, Star Cartouche 
(V) 
Bowl features stamped circular cartouche on rear with „McDOUGALL‟ across the top, 
„GLASGOW‟ across the bottom, and an eight pointed star in the centre. A cutty pipe without 
a spur and possibly a plain stem. 
Similar to Prickett (1994:115) 
McDougall, Shield 
Cartouche (III, IV-F2) 
Bowl features stamped shield shaped cartouche with 
McDOUGALL/MANUFACT./GLASGOW. On both examples the stamped cartouche is 
misaligned or double stamped. A cutty pipe without a spur and probably a plain stem..   
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Type Description References 
McDougall, Burns Cutty 
Pipe (IV-F2, IV-F3) 
Stem features the incuse label McDOUGALL. GLASGOW (LHS) and BURNS CUTTY PIPE 
(RHS). A cutty pipe with a plain bowl, no spur, and a rhomboid mouthpiece. Burns Cutty 
Pipes were a popular style during the nineteenth century that were produced by many different 
manufacturers (Courtney, 1998:103-105). Courtney (1998:104) indicates that this type 
possibly has an ethnic association with the Scottish as it is likely these pipes are tributes to 
Robbie Burns a Scottish hero and emblem of their patriotic movement. Cutty pipes were also 
apparently favoured by the Scottish and Irish during the nineteenth century (Courtney, 
1998:104). 
Same as Courtney (1998:P9, P20), Prickett 
(1994:64). Also found in Canada (Walker, 
1983:10, 77). 
McDougall, Stem Label 
Variant 1 
Stem features incuse stamped label MCDOUGALL (LHS) and GLASGOW (RHS). At least 
in some cases features a brown glazed round mouthpiece. It seems likely that this was an 
otherwise plain cutty pipe without a spur as it has been recovered elsewhere (Harris, 
2009:108). 
 
McDougall, Stem Label 
Variant 2 (II-F1) 
Stem features incuse/stamped label all on RHS, McDOUGALL. GLASGOW. A cutty type 
pipe, with a plain bowl and no spur.  
Similar to Courtney (1998:P18) 
Murray, Asterisk Cartouche 
(V) 
Bowl features incuse oval cartouche on rear of bowl with „MURRAY‟ across the top, 
„GLASGOW‟ across the bottom, and an asterisk in the centre. A thicker, more robust, dudeen 
pipe with rouletting around the rim. 
 
Murray, Cross/Dots 
Cartouche (IV-F3, V) 
Bowl features incuse oval cartouche on rear with „MURRAY‟ across the top, „GLASGOW‟ 
across the bottom, and a cross with dots in each corner in the centre. A thicker, more robust, 
dudeen type pipe with rouletting around the rim, no spur, and probably a plain stem. 
 
Murray, Oval Cartouche (I-
F1, V) 
Bowl features incuse oval cartouche on rear with „MURRAY‟ across the top and 
„GLASGOW‟ across the bottom. A thicker, more robust, dudeen type pipe with rouletting 
around the rim and no spur.  
 
Glazed Glasgow Pipe (II-
F2) 
A cutty type pipe without a spur seemingly glazed brown over its whole length and with an 
incuse label on the stem (RHS) „…OW‟. 
 
Thomas White, Advance 
Australia (V) 
Bowl features unclear relief decoration on LHS and „ADVANCE/AUSTRALIA‟ in cloud on 
RHS. Has plain spur and incuse serif font stem label „THO. WHITE & Co.‟ (LHS) and 
„EDINBURGH‟ (RHS). Mouthpiece features orange/brown glaze. Possibly a churchwarden 
pipe as it features a long stem and small bowl.  
A similar pipe may have been recovered by 
Wilson (1989) 
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Type Description References 
Thomas White, Stem Label 
(V) 
Examples feature incuse stem label in two different fonts (serif and large): „THO. WHITE & 
Co.‟ (LHS) and „EDINBURGH‟ (RHS). Serif font is same as Advance Australia type.   
Same as Prickett (1994:64) 
Milo, Burns Cutty Pipe (IV-
F3) 
 Stem features incuse label T. MILO. STRAND (LHS) and BURNS CUTTY PIPE (RHS). A 
cutty pipe without a spur.  
 
Edwin Penfold, Oval 
Cartouche (V) 
Bowl features a stamped oval cartouche on the rear with „PENFOLD‟ across the top and 
„SYDNEY‟ across the bottom. Featured on both thicker, more robust, dudeen type pipe 
without a spur and cutty pipes. 
 
Edwin Penfold, Stem Label 
(IV-F1) 
Stem features incuse label „PENFOL…‟ (LHS) and …OT.‟ (RHS). Unclear precisely what 
type of pipe. 
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Table A3.22: KTH miners’ hut diagnostic animal bone assemblages by species, skeletal element, frequency, and NISP   
Species Skeletal Element 
I-F1 I-F2 II-F1 II-F2 III IV-F1 IV-F2 IV-F3 
F NISP F NISP F NISP F NISP F NISP F NISP F NISP F NISP 
Bos 
Femur  - - - - - - 2 1 - - 4 3 1 1 - - 
Humerus - - - - - - - - - - 1 1 - - - - 
Carpal - - - - - - 2 1 - - - - - - - - 
Incisor - 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
1 
1 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
1 
Molar - - - - 18 - - 2 
Molar/Maxilla - - - - - - - 2 
Maxilla - - - - - - - 1 
Radius - - - - - - - - - - 3 3 - - - - 
Rib - - - - 2 1 - - - - - - - - - - 
Tibia - - - - 1 1 2 1 - - - - - - - - 
Ulna - - - - - - 1 1 - - 3 2 - - - - 
Vertebra - - 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Ovis 
Astralagus - - - - - - - - - - 4 4 1 1 - - 
Cranium - 
- 
- 
1 
1 
1 
- 
- 
- 
1 
- 
1 
- 
- 
- 
1 Mandible - - 3 - - - - - 
Molar - 2 - - 8 1 - 1 
Phalange - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 1 
Femur - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 1 - - 
Humerus - - - - - - 1 1 - - - - 1 1 - - 
Radius - - - - 1 1 3 1 - - - - - - - - 
Rib 2 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Scapula - - - - - - 1 1 - - 1 1 - - - - 
Tibia - - 11 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Ulna - - - - - - 3 2 - - - - - - 1 1 
Sus 
Molar - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 1 - - 
Ulna - - - - 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - 
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Species Skeletal Element 
I-F1 I-F2 II-F1 II-F2 III IV-F1 IV-F2 IV-F3 
F NISP F NISP F NISP F NISP F NISP F NISP F NISP F NISP 
Oryctogalus 
Acetabulum - - 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Calcaneus - - 1 1 - - 1 1 - - - - - - - - 
Skull - 
1 
1 
1 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- Canine - - - - - - - - 
Molar/Maxilla 2 - - - - - - - 
Femur - - 3 2 - - - - - - - - - - 1 1 
Humerus - - 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Metacarpus - - - - - - 1 1 - - - - - - - - 
Metatarsus 2 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Phalange - - - - - - 3 3 - - - - - - - - 
Mandible - - 1 1 2 1 - - - - - - - - - - 
Pelvis 2 1 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Radius - - 1 1 - - 1 1 - - - - - - - - 
Rib 2 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Sacrum - - 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Scapular 2 1 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Tarsus 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Tibia - - 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Vertebrae 1 1 3 3 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - 
Rattus 
Femur 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Humerus 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Mandible 6 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Patella 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Pelvis 2 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Total 25 14 30 18 12 7 21 15 27 2 17 15 7 5 9 5 
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Table A3.23: KTH commercial hut diagnostic animal bone assemblages by species, skeletal element, frequency, and NISP 
Species Skeletal Element 
V VI 
F NISP F NISP 
Ovis 
Molar - - 1 1 
Humerus 2 2 - - 
Ulna 1 1 - - 
Illiam - - 1 1 
Metatarsus - - 1 1 
Sus Femur 6 2 - - 
 Total 9 5 3 3 
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Table A3.24: KTH button type series 
Material Type Sew Thru 
Type of 
Manufacture 
Size Description 
Brass 
1 4-Hole One-Piece 12mm Obverse: plano with deep recess. Reverse: convex/plano (II-F2). 
2 3-Hole One-Piece 12-13mm 
Obverse: concave with raised rim and possibly some form of stamped decoration around the sew thru 
holes. Reverse: convex (II-F2). 
3 Shanked 
One-
Piece/Soldered 
13mm Convex or dome shaped shell with part of square shank solder on the reverse (IV-F3). 
4 Bar Three-Piece 13mm Obverse: plano/convex. Reverse: convex (IV-F3). 
5 4-Hole One-Piece 14mm 
Obverse: plano with deep recess with stamped border of joined dots; each sew thru hole also features a 
stamped circular border. Reverse: convex/plano with partially illegible stamped label “[TU]RNER & 
Co / PATENT‟; each sew thru hole again features a stamped circular border (V, VI). 
6 4-Hole One-Piece 16mm Obverse: concave with stamped line around rim. Reverse: convex (VI). 
7 4-Hole One-Piece 16mm 
Obverse: plano with deep recess border with a stamped decoration of joined dots; Reverse: 
convex/plano (I-F1) 
8 4-Hole One-Piece 16mm 
Obverse: plano with raised rim and deep recess with stamped decoration border of joined dots and the 
stamped label in gothic print partly legible „… ring/London‟. Reverse: convex/plano (II-F1) 
9 Bar Three-Piece 16mm Obverse: convex. Reverse: plano/convex (V). 
10 Bar Three-Piece 16mm 
Obverse: convex with raised border around sew thru and stamped label „H. E. & M. MOSES / 
LONDON‟. Reverse: convex (I-F1, II-F2). 
11 Bar Three-Piece 16mm 
Obverse: plano/convex with raised border around sew thru and stamped label „H. E. & M. MOSES / 
LONDON‟. Reverse: convex with raised rim around sew thru and stamped label „HARDMAN & 
ILI[FE] / PATENT‟ (I-F1, I-F2). 
12 Bar Three-Piece 16-17mm Obverse: convex. Reverse: plano/convex with raised border around sew thru (V). 
13 4-Hole One-Piece 17mm 
Obverse: plano with raised rim and deep recess with raised border, between is stamped geometric 
diamond pattern. Reverse: convex/plano (II-F1, IV-F3). 
14 4-Hole One-Piece 17mm 
Obverse: plano with raised rim and deep recess featuring stamped border of joined dots. Reverse: 
convex/plano (II-F2). 
15 4-Hole One-Piece 17mm Obverse: convex with deep recess. Reverse: convex/plano with folded rim (II-F2). 
16 4-Hole One-Piece 17mm 
Obverse: plano with raised rim and deep recess with stamped illegible label inbetween. Reverse: 
convex/plano (V). 
17 4-Hole One-Piece 17mm 
Obverse: plano with raised rim and deep recess with stamped label „MOSES LEVY & Co / LONDON‟ 
inbetween. Reverse: convex/plano (VI). 
18 4-Hole One-Piece 18mm 
Obverse: plano with raised rim and deep recess with stamped label „MOSES LEVY & Co / LONDON‟ 
inbetween with asterisks between the top and bottom rows. Reverse: convex/plano (V). 
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Material Type Sew Thru 
Type of 
Manufacture 
Size Description 
Brass/Iron 
19 Shanked Two-Piece 13mm 
Consists of a brass obverse and an iron reverse. Obverse: convex with elaborate stamped decoration 
with dividing lines that create three separate sections that each features a triple leaf or angel design. 
Reverse: plano with shank in centre, but further detail obscured by corrosion (V). 
20 Bar Three-Piece 13mm 
Consists of an iron body with a brass ring around the rim. Obverse: plano with further details obscured 
by corrosion. Reverse: convex with raised border around sew thru, but further details obscured by 
corrosion (II-F2). 
21 Bar Three-Piece 16-17mm 
Consists of an iron body with a brass ring around the rim. Obverse: plano with further details obscured 
by corrosion. Reverse: convex with raised border around sew thru, but further details obscured by 
corrosion (II-F2). Same as type # only larger. 
22 Bar Three-Piece 16-17mm 
Consists of a brass obverse and iron reverse. Obverse: convex. Reverse: convex with any further 
details obscured by corrosion (III, V). 
23 Bar Three-Piece 17mm 
Consists of a brass obverse and an iron reverse. Obverse: convex with stamped label „MOSES SON & 
… / LON…‟. Reverse: convex with raised border around sew thru, but further details obscured by 
corrosion (VI). 
Iron 
24 Bar Three-Piece 16-17mm Obverse and Reverse: convex with further details obscured by corrosion (V). 
25 4-Hole One Piece 17-18mm 
Obverse: plano with deep recess with stamped border decoration of linked circles. Reverse: 
convex/plano (II-F1). 
Iron/Fabric 
26 Shanked Two-Piece 11-12mm Obverse: convex and fabric covered. Reverse: plano/convex with recess hole for cloth shank (IV-F1). 
27 ? Two-Piece 19-20mm 
Only small corroded portion with attached fabric. Obverse: plano. Reverse: plano with raised lip 
around edge (II-F2). 
28 Shanked Two-Piece 31-32mm Obverse: plano and fabric covered. Reverse: convex with recess hole for cloth shank (IV-F3). 
Prosser 
29 4-Hole - 11mm (17) Obverse: convex with deep recess. Reverse: plano/convex (I-F1, IV-F3, V). 
30 4-Hole - 11mm (17) Obverse: convex with recess. Reverse: convex (IV-F1). 
31 4-Hole - 11mm (17) 
Obverse: convex with diagonal line decoration similar to „piecrust‟ around recess. Reverse: 
plano/convex (IV-F2). 
32 4-Hole - 16mm (25) Obverse: convex with deep recess. Reverse: plano/convex. Same as Type (1) except larger (II-F2). 
Ceramic or 
Bone 
33 1-Hole - 7-8mm 
Slightly oval in shape. Obverse: convex with slight raised border around sew thru. Reverse: plano (IV-
F3). 
34 1-Hole - 8mm Obverse: convex. Reverse: plano (V). 
35 1-Hole - 7-9mm Oval in shape and worn. Obverse: convex. Reverse: plano (VI). 
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Material Type Sew Thru 
Type of 
Manufacture 
Size Description 
Bone 
36 4-Hole - 16mm 
Perhaps slightly oval shaped. Obverse: concave with raised rib around rim with incised line on interior 
side. Reverse: convex with incised line around rim creating step (V). 
37 4-Hole - 16mm 
Oval shaped. Obverse: concave with large raised rib around rim with incised line on interior side. 
Reverse: convex (V). 
38 4-Hole - 16-17mm 
Obverse: concave with large raised rib around rim and incised circle around sew thru. Reverse: convex 
(II-F1). 
39 4-Hole - 12-18mm 
Oval shaped. Obverse: concave with raised rib around edge with incised line on interior side. Reverse: 
convex (V). 
40 1+-Hole - 19-20mm Oval in shape. Obverse: plano or slightly concave. Reverse: convex (II-F1). 
Shell 
41 4-Hole - 8mm Obverse: Concave. Reverse: convex (II-F1). 
42 4-Hole - 9mm Obverse: plano. Reverse: convex, slightly volcano like in shape, with flat border around recess (V). 
43 4-Hole - 9-10mm Disintegrating. Obverse: possibly plano. Reverse: convex (V). 
44 4-Hole - 9-10mm Disintegrating. Obverse and Reverse shapes unclear (V). 
45 2-Hole - 10mm 
Obverse: plano or slightly convex with two incised circle around rim and fish-eye recess. Reverse: 
possibly plano (V). 
46 4-Hole - 11-12mm Heavily worn. Obverse: slightly concave. Reverse: convex (II-F1). 
47 4-Hole - 13mm Disintegrating. Obverse: possible concave. Reverse: convex (VI). 
48 4-Hole - 14mm Obverse: concave with flat rim around edge. Reverse: convex (V). 
Wood 49 4-Hole - >12mm? Heavily worn/disintegrating. Obverse and Reverse shapes unclear (VI). 
 
Appendix 4: KTH Hut Artefact Catalogues 
Table A4.1: Ceramic item catalogue abbreviations  
Catalogue Field Abbreviation Description 
Decoration trf Transfer Decoration 
Part 
sh Shoulder 
ft Foot 
Description 
D Diameter  
BD Bore Diameter   
H Item Height 
 
Table A4.2: Claypipe catalogue abbreviations  
Catalogue Field Shorthand Description 
Part 
W Whole 
B Bowl 
S Stem 
M Mouthpiece 
Description 
R C-S Round cross-section to stem 
O C-S Oval cross-section to stem 
L C-S Rhomboidal cross-section to stem 
R Mouthpiece Round Mouthpiece 
O Mouthpiece Oval Mouthpiece 
L Mouthpiece Rhomboidal Mouthpiece 
BH Bowl Height 
BD Bowl Diameter 
Deco Decoration 
 
  
Table A4.3: Glass catalogue abbreviations 
Catalogue 
Field 
Abbreviation Description 
Shape 
C Cylindrical 
F Flat 
M Melted 
O Obtuse 
Part 
cr Corner 
sh Shoulder 
Description 
BD Bore diameter 
D Diameter (base) 
W Width 
L Length 
H Height 
deco Decoration 
Horizontal 
Striations 
Striations across the width of a bottle usually 
indicative of turn moulding. 
Applied 
Act of stretching out the neck of a mould made item so 
a finish can be applied. This often results in the 
stretching of the normal mould made markings on the 
shoulder and neck of an item so they appear as vertical 
dimples. Can also result in larger vertical stretch marks 
where the hot neck had been stretched and twisted. In 
some cases this technique results in the removal of any 
signs of mould manufacture across the shoulders and 
neck of an item and creates a clean glossy finish. Is 
applicable to only shoulder and neck fragments. 
Moulded 
Markings similar to that on the surface of an orange 
which are indicative of mould manufacture – contact 
of glass on dimpled iron mould 
 
Table A4.4: Metal items catalogue abbreviations 
Catalogue 
Field 
Abbreviation Description 
Shape 
F Flat shaped fragment typically from a rectangular item 
C Cylindrical shaped item 
M Melted 
SQ Squashed and flattened (unclear original shape) 
Description 
W Width 
L Length 
H Height 
RD Rim Diameter 
D Body or base diameter 
 
  
Table A4.5: Metal fastener catalogue abbreviations 
Catalogue Field Abbreviation Description 
Type 
HND Handmade or Wrought Nail 
CLP Clasp Nail 
CPB Cut Plate Brad Nail 
CPS Cut Plate Square Nail 
EWB Ewbank Nail 
W Unidentified Wire Nail 
WFT Wire Flathead 
WRH Wire Rosehead Nail 
TCK Tack 
HSH Horseshoe Nail 
SCR Screw 
BLT Bolt 
Part 
W Whole  
H Head 
S Shaft 
P Point 
 
 
KTH-I Ceramic Catalogue
Cat. Feature Square Context Fabric Decoration Form Part No
Weight 
(g) Description
1001 F1 K8 25 white earthenware black transfer hollowware sh 1 0.6 Floral pattern, crazed.
Total 1 0.6
KTH-I Claypipe Catalogue
Cat. Feature Square Context Manufacturer Part No. Weight (g) Conjoins Description
1004 F1 H7 39 Murray B 1 18.4
Cartouche (rear): oval shaped with 'MURRAY' / 'GLASGOW' inside. 
Deco: rouletted rim. BH=1.75", BD=1". Fire damaged: burnt. 
1006 F1 K8 25 S 1 0.8
Label: LHS: 'OW'. R to L C-S. Reused: slight toothmarks. Fire 
damaged: burnt. 
1007 F1 G9 24 Squatters B 1 0.3 Deco (LHS): palm tree. 
1008 F1 G7 31 Squatters B 1 0.8
Deco (RHS): scalloped platform and man's legs (LHS): scalloped 
platform. 
1015 F1 G8 31 S 1 1.2 Worn. R to L C-S. Rust stain.
1017 F1 H7 41 S-M 1 0.9 Yellow glaze across end. No mouthpiece. R C-S.
1018 F1 G8 31 S-M 1 0.4 L C-S. L mouthpiece.
1019 F1 H7 39 S-M 1 2.2 O C-S. L mouthpiece.
1024 F1 F6 40 B 3 1.6 2x Conjoin. Fire damaged: burnt (inside). 
1025 F1 F6 40 B 2 0.1 Fire damaged: burnt (inside). 
1005 F2 C6 1 Cork B-S 1 14.2
Cartouche (rear): circular shape, 'CORK' across top, laurel leaves 
across the bottom and a harp in the centre. Deco: rouletted rim. 
BH=1.5", BD=13/16". R C-S. Fire damaged: burnt. 
1009 F2 D4 20 Squatters B 2 2.9
Conjoin. Worn. Deco (RHS): scalloped platform with man on top 
(LHS): scaloped platform with dog and palm tree on top. BH=1.5". 
Fire damaged: burnt (inside).  
1012 F2 E5 1 B-S 1 2.5
Broken oval spur. Deco: (LHS): water and ship (RHS): anchor. O C-
S.  
1013 F2 D4 20 S 1 1.0 O C-S. Rust stains. 
1014 F2 E3 13 S 1 0.4 1016 Worn. O C-S.
1016 F2 C4 16 S 1 1.1 1014 Worn. O C-S.
1021 F2 E4 13 B 1 0.1 Fire damaged: burnt. 
1023 F2 C4 16 B 1 0.6
1026 F2 D6 5 B 1 0.7 Worn.
1027 F2 D4 20 B 1 1.0 Fire damaged: burnt inside.
1028 F2 D4 20 B 1 0.1
1029 F2 E6 17 B 1 0.9
26 52.2
Outside Trimmed Site
1022 N1 1 B 1 0.7
1010 O1 1 Cork B 1 2.4
Cartouche (rear): circular shape, 'K' on top, laurel leaves across 
bottom. Deco: rouletted rim. 
1011 O1 1 B 1 1.7 Deco: rouletted rim. 
1030 K13 1 B 1 0.5 Worn.
1020 I13 1 S-M 1 0.7 L C-S. L mouthpiece.
5 6
KTH-I Glass Catalogue 
Cat Feature Square Context Form Shape Part Colour Tinge No. Weight Conjoin Description 
2002 F1 F6 1 Bottle C body clear green 1 9.2 C3 Mould made.
2003 F1 G6 10 Bottle C sh clear green 1 70.7 C3 Vertical seam. Mould made.
2004 F1 G6 10 Bottle C sh clear green 1 18.7 C3 Mould made.
2005 F1 G6 10 Bottle C sh clear green 1 5.5 C3 Vertical seam. Mould made.
2006 F1 G6 10 Bottle C body clear green 1 1.3 Mould made.
2007 F1 G9 24 Bottle C body clear green 1 4.8 C3 Mould made.
2008 F1 H6 1 Bottle C sh clear green 1 6.6 C3 Fire Damaged - blackened. Mould made.
2009 F1 H6 1 ? ? flake clear 1 0.5
2010 F1 H6 27 Bottle C body clear green 2 1.5 C2 Mould made.
2011 F1 H8 1 Bottle O cr clear green 1 1.5 C1 Applied.
2012 F1 H8 31 Bottle C body green olive 1 0.6 Mould made.
2013 F1 H7 41 Bottle O sh clear green 3 51.3 C1
2x Conjoin. Moulded deco (sh): hoz rib. Mould made. 
2014 F1 G6 1 Bottle C body clear green 1 10.6 C3 Mould made.
2015 F1 I7 19 Bottle C body green olive 1 1.2 Mould made.
2016 F1 I8 4 Bottle O sh clear green 1 0.3 C1 Corroded - opalised.
2017 F1 I5 18 Bottle C body clear green 1 9.8 Mould made.
2018 F1 I5 18 Bottle C body clear green 1 3.7 Mould made.
2019 F1 I4 1 Bottle C sh clear green 1 2.4 C3 Mould made.
2020 F1 I4 18 Bottle C body clear green 2 4.1 C3 Mould made.
2021 F1 I4 1 Bottle C body clear green 1 8.2 C3 Mould made.
2022 F1 J5 1 Bottle C sh clear green 1 8.4 C3 Vertical seam. Mould made.
2024 F1 K6 1 Bottle C body clear green 1 6.6 Mould made. 
2025 F1 K10 1 Bottle C neck green light 1 15.6 Applied.
2026 F1 G7 31 Bottle O sh clear green 1 10.9 C1 Mould made.
2027 F1 G7 31 Bottle C finish green light 1 4.5 Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4".
2028 F1 K10 Surface Bottle C body green light 1 0.7 Mould made. 
2029 F1 K10 Surface Bottle C sh green light 1 8.4 Applied.
2030 F1 K9 1 Bottle C body green light 5 3.0 Mould made. 
2031 F1 L10 Surface Bottle C body green light 1 1.1 Mould made. 
2033 F1 L5 1 Bottle C sh clear green 1 1.9 Vertical seam. Mould made 
2034 F1 L9 Surface Bottle C body green light 1 0.6 Mould made. 
2042 F1 H6 39 Bottle C sh clear green 5 25.0 C2 2x Conjoin. Mould made.
2043 F1 H6 39 Bottle C finish clear green 1 56.0 C2 Applied single collar, BD = 3/4". 
2044 F1 H6 39 Bottle O cr clear green 1 5.8 C1 Mould made.
2045 F1 G6 40 Bottle C body clear green 5 74.2 C1 5x conjoin. Vertical seam. Mould made.
2046 F1 H7 31 Bottle C body clear green 4 25.7 C2 2x Conjoin. Mould made.
2050 F1 G7 31 Bottle C sh clear green 2 3.4 C3 Mould made.
2051 F1 L5 1 Bottle C body clear green 1 11.9 Mould made. 
2052 F1 H6 39 Bottle C body clear green 5 11.2 C1; C2 Mould made.
2053 F1 H6 39 Bottle C sh clear green 2 1.7 C2 Mould made.
2054 F1 H6 39 ? ? flake clear 1 0.2
2055 F1 K10 Surface Bottle C sh green light 1 0.4
2059 F1 L9 Surface Bottle C body green light 1 0.8 Fire damaged - blackened.
2060 F1 G6 40 Bottle C body clear green 2 40.6 C3 2x conjoin. Mould made.
2061 F1 G6 40 Bottle C body clear green 2 10.1 C3 Vertical seam. Mould made.
2062 F1 G6 40 Bottle C sh clear green 2 6.6 C3 Applied.
2063 F1 H7 31 Bottle C sh clear green 2 11.9 C2; C3 Mould made.
2064 F1 H7 31 Bottle F sh clear green 2 3.6 C1 Mould made.
2065 F1 H7 31 Bottle O sh clear green 1 2.8 C1 Moulded deco (sh): hoz rib. Mould made.
2066 F1 H7 31 Bottle O cr clear green 2 0.6 Mould made.
2067 F1 H7 31 Bottle F body clear green 3 0.2 Mould made.
2074 F1 H6 39 Bottle C sh clear green 6 42.5 C2 5x conjoin. Mould made.
2075 F1 H6 39 Bottle C body clear green 5 10.0 C1; C2 Mould made.
2076 F1 H6 39 Bottle O cr clear green 1 0.8 C1 Mould made.
2077 F1 H6 39 Bottle C sh clear green 1 0.7 C1 Moulded deco: hoz rib. Mould made.
2078 F1 H6 39 Bottle O sh clear green 1 1.1 C1 Applied.
2079 F1 H6 39 ? ? flake clear 2 0.3
2080 F1 H7 41 Bottle C sh clear green 2 4.7 C1; C2 Mould made.
2081 F1 H7 41 Bottle C body clear green 1 6.3 C1 Vertical seam. Mould made.
2082 F1 H7 41 Bottle C body clear green 2 30.4 C1 Mould made.
2083 F1 H7 41 Bottle O cr clear green 1 2.4 C1 Mould made.
2084 F1 G6 10 Bottle C body clear green 1 12.4 C3 Mould made.
2085 F1 G6 10 Bottle C body clear green 2 11.8 C3 Mould made.
2086 F1 G6 10 Bottle C sh clear green 1 0.9 C3 Applied.
2087 F1 G6 10 ? ? flake clear 2 0.1
2088 F1 H6 39 Bottle C body clear green 4 2.8 C2 Mould made.
2089 F1 H6 39 Bottle O sh clear green 3 4.6 C1 Moulded deco (sh): hoz ribs. Mould made. 
2500 F1 H6 39 Bottle O finish clear green 1 57.7 C1 Applied single collar, BD=1 3/8". Mould made.
2501 F1 H6 39 Bottle C finish clear green 2 55.3 C3
Applied single collar, BD=3/4". Remains of stick on seal 
on finish and neck?
2502 F1 H6 39 Bottle C body clear green 10 324.8 C1; C2 7x Conjoin. Opposing vertical seams. Mould made. 
2503 F1 H6 39 Bottle O sh clear green 4 27.4 C1
3x Conjoin. Vertical seam. Moulded deco (sh): hoz rib. 
Mould made. 
2504 F1 H6 39 Bottle C sh clear green 4 35.6 C2 3x Conjoin. Vertical seam. Mould made.
2505 F1 I6 29 Bottle C finish clear green 4 11.7
2x 2 Conjoin. Applied double collar with rut between, 
BD=3/4".
2000 F2 C8 1 Bottle C body clear green 1 0.7 C3 Mould made.
2001 F2 D4 20 Bottle C body clear green 1 1.8 C3 Mould made.
Total 146 1213.7
Outside Trimmed Site
2023 J13 1 Bottle C body clear green 1 0.3
2032 L11 Surface Bottle C body green light 1 1.3 Mould made. 
2035 O15 Surface Bottle C body green light 1 1.6 Blisters
2036 O10 Surface Bottle C sh green light 1 2.1 Fire damaged - blackened. Blisters
2037 M13 Surface Bottle C body green light 1 12.2 Blisters
2038 N13 Surface Bottle C body green light 1 4.0 Fire Damaged - melted/blackened. Mould made
2039 N11 Surface ? ? flake green 1 0.1
2040 N11 Surface Bottle C neck green light 1 0.7 Fire Damaged - Blackened.
2056 O10 Surface Bottle C body green light 1 4.0 Fire damaged - blackened. Mould made and blisters
2057 O10 Surface Bottle C body green light 1 8.1 Blisters and diagonal scratches
2058 O15 Surface Bottle C body green light 1 5.1 Fire damaged - blackened. Mould made and blisters
2068 N11 Surface ? ? flake clear 1 0.1 Fire damaged - blackened. 
2069 N11 Surface Bottle H cr clear green 1 3.6 Fire damaged - blackened. 
2070 N11 Surface Bottle F body clear 1 0.3 Vertical seam. Fire damaged - blackened
2071 N11 Surface Bottle H cr clear 3 3.0 Moulded deco: vert ribs on cr. Fire damaged - blackened
2072 N11 Surface Bottle C sh clear 1 1.3 Moulded deco: vert + hoz ribs. Fire damaged - blackened
2073 N11 Surface Bottle C body clear 1 1.0 Moulded deco; vert ribs. Fire damaged - blackened. 
Total 19 48.8
KTH-I Metal Catalogue
Cat. Feature Square Context Element Form Shape Part No. Weight Description
3022 F1 H9 1 Iron Sheeting body 6 0.3 Corroded.
3023 F1 H9 1 Iron Container F rim 1 0.3 Folded edge, W=1/8". Corroded.
3025 F1 H9 1 Iron Sheeting body 9 0.4 Corroded.
3030 F1 I5 18 Iron Sheeting body 1 0.3 Corroded.
3031 F1 I2 1 Iron Sheeting edge 2 2.5 Corroded.
3032 F1 I2 1 Iron Sheeting edge 1 1.2 Corroded.
3033 F1 I2 1 Iron Sheeting edge 1 1.5 Corroded.
3034 F1 I2 1 Iron Sheeting body 1 0.6 Corroded.
3035 F1 I2 1 Iron Sheeting body 1 0.5 Corroded.
3036 F1 I2 1 Iron Sheeting edge 1 0.5 Corroded.
3037 F1 I2 1 Iron Sheeting edge 1 0.4 Corroded.
3038 F1 I2 1 Iron Sheeting body 3 0.4 Corroded.
3039 F1 I2 1 Iron Sheeting edge 2 0.6 Corroded.
3040 F1 I2 1 Iron Sheeting body 2 0.1 Corroded.
3041 F1 I2 1 Iron Sheeting body 12 0.5 Corroded.
3043 F1 J9 25 Iron Wire Hook whole 1 16.9 D=1/8". S-shaped L=6", W=2". Corroded.
3046 F1 K9 1 Iron Matchbox box 5 33.1 5x conjoin. W=1 1/2", L=3 3/4", H=1". Latching rib on front and 
3070 F1 I2 1 Iron Sheeting body 4 0.6 Corroded.
3071 F1 I2 1 Iron Sheeting body 3 0.5 Corroded.
3072 F1 I2 1 Iron Sheeting body 1 0.1 Corroded.
3073 F1 H9 1 Iron Sheeting body 1 0.1 Corroded.
3112 F1 K9 1 Iron Matchbox band 1 1.5 W=5/8. Soldered at one end-meant to span the length of the 
3000 F2 B7 1 Iron Sheeting body 5 4.1 Corroded.
3001 F2 B7 1 Iron Container F rim 1 0.1 Perhaps part of a lid. Corroded.
3002 F2 C7 1 Iron Sheeting corner 2 2.5 2x Conjoin. Corroded.
3003 F2 C9 1 Iron Sheeting corner 1 1.8 Corroded.
3004 F2 C9 1 Iron Sheeting edge 1 0.5 Corroded.
3005 F2 D9 1 Iron Sheeting edge 1 2.2 Corroded.
3006 F2 D4 20 Iron Sheeting edge 3 13.4 Corroded.
3007 F2 D4 20 Iron Sheeting corner 1 0.5 Corroded.
3008 F2 D4 20 Iron Sheeting body 6 1.2 Corroded.
3009 F2 D4 20 Iron Container F rim 1 0.4 Folded edge, RD=4". Corroded.
3010 F2 B7 1 Iron Container F edge 1 0.1 Corroded.
3011 F2 E3 13 Iron Matchbox lid 4 14.4 4x conjoin. W=1 1/2", L=2 3/4", H=3/16". Stamp in centre: Oval 
3012 F2 E3 13 Iron Matchbox base 1 3.9 W=1 1/2', with latching rib. Corroded.
3013 F2 E3 13 Iron Matchbox edge 1 0.1 Latching rib. Corroded.
3014 F2 E9 1 Iron Sheeting body 1 0.3 Corroded.
3015 F2 E9 1 Iron Strapping length 1 9.3 With prepunched hole. W=3/4". Corroded.
3018 F2 F9 1 Iron Sheeting edge 1 0.1 Corroded.
3042 F2 E7 30 Iron Strapping end 1 6.7 With prepunched hole. W=3/4". Corroded.
3052 F2 E8 38 Iron Container F rim 1 1.4 Folded edge, W=1/8". Corroded.
3100 F2 D4 1 Copper Coin whole 1 17.9
Heads: Profile of Queen Victoria with '1854' below and 'VICTORIA 
DEI GRATIA' around the edge. Tails: reclining goddess with 
'BRITANNIAR: REG: FID: DEF around the edge. D=1+5/16". 
3110 F2 E3 13 Iron Matchbox corner 3 1.0 Corroded.
3111 F2 E3 13 Iron Sheeting body 5 0.7 Corroded.
Total 103 145.5
Outside Trimmed Site
3047 I15 1 Iron Sheeting body 1 0.9 Corroded.
3048 M9 surface Iron Matchbox Lid 2 6.3
Conjoin.  Flattened. W=1 1/2", H=1/4". With folded edge at rear to 
accommodate pin for attachment to base. Corroded.
3026 I20 1 Iron Sheeting body 3 1.2 Corroded.
3029 I19 1 Brass
Percussion 
Cap whole 1 0.1
Fired and splayed into cross shape. Originally cap shaped, D=1/8", 
L=1/8" with ridges and furrows around sides.
3017 E12 1 Iron Sheeting edge 1 0.4 Corroded.
Total 8 8.9
KTH-I Metal Fasteners Catalogue
Cat. Feature Square Context Material Type Part Original Length No. Weight (g) Description
3019 F1 F6 30 Iron EWB W 1 3/8 1 1.8 Corroded. 
3020 F1 G9 1 Iron EWB W 2 7/8 1 12.6 Corroded. 
3021 F1 G9 24 Iron EWB W 1 7/8 1 5.1 Corroded. 
3024 F1 H6 1 Iron EWB W 1 7/8 1 4.5 Corroded. 
3045 F1 J9 33 Iron EWB W 1 3/8 1 1.9 Corroded. 
3016 F2 E4 7 Iron EWB H-S 1 1.1 Corroded. 
3500 F2 E6 30 Iron EWB W 1 1/4 1 1.6 Corroded. 
Total 7 28.6
KTH-I Animal Bone Catalogue
Cat. Feature Square Context Species Skeletal Element Portion Side Condition No. Weight Description
5026 F1 I5 1 Rattus Femur Fresh 1 0.3
5027 F1 I5 1 Rattus Humerus Fresh 1 0.3
5042 F1 I5 1 Rattus Patella Fresh 1 0.1
5051 F1 F8 1 Oryctolagus Vertebra Fresh 1 0.3 Sieve.
5052 F1 G5 1 Oryctolagus Pelvis Innominate Left Weathered 2 0.6
5053 F1 G7 8 Fragment Calcined 1 0.1
5054 F1 G8 1 Oryctolagus Scapular Fresh 2 0.1
5055 F1 H8 31 Fragments Calcined 3 0.4
5056 F1 I7 19 Fragments Burnt/Calcined 2 2.2
5057 F1 H6 1 Rattus Mandible Left Fresh 1 0.3
5058 F1 H9 1 Rattus Mandible Left Burnt 5 0.1 Conjoins.
5059 F1 I5 1 Rattus Pelvis L+R Fresh 2 0.3
5062 F1 G8 31 Fragment Calcined 1 0.6
5063 F1 I-J7 28 Fragments Calcined 7 1.4
5064 F1 I7 19 Fragments Calcined 23 4.6 Sieve.
5065 F1 I8 4 Fragments Calcined 111 33.4 Sieve.
5066 F1 I8 23 Fragments Calcined 26 5.4 Sieve.
5067 F1 I8 23 Fragment Calcined 1 2.0 Large
5068 F1 I9 1 Fragments Calcined 2 0.7
5070 F1 I8 4 Fragment Burnt/Calcined 1 0.2
5071 F1 J5 1 Fragment Calcined 1 0.8 Large
5072 F1 J5 18 Fragment Calcined 1 0.1
5073 F1 J7 1 Fragment Calcined 1 0.1
5074 F1 J7 21 Fragment Calcined 1 24.1 Large
5075 F1 J7 21 Fragments Calcined 6 10.8 Large
5076 F1 J7 21 Fragment Calcined 1 20.6 Large
5077 F1 J7 21 Fragments Calcined 16 16.9 Large
5078 F1 J7 23 Fragments Calcined 4 4.4
5079 F1 J8 15 Fragment Calcined 1 5.9 Large
5080 F1 J8 15 Fragments Calcined 40 15.1
5081 F1 J8 23 Fragments Calcined 79 21.2 Sieve.
5082 F1 J8 23 Fragments Calcined 5 5.7
5085 F1 K6 1 Fragments Calcined 3 0.4
5086 F1 K2 1 Fragment Weathered/Burnt 1 10.5 Large
5088 F1 G7 31 Fragments Calcined 3 1.6
5089 F1 J9 33 Fragments Calcined 3 2.8
5100 F1 K8 1 Fragment Calcined/Carbonised 1 0.1
5102 F1 K8 25 Fragments Calcined 3 1.9
5103 F1 I8 34 Fragment Weathered/Calcined 1 1.2 Large
5104 F1 K5 2 Fragments Calcined 6 2.5
5105 F1 K8 1 Fragments Calcined 9 4.4
5106 F1 K7 1 Fragments Calcined 7 2.1
5107 F1 K7 1 Fragments Weathered 5 8.1 Large
5108 F1 L6 1 Oryctolagus Maxilla Left Fresh 1 0.7 Six molars insitu.
5109 F1 L5 1 Fragments Calcined 3 0.3
5110 F1 L10 Surface Fragments Calcined 4 2.0
5113 F1 L5 1 Fragments Calcined 2 3.7
5122 F1 G6 40 Fragments Calcined 2 0.8
5125 F1 H7 39 Fragments Calcined 6 11.7
5126 F1 F7 40 Fragment Calcined 1 0.1
5131 F1 H7 31 Fragments Calcined 7 1.5
5132 F1 I-J7 21 Fragment Calcined 1 0.1 Hearth.
5134 F1 I-J7 28 Fragments Calcined 3 0.1
5143 F1 I8 23 Fragment Calcined 1 1.1 Large
5145 F1 K5 2 Fragments Fresh 2 0.7
5146 F1 J8 15 Fragment Calcined/Carbonised 1 0.4
5147 F1 J8 15 Fragment Calcined 1 0.3
5148 F1 H8 31 Fragment Calcined 1 7.3 Large
5149 F1 H8 31 Fragments Weathered/Calcined 3 0.7
5157 F1 J7 21 Ovis Rib Proximal Calcined/Burnt 1 0.8
5158 F1 J7 21 Ovis Rib Calcined 1 0.3
5160 F1 G8 1 Oryctolagus Maxilla Fresh 1 0.1
5161 F1 G8 1 Oryctolagus Rib Proximal Fresh 2 0.1
5162 F1 G8 1 Oryctolagus Tarsus Fresh 1 0.1
5163 F1 G8 1 Oryctolagus Metatarsus Fresh 2 0.1
5164 F1 G8 1 Fragments Fresh 6 0.6
5504 F1 I6 29 Fragments Calcined 2 0.6
5515 F1 J5 1 Fragments Weathered 2 2.5 Large
5517 F1 I8 23 Fragments Calcined 20 4.2
5000 F2 A7 1 Fragments Weathered 3 1.9 Large
5002 F2 B7 1 Fragments Weathered 5 22.5 Large
5003 F2 B7 1 Fragment Fresh 1 0.1
5004 F2 B5 1 Fragments Calcined 3 0.8
5007 F2 C4 1 Fragment Calcined 1 1.4 Large
5008 F2 B6 22 Fragments Calcined 3 0.6
5009 F2 C8 1 Fragment Calcined 1 0.1
5010 F2 C8 1 Oryctolagus Calcaneus Whole Weathered 1 0.4
5011 F2 C7 1 Oryctolagus Femur Proximal Right Fresh 1 1.1
5012 F2 C7 1 Oryctolagus Tibia Distal Weathered 1 0.4
5013 F2 C7 1 Fragment Calcined 1 0.7
5014 F2 C6 6 Fragments Calcined 6 1.1
5015 F2 C6 5 Fragments Calcined 4 0.7
5016 F2 C6 1 Fragments Calcined 3 1.0
5017 F2 C6 26 Fragment Calcined 1 0.1
5018 F2 C4 16 Fragments Calcined 6 2.1
5019 F2 C5 1 Fragments Calcined 3 1.0
5020 F2 D4 20 Fragments Calcined 61 30.2
5021 F2 D5 1 Fragments Calcined 8 2.1
5022 F2 D6 1 Fragments Calcined 5 1.0
5023 F2 C7 1 Oryctolagus Radius Proximal Fresh 1 0.1
5024 F2 C7 1 Fragments Calcined 2 0.5
5025 F2 C7 1 Fragments Burnt/Calcined 3 1.1
5028 F2 D7 26 Fragments Calcined 2 0.4
5029 F2 D6 1 Oryctolagus Scapular Proximal Right Weathered 1 0.5
5031 F2 D6 5 Oryctolagus Mandible Whole Left Weathered 1 1.4
5032 F2 D6 5 Oryctolagus Humerus Whole Right Weathered 1 1.2
5033 F2 D6 5 Fragments Calcined 5 1.4
5034 F2 D7 26 Oryctolagus Femur Proximal Left Weathered 1 2.2
5035 F2 D7 26 Oryctolagus Acetabulum Innominate Left Weathered 1 0.1
5036 F2 D8 1 Fragments Calcined 8 2.4 Sieve.
5037 F2 D9 1 Fragment Calcined 1 1.3 Sieve.
5038 F2 D9 1 Fragments Calcined 10 1.2 Sieve.
5039 F2 E5 1 Fragments Calcined 11 5.6
5040 F2 E5 1 Fragments Calcined 4 1.6
5041 F2 E6 17 Fragment Weathered 1 0.9
5043 F2 E6 17 Fragment Calcined 1 0.9
5044 F2 E6 17 Fragments Calcined 12 3.2
5045 F2 E8 1 Oryctolagus Pelvis Innominate Left Fresh/Burnt 1 1.4 Sieve.
5046 F2 E8 1 Fragments Calcined 3 1.1 Sieve.
5047 F2 E9 1 Ovis Molar 1 5.0
5048 F2 E9 1 Fragment Weathered 1 10.6
5049 F2 E9 1 Fragment Calcined 1 1.4
5050 F2 F6 1 Fragment Calcined 1 0.3
5060 F2 D-E5-6 17 Fragments Calcined 9 4.1
5061 F2 E7 30 Ovis Tibia Whole Weathered 11 39.8 Conjoins. Possibly boiled?
5123 F2 E6 30 Bos Vertebra half Weathered 1 8.8 Possibly boiled?
5124 F2 E6 30 Fragments Calcined 14 1.8
5127 F2 F6 30 Fragment Calcined 1 0.1
5128 F2 E6 30 Fragments Calcined 31 3.1
5151 F2 C6 5 Oryctolagus Sacrum Whole Weathered 1 0.5
5152 F2 C6 5 Oryctolagus Vertebra Whole Weathered 1 0.5 Lumbal.
5153 F2 D6 1 Oryctolagus Skull Weathered 1 0.6
5154 F2 D6 1 Oryctolagus Femur Proximal Weathered 1 0.1
5155 F2 D6 1 Oryctolagus Vertebra Weathered 1 0.4 Lumbal.
5156 F2 D6 1 Oryctolagus Vertebra Weathered 1 0.1 Caudal.
5159 F2 E7 30 Fragments Calcined 2 0.1
5500 F2 E7 30 Ovis Molar 1 8.5
5501 F2 E7 30 Fragments Calcined 3 0.4
5522 F2 D6 1 Fragments Calcined 18 5.5
Total 758 445.1
Outside Trimmed Site
5069 F4 I13 1 Fragments 3 3.7
5083 F4 J12 1 Fragments 12 3.4
5084 F4 J15 1 Fragments Weathered 2 1.5
5090 F4 K13 1 Fragments Weathered 2 1.1
5112 (F1) L11 Surface Fragments Burnt and Weathered 2 7.9
5114 F4 O16 Surface Fragments Fresh 37 2.4
5115 (F1) M9 Surface Fragments Burnt and Weathered 5 12.5
5150 F4 I13 1 Fragment 1 0.1
5165 F4 O16 Surface Oryctolagus Scapula Proximal Right Fresh/Burnt 1 0.1
5166 F4 O16 Surface Oryctolagus Pelvis Medial/Distal Fresh 2 0.4
5167 F4 O16 Surface Oryctolagus Rib Proximal Fresh 1 0.1
5168 F4 O16 Surface Oryctolagus Femur Proximal Fresh 1 0.3
5169 F4 O16 Surface Oryctolagus Tibie Distal Fresh 1 0.2
5170 F4 O16 Surface Oryctolagus Metatarsus Distal Fresh 2 0.2
5171 F4 O16 Surface Oryctolagus Metatarsus Proximal Fresh 1 0.1
5172 F4 O16 Surface Fragment Weathered 1 3.5
5173 F4 O16 Surface Fragments Fresh/Burnt 2 0.1
Total 76 37.6
KTH-I Personal Items Catalogue
Cat. Feature Square Context Material Form Part No.
Weight 
(g) Description
1000 F1 F7 40 Porcelain Button whole 1 0.5 One piece four hole sew-thru, volcano shaped. D=7/16". 
1002 F1 H7 39 Porcelain Button whole 1 0.5 One piece four hole sew-thru, volcano shaped. D=7/16". 
3102 F1 I8 4 Brass Eyelet whole 1 0.1 D=5/16".
3103 F1 H6 39 Iron Adjuster whole 1 2.7 Corroded. Double tang roller (external). W=3/4", L=1+1/8". 
3104 F1 F7 40 Brass Button whole 1 0.9
Three piece bar sew-thru, lamp shaped. Misaligned stamped label (front): "H. 
E. & M. MOSES" / "LONDON". D=5/8".
3105 F1 E7 30 Brass Button whole 6 5.4
Three piece bar sew-thru, lamp shaped. Stamped label (front): 'H. E. & M. 
MOSES' / 'LONDON'. D=5/8". 
3106 F1 E7 30 Brass Button whole 1 1.0
Three piece bar sew-thru, lamp shaped, Stamped label (front): 'H. E. & M. 
MOSES' / 'LONDON'. Stamped label (rear): unclear. Raised rim around sew 
thru (rear). D=5/8".
3107 F1 H6 3 Brass Button whole 1 1.0
Three piece bar sew-thru, lamp shaped. Stamped label (front): 'H. E. & M. 
MOSES' / 'LONDON'. D=5/8". 
3108 F1 E7 30 Brass Button whole 1 1.1
One piece four hole sew-thru, hat shaped. Dotted border around sew-thru 
(front). D=5/8". 
3109 F2 D9 1 Brass Button whole 1 1.2
Three piece bar sew-thru, lamp shaped. Stamped label (front): 'H. E. & M. 
MOSES' / 'LONDON'. Stamped label (rear): 'HARDMAN & ILI…' / 'PATENT'. 
Raised rim around sew-thru (rear). Burnt. D=5/8".
4001 F2 A5 1 Leather/Brass Eyelet whole 1 0.4
Brass eyelet D=5/16" with leather attached to both rims. Part of shoelace still 
threaded through eyelet.
4002 F2 A5 1 Leather/Brass Eyelet whole 1 0.4 Brass eyelet D=5/16" with leather attached to both rims. 
Total 17 15.2
Outside Trimmed Site
3049 N6 1 Brass Buckle whole 1 6.6 Single roller type with pin extant and roller lost. W=9/16", L=2".
Total 1 6.6
KTH-II Ceramic Catalogue
Cat. Feature Square Context Fabric Decoration Form Part No. Weight (g) Description
2185 II F1 G-H11-12 56 white earthenware none ? base 1 2.1 flat sherd
Total 1 2.1
KTH-II Claypipe Catalogue
Cat. Feature Square Context Manufacturer Part No.
Weight 
(g) Conjoin Description
1031 II F1 G11 3 Squatters S 2 0.7 1034 Conjoin. Label (RHS): '…RS', (LHS): 'BU…'. O C-S.
1032 II F1 G11 3 S-M 1 0.3 O Mouthpiece.
1033 II F1 I11 2 B 1 0.6 Embossed deco: scalloped.  Fire damaged: burnt-carbonised.
1034
II F1
G11 3 Squatters S 1 0.7 1031
Embossed label: LHS; '…ATTE…', RHS;  '…DGER…'. Fire damaged: 
burnt. O C-S.
1035 II F1 F10 2 McDougall B-S 3 8.7 1036; 
1037
3x Conjoin. BH=1 1/2", BD=7/8". Fire damaged: burnt. O C-S.
1036 II F1 G10 2 McDougall B 2 1.0 1035 2x Conjoin. Discoloured inside.
1037 II F1 G11 7 McDougall S 1 3.0 1035 Embossed label: LHS; 'McDOUGALL GLASGOW'. O to R C-S. 
2008 II F2 H6 30 B 1 0.1
2012 II F2 H6 30 B-S 2 7.0
2x Conjoin. Embossed deco: vertically ribbed bowl. BH=1 1/4", 
BD=7/8". O C-S. Reused: toothwear.
2020 II F2 G6 33 S 1 0.5 R C-S. Reused: toothwear.
2021 II F2 G6 33 B 1 0.7 Discoloured inside. Yellow/brown glaze on outside. 
2023 II F2 H6 31 B-S 1 3.0 O C-S.
2025 II F2 H6 30 S 1 1.5
Embossed label: LHS; '…OW'. Possible yellow glaze. O C-S. 
Reused: toothwear.
2052 II F2 H6-7 30 B 1 0.7
2127 II F2 G6 17 S 1 1.1 O to R C-S. Reused: toothwear.
2129 II F2 G7 16 B 1 0.7 Discoloured inside.
2141 II F2 G6 16 B 1 0.8 Discoloured inside. 
2149 II F2 F5 13 B 1 0.5 2246 Embossed deco: vertical ridge. 
2151 II F2 G6 17 S 1 0.3 Embossed label: '…SC…'.
2152 II F2 F6 19 S 1 0.6 Embossed label: '…E'. R to O C-S.
2153 II F2 F6 19 B 2 3.0 2246
Embossed deco: large vertical ridge on platform across front of 
bowl. 
2171 II F2 G8 32 Squatters B-S 1 1.0
Embossed deco: LHS and RHS: part of scalloped platform. Spur 
H=1/4". O C-S.
2172 II F2 G5 16 S 1 0.2 R C-S.
2173 II F2 F7 19 S 2 1.6 2x Conjoin. R to L C-S. 
2174 II F2 F6 32 S-M 1 0.7 O C-S. R mouthpiece with yellow glaze. 
2175 II F2 F6 32 S-M 2 1.1 O C-S. O mouthpiece. 
2178 II F2 F5 32 B 1 0.7 Discoloured inside.
2179 II F2 G6 32 B-S 1 1.3 R C-S. Reused: toothwear.
2180 II F2 F7 19 B 1 0.8 Discoloured inside.
2182 II F2 G6 25 B 1 0.7 Yellow/brown glaze on outside.
2195 II F2 H6 27 McDougall S 1 1.9 Embossed label: LHS; '…DOUGALL', RHS; 'GLASGO…'. O C-S. 
2209 II F2 G6 32 B 1 0.1 Worn. 
2210 II F2 G6 16 B 1 0.1 Fire damaged: burnt-inside.
2211 II F2 H6 30 B 1 0.9
2212 II F2 G7 16 B 1 0.3 Worn. 
2245 II F2 F5 32 B 1 0.1
2246 II F2 F5 32 B 2 0.8
2153, 
2149, 
2371 Embossed deco: vertical ridge. 
2247 II F2 F5 13 B 1 0.4 Embossed deco: vertical scallop ridge? 
2248 II F2 F5 13 B 4 2.2
2249 II F2 G6 33 S 1 0.6 Embossed label across stem: '…IC'. O C-S. Reused: toothmarks.
2250 II F2 F6 32 B 1 0.4 2256
Cartouche label on rear of bowl: '…LK…'. Discoloured inside. 
Yellow/brown glaze on outside.
2251 II F2 F6 32 B 2 0.1 Discoloured inside. Yellow/brown glaze on outside. 
2252 II F2 F6 32 B 4 1.2 Discoloured inside. Yellow/brown glaze on outside. 
2253 II F2 G6 32 B 1 0.3
2254 II F2 F6 32 B 2 2.2
2255 II F2 F6 32 B 2 0.9
Embossed deco: floral or vegetation design and vertical ridge. 
Discoloured inside.
2256 II F2 F6 32 B 2 1.2 2250
Cartouche label on rear of bowl: 'J. ...' / 'LONDON' with asterix 
in the centre. Discoloured inside. 
2257 II F2 F6 19 B 2 0.5
2366 II F2 E5 13 S 1 0.1 Reused: toothwear.
2367 II F2 G5 33 B 2 0.9 2370
Conjoin. Discoloured black bowl interior. Possible light brown 
staining on exterior.
2368 II F2 G5 17 B 1 0.3
2369 II F2 G6 32 B 1 0.4  
2370 II F2 G6 17 B-S 1 2.4 2367 O C-S. Possible ight brown staining. Reused: toothwear.
2371 II F2 H6 30 B-S 1 3.9 2246
Moulded deco: ribs on top and bottom of bowl. Reused 
toothwear.
75 65.8
KTH-II Glass Catalogue
Cat Feature Square Context Form Shape Part Colour Tinge No. Weight (g) Conjoin Description
2041 II F1 J12 2 Bottle F body clear 1 0.1 Moulded.
2047 II F1 G11 5 ? ? flake green 1 0.1
2506 II F1 G11 5 Window F body clear 2 0.4 Thickness = 1.0mm.
2507 II F1 G12 4 Bottle F body green olive 1 0.1 Fire damaged: crazed. Corroded
3573 II F1 E9 12 Bottle F neck/base clear 2 38.3
Conjoin. Opposing vertical seams, W=3/4", L=1 1/8". 
Bare pontil mark. Moulded label(body): 
'…WLANDS'/'…ACASSAR OIL'/'FOR THE 
HAIR'/'HATTON G LONDON'. Moulded.
3070 II F2 G6 33 Bottle F body clear green 1 0.5 Moulded deco: horizonal ribs. Moulded.
3116 II F2 G5 33 Bottle F base clear green 1 0.1 Small part of heel. Moulded.
3128 II F2 H6 29 Bottle F body clear green 1 0.1 Moulded deco: horiztonal rib. Moulded.
3362 II F2 J5 14 Bottle C sh green olive 2 13.7  2x Conjoin. Vertical striations. 
3384 II F2 H5-7 27 Bottle O sh clear green 1 2.7 C1 Moulded deco: horizontal ribs. Moulded. Corroded.
3388 II F2 H5-7 27 Bottle C body green olive 1 0.3
3395 II F2 H6 27 Bottle F body clear green 1 0.7 Moulded deco: horizontal rib. Moulded.
3441 II F2 G7 16 Bottle F body clear green 2 0.8 Moulded deco: horizonal ribs. Moulded.
3450 II F2 G5 17 Bottle O sh clear green 1 0.5 Moulded. Corroded.
3451 II F2 G5 17 Bottle O corner clear green 1 1.8 Moulded deco: horizonal ribs. Moulded.
3452 II F2 G6 11 Bottle O finish clear green 1 17.1 C1
Applied single collar, BD=9/16". Moulded deco 
(neck): horizontal ribs. Corroded. Moulded.
3453 II F2 G6 11 Bottle O sh clear green 3 14.2 C1
3x Conjoin. Moulded deco: horizontal ribs. 
Corroded. Moulded.
3456 II F2 G6 17 Bottle O base clear green 2 2.2 Heel seam. Mould made.
3457 II F2 G6 17 Bottle O corner clear green 2 10.9 2x Conjoin. Moulded deco: horizontal ribs. Moulded.
3472 II F2 F5 13 Bottle F body clear green 1 0.3 Moulded.
3482 II F2 H6 27 Bottle O corner clear green 1 4.4
3549; 
3679 Moulded.
3496 II F2 G5 16 Bottle O Base clear green 1 33.8 C2
Heel seam, low push up. W=2 1/4". Moulded deco: 
horizontal rib on body above base. Moulded.
3518 II F2 H6 26 ? ? flake clear 1 0.1
3521 II F2 J6 20 Bottle C sh green olive 1 2.0 Vertical striations.
3545 II F2 G6 25 Bottle O corner clear green 1 0.1 Moulded.
3549 II F2 G6 16 Bottle O corner clear green 2 5.4
3482; 
3679 Corroded. Moulded.
3550 II F2 G6 25 Bottle O corner clear green 1 1.3 Moulded.
3554 II F2 E8 13 Bottle C body amber 1 1.2 Turn moulded.
3644 II F2 G5 33 Bottle O base clear green 1 39.5 C2
Heel seam. Corner W=1 1/4". Moulded deco: 
horizontal ribs. Moulded.
3645 II F2 G5 33 Bottle O base clear green 2 17.5 C2
Conjoin. Heel and vertical seam. Low push up. 
Moulded deco: horizontal ribs. Moulded.
3646 II F2 G5 33 Bottle O corner clear green 2 5.3 Moulded deco: horizonal ribs. Moulded.
3647 II F2 G5 33 Bottle O sh clear green 1 0.5 Moulded deco: horizonal ribs. Moulded.
3648 II F2 G5 33 Bottle F body clear green 1 0.5 Moulded deco: horizonal ribs. Moulded.
3649 II F2 G5 33 ? ? flake clear 2 0.5
3650 II F2 G6 25 ? ? flake clear 3 0.3
3651 II F2 G6 25 Bottle O base clear green 1 1.0 Heel seam. Moulded.
3652 II F2 G6 25 Bottle F body clear green 1 0.5 Moulded. Fire damaged: melted.
3663 II F2 G5 16 Bottle O sh clear green 1 1.2 Corroded. Moulded.
3664 II F2 G5 16 Bottle F body clear green 1 0.8 Moulded deco: horizontal ribs. Corroded. Moulded.
3665 II F2 G5 16 Bottle F sh clear green 1 0.2 Moulded.
3666 II F2 G6 17 Bottle F body clear green 1 1.7 Moulded deco: horizonal ribs. Moulded.
3667 II F2 H6 26 Bottle O corner clear green 2 0.6 Mouldedl. Corroded.
3668 II F2 H6 26 Bottle F body clear green 4 4.6 Moulded deco: horizontal ribs. Moulded. Corroded.
3669 II F2 G5 17 Bottle O corner clear green 1 2.3 Moulded deco: horizontal ribs. Moulded. Corroded.
3670 II F2 G5 17 Bottle F body clear green 1 1.7 Moulded deco: horizontal ribs. Moulded. Corroded.
3671 II F2 G6 16 Bottle O sh clear green 2 5.4 C1 Moulded deco: horizontal ribs. Corroded. Moulded.
3672 II F2 G6 16 Bottle O sh clear green 2 0.8 Moulded.
3673 II F2 G6 16 Bottle F body clear green 2 4.1 Moulded deco: horizontal ribs. Moulded.
3674 II F2 G6 16 Bottle F body clear green 1 2.7 Moulded deco: horizontal ribs. Corroded. Moulded.
3675 II F2 G6 16 Bottle O base clear green 3 2.1 Heel seam. Moulded.
3676 II F2 H6 18 Bottle O sh clear green 1 1.7 Moulded deco: horizontal ribs. Moulded. Corroded.
3677 II F2 G6 25 Bottle O neck clear green 1 3.8 C1 Moulded deco: horizontal ribs. Corroded. Moulded.
3678 II F2 G6 25 Bottle O sh clear green 2 11.8 C1 Moulded deco: horizontal ribs. Corroded. Moulded.
3679 II F2 H6 27 Bottle F sh clear green 1 2.3
3549; 
3482 Moulded.
Total 78 266.7
KTH-II Metal Catalogue
Cat. Feature Square Context Element Form Shape Part No. Weight (g) Conjoin Description
3027 II F1 G11 7 Iron strapping length 1 10.8
W=1 3/8", crimped edges and nail hole along length. 
Corroded.
3028 II F1 G11 5 Iron sheeting body 5 0.6 Corroded.
3044 II F1 G12 2 Iron Wire Hook whole 1 24.5 S-shaped, W=4 1/2", L=7". Corroded.
3050 II F1 H11 2 Iron tool handle 1 28.7
Wider thinner tang, W=9/16", with two rivets, L=5/8", 
and pointed end which morphs into thicker handle. 
Corroded. 
3051 II F1 H10 2 iron sheeting body 2 0.4 Corroded.
3057 II F1 G11 5 Iron container C side 1 4.6
W=11/16", perpendicular rim, W=1/8", at one end. 
Corroded.
3058 II F1 G11 5 Iron sheeting body 7 0.9 Corroded.
3064 II F1 G11 8 Iron container lid C rim 15 7.2
D=3". Rim H=3/16". Moulded deco: raised strip, 
W=3/8", around edge. Corroded.
3068 II F1 G11 9 Iron container C side 2 4.3
W=3/4", perpendicular rim, W=1/8", at one end. 
Corroded.
3069 II F1 G11 9 Iron container C side 2 3.8
W=3/4", perpendicular rim, W=1/8", at one end. 
Corroded.
3081 II F1 G11 9 Iron sheeting edge 1 0.2 Corroded.
3082 II F1 G11 9 Iron container F rim 1 0.3 Corroded.
3083 II F1 G11 9 Iron sheeting body 2 0.1 Corroded.
3084 II F1 G11 8 Iron sheeting body 6 0.5 Corroded.
3086 II F1 G11 7 Iron container lid F whole 3 34.9
2x Conjoin. W=3 3/4", L=4 5/8", rim H=3/16". Moulded 
deco: raised strip, W=1/4", around edge. Large round 
nail or bolt hole in centre, D=1/2". Corroded.
3087 II F1 G11 7 Iron container F rim 9 18.9
Rim H=3/16", W=3 3/4". Two nail holes (EWB or CPS) 
below rim. Corroded.
3088 II F1 G11 7 Iron sheeting body 3 1.8 Corroded.
3094 II F1 G11 8 Iron sheeting body 2 0.6 Corroded.
3113 II F1 G11 9 iron sheeting body 1 0.1 Corroded.
3144 II F1 G11 7 iron straight razor blade 1 43.2
Point of blade snapped off, W=11/16". Tang present 
with small iron rod to assist with joining to handle. 
Stamped label: 'G' Stamped Crown '…' / '…GILL'. 
Corroded.
3145 II F1 G11 9
Electro 
Plated 
nickel-
silver teaspoon whole 1 16.2
L=5 1/4", W=1 1/8". Stamped label (handle): crown 
with 'W F' plus four symbols 'C', middle two unknown 
types, last possibly crown. Corroded. One of these is 
the Fleur-de-Lys or the three feathers of the Prince of 
Wales.
3251 II F1 G11 9 Iron sheeting body 2 0.3 Corroded.
3255 II F1 G11 7 Iron container lid F whole 2 21.3
2x Conjoin. W=3", L=4 1/4", rim H=1/8". Moulded deco: 
raised strip, W=1/8", around edge. Corroded.
3256 II F1 G11 7 Iron strapping end 2 32.5
W=1 3/8", bevelled corners, crimped edges. Nails holes 
along length @ 3-4" intervals. Corroded.
3257 II F1 G11 7 Iron disc whole 1 3.1
Dome shaped, D=1 3/8". With small pin or nail hole 
near centre. Corroded. Kerosene seal or cap?
3259 II F1 G11 7 Iron sheeting body 18 1.4 Corroded.
3507 II F1 G11 9 iron handle lug whole 1 30.4
L=2 1/2", W=2 1/8". 2 rivets at bottom, and 
prepunched hole at top. Corroded.
3512 II F1 G11 5 Iron container lid C rim 5 4.1
D=4". Rim H=3/16". Moulded deco: raised strip, 
W=3/8", around edge. Corroded.
3514 II F1 G11 5 Iron sheeting edge 1 0.1 Corroded.
3521 II F1 G11 9 iron Key whole 2 7.0
Conjoin. L=2", W=3/4", D=1/4". Grooves in shaft. 
Corroded.
3526 II F1 G11 9 Iron Matchbox side 1 2.4 L=2", with moulded catch rib near top.
4288 II F1 H12 54 iron tool tang 1 6.0
Flat tang, W=1/2", with two prepunched holes 1/2" 
apart. Attached to perpendicular cylindrical point, L=1 
1/4". Corroded. 
4451 II F1 G-H11-12 56 iron sheeting body 2 0.9 Corroded.
4520 II F1 G-H11-12 56 iron sheeting body 1 1.0 Corroded.
4522 II F1 E9 12 iron container F seam 1 1.5 Corroded.
4786 II F1 G-H11-12 56 iron sheeting body 1 1.2 Corroded.
4007 II F2 Hearth 30 iron container F rim 2 7.7
2x Conjoin. Body W=1 1/4", with small side section, 
W=1/4", bent at right angle. Corroded. 
4013 II F2 A6 12 iron Matchbox side 4 2.9
4x Conjoin. Side W=1 3/16", with horizontal rib around 
top. Corroded.
4037 II F2 H6 31 iron container F rim 1 0.7 Rim H=3/16". Corroded.
4039 II F2 G5 33 iron Matchbox Lid 1 3.3 4111
Top W=1 1/2", side W=3/16". Rear side features folded 
edge to allow for hinge pin, W=1.5/16". On side is 
cylindrical match holder, L=5/16", D=1/8". Corroded.
4074 II F2 H6 27 iron fork head 1 9.8
Lacks tang for handle and two prongs, L=2 1/2", 
W=3/4". Corroded.
4100 II F2 H5-6 27 iron shovel head whole 1 1391.3
Head L=11", W=9 1/2". Small part of connector present 
with rivet. Corroded.
4109 II F2 H6 30 iron
shovel 
connector whole 2 401.0
Conjoin. Handle tang L=8", W=1 1/4" with two 
prepunched holes 4 3/4" apart. Connector plate W=4 
1/2", L=4 1/2" with one rivet present in the top right 
hand corner. Corroded. 
4110 II F2 H6 30 iron container C rim 1 18.4
W=5/8", perpendicular rim W=1/8", bottom edge 
folded over, W=3/16", on opposite side. End features 
bevelled edges. Corroded.
4111 II F2 H6 27 iron Matchbox lid 1 6.4 4039
Stamped cartouche: 'R LETCHFORD & Co'/'OLD 
MONTAGUE'/'LONDON'. W=1 1/2", side W=3/16", with 
part of hinge on rear with foleded over edge, W=1/16". 
Corroded. 
4112 II F2 H6 30 Iron sheeting body 6 8.1 Corroded.
4116 II F2 H6-7 30 Iron sheeting edge 1 0.9 Corroded.
4125 II F2 H6 30 iron sheeting corner 1 8.0 Bevelled corner. Corroded with large pebble adhered.
4126 II F2 H6 30 iron container F rim 1 8.7
Body W=13/16" with side W=1/8" bent at a right angle. 
Corroded.
4173 II F2 H6 27 iron
shovel 
connector tang 1 40.3
W=1-1 1/4". Two prepunched holes 4 7/8" apart. 
Corroded.
4181 II F2 H5-7 27 iron sheeting body 10 3.8 Corroded.
4184 II F2 H5-7 27 iron container F rim 2 1.4 Folded rim H=1/8". Corroded.
4185 II F2 H5-7 27 iron bar end 1 11.8
End features bevelled corners, W=3/8", H=1/8". 
Corroded.
4211 II F2 G6 16 iron Matchbox lid 1 9.7
Stamped cartouche: 'R LETCHFORD & Co'/'OLD 
MONTAGUE'/'LONDON'. W=1 3/4", Side W=3/16". 
Hinge present on rear, rod through folded edge of side, 
W=1/16". Corroded.
4212 II F2 G6 16 iron Matchbox base 2 11.5
2x Conjoin. Base W=1 3/4", side W=7/8". Crimped rib 
around top of side. Corroded.
4213 II F2 G6 16 iron Matchbox strip 1 1.5 W=3/16". Corroded.
4214 II F2 G6 16 iron Matchbox side 1 1.2 Side W=7/8" with horizontal rib around top. Corroded.
4238 II F2 H5-7 27 iron sheeting body 19 15.0 Corroded.
4246 II F2 H5-7 27 lead ? M ? 1 10.8 Fire damaged: melted. A lump of solder?
4250 II F2 H5-7 27 iron sheeting body 2 0.7 Corroded.
4264 II F2 H6 27 iron cutlery tang 1 11.9
W=1/2-3/4". Features two iron rods 2" apart to attach 
wooden or bone handle. Corroded.
4266 II F2 H6 27 iron Matchbox lid 1 2.5
Embossed label/cartouch: '…FORD & 
CO'/'…ONTAGUE'/'LONDON'.
4274 II F2 H6 27 iron wire length 1 5.9 D=1/8". Corroded. 
4275 II F2 H6 27 iron Wire length 4 8.7 4x Conjoin. D=1/8". Corroded. 
4341 II F2 A4 12 iron shovel head point 1 325.0 Corroded.
4376 II F2 E5 13 lead shot whole 1 0.1 Round, D=1/8". Corroded.
4382 II F2 G6 17 iron container C base 3 8.6 D=3". Seam line along heel base. Corroded.
4383 II F2 G6 17 iron sheeting corner 1 0.7 Bevelled corner. Corroded.
4384 II F2 A6 12 iron Matchbox base 3 19.2
3x Conjoin. Base W=1 3/4", side W=1 1/4", with rib 
around top of side. Corroded.
4391 II F2 G6 16 iron Matchbox lid 4 2.8 Side W=3/16". Possible part of hinge. Corroded.
4410 II F2 H6 26 iron container F corner 1 1.2 Corroded.
4425 II F2 H6 27 iron pen nib 2 2.0
Conjoin. L=2 1/2", D=1/4". Tirangular tip with slit 
featuring round hole 7/16" from tip. Corroded.
4426 II F2 H6 27 iron cylinder body 1 0.6 D=5/16. Part of pen? Corroded.
4429 II F2 G5 11 iron sheeting corner 2 2.4 2x Conjoin. Corroded.
4431 II F2 F6 19 iron sheeting edge 6 3.3 Corroded.
4436 II F2 G6 17 iron sheeting body 2 0.1 Corroded.
4472 II F2 C4 23 iron container F seam 1 4.6 Soldered seam. Corroded.
4491 II F2 G6 17 iron sheeting body 26 4.4 Corroded.
4588 II F2 F5 32 lead shot whole 1 22.3
Round, D=5/8". Small protruberance on base. 
Corroded.
4589 II F2 F6 19 lead shot whole 1 0.5 Round, D=3/16". Corroded.
4590 II F2 H5-7 27 iron cylinder length 4 0.6 D=1/16". Corroded.
4702 II F2 G6 32 iron/brass pocket knife whole 1 18.0
Brass frame for two iron knife blades, with remnants of 
bone or wood casing on either side, L=3 1/4", W=1/2", 
curved shape. Each side features three protruding brass 
pins for the case to be attached. Iron blades corroded. 
4703 II F2 H6 27 lead ? M blob 1 7.3 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded.
4705 II F2 H5-7 27 iron sheeting body 1 0.3 Corroded.
4728 II F2 H5-7 27 iron cylinder length 1 0.1 D=1/16". Corroded.
4890 II F2 H6 27 iron Matchbox lid 1 3.5 Side W=1/4". Corroded.
4891 II F2 H6 27 iron container lid C edge 1 1.6 D=6". Folded over edge. Corroded.
4892 II F2 H6 27 iron sheeting corner 3 1.2 Curved corners. Corroded.
4893 II F2 H6 27 iron sheeting body 7 2.1 Corroded.
4894 II F2 G5 33 iron sheeting body 4 1.3 Corroded.
4895 II F2 G6 16 iron Matchbox corner 1 0.1 Side W=3/16". Corroded.
4896 II F2 G6 16 iron Matchbox corner 7 1.8 Corroded.
4897 II F2 G6 16 iron sheeting body 8 1.4 Corroded.
4898 II F2 H6 27 iron Matchbox base 1 7.9
Base W=1 1/2", Side W=3/4", with horizontal rib 
around top of side to act as catch for lid. Corroded.
4899 II F2 H6 27 iron Matchbox hinge 1 1.2
Rod through folded over sheet metal from lid and base, 
side W=3/16". Corroded.
4900 II F2 H6 27 iron sheeting body 6 0.7 Corroded.
4901 II F2 A6 12 iron Matchbox side 1 3.3 Side W= 1 1/4". Crimped rib for hinge, L=1". Corroded.
4902 II F2 A6 12 iron Matchbox side 2 2.1 Crimped rib. Corroded.
4903 II F2 A6 12 iron sheeting corner 1 0.1 Corroded.
4904 II F2 A6 12 iron sheeting edge 2 0.4 Corroded.
4905 II F2 A6 12 iron sheeting body 3 1.3 Corroded.
4906 II F2 G6 16 iron Matchbox lid 3 0.7 Side W=3/16". Corroded.
4907 II F2 G6 16 iron Matchbox strip 1 0.3 W=3/16". Corroded.
4908 II F2 G6 16 iron Matchbox side 1 0.1 Horizontal rib. Corroded.
4909 II F2 G6 16 iron container F corner 1 0.4 Corroded.
4910 II F2 G6 16 iron sheeting edge 1 0.1 Corroded.
4911 II F2 G6 16 iron sheeting body 7 1.8 Corroded.
8117 II F2 G6 17 iron container F corner 1 0.6 Corroded.
8118 II F2 H5-7 27 iron sheeting edge 1 4.6 Corroded.
8119 II F2 G6 17 iron container F corner 1 0.7 Corroded.
8120 II F2 G6 17 iron container F rim 1 1.3 Folded rim H=3/16". Corroded.
8121 II F2 G6 17 iron container F seam 2 7.9 Simple crossed over seam, soldered in place. Corroded.
8122 II F2 G6 17 iron container F body 1 8.1 Circular impression, D=1 5/8". Corroded.
8123 II F2 G6 17 iron sheeting body 5 0.5 Corroded.
8124 II F2 G6 17 iron container F base 2 6.1 D=3". Seam line along heel base. Corroded.
8125 II F2 H6-7 30 Iron container F rim 1 0.9 Folded rim H=3/16". Corroded.
8126 II F2 H6-7 30 Iron sheeting body 3 1.1 Corroded.
8127 II F2 F6 19 iron sheeting body 17 2.6 Corroded.
8128 II F2 G6 17 iron sheeting edge 6 8.5 Corroded.
8129 II F2 G6 17 iron sheeting body 46 20.6 Corroded.
8170 II F2 H6 27 iron sheeting edge 1 0.6 Corroded.
8176 II F2 H6 30 iron matchbox lid 1 2.4 Edge W=5/16". Corroded.
Total 395 2843.6
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Cat. Feature Square Context Material Type Part
Original 
Length No. Weight (g) Description
3053 II F1 G11 9 Iron TCK W 1 1/8 1 1.7
3054 II F1 G11 9 Iron TCK W 3/8 9 1.6
3055 II F1 G11 9 Iron TCK W 5/8 2 0.8
3056 II F1 G11 9 Iron TCK W 1 1/8 1 1.9
3059 II F1 G11 5 Iron TCK W 1 1/8 1 1.5 Corroded.
3060 II F1 G11 5 Iron TCK W 1 1/8 1 1.9
3061 II F1 G11 5 Iron TCK W 3/8 4 0.8 Corroded.
3062 II F1 G11 5 Iron TCK W 1/4 2 0.1 Corroded.
3063 II F1 G11 5 Iron TCK W 5/8 1 0.5
3065 II F1 G11 8 Iron EWB H-S 1 3.1 Corroded.
3066 II F1 G11 8 Iron TCK H-S 1 0.1
3067 II F1 G11 8 Iron TCK W 5/8 2 0.9 Corroded.
3074 II F1 G11 9 Iron TCK H-S 1 0.1
3075 II F1 G11 9 Iron TCK W 9/16 1 0.3
3076 II F1 G11 9 Iron TCK W 5/8 3 1.2
3077 II F1 G11 9 Iron TCK W 11/16 1 0.4
3078 II F1 G11 8 Iron TCK W 3/8 5 0.9
3079 II F1 G11 8 Iron TCK W 7/16 1 0.2
3080 II F1 G11 9 Iron TCK W 7/16 2 0.6 Corroded.
3085 II F1 G11 8 Iron TCK H-S 1 0.3 Corroded.
3114 II F1 G11 9 iron TCK H-S 1 0.3 Corroded.
3115 II F1 G11 7 Iron TCK W 5/8 2 2.3
3116 II F1 G11 7 Iron TCK W 1/2 1 0.1 Corroded.
3117 II F1 G11 7 Iron TCK W 5/8 2 1.0 Corroded.
3118 II F1 G11 7 Iron TCK S-P 2 0.7
3119 II F1 G11 7 Iron TCK W 3/8 1 0.1
3120 II F1 G11 7 Iron TCK W 1/2 3 0.6
3121 II F1 Hearth 9 iron TCK W 5/8 2 1.1 Sieved from 6053
3122 II F1 Hearth 9 Iron TCK W 5/8 1 0.5 Sieved from 6053
3123 II F1 Hearth 9 Iron TCK W 3/8 3 0.9 Corroded. Sieved from 6053.
3124 II F1 Hearth 9 Iron TCK W 5/8 2 0.8 Corroded. Sieved from 6053.
3125 II F1 Hearth 9 iron TCK W 3/16 2 0.1 Sieved from 6053
3126 II F1 Hearth 9 iron TCK W 1/4 3 0.3 Sieved from 6053
3127 II F1 Hearth 9 iron TCK W 3/8 12 1.9 Sieved from 6053
3128 II F1 G11 9 Iron TCK W 5/8 3 1.3
3129 II F1 G11 9 Iron TCK W 5/8 1 0.5
3130 II F1 G11 9 Iron TCK W 1/2 1 0.3
3131 II F1 G11 9 Iron TCK W 1/2 2 0.6
3132 II F1 G11 9 Iron TCK W 3/8 7 1.2
3133 II F1 G11 9 Iron TCK H-S 1 0.4 Corroded.
3134 II F1 G11 9 Iron TCK H 1 0.1 Corroded.
3135 II F1 G11 9 Iron TCK S-P 1 0.1 Corroded.
3136 II F1 Hearth 9 Iron TCK S-P 1 0.3
3137 II F1 G11 7 Iron CPS S-P 1 1.8 Corroded
3138 II F1 G11 7 Iron TCK S-P 1 0.6 Corroded
3139 II F1 G11 7 Iron EWB S-P 1 12.7
3140 II F1 Hearth 9 Iron EWB W 1 1/2 1 1.9
3141 II F1 G11 8 Iron CLP W 2 1 2.8 Corroded.
3142 II F1 G11 7 Iron EWB W 1 1/2 1 1.7 Corroded.
3143 II F1 G11 7 Iron CPS H-S 1 2.6 Misaligned rosehead.
3147 II F1 G11 9 Iron TCK W 9/16 1 0.5 Corroded.
3148 II F1 G11 9 Iron TCK W 3/4 2 1.6 Corroded.
3149 II F1 G11 9 Iron TCK W 1 1 0.9
3150 II F1 G10 6 Iron TCK W 5/8 1 0.6 Corroded.
3151 II F1 G11 7 Iron TCK W 3/8 2 0.5
3152 II F1 G11 7 Iron TCK W 7/16 1 0.3
3153 II F1 G11 7 Iron TCK W 1/2 1 0.3
3154 II F1 G11 7 Iron TCK W 9/16 1 0.4 Corroded.
3155 II F1 G11 7 Iron TCK W 3/4 2 0.9 Corroded.
3252 II F1 G11 9 Iron TCK W 3/8 4 0.8
3253 II F1 G11 9 Iron TCK W 1/2 1 0.1 Headless.
3254 II F1 G11 9 Iron CPS S 1 1.2
3501 II F1 G11 3 Iron EWB W 3 1 9.8
3502 II F1 G11 3 Iron EWB W 3 1 11.9 Corroded.
3503 II F1 G11 3 Iron EWB W 1 1/2 1 1.8 Corroded.
3504 II F1 G11 3 Iron TCK W 1/2 1 0.5 Corroded.
3505 II F1 G11 9 Iron BLT W 4 1/4 1 21.5 Washers at both ends, D=1/2". Corroded.
3506 II F1 G11 9 Iron TCK W 5/8 1 0.6
3508 II F1 G11 5 Iron EWB W 1 1/2 1 1.7 Corroded.
3509 II F1 G11 5 Iron TCK H-S 1 1.4 Corroded.
3510 II F1 G11 5 Iron TCK W 5/8 1 0.6 Corroded.
3511 II F1 G11 5 iron TCK H-S 1 1.7
3513 II F1 G11 5 iron EWB S-P 1 1.8 Corroded.
3515 II F1 G12 9 iron TCK W 3/8 1 0.2
3516 II F1 G10 6 Iron CPS W 4 1 25.1 Rough rosehead. Chisel point. Corroded.
3517 II F1 G10 6 Iron EWB W 1 1/2 2 3.6 Corroded.
3518 II F1 G10 6 Iron TCK W 11/16 2 1.1 Corroded.
3519 II F1 G11 7 Iron TCK H-S 1 0.1
3520 II F1 G11 7 Iron TCK W 1 1/8 1 1.6 Corroded.
3523 II F1 G11 9 Iron TCK W 3/4 1 0.5
3524 II F1 G11 9 Iron TCK W 1/2 1 0.6 Corroded.
3525 II F1 G11 9 Iron TCK W 1 1/8 1 1.5 Corroded.
4097 II F1 F11 60 iron CPS S 1 2.7
4157 II F1 G-H11-12 56 Iron TCK W 3/8 2 0.4
4158 II F1 G-H11-12 56 Iron TCK W 3/4 1 0.6 Corroded.
4159 II F1 G-H11-12 56 iron EWB W 2 1 4.6 Corroded.
4203 II F1 G-H11-12 56 iron TCK W 1 1 0.8 Corroded.
4285 II F1 H12 54 Iron TCK H-S 1 0.3 Corroded.
4452 II F1 G-H11-12 56 iron EWB W 1 1/2 2 3.8
4453 II F1 G-H11-12 56 Iron TCK W 1 1/8 1 2.0 Corroded
4454 II F1 G-H11-12 56 SCR H-S 2 1.5
4455 II F1 G-H11-12 56 SCR H-S 1 2.2 Corroded.
4456 II F1 G-H11-12 56 Iron TCK W 3/8 2 0.5
4457 II F1 G-H11-12 56 iron TCK H-S 1 0.1 Corroded.
4458 II F1 G-H11-12 56 iron TCK W 5/8 8 2.9 Corroded.
4459 II F1 G-H11-12 56 iron TCK W 7/16 1 0.3 Corroded.
4460 II F1 G-H11-12 56 iron TCK W 1/4 4 0.3 Corroded.
4480 II F1 H11 53 iron EWB W 1 1/2 1 1.8 Corroded.
4549 II F1 G11 51 iron TCK H-S 1 0.6
4563 II F1 G-H11-12 56 iron EWB H-S 1 1.2 Corroded.
4564 II F1 G-H11-12 56 Iron BLT H-S 1 9.7 D=1/4".
4565 II F1 G-H11-12 56 iron TCK W 5/8 1 0.4 Corroded.
4566 II F1 G-H11-12 56 iron EWB W 1 7/8 1 4.4 Corroded.
4776 II F1 G-H11-12 56 iron TCK H-S 1 0.4 Corroded.
4777 II F1 G-H11-12 56 iron TCK W 1 1/8 1 1.6
4778 II F1 G-H11-12 56 iron TCK W 5/8 1 0.3 Corroded.
4779 II F1 G-H11-12 56 iron TCK S-P 1 0.8 Corroded.
4780 II F1 F11 60 iron TCK W 5/8 1 0.3 Conjoin. Corroded.
4781 II F1 H12 54 Iron TCK W 3/4 1 0.4
4782 II F1 H12 54 Iron TCK W 5/8 2 0.9
4783 II F1 G-H11-12 56 Iron TCK H-S 3 3.7 Corroded
4784 II F1 G-H11-12 56 Iron TCK W 3/4 1 0.6 Corroded
4785 II F1 G-H11-12 56 Iron TCK W 7/8 1 0.9 Corroded
8048 II F1 G-H11-12 56 iron TCK W 3/8 15 3.2 Corroded.
8049 II F1 G-H11-12 56 iron TCK W 7/16 6 1.6 Corroded.
8050 II F1 G-H11-12 56 iron TCK W 5/16 1 0.1 Corroded.
8051 II F1 G-H11-12 56 iron TCK W 3/4 4 1.8 Corroded.
8052 II F1 G-H11-12 56 iron TCK W 5/8 1 0.4 Possibly clenched - curled end. Corroded.
8053 II F1 G-H11-12 56 iron TCK W 9/16 5 2.5 Corroded.
8054 II F1 G-H11-12 56 iron TCK W 5/8 7 3.3 Corroded.
8055 II F1 G-H11-12 56 iron TCK H-S 1 0.3 Corroded.
4005 II F2 H6 30 iron EWB W 1 5/8 1 2.0 Clenched @ 1/2".
4006 II F2 H6 30 iron TCK W 3/8 1 0.1
4014 II F2 G8 16 Iron TCK W 5/8 1 1.2 Square head. Corroded.
4021 II F2 Hearth 30 Iron TCK W 7/8 1 1.1 Corroded.
4025 II F2 H6 30 iron EWB W 2 1 4.6
4030 II F2 G7 32 iron EWB H-S 1 1.1 Corroded.
4040 II F2 G5 33 iron EWB W 1 1/2 1 1.6 Corroded.
4043 II F2 G6 33 iron BLT H-S 1 5.2 D=1/4". Corroded.
4045 II F2 G6 33 iron EWB S-P 1 0.5 Corroded.
4046 II F2 G6 33 iron TCK W 1/2 1 0.5
4047 II F2 H6 30 iron EWB H-S 1 7.6 Corroded.
4050 II F2 H6 33 iron EWB W 2 1 4.3 Clenched @ 1 1/8". Corroded.
4051 II F2 H6 33 iron TCK W 5/8 1 0.5
4064 II F2 H6 29 iron EWB W 2 1 4.6 Clenched @ 3/4". Corroded.
4067 II F2 H6 29 iron EWB W 1 1/2 1 2.0 Corroded.
4068 II F2 H6 29 iron TCK W 3/4 1 0.5 Corroded.
4069 II F2 H6 29 iron TCK W 1 1/8 1 1.2 Corroded.
4070 II F2 H6 29 iron EWB W 1 7/8 1 4.7 Corroded.
4077 II F2 H6 29 iron EWB H-S 1 30.6
4117 II F2 H6-7 30 iron BLT W 4 1 24.8 D=1/4" with washers (D=1/2") at each end. 
4118 II F2 H6-7 30 iron TCK W 1/2 1 0.5 Corroded.
4119 II F2 H6-7 30 iron TCK W 1 1 1.9
4120 II F2 H6-7 30 iron EWB W 1 3/8 1 1.8
4121 II F2 H6-7 30 iron EWB H-S 2 7.7 Corroded.
4122 II F2 H6-7 30 iron EWB H-S 1 7.1
4123 II F2 H6-7 30 iron EWB W 2 1 4.7
4127 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB W 2 1/8 1 4.4 Clenched @ 1 3/8". 
4128 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB H-S 2 2.8
4129 II F2 H5-7 27 iron EWB W 1 3/8 1 2.1 Centre of hearth.
4130 II F2 H6 27 iron TCK W 3/4 1 0.5
4131 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB H-S 1 1.8 Corroded.
4132 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB W 1 1/2 1 3.6 Corroded.
4133 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB S-P 3 2.4
4182 II F2 H5-7 27 iron EWB H-S 1 12.6 Corroded.
4187 II F2 H5-7 27 iron EWB H-S 1 3.9 Corroded.
4190 II F2 H5-7 27 iron EWB W 1 3/4 1 2.5
4198 II F2 H5-7 27 iron EWB H-S 2 3.4
4231 II F2 H5-7 27 iron TCK W 5/8 11 4.8 Corroded.
4232 II F2 H5-7 27 iron BLT W 4 1/8 1 25.4 D=1/4" with washers (D=1/2") at each end. 
4234 II F2 H5-7 27 iron EWB W 3 1/8 1 10.0
4235 II F2 H5-7 27 iron EWB H-S 4 18.1
4236 II F2 H5-7 27 iron EWB S-P 7 7.8
4265 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB S-P 1 16.9 Corroded.
4267 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB H-S 5 14.0 Corroded.
4268 II F2 H6 27 iron TCK W 5/8 2 1.3 Corroded.
4269 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB W 3 3 33.3
4270 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB H-S 2 26.1 Corroded.
4271 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB S-P 4 11.3 Corroded.
4272 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB H-S 3 23.4 Corroded.
4273 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB W 4 1/8 1 22.3 Corroded.
4276 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB W 5 1/4 1 39.2 Imperfect rosehead.
4318 II F2 H8 15 iron TCK H-S 1 0.8 Corroded.
4331 II F2 H6 18 iron SCR H-S 1 11.0 Corroded.
4332 II F2 H6 18 iron EWB W 2 1 4.5 Corroded.
4333 II F2 H6 18 iron EWB S-P 1 1.6
4343 II F2 F7 13 iron TCK W 3/4 1 1.1 Corroded.
4344 II F2 F7 13 iron TCK W 1/2 21 5.7 Corroded.
4359 II F2 J6 14 iron EWB W 1 3/8 1 1.7 Corroded.
4360 II F2 F6 13 iron TCK H-S 1 0.8 Corroded.
4369 II F2 G7 16 iron EWB W 3 1 9.2 Corroded.
4370 II F2 G7 16 iron EWB S-P 1 1.5 Corroded.
4371 II F2 G7 16 iron EWB H-S 1 4.1 Corroded.
4377 II F2 E5 13 iron EWB H-S 2 2.9 Corroded.
4389 II F2 G6 16 iron TCK W 7/8 1 0.7 Corroded.
4390 II F2 G6 16 iron EWB W 1 3/4 1 1.6 Corroded.
4404 II F2 H6 26 iron EWB W 1 3/8 1 1.9 Clenched @ 1". Corroded.
4406 II F2 H6 26 iron EWB W 1 1/2 1 1.9 Clenched @ 7/8". Corroded.
4407 II F2 H6 26 iron CPS W 2 1 2.7
Incomplete rosehead, tapering rectangular shaft, 
and point.
4408 II F2 H6 26 iron TCK W 3/4 1 0.5 Corroded.
4409 II F2 H6 26 iron TCK W 1 1 1.1
4415 II F2 F5 13 iron EWB H-S 1 1.1 Corroded.
4416 II F2 F5 13 iron EWB W 1 3/8 2 4.6 Corroded.
4417 II F2 F7 12 iron TCK H-S 1 0.7 Corroded.
4420 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB W 1 1/2 2 3.8 Corroded.
4421 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB H-S 1 4.1
4422 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB S-P 2 2.3 Corroded.
4423 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB H-S 1 1.3 Corroded.
4424 II F2 H6 27 iron TCK W 1 1 0.9
4427 II F2 G6 17 iron BLT H-S 1 3.9 D=1/4". Corroded.
4428 II F2 G6 17 iron EWB W 1 7/8 1 3.9 Corroded.
4430 II F2 G6 17 iron TCK W 5/8 1 0.3 Corroded.
4432 II F2 F6 19 iron TCK W 7/8 1 0.6 Corroded.
4433 II F2 F6 19 iron EWB S-P 1 1.5 Corroded.
4440 II F2 H6 18 iron EWB S-P 1 1.7
4463 II F2 F7 32 iron TCK W 7/8 1 0.5 Corroded.
4464 II F2 F7 32 iron EWB W 1 1/4 1 1.5 Corroded.
4465 II F2 F7 32 iron TCK H-S 1 0.1 Corroded.
4481 II F2 F7 19 iron TCK H-S 1 1.1 Square head. Corroded.
4482 II F2 F7 19 iron TCK H-S 1 0.7 Corroded.
4483 II F2 F7 19 iron EWB S-P 2 4.1 Corroded.
4484 II F2 H6 24 iron TCK W 5/8 1 0.4
4485 II F2 H6 24 iron EWB S-P 1 2.5 Corroded.
4486 II F2 F6 32 iron EWB H-S 1 2.9 Corroded.
4487 II F2 F6 32 iron EWB W 1 3/8 1 1.7 Corroded.
4488 II F2 F6 32 iron TCK W 1 1 0.8 Corroded.
4489 II F2 F7 12 iron EWB H-S 1 0.7 Corroded.
4490 II F2 F6 32 iron EWB S-P 1 0.9 Corroded.
4503 II F2 F7 13 iron TCK W 1/2 9 2.5 Corroded.
4504 II F2 F6 13 iron TCK W 9/16 1 0.4 Corroded.
4505 II F2 E6 13 iron EWB H-S 1 9.8 Corroded.
4506 II F2 E7 13 iron EWB W 1 3/8 1 1.5 Corroded.
4507 II F2 G7 16 iron TCK W 1 1 0.8 Corroded.
4508 II F2 G7 16 iron TCK W 7/8 1 0.8 Corroded.
4509 II F2 G6 17 iron EWB S-P 1 4.2 Corroded.
4510 II F2 G6 17 iron EWB W 1 1/4 1 1.6 Corroded.
4511 II F2 G6 17 iron HND W 1 1 2.3
flat head, round to rectangular shaft, and chisel 
point. Corroded.
4512 II F2 G6 17 iron BLT H-S 1 9.6 D=1/4". Corroded.
4514 II F2 F5 32 iron EWB W 1 3/8 1 1.8 Corroded.
4518 II F2 G6 16 iron TCK H-S 1 0.3 Corroded.
4527 II F2 F7 19 iron TCK W 1 1 0.6 Corroded.
4528 II F2 F7 19 iron TCK W 9/16 1 0.5 Corroded.
4529 II F2 F7 19 iron TCK W 1/2 1 0.4 Corroded.
4530 II F2 F8 13 iron TCK H-S 1 0.7 Corroded.
4531 II F2 F8 13 iron TCK W 5/8 1 0.5 Corroded.
4532 II F2 F8 13 iron TCK H-S 1 0.7 Corroded.
4533 II F2 F8 13 iron TCK W 7/8 1 0.9 Corroded.
4534 II F2 F8 13 iron EWB W 3 1 10.3 Corroded.
4535 II F2 F8 32 iron TCK W 1/2 2 1.0 Corroded.
4536 II F2 F8 32 iron EWB W 1 3/8 1 1.6 Corroded.
4537 II F2 G6 25 iron TCK W 7/8 1 1.2 Corroded.
4538 II F2 G6 25 iron EWB W 1 1/2 2 4.0 Corroded.
4539 II F2 G6 25 iron TCK W 3/4 1 0.4
4540 II F2 G6 25 iron TCK H-S 1 0.5 Corroded.
4541 II F2 G6 25 iron WFT W 1 1/4 1 0.7 Corroded.
4542 II F2 I9 11 iron TCK W 1/2 1 0.9 Square head. Corroded.
4543 II F2 G6 25 iron TCK W 1 1/4 1 1.1 Corroded.
4544 II F2 G6 32 iron SCR W 3/4 1 2.6 Corroded.
4545 II F2 G6 32 iron TCK H-S 1 0.1 Corroded.
4546 II F2 G6 32 iron TCK W 5/8 1 0.6 Corroded.
4547 II F2 G6 32 iron TCK W 5/8 1 0.2 Corroded.
4548 II F2 G6 32 iron BLT H-S 2 12.9 D=1/4". Corroded.
4562 II F2 H6 31 iron EWB W 2 1 5.1 Corroded.
4580 II F2 H6 24 iron TCK W 3/4 1 0.5
4704 II F2 H5-7 27 iron TCK S-P 2 0.6 Corroded together. 
4706 II F2 H6-7 30 iron WFT W 1 1/4 1 0.6 Corroded.
4707 II F2 G6 32 iron TCK W 3/4 1 0.6 Corroded.
4708 II F2 F7 19 iron EWB H-S 1 3.2 Corroded.
4709 II F2 F7 19 iron TCK H-S 1 0.5 Corroded.
4710 II F2 H5-7 27 iron BLT W 3 3/4 1 22.9 D=1/4" with washers (D=1/2") at each end. 
4711 II F2 H5-7 27 iron BLT H-S 1 8.1 D=1/4". Corroded.
4712 II F2 G6 17 iron BLT S 1 4.5 D=1/4". Corroded.
4713 II F2 H5-7 27 iron TCK H-S 1 0.7 Even round flat head. Corroded.
4714 II F2 H6 27 iron WFT W 1 1/2 1 0.9
4715 II F2 H6 27 iron TCK W 3/4 1 0.5 Corroded.
4716 II F2 H6 27 iron TCK S-P 1 0.7 Corroded.
4717 II F2 H6 27 iron TCK W 1 2 3.1 Corroded.
4718 II F2 H6 27 iron TCK W 1 2 2.1 Clenched @1/2". Corroded.
4719 II F2 H6 29 iron TCK H-S 1 0.8 Corroded.
4720 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB W 1 1/2 1 1.8 Clenched @3/4".
4721 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB S-P 2 2.4 Corroded.
4722 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB S-P 4 8.7 Corroded.
4723 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB W 1 1/2 12 24.3
4724 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB W 1 3/4 1 2.4
4725 II F2 H5-7 27 iron TCK H-S 2 0.2 Corroded.
4726 II F2 H5-7 27 iron TCK S 1 0.6 Corroded.
4727 II F2 H5-7 27 iron TCK S-P 4 1.2 Corroded.
4729 II F2 G8 16 Iron TCK H-S 1 0.8 Corroded.
4730 II F2 H6 27 iron TCK S-P 1 0.5
4731 II F2 H6 27 iron TCK S 1 0.2 Corroded.
4732 II F2 H5-7 27 iron EWB W 2 1 4.6
4733 II F2 H5-7 27 iron EWB W 1 3/4 4 11.7
4734 II F2 H5-7 27 iron EWB W 1 1/2 3 5.7
4735 II F2 H5-7 27 iron EWB H-S 1 1.6 Clenched @7/8". 
4736 II F2 H5-7 27 iron EWB W 1 1/2 1 2.1 Clenched @5/8". Corroded.
4737 II F2 H5-7 27 iron EWB W 1 1/2 2 3.9 Clenched @3/4".
4738 II F2 H5-7 27 iron EWB W 2 1/4 2 9.9 Clenched @1 1/4". Corroded.
4739 II F2 H5-7 27 iron EWB W 2 1 4.7 Clenched @7/8". Corroded.
4740 II F2 H5-7 27 iron EWB W 1 3/4 1 2.5 Clenched @1 1/4".
4741 II F2 H5-7 27 iron EWB W 2 1 4.6 Clenched @1".
4742 II F2 H5-7 27 iron TCK W 7/8 5 4.5 Corroded.
4743 II F2 H5-7 27 iron TCK W 1 1 0.9
4744 II F2 H5-7 27 iron TCK W 1 1/8 1 2.3 Corroded.
4745 II F2 H6 27 iron CPS W 2 1 3.2
Incomplete rosehead, tapering square shaft and 
point. Coroded.
4746 II F2 H6 27 iron CPS W 1 1/2 1 2.8 Rosehead, tapering square shaft and point.
4747 II F2 H6 27 iron CPS H-S 1 1.4 Incomplete rosehead, tapering square shaft.
4748 II F2 H6 27 iron TCK W 1 1/4 1 1.4 Unformed head. Corroded.
4749 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB S-P 1 3.6 Corroded.
4750 II F2 H5-7 27 iron EWB W 2 1/2 1 7.7 Corroded.
4751 II F2 H5-7 27 iron EWB W 2 3/4 1 8.1 Corroded.
4752 II F2 H5-7 27 iron EWB W 3 5 50.7 Corroded.
4753 II F2 H5-7 27 iron EWB W 3 1/4 1 23.5 Corroded.
4754 II F2 F8 32 iron TCK W 1 1 1.0 Corroded.
4755 II F2 H5-7 27 iron TCK H-S 1 0.6 Corroded.
4756 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB S-P 1 0.9
4757 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB W 1 3/8 6 12.1 Corroded.
4758 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB W 1 1/2 11 22.4
4759 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB W 1 3/4 2 4.7
4760 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB W 2 10 46.4 Corroded.
4761 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB W 2 1/4 1 8.3 Corroded.
4762 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB W 1 3/8 1 1.9 Clenched @1/2". Corroded.
4763 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB W 1 1/2 2 3.6 Clenched @7/8". Corroded.
4764 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB W 1 1/2 1 1.9 Clenched @3/4". Corroded.
4765 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB W 1 3/4 1 2.2 Clenched @1 1/4"
4766 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB W 1 3/4 1 2.6 Clenched @1 1/2". Corroded.
4767 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB W 2 1/4 1 4.5 Clenched @1 1/2".
4768 II F2 G7 32 iron EWB S-P 1 1.3 Corroded with attached pebble.
4769 II F2 H6-7 30 iron EWB W 1 1/2 1 2.0
4770 II F2 H6-7 30 iron TCK S-P 1 0.4
4771 II F2 H5-7 27 iron EWB W 1 3/4 3 11.6 Corroded.
4772 II F2 H5-7 27 iron EWB W 2 5 23.7 Corroded.
4773 II F2 H5-7 27 iron EWB W 2 1/2 1 7.8
4774 II F2 H5-7 27 iron EWB W 1 3/4 1 2.2 Slightly misshapen during manufacture.
4775 II F2 G7 16 iron TCK W 7/8 1 0.7 Corroded.
8056 II F2 G5 33 iron EWB W 1 5/8 1 3.3
8057 II F2 G6 25 iron EWB H-S 2 4.9 Corroded.
8058 II F2 H6-7 30 iron EWB W 2 1 4.6 Clenched @ 1 5/8".
8059 II F2 F6 32 iron EWB W 2 1 4.5 Clenched @ 1 5/8". Corroded.
8060 II F2 H6 26 iron EWB W 1 3/8 1 1.9
8061 II F2 H6-7 30 iron EWB W 1 1/2 1 2.2 Corroded.
8062 II F2 F8 32 iron EWB W 1 3/4 1 2.1 Corroded.
8063 II F2 H5-7 27 iron EWB W 1 1/2 12 24.2
8064 II F2 H5-7 27 iron EWB W 1 3/8 3 5.6
8065 II F2 H5-7 27 iron EWB W 1 1/4 1 1.7 Corroded.
8066 II F2 H5-7 27 iron EWB W 1 1/2 1 1.7 Technically missing head. 
8067 II F2 F7 32 iron EWB W 1 3/8 1 1.8 Corroded.
8068 II F2 F7 32 iron EWB H-S 1 3.4 Corroded.
8069 II F2 H5-7 27 iron EWB W 1 7/8 1 3.4 Technically missing head. Corroded.
8070 II F2 H5-7 27 iron TCK W 1 1/8 1 0.9 Clenched @ 5/8". Corroded.
8071 II F2 H6 29 iron EWB W 1 7/8 2 6.7
8072 II F2 H6 29 iron EWB W 2 1 4.5
8073 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB W 2 3/4 1 7.6
8074 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB W 2 1 4.9
8075 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB W 2 1/8 2 9.2 Corroded.
8076 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB W 2 1/2 1 7.6
8077 II F2 H6 27 iron EWB W 2 5/8 1 4.8 Clenched @ 1 1/4". Slightly strange example.
8078 II F2 H5-7 27 iron EWB W 2 3/4 1 9.5 Clenched @ 1 7/8". Corroded.
8079 II F2 H6 27 iron TCK W 1 1/8 1 1.1
8080 II F2 H6 27 iron TCK W 7/8 2 2.0 Corroded.
8081 II F2 H6 27 iron TCK W 15/16 1 1.1
8082 II F2 H6 30 iron TCK W 9/16 1 0.7
8083 II F2 H6 30 iron TCK W 13/16 1 0.4 Corroded.
8084 II F2 Hearth 30 iron EWB H-S 1 4.2 Corroded.
8085 II F2 Hearth 30 iron EWB W 2 1/2 1 7.2 Corroded.
8086 II F2 H6 31 iron TCK W 7/8 1 0.9 Corroded.
8087 II F2 F6 32 iron TCK H-S 1 0.4 Corroded.
8088 II F2 F6 32 iron TCK S-P 1 0.9 Corroded.
8089 II F2 H6 27 iron TCK W 5/8 1 0.5
8090 II F2 F6 19 iron TCK H-S 1 0.4 Corroded.
8091 II F2 H6 24 iron TCK W 7/8 1 0.9 Corroded.
8092 II F2 F7 12 iron TCK H-S 1 0.5 Corroded.
8093 II F2 F7 32 iron TCK W 3/8 1 0.1 Corroded.
8094 II F2 F7 32 iron TCK H-S 1 0.6 Corroded.
8095 II F2 F7 32 iron TCK S-P 1 0.1
8096 II F2 H6 27 iron TCK W 5/8 3 0.9
8097 II F2 H6 27 iron TCK W 9/16 3 1.4 Corroded.
8098 II F2 H6 27 iron TCK W 1/2 3 1.5
8099 II F2 H6 27 iron TCK W 3/8 1 0.6
8100 II F2 H6 33 iron TCK W 1/2 1 0.6 Corroded.
8101 II F2 H6 26 iron TCK W 5/8 1 0.5
8102 II F2 H6 26 iron TCK W 9/16 1 0.5 Corroded.
8103 II F2 H6-7 30 iron TCK W 7/16 1 0.5
8104 II F2 H6 29 iron TCK W 1/2 1 0.3 Corroded.
8104 II F2 H6-7 30 iron TCK W 7/8 1 1.4
8106 II F2 H6 29 iron TCK W 7/16 1 0.7 Corroded.
8107 II F2 G6 33 iron TCK W 9/16 2 0.9 Corroded.
8108 II F2 G6 17 iron TCK H-S 2 0.5 Corroded.
8109 II F2 G6 17 iron TCK S 1 0.1 Corroded.
8110 II F2 H6 24 iron TCK W 1/2 1 0.3 Corroded.
Total 656 1392.73
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Cat. Feature Square Context Species
Skeletal 
Element Portion Side Condition No.
Weight 
(g) Description
5087 II F1 G12 2 Bos Tibia Distal right Calcined 1 27.5 Epiphysis.
5117 II F1 G11 2 Oryctolagus Mandible ramus Weathered 1 1.8
5118 II F1 F11 2 fragments Calcined 5 2.3
5119 II F1 H11 2 fragments Calcined 15 7.5
5120 II F1 H10 2 fragments Calcined 4 1.5
5121 II F1 H12 2 Sus Ulna Proximal right Calcined/Charred 1 15.5
Perpendicular cut mark across 
shaft.
5129 II F1 G11 4 fragments Calcined/Weathered 1 4.7
5130 II F1 G11 4 fragments Calcined 24 7.7
5133 II F1 G11 9 fragments Calcined 265 62.3
5135 II F1 G11 9 fragment Calcined 10 3.6
5136 II F1 G11 8 fragments Calcined 58 17.1 associated with 5137
5137 II F1 G11 8 fragments Calcined/Weathered 8 9.8 associated with 5136
5138 II F1 G11 8 fragments Calcined 2 0.5 associated with 5136
5139 II F1 G11 8 fragments Fresh 2 0.1 associated with 5136
5140 II F1 G11 8 fragments Weathered 3 1.5 associated with 5136
5141 II F1 G11 5 Ovis Mandible condyle right Calcined 2 2.0
5142 II F1 G11 9 fragments Calcined 234 84.9
5144 II F1 I12 2 fragment Calcined 1 0.3
5174 II F1 G11 5 fragment Calcined 1 0.1
5175 II F1 G11 5 fragments Calcined 92 31.8
5176 II F1 G11 9 Ovis Mandible (ramus) Calcined 1 1.8
5177 II F1 G11 9 Ovis skull base Calcined 1 2.0 Occipital condyle.
5178 II F1 G11 9 fragment Calcined 1 0.3
5179 II F1 G11 9 fragments Calcined 304 97.8
5180 II F1 G11 2 Oryctolagus Mandible Fresh 1 0.1
5181 II F1 G11 2 Oryctolagus Vertebra Fresh 1 0.1
5182 II F1 G11 2 fragments Fresh 3 0.1
5183 II F1 G11 2 fragments Calcined 13 0.9
5184 II F1 H12 2 fragment Calcined 1 1.9
5185 II F1 H12 2 fragments Calcined 27 9.4
5186 II F1 G12 2 fragments Calcined 12 2.9
5187 II F1 G11 2 fragments Calcined 2 0.1
5188 II F1 G11 7 fragment Calcined 1 1.0
5502 II F1 G11 3 fragments Calcined 80 19.4
5503 II F1 G11 3 fragment Fresh 1 0.1
5505 II F1 G11 9 fragments Calcined 5 9.3
5506 II F1 G12 9 fragments Calcined 154 152.7
5507 II F1 G12 4 fragments Calcined 83 39.0
5508 II F1 G11 5 fragments Calcined 67 24.8
5509 II F1 G10 6 fragments Calcined 4 0.1
5510 II F1 G11 7 fragments Calcined 35 7.4
5511 II F1 G12 9 fragments Calcined 39 72.2 fragments - some in clay
5512 II F1 G11 9 Ovis Radius Proximal Calcined 1 4.5
5513 II F1 G12 7 fragments Calcined 36 13.3
5514 II F1 G12 4 fragments Calcined 102 36.2
5516 II F1 G12 3 fragments Calcined 27 4.4
5518 II F1 G11 7 fragments Calcined 50 23.9
5523 II F1 G11-12 9 fragments Calcined 28 7.5 Sieved from 6053.
6140 II F1 F11 60 fragments Calcined 5 0.8
6181 II F1 G-H11-12 56 fragments Calcined 7 1.2
6210 II F1 G-H11-12 56 fragments Calcined 639 264.5 With ash.
6268 II F1 H12 54 fragments Calcined 123 12.6
6344 II F1 G-H11-12 56 fragments Calcined 131 48.3 White/brown.
6392 II F1 H11 53 fragments Calcined 1 8.8
6395 II F1 H11 53 fragments Calcined 3 2.5
6397 II F1 H11 53 fragments Calcined 1 1.1 joint fragment
6401 II F1 H11 53 fragments Calcined/Weathered 3 3.6
6407 II F1 H11 53 fragments Calcined 2 2.8
6447 II F1 G-H11-12 56 fragments Calcined 5 2.1
6471 II F1 H11 53 fragments Calcined 174 76.7
6477 II F1 G11 52 fragments Calcined 3 2.0
6483 II F1 G-H11-12 56 Bos Rib medial Calcined 2 21.1
6507 II F1 G-H11-12 56 fragments Calcined 2 1.2
6528 II F1 G-H11-12 56 ? Rib medial Calcined 1 0.1 Possibly boiled?
6529 II F1 H12 56 ? Maxilla/Incisor Calcined 4 1.7 Possibly boiled?
6530 II F1 G-H11-12 56 fragments Calcined 210 9.6
6531 II F1 G-H11-12 56 fragments Calcined 211 60.8
6532 II F1 G-H11-12 56 fragments Calcined 16 5.3
6533 II F1 G-H11-12 56 fragments Calcined 6 0.4
6534 II F1 G-H11-12 56 ? Canines Calcined 2 0.2 Enamel wear
6535 II F1 G-H11-12 56 fragments Calcined 546 256.4
6605 II F1 G-H11-12 56 fragments Calcined 23 8.6
6610 II F1 G-H11-12 56 fragments Calcined 13 14.7
6622 II F1 G-H11-12 56 fragments Calcined 102 7.2
6657 II F1 G-H11-12 56 fragments Calcined 2 0.7
6658 II F1 G-H11-12 56 fragment Calcined 1 0.1
6670 II F1 G-H11-12 56 fragment Calcined 1 0.3
6004 II F2 Hearth 30 fragments Calcined 64 44.5
6026 II F2 H6 30 fragments Calcined 16 18.9
6032 II F2 H6 30 fragments Calcined 12 18.6
6039 II F2 Hearth 30 fragments Calcined 6 1.0
6043 II F2 Hearth 30 fragments Calcined 589 256.0
6044 II F2 G5 33 Bos Femur Proximal Calcined/Weathered 1 44.5
6045 II F2 G5 33 Bos Ulna Proximal Calcined/Weathered 1 23.6
Perpendicular cut mark across 
shaft. Possibly boiled.
6046 II F2 G5 33 fragments Calcined/Weathered 1 6.7
6048 II F2 H6 30 fragments Calcined 1 0.3
6054 II F2 Hearth 30 fragments Calcined 2 0.4
6055 II F2 H6 31 fragments Calcined 54 24.4
6056 II F2 G5 33 fragments Calcined/Weathered 7 1.7
6058 II F2 H6 30 fragments Calcined 365 158.1
6065 II F2 H6 33 fragments Calcined 6 1.7
6070 II F2 H6 30 fragments Calcined 7 2.6
6071 II F2 H6 27 fragments Calcined 6 3.2
6093 II F2 H6 29 fragments Calcined 66 22.1
6124 II F2 H6-7 30 fragments Calcined 121 730.0
6156 II F2 H6 27 fragments Calcined 19 13.8
6157 II F2 G5 27 Bos Tibia Distal Weathered 1 90.4
Perpendicular clean cut makr across 
shaft. Striations down shaft. 
Marrow removed. 
6198 II F2 H5-7 27 fragments Calcined 80 50.9
6240 II F2 H5-7 27 fragments Calcined 1 0.1
6250 II F2 H6 27 fragments Calcined 1 1.0
6253 II F2 H6 27 Bos Carpal Whole 1 24.9 Possibly boiled?
6254 II F2 H6 27 fragments Calcined 20 21.0
6304 II F2 H6 18 fragments Calcined 10 3.4
6315 II F2 G5 17 fragments Calcined/Weathered 2 5.8
6317 II F2 H6 24 fragments Calcined 4 0.9
6345 II F2 C6 12 fragments Fresh/Burnt 6 0.2 Small mammal?
6348 II F2 B6 12 fragments Fresh/Burnt 28 0.8 Small mammal?
6349 II F2 B6 12 fragments Fresh/Burnt 2 0.1 Small mammal?
6358 II F2 H5 14 Bos Carpal Whole Weathered 1 53.5
Small cut mark on shaft. Possibly 
boiled.
6368 II F2 G6 16 fragments Calcined 1 0.1
6375 II F2 H6 27 fragments Calcined 24 11.0
6380 II F2 F6 19 fragments Calcined 2 0.8
6410 II F2 H6 18 fragments Calcined 14 1.5
6433 II F2 G5 16 Bos Tibia Proximal Weathered 1 11.9 Possibly boiled?
6445 II F2 H6 24 fragments Calcined 81 10.0
6473 II F2 G6 25 fragments Calcined/Weathered 1 4.3
6480 II F2 E7 13 fragments Calcined 1 0.1
6482 II F2 H5-6 27 fragments Calcined 1 0.1
6484 II F2 H6 30 fragments Calcined 16 8.4
6493 II F2 G6 25 fragments Calcined 4 0.4
6515 II F2 G6 17 fragment Calcined 1 0.3
6543 II F2 H6 30 fragments Calcined 5 4.6
6565 II F2 H6 30 Ovis Radius Distal Calcined 3 6.3
6566 II F2 H6 30 Ovis Humerus Distal Calcined 1 7.9
6567 II F2 H6 30 Ovis Ulna Proximal Calcined 1 4.7
6568 II F2 H6 30 Ovis Scapula Distal Calcined 1 4.1 Centre of Hearth. 
6569 II F2 G5 17 Bos Femur Epiphysis Weathered 1 21.0 Marrow possibly removed?
6570 II F2 H6 30 Ovis Ulna Proximal Calcined 1 4.7 Centre of Hearth. 
6571 II F2 H6 18 Oryctolagus Radius Proximal Fresh 1 0.5
6574 II F2 G6 32 fragments Calcined 1 0.1
6575 II F2 G6 32 fragments Calcined 1 0.1
6599 II F2 H6 30 fragments Calcined 5 1.8
6603 II F2 H6 27 fragments Calcined 11 26.2
6604 II F2 H5-7 27 fragments Calcined 65 76.8
6611 II F2 H6 24 fragments Calcined 18 23.8
6612 II F2 H6 29 fragments Calcined 24 14.4
6613 II F2 H6 31 fragments Calcined 14 12.9
6614 II F2 H6 30 fragments Calcined 19 18.3
6615 II F2 H6 30 fragments Calcined 28 35.8
6616 II F2 H6-7 30 fragments Calcined 46 37.6
6617 II F2 H6 31 fragments Calcined 2 6.7
6620 II F2 H6 27 fragments Calcined 6 1.7
6621 II F2 H6 27 fragments Calcined 2 2.9
6623 II F2 Hearth 30 fragments Calcined 30 42.5
6638 II F2 H6-7 30 fragments Calcined 3 3.4
6671 II F2 H6-7 30 fragment Calcined 1 0.3
6679 II F2 B6 12 Oryctolagus Calcaneus Distal Fresh 1 0.1
6680 II F2 B6 12 Oryctolagus Metacarpus Distal Fresh 1 0.1 Could be Metatarsus or phalanges.
6681 II F2 B6 12 Oryctolagus Phalange Whole Fresh 1 0.1
Could be any other part of carpals 
or tarsus.
6682 II F2 B6 12 Oryctolagus Phalange Fresh 1 0.1
Could be any other part of carpals 
or tarsus.
6683 II F2 C6 12 Oryctolagus Phalange Fresh 1 0.1
Could be any other part of carpals 
or tarsus.
6684 II F2 H6 30 Ovis Ulna Proximal Calcined 1 1.1 Centre of Hearth. 
Total 5993 3665.7
KTH-II Personal Items Catalogue
Cat. Feature Square Context Material Form Part No.
Weight 
(g) Conjoin Description
3089 II F1 G11 3 brass button whole 1 1.3
One piece, 4 hole sew thru, hat shaped. Embossed label (obverse): '… 
ring' / 'london'. Raised rim around edge and chained dots embossing 
around sew thru on obverse. D=5/8". Corroded.
3090 II F1 G10 3 iron button whole 1 1.7
One piece, 4 hole sew thru, hat shaped. Embossed chained dots 
around sew thru on obverse. D=11/16". Corroded.
3091 II F1 G10 2 brass button whole 1 1.1
One piece, 4 hole sew thru, hat shaped. Raised edge and sew thru rim 
on obverse with stamped hatching pattern inbetween. D=5/8". 
3092 II F1 G10 6 brass button whole 4 2.7
One piece, 4 hole sew thru, hat shaped. Raised edge and sew thru rim 
on obverse with stamped hatching pattern inbetween. D=5/8". 
3093 II F1 G11 7 iron buckle whole 1 33.6 Single roller, rectangular, W=1 1/2", L=1 7/8". Pin W=1/4", L=1 1/2". 
3146 II F1 Hearth 9 iron buckle frame 1 5.4 Single roller, D-shaped, W=7/8", L=1 1/8". Corroded.
3522 II F1 G11 9 iron brooch whole 1 2.3
Dome-shell shaped head, D=3/16", H=3/16", with unclear decoration 
on obverse. Nail like pin attached on reverse, L=5/8". Corroded.
4071 II F1 G11 9 shell button whole 1 0.1 One piece, 4 hole sew thru, disc shaped with concave reverse. 
5001 II F1 G11 7 bone button whole 1 0.6
One piece, 4 hole sew thru, volcano shaped. Large ribbed rim on 
obverse. D=5/8".
5005 II F1 G11 7 bone button? half 1 0.9 6001
One piece, small holes around rim, hill shaped. Embossed deco 
(obverse): three tiers of concentric rims and ribs. D=1". Possibly 
insert for button or brooch? Fire damaged: misshapen.
5006 II F1 G11 5 bone button whole 7 0.8
7x conjoin. One piece, one hole sew thru, flat shaped. D=3/4". Fire 
damaged: misshapen.
5028 II F1 G-H11-12 56 shell Button whole 4 0.1
4x Conjoin. One piece, 4 hole sew thru, flat or disc shaped? D=7/16". 
Weatered.
6001 II F1 H11 53 bone button? half 1 1.4 5005
One piece, small holes around rim, hill shaped. Embossed deco 
(obverse): three tiers of concentric rims and ribs. D=1". Possibly 
insert for button or brooch? Fire damaged: misshapen.
2359 II F2 F6 19 porcelain Button whole 1 0.9 One piece, 4 hole sew thru, volcano shaped. D=5/8".
4044 II F2 G6 33 brass Eyelet centre 1 0.1 Corroded.
4517 II F2 F5 13 brass Eyelet half 1 0.1 D=1/4". Corroded.
5007 II F2 G5 11 leather footwear? body 1 0.1 Grid like impression on one side. Decomposing.
5008 II F2 F7 19 leather footwear body 2 0.4 Stiching holes present along both fragments. Decomposing.
5009 II F2 F6 32 iron/fabric button rim 2 0.2 Conjoin. Two piece, fabric covered, disc shaped? D=3/4". Corroded.
5021 II F2 G6 17 leather footwear? body 1 0.1 Dried out, possible grid like impression on one side. 
5034 II F2 G5 16 leather footwear? body 3 0.5 Grid like impression on one side. Decomposing.
5043 II F2 F7 32 leather footwear body 2 2.3
Two large needle holes on one fragment - do not extend entirely 
through item. Decomposing.
5044 II F2 F7 19 leather footwear heel 1 5.8 U-shaped piece, W=1 3/4", L=2". Decomposing.
5045 II F2 F7 19 leather footwear lace? 2 0.1 Possible shoelace W=3/16", H=1/8". Decomposing.
5046 II F2 F7 19 leather footwear body 5 1.3 Decomposing.
5047 II F2 F7 13 leather footwear heel 2 9.0
2x Conjoin. Four leather layers secured by 23 badly corroded 
headless brass tacks, L=around 5/8". Decomposing.
5048 II F2 F7 13 leather footwear body 3 4.3 Some stiching holes evident on one fragment. Decomposing.
8130 II F2 H8 15 brass Button whole 1 0.4
One piece, 3 hole sew thru, dome shaped. Embossed deco (obverse): 
flower? D=9/16". Corroded.
8131 II F2 F6 13 iron/brass Button whole 2 1.7
Three piece, bar sew thru, dome shaped. Iron obverse and reverse, 
raised brass edge on obverse. D=1/2". Corroded
8132 II F2 E6 13 iron/brass Button whole 1 1.1
Three piece, bar sew thru, dome shaped. Iron obverse and reverse, 
raised brass edge on obverse. Raised rim around sew thru on reverse. 
D=5/8". Corroded.
8133 II F2 F5 32 iron/brass Button whole 1 0.8
Three piece, bar sew thru, dome shaped. Iron obverse and reverse, 
raised brass edge on obverse. Raised rim around sew thru on reverse. 
D=1/2". Corroded.
8134 II F2 H6 29 brass Button whole 1 1.2
One piece, 4 hole sew thru, hat shaped. Raised rim around edge and 
step down around sew thru on obverse. D=5/8". Corroded.
8135 II F2 G6 25 brass Button whole 1 0.6
One piece, 4 hole sew thru, hat shaped. Folded over edge on reverse. 
D=5/8". Corroded.
8136 II F2 F5 13 iron/brass Button whole 3 2.5
2x Conjoin. Three piece, bar sew thru, dome shaped. Iron obverse 
and reverse, raised brass edge on obverse. Raised rim around sew 
thru on reverse. D=5/8". Corroded.
8137 II F2 E5 13 iron/brass Button whole 1 1.2
Three piece, bar sew thru, dome shaped. Iron obverse and reverse, 
raised brass edge on obverse. Raised rim around sew thru on reverse. 
D=5/8". Corroded.
8138 II F2 G6 16 brass Button whole 1 0.4 One piece, 4 hole sew thru, hat shaped. D=1/2".
8139 II F2 F5 32 iron/brass Button whole 1 1.3
Three piece, bar sew thru, dome shaped. Iron obverse and reverse, 
raised brass edge on obverse. Raised sew thru rim on reverse. 
D=5/8". Corroded.
8140 II F2 G6 16 brass Button whole 1 0.7
Three piece, bar sew thru, lamp shaped. Stamped label (obverse): 'H. 
E. & M. MOSES LONDON'. D=5/8". 
8141 II F2 B4 12 brass Eyelet half 1 0.1 D=5/16". Corroded.
8142 II F2 F6 19 brass Eyelet half 1 0.1 D=5/16". Corroded.
8162 II F2 F5 32 iron Adjuster whole 2 2.9
2x Conjoin. Double tang (centre) roller type. Rectangular frame 
W=7/8", L=1 1/8" with long side edges moulded into wave design. 
Rectangular pin, W=5/8", L=1 1/16", with one extant tang, other 
snapped. Corroded.
Total 70 92.2
KTH-III Ceramic Item Catalogue 
Cat. Square Context Fabric Decoration Form Part No.
Weight 
(g) Conjoin Description
1019 A2-II Surface stoneware salt glaze ink bottle base 1 94.7 1020 D=1 7/8", height to shouder=1 1/4".
1020 B2-III 1 stoneware salt glaze ink bottle finish 1 16.5 1019 Single collar, BD=1/2".
1021 C2-III 1 stoneware salt glaze blacking bottle base 1 36.1 D=2".
1023 C2 1 stoneware salt glaze ? flake 2 1.1
Total 5 148.4
KTH-III Claypipe Catalogue
Cat Square Context Manufacturer Part No.
Weight 
(g) Conjoins Description 
1001 C1-I 1 B 1 1.8 Deco: 'Grapes' design
1002 C1-I 1 McDougall S 1 0.9 Label: LHS: 'McDOUGA' RHS: 'ASGOW'. O C-S.
1003 C3-I 1 Aldis B-S 1 6.4 1004
Badly moulded bowl, cone shaped spur. Label (stem): LHS: 'ALD'. BH=1" 
BD=3/4". R C-S. Fire damaged: burnt inside.
1004 C3-I 1 Aldis S 2 2.0 1003 2x Conjoin. Label: LHS: 'DIS'. R C-S.
1005 C3-I 1 S-M 1 0.8 O C-S. L mouthpiece.
1006 C3-I 1 S 1 0.6 O C-S.
1007 B2-II 1 McDougall B-S 3 3.4
3x Conjoin. Label (stem): LHS: 'McDOUGALL G' RHS: 'CUTTY PIPE'. R C-S. 
Worn. 
1008 B2-II 1 B 2 1.3 Worn.
1009 B2-II Surface B 1 1.5 Worn.
1010 B2-I 1 S 1 2.0 R to O C-S.
1011 B2-I 1 B 1 0.8 Worn. Deco: ship with two masts. 
1014 B2-III 1 B-S 1 1.0 R C-S.
1015 B1-II 1 B 1 0.4
1016 B1-II 1 B 1 7.3 BH=1 1/4", BD=7/8". 
1017 B1-II 1 McDougall B-S 1 10.6
Label in shield cartouche on back of bowl, overlapping - double stamped: 
'McDOUGALL/….TACT/GLASGOW'. BH=1 3/8", BD=7/8".  O C-S.
1018 B1-II 1 B 2 2.3
1024 C1 1 S 1 0.1
1025 C1 1 B 1 0.3
1026 C1 1 B 1 0.4 Deco: 'Grapes' design.
1027 B2-II 1 B 1 0.3
1028 C1 1 B 1 0.2 Fire damaged: burnt inside.
26 44.4
KTH-III Glass Catalogue 
Cat Square Context Form Shape Part Colour Tinge No.
Weight 
(g) Conjoin Description 
2001 B3-IV 1 bottle O base clear blue 3 32.9
3x Conjoin. Heel and vertical seams, shallow push up, L=2 1/2", 
W=1 1/2". Corner panel W=1/2". Mould made.
2002 B3-IV 1 bottle C finish green light 1 3.3 Hand applied single collar. BD=3/4".
2003 C2-I 1 bottle O sh clear green 1 0.5 Corroded - opalised
2004 A3-IV 1 bottle C body green light 1 10.6 Mould made.
2005 B2-II 1 bottle F body clear green 1 2.2 Indent panel. Corroded.
2006 C3-III 1 bottle C sh clear green 1 0.9 Vertical striations. Applied. 
2007 C3-III 1 bottle C body green light 1 5.1 Mould made. 
2008 C4-IV 1 bottle C neck clear green 2 4.2 Vertical striations. Applied. 
2009 B4-III 1 bottle C body green light 4 18.1 Mould made. 
2010 B4-III 1 bottle C base green light 2 18.5 C1
Rounded heel, high conical push up, sand pontil mark, D=3". 
Mould made. 
2011 A4-IV 1 bottle C push up green light 1 6.3 C1 High conical push up, sand pontil mark. 
2012 B4-IV 1 bottle C sh green light 1 1.0 Applied.
2013 B2-I Surface bottle C neck clear green 1 2.1 Vertical striations. Applied. 
2014 B2-III 1 bottle C body clear green 1 4.6 Corroded - opalised
2015 B3-III 1 bottle F sh clear blue 1 1.5 Applied. 
2016 B3-III 1 bottle C push up green light 2 2.9 C1 High conical push up, sand pontil mark. 
2017 B3-III 1 window F body clear 1 0.6 Thickness = 1.9mm
2018 B2-III 1 bottle C body clear green 1 2.3 Corroded - opalised
2019 B1-II 1 bottle C sh clear green 1 0.3 Corroded - opalised
2020 C3-I 1 bottle C sh clear green 14 29.1 2022 Mutiple conjoins. Vertical striations. Applied.
2021 C3-I 1 bottle C sh green light 2 1.8 Applied.
2022 B3-II 1 bottle C finish clear green 1 39.0 2020 Applied double collar with rut between, BD= 7/8". 
2023 B3-II 1 bottle C sh clear green 1 2.5 Vertical striations. Applied.
2024 B1-II 1 bottle O finish clear green 1 6.2 Applied single collar,  BD=1/2". Corroded - opalised
2025 B1-II 1 bottle O sh clear green 1 5.0 Moulded deco: hoz rib. Corroded - opalised.
2026 B1-II 1 bottle O sh clear green 2 1.2 Vertical striations. Applied. Corroded - opalised.
2027 B3-I 1 bottle F body clear blue 3 1.6 Mould made.
2028 B3-I 1 bottle C base green light 5 109.3 C1
5x Conjoin. Rounded heel, high conical push up, sand pontil 
mark, D=3". Mould made.
2029 B3-I 1 bottle C body green light 2 1.1
2030 B3-I 1 bottle C sh green light 7 8.2 Applied.
2031 B3-I 1 bottle O cr clear blue 3 2.5 Mould made.
2032 B3-III 1 bottle O cr clear blue 2 2.0 Mould made.
2033 B3-III 1 bottle F body clear blue 4 4.9 Mould made.
2034 B3-I 1 bottle C body green light 5 33.6 3x Conjoin. Mould made.
2035 B3-I 1 bottle C sh green light 4 11.1 Vertical striations. Applied.
2036 B3-IV 1 bottle C body green light 3 7.3 Mould made. 
2037 B3-III 1 bottle C body green light 6 14.0 Mould made. 
2038 B4-III 1 bottle C push up green light 1 3.4 C1 High conical push up, sand pontil mark. 
2039 B3-IV 1 bottle O cr clear blue 1 1.1 Vertical seam. Mould made.
2040 B3-IV 1 bottle O cr clear blue 1 1.0 Mould made.
2041 C3-I 1 bottle C push up green light 1 1.4 High conical push up, sand pontil mark. 
2042 B3-III 1 bottle C sh green light 1 5.3 Vertical striations. Applied.
2043 B3-III 1 bottle C body green light 1 1.1
2044 B4-III 1 bottle C sh green light 1 3.4 Vertical striations. Applied.
2045 B4-III 1 bottle C sh green light 2 3.0 Applied.
2046 B3-I 1 bottle C push up green light 1 1.9 High conical push up, sand pontil mark.
Total 103 419.9
KTH-III Metal Item Catalogue
Cat. Square Context Element Form Shape Part No. 
Weight 
(g) Description 
3003 A2-IV 1 iron shovel head whole 1 930.7
W=9", L=10 1/2" with broken connector. Top connector plate triangular, 
W=2", L=2 1/2", and secured with three rivets. Bottom connector plate 
triangular, W=4 1/2", L=4 3/4" and secured with 5 rivets. Corroded.  
3004 C2-I 1 iron matchbox half 19 27.9
Oval cartouche on lid with label 'BELL & BLACK BOW LANE CHEAPSIDE, 
LONDON'. Flattened matchbox with hinged lid, rim identation, and 
soldered joins. W=1.25", L=2.75". 
3005 B2-IV 1 iron matchbox whole 3 46.0
3x Conjoin. Oval cartouche on lid with label: 'J HYNAM'S, FINSBURY, 
LONDON'. Matchholder or right side. Hinged lid with identation around 
rim to hold lid down when closed. Soldered together. W=1 1/2", L=3 3/4", 
D=1 1/4". Corroded.
3007 C2-I 1 iron matchbox cr 4 1.0 Corroded.
3009 B2-II 1 iron strapping body 1 5.1 Prepunched hole, W=1". Corroded.
3011 C1 1 iron sheeting body 1 2.1 Corroded.
3012 B4-III 1 iron
strapping 
hook body 2 36.1 Prepunched holes, W=1". Possibly meant to form a hook. Corroded.
3013 B2-I 1 iron strapping body 1 8.4 W=7/8".
3014 A2-IV 1 iron strapping body 4 133.6
Prepunched holes about 4 1/4" apart. W=1". Possibly 1 rusted nail still in 
place. Corroded.
3015 A2-IV 1 iron hinge
horizontal 
strap 1 131.3
Horizontal strap and part of broken hinge knuckle. Slightly irregularly 
triangular shape - hand forged? 5 prepuched holes for countersunk screws 
irregularly spaced along length. L=1', max width 1.5". T-shaped hinge. 
Corroded.
3016 A2-IV 1 iron strapping body 2 23.9 Pieces riveted togther, join? W=7/8". Corroded.
3017 A2-IV 1 iron sheeting body 3 4.0 Corroded.
3019 B3-III 1 iron strapping body 3 20.7 Prepunched holes, W=1". Corroded.
3020 B2-III 1 iron strapping body 1 14.8 Prepunched holes, W=1". Corroded.
3021 B1-II 1 iron strapping body 1 21.3 Prepunched holes, W=1". Corroded.
3022 B1-II 1 iron strapping body 1 10.8 Prepunched holes, W=1". Corroded.
3025 C2-I 1 iron sheeting body 1 0.6
3026 C2-I 1 iron matchbox cr 1 0.5 Corroded.
3027 C2-I 1 iron sheeting body 3 0.3 Corroded.
3028 B4-III 1 iron sheeting body 18 2.4 Corroded.
Total 71 1421.5
KTH-III Metal Fastener Catalogue 
Cat. Square Context Element Type Part 
Original 
Length No.
Weight 
(g) Description 
3002 A1-II Surface iron EWB W 3 1 9.7 Corroded.
3006 A2-II 1 iron EWB W 2 1 4.1 Clenched @ 1 5/8"
3008 C2-I 1 iron CPS W 1 5/8 1 7.6 Misshaped round head, circular shaft, chisel point. Corroded.
3010 B2-II 1 iron EWB S-P 1 2.1 Corroded.
3018 A2-IV 1 iron EWB H-S 1 4.2
3023 B1-II 1 iron EWB W 1 7/8 2 9.5
3024 B2-IV 1 iron EWB W 1 7/8 1 4.6
3030 C2-I 1 iron EWB S-P 1 4.2 Corroded.
3031 B2-II 1 iron EWB W 2 2 8.9 Corroded.
3032 B1-II 1 iron EWB H-S 1 3.5
3033 B1-II 1 iron EWB W 2 1/8 1 4.8 Clenched @ 7/8".
Total 13 63.2
KTH-III Animal Bone Catalogue
Cat. Square Context Species Skeletal Element Portion Condition No. Weight (g) Description
4001 B2-II Surface Fragments Calcined 11 7.4
4002 B2-IV 1 Fragments Calcined 8 3.5
4003 C1 1 Fragments Burnt/Calcined 4 5.2
4004 C3-II 1 Fragment Calcined 1 18.9
4005 A1-II Surface Fragments Calcined 2 1.4
4006 B2-IV 1 Fragments Calcined 136 85.4
4007 B2-IV 1 Bos Incisor Calcined 1 1.0
4008 B2-IV 1 Fragments Calcined 3 6.8
4009 B2-I Surface Fragments Calcined 2 2.3
4010 B1-II 1 Fragments Calcined 29 33.1
4011 A2-IV Surface Fragments Calcined 9 19.3
4012 B2-I Surface Fragments Calcined 64 48.3
4013 B2-I 1 Ovis Molar Calcined 2 1.1
4014 B2-I 1 Fragments Calcined 2 2.3
4015 C3-III 1 Fragments Calcined 3 2.1
4016 B2-IV Surface Fragments Calcined 7 1.8
4017 B1-II 1 Fragment Calcined 1 3.9 Partial saw mark.
4018 B1-II 1 Ovis Molar Calcined 3 1.2
4019 B1-II 1 Fragment Calcined 1 1.9
4020 B1-II 1 Fragments Calcined 354 246.2
4021 C1 1 Fragments Calcined 3 56.0
4022 C1 1 Fragments Calcined 63 43.1
4023 B2-III 1 Fragments Calcined 6 5.3
4024 C2-IV 1 Fragments Calcined 11 6.8
4025 A2-IV 1 Fragments Calcined 45 59.1
4026 B2-III 1 Fragments Calcined 155 130.8
4027 B2-III 1 Bos Premolar Calcined 4 1.5
4028 C3-IV 1 Fragments Calcined 3 1.7
4029 A2-IV Surface Fragment Calcined 1 17.4
4030 C2-I 1 Fragments Calcined 32 21.5
4031 B2-II 1 Fragments Calcined 21 11.1
4032 B2-IV 1 Fragments Calcined 3 5.6
4033 C2-III 1 Fragments Calcined 1 0.5
4034 B1-II 1 Ovis Molar Calcined 2 0.9
4035 C1 1 Fragments Calcined 1 0.5
4036 B2-IV 1 Fragments Calcined 1 0.6
4037 B2-II 1 Bos Premolar Calcined 14 2.2
4038 B1-II 1 Fragments Calcined 1 0.1
4039 B2-IV 1 Ovis Molar Calcined 1 1.3
Total 1011 859.1
KTH-III Miscellaneous Catalogue 
Cat. Square Context Material Form Part No. Weight (g) Description
5002 B2-IV 1 plastic/carbon? ? ? 1 0.4 Fragment of unknown material, perhaps melted. 
Total 1 0.4
KTH-III Personal Items Catalogue
Cat. Square Context Material Form Part No. 
Weight 
(g) Description 
3029 B2-III 1 iron/brass button whole 1 1.4
Three piece, bar sew thru, lamp shaped, D=5/8". Brass front, iron back-
Corroded. Some thread still attached. 
3034 C3-I 1 brass button front 2 1.2 Front halves of three piece, bar sew thru, lamp shaped, D=5/8". 
3035 C3-IV 1 brass button front 4 2.6
Front halves of three piece, bar sew thru, lamp shaped, D=5/8". Some thread 
still attached.
3036 C3-III 1 brass button front 1 0.7
Front half of three piece, bar sew thru, lamp shaped, D=5/8". Some thread 
still attached. 
3037 C1-I 1 brass button front 3 2.0 Front halves of three piece, bar sew thru, lamp shaped, D=5/8". 
3038 C3-IV 1 iron Adjuster whole 1 3.2 Double tang external roller. L=1 1/4", W=3/4". Corroded. 
5001 C2-I 1 leather/brass footwear sole 1 0.7
Two layers of leather held together with five headless brass tacks, L=3/8". 
Decomposing.
Total 13 11.8
KTH-IV F1+F2 Ceramic Item Catalogue
Cat. Site Square Context Fabric Decoration Form Part No. Weight (g) Description
2075 IV F2 H16 23 white earthenware none jar rim/body 2 31.4 conjoining sherds as above, crazed and fire damaged
2365 IV F2 H17 23 white earthenware none jar base 1 0.7 Fire damaged.
2098 
2076 
2108 
2057 
2112 IV F2
H16       
H16       
H17     
G17      
H16 23 white earthenware none jar rim/base 13 94.1
d=85mm, 5mm groove under rim, wall thickness=4.5-
5.5mm, base th =1.5-3.5mm, height=80mm, some 
sherds crazed and fire damaged
Total 16 126.2
KTH-IV F1+2 Claypipe Catalogue
Cat. Feature Square Context Manufacturer Part No.
Weight 
(g) Conjoin Description
2017 IV F1 F14 20 S 2 0.7 2x Conjoin. O C-S.
2018 IV F1 F14 20 B 1 0.2
2019 IV F1 F14 20 Squatters B-S 1 8.5 2067
Embossed deco (B): LHS; man smoking pipe, with dog and tree on 
scalloped platform, RHS; man drinking and man with sword on 
scalloped platform. Embossed label (S): LHS; 'SQUAT…', RHS; …RER'. 
Small spur, H=3/16". BH=1 1/8", BD=3/4". O C-S. 
2028 IV F1 G13 20 S 1 1.7 O C-S.
2029 IV F1 G13 20 B 1 3.2 2243
2034 IV F1 G13 20 B-S 1 14.2 BH=1 3/8", BD=15/16". O C-S.
2036 IV F1 G13 20a B 2 1.2
2038 IV F1 G14 20 McDougall S 2 3.7 2x Conjoin. Embossed label: LHS; 'McDOUGALL GLASGOW'. O to R C-S. 
2056 IV F1 F14 4 Squatters B 2 1.8 2244
2x Conjoin. Embossed deco: LHS; palm tree and dog on scalloped 
platform, RHS; man drinking on scalloped platform. Discoloured inside. 
Fire damaged: burnt around rim. 
2062 IV F1 F13 9 S-M 1 1.6 R C-S. R mouthpiece with traces of yellow glaze.
2063 IV F1 F13 9 Squatters B 1 0.4 Embossed deco: LHS; man smoking pipe on scalloped platform. 
2064 IV F1 F13 9 Squatters B 1 0.9 Embossed deco: RHS; man with sword. Burnt around rim, inside and 
2066 IV F1 F12 3 McDougall S 1 1.7 2068; 2069 Embossed label: LHS; 'McDo…', RHS; 'PIPE'. O C-S.
2067 IV F1 F12 3 Squatters S 1 1.7 2019 Embossed label: LHS; '…TERS', RHS; 'BUDGE…'. O C-S.
2068 IV F1 F12 3 McDougall S 1 2.4 2066
Embossed label: LHS; '…GALL GLASGOW', RHS; 'BURNS CUTT…'. R to L 
C-S. Reused: toothwear.
2069 IV F1 F12 3 B 1 2.3 2231 Discoloured inside.
2070 IV F1 F13 9 S-M 2 0.8 2x Conjoin. O C-S. R mouthpiece.
2072 IV F1 F13 9 B 3 3.1 Discoloured inside.
2132 IV F1 G11 12 B 1 0.9
2191 IV F1 G13 20 S 1 0.6 O C-S.
2213 IV F1 F13 9 B 2 0.8 Discoloured on inside.
2214 IV F1 F13 9 B 2 0.5
2228 IV F1 F13 9 Penfold B-S 1 3.1 Embossed label: LHS; 'PENFOLD…', RHS; '…R'. R C-S.
2229 IV F1 F13 9 S 1 1.4 R to O C-S. Reuse: toothwear.
2230 IV F1 F13 9 S 1 2.1 R to L C-S. Reuse: toothwear.
2231 IV F1 F12 3 B 1 2.2 2069 Fire damaged: burnt.
2232 IV F1 F12 3 B 2 0.7 Discoloured inside.
2233 IV F1 G14 20 S 1 3.0 O C-S.
2234 IV F1 G14 20 S 1 0.8 R C-S.
2235 IV F1 F14 4 S 1 2.4 2236 O C-S. Weathered.
2236 IV F1 G13 20 B-S 1 12.3 2235 BH=1 1/4", BD=7/8". O C-S.
2237 IV F1 G13 20 S-M 1 0.7 L C-S. L mouthpiece.
2238 IV F1 G13 20 S-M 1 1.3 R C-S. L mouthpiece.
2239 IV F1 G13 20 S-M 1 1.4 R C-S. L mouthpiece.
2240 IV F1 G13 20 S-M 1 0.3
2241 IV F1 G13 20 McDougall B-S 2 5.2
2x Conjoin. Embossed label: LHS; 'McDOUGALL GLASGOW', RHS; 
'BURNS CUTTY PIPE'. R C-S. 
2242 IV F1 G13 20 McDougall S 1 1.2 Embossed label: LHS; 'McDOUGALL', RHS; 'CUTTY PIP…'. O C-S.
2243 IV F1 G13 20 B-S 1 3.8 2029 BH=1 1/4".
2244 IV F1 G13 20 Squatters B 1 1.9 2056 Embossed deco: LHS; man smoking pipe with dog on scalloped 
2060 IV F2 G17 23 S 1 3.9 Embossed label across stem: '….'/'LONDON'. R to O C-S.
2071 IV F2 H18 23 B 1 0.9 Discoloured inside.
2073 IV F2 G17 5 B 4 1.8
2074 IV F2 H16 23 McDougall B-S 1 8.7
Cartouche label on rear of bowl: Shield with 
'McDougall'/'MANUF…'/'GLASGOW'. Double stamped - unclear. BH=1 
3/8", BD=7/8". O C-S. 
2085 IV F2 F17 22 B 1 0.5
2095 IV F2 H17 23 B-S 1 7.2
Embossed deco: LHS; ship and water, RHS; anchor and rope. BH=1 
1/4", BD=3/4", partial spur. 
2096 IV F2 H16 23 Squatters S 1 1.5 Embossed label: LHS; 'SQUA…', RHS; '…ER'. 
2097 IV F2 H16 23 Dixson S 1 1.4 Embossed label: LHS; 'DIXSON', RHS; 'SYDNEY'. O C-S.
2106 IV F2 G16-17 29 McDougall W 6 10.1
6x Conjoin. BH=1 1/8", BD=3/4", L=4 1/4". Embossed label: LHS; 
'McDOUGALL GLASGOW', RHS; 'BURNS CUTTY PIPE'. R to O C-S. L 
mouthpiece. Discoloured inside. 
2107 IV F2 H17 23 Squatters B 1 2.2 2223; 2224
Embossed deco: RHS; man drinking on scalloped platform, LHS; 
scalloped platform. 
2109 IV F2 J17 2 McDougall B-S 16 13.8
16x Conjoin. Cartouche label: circle with 'McDOUGALL'/'GLASGOW' 
running around its edge. BD=15/16". R C-S. Toothmarks on stem. 
Discoloured/burnt on inside of bowl resulting in fragmentation of base 
2111 IV F2 G16-17 29 S-M 1 0.5 O C-S. L mouthpiece.
2113 IV F2 H17 23 S-M 1 2.1 O C-S. L mouthpiece.
2122 IV F2 F17 22 B 2 0.6
2215 IV F2 H16 23 B 1 0.6 Vegetation scene - Grapes design?
2216 IV F2 H18 14 B 1 0.4 Vegetation and grapes scene - Grapes design? Discoloured interior.
2223 IV F2 H16 23 Squatters B 1 2.1 2107 Embossed deco (LHS): man smoking on scalloped platform. 
2224 IV F2 H16 23 Squatters B 1 0.3 2107 Embossed deco (RHS): man's leg and arm. 
2225 IV F2 H17 23 Squatters S-M 1 2.9
Stamped label: LHS: '…S', RHS; 'BU…'. R C-S. R mouthpiece with 
yellow/brown glaze. 
2226 IV F2 G16-17 29 B 3 1.1 Discoloured inside.
2227 IV F2 G16-17 29 S 1 0.6 O C-S.
Total 97 159.9
KTH-IV F1+2 Glass Catalogue
Cat Feature Square Context Form Shape Part Colour Tinge No. Weight (g) Conjoin Description
3069 IV F1 F14 20 Bottle O corner clear green 1 4.0 Corroded. Corner panel W=1/4". 
3321 IV F1 F14 4 Bottle C body green lime 1 1.4 Mould made.
3327 IV F1 F13 9 Bottle C body green lime 2 0.4 Mould made.
3382 IV F1 C13 24 Bottle C body green lime 1 3.1 Mould made.
3383 IV F1 F15 10 Bottle C finish clear green 1 0.3 Applied double collar.
3403 IV F1 H14 16 Bottle C finish green lime 1 4.9
(Hand) applied single collar, BD=3/4". Vertical 
seam. 
3326 IV F2 G17 23 Bottle O sh clear green 2 1.2 Mould made.
3341 IV F2 I18 19 Bottle F body clear green 6 8.1 Corroded. Mould made.
3342 IV F2 I18 19 Bottle O corner clear green 1 3.4 Mould made.
3343 IV F2 I18 19 Bottle O corner clear green 1 26.0
Side panel W=2", corner panel W=1/4". Mould 
made.
3348 IV F2 C18 2 Bottle C finish blue 1 0.1 Applied collar, BD=1/2".
3363 IV F2 G17 5 Bottle C finish blue 1 1.3 Applied double collar, BD=1/2".
3391 IV F2 H16 23 Bottle C finish blue 1 2.1
Applied double collar, BD=1/2". Corroded: 
opalised.
3396 IV F2 F16 2 Bottle F base green olive 1 32.7
Dip mould. Rod pontil mark: line of cross or 
star. Mould made.
3405 IV F2 I17 19 Bottle O corner clear green 1 25.8 3655 Corner panel W=1/4". Mould made.
3653 IV F2 I18 19 Bottle O corner clear green 1 2.3 Corner panel W=1/4". Mould made.
3654 IV F2 I18 19 Bottle O corner clear green 1 4.0 Corner panel W=3/8". Mould made.
3655 IV F2 I18 19 Bottle O corner clear green 2 33.5 3405 Mould made.
3656 IV F2 I18 19 Bottle F body clear green 2 4.9 Mould made.
3657 IV F2 I18 19 Bottle O corner clear green 4 4.7
3x conjoin. Vertical seam. Corner panel W=1/2". 
Mould made.
3658 IV F2 I18 19 Bottle C body clear green 1 0.2 Moulded deco: horizontal rib. Mould made.
3659 IV F2 I18 19 Bottle F body clear green 2 1.1 Moulded deco: vertical rib. Mould made.
3660 IV F2 I17 19 Bottle C body clear green 1 0.6
Moulded deco: horizontal rib. Corroded. Mould 
made.
3661 IV F2 I18 19 Bottle O corner clear green 1 0.1 Corroded. Mould made.
Total 37 166.2
KTH-IV F1+2 Metal Item Catalogue
Cat. Feature Square Context Element Form Shape Part No. Weight (g) Description
4026 IV F1 F14 20 iron pannikin F handle 4 5.0
Conjoin. W=7/8". Crimped surface with two lengthways 
bands, both sides are turned over to create small cylinders. 
4032 IV F1 G13 20 iron sheeting body 1 23.1 Cast iron with one prepunched hole. 
4034 IV F1 H13 16 iron sheeting body 1 0.4
4076 IV F1 G13 20 iron dish rim 2 26.9 W=1 1/4" with bottom 5/16" bent at a right angle. Corroded.
4084 IV F1 G14 20 iron dish rim 1 16.4 W=1 1/4" with bottom 5/16" bent at a right angle. Corroded.
4141 IV F1 F13-14 30 brass bearing whole 1 129.8
Cast brass. D=1 1/8", BD=3/4", L=1 1/2" with protruding ridge 
along length, H=1/4", W=3/16". Vertical scatches along bore 
at regular intervals - around 1/4". 
4142 IV F1 F13-14 30 brass
coupling 
connector whole 1 235.9
Cast  brass. T-shaped, L=1 1/4". Bottom D=1 1/2", BD=3/4". 
Ridge along length H=1/8", W=1/4" which connects to 
protruing rim of top, D=1 7/8", W=1/4". Bore on top is oval 
shaped, L=1", W=7/8". Vertical scratches along bore in square 
4146 IV F1 F14 4 iron sheeting body 6 2.0
4161 IV F1 F13 9 iron sheeting body 17 6.2
4176 IV F1 F13 9 iron sheeting body 3 0.7
4233 IV F1 C13 24 iron sheeting body 2 0.6
4239 IV F1 F15 10 brass bearing half 1 53.2
Cast brass. D=1", BD=5/8, L=1 7/16" with protruding ridge 
along length, H=1/4", W=1/4". One end has been filed or 
4258 IV F1 F14 4 iron sheeting body 1 0.7
4287 IV F1 F13 9 iron ring whole 2 5.6 D=7/8", L=3/8" with dip in centre giving a BD=1/2". Corroded.
4350 IV F1 F11 11 iron banding length 1 5.1 W=1/4", prepunched holes at 2" intervals. Corroded.
4586 IV F1 F13 9 lead weight whole 1 17.7
Disc shaped, D=3/4", H=5/16", slightly squashed and 
mishapen from cuts. Cross hatched or grid pattern on both 
4587 IV F1 F13 9 lead weight whole 1 17.9
Disc shaped, D=5/8", H=5/16", slighly mishapen with cut. 
Cross hatched or grid pattern on one side. Corroded. 
4807 IV F1 C13 24 iron butter knife blade 2 16.9
Conjoin. W=3/4", tang and end of blade missing. Appears to 
have a rectangular guard, W=1/2", Thickness=1/4". Corroded.
4808 IV F1 F14 20 iron sheeting body 1 0.4 Corroded.
4809 IV F1 G13 20 iron dish rim 1 5.2
W=1 5/16" with bottom 5/16" bent at a right angle. 
Corroded.
4810 IV F1 G13 20 iron Matchbox strip 8 3.3 W=5/16".
4811 IV F1 G13 20 iron Matchbox strip 1 0.1 W=5/16".
4812 IV F1 G13 20 iron dish rim 1 2.4 Bottom  5/16" bent at a right angle. Corroded.
4813 IV F1 G13 20 iron sheeting body 8 4.2 Corroded.
4019 IV F2 G17 23 iron Matchbox whole 1 35.2
Stamped cartouche: 'R LETCHFORD & Co'/'OLD 
MONTAGUE'/'LONDON'. W=1 1/2", L=2 3/4", H=7/8". Lid 
clamped on to horizontal rib around sides. Match holder on 
rear righthand side, L=1/4". Hinge rod through folded edges 
of lid and side. Corroded.
4139 IV F2 E17 25 iron saw
blade and 
handle socket 1 248.2
Blade W=3 5/8" - 4" with teeth beginning 1 3/4" from handle 
end. Teeth triangular, L=1/2" W=3/8", 3/8" between teeth. 
Handle socket, piece of banding W=2", folded over, L=3 1/4", 
and riveted to either side of the blade with two rivets to form 
a cylindrical socket, D=1". Corroded.
4140 IV F2 G17 23 lead shot whole 1 3.6 Round, D=5/16". Small protruberance on base. Corroded.
4167 IV F2 I18 19 iron sheeting edge 5 41.8 Corroded.
4183 IV F2 H18 14 iron Matchbox side 1 7.4 W=1 1/4". Crimped along one edge - double ridge. Corroded.
4188 IV F2 G17 5 lead shot whole 1 3.7 Round, D=5/16". Small protruberance on base. Corroded.
4281 IV F2 H17 23 lead ? M ? 2 34.9 Conjoin. Fire damaged: melted.
4292 IV F2 H16 23 iron dutch oven shoulder 1 16.4 D=8". Corroded.
4321 IV F2 H17 23 lead ? M ? 1 9.9 Fire damaged: melted.
4322 IV F2 H17 23 iron Matchbox base 1 9.9
Base W=1 1/2", side W=7/8" with horizontal rib around top. 
Corroded.
4859 IV F2 I18 19 iron sheeting corner 1 1.1 Corroded.
4860 IV F2 I18 19 iron container F strip 1 2.1 W=1 1/2". Corroded.
4861 IV F2 I18 19 iron sheeting body 43 33.3 Corroded.
4912 IV F2 H17 23 iron Matchbox side 3 2.2 Corroded.
4913 IV F2 H17 23 iron Matchbox strip 1 1.3 W=3/16-5/16". Corroded.
Total 132 1030.71
KTH-IV F1+2 Metal Fasteners Catalogue 
Cat. Feature Square Context Material Type Part
Original 
Length No. Weight (g) Description
4031 IV F1 G13 20 iron CPS S-P 1 1.8
4033 IV F1 H13 16 iron EWB H-S 1 1.9 Corroded.
4065 IV F1 G13 20a iron EWB W 2 1 4.6
4073 IV F1 G13 20 iron EWB W 2 1 4.7
4081 IV F1 G13 20a iron EWB W 1 1/8 1 1.4
4083 IV F1 G14 20 iron EWB W 1 1/2 1 1.9 Corroded.
4145 IV F1 F14 4 iron EWB H-S 1 2.1 Corroded.
4160 IV F1 F13 9 iron EWB W 2 1 4.3 Corroded.
4162 IV F1 F13 9 iron EWB W 1 1 1.1 Corroded.
4177 IV F1 F13 9 iron TCK W 7/8 1 1.3 Corroded.
4178 IV F1 F13 9 iron EWB W 1 1/2 2 3.2 Corroded.
4240 IV F1 F15 10 iron EWB W 4 1/2 1 24.5 Corroded.
4241 IV F1 F15 10 iron EWB W 3 1 10.2 Corroded.
4242 IV F1 F15 10 iron EWB H-S 1 4.2 Corroded.
4257 IV F1 F14 4 iron EWB H-S 1 7.8 Corroded.
4283 IV F1 G12 15 iron EWB W 1 1/2 1 1.6 Corroded.
4297 IV F1 F12 3 iron EWB W 1 1/2 1 1.7 Clenched @ 1". Corroded.
4298 IV F1 F14 4 iron EWB S-P 1 1.5 Corroded.
4787 IV F1 F13 9 iron EWB H-S 2 11.3 Corroded.
4788 IV F1 F13 9 iron EWB S 1 1.7 Corroded.
4789 IV F1 F13 9 iron EWB S-P 1 2.1 Corroded.
4790 IV F1 G13 20 iron EWB W 2 1 4.5 Clenched @1 1/4". Corroded.
4791 IV F1 G13 20 iron EWB W 1 1/2 2 3.9
4792 IV F1 G13 20 iron TCK W 1 1 1.3 Corroded.
4793 IV F1 G13 20 iron TCK H-S 1 0.5 Corroded.
4794 IV F1 G13 20 iron CLP W 1 1 0.9 Corroded.
4795 IV F1 G13 20 iron CLP W 1 1 1.0 Clenched @ 1". 
4796 IV F1 F12 3 iron EWB W 1 1/2 1 1.9 Corroded.
4797 IV F1 F12 3 iron EWB H-S 1 1.0 Corroded.
4798 IV F1 F14 4 iron EWB S-P 1 10.6 Corroded.
4799 IV F1 F14 4 iron CLP W 1 1/4 1 1.2 Corroded.
4800 IV F1 F14 4 iron TCK H-S 1 1.2 Corroded.
4801 IV F1 F13 9 iron TCK S-P 1 0.2 Corroded.
4802 IV F1 F13 9 iron EWB H-S 1 1.5 Corroded.
4803 IV F1 F14 20 iron EWB W 1 1/2 1 1.8 Corroded.
4804 IV F1 F14 20 iron CLP H-S 1 1.0 Corroded.
4805 IV F1 F14 20 iron TCK H-S 1 1.3
4806 IV F1 G13 20a iron HND W 1 3/4 1 3.3
Rough rosehead, rectangular shaft, tapered 
point. 
8047 IV F1 G14 20 iron EWB W 1 3/8 2 3.6 Corroded.
4144 IV F2 G17 23 iron EWB W 3 1 11.0 Corroded.
4150 IV F2 H18 23 iron EWB S-P 1 4.0 Corroded.
4151 IV F2 H18 23 iron TCK W 5/8 1 0.4 Corroded.
4152 IV F2 I18 19 iron EWB W 1 1/2 2 3.8 Corroded.
4153 IV F2 I18 19 iron TCK W 3/8 27 9.4 Corroded.
4163 IV F2 G17 23 iron EWB W 2 1/4 1 5.6
4164 IV F2 G17 23 iron EWB W 1 1/2 1 3.1
4165 IV F2 G17 23 iron TCK W 5/8 1 0.8
4166 IV F2 G17 23 iron EWB H-S 1 5.2 Corroded.
4189 IV F2 G17 5 iron EWB W 2 1/4 1 8.7 Conjoin. Corroded.
4244 IV F2 H17 23 iron EWB W 2 1/4 3 17.5
4245 IV F2 H17 23 iron EWB S-P 2 7.9
4280 IV F2 H17 23 iron EWB W 3 1 11.5 Corroded.
4286 IV F2 G16-17 29 iron EWB W 1 7/8 1 3.7 Corroded.
4291 IV F2 H16 23 iron EWB S-P 1 1.6
4291 IV F2 H16 23 iron EWB W 3 2 23.3
4293 IV F2 H16 23 iron TCK W 9/16 3 1.0
4294 IV F2 H16 23 iron EWB W 1 1/8 1 1.5
4295 IV F2 H16 23 iron EWB W 3 2 21.3 Corroded.
4296 IV F2 H16 23 iron EWB W 2 1/4 2 10.7
4316 IV F2 H17 23 iron EWB W 3 1/4 1 11.6
4320 IV F2 H17 23 iron TCK W 13/16 1 1.0 Corroded.
4814 IV F2 G17 23 iron TCK W 1 1/8 1 0.8
4815 IV F2 H16 23 iron EWB W 1 1/8 1 1.1 Clenched @ 5/8".
4816 IV F2 H16 23 iron CLP W 1 1/2 1 1.8
4817 IV F2 H16 23 iron CLP H-S 1 1.2
4818 IV F2 H16 23 iron TCK W 1 1/8 1 1.5 Corroded.
4819 IV F2 H17 23 iron EWB W 2 1/4 1 6.0
4820 IV F2 H17 23 iron EWB W 2 1 4.4
4821 IV F2 H17 23 iron EWB H-S 1 5.5
4822 IV F2 H17 23 iron EWB S-P 1 4.9
4823 IV F2 H17 23 iron EWB S-P 1 4.2 Corroded.
4824 IV F2 H17 23 iron CPS W 2 1 3.7
Rough rosehead, tapering rectangular shaft, 
tapered point. Clenched @ 1 3/8".
4825 IV F2 H17 23 iron CPS H-S 1 6.8 Rosehead, rectangular shaft, tapering point. 
4826 IV F2 H16 23 iron CPS H-S 1 2.1
Unclear head, rectangular shaft, tapering point. 
Corroded.
4827 IV F2 H16 23 iron CLP S 1 1.8 Corroded.
4828 IV F2 G17 5 iron EWB S 1 4.7 Corroded.
4829 IV F2 G17 5 iron TCK H-S 5 1.6 1x Conjoin. Corroded.
4830 IV F2 G17 5 iron TCK S-P 1 0.3 Corroded.
4831 IV F2 H17 23 iron EWB W 2 3 14.1 Corroded.
4832 IV F2 H17 23 iron EWB W 2 1 4.6 Clenched @ 1 1/4".
4833 IV F2 H17 23 iron EWB W 1 1/2 1 1.9
4834 IV F2 H17 23 iron EWB H-S 2 7.8
4835 IV F2 G17 23 iron EWB W 2 1 4.8 Corroded.
4836 IV F2 G17 23 iron EWB S-P 1 5.3
4837 IV F2 H16 23 iron EWB W 2 1 4.7
4838 IV F2 H16 23 iron EWB W 2 1 4.8 Clenched @ 1 3/8". 
4839 IV F2 H16 23 iron EWB W 2 1 5.0 Clenched @ 1 1/2".
4840 IV F2 H16 23 iron EWB H-S 1 4.2 Corroded.
4841 IV F2 H16 23 iron EWB W 3 1 12.0 Clenched @ 2".
4842 IV F2 H16 23 iron EWB H-S 1 6.7
4843 IV F2 H16 23 iron EWB S-P 1 9.1 Corroded.
4844 IV F2 H16 23 iron CPS H-S 1 7.2 Rough rosehead, rectangular shaft.
4845 IV F2 H16 23 iron EWB W 2 3/4 1 10.9
4846 IV F2 H16 23 iron EWB W 3 1 11.5 Clenched @ 2".
4847 IV F2 H16 23 iron EWB W 2 1/2 1 5.7 Corroded.
4848 IV F2 H16 23 iron EWB W 2 1/4 3 16.5
4849 IV F2 H16 23 iron EWB W 1 3/8 1 1.8
4850 IV F2 H16 23 iron EWB H-S 3 7.6 Corroded.
4851 IV F2 H16 23 iron EWB S-P 3 9.9
4852 IV F2 H16 23 iron TCK W 5/8 3 1.0
4853 IV F2 H16 23 iron TCK W 1/2 1 0.6
4854 IV F2 H16 23 iron CPS W 2 1 4.3
Rosehead, rectangular shaft, tapering point. 
Clenched @ 1 1/2".
4855 IV F2 H16 23 iron CLP W 1 3/4 1 2.1 Clenched @ 1".
4856 IV F2 H16 23 iron CLP W 1 3/4 1 2.1
4857 IV F2 I18 19 iron TCK W 1/2 51 20.2 Corroded.
4858 IV F2 I18 19 iron TCK H-S 31 11.8 Corroded.
4862 IV F2 H17 23 iron CPS W 2 3/4 1 7.6
Rough rosehead, rectangular shaft, tapering 
point.
8044 IV F2 G17 23 iron EWB W 1 3/8 1 2.0 Clenched @ 1". Corroded.
8045 IV F2 G17 23 iron EWB W 1 1/4 1 1.8 Clenched @ 7/8". Corroded.
8046 IV F2 G17 23 iron EWB W 2 3/4 1 11.7
Total 244 573.94
KTH-IV F1+2 Animal Bone Catalogue
Cat. Feature Square Context Species Element Portion Condition No. Weight (g) Description
6060 IV F1 F14 20 fragments Calcined 38 221.9
6067 IV F1 G14 20 fragments Calcined 33 27.5
6074 IV F1 G13 20 fragments Calcined 30 20.6
6078 IV F1 H13 16 fragments Calcined 6 24.2
6079 IV F1 H13 16 Bos Femur Proximal Weathered 1 108.6
6082 IV F1 H14 16 fragment Weathered 1 3.7
6095 IV F1 G13 20 fragments Calcined 560 474.4
6098 IV F1 G13 20a fragments Calcined 24 15.5
6107 IV F1 G14 20 fragments Calcined 398 181.4
6108 IV F1 G14 20 Bos Radius Proximal Weathered 1 35.1
Perpendicular smooth cut across shaft. 
Striations down shaft.
6109 IV F1 G14 20 Bos Femur Proximal Weathered 1 41.4 Smooth clean cut mark across shaft?
6110 IV F1 G14 20 Ovis Molar Calcined 1 1.5
6112 IV F1 G14 20 fragment Calcined 1 10.8 White/brown/black.
6114 IV F1 G14 20 fragments Calcined 2 10.0 Possibly diagnostic?
6116 IV F1 G14 20 fragment Calcined 1 7.2
6117 IV F1 G14 20 fragment Calcined 1 3.2
6119 IV F1 G14 20 fragment Calcined 1 6.3
6120 IV F1 G14 20 fragment Calcined 1 0.5
6174 IV F1 F14 4 fragments Calcined 20 19.8
6185 IV F1 F13 9 fragments Calcined 100 47.2
6188 IV F1 H13 16 Bos Femur Proximal Weathered 1 15.1
6189 IV F1 H13 16 Bos Radius Proximal Weathered 1 20.7
Perpendicular smooth cut across shaft. 
Shaft breakage for marrow removal.
6190 IV F1 H13 16 fragments Weathered 2 8.5
6191 IV F1 H13 16 fragment Weathered 1 14.8 Possibly diagnostic?
6192 IV F1 H13 16 Bos Femur Distal Weathered 1 60.4
Perpendicular smooth cut across shaft. 
Striations down shaft. Marrow removed. 
Possibly boiled.
6196 IV F1 F13 9 fragments Calcined 57 25.5
6218 IV F1 C13 24 Bos Radius Proximal Weathered 1 141.5
Perpendicular smooth cut across shaft. 
Striations down shaft. Marrow removed. 
6219 IV F1 C13 24 Bos Ulna Proximal Weathered 1 66.7
Smooth perpendicular shaft fracture. 
Parallel striations radiating down shaft 
from this fracture. 
6221 IV F1 G13 24 Bos Ulna Proximal Weathered 2 14.0
6222 IV F1 C13 24 Ovis Scapula Distal Weathered 1 21.7
6243 IV F1 F12 2 fragment Calcined 1 0.6
6245 IV F1 F14 4 fragments Calcined 5 2.8 White and brittle.
6246 IV F1 F14 4 fragment Calcined 1 1.5 White and brittle.
6265 IV F1 G12 15 Ovis Astragalus Weathered 3 18.9
Possible perpendicular straigh-smooth 
chop mark?
6266 IV F1 G12 15 fragments Calcined 4 1.6
6274 IV F1 E14 2 fragment Calcined 1 0.7
6288 IV F1 F12 2 fragments Calcined 5 1.6
6289 IV F1 H14 16 Ovis Astragalus Weathered 1 1.5
6292 IV F1 F12 3 fragments Calcined 3 2.0
6324 IV F1 F11 11 ? Rib Medial Weathered 1 10.1
6325 IV F1 F11 11 fragment Calcined 8 3.2
6353 IV F1 G11 12 fragments Calcined 24 14.0
6536 IV F1 C13 24 Bos Humerus Distal Weathered 1 314.7
Striations down shaft. Shaft broken open 
and marrow scraped out. 
6545 IV F1 G13 20 fragment Calcined 1 6.2
6546 IV F1 G13 20 fragment Calcined 1 6.1
6547 IV F1 G13 20 fragment Calcined 1 6.5
6548 IV F1 G13 20 fragment Calcined 1 6.9
6549 IV F1 G13 20 fragment Calcined 1 3.3 Vertebrae?
6550 IV F1 G13 20 fragment Calcined 1 5.5 Possibly diagnostic?
6551 IV F1 G13 20 fragment Calcined 1 3.5 Possibly diagnostic?
6552 IV F1 G13 20 fragment Calcined 1 8.6 Possibly diagnostic?
6553 IV F1 G13 20 fragment Calcined 1 8.6
6554 IV F1 G13 20 fragment Calcined 1 5.3
6581 IV F1 G13 20 fragments Calcined 45 77.1
6584 IV F1 G13 20a fragments Calcined 47 15.6
6585 IV F1 G13 20 fragments Calcined 150 165.1
6586 IV F1 G14 20 fragments Calcined 177 138.6
6589 IV F1 G14 20 fragments Calcined 12 10.7 White/blue/black with ash.
6590 IV F1 F14 4 fragments Calcined 5 2.2
6591 IV F1 H14 16 fragments Calcined 3 0.4
6602 IV F1 F14 4 fragments Calcined 2 4.1
6659 IV F1 G14 20 fragments Calcined 2 1.4
6660 IV F1 H14 16 fragments Weathered 2 1.2
6661 IV F1 G13 20a fragment Calcined 1 4.6 Possibly diagnostic?
6669 IV F1 F13 9 fragment Calcined 1 1.0
6164 IV F2 G17 23 fragments Calcined 34 17.2
6170 IV F2 E17 25 fragments Weathered 9 5.5
6178 IV F2 I18 19 fragments Calcined 8 3.0
6183 IV F2 I18 19 Bos Femur Epiphysis Charred/Weathered 1 23.7
Possible cut across shaft and marrow 
removed?
6203 IV F2 G17 5 fragment 1 0.1
6204 IV F2 H16 23 fragments Calcined 70 21.6
6205 IV F2 H16 23 Sus Molar Calcined 2 2.2
Heavy burning: change of colour of 
enamel from white to blue
6231 IV F2 H17 23 fragments Calcined 36 26.5
6263 IV F2 H16 23 fragments Calcined 246 166.4
6267 IV F2 H17 23 fragments Calcined 32 40.3
6273 IV F2 G16-17 29 fragments Calcined 80 27.5
6275 IV F2 I16 19 fragments Calcined 10 2.8
6280 IV F2 H16 23 fragment Calcined 1 2.3 found in jar
6281 IV F2 H16 23 fragment Calcined 1 1.3
6282 IV F2 H16 23 Ovis Humerus Distal Calcined 1 3.8 Possible cut mark across shaft?
6283 IV F2 H16 23 Ovis Femur Proximal Calcined 1 1.4
6284 IV F2 H16 23 fragment Calcined 1 2.5
6285 IV F2 H16 23 Sus Molar Calcined 1 1.0
6286 IV F2 H16 23 Ovis Astragalus Calcined/Weathered 1 9.7
6291 IV F2 I17 19 fragments Calcined 15 2.3
6293 IV F2 H18 14 fragment Calcined 1 0.3
6298 IV F2 H17 23 fragments Calcined 83 52.9
6556 IV F2 H17 23 fragments Calcined 2 3.6 Possibly vertabrae?
6561 IV F2 H17 23 fragment Calcined 1 6.1
6562 IV F2 H17 23 fragment Calcined 1 2.6
6563 IV F2 H17 23 fragment Calcined 1 2.5
6564 IV F2 H17 23 fragment Calcined 1 3.7
6580 IV F2 H17 23 fragments Calcined 24 26.1
6582 IV F2 H16 23 fragments Calcined 112 85.8
6587 IV F2 H16 23 fragments Calcined/Carbonised 69 32.9
6596 IV F2 H17 23 fragments Calcined 71 57.1
6601 IV F2 G16-17 29 fragments Calcined 4 4.7
6618 IV F2 G17 23 fragment Calcined 1 1.7
6662 IV F2 H17 23 fragments Calcined 2 0.8
6663 IV F2 I17 19 fragment Calcined 1 0.7
Total 2729 3147.9
KTH-IV F1+2 Miscellaneous Catalogue
Cat. Feature Square Context Material Form Part No. Weight Description
5017 IV F1 F15 10 paper/plastic wrapper/casing whole 1 0.1
Oval shaped - possibly insect casing? Or modern 
addition. 
Total 1 0.1
KTH-IV F1+2 Personal Item Catalogue
Cat. Feature Square Context Material Form Part No. Weight (g) Description
2361 IV F1 B13 32 prosser Button whole 1 0.4 One piece, 4 hole sew thru, lamp shaped. D=7/16".
4071 IV F1 B12
ex-spoil 
(2?) iron Boot Heel whole 1 52.6
Semi circular type, W=2 3/8", L=2 7/8", with heart shaped interior space. 
Bar W=1/2", H=3/16". Six regularly spaced cast circular, funnel like holes, 
D=1/4", two with broken tack intact. Front features rectangular 
depressions, W=1/4", between tack holes around main U-shaped section 
of item. Corroded. 
4317 IV F1 H14 16 iron Boot Heel whole 1 59.2
Semi circular type, W=2 1/2", L=3", with hearth shaped interior space. 
Bar W=1/2", H=3/16". Six regularly spaced broken tacks protruding from 
base. Front features two rectangular depressions, W=1/4", L=3/4", on 
either side of its greatest length. Corroded.
8147 IV F1 F15 10 iron/fabric button whole 1 0.5 Two piece, fabric covered, dome shaped. D=1/2". Corroded.
8163 IV F1 F13 9 iron Buckle tang 1 0.9
Double tang (centre) roller type, D=1/8", L=3/4". Two pins. Part of frame 
attached. Corroded.
8169 IV F1 B15 46 iron Boot Heel whole 1 62.0
Semi circular type, W=2 3/8", L=2 7/8", with padlock shaped interior 
space. Bar W=1/2", H=3/16". Six regularly spaced spikes, L=5/8", 
protruding from base. Possibly tacks, but corrosion level makes it difficult 
to establish if they are separate to boot heel. Front features four 
rectangular depressions, W=1/4", L=5/8", between possible tack holes on 
main bar. Corroded. 
2362 IV F2 I18 19 prosser Button whole 1 0.4
One piece, 4 hole sew thru, volcano shaped. Piecrust deco on obverse. 
D=7/16".
5035 IV F2 E19 33 leather footwear body 5 0.5 Stiching present on two fragments. Decomposing.
Total 12 176.5
KTH-IV-F3 Ceramic Item Catalogue
Cat# Square Context Fabric Decoration Form Part No.
Weight 
(g) Description
2124 H25 28 stoneware salt glaze ink bottle whole 1 114.0
penny ink bottle and cork, d=50mm, outer rim d=23mm, inside 
rim d=13mm, height=48mm, height to shoulder=34mm, maker's 
finger prints on side, cork partly broken but fits into bottle
Total 1 114
KTH-IV-F3 Claypipe Catalogue 
Cat Square Context Manufacturer Part No. Weight (g) Conjoin Description
2001 H23 39 S 1 1.9 R to L C-S. Burnt marks.
2003 H23 39 S-M 1 3.2 O mouthpiece. O to L C-S. 
2004 F24 40 S 1 0.5 R to O C-S.
2010 H22 39 S-M 1 3.6 L mouthpiece, O to L C-S.
2013.1 H23 39 B 1 0.5
2013.2 H23 39 B 1 1.6
2035.1 H23 39 B 2 12.4 2x Conjoin. Fibre covering. Bowl D=7/8", BH=1.25".
2035.10 H23 39 B 4 3.6 2x Conjoin. Bowl D=3/4", BH=1.25".
2035.11 H23 39 McDougall S-M 1 1.4 L mouthpiece. Label: LHS: 'GOW' RHS: 'BU'. R to L C-S. 
2035.12 H23 39 T. Milo. S 2 3.4 2035.6
 2x Conjoin. Label: LHS: 'T.Milo.Strand' RHS: 'Burns Cutty Pipe'. R to L C-S. Fibre 
covering. 
2035.13 H23 39 McDougall S 1 1.2 2035.4 Label:LHS: 'GALL' RHS: 'GLAS'. O C-S. Fiber covering.
2035.14 H23 39 S 1 1.8 O to L C-S.
2035.15 H23 39 McDougall S 1 1.4 2077 Label: LHS: 'OUGALL GL' RHS: RNS CUTTY P'. R to O C-S. 
2035.16 H23 39 B 3 11.1
3x Conjoin. Cylinder spur. Deco: clover leaves on LHS and RHS of spur; Cartouche or 
rear of bowl featuring a crown on top of an 'L' with a boarder of stringed dots. 
Rouletting around rim. Bowl D=7/8", BH=1.5". 
2035.2 H23 39 S-M 1 3.3 O mouthpiece. O to L C-S. 
2035.3 H23 39 S-M 1 1.8 R mouthpiece with yellow glaze. R C-S.
2035.4 H23 39 McDougall S-M 1 2.4 2035.13 R mouthpiece with brown glaze. Fibre covering. R C-S.  
2035.5 H23 39 McDougall S-M 1 0.9 2196 Label: LHS: 'SGOW' RHS: 'BUR'. Shortened rounded off mouthpiece from reuse.
2035.6 H23 39 B-S 2 4.4 2035.12 2x Conjoin. Bowl D=3/4', BH=1.25". 
2035.7 H23 39 B 1 2.6 Embossed Deco: grapes design. Fibre covered. Bowl D=3/4". 
2035.8 H23 39 B 1 0.7 Rouletting around rim. Bowl D=1". 
2035.9 H23 39 B 4 4.0 2x Conjoin. Bowl D=3/4". 
2049 E23 37 S-M 1 1.0 2190 O mouthpiece with yellow glaze. O C-S.
2065 H23 2 S 1 3.4
R C-S, burnt on both sides. Embossed Deco: floral pattern running along both sides 
of stem.
2077 H24 2 McDougall B-S 1 2.0 2035.15 Label: LHS: 'McD' RHS: 'IPE'. O C-S.
2100.1 H24 34 B 1 1.8 2218 Rouletting around rim. Bowl D=1". 
2100.2 H24 34 B 1 2.8 Bowl D=3/4".
2100.3 H24 34 B 1 1.4 Rouletting around rim. Burnt/grey. Bowl D=3/4". 
2105 H22 34 B 1 0.9
2115.1 H25 28 McDougall Whole 2 13.9
2x Conjoin. Label (stem): LHS: 'McDOUGALL GLASGOW' RHS: 'BURNS CUTTY PIPE'. 
Burnt on inside of bowl. Teeth marks around B-S joint from reuse after stem broke 
off. Whole item L=4.5", Bowl D=7/8", BH=1.25". L mouthpiece. 
2115.2 H25 28 Squatters S 1 1.6 Label: LHS: 'RS' RHS: 'BU'. O C-S.
2125 I25 27 Squatters S-M 1 3.6
R Mouthpiece with brown glaze. Burn marks. Label RHS: 'BUDGER' LHS: 'ATTERS'. R 
C-S.
2189 I24 34 McDougall B-S 1 8.2 Label (stem): RHS: 'PE'. Bowl D=7/8", BH=1.25". O C-S.
2190 F23 35 S 1 0.8 2049 R C-S.
2196 H23 39 McDougall B-S 1 2.7 2035.5 Label: LHS 'McDOUGALL GLA' RHS: 'NS CUTTY PIPE'. Burnt. R C-S.
2217 H23 2 Murray B 2 1.1 2218; 2100.1
2x Conjoin. Cartouche Label: 'MURR..'/'GLASG…' with a cross and four dots in the 
centre. Rouletting around rim.  
2218 H23 2 B 1 0.9 2100.1; 2217Rouletting around rim. 
2219 H23 2 B 1 0.1 Weathered.
2220 H23 39 B 3 1.7
2221 H23 39 B 1 0.4 Embossed deco: unclear.
2222 H23 39 B 1 0.4
56 116.4
KTH-IV-F3 Glass Catalogue 
Cat Square Context Form Shape Part Colour Tinge No. Weight Conjoin Description
3002.1 H23 39 bottle C neck green light 1 3.0 Moulded deco: small vertical ridges
3002.2 H23 39 bottle C body green light 1 2.1 Fire damaged: crazed.
3002.3 H23 39 bottle C base green light 1 20.3 Small part of heel. Mould made. 
3003.1 H23 39 ? ? flake clear 1 1.7 Corroded: opalised.
3003.2 H23 39 bottle C body clear green 3 16.9 Corroded: opalised.
3003.3 H23 39 bottle C push up clear green 1 5.6 High conical push up. Corroded: opalised.
3003.4 H23 39 bottle C sh clear green 1 1.9 Corroded: opalised. Fire damaged: melted. 
3016 D24 45 bottle C body green light 3 6.0 2x Conjoin. Mould made.
3017 D24 45 mirror F body clear 1 0.3 Thickness = 1.7mm. Brown substance on one side. 
3066 H23 39 bottle C sh clear green 1 5.7 Corroded: opalised.
3076 H22 39 bottle C body green light 1 2.8 Mould made.
3109 E24 47 mirror F body clear 1 1.4 Thickness = 1.7mm. Brown substance on one side. 
3198 H23 39 bottle C body green 4 5.2 Fire damaged: melted blue. Corroded: opalised. 
3207.1 H23 39 bottle C sh green light 3 23.7 3390 2x Conjoin. Corroded: opalised
3207.2 H23 39 bottle C body green light 3 8.5 3209.3 Corroded: opalised.
3208.1 H23 39 bottle C neck clear green 1 1.4 Corroded: opalised.
3208.2 H23 39 bottle C sh clear green 1 2.2 Corroded: opalised.
3208.3 H23 39 bottle C body clear green 1 2.4 Corroded: opalised.
3209.1 H23 39 bottle C body green light 2 3.5 Fire damaged: crazed. Mould made.
3209.2 H23 39 bottle C sh green light 2 3.5 2x Conjoin. Corroded: opalised
3209.3 H23 39 bottle C body green light 10 36.8 3207.2 Multiple conjoins. Corroded: opalised. Mould made. 
3209.4 H23 39 bottle C body green light 1 5.5 Fire damaged - crazed. Corroded - opalised. 
3209.5 H23 39 bottle C base green light 5 30.0
Rounded heel, high conical push up. Corroded: opalised. 
Mould made. 
3298 H24 39 bottle C body green light 1 21.4 C1 Mould made.
3299 H24 39 bottle C sh clear green 1 2.4 Vertical seam. Corroded: opalised. 
3304.1 E23 37 mirror F body clear 1 1.5 Thickness = 1.7mm. Brown substance on one side. 
3304.2 E23 37 window F body clear 1 0.2 Thickness = 1.7mm.
3318 D23 41 mirror F body clear 1 0.9 Thickness = 1.7mm. Brown substance on one side. 
3320.1 D23 2 mirror F body clear 1 0.8 Thickness = 1.8mm. Brown substance on one side.
3320.2 D23 2 window F body clear 3 2.2 Thickness = 1.6mm.
3340 I23 34 bottle C base green light 1 9.2 C1 Small part of heel. Mould made. 
3361 E23 2 mirror F edge clear 1 0.1 Thickness = 1.8mm. Brown substance on one side. 
3389.1 H24 34 ? M ? green 1 0.6 Fire damaged: melted blue
3389.2 H24 34 bottle C sh green light 1 4.8 Fire damaged: crazed
3389.3 H24 34 bottle C body green light 2 6.2 C1 Mould made.
3390 H24 34 bottle C sh green light 1 2.3 3207.1 Corroded: opalised
3393 I24 25 bottle C base green light 1 18.3 C1 Small part of heel. Mould made. 
3394 H23 34 bottle C body green light 1 9.4 C1 Mould made.
3418 F24 38 bottle C body green light 3 1.2 Mould made.
3428 G25 28 bottle C body green light 1 6.0 Mould made.
3600 H25 28 ? M ? clear 1 2.6 Fire damaged: melted. 
3662 H23 39 bottle C body clear 1 0.5 Corroded: opalised - turned blue. 
Total 73 281.0
KTH-IV-F3 Metal Item Catalogue 
Cat Square Context Element Form Shape Part No.
Weight 
(g) Description
4001 E24 42 iron sheeting body 6 1.0 Corroded.
4015 H23 39 iron matchbox strip 2 1.1 W=7/16". Criss-cross pattern. Corroded.
4016 H23 39 cast iron sheeting edge 1 17.0 Corroded.
4017 H23 39 iron shovel connector 2 26.9 W=1 1/4". Prepunched holes. Corroded.
4020 H22 39 iron shovel connector 1 80.7
W=1 1/4". Two prepunched hole 4 1/2" apart, with one 
containing the H-S of a BLT. Corroded.
4023 H22 39 iron container ? rim 1 1.0
Length of wire, D=1/16", over which a metal sheet has been 
folded. Corroded.
4060 H23 39 iron box fitting end 1 0.5
Flat panel, W=1/8-1/4", with semi-circular curves along one side, 
with a point at one end. Corroded.
4062 H23 39 cast iron sheeting edge 1 11.5
4156 I23 25 iron sheeting body 40 27.9 Corroded.
4169 I23 34 iron pannikin C whole 1 99.7
D=3 3/4", H=2 7/8". Rim supported by wire over which body is 
folded, W=3/16". Body sheet single piece curved around and 
joined by two rivets which are also used to connect handle. Small 
part of handle intact on bottom rivet, consisting of banding, 
W=5/8" folded over on each edge. Bottom seperate piece 
soldered on. Corroded.
4171 H23 2 iron pannikin F handle 3 8.2
3x Conjoin. W=7/8-1 1/4". Edges folded over and crimped, 
W=3/16". Corroded.
4172 I23 34 iron pannikin F handle 1 2.0 W=3/4-7/8". Edges folded over and crimped, W=1/8". Corroded.
4230 H24 34 iron corner fitting length 1 14.4
W=1 1/2" with 1/2" section bent at right angle. One tack. L=7/8", 
punched through wider section with anoth hole 2" distant. 
Corroded. Tea Chest?
4237 H24 34 iron corner fitting body 1 1.3 Prepunched hole. Corroded.
4254 H23 34 iron tobacco tin F lid 1 5.9 Oval shaped, W=1 1/8", L=2 1/4", H=1/8". Corroded.
4255 H23 34 iron shovel blade 1 94.6 Corroded.
4256 H23 34 iron shovel connector 1 34.1 W=1 1/4" with two prepunched holes 5 1/2" apart. Corroded.
4352 I25 27 cast iron sheeting body 1 4.9 Corroded.
4876 H23 39 iron scale balance 1 1.5 Bar W=1/8", H=1/16" with semi-circular indent along length.
4877 H23 39 iron container ? rim 1 3.6
Length of wire, D=1/16", over which a metal sheet has been 
folded. Corroded.
4878 H23 39 iron sheeting body 1 0.9
4879 I23 34 iron sheeting body 9 0.7 Corroded.
4880 H23 39 cast iron sheeting body 1 10.3 Corroded.
4881 H23 39 iron sheeting edge 2 2.5 Corroded.
4882 H23 39 iron sheeting edge 1 0.7 Perhaps originally circular or semi-circular in shape. Corroded.
4883 H23 39 iron sheeting body 8 6.3 Corroded.
4884 H23 39 cast iron sheeting body 1 5.4 Corroded.
4885 H23 39 iron sheeting end 1 5.5
W=1 5/8" with asymetrical bevelled corners. Part of corner 
fitting? Corroded.
4886 H23 34 iron shovel connector 1 0.6 Prepunched hole. Corroded.
4887 H23 2 iron tobacco tin F lid 3 2.3
3x Conjoin. D=1 3/4". Edge has crimped ridge and turned at right 
angle, H=1/16". Corroded.
4888 I23 25 iron sheeting corner 3 3.7 Corroded.
4889 I23 25 iron container F seam 1 1.9 Folded over S-shape, W=1/4". Corroded.
4984 H23 39 iron sheeting body 1 0.5 Corroded.
8115 E24 42 iron tobacco tin C body 15 3.6 Moulded deco: vertical ribs. Corroded.
8116 E24 42 iron tobacco tin C base 8 3.8
2x conjoin. Oval base W=7/8", possible embossed label around 
edge, and fine ribbed strip in centre. Moulded deco: vertical ribs 
(body). Corroded. 
Total 124 486.5
KTH-IV-F3 Metal Fastener Catalogue
Cat. Square Context Element Type Part
Original 
Length No.
Weight 
(g) Description
4008 H23 39 iron EWB W 3 1 11.4 Corroded.
4009 H23 39 iron BLT H-S 1 9.9 D=1/4". Corroded.
4010 H23 39 iron BLT W 4 1/4 1 13.8 D=3/16". Two free moving washers, D=7/16". Corroded.
4053 H23 39 iron EWB H-S 2 5.6
4054 H23 39 iron EWB W 1 1/8 2 2.8
4055 H23 39 iron EWB W 1 1/2 1 3.1
4056 H23 39 iron EWB W 1 7/8 2 9.3
4057 H23 39 iron HSH W 2 1 4.1 Thick rectangular head, rectangular shaft, tapered chisel point. Corroded.
4058 H23 39 iron EWB W 2 7/8 1 9.2 Corroded.
4059 H23 39 iron EWB H-S 1 4.6 Corroded.
4143 G24 36 iron TCK W 5/8 1 1.0 Corroded.
4174 H23 2 iron EWB W 1 5/8 1 2.1 Clenched @ 1". Corroded.
4175 H23 2 iron TCK W 3/4 1 1.2 Corroded.
4180 H23 2 iron EWB S-P 1 1.8
4219 H24 2 iron TCK W 5/8 1 0.4 Corroded.
4220 H24 2 iron EWB W 1 3/8 1 1.8 Corroded.
4221 H24 2 iron EWB S-P 1 1.6 Corroded.
4247 I24 25 iron BLT H-S 1 5.9 D=1/4". Corroded.
4252 H23 34 iron BLT W 4 1/4 1 24.5 D=1/4". One end with washer, D=5/8". Corroded.
4253 H23 34 iron EWB H-S 1 8.5
4290 G23 2 iron TCK H-S 1 1.5 Corroded.
4315 H23-24 27 iron TCK W 7/8 1 1.6 Corroded.
4334 H25 28 iron TCK W 9/16 1 0.5
4335 H25 28 iron EWB H-S 1 1.7 Corroded.
4353 I25 27 iron EWB W 2 1/8 1 4.6 Corroded.
4863 H23 39 iron CPS W 1 7/8 1 5.8 Rough rosehead, rectangular shaft, pointed chisel point. 
4864 H23 39 iron TCK W 1 1 1.1
4865 H23 39 iron EWB W 1 1/4 1 1.8
4866 H23 2 iron TCK W 5/8 1 0.4
4867 H23 2 iron EWB W 1 1/4 1 1.7 Corroded.
4868 H23 2 iron EWB H-S 1 1.4 Corroded.
4869 H23 2 iron EWB S-P 1 0.5 Corroded.
4870 H24 2 iron EWB H-S 1 6.5 Corroded.
4871 H24 2 iron BLT H-S 1 9.0 D=1/4". Corroded.
4872 H23 39 iron EWB W 2 2 8.9 Corroded.
4873 H23 39 iron EWB W 2 1 4.7
4874 H23 39 iron EWB W 1 7/8 1 5.1
4875 H22 39 iron TCK W 5/8 1 0.3 Corroded.
Total 42 179.7
KTH-IV-F3 Animal Bone Catalgoue 
Cat. Square Context Species Element Portion Condition No.
Weight 
(g) Description
6019 H23 39 fragments Calcined 177 153.8
6021 H23 39 fragments Calcined 8 5.5
6022 H23 39 fragments Calcined 2 0.5
6023 H23 39 fragments Calcined 2 1.4
6024 H23 39 ? Molar Calcined 4 1.1
6038 H22 39 fragments Calcined 12 4.3
6049 H23 39 fragments Calcined 27 22.9
6050 H23 39 fragment Calcined 1 3.6 Possibly diagnostic?
6051 H23 39 fragment Calcined 1 5.0
6052 H23 39 Bos Molar 1 11.9
6077 I24 25 fragments Calcined 11 2.8
6127 H23 39 fragments Calcined 2 5.0
6161 D23 41 fragments Calcined/Weathered 20 13.7
6193 H23 2 fragments Calcined 98 23.1
6212 H24 2 fragments Calcined 27 7.5
6225 H24 34 fragments Calcined 30 25.0
6239 I24 25 Ovis Ulna Proximal Calcined 1 4.9
6248 H23 34 fragments Calcined 10 13.4
6249 H23 34 Ovis Phalange Calcined 1 1.0 Cancellous bone at both ends. Possibly boiled?
6255 H22 34 fragments Calcined 3 4.8
6276 H25 28 fragments Calcined 12 10.0
6297 H23-24 27 fragment Calcined 1 0.1
6337 I25 27 fragments Calcined/Weathered 4 2.7
6338 I25 27 Oryctolagus Femur Whole Weathered 1 2.8
6555 H22 32 fragment Calcined 1 2.8
6557 H23 39 fragment Calcined 1 1.7
6558 H23 39 fragment Calcined 1 9.4
6559 H23 39 fragments Calcined 3 3.5
6560 H23 39 fragment Calcined 1 5.2
6578 I24 25 fragments Calcined/Weathered 2 4.3
6579 I24 25 fragments Calcined 8 4.0
6588 H22 39 fragments Calcined 2 1.0
6592 H22 34 fragments Calcined/Weathered 2 2.5
6593 H22 34 fragments Calcined/Weathered 2 0.8
6594 H24 34 fragments Calcined 26 26.9
6595 H23 39 fragments Calcined 18 28.3
6597 H23 39 fragments Calcined 88 91.7
6600 H22 39 fragment Calcined 1 0.5
6606 D23 41 Bos Molar Weathered 1 2.5
6607 D23 41 Ovis Molar Weathered 1 2.6
6608 D23 41 Bos Maxilla/Molar Weathered 2 39.7
6609 D23 41 Bos Maxilla Weathered 1 5.4
6635 H24 34 fragment Calcined 1 0.7
6664 H23 2 fragment Calcined 1 0.1
6665 H23 39 fragment Calcined 1 0.4
6666 H23 39 fragment Calcined 1 0.6
6667 H24 2 fragments Calcined 3 0.7
6668 H23-24 27 fragment Calcined 1 0.1
Total 625 562.2
KTH-IV-F3 Personal Item Catalogue
Cat. Square Context Material Form Part No. Weight Conjoin Description
2360 I25 27 Porcelain Button whole 1 0.3 One piece. 4 hole sew thru, volcano shaped. D=7/16".
4179 H23 2 brass Eyelet half 1 0.1 D=1/4", Corroded.
4248 I24 25 brass Adjuster whole 1 3.4
Double tang (centre) roller type. Rectangular frame, W=13/16", L=1 3/8. One side 
flattened with ‘1856’ embossed on reverse. Cylinder tang, D=1/8", L=1", with 
‘PARIS’ embossed on obverse. Two pins. 
4249 I24 25 brass Eyelet half 1 0.1 D=3/16". Corroded.
4251 I24 25 iron Button whole 1 4.8
Two piece, fabric covered with some traces remaining, dome shaped. D=1 1/4". 
Corroded.
5019 H25 28 textile clothing? body 2 0.1 Perhaps cotton or wool. Possibly originally brown in colour. Clear cross weave.
6526 H23 2 bone button whole 1 0.1
One piece, one hole sew thru, hill shaped. Raised rim around obverse sew thru. 
D=5/16".
8143 G25 28 brass Button whole 2 1.0 Three piece, bar-sew thru, lamp shaped. Thread attached to sew thru bar. D=1/2".
8144 I25 27 brass Button whole 2 2.1
One piece, four hole sew thru, hat shaped. Raised edge and sew thru rim on 
obverse with stamped hatchering pattern inbetween. D=5/8". Corroded.
8145 H25 28 brass Button whole 2 2.3
One piece, four hole sew thru, hat shaped. Raised edge and sew thru rim on 
obverse with stamped hatchering pattern inbetween. D=5/8".
8146 D24 45 brass button whole 1 1.0 Dome shell, D=1/2", H=1/8"with broken shank soldered on reverse.
8164 H25 28 brass Adjuster tang 1 1.5 8165
Double tang (centre) roller type. Features rectangular loop with circular ends, 
W=1/4", L=1", attached to flat rectangular tang bar, W=1/8", L=15/16", with two 
horizontal triangular pins, L=1/2".
8165 H25 28 brass Adjuster frame 1 1.3 8164
Double tang (centre) rectangular buckle. U-shape, W=11/16", with long side 
featuring bench for tang pins to rest against and hole at short side end for tang 
bar.
8166 H25 28 iron Buckle half 1 14.3
Four tang (centre) roller type. Half of rectangular frame, L=2 5/16", with curved 
corners attached to tang cylinder, D=1/4", L=2 1/8", with four tang pins, L=1/2", at 
regular intervals. Corroded.
Total 18 32.4
KTH-V Ceramic Item Catalogue
Cat. Square Context Fabric Decoration Form Part No.
Weight 
(g) Description
2024 G5 9 white earthenware trf-Willow flatware frag 1 0.3 blue, crazed, border pattern
2041 G4 9 white earthenware trf-Willow flatware sh 1 0.4 thickness>4mm, crazed sherd from shoulder area
2045 E5 24 white earthenware trf-Willow flatware rim 2 1.9 rim d=?, thickness=3.5-4.5mm, crazed
2050 I4 25 white earthenware trf-Willow flatware frag 1 0.2 blue, crazed, border pattern
2120 D5 26 porcelain none ? frag 1 1.0 Fire damaged, slightly curved sherd, translucent
2131 H5 9 white earthenware none ? frag 2 1.0 flat crazed sherd
2146 J2 1 white earthenware none pot rim 1 5.2 Rim D=2", bore D=1 1/2". See 2157
2154 H6 9 white earthenware flow black plate rim 22 18.5
black floral and lattice transfer, rim d=250mm, 
same pattern as 2159
2157 I6 2 white earthenware none ? foot 2 0.4 ft d=?, crazed, could be small pot see2146
2158 I6 2 white earthenware trf-Willow ? base 4 7.1
all conjoin, blue transfer, mostly flaked and 
crazed
2161 G4 2 white earthenware trf-Willow flatware rim 1 0.2 rim d=?, blue, crazed
2364 D6 30 white earthenware flow black plate rim 1 0.7
Black floral and lattice transfer, rim D=9", same 
pattern as plate conjoin.
Total 39 36.9
Fragments of Plate Conjoin Removed from their Original Bags and added to 2154
2133 H7 9 Part of plate conjoin 3 0.5 empty bag
2142 I6 9 Part of plate conjoin 3 0.7 empty bag
2143 I6 9 Part of plate conjoin 1 0.6 empty bag
2156 I6 2 Part of plate conjoin 1 1.0 empty bag
Total 8 2.8
Outside Grid
2159 T3 1 white earthenware flow black plate rim 2 24.7
rim d=250mm, thickness=3.5mm at rim to 7mm 
at shoulder, sh d=170mm, floral and lattice 
transfer pattern same as 2154
Total 2 24.7
KTH-V Claypipes Catalogue
Cat. Square Context Manufacturer Part No.
Weight 
(g) Conjoin Description
2002 D6 30 B 7 9.0
2005 E4 26 B-S 1 6.7 O C-S.
2006 E4 26 B 1 0.5
2014 E5 26 S-M 1 1.5 O C-S. L mouthpiece.
2015 E5 26 S 1 3.0 O to R C-S.
2016 E5 26 B 1 0.4
2027 I3 27 Squatters B-S 1 1.5
Embossed deco: LHS; man sitting on scalloped platform, RHS; scalloped platform. 
Spur H=1/4". O C-S. Discoloured inside. 
2030 E4 26 B 3 2.7 Discoloured inside. 
2031 E4 26 McDougall S-M 1 2.0 Embossed label: LHS; ''GLASGOW', RHS; 'BUR…'. R C-S. L mouthpiece.
2032 E4 26 Penfold B-S 1 8.0
Embossed deco: kangaroo body on rear of bowl and resting on stem. Embossed 
label: LHS; '...T... within a rectangular border with circles on the end, RHS; illegible 
similar symbol to that on the LHS. O C-S. Discoloured inside. Curated: toothmarks.
2033 G3 9 B-S 1 2.7 O C-S.
2037 H6 25 McDougall S 1 1.5 Embossed label: LHS; '…L GLASGOW'. O to R C-S. 
2039 E5 26 B 1 2.4 Embossed deco on front of bowl: vertical ridge on platform. Fire damaged: burnt. 
2040 I-J3 14 B 1 2.2 Discoloured inside. 
2042 J4 14 McDougall B-S 1 10.8
Embossed cartouche on rear of bowl: 'McDO…'/'GLAS…' with star in centre. BH=1 
1/2", BD=15/16". O C-S. Discoloured inside. Fire damaged: burnt. 
2043 I4 9 B 1 0.2 Discoloured inside. 
2044 E5 24 B 1 4.7
2046 E4 24 S-M 1 1.3 O C-S. O mouthpiece.
2047 G5 25 B 1 0.5
2054 E6 30 Murray B 7 14.6
2351; 
2277
7x Conjoin. Cartouche label on rear of bowl: 'MURRAY'/'GLASGOW' within oval 
shape. Embossed deco: rouletted rim. BH=1 1/2", BD=1". 
2055 D7 30 S 2 2.1 R to O C-S. Curated: toothmarks.
2058 E5 26 Murray B 1 3.9
Stamped cartouche: 'MURRAY'/'GLASGOW' with asterix in the centre. Stamped 
deco: rouletting around rim. 
2059 E5 26 B-S 1 6.0 O C-S.
2078 E6 30 Milo S 1 1.9 Stamped deco: milo pattern around stem. O to R C-S. Eroded.
2079 E6 30 S 1 2.8 O C-S.
2080 E6 30 Milo S 1 3.4 Stamped deco: milo pattern around stem. O to R C-S. Eroded.
2082 E6 30 Squatters B-S 1 3.7 2197
Embossed deco: LHS; smoking man with dog and palm tree on scalloped platform, 
RHS; scalloped platform. BH=1 1/4". Spur H=3/16". O C-S. 
2083 E6 30 Higgins B 1 1.6 2200
Stamped cartouche: '…GINS'/'…N' with flower like symbol in the centre. 
Discoloured inside. Fire damaged: burnt. 
2084 E6 30 Penfold B 4 3.6 4x Conjoin. Stamped cartouche: 'PENFOLD'/'SYDNEY'. 
2086 D6 30 Thomas White S 1 1.7 Stamped label: LHS; '…O. WHITE &…' RHS; '…INBURG…'. R C-S.
2087 D6 30 McDougall S-M 1 2.1 Stamped label: LHS; '…LASGOW', RHS; 'BUR…'. R C-S. L mouthpiece. 
2088 D6 30 Squatters S 1 1.4 Stamped label: LHS; '…ATTERS', RHS; 'BUDGER…'. O C-S. 
2089 D6 30 Milo S 1 3.8 Stamped deco: milo pattern around stem. R C-S.
2090 D6 30 B-S 1 6.1 R C-S. Fire damaged: burnt. 
2091 D6 30 S-M 1 0.8 R C-S. R mouthpiece. Yellow glaze? Fire damaged: burnt. 
2092 D6 30 B 1 1.6 Stamped deco: rouletting around rim. 
2093 D6 30 McDougall B 1 0.5 2137 Embossed label (cartouche): 'GLAS…'/'SC…'. 
2094 D6 30 Squatters B 1 0.5 Embossed deco: RHS; man with sword on scalloped platform. 
2103 I4 9 B 1 0.7 Embossed deco: LHS; ship. 
2110 D6 30 B-S 1 1.8
2114 J3b 14 B 1 0.1
2116 D5 26 B-S 1 5.7
Stamped label: LHS; 'Baltic', RHS; 'Yachter' with decorative borders - lines - to 
either side. O C-S.
2117 D5 26 B-S 1 4.4 O C-S.
2118 D5 26 B 2 5.3 Stamped deco: rouletting around rim. Discoloured inside. 
2119 D5 26 McDougall B 2 4.8
2x Conjoin. Stamped cartouche: 'McDOUGALL'/'GLASGOW' with star within circle 
in the centre. 
2121 I7 17 S 1 0.6 R to O C-S.
2123 H6 9 McDougall S 1 1.0 Embossed label: LHS; 'McDOU…', RHS; '…OW'. O C-S.
2126 D6 16 S 1 2.9 O to R C-S.
2128 D4-5 16 S-M 1 0.7 O C-S. O mouthpiece.
2130 H1-2 15 S 2 2.6 R C-S.
2134 E4 29 B 1 1.8 2194 Embossed deco: LHS; front of ship. Discoloured inside. 
2136 D6 30 McDougall S 1 1.3 2290 Stamped label: LHS; '…L GLASGOW', RHS; 'BURNS C…'. R to O C-S. 
2137 D6 30 McDougall B-S 9 8.1 2093
9x Conjoin. Stamped cartouche: '…UGALL'/'…GOW' with a possible tree in the 
centre. BH=1 1/2", BD=1 1/8".
2138 D6 30 B 1 2.3 Embossed deco: double headed tridents running vertically along bowl.
2139 D6 30 Squatters S 1 1.4 Stamped label: LHS; 'SQUATTERS' RHS; 'BUDGEREE'. O C-S.
2140 D6 30 McDougall S 1 1.5
Stamped label: LHS; '…DOUGALL GLA…' RHS; '…RNS CUTTY PI…'. R C-S. Fire 
damaged: burnt. 
2144 I6 9 S-M 1 0.4
2145 I6 9 Continental S 1 1.4 Embossed label across stem: 'Higgm'. Clover shape to R C-S. 
2148 H7 9 B 2 0.1
2150 I2 2 B 1 1.4 Discoloured inside. 
2155 H6 9 B 5 1.4
2160 F4 2 B 1 0.7 Stamped deco: rouletting around rim.
2166 D4 2 Murray B 1 1.5 2312 Stamped deco: rouletting around rim. Discoloured inside. 
2168 D5 26 B 2 0.8 2339 2x Conjoin. Embossed deco: ship sails. 
2177 E4 29 Thomas White W 4 8.0
4x Conjoin. Embossed deco (B): RHS; 'ADVANC…'/'AUSTRALIA' within cloud-like 
feature. Stamped label (S): LHS; 'THO. WHITE & Co' RHS; 'EDINBURGH'. BH=1 
1/4", spur H=3/16". R mouthpiece with yellow/brown glaze. Discoloured inside. 
2183 D5 25 Penfold B-S 1 7.4 Stamped cartouche: 'PENFOLD'/'SYDNEY'. 
2187 H6 25 B 1 0.4
2192 D5 25 B 1 0.7 Stamped deco: rouletting around rim. 
2193 D5 25 B-S 1 1.6
2194 E4 29 Ship B 1 0.2 2134 Relief deco: ship. Bowl staining. 
2197 D5 26 Squatters B 1 0.5 2082 Embossed deco: LHS; palm tree. 
2198 D5 26 Penfold B 1 1.3 Stamped cartouche: '…OLD'/'…NEY'. 
2199 D5 26 B 2 0.5 2x Conjoin. 
2200 E6 30 Higgins B 2 0.9 2083
2x Conjoin. Stamped cartouche: 'HIG…'/'LONDO…' with cross and four droplets in 
the centre. Discoloured inside. Fire damaged: burnt. 
2201 E5 26 McDougall B 1 0.4 Stamped cartouche: '…cD…'. Fire damaged: burnt.
2258 E5 26 B 3 1.8 Discoloured inside. 
2259 E4 26 B 1 0.4 Incised deco: vertical diagonal lines. 
2260 I3 27 B 3 1.2
2261 E6 30 B 1 0.9 Discoloured inside. 
2262 E5 26 S 1 0.9 O C-S.
2263 E5 26 S 1 1.2 O C-S.
2264 E4 26 S 1 0.3
2265 E5 26 B 4 2.4
2266 E5 26 B-S 1 1.4 O C-S.
2267 H6 25 B 1 0.1
2268 I4 9 B 1 0.5
2269 I-J3 14 Glazed B 1 1.0 Yellow-brown glaze on outside. Discoloured inside. 
2270 D7 30 S 1 0.7 O C-S. 
2271 E5 24 B-S 1 2.9 O C-S. Curated: Toothmarks.
2272 E5 26 Milo S 1 1.3 Stamped deco: milo pattern around stem. O C-S.
2273 E5 26 Squatters S 1 0.9 Embossed label: LHS; '…QUATT…', RHS; '…GERE…'. O C-S.
2274 E5 26 S 1 0.9 R C-S.
2275 E6 30 S 2 1.6 2x Conjoin. O C-S.
2276 E6 30 S 1 0.5
2277 E6 30 Murray B-S 1 2.5
2054; 
2351 R C-S. Curated: toothmarks.
2278 E6 30 B 4 1.6
2279 E5 26 S 1 1.8 R to O C-S.
2280 E5 26 Milo S 1 1.2 Stamped deco: milo pattern around stem. O to R C-S. Curated: toothmarks.
2281 D6 30 McDougall S 1 1.7 Stamped label: LHS; 'GLASGOW', RHS; 'BURNS'. R to O C-S.
2282 D6 30 B-S 1 1.6 O C-S.
2283 D6 30 Milo S 1 1.8 Stamped deco: milo pattern around stem. R to O C-S. 
2284 D6 30 S 2 1.0
2285 D6 30 S 1 2.0 O to R C-S.
2286 D6 30 S 1 1.5 O C-S.
2287 D6 30 S 2 4.1 O C-S.
2288 D6 30 S 1 0.8 O C-S. Fire damaged: burnt. 
2289 D6 30 Milo S 1 1.7 Stamped deco: milo pattern around stem. R C-S.
2290 D6 30 McDougall S-M 1 1.2 2136 O C-S. L mouthpiece. Toothmarks.
2291 D6 30 S-M 1 1.3 R C-S. Misshapen mouthpiece.
2292 D5 26 Milo S 1 2.5 Stamped deco: milo patern around stem. R C-S. Fire damaged: burnt. 
2293 D5 26 Squatters B-S 1 2.0 Stamped label: LHS; 'SQUATT…' RHS; '…GEREE'. O C-S.
2294 D5 26 McDougall S 1 0.9 Stamped label: RHS; '…URNS CUTTY PIP…'. R C-S.
2295 D5 26 S 1 0.7 O C-S. Fire damaged: burnt.
2296 D5 26 Milo S 1 1.5 Stamped deco: milo pattern around stem. R C-S.
2297 D5 26 Dutch S 1 0.7 Embossed deco: vines running along both sides of stem. R C-S.
2298 D5 26 Dutch S 1 2.7
2354; 
2350 Embossed deco: vines running along both sides of stem. O C-S.
2299 D5 26 S 5 8.5 R C-S.
2300 D5 26 S 1 0.8 O C-S.
2301 D5 26 B 1 5.8 BH=1 1/4". 
2302 D5 26 B 7 7.9
2303 D5 26 B-S 1 5.2 Embossed deco: ridges on bowl. O C-S. Very think stem. 
2304 D5 26 Hexagonal B 1 2.0 2396 Moulded bowl: exterior features an obtuse angle interior is circular.  
2305 D5 26 B 1 0.2 Discoloured inside. Fire damaged: burnt. 
2306 D6 16 B 1 0.1
2307 D4-5 16 S 1 1.8 R C-S. Very thick. Curated: toothmarks.
2308 D4-5 16 Dutch B 1 2.5 2310
Stamped cartouch on rear of bowl: crown on top of L with circular border with 
ring of dots. Stamped deco: rouletting around rim. Discoloured inside.
2309 D4-5 16 B 2 1.5
2310 D5 26 Dutch B 1 1.4 2308
Stamped cartouch on rear of bowl: circular border with ring of dots. Stamped 
deco: rouletting around rim. 
2311 D4-5 16 McDougall B-S 1 1.6 Stamped label: LHS; 'McDOG…' RHS; '…Y PIPE'. O C-S.
2312 D4-5 16 Murray B-S 4 8.7 2166
4x Conjoin. Stamped cartouche on rear of bowl: 'MURRAY'/'GLASGOW'  with 
cross and dots in the centre. Stamped deco: rouletting around rim. BH=1 3/4". R C-
S.
2313 D4-5 16 S 1 0.8 R C-S.
2314 D6 30 B 7 6.4
2315 D6 30 B 1 0.6 Stamped cartouche: circular with J - M or N. Discoloured inside.
2316 D6 30 B-S 1 2.1 BH=1 3/8". Curated: toothmarks.
2317 D6 30 S 1 0.6 O to L C-S.
2318 I6 9 B 2 0.3
2319 D5 26 S-M 1 1.0 R C-S. O mouthpiece.
2320 D5 26 Milo S 2 2.9 Stamped deco: milo pattern around stem. R C-S.
2321 D5 26 Continental S 1 3.9 Stamped label: 'LONDON' across stem. R to O C-S.
2322 D5 26 B-S 1 2.0 O C-S.
2323 D5 26 B-S 1 2.1 Fire damaged: burnt.
2324 D5 26 B 1 1.0
2325 D5 26 S 1 3.2 R to O C-S. Curated: Toothmarks.
2326 D5 26 S 1 0.2 R C-S.
2327 D5 26 S 1 1.0 O C-S.
2328 I4 9 B 2 0.7
2329 D5 26 McDougall B 1 0.7 Stamped cartouche: 'McDOU…'/'G…' with a possible tree in the centre. 
2330 E5 26 B 5 2.1
2331 E5 26 B 1 1.1 Discoloured inside.
2332 D5 25 S-M 1 1.7 O C-S. O mouthpiece.
2333 D5 25 Squatters B 1 0.5 Embossed deco: LHS; palm tree. 
2334 D5 25 Squatters B-S 1 1.1 Embossed deco: LHS and RHS; scalloped platform. Spur H=3/16". O C-S.
2335 D5 25 B-S 1 3.6 R C-S.
2336 D5 25 S 2 2.1 O C-S.
2337 D5 25 B 5 4.6
2338 D5 25 B 3 3.5 Discoloured inside.
2339 D5 25 B 1 1.0 2168 Embossed deco: possibly part of ship's sails. 
2340 D5 25 McDougall B 1 0.4 Stamped cartouche: 'McD…'. Fire damaged: burnt.
2341 D5 25 Squatters B 1 1.1 Embossed deco: RHS; man drinking. 
2342 D5 25 Dutch S 1 5.8 Embossed deco: vines running along both sides of stem. O to R C-S.
2343 D5 25 McDougall S 1 1.5 2403 Stamped label: LHS'…L' RHS; 'GLASGOW'. R C-S. Fire damaged: burnt. 
2344 D5 25 B 1 0.8 Embossed deco: vertical ridges on bowl. Discoloured inside.
2345 D5 25 B-S 1 1.1
2346 D6 30 S 1 0.3
2347 E4 24 Thomas White S 1 1.7 Stamped label: LHS; '…ITE & Co' RHS; 'EDINB…'. R to O C-S.
2348 E4 24 S 1 1.5 R C-S.
2349 E4 24 S 1 0.2
2350 E5 26 Dutch B-S 1 1.8
2354; 
2298 Embossed deco on spur: clover on both sides. Spur H=3/16". O C-S.
2351 E6 30 Murray B 1 0.7
2054; 
2277 Stamped deco: rouletting around rim. 
2352 E6 30 B 1 1.4
2353 D6 30 Milo S 1 3.6 Stamped deco: misaligned milo pattern around stem. R C-S. Fire damaged: burnt. 
2354 D6 30 Dutch S 1 2.7
2298; 
2350 Embossed deco: vines running along both sides. O C-S. Fire damaged: burnt. 
2355 D6 30 ? S 1 2.2 Stamped label: RHS; '… M A'. O C-S. 
2356 E6 30 B 2 0.4
2357 D6 30 B 2 2.3 Discoloured inside.
2372 D6 30 B 1 0.4 Discoloured inside.
2373 D5 26 S 1 1.0 R C-S. Reused: toothwear.
2374 H7 9 B 1 0.2
2375 E5 24 B 1 0.3 Eroded surface.
2376 I-J3 14 Glazed B 1 0.5 Bowl possibly originall glazed or stained brown. Heavily stained bowl. 
2377 E6 30 B 2 0.3
2378 D5 26 B-S 2 3.0
2379 E4 26 B-S 1 0.6
2380 E5 26 S 1 0.6
2381 E4 26 B 1 0.1
2382 D5 25 Squatters B-S 1 1.2 Embossed deco (LHS): line platform. 
2383 D4-5 16 B 1 0.1 Eroded surface.
2384 D7 30 Squatters B 1 0.2 Relief deco (LHS): line platform.
2385 E6 30 B 1 0.5 Eroded surfaces.
2386 I4 25 B-S 1 1.0 Discoloured inside bowl. 
2387 D5 26 ? B 1 2.7
Relief deco: Grapes/leaves design with leaves painted purple. Bowl heavily 
stained. 
2388 D5 26 B-S 2 1.2
2389 D6 30 Squatters B 1 0.7 Relief deco: man sitting smoking claypipe. 
2390 D5 25 ? S 1 0.3 Stamped deco: milo pattern.
2391 J2 2 B 1 0.2
2392 E4 26 B-S 1 1.8 Discoloured inside.
2393 E5 26 S 1 0.6
2394 D5 26 ? B 1 0.3 Embossed deco: part of thick beard, possible Figural bowl.
2395 E5 26 B 1 0.3 Stamped deco: rouletting around rim.
2396 D6 30 Hexagonal B 1 0.4 2304 Moulded bowl: Exterior features obtuse corner, interior is circular. 
2397 E6 30 McDougall B 1 0.4 Stamped cartouche: 'McD…". Round or oval shaped cartouche.
2398 E4 26 B 1 0.4 Possible decoration.
2399 E4 26 B 1 0.4 Stamped deco: rouletting around rim.
2400 E4 26 S 1 0.1
2401 D5 26 Squatters B 1 0.4 Embossed deco: arm holding bottle. 
2402 D5 26 Ship B 1 0.2 Embossed deco: top of sails.
2403 D5 26 McDougall S 1 0.4 2343 Stamped label (LHS): '…DOUGALL…'.
2404 D5 26 B 1 0.7
2405 E6 30 ? B 1 0.3 Stamped cartouche: '…S'. Appears to run vertically up bowl.
2406 E6 30 B 1 0.2
2407 D5 25 B 1 0.3 Stamped deco: rouletting around rim. 
2408 D5 25 S 1 0.2
2409 D5 25 B 3 2.2
2410 D5 26 S-M 1 0.4 Mouthpiece appears to consist of larger diameter stem section, L=5/16".
2411 D5 26 B 2 0.4
2412 D5 26 B 4 0.8 Eroded surfaces.
2413 D7 30 B 2 0.8
2414 D6 30 B-S 2 1.0
2415 D6 30 B 1 0.1 Eroded surfaces.
2416 D5 26 B 2 1.6
2417 D5 26 B 7 1.5 Eroded surfaces.
2418 D5 25 ? B 1 0.5 Relief deco: trident design.
2419 D5 25 B 1 0.4 Stamped deco: rouletting around rim.
2420 D5 25 B 1 0.5
2421 D5 25 B 1 0.2 Eroded surface.
2422 D5 26 B 1 0.1
2423 D5 26 B 1 0.1 Eroded surface.
2424 D6 30 B 1 0.4 Fire damaged?
2425 D6 30 S 1 0.4
2426 E5 26 B 1 0.3
2427 E5 26 B 3 0.3 Eroded surface.
2428 E5 26 B-S 1 0.4
2429 E5 26 ? B 1 0.4 Stamped deco: rouletting around rim.
2430 E5 26 McDougall B 1 0.4 Stamped cartouche: 'M…'/GLA…'.
2431 E5 26 ? B 1 0.3 Stamped cartouche: '…L'. Eroded surface.
2432 E5 26 B 3 0.3
2433 E5 26 B 1 0.1 Eroded surfaces.
Total 348 422.7
KTH-V Glass Catalogue
Cat Square Context Form Shape Part Colour Tinge No. Weight (g) Conjoin Description
3001 I5 25 Bottle F body clear blue 1 0.6 Moulded.
3004 J4 14 Case Bottle F base-sh green olive 49 424.2 Bag 2/2. Multiple conjoins. Low push up. Dip mould.
3005 J4 14 Case Bottle F cr green olive 7 112.7 Bag 2/2. Dip mould.
3006 J4 14 Bottle C base green olive 1 434.8
Dip mould, D=3". Moulded base with medium push up, 
not pontiled.
3007 J4 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 17.1 3226; 3252 Bag 2/2. Dip mould. Rod pontil mark.
3008 J4 14 Case Bottle F base-sh green olive 80 428.0 Dip mould.
3010 J4 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 157.6
Bag 2/2. Dip mould, W=2 1/2", L=2 1/2". Rod pontil 
mark.
3011 J4 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 83.2 Dip mould.
3012 J4 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 219.2
Dip mould, W=2 1/2", L=2 1/2". Rod pontil mark with 
large asterix impression.
3013 J4 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 22.4 Dip mould.
3014 J4 14 Bottle C base green olive 1 4.7 Rounded heel. Moulded.
3015 J4 14 Bottle C sh green olive 1 10.8 C1 Applied.
3018 J4 14 Bottle C base green light 1 148.2 3487
Rounded heel, D=2 3/4". High conical push up, dome 
mamellon. Pontil mark.
3019 J4 14 Case Bottle F finish green olive 1 82.2 Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4".
3020 J4 14 Bottle C body-sh green light 20 110.2 Moulded.
3021 J4 14 Bottle C body-sh clear green 2 4.2 Moulded-applied.
3022 J4 14 Case Bottle F body-sh green olive 140 611.6 Bag 11. Dip mould.
3023 J4 14 Bottle C body green olive 1 47.7 Moulded. Turn moulded?
3024 J4 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 38.2 C2
Dip mould. Rod pontil mark with large asterix 
impression.
3025 J4 14 Bottle C base-body green light 16 144.9 3049 Multiple conjoins. Rounded heel, D=3". Moulded.
3026 J4 14 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 3 35.2 Dip mould.
3027 J4 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 26.5 Dip mould.
3028 J4 14 Case Bottle F finish green olive 1 66.5 Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4".
3029 J4 14 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 17 23.9 Dip mould.
3030 J4 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 2 16.3 Dip mould.
3031 J4 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 13.8 Dip mould.
3032 J4 14 Case Bottle F cr green olive 1 64.7 Dip mould.
3033 J4 14 Bottle C sh green olive 1 9.1 C1 Applied.
3034 J4 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 15.9 Dip mould.
3035 E5 26 Bottle C base green light 1 1.6
Fire damaged: melted. Corroded: opalised. Rounded 
heel, high conical push up.
3036 E4 26 Case Bottle F body-sh green olive 2 1.5 Corroded: opalised.
3037 E4 26 Bottle C body ? 1 1.2 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded.
3038 E4 26 Bottle C body green light 2 4.1 Corroded.
3039 E4 26 Bottle C base-body ? 2 2.7 Rounded heel, D=3". Corroded: opalised.
3040 E4 26 Bottle C body green light 1 0.3 Fire damaged: melted.
3041 J4 14 Bottle C body green light 8 58.6 Moulded.
3042 J4 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 40.2 Dip mould.
3043 J4 14 Bottle C finish green light 1 76.4 Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4". 
3044 J4 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 10.9 Dip mould.
3045 J4 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 10.6 Dip mould.
3046 J4 14 Case Bottle F finish green olive 1 81.2 Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4". Body L=3 1/2".
3047 J4 14 Case Bottle F cr green olive 1 40.7 Dip mould.
3048 J4 14 Bottle C base-neck green light 2 914.9 C12
2x Conjoin. Dip mould, high conical push up, D=3 5/8". 
Vertical striation around neck. 
3049 J4 14 Bottle C base green light 1 233.5 3025
Rounded heel, D=2 3/4". High conical push up, rod 
pontil mark.
3050 J4 14 Case Bottle F finish green olive 1 54.0 Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4".
3051 J4 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 3 24.2 Dip mould.
3052 J4 14 Bottle C sh green light 1 77.3 Bag 3. Moulded.
3053 J4 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 77.3 3815
Dip mould. Rod pontil mark with large asterix 
impression.
3054 E4 26 ? ? flake ? 1 0.1 Fire damaged: melted until blue.
3055 J4 14 Case Bottle F cr green olive 1 13.2 Dip mould.
3056 J4 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 57.5 3522 Dip mould. Sharp rod pontil mark.
3057 J4 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 45.1 Dip mould.
3058 J4 14 Bottle C base green light 1 175.8 C10
Rounded heel, D=3". High conical push up, bare rod 
pontil mark.
3059 J4 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 11.0 Dip mould. 
3060 J4 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 50.7 Dip mould. 
3061 E6 24 Bottle C body green light 1 3.4 Moulded
3062 J4 14 Bottle C base green light 1 30.6 C10 Rounded heel, D=3". High conical push up.
3063 E6 24 Bottle C body clear green 1 4.2 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded.
3064 J4 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 13.3 Dip mould.
3065 J4 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 134.1 3104
Bag 3. Dip mould, W=2 1/4", L=2 1/4". Rod pontil mark 
with cross impression.
3067 J4 14 Bottle C sh green olive 1 20.2 C1 Applied.
3068 J4 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 57.3 Bag 3. Dip mould.
3071 E5 26 Case Bottle F corner green olive 2 12.9 Corroded: opalised.
3072 E5 26 ? M ? ? 6 7.0 Fire damaged: melted until blue. Corroded.
3073 J4 14 Bottle C sh green light 1 16.7 Moulded-applied.
3074 J4 14 Case Bottle F finish green olive 1 52.0 Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4".
3075 J4 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 7.0 Dip mould.
3077 J4 14 Case Bottle F body green olive 1 0.9 Dip mould.
3078 J4 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 16.3 C2 Dip mould. Rod pontil mark with cross impression.
3079 J4 14 Case Bottle F finish green olive 1 44.0 Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4"
3080 J4 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 12.3 Dip mould. 
3081 J4 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 235.4
Dip mould, W=2 1/2", L=2 1/2". Rod pontil mark with 
cross impression.
3082 J4 14 Bottle C finish clear green 4 78.0 3187
4x Conjoin. Hand applied single collar, BD=7/8". Applied 
neck.
3083 J4 14 Case Bottle F body-sh green olive 4 37.5 Dip mould.
3084 J4 14 Case Bottle F base-sh green olive 92 258.7 Bag 3. low push up. Dip mould.
3085 J4 14 Bottle C base green light 2 267.8 3211 Rounded heel, D=3 1/2". High conical push up.
3087 J4 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 15.2 Bag 3. Dip mould.
3088 J4 14 Bottle C body-sh green light 44 217.5 Bag 3. Moulded.
3089 J4 14 Bottle C base green light 1 14.5 C9 Rounded heel, high conical push up, D=3".
3090 E5 26 Bottle C body clear green 1 1.7 Corroded: opalised.
3091 E5 26 Case Bottle F cr green olive 1 1.1 Dip mould.
3092 E5 26 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 1.4 Fire damaged. Corroded.
3093 E6 24 Bottle C sh ? 1 3.5 Fire damaged: melted until blue/white.
3094 J4 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 35.8 Dip mould. 
3095 J4 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 7.9 Dip mould.
3096 J4 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 137.7 3115 W+L=2 1/2". Window shaped pointil mark. Dip mould.
3097 J4 14 Bottle C base green light 1 9.7 C9 Bag 3. Rounded heel, D=3". High conical push up.
3098 J4 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 44.2 C2
Dip mould. Rod pontil mark with large asterix 
impression.
3099 J4 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 19.8 C2 Dip mould.
3100 J4 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 12.1 Dip mould.
3101 J4 14 Bottle C base green light 1 38.1 C9
Bag 3. Rounded heel, D=3". High conical push up, sand 
pontil mark.
3102 J4 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 14.2 Dip mould.
3103 J4 14 Case Bottle F finish green olive 1 87.6
Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4". Dip mould, Body 
W=3 1/2".
3104 J4 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 18.5 3065 Bag 3. Dip mould.
3105 H3 27 Case Bottle F cr green olive 1 2.0 Dip mould.
3106 J2 31 Case Bottle F body-cr green olive 5 3.7 Dip mould.
3106.2 J2 31 Bottle C body green light 1 0.8 Fire damaged: melted - turning blue. Corroded.
3107 E5 24 ? M ? ? 2 0.7 Fire damaged: melted until blue.
3108 I2 31 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 13.7 Dip mould.
3110 I3 27 ? ? flake clear 1 0.3
3111 I3 27 ? M ? ? 1 1.3 Fire damaged: melted until blue.
3112 I3 27 Bottle C body green light 3 2.3 Moulded.
3113 E4 26 Bottle C body green olive 2 2.0 Fire damaged. Corroded.
3114 E4 26 Bottle C body-sh green light 3 3.6 Corroded: opalised.
3115 J4 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 4 45.8 3096 4x Conjoin. Bag 3. Dip mould, W=2 1/2".
3117 J4 14 Bottle C base green light 1 32.0 C5 Bag 3. Rounded heel, 2 3/4". High conical push up.
3118 J4 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 20.4 3121; 3143 Bag 3. Asterisk shaped pontil mark.
3120 G3 9 Case Bottle F body green olive 1 8.7 Dip mould
3121 J4 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 15.5 3118; 3143 Bag 3. Dip mould.
3126 I-J3 14 Bottle C finish green light 1 143.5 3926
Applied stepped single collar, BD=3/4". Possible remains 
of label around neck.
3130 J4 14 Bottle C base green light 2 33.1 C8; 3879 Quad 4. Rounded heel, D=3". High conical push up.
3131 J4 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 5 124.0 Quad 4. Dip mould.
3133 J4 14 Bottle C base green light 1 18.9 C8 Quad 4. Rounded heel, D=2 3/4". High conical push up.
3135 J4 14 Bottle C finish green light 1 37.2 Quad 4. Applied single collar, BD=3/4". 
3136 J4 14 Case Bottle F base-sh green olive 37 170.9 Asterix pontil mark. Dip mould.
3137 J4 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 3.3 Dip mould.
3138 J4 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 16.4 Dip mould.
3139 J4 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 19.4 Dip mould.
3140 J4 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 196.4
Dip mould, W=2 1/2", L=2 1/2". Rod pontil mark with 
cross impression.
3141 J4 14 Case Bottle F cr green olive 1 14.7 Dip mould.
3142 J4 14 Bottle C push up green light 1 23.0 C9
Bag 3. High conical push up, low dome shaped 
mamellon.
3143 J4 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 93.9 3118; 3121 Dip mould. Rod pontil mark with cross impression?
3144 J4 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 6.2 Dip mould.
3145 J4 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 32.1 Dip mould.
3146 J4 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 8.4 Dip mould.
3147 J4 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 54.4 Dip mould.
3148 J4 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 72.5 Dip mould.
3149 J4 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 26.8 Dip mould.
3150 J4 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 324.4
Dip mould, W=2 1/2", L=2 1/2". Rod pontil mark with 
large asterix impression.
3151 J4 14 Case Bottle F finish green olive 1 70.1 Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4". Dip mould.
3152 J4 14 Case Bottle F base-finish green olive 49 170.0 Hand applied collar. Dip mould.
3153 J4 14 Bottle C sh clear green 2 1.5 Moulded deco: vertical ribs. 
3154 J4 14 Bottle C body-sh green light 18 87.9 Bag 8. Moulded.
3155 J4 14 Case Bottle F body-sh green olive 61 231.6 Bag 8. Dip mould.
3156 J4 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 10.8 Bag 3. Dip mould.
3157 J4 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 4.2 Bag 3. Dip mould.
3158 J4 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 9.6 Bag 3. Dip mould.
3159 J4 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 11.8 Bag 3. Dip mould.
3160 J4 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 7.6 Bag 3. Dip mould.
3161 J4 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 5.4 Bag 3. Dip mould.
3162 J4 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 6.8 Bag 3. Dip mould.
3163 J4 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 337.6 Dip mould, W=2 1/2", L=2 1/2". Rod pontil impression.
3164 J4 14 Bottle C neck green light 1 19.9 Bag 9. Applied.
3165 J4 14 Bottle C finish green light 1 47.5 Bag 9. Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4". Applied.
3166 J4 14 Bottle C neck green light 1 9.8 Bag 9. Applied.
3167 J4 14 Bottle C sh green light 1 11.3 Bag 9. Applied.
3168 J4 14 Bottle C body-sh green light 26 79.3 Bag 9. Moulded.
3169 J4 14 Case Bottle F finish green olive 1 51.8 Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4".
3170 J4 14 Case Bottle F finish green olive 1 71.1 Bag 9. Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4".
3172 J4 14 Case Bottle F finish green olive 1 73.2
Bag 9. Hand applied deep conical single collar, BD=3/4". 
Dip mould.
3173 J4 14 Case Bottle F cr green olive 4 87.4 Bag 9. Dip mould.
3174 J4 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 14 137.7 Bag 9. Dip mould.
3175 J4 14 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 52 260.3 Multiple conjoins. Dip mould.
3176.1 J3b 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 1.8 Artefact area 4. Dip mould.
3177 J3 14 Bottle C body-nk clear green 8 6.2 Aretefact area 4. Vertical seam. 
3178 J3 14 Bottle C body-sh green olive 7 63.5 Artefact area 4. Three-piece mould. 
3179 J3 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 2 29.5 Dip mould.
3180 J3b 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 163.3
Artefact Area 4. Dip mould, W=2 1/2". Small sqaure rod 
pontil mark.
3181 J3b 14 Bottle C finish green olive 1 82.5
Artefact Area 4. Applied double collar, brandy type, 
BD=3/4".
3182 J3b 14 Bottle C body green olive 1 70.9 Artefact Area 4. Moulded.
3183 J3b 14 Bottle C sh green light 2 70.6 Artefact area 4. 2x Conjoin. Applied.
3184 J3b 14 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 16 27.9 Dip mould.
3185 J4 14 Bottle C push up green light 1 3.6 Bag 3. High conical push up. 
3186 J4 14 Bottle C finish green light 1 63.9 Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4". Applied.
3187.1 J4 14 Bottle C base-sh clear green 15 599.2 3082
12x Conjoin. Two piece cup-bottom mould, D=3", high 
conical push up.
3187.2 J4 14 ? ? flake clear 4 1.1
3188 J4 14 Bottle C body clear green 1 2.4 Moulded.
3189 J4 14 Bottle C body green light 5 4.6 Bag 12. Moulded.
3190 H6 25 Bottle C neck green light 1 3.3 Applied.
3191 H6 25 Bottle C body-sh clear green 2 9.4 Moulded.
3192 H6 25 Bottle O base-cr clear blue 2 0.8 Moulded.
3193 J4 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 72.4 Dip mould.
3194 J4 14 Case Bottle F cr green olive 1 16.7 Dip mould.
3195 J4 14 Case Bottle F cr green olive 1 5.6 Dip mould.
3196 J4 14 Case Bottle F cr green olive 1 13.5 Dip mould.
3197 J4 14 Bottle C body-nk green light 3 11.5 Bag 12. Moulded.
3199 J4 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 219.6
Dip mould, W=2 1/2", L=2 1/2". Rod pontil mark with 
cross impression.
3200 J4 14 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 34 133.7 Bag 12. Dip mould.
3201 J4 14 Bottle C body-sh green light 17 194.1 Quad 3. Moulded.
3202 J4 14 Case Bottle F body green olive 4 9.9 Dip mould.
3203 J4 14 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 2 0.9 Dip mould.
3204 E5 26 Case Bottle F body-cr green olive 7 9.8 Fire damaged: melted until blue. Corroded.
3205 J4 4 Case Bottle F finish green olive 1 56.6 Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4".
3206 J4 14 Bottle C sh-finish clear green 6 41.4
3x Conjoin. Applied single collar, BD=1/2". Moulded 
deco: horizontal ribs on neck, Vertical ribs on sh. 
Vertical seams. Artefact 7?
3210 J4 14 Case Bottle F finish green olive 1 42.6 Hand applied single collar, BD=7/8".
3211 J4 14 Bottle C push up green light 1 93.3 3085
High conical push up, large dome mamellon. Sand pontil 
mark.
3212 J4 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 19.5 Bag 7. Dip mould.
3213 J4 14 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 53 447.3 Bag 7. Multiple conjoins. Dip mould.
3214 J4 14 Case Bottle F finish green olive 1 54.6 Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4".
3215 J4 14 Bottle C sh green light 1 40.8 Applied
3216 J4 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 34.5 Dip mould.
3217 J4 14 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 55 181.6 Bag 7. Dip mould.
3218 J4 14 Bottle C body green light 1 29.7 Bag 7. Moulded.
3219 H8 9 Bottle C body clear green 1 0.3 Moulded.
3220 J4 14 Bottle C body-sh green light 14 37.1 Bag 7. Moulded-applied.
3221 J4 14 Bottle C body green light 1 0.8 Bag 7. Moulded.
3222 J4 14 Bottle C sh green light 1 28.2 Bag 7. Moulded.
3223 J4 14 Case Bottle F base-sh green olive 5 9.4 Bag 7. Asterix pontil mark. Dip mould.
3225 G6 9 Case Bottle F body green olive 1 0.7 3443 Dip mould. 
3226 J4 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 49.1 3007; 3252 Square pontil mark. Dip mould.
3227 I5 9 Bottle O cr clear blue 1 0.6 Moulded.
3228 I4 9 Bottle C body green light 2 3.0 Moulded.
3229 I5 9 Bottle C sh green light 1 4.9 Applied. Corroded.
3230 J4 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 33.6 Dip mould.
3231 I-J3 14 Case Bottle F body-cr green olive 6 4.9 Dip mould.
3232 J3 14 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 33 65.1 Quad 2. Dip mould.
3233.1 I-J3 14 Bottle C body-sh green light 2 0.8 Moulded.
3233.2 I-J3 14 Bottle C sh green light 1 1.2 Moulded.
3233.3 I-J3 14 Bottle C body clear green 1 1.4 Moulded.
3234 G7 9 Case Bottle F body green olive 1 2.0 Fire damaged: melted, crazed. Corroded: white.
3235 J4 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 29.3 Dip mould.
3236 J4 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 17.3 Bag 12. Dip mould.
3237 G3 9 Bottle C body green light 1 16.3 Moulded.
3238 J4 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 8.6 Bag 12. Dip mould.
3239 J4 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 33.3 Bag 12. Dip mould.
3240 J4 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 8.0 Bag 12. Dip mould.
3241 J4 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 7.0 Bag 12. Dip mould.
3242 J4 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 6.2 Bag 12. Dip mould.
3243 J4 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 11.2 Bag 12. Dip mould.
3244 J4 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 10.4 Bag 12. Dip mould.
3245 J4 14 Case Bottle F finish green olive 1 63.8
Bag 12. Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4". Body W=3 
3/4'.
3246 E5 26 Case Bottle F body-cr green olive 2 3.9 Corroded.
3247 I-J3 14 Case Bottle F body-cr green olive 13 17.4 Artefact 6. Dip mould.
3248 I-J3 14 Bottle C body clear green 3 14.0 Artefact 6. Moulded.
3249 J4 14 Bottle C seal green light 1 13.3
Large embossed circular seal, D=1 3/4". Label around 
edge: 'GUILLAUME MOLERE…', shield in centre bottom 
with label: 'FINE/CHAMPAGNE/COGNAC', on top of 
shield is a crown with an eagle perched upon it, to 
either side of the shield are rearing lions, beneath the 
shield across the bottom edge is a decorative scroll 
work. 
3250 J4 14 Bottle C sh green light 1 54.8 Applied.
3251 J4 14 Case Bottle F cr green olive 1 64.4 Dip mould.
3252 J4 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 90.4 3007; 3226 Dip mould. Star shaped pontil mark.
3253 J4 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 33.3 Dip mould.
3254.1 G4 9 Bottle C body clear green 4 15.7 Moulded.
3254.2 G4 9 Bottle C base clear green 1 3.1 Heel seam, medium push up, D=3".
3255 G4 9 Case Bottle F body green olive 1 0.8 Dip mould. 
3256 G4 9 ? M ? ? 1 0.6 Fire damaged: melted until blue in colour. Corroded?
3257 J4 14 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 14 41.8 Dip mould. 
3258 J4 4 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 45.6 Dip mould.
3259 J4 4 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 235.2 Dip mould, W=2 3/4", L=2 3/4". Narrow rod pontil mark. 
3261 J4 4 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 13.4 Dip mould.
3262 J4 4 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 37.1 Dip mould.
3263 J4 4 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 21.4 Dip mould.
3264 J4 4 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 12.3 Dip mould.
3265 J4 4 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 31.0 Dip mould.
3266 J4 4 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 9.8 Dip mould.
3267 J4 4 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 13.9 Dip mould.
3268 J4 4 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 25.9 Dip mould.
3269 J4 4 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 15.4 Dip mould.
3270 J4 4 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 38.1 Dip mould.
3271 J4 4 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 34.7 Dip mould.
3273 J4 4 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 20.4 Dip mould.
3274 J3 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 2.3 Quad 2. Dip mould.
3276 J3 14 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 13 24.7 Quad 2. Dip Mould.
3277 J3 14 Bottle C body green light 1 20.8 Quad 2. Moulded.
3278 J3 14 Case Bottle F cr green olive 1 5.8 Quad 2. Dip mould.
3279 J3 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 4.7 Quad 2. Dip mould.
3280 J3 14 Bottle F body-cr green olive 12 11.5 Dip mould.
3281 I-J3 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 225.2
Dip mould, W=2 5/8", L=2 5/8". Small square rod pontil 
mark.
3282 E5 24 Case Bottle F body green olive 1 0.4 Fire damaged: crazed.
3283 I-J3 14 Case Bottle F body-cr green olive 23 53.5 Dip mould.
3284 E5 24 Bottle C body green light 1 1.6 Moulded
3285 E2 23 Case Bottle F body green olive 1 0.7 Dip mould.
3287 J4 4 Bottle C body-finish green light 14 30.1 C12 Applied single collar, BD=3/4". Moulded.
3288 G5 25 Bottle C sh-nk clear green 4 11.7 Applied.
3289 H4 9 Bottle C body clear green 5 27.6 Moulded
3290 E4 24 Bottle C sh clear green 1 1.4 Applied. Corroded: opalised.
3291 J4 4 Case Bottle F body-sh green olive 92 362.1 Dip mould.
3292 E4 24 ? M ? ? 1 0.6 Fire damaged: melted until blue.
3293 E4 24 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 2.4 Corroded.
3294 D2 23 Case Bottle F body-cr green olive 3 4.2 Dip mould.
3295 J3 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 26.1 Quad 2. Dip mould.
3296 J3 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 1.7 Quad 2. Dip mould.
3297 J3 14 Case Bottle F finish green olive 1 53.7 Quad 2. Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4".
3300 J3 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 2.9 Quad 2. Dip mould.
3301 J3 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 9.3 Quad 2. Dip mould.
3302 J3 14 Bottle C base green light 1 3.4 3735 Quad 2. Rounded heel, D=3". High conical push up.
3303 J3 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 26.9 Quad 2. Dip mould.
3305 J3 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 34.4
3306, 
3308,  
3311 Quad 2. Dip mould. 
3306 J3 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 55.5
3305, 
3308, 3311
Quad 2. Dip mould, W=2 1/2". Rod pontil mark with 
cross/grid impression.
3307 J3 14 Bottle C neck green light 1 4.7 Quad 2. Moulded.
3308 J3 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 27.5
3305, 
3306, 3311 Quad 2. Dip mould. 
3309 J3 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 2.8 Quad 2. Dip mould. 
3310 J3 14 Bottle C sh green light 1 5.4 Quad 2. Moulded.
3311 J3 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 30.6
3305, 
3306, 3308 Quad 2. Dip mould. 
3312 I4 25 Bottle C sh green light 1 1.3 Moulded.
3313 I4 25 Mirror F body clear 1 1.3 Silver backing on one side. Thickness = 2.1mm.
3314 E6 30 Bottle C base green light 1 3.5
Rounded heel, D=3". High conical push up. Corroded: 
opalised.
3315 E6 30 Bottle C body green light 1 1.8 Corroded: opalised.
3316 E6 30 Case Bottle F body-cr green olive 3 2.9 Corroded: opalised.
3317 E6 30 Bottle C body ? 1 6.4 Fire damaged: melted until blue.
3319 E6 30 Bottle C neck green light 1 1.8 Fire damaged: melted/crazed.
3322 E5 26 Bottle C body green light 3 5.4 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded: opalised.
3323 E5 26 Bottle C sh clear green 2 1.3 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded: opalised.
3324 E5 26 Bottle C body green olive 1 0.7 Corroded.
3325 E5 26 Bottle C finish green olive 1 8.5 3849 Applied conical shaped single collar, BD=3/4". 
3328 D6 30 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 28 127.9 Dip mould.
3328.3 D6 30 Bottle C push up green light 1 6.8 High conical push up. Fire damaged: melted. 
3330 D6 30 Bottle C finish green light 1 1.9 Part of applied collar, BD=3/4".
3331 D6 30 Bottle C push up green light 1 24.2
High conical push up, large conical mamellon. Corroded: 
opalised.
3332 D6 30 Bottle C base green light 1 6.6 Rounded heel, D=2 3/4". High conical push up.
3333 D6 30 Bottle O base-finish clear 25 56.4
Multiple conjoins. Embossed label: 'G' on neck. Base 
W=1", L=1 3/4", cracked off round pontil mark. Hand 
applied flaring single collar, BD=1/2". Two piece mould. 
3334 D6 30 Bottle C body clear 1 0.3 Moulded.
3335 D6 30 ? ? flake clear 1 0.1
3337 D6 30 Bottle C body-sh green light 7 19.1 3338, 3339 Moulded.
3338 D6 30 Bottle C push up green light 1 10.4
High conical push up, low mamellon. Corroded: 
opalised.
3339 D6 30 Bottle C finish green light 1 11.0 Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4". Corroded.
3344 D6 30 Bottle C body clear 2 2.5 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded.
3345 D6 30 Bottle O corner clear green 1 6.5 Corroded: opalised.
3346 D6 30 Bottle C base clear green 1 14.5
Flat moulded heel, D=3". Low push up. Corroded: 
opalised.
3347 D6 30 Bottle C finish clear green 2 4.2
Applied single collar with bevelled rim, BD=3/4". 
Corroded: opalised.
3349 D6 30 Bottle C base green light 1 6.7
Rounded heel. High conical push up. Fire damaged: 
melted. Corroded.
3350 D6 30 Case Bottle C finish green olive 1 12.0
Fire damaged: melted until blue. Applied single collar. 
Corroded: opalised.
3351 D6 30 Case Bottle F base green olive 2 24.1 Fire damaged: melted until blue. Corroded.
3352 D7 30 Case Bottle F finish green olive 1 24.2 C4 Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4".
3353 D7 30 Bottle C base green light 1 4.1
Fire damaged: melted. Corroded: opalised. Rounded 
heel, high conical push up. 
3354 D7 30 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 12.3 C3 Dip mould. 
3355 D7 30 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 1.5 Dip mould. 
3356 D7 30 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 8.3 Dip mould.
3357 D7 30 Bottle C body green light 1 13.2 Moulded.
3358 D7 30 Case Bottle C finish green olive 1 6.5 C4 Small part of collar. Applied.
3359 D7 30 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 9.5 Dip mould.
3360 D7 30 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 19 31.3 Dip mould.
3364 I4 9 Bottle C sh-nk clear green 2 18.7 Vertical seam.
3365 I4 9 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 12 112.9 Multiple conjoins. Dip mould.
3366 I4 9 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 149.8
Dip mould, W=2 1/2", L=2 1/2". Rod pontil mark with 
asterix impression.
3367 I4 9 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 377.8 Dip mould, W=2 1/2", L=2 1/2". Square rod pontil mark. 
3368 I4 9 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 10.5 Dip mould.
3369 I4 9 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 66.5 3370 Dip mould. Rod pontil mark with cross impression.
3370 I4 9 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 36.4 3369 Dip mould. Rod pontil mark with cross impression.
3371 I4 9 Case Bottle F finish green olive 1 37.7 Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4". 
3372 I4 9 Case Bottle F finish green olive 1 58.6 Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4". 
3373 I4 9 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 3.2 Dip mould. 
3373 I4 9 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 9.6 Dip mould.
3373.2 I4 9 Case Bottle F corner green olive 14 229.2 Multiple conjoins. Dip mould.
3374 I4 9 Case Bottle F body-cr green olive 26 111.6 Multiple conjoins. Dip mould.
3375 I7 13 Bottle C finish clear green 10 108.1
2x Conjoin. Applied single collar, BD=3/4". Vertical 
seam.
3376 E6 30 Case Bottle F body-cr green olive 3 6.4 Fire damaged: melted until blue. Corroded.
3377 E6 30 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 0.4
3378 E6 30 Bottle C sh green light 1 2.8 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded.
3379 E6 30 Bottle C sh clear 1 0.1 Moulded.
3380 E6 30 Bottle C body clear green 2 3.6 Corroded: opalised.
3381 E6 30 Bottle C base green light 2 5.7
2x Conjoin. Rounded heel, D=3". Fire damaged. 
Corroded: opalised.
3385 J3 14 Case Bottle F body-sh green olive 2 15.3 Dip mould.
3386 J3 14 Bottle C body green light 1 6.6 Moulded.
3387 J3 14 Bottle C body clear green 1 0.3 Corroded.
3392 I4 9 Bottle C body-sh green light 5 7.2 Applied-moulded.
3397 D6 30 Bottle C body clear green 1 0.9 Corroded: opalised.
3398 J4 14 Bottle C body-sh green light 26 110.9 Bag 4. Moulded.
3399 J4 14 Case Bottle F finish green olive 1 53.9 Bag 4. Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4". Dip mould.
3400 J4 14 Bottle C finish green light 2 14.4 C12 Bag 4. 2x Conjoin. Applied single collar, BD=3/4".
3401 J4 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 116 317.3 Bag 4. Dip mould.
3402 J4 14 Case Bottle F finish green olive 1 55.5 NE quad. Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4". 
3404 J4 14 Bottle C pu-sh green light 9 30.4 C9 High conical push up. Moulded-applied.
3406 J3b 14 Bottle C body-sh green light 35 36.2 Moulded.
3407 J3b 14 Case Bottle F body-cr green olive 36 55.3 Dip mould.
3408 J3b 14 Bottle C body-sh clear green 18 9.9 Vertical seam.
3409 D5 26 Bottle C finish green light 1 4.2 Applied single collar. Fire damaged: melted. Corroded.
3410 D5 26 Bottle C base green light 2 14.6 Rounded heel, D=3". High conical push up. Corroded.
3411 D5 26 Bottle C base clear green 1 14.5
Fire damaged: melted. Corroded: opalised. Rounded 
heel, D=3". Medium push up.
3412 J3b 14 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 21 112.2 Dip mould.
3413 D5 26 Case Bottle F base green olive 3 30.6 3774 Fire damaged. Corroded.
3414 D5 26 Bottle C neck green light 1 5.1 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded: opalised.
3415 D5 26 Bottle C finish ? 1 1.5 Hand applied single collar. Fire damaged. Corroded.
3416 D5 26 Bottle C finish ? 1 2.6 Applied single collar, BD=3/4". Corroded.
3417 D5 26 Bottle C body clear 1 0.5 Corroded.
3419 I7 17 Bottle C body clear 2 0.1
3420 I6 9 Bottle C body green light 3 1.8 Moulded.
3421 J3 1 Case Bottle F body green olive 3 4.7 Dip mould.
3422 F5 3 Bottle C body green light 1 0.3 Corroded.
3423 H1 2 Bottle C neck green light 1 4.3 Applied.
3424 F5 7 Case Bottle F body green olive 1 0.2 Dip mould.
3425 H6 9 Bottle C body clear green 1 5.4 Moulded.
3426 I4 2 Bottle C body-sh green light 17 33.8 Applied-moulded.
3427 I4 2 Bottle C sh green light 1 19.7 Applied-moulded.
3429 l6 1 ? ? flake green 1 0.1
3430 K3 1 Bottle C base green light 2 101.4 C6
Rounded heel, D=3 1/2". High conical push up. Sand 
pontil mark.
3431 D4-5 16 ? M ? ? 2 2.3 Fire damaged: melted until blue.
3432 D4-5 16 ? M ? ? 1 0.3 Fire damaged: melted until blue.
3433 D4-5 16 Bottle C finish green olive 1 4.6 3225
Applied conical single collar, BD=3/4". Corroded: 
opalised.
3434 D4-5 16 ? M ? clear 1 0.8 Fire damaged: melted.
3435 D4-5 16 Bottle C body green light 1 0.6 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded.
3436 D6 16 Bottle C sh green light 1 0.9 Corroded: opalised.
3437 J3 2 Bottle C base green light 2 7.9 C6 Rounded heel, high conical push up.
3438 J3 2 Case Bottle F body-cr green olive 18 32.3 Dip mould.
3439 J3 2 Bottle C body-sh green light 8 10.7 Moulded-applied.
3440 J3 2 Bottle C body clear green 1 0.1 Moulded deco: horizontal rib. 
3442 H1-2 15 Bottle C body green light 1 2.8 Moulded.
3443.1 D3 1 Case Bottle F cr green olive 1 3.0 Dip mould.
3443.2 D3 1 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 10.7 Dip mould.
3444.1 I7 13 Bottle C base clear green 2 123.8 3444 2x Conjoin. Heel and vertical seam, D=3".
3444.2 I7 13 Bottle C push up clear green 3 56.7 3444 3x Conjoin. Low push up. Moulded.
3444.3 I7 13 Bottle C base-sh clear green 14 46.4 Two piece mould, D=3".
3445 I7 13 Bottle C base-sh clear green 29 76.9 Artefact 14. Heel seam, D=3". Vertical seam. 
3446 J3 2 Bottle C push up green light 1 28.4 C6 High conical push up, large dome mamellon. 
3447 H5 9 Bottle C sh clear green 2 2.7 Moulded.
3448 A3 1 Bottle F body clear 1 3.8
Possibly machine made and slightly purple. Modern 
addition?
3449 H7 9 Bottle C body-sh clear green 51 83.8 Vertical seam.
3454 J2 2 Bottle C sh green light 1 3.7 Moulded.
3455 J2 2 Bottle C sh green light 1 1.0 Moulded.
3458 I6 9 Bottle C sh clear green 1 8.5 Vertical seam. 
3459 I6 9 Bottle C base green light 1 6.2 C11 Rounded heel, D=2 1/2". High concial push up.
3460 I6 9 Bottle C push up green light 1 18.2 C11 Rounded heel, D=3". High conical push up.
3461 I6 9 Bottle C finish green light 1 52.2 Hand applied single collar, BD=13/16". Applied.
3462 I6 9 Bottle C body-sh green light 80 255.3 3882 Moulded.
3463 J3 1 Bottle C base green light 1 123.1 C6
Rounded heel, BD=3 1/2". High conical push up. 
Moulded.
3464 J3 1 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 4 19.3 Dip mould.
3465 J3 1 Bottle C sh green light 2 6.0 Moulded.
3466 H8 5 Bottle C body clear green 1 0.7 Moulded.
3467 F5 10 Bottle C body green light 1 1.7 Corroded. Fire damaged: crazed.
3468 K7 1 Bottle C neck green olive 1 7.1 Applied.
3469 L7 1 Bottle C neck green olive 1 4.0 Moulded.
3471.1 H7 9 Bottle C base-body clear green 11 24.1 Vertical seam. 
3471.2 H7 9 Bottle F cr clear blue 1 1.0 Moulded.
3471.3 H7 9 Bottle C body-sh clear green 3 2.0 Vertical seam.
3473 H6 9 Bottle C body clear green 1 3.4 Moulded.
3474 J3 14 Case Bottle F cr-body green olive 22 25.2
3475 J3 14 Bottle C body-sh green light 3 3.3 Moulded.
3476 J3 14 ? M ? ? 1 0.3 Fire damaged: melted until blue.
3477 I2 2 Case Bottle F body green olive 2 2.9
3478 I3 14 Bottle F sh clear blue 1 5.9 Mouled-applied.
3479 I3 14 Bottle C body green light 3 8.5 Moulded.
3480 I3 14 Window F body clear 3 5.3 Thickness=2.1-2.2mm.
3483 D6 30 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 84.1 C3 Dip mould, W=2 1/2". Rod pontil with cross impression.
3484 D6 30 Bottle C base green olive 5 172.3
5x Conjoin. Rounded heel, D=3". High conical push up, 
bare pontil mark.
3485 I6 2 Bottle C push up green light 1 55.1 C11 High conical push up.
3486 I6 2 Bottle C base green light 2 6.3 3904 Rounded heel, D=3". High conical push up.
3487 J4 14 Bottle C base-nk green light 55 251.4 3018 16x Conjoin. Rounded heel, D=3". Moulded.
3488 I3 ? Case Bottle F body-cr green olive 2 5.2
Dip mould. Labelled 'threshold cleaning' possibly 
Context 9?
3489 H7 2 Bottle C body clear green 1 6.7 Moulded.
3490 I-J3 14 Case Bottle F base-sh green olive 55 206.0 Artefacts 10 and 11. Dip mould.
3492 I-J3 14 Bottle C body-sh green light 26 118.6 3868 Artefacts 10 and 11. Moulded.
3493 D6 30 Bottle C sh green light 1 1.9 Corroded: opalised.
3494 D6 30 Bottle C finish clear 1 4.3
Hand applied rim-like single collar, BD=3/8". Vertical 
seams. Corroded.
3495 D6 30 Bottle C base green light 1 4.1 3609 Rounded heel, D=3". High conical push up. Corroded.
3497 D6 30 Bottle C body-sh green light 6 13.3 Fire damaged: melted until blue. Corroded.
3498 D6 30 Bottle C finish clear blue 1 1.1 Applied single collar, BD=1/2", Corroded: opalised.
3499 D6 30 Bottle C body clear 1 1.0 Corroded.
3505 D5 26 Bottle C sh clear 1 0.3 Corroded.
3506 F6 3 Case Bottle F body green olive 1 0.8 Dip mould.
3512 H6 2 Bottle C body clear green 1 5.6 Moulded.
3522 J6 20 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 117.5 3056 Dip mould. Sharp rod pontil mark. 
3523 I-J3 14 Case Bottle F finish green olive 2 108.9
2x Conjoin. Artefact 10 and 11. Hand applied single 
collar, BD=3/4". Dip mould. Body W=3 1/2".
3524 I-J3 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 20.6 Artefacts 10 and 11. Dip mould.
3525 I-J3 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 15.6 Dip mould.
3526 I-J3 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 9.6 Artefacts 10 and 11. Dip mould.
3527 I-J3 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 25.2 Artefacts 10 and 11. Dip mould.
3528 I-J3 14 Bottle C body green light 1 10.6 Artefacts 10 and 11. Moulded.
3529 I-J3 14 Bottle C body green light 1 30.6 Artefacts 10 and 11. Moulded.
3530 E4 29 Bottle C body clear green 1 0.8 Moulded.
3531 I-J3 14 Bottle C sh green light 1 7.4 Artefacts 10 and 11. Applied.
3532 I-J3 14 Bottle C base green light 1 50.1 C7 Artefacts 10 and 11. Rounded heel, D=3".
3533 I-J3 14 Bottle C base green light 1 20.6 Artefacts 10 and 11. Rounded heel, D=3".
3534 I-J3 14 Bottle C body green light 1 10.4 Artefacts 10 and 11. Moulded.
3535 I-J3 14 Bottle C sh green light 1 17.1 Artefacts 10 and 11. Moulded.
3536 I-J3 14 Bottle C sh green light 1 15.8 Artefacts 10 and 11. Moulded-applied.
3537 I-J3 14 Bottle C sh green light 1 5.9 Artefacts 10 and 11. Moulded-applied.
3538 I-J3 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 9.1 Artefacts 10 and 11. Dip mould.
3539 I-J3 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 12.8 Artefacts 10 and 11. Dip mould.
3540 I-J3 14 Bottle C body green light 1 18.7 Artefacts 10 and 11. Moulded.
3541 I-J3 14 Bottle C base green light 1 184.8 3542
Artefacts 10 and 11. Rounded heel, D= 2 3/4". High 
conical push up, sand pontil mark.
3542 I-J3 14 Bottle C base green light 1 36.4 3541
Artefacts 10 and 11. Rounded heel, high conical push 
up, D=3".
3543 F6 7 Case Bottle F body-sh green olive 3 1.1 Dip mould.
3544 F6 7 ? M ? ? 1 0.9 Fire damaged: melted until blue and white. 
3555 I-J3 14 Bottle C base green light 1 21.5 C7 Artefacts 10 and 11. Rounded heel, D=3".
3556 I-J3 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 2 24.7 3566
2x Conjoin. Artefacts 10 and 11. Dip Mould. Rod pontil 
mark.
3557 I-J3 14 Bottle C body green light 1 11.7 Artefacts 10 and 11: Moulded.
3558 I-J3 14 Bottle C body green light 1 28.2 Artefacts 10 and 11: Moulded.
3559 I-J3 14 Bottle C neck green light 1 10.1 Artefacts 10 and 11. Applied.
3560 I-J3 14 Bottle C body clear green 1 8.6 Artefacts 10 and 11. Moulded.
3561 I-J3 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 9.2 Artefacts 10 and 11. Dip mould.
3562 I-J3 14 Bottle C body clear green 1 16.0 Artefacts 10 and 11. Moulded.
3563 I-J3 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 17.3 Artefacts 10 and 11. Dip mould.
3564 I-J3 14 Bottle C base green light 1 65.4 C7 Artefacts 10 and 11. Rounded heel, D=2 1/2". 
3565 I-J3 14 Bottle C body green light 1 1.3 Artefacts 10 and 11. Moulded.
3566 I-J3 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 86.8 3556
Artefacts 10 and 11. Dip mould, W=2 1/2". Rod pontil 
mark. 
3567 I-J3 14 Bottle C finish green light 1 63.1 Artefacts 10 and 11. Small part of collar. Applied.
3568 I-J3 14 Bottle C base green light 1 79.6 C7
Artefacts 10 and 11. Rounded heel, D=2 3/4". High 
conical push up. Bare rod pontil mark.
3569 I-J3 14 Bottle C finish green light 1 29.5
Artefacts 10 and 11. Hand applied single collar, 
BD=3/4". Applied.
3570 I-J3 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 13.2 Artefacts 10 and 11. Dip mould.
3571 I-J3 14 Case Bottle F finish green olive 1 35.8
Artefacts 10 and 11. Hand applied single collar, 
BD=3/4".
3572 J4 14 Case Bottle F body green olive 74 221.3 Bag 17. Dip mould.
3578 D5 25 Bottle C body clear 1 0.6 Corroded.
3583 H6 25 Bottle O base-sh clear blue 4 3.1 Low push up. Moulded.
3584 H6 25 Bottle C body green light 1 0.9 Moulded.
3585 H6 25 Bottle C sh clear green 1 0.4 Moulded.
3586 J4 14 Bottle C finish green light 2 14.6 C12 2x Conjoin. Applied single collar, BD=3/4".
3587 J4 14 Bottle C body-sh green light 4 4.0 Moulded.
3588 J4 14 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 14 9.8 Dip mould.
3589 J4 14 Bottle C base green light 1 7.8 C5 Bag 4. Rounded heel, D=3". High conical push up.
3591 D5 26 Bottle C seal clear green 1 5.1
Fire damaged: melted. Corroded: opalised. Part of 
circular seal, Embossed label: 'CO…'.
3592 D5 26 Case Bottle F corner green olive 2 8.5 Fire damaged. Corroded.
3594 J3b 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 2 11.9 Dip mould.
3595 J3b 14 Bottle C base clear green 2 274.4
2x Conjoin. Rounded heel, D=3". Medium push up, bare 
rod pontil mark. 
3596 J3b 14 Bottle C body-sh clear green 43 140.2 Three piece mould. 
3597 J3b 14 Bottle C body green light 3 7.6 Moulded.
3598 J3b 14 Bottle C finish green light 2 49.8
Conjoin x2. Hand applied wide single collar, BD=3/4". 
Applied.
3599 J3b 14 Bottle C body-sh green light 30 96.0 Multiple conjoins. Moulded.
3601 D5 26 Bottle C finish green light 2 1.5 Applied single collar. Fire damaged: melted. Corroded.
3602 J4 14 Case Bottle F finish green olive 1 55.5 Bag 9. Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4".
3603 J4 14 Case Bottle F finish green olive 1 62.2 Bag 2/2. Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4".
3604 J4 17 Bottle C base green light 1 80.6 C8
Quad 4. Rounded heel, D=2 3/4". High conical push up, 
rod pontil mark.
3605 J4 4 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 27.4 Dip mould.
3606 D6 30 Bottle F body clear 1 0.1 Moulded.
3607 D6 30 Bottle C body-sh green light 4 19.3 Corroded. Moulded.
3608 D6 30 ? M ? green 1 9.9 Fire damaged: melted.
3609 D6 30 Bottle C base green light 1 3.6 3495 Rounded heel. High conical push up.
3610 J4 14 Bottle C base green light 1 17.1 C10 Rounded heel, D=3". High conical push up.
3611 J4 14 Bottle C body green light 1 18.0 Moulded.
3612 J4 14 Bottle C body-sh green light 2 4.5 Moulded-applied.
3613 J4 14 Bottle C body clear green 1 5.9 Moulded.
3614 J4 14 Bottle C neck green olive 1 12.6 Applied.
3615 J4 14 Bottle C base green light 1 32.5 C5 Rounded heel, D=3". Moulded.
3616 J4 14 Bottle C neck green olive 1 4.9 Applied.
3617 J4 14 Bottle C sh green light 1 2.8 Applied.
3618 J4 14 Bottle C body clear green 1 1.1 Moulded.
3619 J4 14 Bottle C body-sh green light 7 12.2 Moulded.
3620 J4 14 Bottle C base green light 1 3.8 C5 Bag 9. Rounded heel, D=3". High conical push up.
3621 J3b 14 Bottle C body green olive 1 18.9
3622 J3b 14 Bottle C sh green olive 1 3.6 3621 Moulded.
3623 J4 4 Bottle C base green light 1 13.4 Moulded.
3624 J4 14 Bottle C sh green light 1 3.1 Applied.
3625 J4 14 Bottle C body green light 2 1.0 Moulded.
3626 J4 14 Bottle C body clear green 2 2.8 Moulded.
3627 E6 30 Bottle C body green light 1 0.3 Moulded.
3628 E6 30 ? M ? ? 1 0.7 Fire damaged: melted light blue. 
3629 E4 26 Bottle C sh green light 1 0.1 Applied.
3630 E4 26 ? M ? ? 2 2.2 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded.
3631 D5 26 Bottle C body green light 1 1.2 Fire damaged. Corroded.
3632 D6 30 ? M ? green 1 22.7 Fire damaged: melted until blue/white. Corroded.
3634 I3 27 Case Bottle F cr green olive 1 0.9 Dip mould.
3635 G3 9 Bottle C body clear green 2 25.3 Moulded.
3636 I-J3 14 Bottle C body-nk green light 118 275.6 Artefacts 10 and 11. Multiple conjoins. Moulded.
3637 I-J3 14 Bottle C body-sh clear green 30 128.8 Artefacts 10 and 11'. Vertical seam.
3680 J4 14 ? ? flake clear 3 0.1
3681 F6 3 Bottle C neck green olive 1 0.1 Applied.
3682 I4 9 Bottle C push up green light 1 1.8 Corroded. High conical push up.
3683 G3 9 Case Bottle F body green olive 1 2.1 Dip mould
3684 I7 13 ? ? flake clear 3 0.9
3685 I6 9 Bottle F cr clear blue 1 0.3 Moulded.
3686 I6 9 ? ? flake clear 1 0.1
3687 I6 9 ? ? flake green 1 0.1
3688 J3 2 ? ? flake clear 3 0.6
3689 E6 30 ? ? flake clear 1 0.1 Corroded: opalised.
3690 J3b 14 ? ? flake clear 3 0.5
3691 H7 9 Bottle O cr clear 1 0.3 Moulded.
3692 H7 9 ? ? flake clear 4 0.5
3693 J3 14 ? ? flake clear 1 0.1
3694 I-J3 14 Bottle C body green light 1 0.1 Moulded.
3695 I-J3 14 ? ? flake green 1 0.1
3696 I7 13 ? ? flake clear 11 1.0
3697 J4 14 Bottle C body green light 1 0.3 Moulded.
3698 J4 14 ? ? flake green 1 0.3
3699 H7 9 ? ? flake clear 6 0.7
3700 H7 9 ? ? flake green 1 0.1
3701 H4 9 ? ? flake clear 2 0.3
3702 J3 14 ? ? flake clear 1 0.1 Artefact area 4.
3703 I3 27 ? M ? green 3 2.5 Fire damaged: melted - turning blue.
3704 E5 26 Bottle C body green light 1 0.6 Fire damaged: melted - turning blue. Corroded.
3705 E4 26 ? ? flake green 1 0.1
3706 H3 27 Bottle C body green light 1 0.3 Corroded.
3707 H6 25 Bottle C body green light 1 0.2
3708 J4 14 Bottle C pu-body green light 3 4.3 High conical push up. Moulded.
3709 J4 14 ? ? flake green 3 0.4
3710 J4 14 Bottle C body green light 1 11.0 Moulded.
3711 J4 14 Case Bottle F base-sh green olive 14 45.4 Dip mould.
3712 J4 14 Bottle C body green light 2 4.3 Moulded.
3713 J3b 14 ? ? flake clear 10 2.0
3714 I-J3 14 Bottle C body-sh green light 47 83.5 Artefacts 10 and 11. Multiple conjoins. Moulded.
3715 I-J3 14 Bottle C sh clear 1 0.3 Artefacts 10 and 11. Moulded.
3716 I-J3 14 ? ? flake green 4 0.5 Artefacts 10 and 11.
3717 D6 30 Bottle C pu-body green light 2 8.6 High conical push up.
3718 J3 14 ? ? flake green 4 1.3 Quad 2.
3719 J4 14 Bottle C body-sh green light 3 4.9 Moulded-applied.
3720 J4 14 ? ? flake green 1 0.1
3721 J3 2 ? ? flake green 2 0.1
3722 J4 14 Bottle C push-up green olive 1 2.7 high conical push up.
3723 J4 14 Bottle C body-sh green light 9 31.7 Moulded-applied.
3724 J4 14 Bottle C body clear green 3 2.7 Vertical seam.
3725 J4 14 ? ? flake clear 7 0.8
3726 J4 14 ? ? flake green 4 1.6
3727 J4 14 Bottle C body green light 2 43.8 Moulded.
3728 J3 2 Bottle F body green olive 1 0.1 Dip mould.
3729 J3 2 ? ? flake green 3 0.6
3730 J4 4 Bottle C body green light 1 0.2 Moulded
3731 J4 14 ? ? flake green 1 0.7 Bag 11.
3732 J4 14 Bottle C base green light 1 25.7 C9 Bag 3. Rounded heel, D=3". 
3733 J4 14 ? ? flake green 1 0.2 Bag 3.
3734 J4 14 ? ? flake green 1 0.3 Bag 2/2.
3735 J4 14 Bottle C base-nk green light 5 31.7 3302 Bag 7. Rounded heel, D=3", high concial push up, 
3736 J4 14 ? ? flake green 1 0.5 Bag 7.
3737 J4 14 Bottle C body clear green 1 0.7 Bag 7. Moulded.
3738 J4 14 Case Bottle F cr green olive 2 4.2 Dip mould.
3739 I-J3 14 Bottle C body-sh green olive 6 8.8 Artefacts 10 and 11. Moulded.
3740 I-J3 14 Bottle C finish green olive 1 0.5 Artefacts 10 and 11. Applied single collar. 
3741 I-J3 14 Bottle C body green light 3 2.0 Artefacts 10 and 11, Moulded.
3742 I-J3 14 ? ? flake green 3 0.6 Artefacts 10 and 11.
3743 J4 14 Bottle C body-sh green olive 4 4.3 Moulded-applied.
3744 J4 14 Bottle C body green light 1 1.6 Moulded.
3745 J4 14 Bottle C sh green olive 1 1.6 Applied.
3746 J4 14 Bottle C base green light 1 1.8 Rounded heel, high conical push up, D=3".
3747 J4 14 ? ? flake green 1 0.1
3748 J3b 14 Bottle C body-sh green olive 16 29.7 Moulded-applied.
3749 J3b 14 ? ? flake green 3 0.7
3750 I-J3 14 Bottle C body green light 1 2.8 Artefact 6. Moulded.
3751 J4 14 Bottle C body green light 1 0.1 Moulded.
3752 J4 14 ? ? flake green 4 0.9
3753 J3 14 Bottle C base-sh green light 22 48.4 Quad 2. Rounded heel, D=3". Moulded.
3754 J3 14 ? ? flake green 2 0.1 Quad 2.
3755 J4 14 Bottle C body-sh green olive 3 7.3 Moulded-applied.
3756 J4 14 Bottle C body green light 2 1.9 Moulded.
3757 J4 14 ? ? flake green 5 0.7
3758 D5 26 Bottle C body ? 1 1.3 Fire damaged: blue. Corroded: opalised. 
3759 D7 30 Bottle C body ? 1 6.2 Fire damaged: melted, white coating. 
3760 E6 30 Bottle C body ? 1 1.1 Fire damaged: melted, white coating. 
3761 E4 26 Bottle C body ? 1 0.1
Fire damaged: melted, white coating. Corroded: 
opalised.
3762 E6 30 Bottle C body clear green 1 0.1 Fire damaged: melted-cloudy-turning blue. 
3763 I4 25 ? M ? ? 1 0.8 Fire damaged: melted, white coating.
3764 D5 26 Bottle C body ? 1 2.8 Fire damaged: melted, crazed, blue/white. 
3765 D5 26 Bottle C finish clear green 1 1.0
Hand applied single collar, BD= 1/2". Corroded: 
opalised.
3766 D5 26 Bottle C body ? 4 4.4 Fire damaged: melted, blue coloured.
3767 D5 26 Bottle C body ? 3 3.0 Fire damaged: melted, white coating.
3768 D5 26 ? M ? ? 2 2.3 Fire damaged: melted, blue coloured.
3769 J4 14 Bottle F base green olive 1 177.1
Artefact bag 4. Dip Mould, W=2 1/2", L=2 1/2". Rod 
pontil mark with cross impression. 
3770 J4 4 Case Bottle F finish green olive 1 55.1 Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4".
3771 J4 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 10.2 3803 Dip mould.
3772 D6 30 Case Bottle F base green olive 2 62.6 C3 2x Conjoin. Dip mould. Rod pontil mark.
3773 D6 30 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 11.4 C3 Dip mould. 
3774 D6 30 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 15.8 3413 Dip mould. Fire damaged: crazed.
3775 J3b 14 Case Bottle F cr green olive 2 27.5 Artefact Area 4. Dip mould.
3776 J3b 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 7.0 Dip mould. 
3796 J4 14 Bottle C base green light 2 8.0 C5 Bag 9. 2x Conjoin. Rounded heel, high conical push up.
3797 J4 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 2 163.8
Bag 4. 2x Conjoin. W+L=2 1/2'. X-shaped pontil mark. 
Dip mould.
3798 J4 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 51.2 Bag 4. Dip mould.
3799 J4 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 6.7 Bag 4. Dip mould.
3800 J4 14 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 49 280.0 Bag 4. Dip mould.
3801 J4 14 Bottle C sh green light 1 1.0 Bag 4. Moulded.
3802 I4 9 Case Bottle F corner green olive 15 167.0 Dip mould.
3803 J4 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 197.9 3771 Bag 17. W+L=2 1/2". Cross pontil mark. Dip mould.
3804 J4 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 242.9 Bag 17. W+L=2 5/8". Asterisk pontil mark. Dip mould.
3805 J4 14 Case Bottle F finish green olive 1 47.9 Bag 17. Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4". Dip mould.
3806 J4 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 51 365.3 Bag 17. Dip mould.
3807 J4 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 7 45.6 Bag 17. Dip mould.
3808 J4 14 Bottle C body green light 1 0.8 Bag 17. Moulded.
3809 J3b 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 0.7 Dip mould.
3810 J3b 14 Bottle C body-sh green olive 12 21.9 Moulded.
3811 J3b 14 Bottle C body green light 2 0.3 Moulded.
3812 J3b 14 ? ? flake green 2 0.1
3813 J3b 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 1.4 Artefact area 4. Dip mould.
3814 J4 4 Bottle C body green light 1 2.5 Moulded.
3815 J4 4 Case Bottle F push up green olive 1 6.9 3053 Asterisk pontil mark. 
3816 J4 4 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 1.8 Dip mould.
3817 J4 4 Case Bottle F finish green olive 1 1.0 Hand applied single collar.
3818 J4 4 ? M ? green 1 0.8 Fire damaged: melted.
3819 J4 4 ? ? flake green 1 1.2
3820 J4 14 Case Bottle F cr green olive 1 6.9 Dip mould.
3821 J3 2 Bottle C body-sh green olive 3 7.0 Moulded.
3822 J3 2 ? ? flake green 1 0.1
3823 J3b 14 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 9 74.1 Dip mould.
3824 J3b 14 Bottle C body green olive 1 2.0 Moulded.
3825 J3b 14 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 59 123.1 Dip mould.
3826 J3b 14 Bottle C sh green olive 1 1.0 Moulded.
3827 J4 14 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 5 8.7 Dip mould.
3828 D7 30 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 0.5 Fire damaged: opalised.
3829 J4 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 2.1 Dip mould.
3830 J4 14 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 8 34.1 Dip mould.
3831 J4 14 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 38 52.7 Dip mould.
3832 J4 14 Bottle C body green olive 16 23.5 Turn moulded?
3833 J4 14 ? ? flake green 9 3.0
3834 J2 31 Bottle C body green olive 1 1.6 Moulded.
3835 I2 31 Case Bottle F body green olive 2 2.6 Dip mould.
3836 D6 30 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 15 24.2 Corroded: opalised. 
3837 D6 30 Bottle C body-sh green olive 2 2.6 Corroded: opalised. 
3838 D6 30 Bottle C body green light 1 0.8 Corroded: opalised. 
3840 I4 9 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 25 74.6 Dip mould.
3841 J3 14 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 1.7 Dip mould.
3842 D5 25 Bottle C finish green light 1 3.1 Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4". Corroded: opalised.
3843 J4 14 ? ? flake green 2 1.3 Bag 4.
3844 D6 30 Case Bottle C finish green olive 1 1.5 C4 Hand applied single collar.
3845 D5 25 Bottle C base green light 1 7.1
Rounded heel, D=3". High conical push up. Corroded: 
opalised.
3846 E5 26 ? M finish ? 1 3.7 Fire damaged: melted until blue. Corroded: opalised.
3847 D5 26 ? M finish ? 1 1.4 Fire damaged: melted until blue. Corroded: opalised.
3848 D5 25 Bottle C finish green light 1 13.6 Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4". Corroded: opalised.
3849 D5 26 Bottle C finish green olive 1 6.3 3325
Applied conical shaped single collar, BD=3/4". Corroded: 
opalised.
3850 E5 26 Bottle C finish green light 1 1.9 Hand applied single collar. Corroded: opalised.
3851 H6 9 Bottle C body-sh clear 4 2.4 Moulded.
3852 H6 9 Bottle O sh clear 1 0.1 Moulded.
3853 E6 30 Bottle C body clear green 1 0.4 Moulded.
3854 I7 13 ? ? flake clear 3 0.1
3855 J4 14 Bottle C neck green olive 1 19.2 C1 Applied.
3856 E4 26 Bottle C body clear green 1 0.4 Corroded: crazed.
3857 E4 26 ? M ? green 2 2.5 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded: opalised.
3858 J4 14 Bottle C base green light 2 32.4 C9 Bag 3. Rounded heel, D=3". Moulded.
3859 J4 14 Bottle C push up green light 1 4.5 C9 Bag 3. High conical push up. 
3860 J4 14 Case Bottle F body green olive 3 4.3 Bag 3. Dip mould.
3861 J4 14 Bottle C body green light 3 34.1 Bag 3. 2x Conjoin. Moulded.
3862 J4 14 Bottle C push up green light 1 1.5 Bag 3. High conical push, rounded heel.
3863 J3b 14 Bottle C base green light 1 12.0 C6 Moulded.
3864 J3b 14 ? ? flake green 6 2.3
3865 J3b 14 Case Bottle F body green olive 1 0.9 Dip mould.
3866 J3b 14 ? ? flake green 1 0.1
3867 J4 14 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 11 46.0 Dip mould.
3868 I-J3 14 Bottle C base green light 2 14.8 C7; 3492 Artefacts 10 and 11. 2x Conjoin. Rounded heel, D=3".
3869 I-J3 14 Bottle C body-sh green light 11 25.5 Artefacts 10 and 11. Moulded.
3870 I-J3 14 ? ? flake green 3 1.0 Artefacts 10 and 11.
3871 E6 30 Bottle C body green light 2 2.8 Corroded: opalised.
3872 E6 30 Bottle C base green light 1 2.2
Fire damaged: melted. Rounded heel, high conical push 
up.
3873 J2 2 ? ? flake green 1 0.1 Fire damaged: melted.
3874 J3 14 Bottle C body green light 1 0.2 Moulded.
3875 E5 26 Bottle C body green light 2 2.2 Corroded: opalised.
3876 E5 26 Bottle C body green light 2 2.2 Corroded: opalised.
3877 E5 26 Bottle C body clear green 2 1.5 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded: opalised.
3878 E5 26 ? M ? green 2 3.0 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded: opalised.
3879 J4 14 Bottle C body-sh green light 30 218.4 3130 Quad 4. Moulded.
3880 J4 14 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 18 173.7 Quad 4. Dip mould.
3881 I-J3 14 ? ? flake green 1 0.1 Artefacts 10 and 11.
3882 I6 9 Bottle C base green light 6 52.9 C11; 3462 Rounded heel, D=3". High conical push up.
3883 I6 9 ? ? flake green 25 2.1
3884 J4 14 Bottle C sh green light 1 7.8 Moulded.
3885 J4 14 ? ? flake green 1 0.3
3886 J4 14 Bottle C body-sh green olive 19 175.8 Moulded. Turn moulded?
3887 J4 14 Bottle C sh green light 1 0.9 Bag 12. Moulded.
3888 J4 14 ? ? flake green 2 1.0 Bag 12.
3889 E5 26 Bottle C body green light 1 14.6 Fire damaged: melted until blue. Moulded.
3890 E5 26 Bottle C body green olive 2 1.4 Corroded: opalised.
3891 E5 26 Case Bottle F body green olive 1 0.4 Fire damaged.
3892 J4 14 Case Bottle F body green olive 1 0.4 Dip mould.
3893 D6 30 Bottle C base green light 1 2.6
Fire damaged: melted. Corroded: opalised. Rounded 
heel. High conical push up.
3894 J4 14 Bottle C finish green light 1 1.5 C12 Bag 9. Applied single collar.
3895 E4 26 ? M ? ? 3 0.5 Fire damaged melted. Corroded: opalised.
3896 D5 26 Bottle C base green light 1 5.2
Rounded heel, D=3 1/2". High conical push up. Fire 
damaged.
3897 J4 14 Bottle C sh green light 3 35.7 Moulded.
3898 E6 24 Bottle C sh green light 1 2.0 Corroded: opalised.
3899 E6 24 Bottle C body green olive 1 0.1 Moulded.
3900 E6 24 ? ? flake green 1 0.1
3901 J3 14 Bottle C body green light 4 3.9 Moulded.
3902 J3 14 ? ? flake green 2 0.5
3903 E6 30 Bottle C body-sh green olive 3 0.7 Moulded.
3904 I6 2 Bottle C body-sh green light 16 74.0 3486 Moulded. Turn moulded?
3905 I6 2 ? ? flake green 1 0.1
3906 I-J3 14 Bottle C sh green light 2 11.4 Moulded.
3907 J3b 14 Bottle C body green light 1 5.8 Moulded.
3908 J4 14 Bottle C body-sh green light 3 4.6 Moulded.
3909 J4 14 ? ? flake green 2 0.4
3910 E6 30 Bottle C base green light 1 3.2 Rounded heel, D=3". Corroded: opalised.
3911 E6 30 Bottle C body-sh green light 2 7.7 Corroded: opalised.
3912 E6 30 ? M ? green 2 2.5 Fire damaged: melted.crazed. Corroded.
3913 J3 14 Bottle C body-sh green light 7 11.4 Moulded.
3914 J3 14 ? ? flake green 8 0.3
3915 I3 14 Case Bottle F body-sh green olive 3 2.2 Dip mould.
3916 J4 14 ? ? flake green 1 0.1
3917 J4 14 Bottle C push up green light 1 2.4 C9 Bag 8. Rounded heel. High conical push up.
3918 J4 14 ? ? flake green 1 0.5 Bag 8.
3919 J2 2 Case Bottle F corner green olive 2 1.0 Dip mould.
3920 E6 30 Case Bottle F body-sg green olive 2 4.1 Corroded.
3921 D6 30 Bottle C finish green light 2 13.6
2x Conjoin. Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4". 
Corroded.
3922 J4 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 4.5 Bag 3. Dip mould.
3923 J4 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 6.4 Bag 3. Dip mould.
3924 J4 14 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 13.2 Bag 3. Dip mould.
3925 J4 14 Case Bottle F sh green olive 1 14.1 Bag 3. Dip mould.
3926 I-J3 14 Bottle C base green light 1 153.8 C5; 3126 Rounded heel, D=3". High conical push up.
3927 J4 14 Case Bottle F body-cr green olive 42 80.5 Quad 4. Dip mould.
3928 J4 14 Bottle C body-sh green light 48 95.6 3929 Quad 4. Moulded.
3929 J4 14 Bottle C base green light 1 6.5 C8; 3928 Quad 4. Rounded heel, D=3".
3930 J4 14 ? ? flake green 6 2.8 Quad 4.
3931 D6 30 Bottle C push up green light 2 8.2 Corroded. High conical push up.
3932 D6 30 Case Bottle F body-sh green olive 2 6.4 Corroded. Dip mould.
3933 E4 26 ? M ? ? 1 6.6 Fire damaged: melted until blue/white.
3934 D5 26 Case Bottle C finish green olive 1 1.2 Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4". Corroded.
3935 E5 26 Bottle C body green olive 4 10.7 Corroded.
3936 D6 30 Bottle C body-sh green light 3 4.8 Corroded.
3937 D6 30 Bottle C body ? 4 8.8 Corroded.
3938 E6 30 Case Bottle F body green olive 1 0.1 Corroded.
3939 E6 30 ? ? flake green 1 0.6
3940 E4 26 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 0.5 Fire damaged. Corroded.
3941 E4 26 ? M ? ? 2 0.7 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded.
3942 D5 26 Case Bottle F finish green olive 1 0.6 Hand applied single collar. Corroded.
3943 D5 26 ? M ? green 1 1.6 Fire damaged: melted.
3944 D5 26 ? ? flake green 5 0.6 Corroded.
3945 D5 26 Bottle C finish clear green 1 6.1
Applied single collar with bevelled rim, BD=3/4". 
Corroded: opalised.
3946 D5 26 Bottle C base clear green 1 5.3 D=3". Corroded: opalised.
3947 D5 26 Case Bottle C finish green olive 1 3.1 3948
Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4". Fire damaged. 
Corroded.
3948 D6 30 Case Bottle C finish green olive 1 1.7 3947
Hand applied single collar, BD=3/4". Fire damaged: 
melted until blue.
3949 D5 26 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 16 30.6 Corroded. Dip mould.
3950 D5 26 Bottle C body-sh ? 18 20.4 Fire damaged. Corroded.
3951 D5 26 ? M ? green 12 21.4 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded.
3952 D5 26 ? ? flake green 2 0.1
3953 D5 26 Bottle C body-sh green light 20 44.0 Fire damaged. Corroded.
3954 D5 26 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 10 8.3 Fire damaged. Corroded.
3955 D5 26 Bottle C base green light 1 3.9 Rounded heel, D=3". Corroded.
3956 D5 26 Case Bottle C finish green olive 2 1.5
Hand applied single collar. Fire damaged: melted until 
blue. Corroded.
3957 D5 26 Bottle C base ? 2 8.6
Rounded heel, D=3". High conical push up. Fire 
damaged: melted until blue. Corroded.
3958 D5 26 Bottle C body-sh ? 6 11.4 Fire damaged: melted until blue. Corroded: opalised.
3959 D5 26 Case Bottle F body-cr green olive 7 11.3 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded.
3960 D5 26 ? M ? ? 29 29.2 Fire damaged: melted until blue.
3961 D5 26 Bottle C finish clear green 5 2.3 Part of applied collar. Corroded: opalised.
3962 D5 26 Bottle C base ? 1 3.8
Rounded heel, D=3". High conical push up. Fire 
damaged: melted. Corroded. 
3963 D5 26 Bottle C base clear green 2 4.6 Moulded base. Corroded: opalised.
3964 D5 26 Bottle C body-sh clear green 15 13.3 Corroded: opalised.
3965 D5 26 ? M ? ? 10 39.8 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded: opalised.
3966 D5 26 ? ? flake green 2 1.0 Corroded: opalised.
3967 D6 30 Bottle C body-sh green light 8 10.5 Fire damaged. Corroded.
3968 D6 30 Case Bottle F body-sh green olive 2 4.5 Corroded.
3969 D6 30 Bottle C body-sh ? 5 7.9 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded.
3970 D6 30 ? M ? green 2 10.8 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded.
3971 D6 30 ? ? flake green 3 0.7
3972 D6 30 Bottle C body ? 3 3.9 Fire damaged: melted unil blue/white.
3973 D6 30 Bottle C body-sh clear 2 0.5 Very thin. Corroded.
3974 D5 26 Bottle C finish green light 1 8.2 Applied single collar. Fire damaged: melted.
3975 D5 26 Bottle C base green light 3 11.5
Rounded heel, D=3". High conical push up, dome 
mamellon. Corroded.
3976 D5 26 Bottle C body-sh green light 9 19.2 Fire damaged. Corroded.
3977 D5 26 Bottle C body-sh clear green 4 8.9 Corroded: opalised.
3978 D5 26 Bottle C base clear green 2 3.4 Moulded base. Corroded: opalised.
3979 D5 26 Bottle C finish clear green 2 2.5 Applied single collar, BD=3/4". Corroded: opalised.
3980 D5 26 Case Bottle F base green olive 3 25.5 Fire damaged: melted until blue. Corroded.
3981 D5 26 Case Bottle F finish green olive 1 4.3 Small part of applied collar.
3982 D5 26 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 18 29.8 Fire damaged: melted until blue. Corroded.
3983 D5 26 Bottle C body-sh ? 24 42.6 Fire damaged: melted until blue. Corroded.
3984 D5 26 ? M ? ? 34 42.7 Fire damaged: melted until blue. Corroded.
3985 D5 26 ? ? flake green 11 9.3 Corroded.
3986 E4 26 ? ? flake green 1 0.1 Corroded.
3987 E4 26 Case Bottle F body-cr green olive 6 5.2 Fire damaged: melted until blue. Corroded.
3988 E5 24 Bottle C sh ? 1 1.3 Fire damaged. Corroded.
3989 E4 26 Bottle C body ? 4 2.3 Fire damaged: melted until blue/white.
3990 E4 26 ? M ? ? 1 3.6 Fire damaged: melted until blue.
3991 E5 26 Case Bottle F finish green olive 1 1.0
Hand applied single collar. Fire damaged: melted until 
blue. Corroded.
3992 E5 26 Bottle C body-sh ? 6 11.4 Fire damaged: melted until blue. Corroded.
3993 E5 26 ? M ? ? 8 7.0 Fire damaged: melted until blue. Corroded.
3994 E5 26 Bottle C body clear green 5 9.9 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded: opalised.
3995 E5 26 Bottle C body ? 3 2.1 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded: opalised.
3996 E5 26 Case Bottle F body green olive 1 0.6 Corroded.
3997 E5 26 ? M ? ? 2 1.5 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded.
3998 E5 24 ? M ? ? 1 0.7 Fire damaged: melted until blue.
3999 E5 26 ? M ? ? 2 10.5 Fire damaged: melted until blue. Corroded.
9000 D6 30 Bottle C body-sh green light 22 40.9 3337 Fire damaged. Corroded.
9001 D6 30 Bottle C body green light 6 14.7 Fire damaged. Corroded.
9002 D6 30 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 5 6.6 Fire damaged. Corroded.
9003 D6 30 Bottle C body ? 1 4.6 Corroded.
9004 D6 30 Bottle C body ? 2 0.8 Corroded: opalised.
9005 D6 30 ? M ? green 1 2.2 Fire damaged: melted.
9006 D6 30 ? ? flake green 2 2.0 Corroded.
9007 D6 30 Bottle F body clear green 2 2.2 Corroded: opalised.
9008 D6 30 Bottle C body-sh clear green 7 21.6 Corroded: opalised.
9009 D6 30 Bottle C body ? 1 2.9 Corroded.
9010 D6 30 ? M ? clear 6 15.4 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded: opalised.
9011 D6 30 Bottle C body green light 2 9.2 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded.
9012 D6 30 Case Bottle F body-cr green olive 4 4.5 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded.
9013 D6 30 Bottle C body-sh green light 7 20.3 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded.
9014 D6 30 Bottle F body clear 1 0.7 Fire damaged.
9015 D6 30 Bottle C body-sh ? 9 21.8 Fire damaged: melted until blue. Corroded.
9016 D6 30 ? M ? green 7 4.9 Fire damaged: melted until blue. Corroded.
9017 D6 30 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 11 13.3 Fire damaged: melted until blue. Corroded.
9018 D6 30 Bottle C body-sh ? 12 17.2 Fire damaged: melted until blue. Corroded.
9019 D6 30 ? M ? ? 16 22.8 Fire damaged: melted until blue. Corroded.
9020 D5 26 Bottle C base green light 3 11.6 Rounded heel, D=3". High conical push up. Corroded.
9021 D5 26 Case Bottle F corner green olive 1 1.0 Corroded.
9022 D5 26 ? M ? ? 1 1.0 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded.
9023 D5 25 Bottle C base clear green 1 20.6
Rounded heel. High conical push up. Fire damaged: 
melted.
9024 D5 25 Bottle C body clear green 3 3.5 Corroded: opalised.
9025 D5 25 Bottle C push up clear green 1 5.0 Flat moulded heel. Low push up. Corroded: opalised.
9026 D5 25 Bottle C sh green light 1 1.5
Corroded: opalised. TEST PIECE - dipped in acid. Caused 
glass layers to flake away.
9027 D5 25 Bottle C body-sh green light 24 22.7 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded.
9028 D5 25 Bottle C base green light 5 35.1 9029
Rounded heel, D=3". High conical push up. Fire 
damaged. Corroded.
9029 D5 25 Bottle C base green light 3 8.8 9028
Rounded heel, D=3". High conical push up. Fire 
damaged. Corroded.
9030 D5 25 Bottle C base ? 1 7.1
Rounded heel. High conical push up. Fire damaged: 
melted until blue.
9031 D5 25 Case Bottle F base green olive 1 3.0 Corroded.
9032 D5 25 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 15 28.1 Fire damaged: melted until blue. Corroded.
9033 D5 25 Bottle C body-sh ? 15 34.0 Fire damaged: melted until blue. Corroded.
9034 D5 25 ? M ? ? 16 34.7 Fire damaged: melted until blue. Corroded.
9035 D5 25 ? ? flake green 5 2.0 Corroded.
9036 D5 26 Bottle C body-sh clear green 10 18.8 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded: opalised.
9037 D5 26 Case Bottle F body green olive 1 0.9 Fire damaged: melted until blue/white.
9038 D5 26 Bottle C body-sh green light 9 7.8 Fire damaged. Corroded.
9039 D5 26 Bottle C body ? 2 4.9 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded.
9040 D5 26 ? M ? green 4 7.4 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded.
9041 D5 26 ? M ? clear 17 40.0 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded: opalised.
9042 D5 26 ? ? flake green 4 0.9 Corroded.
9043 D5 26 Bottle C base green light 3 5.4
Rounded heel, D=3". High conical push up. Fire 
damaged: melted. Corroded.
9044 D5 26 Case Bottle F body-cr green olive 10 8.9 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded.
9045 D5 26 Bottle C body-sh green light 13 21.1 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded.
9046 D5 26 Bottle C body ? 3 4.2 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded.
9047 D5 26 ? M ? green 11 19.7 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded.
9048 D5 26 Case Bottle F push up green olive 1 1.1 Fire damaged. Corroded.
9049 D5 26 Case Bottle F cr-sh green olive 13 22.0 Fire damaged: melted until blue. Corroded.
9050 D5 26 Bottle C body-sh ? 15 17.4 Fire damaged: melted until blue. Corroded.
9051 D5 26 ? M ? ? 32 61.3 Fire damaged: melted until blue. Corroded.
9052 J4 14 Bottle C body green light 1 5.3 Bag 4. Moulded.
9053 J4 14 ? ? flake green 2 0.3 Bag 4.
9054 J3 14 Bottle C body-sh green light 9 13.3 Quad 2. Moulded.
Total 4697 29807.1
Outside Grid
3481 V2 1 Bottle C neck green 1 2.0
Total 1 2.0
KTH-V Metal Items Catalogue
Cat. Square Context Element Form Shape Part No.
Weight 
(g) Description
4018 E4 26 iron container lid C edge 1 0.1 H=3/32". Corroded.
4029 J2 31 iron sheeting body 2 1.3 Corroded.
4041 E6 24 iron sheeting body 7 0.5 Corroded.
4063 J3 14 iron Rake tine 1 108.8
Tine is L-shaped and very long at last bend, L=9 1/2", and is also curved 
to the side of the length of the tool. Tine W=1/2", TH=1/4". Corroded.
4075 G3 9 iron sheeting body 1 0.3 Corroded.
4079 E7 29 iron sheeting body 3 0.3 Corroded.
4080 H6 25 iron strapping length 1 145.3 W=1 3/8". Possibly bent into s-shaped hook, L=7 1/2". Corroded.
4085 E5 26 iron sheeting body 2 0.6 Corroded.
4086 J3 14 zinc sheeting body 2 54.6 Corroded.
4088 J6 20 iron strapping length 1 2.2 W=11/16". Corroded.
4092 G4 9 iron container lid C edge 1 0.1 Rim H=1/8". Corroded.
4093 G3 9 iron container lid C edge 2 1.7 H=1/8". Corroded.
4095 D2 23 iron sheeting body 576 114.0 Corroded.
4099 D2 23 iron sheeting body 41 58.3 Corroded.
4101 D2 23 iron container F rim 2 29.5 Rim H=1/8".
4102 E6 30 iron sheeting body 11 4.4 Corroded.
4103 E2 23 iron sheeting body 3 0.7 Corroded.
4113 F6 30 iron container F seam 2 25.2 S-shaped seam, W=1/4". Corroded.
4134 E6 30 iron sheeting body 2 0.2 Corroded.
4155 E5 26 iron matchbox strip 2 0.8 W=3/8". Corroded.
4170 D7 30 iron sheeting body 309 100.5 Corroded.
4186 K5 1 iron Rake Tine 1 79.4
Max W=1/2", Max thickness=1/4". L-shaped with height of front tine 
portion =5 1/4". Corroded.
4192 D6 30 iron strapping length 2 19.6 W=7/8". Prepunched holes at 3 1/2" intervals. Corroded.
4193 D6 30 iron sheeting body 3 5.4 Corroded.
4194 D6 30 iron strapping length 1 5.9 W=7/8". Corroded.
4195 D6 30 brass lamp wick holder 1 1.9
Circular centre, D=15/16", with hole in center. Attached to either side 
is a downward turning pin, H=1/2", of which one is broken. Possibly 
used as a floating wick holder on some type of lamp.
4196 D6 30 iron pocket knife blade 1 9.3
L=3 1/2", W=1/2". Features small tang with hole. Probably a flick knife. 
Corroded.
4197 D6 30 iron matchbox lid half 1 7.9 W=1 3/4", H=3/16", pin hinge on rear. Corroded.
4201 D5 16 iron container F seam 1 4.7 Possible s-shaped seam, W=1/4". Corroded.
4216 D6 30 iron Scale balance 1 11.6
Probably a balance from a small see-saw type scale. Likely originally 
slightly bent (concave) with downward facing heads that are bird or 
snake shaped with the eye functioning as the hole through which the 
string or wire to hang the weights was connected. broken with 2/3 
remaining. Max W=1/4", Max TH=1/8", head L=5/8". Corroded.
4259 D6 30 iron container F corner 2 6.5 Corroded.
4260 D6 30 iron matchbox base 1 19.4 H=7/8", W=2 1/4". Corroded.
4261 D6 30 iron fitting corner 1 3.5
Diamond shaped, W=1", L= greater than 1 1/4", with centre 
prepunched hole. On one side is a broken corner bend and on the 
other another smaller prepunched hole. Perhaps a decorative corner 
fitting for a wooden container.
4262 D6 30 iron pick head point 1 612.7 Max H=1 3/8", max W=5/8". Broad point. Corroded.
4277 E2 23 iron sheeting corner 1 2.6 Corroded.
4278 E2 23 iron sheeting body 6 1.4 Corroded.
4279 E2 23 iron sheeting body 9 1.4 Corroded.
4282 D6 30 lead ? M ? 2 4.8 Fire damaged: melted.
4284 D5 26 iron strapping length 5 35.1 W=7/8", prepunched holes at 2 1/2" intervals. Corroded.
4289 D6 30 iron matchbox whole 1 56.2
Base H=1 1/8", W=1 3/4", L=3 3/4", Lid H=3/16". Features lid catch 
around upper sides and match holder on rear RHS. Lid is attached via a 
pin hinge. 
4305 D5 26 iron container F base 1 2.3 Base seam. Corroded.
4306 D5 26 iron strapping length 1 1.4 W=1/2". Corroded.
4311 D4-5 16 iron sheeting body 1 0.5 Corroded.
4319 D6 30 iron sheeting body 254 136.0 Corroded.
4324 J3b 14 zinc sheeting body 1 0.4 Corroded.
4340 D5 26 iron strapping length 1 3.5 W=7/8". Corroded.
4342 G3 28 iron shovel head blade 1 193.5 Corroded.
4347 J3 1 zinc sheeting body 1 5.4 Corroded.
4351 E7 Final iron sheeting body 55 11.3 From North Wall of Hearth during clean-up. Corroded.
4354 K3 1 zinc sheeting edge 2 17.6 Corroded.
4357 J3 1 zinc container C seam 1 29.1 Seam solder together with lead solder. Corroded.
4358 D6 16 iron sheeting body 6 0.3 Corroded.
4364 I7 13 iron container F corner 1 0.3 Corroded.
4365 J3 2 zinc container C seam 2 60.2
2x Conjoin. Seam soldered together with lead solder. Object H= 
greater than 10 1/2". Corroded.
4366 J3 2 zinc sheeting body 5 2.4 Corroded.
4368 H1-2 15 iron tent peg whole 1 184.4
L=5 1/4", W=3/4", TH=1/2". Lacks a head but has visibly been 
hammered. Corroded.
4380 J2 2 iron container F base 4 3.5 Soldered base seam. Corroded.
4387 H7 9 iron sheeting body 63 48.3 Corroded.
4394 I6 9 lead shot C whole 1 4.4 Conical, D=5/16", H=1/2", with flat end. 
4398 I6 9 lead shot C whole 1 3.0 Round, D=5/16", with a small flat platform. 
4399 I6 9 iron container seam 1 0.2 Corroded.
4412 H7 9 iron sheeting body 407 113.3 Corroded.
4413 J4 2 zinc sheeting body 1 6.8 Corroded.
4414 H7 9 iron matchbox lid whole 1 11.7
Lid H=1/8", W=1 1/2", L=2 3/4". Oval Cartouche with raised border: 
"R.LETCHFORD & Co"/"OLD MONTAGUE St"/"LONDON". Corroded.
4434 H6 9 iron sheeting body 1 0.3 Corroded.
4435 H6 9 iron container C rim 1 0.2 Folded rim, H=3/32". Corroded.
4437 K3 1 zinc sheeting body 3 12.2 Corroded.
4439 D6 30 lead ? M ? 1 3.4 Fire damaged: melted.
4441 H7 2 iron matchbox side 1 2.7 Lid catch consisting of rounded rib, 3/16" below rim. Corroded.
4442 J5 2 iron sheeting edge 2 0.9 Corroded.
4513 J6 20 iron sheeting body 2 0.5 Corroded.
4553 D5 25 iron strapping length 2 50.2 W=7/8". Prepunched holes at 2" intervals. Corroded.
4554 D5 26 iron strapping length 2 17.9 2. Conjoin. W=15/16". Prepunched holes at 3 1/4" intervals. Corroded.
4555 D5 26 iron matchbox lid edge 7 6.6 H=3/8". Part of connector pin hinge on rear. Corroded.
4579 D5 25 iron needle shaft-point 1 1.0
Appears to be broken around the eye. Probably originally L around 2 
1/2. W=1/16". Corroded.
4581 D5 25 iron matchbox lid cartouche 1 3.1
H=3/16". Oval cartouche with raised border: "…MONTAGUE 
St"/"LONDON". Corroded.
8160 I4 9 lead weight whole 1 5.8 Misshapen, D=1/2", W=3/8". Central fish-eye shaped hole.
8171 D7 30 iron container F rim 1 0.3 Folded edge, W=1/8". Corroded.
8172 E6 30 iron container F seam 1 1.5 Corroded.
8174 D5 26 iron container F corner 3 1.1 3x Conjoin. Corroded. 
8175 D5 26 iron sheeting body 6 1.4 Corroded.
8178 E5 24 iron sheeting body 1 0.1 Corroded.
8179 E4 26 iron sheeting body 2 0.1 Corroded.
8180 E5 26 iron sheeting body 5 0.6 Corroded.
8181 E4 26 iron sheeting body 8 0.2 Corroded.
8183 D5 26 iron sheeting body 1 0.1 Corroded.
8184 E5 26 iron sheeting body 2 0.1 Corroded.
8185 E5 26 iron sheeting body 3 0.1 Corroded.
8186 E5 26 iron sheeting body 4 0.1 Corroded.
8188 D5 26 iron sheeting body 1 3.7 Corroded.
8189 D6 30 iron matchbox strip 1 1.3 Thin strip from across the top of a matchbox. W=5/16". Corroded.
8190 J6 20 iron sheeting edge 1 0.3 Corroded.
8191 H7 9 iron strapping length 1 1.6 W=11/16". Corroded.
8192 H7 9 iron container F corner 1 0.7 Corroded.
8193 H7 9 iron matchbox side 1 0.4 Lid catch rib, 3/8" below rim. Corroded.
8194 H7 9 iron cylinder C body 1 0.2 Corroded.
8195 H7 9 iron sheeting body 5 2.2 Corroded.
8199 J3 1 zinc sheeting body 12 51.4 Corroded.
8200 J3 2 zinc sheeting body 9 3.9 Corroded.
8201 D6 30 iron sheeting edge 2 1.3 Corroded.
8202 D6 30 iron container F seam 1 1.3 S-shaped seam. Corroded.
8203 D6 30 iron sheeting edge 1 5.0 Corroded.
8204 D6 30 iron strapping length 1 12.6 W=7/8". Corroded.
8205 D5 26 iron pannikin handle 1 4.7 Max W=7/8". Corroded.
8206 D5 26 iron sheeting body 7 2.1 Corroded.
8207 D5 26 iron strapping length 1 7.5 W=3/4". Features nail hole. Corroded.
8208 D5 26 iron sheeting body 7 1.4 Corroded.
8209 D5 26 iron sheeting edge 1 0.3 Corroded.
8210 E6 30 iron pannikin handle 3 4.0 Max W=1". Corroded.
8211 E6 30 iron strapping length 2 1.6 W=7/8". Corroded.
8212 D5 26 iron strapping length 2 1.8 W=3/4". Corroded.
8213 D5 26 iron strapping length 1 2.0 W=7/8". Corroded.
8214 D5 26 iron matchbox lid edge 5 3.8 Corroded.
8215 D5 26 iron sheeting edge 1 0.5 Corroded.
8216 D5 26 iron sheeting body 2 0.7 Corroded.
8217 D2 23 iron container F seam 4 78.2 Possible S-shaped seam. Corroded.
8218 D2 23 iron container F corner 1 38.4 Possibly features a Ewbank nail hole. Corroded.
8219 D2 23 iron sheeting edge 1 27.7 Corroded.
8220 D2 23 iron sheeting body 19 49.7 Corroded.
8221 E2 23 iron sheeting corner 1 2.5 Possibly tack hole. Corroded.
8222 D6 30 iron container F rim 1 1.4 Folded edge, W=1/8". Corroded.
8223 D6 30 iron matchbox lid cartouche 3 1.9
Oval cartouche with raised border: '…C…"/OLD …TAC…"/"…NDON". 
Corroded.
8224 D6 30 iron sheeting body 1 7.8 Possible tack hole. Corroded.
8225 D6 30 iron sheeting body 20 6.2 Corroded.
8226 K3 1 zinc sheeting body 10 46.6 Corroded.
8227 D5 25 iron matchbox lid edge 1 4.3 H=3/16", W=1 3/8". Corroded.
8228 D5 25 iron sheeting edge 1 1.1 Corroded.
8229 H7 2 iron matchbox hinge 1 1.2 Part of pin hinge connection between lid and base. Corroded.
8230 H7 2 iron matchbox strip 1 0.6 W=3/8". Corroded.
8231 H7 2 iron sheeting body 1 1.2 Corroded.
8232 D6 30 iron matchbox lid edge 4 1.8 H=3/16". Corroded.
8233 D6 30 iron matchbox lid/side 1 1.9 Lid, H=3/8" corroded onto base corner. Corroded.
8234 D6 30 iron matchbox side 1 2.1 Corroded.
8235 D6 30 iron strapping length 1 0.9 W=3/4". Corroded.
8236 D6 30 iron sheeting body 10 5.9 Corroded.
8237 J2 2 iron matchbox lid edge 1 0.3 H=3/16". Corroded.
8238 J2 2 iron sheeting edge 1 0.1 Corroded.
8239 J2 2 iron sheeting body 29 7.4 Corroded.
8240 D2 23 iron container F seam 9 17.5 S-shaped seam, W=1/4". Corroded.
8242 E4 26 iron matchbox side 2 0.6 Lid catch consisting of rounded rib, 3/16" below rim. Corroded.
8243 E4 26 iron sheeting body 2 0.1 Corroded.
8245 D2 23 iron sheeting edge 14 3.7 Corroded.
8246 D2 23 iron sheeting corner 2 0.7 Corroded.
8247 D2 23 iron matchbox side 1 0.5 Lid catch rib. Corroded.
8248 D2 23 iron container F corner 2 0.8 Corroded.
8249 D2 23 iron container F seam 14 6.9 S-shaped seam, W=1/4". Corroded.
8250 E6 30 iron matchbox strip 1 0.6 W=3/8". Corroded.
8251 E6 30 iron sheeting edge 2 0.1 Corroded.
8252 E6 30 iron sheeting body 7 1.1 Corroded.
8253 D5 25 iron matchbox lid edge 1 0.1 Corroded.
8254 D5 25 iron sheeting body 18 4.3 Corroded.
8255 E4 26 iron sheeting body 7 0.5 Corroded.
8257 G4 9 iron sheeting edge 3 0.8 Corroded.
8258 G4 9 iron sheeting body 3 0.5 Corroded.
8259 D2 23 iron container F seam 7 12.5 S-shaped seam, W=1/4". Corroded.
8260 D2 23 iron sheeting edge 2 3.0 Corroded.
8261 D7 30 iron sheeting edge 8 5.3 Corroded.
8262 D7 30 iron container F seam 5 5.7 S-shaped seam, W=1/4". Corroded.
8263 D7 30 iron container F seam 5 6.5 S-shaped seam, W=1/4". Corroded.
8264 D7 30 iron sheeting body 1 0.7 Features a EWB hole. Corroded.
8265 D7 30 iron sheeting body 11 2.5 Corroded.
8266 G3 9 iron sheeting edge 5 1.4 Corroded.
8267 G3 9 iron sheeting edge 54 15.0 Corroded.
8268 F6 30 iron sheeting body 76 21.0 Corroded.
8269 F6 30 iron sheeting edge 7 3.1 Corroded.
8270 F6 30 iron sheeting body 44 26.6 Corroded.
8271 H7 9 iron sheeting edge 11 3.4 Corroded.
8272 H7 9 iron matchbox strip 2 0.7 W=3/8". Corroded.
8273 D6 30 iron sheeting edge 5 15.2 Corroded.
8274 D6 30 iron container F corner 5 8.8 Corroded.
8275 D6 30 iron container F seam 2 30.5 S-shaped seam, W=1/4". Corroded.
Total 2411 3095.3
Outside Grid
4402 Q1 1 iron sheeting body 14 64.4 Corroded.
8196 Q1 1 iron container F side 1 41.3 Folded S-shaped seam, side W=3 1/2". Corroded.
8197 Q1 1 iron container F corner 2 23.1 Side H=4". Corroded.
8198 Q1 1 iron sheeting body 2 21.5 Corroded.
Total 19 150.3
KTH-V Metal Fastener Catalogue 
Cat. Square Context Material Type Part
Original 
Length No. Weight (g) Description
4002 J4 14 iron TCK W 5/8 3 2.6 Corroded.
4003 J4 14 iron TCK H-S 1 0.3 Corroded.
4004 E4 26 iron TCK W 1/2 2 0.5
4011 J4 14 iron TCK W 5/8 1 0.8 Corroded.
4012 J4 14 iron EWB W 2 3/8 1 3.6 Corroded.
4024 H5 25 iron CPS H-S 1 2.4 Flathead, tapering rectangular shaft. Corroded.
4028 E5 26 iron TCK W 3/8 1 0.1
4035 E4 26 iron CPS S-P 1 2.8 Tapering rectagular shaft and point. Corroded.
4036 E4 26 iron TCK W 1/2 1 0.3
4038 E6 24 iron SCR H-S 1 0.5
4042 H3 27 iron CPS S-P 1 0.8 Tapering rectangular shaft and point. Corroded.
4048 E5 24 iron TCK W 1 1/4 1 1.1 Corroded.
4049 I2 31 iron EWB W 2 1 3.8 Corroded.
4052 E4 26 iron TCK W 1/2 1 0.2
4066 J4 14 iron TCK W 1/2 1 0.1
4078 E7 29 iron EWB W 3 1 10.4
4082 E5 26 iron TCK S-P 1 0.2 Corroded.
4087 J4 14 iron TCK W 1/2 1 0.2 Quadrant 3.
4089 I-J3 14 iron CLP W 1 7/8 1 1.8 Corroded.
4091 Spoil ? iron EWB W 1 7/8 1 4.0
4094 I5 9 iron CPS W 1 3/4 1 1.8 Rosehead, tapering rectangular shaft and point. Corroded.
4096 J3 14 iron EWB H-S 1 2.4
4098 J8 20 iron EWB W 2 1 4.4 Corroded.
4104 E5 24 iron EWB S-P 1 0.6 Corroded.
4106 J3 14 iron TCK W 9/16 1 0.2
4107 E6 30 iron TCK W 1 2 3.2 Corroded.
4108 E6 30 iron TCK W 3/4 1 0.4
4114 E4 24 iron EWB W 2 1/2 1 7.2
4124 E7 24 iron EWB W 2 1 4.9
4135 E6 30 iron EWB W 1 7/8 1 4.5 Corroded.
4136 E6 30 iron EWB W 1 1/2 1 1.9 Clenched @1". Corroded.
4137 E6 30 iron EWB H-S 1 1.1 Corroded.
4138 E6 30 iron EWB H-S 1 4.5
4147 D7 30 iron CPS H-S 1 0.8 Flathead, tapering rectangular shaft. Corroded.
4148 D7 30 iron EWB S-P 1 0.5 Corroded.
4149 D7 30 iron EWB W 2 1 5.0
4154 E5 26 iron CPS H-S 1 1.5 Flat head, tapering rectangular shaft,
4199 H1-2 15 iron EWB H-S 1 4.2 Corroded.
4200 H1-2 15 iron TCK W 3/4 1 0.8 Corroded.
4202 D5 16 iron EWB H-S 1 2.6
4204 D6 30 iron CLP W 1 3/4 2 5.4 Corroded.
4205 D6 30 iron CPS S-P 3 9.3 Tapering recatangular shaft and point. Corroded.
4206 D6 30 iron CPS H-S 1 2.3 Irregular shaped head, tapering rectangular shaft.
4207 D6 30 iron EWB H-S 2 20.8
4208 D6 30 iron EWB W 2 1/8 1 4.9
4209 D6 30 iron EWB W 1 7/8 1 4.8 Clenched @ 1 3/8".
4210 D6 30 iron EWB W 3 2 23.2 Corroded.
4215 D6 30 iron CPS W 1 1/4 1 1.2 Flat head, rectangular shaft, tapering point. 
4217 D6 30 iron TCK W 5/8 1 0.7 Corroded.
4218 D6 30 iron EWB H-S 1 1.1 Corroded.
4222 E6 30 iron CPS W 2 1 2.5 Flathead, rectangular tapering shaft, tapering point. Corroded.
4223 E6 30 iron TCK W 1 1 1.8
4224 E6 30 iron TCK W 1 1 0.8
4225 E6 30 iron TCK W 3/4 1 0.4
4226 E6 30 iron EWB H-S 1 2.7
4228 E6 30 iron EWB W 2 2 9.5 Corroded.
4229 E6 30 iron EWB W 3 1 10.1 Corroded.
4243 I4 9 iron EWB H-S 2 12.3 Corroded.
4263 Hearth ? iron EWB W 2 1/4 1 9.9 Corroded.
4299 D4-5 16 iron TCK W 5/8 1 0.4
4300 D5 26 iron CPS S-P 4 8.8 Tapering rectangular shaft and point. Corroded.
4301 D5 26 iron TCK W 1 2 3.6 Corroded.
4302 D5 25 iron CPS W 1 3/8 1 1.6 Flathead, tapering rectangular shaft and point. 
4303 D5 26 iron EWB H-S 2 4.5 Corroded.
4304 D5 26 iron EWB W 3 1/4 1 10.6 Corroded.
4307 D4-5 16 iron EWB W 1 1/2 1 2.1 Corroded.
4308 D4-5 16 iron EWB W 2 1 4.5 Corroded.
4309 D4-5 16 iron TCK W 1 1 0.3 Corroded.
4310 D4-5 16 iron TCK W 1/2 1 0.8 Square head. Corroded.
4312 D5 26 iron EWB W 1 1/2 1 9.7 Corroded.
4313 D5 26 iron EWB W 2 2 9.5
4314 D5 26 iron EWB H-S 3 8.9 Corroded.
4325 J3b 14 iron TCK W 7/8 1 1.1 Corroded.
4326 J3b 14 iron TCK W 1/2 2 0.6 Corroded.
4327 D6 30 iron EWB W 3 1/4 1 12.0
4328 D6 30 iron CPS W 2 3/4 1 9.7 Rough rosehead, rectangular shaft, tapering point. Clenched @1". Corroded.
4329 D6 30 iron WFT W 1 1/2 1 1.1 Clenched @5/8". Corroded.
4330 D6 30 iron HSH W 2 1 3.3
4336 D5 26 iron EWB S-P 1 0.8 Corroded.
4337 D5 26 iron CPS H-S 1 1.6 Flathead, tapering rectangular shaft.
4338 D5 26 iron EWB W 2 1 4.7 Corroded.
4345 I6 9 iron EWB W 2 3/8 1 7.1
4346 G8 18 iron EWB W 1 7/8 2 8.4 Corroded.
4348 H6 9 iron TCK H-S 1 1.0 Corroded.
4361 I7 13 iron EWB W 2 3/8 1 5.3 Corroded.
4362 I-J3 14 iron EWB W 2 1 5.3
4363 I-J3 14 iron TCK W 1/2 1 0.3
4372 E4 29 iron EWB W 1 7/8 1 4.0 Corroded.
4373 E4 29 iron EWB S-P 1 2.9 Corroded.
4374 D4-5 16 iron EWB W 1 1/2 1 3.0 Corroded.
4375 D4-5 16 iron EWB S-P 1 0.4 Corroded.
4378 G8 8 iron EWB H-S 1 1.9
4379 J2 2 iron CLP H-S 2 6.3 Sliced mushroom heads. Corroded.
4386 H7 9 iron EWB W 1 7/8 1 4.0
4395 I6 9 iron CPS H-S 5 4.0 Flat head, tapering rectangular shaft. Corroded.
4396 I6 9 iron EWB W 2 1/4 1 7.4
4397 I6 9 iron CPS H-S 1 1.2 Flat head, rectangular shaft. Corroded.
4400 H8 5 iron TCK W 3/8 1 0.1 Corroded.
4401 H8 5 iron TCK W 1/2 2 0.9 Corroded.
4411 H7 9 iron EWB W 1 7/8 1 4.0
4450 F6 3 iron EWB W 2 1 5.0
4524 F6 7 iron TCK W 1/2 1 0.2 Corroded.
4552 D5 25 iron EWB S 1 3.7 Corroded.
4556 D5 26 iron EWB H-S 3 7.3 Corroded.
4557 D5 26 iron TCK W 3/4 1 0.5 Corroded.
4558 D5 26 iron TCK W 1/2 4 2.2 Corroded.
4559 D5 26 iron EWB W 1 1/2 3 7.0
4560 D5 26 iron EWB W 1 7/8 2 9.1 Corroded.
4561 D5 26 iron EWB W 3 1 10.9 Clenched @1 1/2". Corroded.
4583 E5 26 iron TCK W 3/8 2 0.6 Mushroom heads. Corroded.
4584 J4 14 iron CPS H-S 1 1.1 Flathead, tapering rectangular shaft. Corroded.
4585 J4 14 iron TCK W 1/2 1 0.7 Corroded.
4591 E5 26 iron TCK W 1/2 2 0.7 Corroded.
4592 E5 26 iron CPS S-P 1 2.0 Tapering rectangular shaft and point.
4593 E5 26 iron EWB W 1 7/8 2 9.5 Corroded.
4594 E5 26 iron EWB W 2 1 4.7 Clenched @1". Corroded.
4595 D6 30 iron EWB W 1 7/8 2 9.6 Corroded.
4596 D6 30 iron EWB W 2 1 4.7 Corroded.
4597 D6 30 iron EWB H-S 1 3.8 Corroded.
4598 D6 30 iron CPS W 2 2 4.7 Flathead, tapering rectangular shaft and point. Corroded.
4599 D6 30 iron CPS H-S 2 2.9 Flathead, tapering rectangular shaft. Corroded.
4600 E4 26 iron TCK H-S 1 0.1 Corroded.
4601 D6 30 iron CPS S-P 2 3.0 Tapering rectangular shaft and point. Corroded.
4603 D5 26 iron EWB W 2 1/8 1 3.2
Slightly unusual. Head is on wrong alignment and shaft appears to have 
been hammered. Corroded.
4604 D5 26 iron EWB H-S 2 9.5 Corroded.
4902 E5 26 iron EWB H-S 1 8.0 Corroded - completely encrusted. 
4914 D5 26 iron EWB W 2 1 4.7 Clenched @1 3/8". 
4915 D5 26 iron EWB W 2 1/4 1 3.5 Corroded.
4916 D5 26 iron EWB H-S 1 7.0
4917 D5 26 iron EWB S-P 1 1.2 Corroded.
4918 E6 30 iron EWB H-S 1 3.2 Corroded.
4919 E6 30 iron CPS W 2 1 3.5 Rough rosehead, rectangular shaft, triangular point. Corroded.
4920 D5 25 iron EWB W 2 2 9.7 Corroded.
4921 D5 25 iron EWB W 2 1/2 1 7.8 Clenched @ 1 1/2". Corroded.
4922 D5 25 iron EWB W 1 7/8 1 5.0 Corroded.
4923 D5 25 iron EWB W 1 3/4 1 4.4 Corroded.
4924 D5 25 iron EWB H-S 3 15.0 Corroded.
4925 D5 25 iron EWB W 1 1/2 1 1.8 Clenched @ 1 1/8". 
4926 D5 25 iron EWB W 1 1/2 1 2.1
4927 D5 25 iron TCK S-P 2 2.0 Corroded.
4928 D5 25 iron CPS S 1 0.7 Corroded.
4929 I6 9 iron CPS S-P 1 1.5 Rectangular shaft, tapering point. 
4930 E6 30 iron EWB S-P 1 7.6 Corroded.
4931 D6 30 iron EWB W 2 4 19.1 Corroded.
4932 D6 30 iron EWB W 1 7/8 3 15.4 Corroded.
4933 D6 30 iron EWB W 1 5/8 1 4.0 Corroded.
4934 D6 30 iron EWB W 2 1 4.8 Clenched @ 1 1/2". Corroded.
4935 D6 30 iron EWB W 3 1 12.3
4936 D6 30 iron EWB W 2 3/4 1 10.1 Corroded.
4937 D6 30 iron EWB S-P 1 6.2 Corroded.
4938 D6 30 iron EWB W 2 1/2 1 7.6 Corroded.
4939 D6 30 iron EWB W 2 1/4 1 4.1 Corroded.
4940 D6 30 iron CPS W 2 3/4 1 8.6 Rosehead, rectangular shaft, tapering point. Clenched @ 1 3/8". Corroded.
4941 D6 30 iron CPS W 2 3/4 2 18.7 Rough rosehead, rectangular shaft, tapering point. Corroded.
4942 D6 30 iron CPS W 2 1/2 1 9.1 Rough rosehead, rectangular shaft, tapering point. Corroded.
4943 D5 26 iron EWB S-P 3 8.2
4944 D5 26 iron CPS H-S 2 2.1 Flathead, rectangular tapering shaft. 
4945 D5 26 iron EWB S 1 0.5 Corroded.
4946 E5 26 iron EWB W 2 1/4 1 8.9 Clenched @ 7/8". Corroded.
4947 E5 26 iron EWB W 2 1 4.9 Corroded.
4948 E5 26 iron TCK W 3/4 1 0.6 Corroded.
4949 D4-5 16 iron CPS W 1 3/8 1 1.6 Unknown head, rectangular tapering shaft, chisel point. Corroded.
4950 J3b 14 iron TCK S-P 3 0.3 Corroded.
4951 E4 26 iron TCK W 1 1 0.9 Corroded.
4952 D6 30 iron TCK W 1/2 1 0.9 Square head. Corroded.
4953 E6 30 iron EWB S-P 1 1.0 Corroded.
4954 D6 30 iron EWB W 1 3/8 1 2.0 Corroded.
4955 D6 30 iron TCK W 1 3/8 1 2.4 Wide crumpled head, tapering rectangular shaft and point. Corroded.
4956 D6 30 iron TCK W 1 1/8 1 2.1 Corroded.
4957 D5 26 iron EWB H-S 1 0.5 Corroded.
4958 J8 20 iron EWB H-S 1 5.8 Corroded.
4959 D5 26 iron EWB W 1 7/8 3 13.5 Corroded.
4960 D5 26 iron EWB W 1 3/4 1 4.2 Corroded.
4961 D5 26 iron CPS W 2 1/2 1 4.1 Rough rosehead, tapering rectagular shaft and point. Corroded.
4962 D5 26 iron CPS S-P 1 2.6 Tapering rectagular shaft and point. Corroded.
4963 D5 26 iron TCK W 7/8 3 3.8 Corroded.
4964 D5 26 iron TCK W 3/4 1 0.4
4965 D5 26 iron TCK W 1/2 1 0.3
4966 D5 26 iron TCK W 3/4 1 0.7 Corroded.
4967 D5 26 iron TCK W 7/8 1 0.6 Corroded.
4968 D5 26 iron TCK W 1 2 3.0 Corroded.
4969 D5 26 iron TCK W 1 1/8 1 2.0 Corroded.
4970 D5 26 iron TCK W 1 1/4 2 4.2 Corroded.
4971 D6 30 iron CPS H-S 1 1.3 Flat head, rectangular shaft. Corroded.
4972 I6 9 iron CPS S 2 0.6 Tapering rectagular shaft. Corroded.
4973 D4-5 16 iron EWB H-S 1 6.6 Corroded.
4974 D4-5 16 iron EWB S-P 1 2.5 Corroded.
4975 D6 30 iron CPS W 2 1/2 1 8.0 Large flat head, rectangular shaft, tapering point. Corroded.
4976 D6 30 iron EWB S-P 1 1.6 Corroded.
4977 D6 30 iron CPS W 2 1/8 1 2.9 Flathead, tapering rectangular shaft and point. 
4978 D6 30 iron CPS W 2 2 4.6 Flathead, tapering rectangular shaft and point. Corroded.
4979 D6 30 iron CPS W 1 7/8 1 2.3 Flathead, tapering rectangular shaft and point. Corroded.
4980 D6 30 iron EWB W 1 3/8 1 1.9 Corroded.
4981 D6 30 iron EWB W 1 1/2 4 7.3 Corroded.
4982 D6 30 iron EWB W 1 1/2 2 3.9 Clenched @3/4". Corroded.
4983 D6 30 iron EWB W 1 1/2 1 1.8 Clenched @5/8". 
4985 D5 26 iron CPS W 2 1 2.4 Flathead, tapering rectangular shaft and point. Corroded.
4986 D5 26 iron CPS W 1 3/8 1 1.7 Flathead, tapering rectangular shaft and point. Corroded.
4987 D5 26 iron EWB H-S 2 14.6 Corroded.
4988 D5 26 iron EWB S-P 2 16.4 Corroded.
4989 E4 26 iron TCK W 7/8 1 0.8
4990 E4 26 iron TCK S-P 2 1.5 Corroded.
4991 I7 13 iron EWB W 1 7/8 1 4.2 Corroded.
4992 I7 13 iron EWB H-S 1 1.8 Corroded.
4993 I7 13 iron CLP H-S 1 1.5 Corroded.
4994 D6 30 iron TCK S-P 1 1.3 Corroded.
4995 E6 30 iron TCK W 1/2 2 0.7 Corroded.
4996 E6 30 iron TCK W 1 1 1.7 Corroded.
4997 E6 30 iron EWB S-P 1 1.4
4998 E6 30 iron CPS S-P 1 0.9 Tapering rectangular shaft and point. Corroded.
4999 E4 26 iron TCK W 5/8 1 0.6
8000 E4 26 iron TCK W 3/4 1 1.2
8001 D5 26 iron CPS H-S 1 1.6 Circular flathead, tapering rectangular shaft. 
8002 D5 26 iron EWB W 1 1/2 1 1.6 Cororded.
8003 D5 26 iron EWB S-P 2 2.4 Corroded.
8004 D5 26 iron EWB H 1 1.3
8005 D5 26 iron EWB S-P 2 13.4 Corroded.
8006 D5 26 iron CPS S 2 0.3 Tapering rectangular shaft. Corroded.
8007 D4-5 16 iron CPS W 1 3/8 1 1.5 Flathead, tapering rectangular shaft and point. Corroded.
8008 D4-5 16 iron W S-P 1 1.3
8009 D4-5 16 iron CPS S-P 1 0.9 Tapering rectagular shaft and point. Corroded.
8010 D4-5 16 iron TCK W 5/8 1 0.5 Corroded.
8011 D4-5 16 iron TCK W 1/2 1 0.5 Corroded.
8012 D4-5 16 iron TCK W 3/4 1 0.5 Corroded.
8013 E6 30 iron TCK W 1/2 1 0.7 From sieve residue. Corroded.
8014 E5 26 iron EWB H-S 1 3.8 Corroded.
8015 E5 26 iron CLP W 1 5/8 1 2.0
8016 E5 26 iron TCK W 1/2 1 0.3
8017 J3b 14 iron TCK W 1 1/8 2 2.2 Corroded.
8018 D4-5 16 iron TCK W 3/8 1 0.3 Mushroom head.
8019 D4-5 16 iron TCK W 1/2 1 0.4 Corroded.
8020 D4-5 16 iron TCK W 3/8 1 0.3
8021 D4-5 16 iron TCK W 7/16 1 0.1
8022 E6 30 iron W S-P 1 1.5 Corroded.
8023 J4 14 iron TCK H-S 1 0.6 Corroded.
8025 D6 30 iron TCK W 1 3/8 1 3.2 Irregular shaped head, tapering square shaft and point. Corroded.
8026 D6 30 iron TCK W 1 1/8 2 3.7 Irregular shaped head, tapering rectangular shaft and point. Corroded.
8027 D6 30 iron TCK W 1 2 3.3 Corroded.
8028 D5 26 iron CPS W 1 1/8 1 1.4 Flathead, tapering rectangular shaft and point.
8029 D5 26 iron CPS W 1 7/8 1 2.2
Clenched @ 1 1/8". Irregular shaped head, tapering rectangular shaft and 
point.
8030 D5 26 iron TCK W 1 3 5.5 Corroded.
8031 D5 26 iron TCK W 7/8 1 0.9 Corroded.
8032 D5 26 iron TCK W 3/4 1 0.7
8033 D5 26 iron TCK W 1/2 3 1.1 Corroded.
8034 D5 25 iron CPS W 2 1/2 1 7.8 Rough rosehead, square shaft, tapering point. Corroded.
8035 D5 25 iron TCK W 1 1/4 1 1.9 Flathead, tapering rectangular shaft and point. Corroded.
8036 D5 25 iron TCK W 1 1/8 2 2.8 Corroded.
8037 D5 25 iron TCK W 1 2 3.4 Corroded.
8038 E5 26 iron WFT W 7/8 1 0.2 Thin example, possible pin. Corroded.
8039 E6 30 iron EWB W 1 7/8 3 14.1 Corroded.
8040 D6 30 iron EWB W 2 1 4.4 Clenched @ 3/4". Corroded.
8041 D6 30 iron EWB W 2 1/8 2 9.0 Corroded.
8042 D5 26 iron EWB W 3 1/4 1 11.9 Clenched @ 2 3/8". Corroded.
8043 E6 30 iron TCK S-P 1 0.5 Corroded.
8173 D5 26 iron EWB H-S 1 1.6 Corroded.
8177 E4 24 iron TCK S-P 1 0.6 Corroded.
8182 D4-5 16 iron TCK S-P 1 0.6 Corroded.
8187 E4 26 iron TCK H-S 1 0.7 Corroded.
8241 D5 26 iron TCK S-P 1 0.9 Corroded.
8244 E5 26 iron EWB S-P 1 0.1 Corroded.
8256 E5 26 iron EWB H-S 1 1.3 Corroded.
Total 350 997.6
KTH-V Animal Bone Catalogue
Cat. Square Context Species Element Portion Condition No. Weight (g) Description
6002 D7 30 fragment Calcined 1 0.4
6006 D5 26 fragment Calcined 1 0.6
6007 D5 26 fragment Calcined 28 24.4
6009 E6 30 fragment 1 0.3
6015 E5 26 fragments Calcined 96 25.7
6018 E4 26 Ovis Ulna Proximal Calcined 1 1.1
6027 I-J3 14 fragment Weathered 1 0.4
6028 E5 26 fragments Calcined 113 47.1
6029 E5 26 fragments Calcined 93 33.8
6030 G2 28 fragments Calcined 1 0.6
6031 G5 9 fragments Calcined 4 0.4
6033 E5 24 fragments Calcined 17 6.5
6035 E5 26 Fragments Calcined 1 0.1
6036 E4 26 fragments Calcined 1 6.5
6037 E4 26 fragments Calcined 117 37.8
6040 E6 24 fragments Calcined 130 21.3
6066 I3 27 fragments Calcined 3 1.5
6081 E4 26 fragments Calcined 179 65.2
6086 G3 9 fragments Calcined 3 1.6
6087 E6 30 Ovis Humerus Medial Calcined 1 6.7
6103 J3 14 fragments Weathered 1 0.6
6111 J4 14 fragments Weathered 4 1.9
6125 E5 26 fragments Calcined 137 92.5
6131 I-J3 14 Ovis Humerus Distal Weathered 1 8.2
6139 E4 26 fragments Calcined 3 1.0
6142 E5 24 fragments Calcined 46 23.9
6144 I3 27 fragments Calcined 1 0.3
6146 E4 24 fragments Calcined 51 23.3
6151 J4 4 fragments Calcined 2 0.1
6152 E6 30 fragment Calcined 1 0.7
6155 E6 30 fragments Calcined 33 6.6
6165 E6 30 fragments Calcined 170 26.5
6167 E6 30 fragment 1 0.1
6169 E5 26 fragments Calcined 77 52.6
6171 D7 30 fragments Calcined 44 14.4
6209 D5 16 fragments Calcined 17 4.9
6213 E6 30 fragments Calcined 68 13.2
6235 D6 30 fragments Calcined 1 3.8
6241 D6 30 fragments Calcined 101 50.8
6258 D5 26 fragments Calcined 834 333.9
6260 D6 30 fragments Calcined 2 3.9
6262 D6 30 fragment 1 0.1
6264 D6 30 fragments Calcined 191 70.4
6269 D4-5 16 fragments Calcined 367 134.9
6272 D6 30 fragments Calcined 144 103.1
6302 J3b 14 fragments Weathered 4 1.6
6303 D5 26 fragments Calcined 31 18.9
6306 D5 26 fragments Calcined 364 186.7
6320 F5 7 fragments Calcined 3 2.9
6326 L6 1 Sus Femur Epiphysis Weathered 5 29.1 Possibly boiled?
6327 L6 1 fragments Calcined/Burnt 35 20.3
6341 D6 16 fragments Calcined 10 6.7
6350 I-J3 14 fragments Calcined 1 0.1
6356 D4-5 16 fragments Calcined 4 2.0
6399 D6 30 fragments Calcined 1 0.5
6405 F4 2 fragments Calcined 1 0.3
6422 J6 2 fragments Calcined 1 0.1
6424 L5 1 fragments Burnt/Weathered 21 1.6
6426 F5 10 fragments Calcined 2 0.6
6428 F5 7 fragments Calcined 1 0.5
6431 G6 2 fragments Calcined 1 0.1
6432 E5 2 fragments Calcined 1 0.1
6434 F5 19 fragments Calcined 4 0.5
6441 D5 26 fragments Calcined 394 241.5
6497 F6 7 fragments Calcined 2 0.2
6524 D5 25 fragments Calcined 727 397.1
6537 D5 25 ? Rib Calcined 1 4.6
6544 E6 30 fragments Calcined 2 0.6
6572 J4 14 fragment Weathered 1 1.6
6573 J4 14 Sus Femur Epiphysis Weathered 1 21.6 Striations down shaft. Possibly boiled?
6576 E5 26 Fragment Calcined 160 19.1 Sieve remnant from sample 7013
6577 D6 30 ? Vertabrae Calcined 1 1.6
6598 E4 26 ? Metacarpus? Calcined 1 0.1
6624 D6 30 Fragment Calcined 1 0.2
6625 D6 30 Fragment Calcined 1 3.5
6626 D5 26 Fragments Calcined 7 9.1
6627 D5 26 Fragments Calcined 7 12.6
6628 E5 26 Fragment Calcined 1 0.3
6629 E6 30 Fragments Calcined 3 1.2
6631 E4 26 Fragment Calcined 1 0.8
6632 E5 26 Fragments Calcined 597 67.0
6633 D5 25 Fragments Calcined 193 156.6
6634 D5 25 Fragments Calcined 12 39.8 Larger pieces feature cut marks.
6637 F6 3 Fragment Calcined 1 0.8
6639 D4 2 Fragments Calcined 4 0.9
6640 E4 26 Fragments Calcined 406 27.3
6641 E4 26 Fragments Calcined 63 7.4
6672 D5 26 fragments Calcined 3 1.0
6673 D5 26 fragment Calcined 1 0.4
6674 E6 30 fragments Calcined 2 0.4
6675 I3 27 fragment 1 0.1
6676 E6 30 fragments Calcined 3 1.2
6677 D5 25 fragment Calcined 1 0.3
6678 D6 30 fragments Calcined 6 1.9
6685 D5 26 Fragments Calcined 1 0.1
6686 D5 25 Fragments Calcined 2 0.2
Total 6187 2547.4
KTH-V Miscellaneous Catalogue
Cat. Square Context Material Form No. Weight Description
5020 D5 26 ? Melted 3 0.1 Fire damaged: melted/blobs.
5052 E2 23 organic skin? 1 0.1 Some form of organic material, pehaps vegetation or animal skin?
5053 E6 24 plastic? ? 2 0.1 Very thin dark blue material. Some form of early plastic?
5054 E6 24 ? ? 1 0.1 Thin material with three layers, red, yellow, and mustard. Perhaps paint or wax?
Total 7 0.4
KTH-V Personal Item Catalogue
Cat. Square Context Material Form Part No.
Weight 
(g) Description
2363 H6 25 porcelain Button whole 1 0.5 One piece, four hole sew thru, volcano shaped. D=7/16".
4090 I-J3 14 iron Boot Heel whole 1 47.9
Total item W=2 7/8", L=2 5/8", bar W=1/2", H=1/8". Seven regularly spaced 
prepunched holes, all with extant nails: two H-S, five whole with lengths around 
5/8". Corroded. 
4105 D2 23 brass Adjuster whole 1 3.1
Double tang (centre) roller type. Rectangular frame, W=7/8", L=1 3/16", featuring 
bench along one long side with the Embossed label '1858'. Tang cylinder, D=1/8", 
L=1", with two triangular pins, L=3/8". Corroded.
4355 I7 13 brass Adjuster whole 1 4.3
Double tang (centre) roller type. Rectangular frame, W=13/16", L=1 1/8", featuring 
bench along one long side with the Embossed label '1857'. Tang cylinder, D=1/8", 
L=15/16", with two triangular pins, L=3/8". Corroded.
4356 J3 1 iron Boot Heel whole 1 35.0
Total item W=2 5/8", L=2 5/8", bar W=3/8", H=1/8". Stepped bench on one side for 
seven irregularly spaced prepunched holes. Four tacks corroded in place. Corroded. 
4367 J3 2 brass Eyelet half 2 0.1 D=1/4'. Corroded.
5018 J4 4 leather wallet body 2 0.1 Dried out fragments with clearly visible cross weave. 
5022 J3b 14 leather wallet body 8 0.1 Dried out fragments with clearly visible cross weave. 
5023 D5 25 shell Button whole 1 0.7 One piece, four hole sew thru, disc shaped. D=9/16". Disintegrating.
5024 D6 30 shell Button whole 1 0.1
One piece, two hole sew-thru within fish-eye, disc shaped? Two engraved rings 
around edge of obverse along with fish eye for sew thru; obverse has sheaved off. 
D=3/8".
5025 E4 26 shell Button whole 1 0.3
One piece, four hole sew thru, volcano shaped. Depressed well-like sew thru on 
reverse. D=3/8".
5026 E6 30 shell Button half 4 0.1 4x Conjoin. One piece, four hole sew thru, disc shaped? D=3/8". Disintegrating.
5027 E6 30 shell Button half 5 0.1 5x Conjoin. One piece, four hole sew thru, disc shaped? D=3/8". Disintegrating.
5029 J3 14 leather/brass footwear heel 1 9.2 Three extant layers secured with 10 headless brass tacks, L=5/8"-3/4". 
5030 J3 6 leather footwear body 6 3.9 Some possible stitching holes. Decomposing. 
5031 J3 6 leather wallet body 5 0.1 Dried out fragments with clearly visible cross weave. 
5032 J3 14 leather wallet body 38 4.1
Quad 2 following removal of leather. Dried out fragments. Gird like pattern on 
interior. 
5033 D7 30 leather footwear? body 1 1.0 Dried out, perhaps fire affected?
5036 H8 5 leather/brass footwear toe 1 18.7
Two extant layers secured with 16 headless wedge like brass tacks, L=3/8". 
Decomposing.
5037 J4 14 leather wallet body 165 26.9 Most with grid like impression on interior, some with fabric still attached. 
5038 G3 9 leather footwear? body 6 17.6 2x Conjoin. Grid like impression on interior side. Perhaps fire affected.
5039 J3 14 leather wallet body 2 77.5
Folded piece of clothing, perhaps wet weather gear? Visible seams with stiching, 
W=1/8". Grid like impressions on interior side: perhaps originally lined with fabric?
5040 J3 14 leather wallet body 28 0.4 Grid like pattern on interior side. From 5039.
5041 J3 14 leather wallet edge 2 23.0
2x Conjoin. Folded piece of clothing with edge seam, W=1/4". Grid like pattern on 
interior.
5042 J3 14 leather wallet body 56 4.2 Grid like pattern on interior. From 5041.
5049 J3 14 leather wallet body 1 12.5 Several layers folded over on top of eachother. Grid like pattern on interior.
5050 J3 14 leather wallet seam 3 0.8 Folded over seam, W=1/4". Grid like pattern on interior.
5051 J3 14 leather wallet body 261 17.8 Grid like pattern on interior.
5055 J3b 14 leather wallet seam 3 0.4 Folded over seam, W=1/4". Grid like pattern on interior.
5056 E9 2 leather footwear? body 7 0.8 Dried out.
5057 E2 23 leather footwear? body 10 0.1 Dried out. Grid like impression on interior side. 
6008 E4 26 bone Button whole 2 0.2
2x Conjoin. One piece, four hole sew thru, flat shaped. Rounded rim edge on 
obverse. D=1/2". Fire damaged: misshapen.
6215 E6 30 bone Button rim 1 0.1
One piece, plus two hole sew thru, disc shaped? Engraving around obverse rim 
forming ribbed rim. D=around 5/8". Possible fire damaged: warped.
6232 D6 30 bone Button rim 1 0.1
One piece, plus one hole sew thru, disc shaped? Engraving around obverse rim 
forming ribbed rim. D=around 5/8". Fire damaged: warped.
6340 D6 30 bone Button whole 4 0.8
4x Conjoin. One piece, four hole sew thru, disc shaped. Engraving around obverse 
rim forming ribbed rim. Stepped rim on reverse. D=5/8". Fire damaged: warped.
6630 D5 26 bone Button whole 1 0.1 One piece, one hole sew thru, hill shaped, D=5/16". 
8024 J4 14 iron Boot Heel Nail whole 1 0.7 Quadrant 3. L= 7/8". Flat, thin, square head. Corroded.
8148 E5 26 brass Cufflink whole 1 4.6
D=7/16", L=9/16", stem morphs from square section to circular to accommodate 
base, which features a horizontal incision, assumedly to assist attachment. 
8149 I7 13 brass Button whole 1 0.9 Three piece, bar sew thru, lamp shaped (partially squashed). D=5/8. Corroded.
8150 I7 13 iron Button half 1 0.7
Three piece, bar sew-thru, lamp shaped. Some thread corroded to sew thru bar. 
D=5/8". Corroded.
8151 D5 26 brass Button whole 1 1.3
Three piece, bar sew thru, lamp shaped (squashed). Raised rim around sew thru on 
reverse. D=5/8". Possibly fire damaged.
8152 J3 14 iron/brass Button whole 1 1.1
Three piece, bar sew thru, lamp shaped (squashed). Brass obverse, iron reverse: 
corroded. D=5/8".
8153 H6 25 brass Button whole 1 1.0
One piece, four hole sew thru, hat shaped. Embossed label: illegible on obverse. 
D=5/8". Corroded.
8154 E4 26 brass Button whole 1 1.2
Three piece, bar sew thru, lamp shaped (squashed). Raised sew thru rim on reverse. 
D=5/8". Possibly fire damaged.
8155 G8 8 iron/brass Button whole 2 1.9
Two piece, loop shank, dome shaped. Brass obverse, iron reverse: corroded. 
Obverse decorated with embossed triparite division each featuring 3-leaf figure 
design. D=1/2". 
8156 G2 4 brass Button whole 1 0.6 Three piece, bar sew thru, lamp shaped. D=5/8". Corroded.
8157 D6 30 brass Button whole 1 0.9
One piece, four hole sew thru, hat shaped. Embossed label (reverse): '…RNER & Co. 
/ PATENT'. Chain of dots deco around sew thru on obverse. Stamped circles around 
sew thru holes obverse and reverse. D=9/16". Corroded.
8158 D5 26 brass Button whole 1 1.8
One piece, four hole sew thru, hat shaped. Embossed label (obverse):  'MOSES LEVY 
& Co./LONDON'. Raised edge rim on obverse. Stamped circles around sew thru 
holes on reverse. D=11/16". Possibly fire damaged.
8159 H8 5 iron/brass Button whole 5 0.8
5x conjoin. Two piece, loop shank, dome shaped. Brass obverse: shattered, iron 
reverse: corroded. Obverse decorated with embossed triparite division each 
featuring 3-leaf figure design. D=1/2". 
8161 I8 2 brass Button whole 1 0.9
Three piece, bar sew-thru, lamp shaped (partly squashed). D=5/8". Fire damaged: 
burnt.
8167 J4 14 brass/leather Buckle whole 1 7.8
Single roller type with part of leather belt still attached around pin. Rectangular 
wire frame with circular ends, W=1/2", 2 1/8". Wire pin, L=5/8". Leather belt W=1 
8168 J4 14 iron Boot Heel whole 1 48.3
Total item W=2 7/8", L=2 5/8", bar W=1/2", H=1/8". Seven regularly spaced 
prepunched holes, W=1/8", L=3/16", with five with extant nails: two H-S, three 
whole with lengths of up to 3/4". Corroded.
8276 H7 9 brass shoe tack whole 2 0.7 L=3/8". Triangular headless tacks. 
Total 657 387.9
KTH-VI Ceramic Items Catalogue 
Cat. Square Context Fabric Decoration Form Part No.
Weight 
(g) Conjoin Description
2162.1 Hearth (NE) 8
white 
earthenware none ? body 1 0.3 Crazed.
2162.2 Hearth (NE) 8
white 
earthenware
sponge print blue 
transfer saucer sh 1 0.3 2163 Unclear pattern. Crazed.
2163 E6 12
white 
earthenware
sponge print blue 
transfer saucer sh-rim 10 8.6 2162.2 Rim D=7". Unclear pattern.
2181 E6 3
white 
earthenware none ? flake 2 0.2 Crazed.
2206 E-F7 surface 
white 
earthenware none saucer foot 1 4.8 Ft D=4". Blue tinge in footring. Crazed.
2207 E-F7 surface 
white 
earthenware none ? flake 1 0.6 Crazed.
2208 E-F7 surface 
white 
earthenware
sponge print blue 
transfer hollowware sh 2 0.8 Unclear pattern. Crazed.
Total 18 15.6
KTH-VI Claypipe Catalogue 
Cat Square Context Manufacturer Part No.
Weight 
(g) Conjoin Description
2164 J7 10 S 1 1.4 R C-S.
2186 Hearth 8 McDougall S 1 1.5 Label: LHS: 'GLASGOW' RHS: 'McDOUGA'. R to O C-S. Rust stains.
2204 Hearth 8 B 1 0.1
2205 Hearth 8 B 1 0.5 NE section. Deco: ship and waves.
Total 4 3.5
KTH-VI Glass Catalogue 
Cat. Square Context Form Shape Part Colour Tinge No. Weight (g) Conjoin Description
3470.1 D4 5 bottle C sh green olive 4 11.9 Applied.
3470.2 D4 5 bottle C neck green olive 1 0.8 Applied.
3470.3 D4 5 bottle C sh green olive 1 0.6 Mould made.
3502.1 Hearth 8 bottle C base clear green 1 0.9 East section. Heel seam, D=3". Mould made. Corroded.
3502.2 Hearth 8 bottle F body clear green 1 0.5 East section. Corroded.
3502.3 Hearth 8 bottle F body clear green 1 0.2 C1 East section. Mould made.
3503 Floor 7 ? ? flake clear 1 0.3
3504 Hearth 8 bottle C sh green olive 1 1.3 NE section. Applied.
3507 Hearth 8 bottle C finish clear green 1 13.7 3582
Incomplete applied double collar - brandy type, Bore 
D=11/16". Corroded.
3509 E5 2 bottle C sh green olive 1 1.2 Applied.
3510 F4 3 bottle O cr clear green 1 1.7 Cr panel W=1/2". Mould made. Corroded.
3511 F4 3 bottle C body green olive 1 0.4 Mould made 
3513.1 D4 5 bottle C body green olive 1 5.3 Mould made.
3513.2 D4 5 bottle C neck green olive 3 11.4 Applied.
3513.3 D4 5 bottle C sh green olive 2 1.8 Applied.
3514 D4 5 bottle C sh clear green 1 2.1 Moulded deco: Vertical ribs. Corroded.
3515 D4 5 bottle C finish clear green 1 4.5 Single applied collar, BD=1 1/2". Corroded: opalised. 
3516 D4 5 bottle C finish green olive 1 5.4 Small part of applied collar. 
3517 D4 5 bottle C base green olive 1 7.3 Rounded heel, high conical push up, D=3". Mould made.
3519 E5 3 bottle F body green olive 1 1.8 Vertical striations.
3520 E5 3 bottle C body green olive 1 1.3 Mould made.
3546 D6 3 bottle F body green olive 1 6.6 Vertical striations.
3547 D6 3 bottle F cr green olive 1 16.1 Vertical striations.
3548 E6 3 bottle F cr green olive 1 0.8 Vertical striations.
3551.1 E4 3 bottle C finish green olive 1 6.5 Small part of applied collar. 
3551.2 E4 3 bottle C sh green olive 2 4.7 2x Conjoin. Applied.
3551.3 E4 3 bottle C neck green olive 1 3.2 Applied.
3552 E4 3 bottle C sh green light 3 3.2 2x Conjoin.
3553.1 E4 3 bottle O cr clear green 1 1.9 Mould made. Corroded.
3553.2 E4 3 bottle F sh clear green 1 0.4 C1 Mould made.
3574 F4 2 bottle O cr clear green 1 2.5 Mould made. 
3575 E4 2 bottle F sh green olive 1 5.6 Vertical striations.
3576 E4 2 bottle F sh green olive 1 3.2 Vertical striations.
3577 E4 2 bottle O sh clear green 1 5.5 Fire damaged: crazed. Corroded: Opalised.
3579.1 Hearth 8 bottle C base blue 1 3.7
Oval base, heel seam, shallow push up. Mould made. 
Corroded.
3579.2 Hearth 8 bottle C body blue 3 7.5
2x Conjoin. Fire damaged - crazed/melted. Corroded: 
opalised. 
3579.3 Hearth 8 bottle C body blue 4 1.8 Corroded.
3579.4 Hearth 8 bottle C sh blue 1 0.5 Applied.
3579.5 Hearth 8 bottle C sh blue 1 0.7 Vertical seam. Corroded.
3579.6 Hearth 8 bottle C sh blue 1 0.3 Corroded.
3580 Hearth 8 bottle F body clear green 1 1.1 Corroded - opalised
3581.1 Hearth 8 bottle O cr clear green 1 1.2 Corrodod.
3581.2 Hearth 8 bottle C body clear green 1 0.3 Mould made.
3582 Hearth 8 bottle C neck clear green 5 7.9 3507 2x conjoin. Applied. 
3638 Hearth 8 ? M ? clear 1 0.8 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded: opalised.
3639 Hearth 8 ? ? flake clear 1 0.3 Fire damaged: melted.
3640 Hearth 8 bottle C sh clear green 1 6.2 Vertical seam. Mould made. Corroded.
3641 D4 5 bottle C sh green olive 1 0.1 Applied.
3642 Hearth 8 bottle C neck clear green 1 0.5 Corroded: opalised. 
3643 Hearth 8 ? M ? clear 1 0.4 Fire damaged: melted. Corroded: opalised.
3500-1 Hearth (E) 8 bottle F whole clear green 15 56.8 C1
East section. Cottage shaped ink bottle. Cracked off neck, 
no finish, bore D=5/8". Two piece mould. Embossed label 
(body): 'WALKDEN'S' / 'INK' / 'LONDON' on 3 sides of 
body. Square body W=1 3/4". H=1 3/4". 
Total 83 224.7
KTH-VI Metal Items Catalogue 
Cat. Square Context Element Form Shape Part No. Weight (g) Description 
4072 Hearth 8 iron strapping length 1 137.4
W=3/4". Prepunched holes. Converted (squashed and 
folded) into S-shaped hook, L=8 1/4", W=3". Corroded.
4393 D4 5 iron sheeting edge 1 0.1 Corroded.
4419 D4 5 iron sheeting body 1 0.2 Corroded.
4438 D4 5 iron strapping length 1 144.3
Two pieces riveted together, W=1 1/4". Reinforced 
banding or join?
4443 Hearth 8 iron fitting end 1 3.0
NE Section. Band, W=1/4", with countersunk hole at 
complete end and partial at the other. 2" distance 
between holes. Small square protrubance at complete end. 
Corroded.
4444 Hearth 8 brass oil cup whole 1 16.9
Hinged item. Top section is a flat head shape (L=1 1/8", 
W=5/8") with door knob shaped feature attached to 
underside. Stamp (top): '66/Ft'. Bottom section has a head 
shaped top matching the top section but with a hole in 
centre of the head and a cup shaped bottom to this part 
(D=1/2"). On the bottom of this cup is a shaft (L=3/4") with 
a threaded end (L=3/16") and towards its top is a hole 
(D=1/16"). In the side of the cup is also a small hole and its 
front rim has a small lip. Total L=1 1/4", W=1 1/8". 
4446 Hearth 8 iron strapping length 1 19.0 W=1". Corroded. 
4448 Floor 7 iron sheeting body 4 1.7 Corroded.
4462 F5 3 iron Pot C handle lug 1 11.8
Broken, W=1 5/8". Two rivets at Top of 'T' and prepunched 
hole at other. Corroded.
4466 F5 3 Iron dish C rim 3 4.1 Body without support wire. Corroded.
4467 F4 3 Iron dish C rim 3 2.4 Folded edge, W=1/8". Corroded.
4468 F4 3 iron sheeting body 5 0.5 Corroded.
4471 F4 2 iron sheeting end 1 1.1 Corroded.
4476 D4 5 iron sheeting body 1 0.1 Corroded.
4477 G5 3 iron Pot SQ rim/handle lug 1 21.3
Wire rim support, D=1/8" with broken lug attached, W=1 
5/8". Metal body looped over wire and lug riveted (x2) to 
body. Corroded.
4478 G5 3 iron sheeting body 201 94.6 Corroded.
4479 F4 3 iron dish C half 1 56.1
Item D=approx 8". Wire supported rim ( wire D=1/8"), with 
metal body attached (W=1 3/4") which leaves a central 
hole. This edge of the body ends in a folded edge 
(W=1/8"). Base of item missing. Corroded.
4501 Hearth 8 iron strapping length 1 51.6 W=3/4". Prepunched holes @ 3 1/2". Corroded.
4502 Hearth 8 iron wire hook whole 1 38.4 C-shaped, L=7 1/2", W=1". D=3/16". Corroded.
4515 I7 9 iron sheeting corner 1 0.9 Corroded.
4519 E4 3 Iron dish C rim 2 1.0 Folded edge, W=1/8". Corroded.
4523 Hearth 8 iron hatchet head 1 687.9
Wedge sectioned with broken tip of blade (max W=4"). 
Circular handle connector (D=2 1/4"), octagonal balance 
(L=1 1/2", D=1 1/4"). Stamp: "No 3/..OLLINS & 
…ARTFORD/CAST-STEE….RANTEL". Corroded
4525 D4 2 iron fitting length 1 2.8 Band, W=1/4", countersunk holes @ 2" interval. 
4550 F4 2 iron sheeting body 10 1.8 Corroded.
4551 F4 2 iron billy SQ body/handle 1 7.4
Vertical S-shaped seam join (W=3/16"). Triangle riveted to 
body connected to ring (D=1"). 
4571 Hearth 8 iron fitting end 3 1.3
Band of joined ovals, max W=1/4", with a 90 degree bent 
point at the end. 
4578 Hearth 8 iron sheeting body 10 0.5 Corroded.
4640 Hearth 8 iron hatchet body 1 6.6 Corroded.
4671 Hearth 8 iron hatchet body 1 4.9 Corroded.
4676 Hearth 8 iron sheeting body 4 0.1 Corroded.
4677 Hearth 8 iron sheeting body 4 0.1 Corroded.
4680 D4 5 iron strapping edge 1 0.7 Corroded. Prepunched hole.
4681 D4 5 iron strapping end 1 1.4
W=1". Features square cut in one corner, W=3/16". 
Corroded.
4682 G5 3 iron Pot SQ rim 1 8.8
Wire support, D=1/8". Some metal body attached. 
Corroded.
4683 Hearth 8 iron strapping length 1 4.1 W=3/4". Corroded.
4684 Hearth 8 iron sheeting SQ edge 2 2.0 Corroded.
4685 F4 2 iron dish C rim 1 0.3 Folded edge, W=1/16". Corroded.
4686 Hearth 8 iron sheeting corner 1 0.3 Corroded.
4687 F4 2 iron sheeting body 8 0.5 Corroded.
4688 G5 3 iron Pot C rim 1 5.0 Body without wire support. Corroded.
4689 G5 3 iron sheeting body 5 22.6 Corroded.
4690 G5 3 iron billy SQ edge 1 7.0
S-shaped seam join (W=1/4"). Top features rivet to hold 
seam in place. Corroded.
4691 G5 3 iron billy SQ body 7 13.2 S-shaped seam join (W=3/16"). Corroded.
4692 G5 3 iron Pot SQ rim 1 1.5 Body without wire support. Corroded.
4693 G5 3 iron sheeting edge 2 1.3 Corroded.
4694 G5 3 iron billy SQ body 12 8.2 S-shaped seam join (W=3/16"). Corroded.
4695 G5 3 iron Pot C rim 6 3.8 Body without wire support. Corroded.
4696 F4 3 iron dish C rim 4 7.5 Body without wire support, D=9". Corroded.
4697 F4 3 iron dish C rim 4 1.4 Folded edge, W=1/8". Corroded.
4698 F4 3 iron sheeting body 63 12.9 Corroded.
4699 F5 3 Iron sheeting body 5 1.1 Corroded.
4700 E4 3 Iron sheeting body 2 2.2 Corroded.
4701 Hearth 8 brass spoon/fork handle 1 18.4
NE Section. Broken at start of tines or bowl, max W= 7/8". 
Stamp: '…IOSS'. 
Total 399 1444.1
KTH-VI Metal Fasteners Catalogue 
Cat. Square Context Element Type Part Length No.
Weight 
(g) Description
4381 D4 5 iron EWB W 2 1 4.5 Corroded.
4385 D4 5 iron EWB W 3 1/8 1 9.6 Clenched @ 1 3/4". Corroded.
4388 D4 5 iron EWB H-S 3 9.7 Corroded. 
4392 D4 5 Iron TCK W 7/8 1 1.4 Corroded.
4403 D4 5 Iron SCR H-S 1 2.5 Corroded. Countersunk philips head. 
4445 Hearth 8 iron CPS S-P 1 2.3 NE Section. Tapering rectangular shaft and point. 
4447 Hearth 8 iron CLP W 1 3/8 1 1.7
East Section. Unusual nail, long thin rectangular head, 
EWB like rectangular shaft, tapering chisel point.
4461 H5 3 iron EWB H-S 1 3.4 Corroded. Clenched @ 3/4". 
4469 C4 5 iron EWB W 1 3/8 1 1.7 Clenched @ 1/2".
4470 C4 5 iron EWB W 3 1/8 1 11.7 Corroded. Clenched @ 2".
4473 D4 5 iron EWB W 1 1/2 2 5.8 Corroded.
4474 D4 5 iron EWB H-S 1 6.5 Corroded.
4475 D4 5 iron CLP H-S 1 1.4 Corroded.
4492 E4 3 iron SCR W 1 1/8 1 3.3 Corroded. Countersunk philips head. 
4493 E4 3 iron EWB W 2 2 8.1 Corroded.
4494 E4 3 iron CPS S-P 1 1.8 Tapering rectangular shaft and point. Corroded.
4495 E4 3 iron CPS W 1 1/4 1 2.7 Rough rosehead, square shaft, tapering point. Corroded.
4496 E4 3 iron CLP H-S 1 12.9 Corroded.
4497 E4 3 iron EWB W 1 3/8 1 1.3 Corroded.
4498 E4 3 Iron TCK W 7/8 1 0.9
4499 Hearth 8 iron EWB W 3 1 11.5 Clenched @ 2 3/8".
4500 Hearth 8 iron EWB W 2 1 4.3 Corroded.
4516 I7 9 iron TCK W 5/8 1 0.4 Corroded.
4526 D4 2 iron EWB W 2 1 4.1 Corroded
4567 Hearth 8 iron EWB W 3 1 11.2 Corroded.
4568 Hearth 8 iron EWB W 2 1 4.9 Corroded. Clenched @ 1 1/4". 
4569 Hearth 8 iron EWB W 1 1/8 1 1.6
4570 Hearth 8 iron EWB W 2 1 4.5
4572 Hearth 8 iron HSH W 1 1/2 1 1.8 Corroded.
4573 Hearth 8 iron TCK W 5/8 4 1.3
4574 Hearth 8 iron EWB S-P 2 1.2
4575 Hearth 8 iron EWB H-S 1 3.0
4576 Hearth 8 iron EWB H-S 3 7.7
4577 Hearth 8 iron TCK W 15/16 1 1.2
4610 D4 5 Iron TCK W 5/8 1 0.5 Corroded.
4611 D4 5 Iron TCK W 9/16 1 0.3
4612 Hearth 8 iron TCK W 1 3 2.9
4613 D4 5 iron EWB W 2 1/8 1 4.0 Clenched @ 7/8". Corroded.
4614 D4 5 iron EWB W 2 1/8 1 4.6
4615 Hearth 8 iron TCK W 1 1 1.6 Corroded.
4616 Hearth 8 iron TCK W 3/4 1 1.1 Corroded.
4617 Hearth 8 iron TCK W 5/8 3 1.8 Corroded.
4618 Hearth 8 iron TCK H-S 1 0.5 Corroded.
4619 Hearth 8 iron TCK H-S 1 0.5 Corroded.
4620 Hearth 8 iron TCK S-P 1 0.3 Corroded.
4621 Hearth 8 iron EWB W 2 1/2 1 7.2 Corroded.
4622 Hearth 8 iron EWB W 2 1 4.8 Clenched @ 1 3/4".
4623 Hearth 8 iron EWB W 2 1/4 1 4.8
4624 Hearth 8 iron EWB W 2 1/2 1 8.2 Corroded.
4625 Hearth 8 iron EWB H-S 1 9.0
4626 Hearth 8 iron CPS W 2 3/4 1 9.4
Rosehead, square shaft, tapering point. Clenched @ 1 
1/2".
4627 Hearth 8 iron CPB W 1 1/8 1 0.7 Corroded.
4628 Hearth 8 iron TCK W 1 2 1.6 Corroded.
4629 Hearth 8 iron TCK W 7/8 1 0.7
4630 Hearth 8 iron TCK S-P 1 0.8 Corroded.
4631 Hearth 8 iron WRH W 1 1 0.7 Rough rosehead. Corroded.
4632 Hearth 8 iron CLP W 1 5/8 1 1.9
Unusual nail, long thin rectangular head, EWB like 
rectangular shaft, tapering chisel point. Clenched @ 
1/2". Corroded.
4633 Hearth 8 iron CPS W 1 3/4 1 1.6
Rosehead, tapering rectangular shaft and point. 
Corroded.
4634 Hearth 8 iron CPS S-P 1 2.1 Tapering rectangular shaft and point. Corroded.
4635 Hearth 8 iron TCK S-P 1 0.4 Corroded.
4636 D4 5 iron EWB W 2 1/8 1 4.6 Corroded.
4637 D4 5 iron EWB H-S 1 6.1 Corroded.
4638 Hearth 8 iron EWB W 2 7/8 1 11.9
4639 Hearth 8 iron EWB W 3 1 10.6
4641 Hearth 8 iron WRH W 1 1 0.6 Rough rosehead.
4642 Hearth 8 iron EWB H-S 3 5.6
4643 Hearth 8 iron EWB S-P 1 2.0 Corroded.
4644 Hearth 8 iron EWB W 1 1/8 1 1.0 Corroded. Clenched @ 1/2".
4645 Hearth 8 iron EWB W 1 1 1.3 Corroded.
4646 Hearth 8 iron EWB W 1 1/4 3 4.9
4647 D4 5 iron EWB S-P 1 1.9 Corroded. 
4648 D4 5 iron EWB S-P 1 2.0
4649 Hearth 8 iron EWB H-S 4 22.9 Corroded.
4650 Hearth 8 iron EWB W 1 1/2 1 2.0 Corroded.
4651 Hearth 8 iron EWB W 1 5/8 1 1.8 Corroded.
4652 Hearth 8 iron EWB W 1 1/4 1 1.6 Corroded
4653 Hearth 8 iron EWB H-S 1 1.3 Corroded.
4654 Hearth 8 iron EWB S-P 4 8.2 Corroded.
4655 Hearth 8 iron TCK W 15/16 1 0.8 Corroded.
4656 Hearth 8 iron TCK H-S 1 0.8 Corroded.
4657 Hearth 8 iron CPS S-P 1 1.6 Tapering rectangular shaft and point. Corroded.
4659 Hearth 8 iron EWB S-P 4 13.3 Corroded.
4660 Hearth 8 iron EWB H-S 1 1.7 Corroded.
4661 Hearth 8 iron CPS S-P 1 2.2 Tapering rectangular shaft and point. Corroded.
4662 Hearth 8 iron EWB W 2 4 18.5
4663 Hearth 8 iron EWB W 2 2 9.6 Corroded.
4664 Hearth 8 iron EWB W 2 1/8 1 4.5 Corroded.
4665 Hearth 8 iron EWB W 2 1/8 1 5.0
4666 Hearth 8 iron EWB W 2 1/8 1 4.7 Corroded. Clenched @ 1".
4667 Hearth 8 iron EWB W 1 5/8 1 2.9
4668 Hearth 8 iron EWB W 2 1 3.9
4669 Hearth 8 iron EWB H-S 1 2.0 East section. Corroded.
4670 Hearth 8 iron TCK H-S 1 0.6 Clenched.
4672 Hearth 8 iron TCK H-S 1 0.4 Corroded.
4673 Hearth 8 iron CPS S-P 1 1.7 Tapering rectangular shaft and point. Corroded.
4674 Hearth 8 iron EWB W 1 3/8 1 1.7 Clenched @ 5/8".
4675 Hearth 8 iron TCK S-P 1 0.4
4678 Hearth 8 iron EWB W 1 3/8 1 1.5 Corroded. Clenched @ 5/8".
4679 Hearth 8 iron TCK W 3/8 1 0.4
8111 Hearth 8 iron EWB W 1 3/8 1 3.1 Corroded.
8112 D4 5 iron EWB W 1 3/8 1 2.7 Corroded.
8113 Hearth 8 iron TCK W 11/16 1 0.3
8114 Hearth 8 iron TCK W 1/2 1 0.7
Total 135 399.2
KTH-VI Animal Bone Catalogue
Cat. Square Context Species Element Portion Condition No.
Weight 
(g) Description
6319 D5 5 Ovis Metatarsus Whole 1 31.3 Striations and scraping along shaft. Possibly boiled?
6367 D4 5 Fragments Calcined 141 97.8
6400 Hearth 8 Ovis Illiam distal Calcined/Weathered 1 43.2
6403 Hearth 8 Fragments Calcined 27 16.2 Northeast section
6404 Hearth 8 Fragments Calcined 45 24.4 East section.
6417 E6 12 Fragment Calcined 1 0.3
6418 Hearth 8 Fragments Calcined/Carbonised 5 0.5 SE section.
6419 Floor 7 Fragment Calcined 1 0.8
6446 D6 2 Fragments Calcined 2 0.3
6451 E5 2 Fragments Calcined 6 4.1
6456 F4 3 Fragments Calcined 2 0.6
6457 E5 2 Fragments Calcined 37 11.6
6458 C4 5 Fragments Calcined 20 14.2
6464 D4 5 Fragments Calcined 82 39.4
6465 D4 5 Fragment Calcined 1 0.4
6485 D5 3 Fragments Calcined 5 4.9
6486 I6 6 Fragments Calcined 2 0.1
6498 E6 3 Fragments Calcined 8 0.7
6505 E4 3 Fragments Calcined 22 12.3
6514 C4 2 Fragment Calcined 1 0.6
6517 D4 2 Fragments Calcined 7 1.5
6519 E5 2 Fragments Calcined 9 2.1
6523 E4 2 Fragments Calcined/Carbonised 12 9.9
6538 Hearth 8 Fragments Calcined 5 11.6
6539 Hearth 8 Fragments Calcined 5 5.6
6540 Hearth 8 Fragments Calcined 606 317.0
6619 Hearth 8 Fragments Calcined 16 8.4
6636 C4 5 Fragments Calcined 3 7.8
6642 E6 3 Fragments Calcined/Carbonised 7 15.6
6643 E4 3 Fragments Calcined 5 5.2
6644 D4 5 Fragments Calcined 6 3.8
6645 Hearth 8 Fragments Calcined 6 3.2 East section.
6646 Hearth 8 Fragments Calcined 3 2.4
6647 D4 5 Ovis Molar Calcined 1 0.3
6648 Hearth 8 Fragments Calcined 39 38.8
6649 E5 3 Fragments Calcined 2 0.6
6650 Hearth 8 Fragments Calcined 11 1.3
6651 D4 5 Fragment Calcined 1 0.1
6652 D4 5 Fragment Calcined 1 0.1
6653 Hearth 8 Fragments Calcined 65 23.5
6654 Hearth 8 Fragments Calcined 246 8.0
6655 Hearth 8 Fragments Calcined 268 8.0
6656 Hearth 8 Fragments Calcined 110 42.6
Total 1844 821.1
KTH-VI Personal Items Catalogue
Cat. Square Context Material Form Part No.
Weight 
(g) Description
4605 E6 12 Brass Button whole 1 1.8 One piece, dome shaped, 4 hole sew thru. Ridge around edge. D=5/8".
4606 F4 3 Brass Button whole 1 1.4
One piece, hat shaped, 4 hole sew thru. Embossed label (front): 'MOSES LEVY & 
Co'/'LONDON'. Ridge around edge. D=11/16". 
4607 H7 11 Brass Button whole 1 0.8
One piece, hat shaped, 4 hole sew thru. Embossed label (back): worn and illegible. Dotted 
ridge around depression and holes. D=9/16'.
4608 D4 5 Brass Button whole 1 2.0 One piece, dome shaped, 4 hole sew thru. Ridge around edge. D=5/8".
4609 Hearth 8 Iron/Brass Button whole 1 1.1
East section. Three piece, lamp shaped, bar sew thu. Embossed label (front): 'MOSES SON… 
D…'. Iron back corroded. Ridge around sew thru on rear. D=5/8". 
4658 Hearth 8 Iron Buckle frame 1 2.5 Small ridges on side. 
5000 F4 3 Shell Button centre 1 0.3 One piece, 4 hole sew thru. Worn around edges, D= probably originally 1/2". 
5001 Hearth 8 Wood Button centre 1 0.1 NE section. 4 hole sew thru. Very worn. 
5002 D4 5 leather footwear? body 6 0.7 Dried out, perhaps fire affected. Grid like pattern on one side. 
5003 Hearth 8 leather footwear? body 2 0.1 Dried out, perhaps fire affected? Impressions on one side, dot like. 
5004 D4 5 leather footwear? body 1 0.1 Dried out, perhaps fire affected. Grid like pattern on one side. 
5005 D4 5 leather footwear? body 4 0.1 Dried out, perhaps fire affected?
5006 E5 2 leather footwear? body 2 0.1 Dried out, perhaps fire affected?
6013 Hearth 8 Bone Button Whole 1 0.1
Found below axe. One piece, hill shaped, one hole sew thru. Oval shaped, L=5/8", W=1/2". 
Worn.
Total 24 11.2
